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I.

An Essay on the Hindu History of Cashmir.

By HORACE HAYMAN WILSON, Est*. Sec. A. S.

INTRODUCTION.

THE only Sanscrit composition yet discovered, to which the title of Histo-

ry can wilh any propriety be applied, in the lUjd Tarmgini, a history of Cash-

mir. This work was urst introduced to the knowledge of the Mohammedans

by the learned minister of Acbeb, Abuifazl. but the summary which l e

has given of its coutents, was taken as he informs us from a Persian trans-

lation of the Hindu original, prepared by order of Acber. The example

set by that liberal Monarch, introduced amongst his successors, and the

literary men of their reigns, a fashion of remodelling, or retiauslaling the

same work, and continuing the History of the Province, to the periods at

which they wrote.
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HISTORY OF CASHMIR.

The earliest work of this description, after that which wa3 prepared by

order of Acber, is one mentioned by Bernier, who states an abridged trans-

lation of the Rdjd Taringini into Persian, to have been made, by command

ofJeuangir ; he adds, that he was engaged upon rendering this into French,

but we have never heard any thing more of his translation : at a subsequent

period, mention is made in a later composition, of two similar works, by

Mulla Husein, Kdri, or the reader, and by Hyder Malec, Chadvaria* whilst

the work, in which this notice occurs, the WakiatiCashmir was written in

the time of Mohammed Shah, as was another History of the Province, entit-

led the Nawddir-ul-Akhbdr. The fashion seems to have continued to a very

recent date, as Ghulam HusEUtf notices the composition of a History of

Caskmir having been entrusted to various learned men, by order of Jiyana

the Sic k, then Governor of the Province, and we shall have occasiou tj

specify oue History of as recent a date, as the reign of Suau-Alem.

The ill directed and limited enquiries of the first European settlers in In-

dia, were not likely to have traced the original of these Mohammedan com-

positions, and its existence was little adverted to, until the translation of

the Ayin Acberi by the late Mr. Gladwin was published. The abstract then

giveu naturally excited curiosity, and stimulated enquiry, but the result was

unsatisfactory, and a long period intervened before the original- work was

discovered. J Sir Wm. Johes was unable to meet with it, although the his-

tory of India from the Sanscrit- Caskmir auihorities, was amongst the tasks

his undaunted and indefatigable intellect had planned, and it was not un-

til the year 1805, that Mr. Colebrooke$ was successful in his search. At

thai lime he procured a copy of the work from the heirs odBrah/nan, who

died in Calcutta, and about the same time, or shortly afterwards, another

transcript of the IUj& Taringini was obtained by the late Ma. Spexx from

• A summary taken from this work, and which appcara to hare been the one alluded to

by Bernier, is giren in the Description de rinde from Tiefpenthaler (1. 89.)

f Seir Mutakherln—3. 210. I A. R. i. 431 ; and iv. 188. § A. R. ii. 294.



HISTORY OF CASH MIR. 3

Lucknozo. To these two copies I have been able to add a third, which was

brought tor sale in Calcutta ; and I have only to add, that both iu that city

and at Benares, I have been hitherto unable to meet with any other trans-

cript of this curious work.

The R&ja Taringini has hitherto been regarded as one entire compositi-

on : it is however iu fact a series of compositions, written by different au-

thors, and at different periods ; a circumstance that gives greater value to

its contents, as with the exception of the early periods of the history, the se-

veral authors may be regarded almost as the chroniclers of their own times.

The first of the series is the Rdj& Taringini of Cai.hana Pandit, the son of

Champaca,who states his having made use of earlier authorities, and gives an

interesting enumeration of several which he had employed. The list include*!

the general works of Suvrata and Narendra ; the History of Gonerda and

his three successors, by LIela Haja, an Ascetic ; of Lava, and his successors

to Asoca, by Fadma Mihira ; and of Asoca and the four next princes by Sri

Ch'havillacara. lie also cites the authority ofNiLA MoNi,meaning probably

the AV7fl Parana, a Puraua known ouly in Cashmir ; the whole forming a

remarkable proof of the attention bestowed by Cashmirian writers upon the

history of their native country : an attention the more extraordinary,

from the contrast it affords, to the total want of historical enquiry in any

other part of the extensive countries peopled by the Hindus. The history of

Calhana commences with the fabulous ages, and comes down to the reign

of Sakgra'ma deva, the nephew of Didda RAni, iu Saca 949 or A. D. 10£7,

approaching to what appears to Lave been his own date, &ac'a 1070 or A. D.

1148.

The next work is the Rajavall of Jona Raja, of which I rcgietto atatc I

have not yet been able to meet with a copy. It probably begins where Cal-

ha*a stops, and it closes about the time of Zein ll Ab-au-di'n, or the year of

the Hijra 815, as we know from the next of the scries.

The SnJaina RAja Taring'mtis the work of Sri Vara Pandita, the pu-

* A 2



4 HISTORY OF CASIIM1R.

pit otJona Raja, whose work it professes to continue, so as to form with it,

and the history of Calha*a, a complete record of the Kingdom of Cashmir.

It begins with Zein i
- l Ab-eo-din, whose name the unprepared reader would

scarce'y recognise, in its Nagar/ transfiguration, oi Sri Jaina Ollabha Dina,

and closes with the accession of Fatteh Shah, in the year of the Ilijra 882, or

A. D. 1477. The name which the author has chosen to give his work of Jaina

Tat ingin't has led to a very mistaken notion of its character: it has been

included amount the productions of Jaina literature, whilst in truth the

author is an orthodox worshipper of s'iva, and evidently intends the epithet

he has adopted as complimentary to the memory of Zein ul Ab-ed-di'n, a

prince who Was a great friend to his Hindu subjects, and a liberal patron of

Hindu letters, and literary men.

The fourth work, which completes the aggregate current under the name

of Rdjd Taringint, was written in the time of Acber, expressly to continue

to the latest date, the productions of the author's predecessors, and to bring

the history down to the time at which Cashmir became a province of Ac-

ber's empire. It begins accordingly where Sri Vara ended, or with Fatteh

Shah, and closes with Nazek-Shah ; the historian apparently, and judicious-

ly, avoiding to notice the fate of the kingdom during Hamayun's retreat in-

to Persia. The work is called the Raja vali Pataca, aud is the production of

PlJNYA Or pRAjrfYA BllATTA.

Of the works thus described, the manuscript ofMr. Sfeke, containing the

compositions of Calha^a and Sri Vara, came into my possession at the sale

of that gcntlemaa's effects. Of Mr. Colebroore's manuscript, containing also

the work of Pu*ya Bhatta, I was permitted by that gentleman, with the

liberality 1 have had former occasion to acknowledge, to have a transcript

made; and the third manuscript, containing the same three works, 1 have al-

ready stated I procured by accidental purchase. Neither of the three com-

prisrs the work ofJona Raja, and but one of them, the transcript of Mr. Cole-

broore's manuscript, has the third Tarang or section ofCalhanVs history.
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The three manuscripts are all very inaccurate ; so far so indeed, that a close

translation of them, if desirable, would be impracticable. The leading points,

however, may be depended upon, agreeing not only in the different copies,

but with the circumstances narrated in the Compendium of Abulfazi, and

in the Mohammedan or Persian histories which I have been able to procure.

The Persian works which I have consulted are the following : the 2V*oW-

dir-ul Akhbxr, the work of Refiuddin Mohammed, the WakiaU-Cashmirhj

Mohammed Azim, the Tarlkh Caahmir of Narayan Cul, and the Goheri Alem,

Tohfet us shahi, by Badia ud-din. The first of these authors has the advan-

tage of being a Cashmirian by birth, although descended of a BaUth fami-

ly. He alludes to the work of Cauia^a Pandit, which he avows his pur-

pose of correcting where at variance with the true faith ; and it must be ac-

knowledged, that he has altered without remorse, although it may be que*,

tioned, whether he has corrected. His chief disagreements are those of
-

omission however, as iti the Hindu portion of his history, he occasionally

passes over whole dynasties, and connects the disjuncta membra of his ori-

ginal, with very little regard to accuracy of time or descent. The date of hit)

work is 1133 of the Hijra, in the reign of Mohammed Shah.

The Wakiat-i'Cathmir contains a much fuller account of the Province,

and is a closer approximation to the Hindu original. The History follows the

order of the Sanscrit work very regularly, but the work is not confined to

the History of Cashmir, two of the three portions into which it isdivided be-

ing appropriated to the description of the country, its natural and artificial

curiosities, and the religious and literary characters it has gi\ en birth to since

the establishment of Islam. Mohammed Azim, the author, calls himself the

son of Kheir-uz-zeman Khan, and writes in the year of the Ilijia 1 140 : liv-

ing therefore, as well as Rafi-addin, in the Reign of Mohammed Shah. The

aame reign produced the third work, which is professedly a translation of the

R&jd Taringmi. It has all the usual defects of oriental translation, and

follows the original with a whimsical interchange of fidelity and variation ;
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HISTORY OF CASHMIR.

some passages, especially those of a legendary character, being minutely

given, whilst others of more historical importance are imperfectly rendered

or altogether omitted. The author, Naravan Cue, was a Hindu Brahman,

and a native o( Cashmir.

The last work enumerated is of very modern date, having been written iu

the time of the last Shah A lem : the author Bedia-ud-din was the son ofMoham-

med Azim, t he author of the IVakiat, whose omissions he purposes to supply,

from authorities peculiarly his o>vn, and of which he had suhsequently be-

come possessed. He particularly specifies the Nbr N&tnah, an ancient his-

tory of Cashmir, written by Sheikh Nur-ad-djs Wali in the Cashmiriau lan-

guage, and rendered into Persian by Moulavi Ahmed Almeh, in the reign

of Zein oi, ar-ad-din*. A copy of this the author had procured from one

of the descendants of the last independant princes of Cashmir, who were set-

tled as private individuals in Ahberabad or Agra ; and it is to be presumed that

to this work Bedia-ud-din owes the extraordinary additions which he has made

occasionally to the labours of his predecessors, and their common original.

None of the works above particularised, offer much valuable illustration ofthe

Sanscrit original history; nor do Ihey furnish any additions of historical im-

portance. As well as the summary of Abclfazi. howexer they arc very use-

ful in corroborating or explaining many parts of the Sanscrit text, whilst

they do comprise a few additional circumstances, which are curious at least

in their origin and character, although very questionable in point of pro-

bability or truth. The chief value of these works, however, is the notice they

take, of the comparatively modern condition of many towns and temple?,

the foundation of which is commemorated by the Hindu writers, and the

existence of which at all, cauuot perhaps now be\eriGed, except upon the

testimony of these Mohammedan authors ; the short interval that has elapsed

since their day?, haviug been sufficient to sweep awsiy the vestiges of an-

tiquity, which in their time continued to bear witness to the public spirit,

^nd munificence, of the Hiudu Sovereigns of Cashmir.

In the utter darkness which envelopes the history of India previous to the
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Mussclman invasion, the appearance of such a record as that furnished us

by the Cashmirian writers acquires an importance, not otherwise derived

from the value of the record itself, nor the character of the transactions it

commemorates. Its being the sole luminary, however, of the gloomy inter-

val alluded to, renders us naturally curious to follow the track it singly

serves to light, and thehistory ofCashmir, has accordingly attracted the at-

tention of those best competent to have prosecuted the investigation. I have

already stated it to be one of the Desiderata of Sir Wm. Jones ; and at the

time that Mr. Colebrooke announced the discovery of the manuscript, he

also declared his intention of giving to the public an account of its con-

tents. The execution of his purpose has probably been impeded by other

more important labours, and the too contracted term of Sir Wm. Jones's

splendid career, disappointed his hope of performing this, and greater under-

takings. A more satisfactory account of the contents of the RtyA Taringini

than that furnished by Abulfazl is therefore still a desideratum, and in the

little probability that now exists of the task being undertaken by living

talent more adequate to its accomplishment, I have been induced to pre-

pare, from it chiefly, the following sketch of the Hindu history of Cashmir.

Thewant of a copy of the connecting series ofJoNA Raja, and the occupa-

tion ofthe works ofSat Vara and Punya BuAffAby Musselman transactions,

will prevent me, at present at least, from extending the limits of my essay,

beyond those of Calhana Pandit, or following any other Hindu guide. His

work as a historical composition is clear and consistent, and contains fewer

extravagancies than most of the works to which the name of History has

been assigned, by the unphilosophical and credulous natives of the East.

Like the mass of the Hindu compositions on all subjects, it is written in

verse, and as a poem, it contains many passages ofmerit, both in sentiment

and style. The summary of its contents given by Abulfazl is too concise to

be of much service, and in the transformation of names occasioned by the

difficulty of expressing the Nagar/ alphabet in Persian characters, excites

not unfrequeutly a doubt, whether the persons named were possessed of
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Hindu appellations. Farther, it is in many places inaccurate, and it does not

therefore preclude a necessity, for some such fuller accouutof tha/ty'a Ta-

ringint and its contents, as is attempted in the essay now submitted to the

Society, and which, whilst it follows the order and authority of Calha*a

Pandit, proposes to comprehend such occasional illustration of his history

of Cashmir, as may be derived from the Mohammedan writers above men-

tioned, or from classical authorities, or more modern investigation.

AN ESSAY ON THE HINDU HISTORY OP CASHMIR.

THE Hindu History of Cashmir commences with the statement, that the

beautiful valley forming that kingdom was originally a va«t Lake, called

SatUaras* and this assertion has not only been copied hy the Mohamme-

dan writers, but it agrees with the local traditions of the Country, and as

• «*ftf a virtuous woman, and *H»*t. a Lake ; the original does not give the etymology,

but Abulfazl makes it the Lake of Uma, the wife of Mah ao£o, one of whose names, it is true,

is 8ati in the character of a virtuous spouse.

Wak. C. so Abulfazl, Gladwin's translation, ii. 109. Bernier says, les Histoires dee an-

oiens rois dc Cachemire, veulent que tout ccpays n'aitete autrefois qu'un grand Lac. And, ac-

cording to Fortter, the Legends of the country assert that Solomon visited the valley, and find-

ing it covered, except one eminence, with a noxious water, which had uo ouUet, he opeued a

pa.ssage in the mountains, aud gave to Cashmir its beautiful plains.

From the general concurrence of the Persian writers, with the account of the Hindu histo-

rians, must be excepted Bedia ud-din: he begins with the creation, and brings Adam from Se-

randip, where all Musselman authorities place him after the fall, to Cashmir. The sovereignty

of Cashmir continued in the Line of &rAfor 1110 years, when the Hindus conquered the Pro-

vince under Harinand R6j&, and his family ruled it till the period ofthe deluge. After the flood,

Cashmir was peopled by a tribe from Turkestan. The inhabitants were taught the worship of one
^

God, by Mo$n, who died there, and whose tomb or place ofsepulture is still to be seen iu Cash-

mir. The relapse ofthe Cashmirians into the Hindu idolatry was punished by the local inunda-

tion of Uic province, and the solitary supremacy of the Afrit, Jaladvo, as described in the Wiat-

kiat-i-Cathmir. See Appendix No. I. These details are sufficient to give an idea of BcdiavA-

dm's, or probably of the Sheikh N«r-ad-dm\ historical merits.
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HISTORY OF CASHMIR. *

far as probability is regarded, has received the sanction of that able geogra-

pher Major RenneL*

The draining of the water from the valley is ascribed, by the Hindu His-

torians to the Saint Casyapa, the son of Marichi, the son ofBrahma, the Ca-

shefor Kasheb of the Mohammedans, according to some of whom, he was
not the Hindu Seer, but a Deo or Genie, the servant of Suliman, by whose

orders he effected the desiccation of Cashmir. The method of doing this

was opening a passage through the mountain at Baramouleli,f by which

the water passed off; but the Hindu accounts do not specify the channel

by which CasYafa originally drained the Valley. As however it is not im-

probable that the Valley was really submerged, it 13 equally possible, as

Bernier supposes,^ that some natural convulsion rent the confining moun-

tainous barrier, and opened to the waters, an outlet to the plains of the

Punjab.

The district thus recovered by Castapa, was also it is said peopled by him,

with the assistance of the superior deities, whom he brought from heaven

for that purpose, at the beginning of the seventh or present Manwantara.

We must of course subject Cashmir to the same periods of destruction and

renovation, as the other parts of the universe, if we wish to reconcile this

date with the usual chronology, but as this is not very indispensible, it has

CO-
• " So far am I from doubting the tradition respecting the existence of the Lake that

tered Cashmir, that appearances alone would serve to convince me without either the tradition

or the history."—Memoir ofa Map of Hindootton, 107.

as another legend relative to the opening on this occasion of the

pass, which is ascribed to Vishn i; : the story is not worth quoting, except as a
carious specimen of a Mohammedan disposition to enlarge upon Hindu fable: not a syllable of
the legend is to be found in the Raja Taringini. See Appendix, No. 1.

J " Pour moi Je ne voudrois nior que toute cette terre ntut autrefois etc couverte d' eaux : on

Ie ditbien de la Thessalie, et de quelquea autrespays, niais J' ai de la peine a croire que cette

ouverture soit I' ouvraged'unhomtneparceque la montagne est tres large et tres haute. J«5croi-

rois plutot que quelque grand tiemblement de terre, comme ces lieux y sont assez sujeto, auroit fait

oovrir quelque cavcrne souterraine, ou la montagne so seroit enfoncee."— Voyage de Kackemire.

The remark made by Bernier continues applicable to the neighbouring and analogous districts

;

during the labours of Capt. Hodgson in Gerwhal, in 1817, he noticed forty shocks.
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been overlooked by the original authority. We also have nothing in the

Sanscrit text here, respecting th » colony of Brahmins, whom Abulfazl

says, he introduced into the province, and from which it might be inferred

that he then introduced the Brahmanical religion, an event that probably

occurred, as we shall sec, at a subsequent period ; the worship in Cashmir,

being in the meau time apparently that of the Nagas or snake Gods;* a«u-

perstition of very obvious occurrence, amongst the rude habitants of a

country, recently recovered from the waters, and consequently abounding

with the venomous reptiles common to slimy and marshy places,f

From the period of the first settlement of Cashmir to the reign ofGoner-

da, the first prince whose name has been recorded, the country was govern-

ed by a succession of 52 kings of the Caurqva family, whose reigns formed

a period of 1266 years :J these princes were not worthy ofrecord, says our Hin-

du author, on account of their disregard of the precepts of the Vedas, and

their impure and vicious lives ; and he asiigns a better reason for their being

forgotten, did they ever indeed exist, in this expression, ^r$TT» *10fl+WI

wrwri^frahra which we may employ Horace to translate, Itlacrymabiles

urgeutur ignotique longa nocte, carent quia vate sacro.

The blank thus left in the history by the Hindu writer, is partly filled

up by Mohammedan authority, and we may therefore here desert our usual

* See Appendix, No. 2.

1 With respect to the Leader ofthe colony, Dr. Hamilton correctly observes, much confu-

sion prevails, arising probably from different personB being designated by the name Casyapa*.

He has endeavoured to distinguish three of the names. 1st. " Casyapa Muni son of Mabichi ;

2nd. Kastapa married to the daughter of Dacsha, also named Tarkshya, who led a colony

of civilized people into Cashmir. And 3d. Kasyapa married to the daughters of Vaiswanara,

grandson of the preceding."

—

Genealogies ofthe Hindus. There is reason to fear however that this

distinction can scarcely be made out on original authority. Dr. Hamilton's chronology would

rather confirm the assertion of the text that it was the son of Maricbi who colonised CosAmtr,

for he places this sage in the 20th century before the Christian iEra, and it appears not unlike-

ly that Cashmir was colonised about that period.

X So also the Ayin Acberi : the author of the Wakiat CasLmir cites Hindu authority, for

% Series of 66 Princes and a period of 1819 years.
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guide, to contemplate the aeries of monarch*, derived from another source.

According to Bbdia ad-din, after the settlement of the country by Suliman,

he left the sovereignty to hi* cousin, Isaun, whoreigued over CasArmV twen-

ty-five years, and was succeeded by his son

2. Cassalcham, who fixed his capital at Islamabad and reigned nineteen

years.

3. Maberkaz his son succeeded and reigned thirty years ; being childless,

he adopted for bis son and successor

4. Banou or Pahou-khan. The birth ofthis prince was miraculously effect-

ed, his mother becoming pregnant from bathing in a reservoir or tank : his

death was equally marvellous, at upon bathing himself in the tame reservoir,

he dissolved, and returned to the element whence he sprang: be is said to

have had a most numerous offspring, and to have seen in his life time, no

fewer t'tan fifteen thousand descendants : these were the Pantlavas, after-

wards so celebrated in Indian History.

We may here pause to notice the concurrence of this account, with that

which we have already extracted from Hindu aufliprity. of th* subjection

of Cashmir %» a long series of Caurava princes, as these are in the estima-

tion of the Hindus, the oflipring of a common ancestor, and virtually the

same with the Pdndava race. This position of ihe family in the north west of

India, is referred to in many works, and the chiefscene of their early exploits

is the Punjab, and its vicinity ; and those traditions therefore al h nigh much

embarrassed by uncertainty and fiction, seem to support the idea (hit this

part of India was the native seat of the Pandavas. Besides the posi-

tive actions to this effect in the history of Cashmir, 1 find, that in an unfi.

nished manuscript es?ay by Colonel Wilfobd, and libetally put into my
hands by that eminent scholar, be has also particularised Cashmir as the

birth place of the Pandavas upon Hindu authority, and we find in classical

authors* the realm or city of Panda, or of the Pandavas, in a similar directi-

on although not precisely the same position : rt the same time, it is true, that

* Appendix, No. 3.

» 2
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Cuau the progenitor of the Caurava and Pandava races is placed by the

Pauranic writers in a more central part of India, and made king1 of Hasti-

napur : the five suppositious sons of Pdridu were however according to the

same authorities actually born in the Himalaya mountains,* whither Pa*-

du with his wife Cunti haJ accompanied the Rishis, and where the Gods de-

scended to rear posterity for the prince: there can be little doubt therefore,

that either the original Caurava family, or a very important branch of it,

'came from the northwest and mountainous parts of India.

f

To return however to the series of princes enumerated by Bedia Ad-din ;

we have

5. Lam-khan, son of Pandv-khan.

6. Ledder-khan, his son.

7. Sunder-khan in whose reign the idolatry of the Hindu worship again

made its appearance : the prince was slain in endeavouring to obstruct it*

progress, and was succeeded by

8. Cunder-k.han his son, who reigned thirty -five years.

Mah&bharatAdi Porta (2. 64.) "Thus the five God-given sons of Pandd grew up in the ho*

t,endowed with divine foree, with the strength, the gait and prowess oflions,

world, and honouring the race of Cuku." In the first or A nucrammie portion ofthe Mahdbharat a
curious passsge occurs relative to die spurious descent of the Pdnd fau.for when the boys are

brought to Hattin&pvr by the Rishis, their preceptors, some ofthe citizens say, they cannotbe the

sons of PsWu, for he has long been dead ; Jft^l {M^HHiTTW? ^vVTW ?f |

passage is. not the leu remarkable from its being singular, that is to say, it is not adverted to in

the subsequent part of the poem which details the event at length. The Anucramamc* is a sum-
mary of the whole work, and not impossibly the original, the bulk of the poem being merely a re-
petition and expansion ofthe brief narration, which it contains.

t As one additional argument, the complexion of PaVjdo may be mentioned ; it is said in
the Mauabharat that be was named Paudu, p*b, from the paleness of his colour. Vta'sa

widowofhi. lau brotherTwm^WTn ft***S KlfHT I TOT
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ft. Subderkhan, the second. Idolatry was now the natioual religion, and

the king erected a temple to Sadasiva.

10. TuNDUKHAN.

11. Bsddv-x.ha.Nj who reigned 115 years.

12. MaHAND-KHAN.

13. DuRBINASH-KHAN.

14. Deosir-khan.

15. Tehab-khan. This prince was attacked and slain by his neighbour

and relation, the king of Cabul, who seized upon the throne of Caskmir, and

reigned under the name of

16. Calju-khan; after a reign of seven years he was driven out by his

PatidaVa relatives, who raised to the throne

17. Surk.hab-k.han ; his reign lasted 191 years.

18. Shermabara.m-k.han.

19. Naureng-khan \ this prince was a great conqueror and extended his

dominions to the kingdom of China.

20. Barigh-khan.

21. Gawasheh-khan.

22. Pandu-khan the second; he recovered the provinces that had been

subject to the crown of Caskmir, and whi«h extended to the shores of the

Indian sea.

23. Haris-khan ; his reign lasted 23 years.

24. Sanzil-khan.

25. Akber-khan.

26. Jaber-khan.

27. Nauder-Khan, he introduced the worship of fire. •

28. Sanker-Khan, who was attacked and slain by Bakra-raj, a neighbour-

ing chief who headed the Cashmirian nobles driven into rebellion by the

tyranny of their king.

The six sons of Banker-khan succeeded in due order to their father's so-

vereignty, and also to bis fate. Their accession and deaths were the work

of a few hours, whence originated the proverb, said to be still current in

Caskmir ; *
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" One Caldron, on one Cre, saw seven kings before the flesh was boiled ;"

a proverb, which though not of literal, has been in a general sense, of not

inappropriate application, to events of eastern history, of a more authentic

character, than the one to which its origin is here ascribed.

29. Bacra-raj then took possession of Cashmir, and bequeathed it to

hit descendants: their names are however unknown, and a blank interval

precedes the succession of Auqnand the first monarch, with whom all the

authorities are agreed to commence, what may be regarded, as the dawn

cjf legitimate historical record.

The list above inserted, although of an obviously fabulous construction,

still contains matter to excite curiosity, and awaken some speculation as

to the possibility of any part of it being true ; it seems very prol able that

it originates with tradition, a<id is not altogether unfounded, although no

doubt much disfigured, and most probably misplaced : the title of Khan at-

tached to the names, few of which too appear to be Hindu, indicates a race

ofTartar princes, and we shall have occasion to notice the presence of

Tartar rulers in Cashmir, accompanied with something like chasms in the

history, which Rfdia ad-dw's catalogue would enable us to fill, convenien'ly

enough : if we might conjecture from the names of several princes on the

west of India, the invasion of Alexander was the period of Tartar rule in

this direction, as Oxtcanus and Musicanus might easily be resolved into

Tartar appellations with the designation Khan attached it may be resting

too much on conjecture only, however, to give a period of existence to what

* I am not disposed to attach any importance to etymological conjecture* in general, and

merely adduce such analogies, as possible identifications in the absence of better guides ; at

the same time I am very much disposed to think with the learned Da. Vincent, that " most,

if not all of the Indian names, which occur in classical authors, are capable of being traced

to native appellations, existing at this day among the Hindoos, at least, if not the Moguls."

( Voyagf of Nearckui, 129.) Lieut. PoUmger finds a similarity between Muticam and Moo-

Sthtcan, the names of two contiguous districts in Simd, and usually connected in utterance.

They lis eiactly, where we are told, the Greeks found that chiefs territories. TrmtU in Bi~

ioochistm.
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are perhaps after all but phantoms, and we must remain satisfied with the

possibility, that they were real personages, who ruled Cashmir as foreigners,

and that as foreigners, they were extruded from the Hindu anuali, and

were preserved only by undefined traditions, which have been embodied

into the Mohammedan history of Sheik Nvraddin with little regard to chro-

nology, or truth.

*

As the first named sovereign of the Hindu history of Cishmir, succeeded

to the princes who had governed the country for nearly thirteen centuries,

there should have been little or no chronological difficulty about I he period

of his accession : the introduction of Manwantaras and Calpaa, has however

obscured a system, otherwise clear at least, if not unexceptionable, and has

left it doubtful, whether these princes, as well as the first settlement of the

country, come within the limits of the Calinge, and consequently at what

date in that age, Gonerda, the Augttand* of the Mohammedan writers, was

king of Cashmir : there are other chronological points, connected with his

history, that have received the notice of the Hindu historian.

The passage of the original is however here not very distinct, and refers*

evidently to computations of au uncommon character. Gonerda as appears

from the transactions of his reign, was contemporary with Cr'ishna and Yu-

DmsHf

'

air, who according to the generally received notions, lived at the end

of the Dwdpar age: this however (he author observes is irrcconcileable with

the series of Go/iertfa's successors, which agrees better with the opinion, that

places the existence of the Cauhava and Pa£dava princes about the middle

of the seventh century of the Cali Yvg ; a computation it may be remarked

which is at variance with Goserda's succeeding to the throne, after that Lad

been occupied for 1966 years, unless some of those years be carried into the

preceding age : it is of very little use however to attempt to reconcile these

discrepancies, as the different statements are all probably equally iucorrcct

;

• la Nagari ^TW^ m » *om« c<>P»e« TXT^ Gonerda or Gommda; the Persian U'^gy

Augnand and the author of the WaJtiati Catkmir as well as Bed I A- AD-DIN leave no doubt of

the intention of the Mntselman writers as they detail the letters of this and other names, in the

ttaaner, common in Arabic and Persian Lexicons.
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and it is only of importance to observe, the disagreement between this au-

thor and the popular belief, as to the age of YuDHisnf

'

hir and Crishna, and

the reduction of the antiquity usually assigned to them, which is thus deriv-

able from Hindu authority : any other conclusions, we shall be better pre-

pared to make when we have gone through the different dynasties of princes,

and the events recorded to have happened during their reigns.* If we may-

trust the Hindu historian, Gonerda the first was a relation of Jarasakbha,

king of Magadhd, to whose assistance he led an army from Caakmir: the con-

federates were opposed to CrKshha, in the province ofMat'hura, and were de-

feated in an engagement upon the banks of the Yamuna by that chief, and

his brother BalarAma, by whose hands Goneroa was slain, whilst attempt-

ing to rally his flying troops :f the prince was succeeded by his son Damo-

dara who in his impatience to revenge his father's death, attacked a party of

the friends of Crishna on their return from a marriage in Gandhar on the

Indus ;£ the bride was killed in the affray ; but the rage of the bridegroom

and his friends was irresistible, and the followers of the prince were defeated,

and himself slain ; the whole transaction being such as was probably of

not unfrequcnt occurrence, in the history of ihese mountainous regions, in a

stale of society much more advanced, than that of which it is narrated. Di-
modara left his wife Yasovati pregnant, and ill able to resist the victori-

ous Yddata. Crishna however sent Brahmans to appease her anxiety, and

establish her in the kingdom, silencing the remonstrances of his friends by

this quotation from the Purdnaa mfootixc&iift ttw. *j*t TprfsTT 1 Ttrifcj

* fa^err ^jfjrftnnrr " Caahmir is as Parvati,§ and the king is a por-

tion of Hara : if even vicious therefore, he is not to be disrespected by the

sage who hopes for heaven."

In due time Yasovat^ was delivered of a son, who was immediately

anointed kiugj the minister of his father conducting the affairs of the state

• Appendix No. 4. t Appendix No. 5. I Appendix No. 9.

§ This appear, to be a pun, P&rvoti meaning both mountainous and the wife of Siva.

|| There is no other word that can be used to express the Abhitkec, considered an essential

partofthe ceremonfof coronation ; die word means in fact sprinkling, and implies in these cases,

the sprinkling of the king with water from some sacred stream, as the Ganges, &c.
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during his minority : he wa9 named Gonerda* after his grand-father : his

tender years prevented him from taking any part in the war that continued

during his jouth, to rage between the Caurava and Pandava families.

A dark period follows the reign of this prince, and the chasm is filled by

a nameless troop of thirty-five kings, whodtviaiing from the precepts ofthe

Vedas were consequently immersed in the waters of obliv ion :f to them suc-

ceeded a monarch ofsome celebrity, Lava, the Loo or Looloo of the Moham-

medan historians, of whom the only action recorded is the foundation of

the city Lolora^, a city which, according to the extravagant accounts of

all parlies, contained originally an incredible number of stone edinces,§ and

which in modern times, continued to be a celebrated and populous Tappa

or village. Lava is also taid to have been a benefactor of the Brahmanical

tribe.

Cus&aya,
II
the son of Lava, succeeded his father, whom he resembled in

conferring endowments of land upon the Brahmanical priesthood.•• He was

followed in habits and sovereignty by his son Khag^ndra,*^
*f*
of whom it is re-

corded that he constructed the towns Khagi and Ehammisha.%% Screndra,§§

the sou of this prince succeeded him, and was actively employed in founding

Abulfazl h&a Bala ; the designation of the infant monarch, or Bala, a child, having been

jnistaken for his own appellation.

t According to Btdia-ad-din they were all of the Pandava race.

] Perhaps the Durroo or Lurroo of Fortler, ii. 6.

§ Abulfazl has 80 Croro ; the original, one Owe minus 16 Lac* or 84,00.000 : both Kcfmtl-

deen and Mohommed Azim say, that Looloo or Lolot was a populous place in the Pcrgannah of

Pamraj, or the western division of Cathmir. Ayecu. Acberi, ii. 102.

||
Kisha. Abulfazl, A/c.

** The term used on these occasions is Agrahara, which imports a portiou of land, or a village,

given to the liiahmam, with or without a temple or dwelling.

V KkagtmdcT. Abulfazl.

J! Cacapw and Gtncmoka in tile tixuc of the Mol ou.medan writers,

M Seradair. Abulfazl.

ii
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towns and building temples and palaces : one city of his construction was

Suraca situated near the Ddrada country, or at the ioot of the uiu .int.this.

•

According to the Mohammedan writers, this prince had a daughter named

Catapan Bhanu of great beauty and accomplishments ; the reputation of

which induced Bahman, the son oUstfendiar, who afterwards governed Persia

under the name of Ardisheer Dirazdest, to solicit aud obtain the princess in

marriage. It does not appear from what source they have derived this story,

as it is not found in the Hindu records, nor in the historical romance of

Firdaush unless we suppose it to have originated in the adventures of Gush-

tasp, the grandfather of Bahman, who whilst in exile in the west married

Kattynon, the daughter of the Emperor of Room. (Malcolm's Persia 56.)

Had there been any foundation for the tradition, it might have been of some

chronological utility, but it is probably either an idle invention, or it is a

misrepresentation of the fables which relate to the adventures of Behratn

Cor, who according to Firdausi, visited India, and there niai ried Sipanud the

daughter of Suancal king of Canouj.*

As Surendra however had no son, he was succeeded by a prince of ano-^

* Or rather of the whole tract of country from Canouj to Khoratan, according to the Persian

poet. Thus Bakram, he says, sends an embassy to Shancal, who is sovereign of India from the

river of Canouj to the borders ofWj^ Ug^lj j-y JL*jlj^jCiJ?JJ4
the king in his reply tells him, that the region be rules is full of mountains and streams, and ex-

tends from Canouj to Iran in one direction, and in the other from Siclab (Sclavonia or Tartary)

to China.

The SHANCAt hwe mentioned is probably the Skincal of Meerkhond and Ferithta ; they

have however added to his history, and have made him contemporary with Afrasiab. "The

onion noticed in the text terminated according to Bedia-ad-din unhappily, and Bekman was

murdered by the attendants of the princess at her instigation, in resentment of his contemptu-

ous mention or her father j and be did not perish, he observes, as said by other reports, of the

bite of a snake.
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ther family named Godhara ;• whose successors Suverna, Janaca and Sachi-

KAttAf followed him in regular descent, and continued lo bnild cities, and

construct and endow temples for the advautage of the Brahmans, and chief-

ly it would seem for Hie worship of Siva. Janaca the second of those prin-

ces is said by Bediaaddin to have sent one of his sons into Persia, w ith a

hostile force during the reign of Homai : the invader however was rcpelLd.

and slain by the Persians under Darab, the son of Bahman.

The last of these princes being childless, the crown of Cashmir reverted lo

the familyof its former rulers, and devolved on Asoca who wasdescended from

the paternal great uncle ofKhagendua. This prince, it is said in the Ayin Acbc-

ri, abolished the Brahmanical rites, and substituted those of Jina : from the

original however it appears, that he by no means attempted the former of

these heinous acts, and that on the contrary, he was a pious worshipper of

Siva, an ancient temple of whom in the character of Vijaj/esa% he repaired.

With respect lo the second charge, there is better foundation for it, allbough

it appears that this prince did not introduce, but invented or originated the

Jina Sa*ana % He i * said to have founded a city called Srinagar, a different

place however frojn the present capital, which is attributed to a much Jater

monarch II In the reign of Asoca, Cashmir was overrun by the Mkch'has, for

» Cowdher, Ayin Acberi. f Surrn, Jenbk and Seijuner. Ibid,

t There are a VijayHa and Vijaya ahetra at Benares. The Vijaya Linga adjourned, or in

other words, his worship wm brought, according to the Ceui Chundfroin Cashmir. Sec. 69.

*ivft<:iiX* farf^^M i tt^t faararc vratarnsrr**' *zr*w
| Bedia-ad dm says, the new faith was brought from Ajem, in which case it must hare been

the worship of fire that was introduced, a circumstance of no unlikely occurrence, but which at

this period of our history id utterly irreconcilable with the chronology of the original, as if it

took place after Darab the son ofHomai— it very little preceded Alexander's invasion of In-

dia—but we have not yet come to the second Ooncrda, who lived, agreeably to the assertion of

Cai-hana pandit, 1182 B. C—It must not be forgotten that these Persian transactions are

taken from the Mohammedan writers, and arc not hinted at in the R6j& Tarintfint.

U It afi- ad-deen calls it liabara ; the Wakiat-i-Ca*hmir and Xarauan Csr/ceJl it Sir, and the

latter states that it was in Miraj, or the eastern division of Cashmir, and that traces of its eit«

were visible in his time.

CI
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whose expulsion the king obtained from Siva a pious and valiant son, as a

reward for the austerities he had practised.*

Jaloca, the son and successor of Asoca, was a prince of great prowess t

he overcame the assertora of the Bauddha heresies, and quickly expelled

the Miceh'has from the country, thence named Ujjhda dimba : he then

carried his victorious arms to foreign regions, and amongst others to the

North of Persia, which he subjugated in the reign of Darab,-\ and then pro-

ceeding in an opposite direction he subdued the country of Canouj.

The conquest of Cani/acubja by this prince, is connected with an event

not improbable in itself, and which possibly marks the introduction of the

Brahmanical creed, in its more perfect form, into f iis kingdom. Jaloca is

said to have adopted thence the distinction ot casts, ,ud tbe practices which

" The faith of Asoca is a matter of very little moment, a< the prince bim^ ii U possibly art

ideal personage : as however the comparative antiquity of the UnmiiUin .m.! fii-altmitait it creeds

in Cashmir has been supposed to be affected by it, and the events subsequently r. i ..,.1,-d, it may

be adviseablc to give the passages of the original, which shew that Asoca » •> * ^ .r.sliipper

of Siva : it i9 not improbable however, if we are to attach credit to any part of ibis portion of

the Casbmirian history, that he permitted heretical, possibly Bauddha doctrines, to be introduc-

ed into the kingdom during his reign from his Tartar neighbours.

^ ^ HI \V. l*l«*Hj 3 3*UTT 1 ^rrnr?fsriVt TvTT VCTZl f^^nHTT^t |

" Then the prince Asoca, the lover of truth, obtained the earth ; who sinning in subdued af-

fections, produced the Jina Sasana." This may mean possibly something very different from tho

received idea, and may imply his neglect of affairs of state through excess of devotion, and his

consequently omitting to prevent the intrusion of a foreign power, raUier than a foreign faith,

into the kingdom, the expulsion of which was the object of his son's birth.

'• The country being overspread with Mlech hat, tho king for their expulsion obtained from

Bhutisa {Siva as the Lord of the elements) pleased with his Tapas, an excellent son."—Dr.

Buchanan has made a strange misquotation from Abulfazl; (A. It. vi.lflo.) He calls Asoca

Raja Jennet, and says he established in his reign the Brahmany rites, instead ofabolished them as

it occurs in the Ayin Acbcri ; an error which justly drew down the angry censures of the Orien-

tal Critics in the Edinburgh Ueview for October, 1802, and tbe Asiatic Annual Register of the

same year ; the Miechhat might have been Scythians or Tartar*. See tbe observations on the

Tartar princes.

t Bedia-ad-di*.
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were at that time established in the neighbouring districts : he also introduc-

ed into the Government the forms and offices elsewhere prevalent, and first

assigned titles and duties to the following seven officers of state, the Dker-

mddhyacsha, the justiciary, or chancellor; Dhanaadhyacsha, treasurer;

Cosha-adhyacsha, master of the military stores ; Chamupati, commander

irt chief ; Duta, messenger or embassador ; Purodha, the royal chaplain or

almoner, and the Duivajnya or chief astrologer. The eighteen offices, and

their duties, were alio defined by this prince, who appears to have been the

first of the Cashmir kings who introduced religion and government into that

kingdom. He is said to have particularly worshipped Siva as Nand£sa in con-

sequence of having had read to him the Xandipurdna by one of Vyasa's scho-

lars : he also erected temples to the same deity as Jyeshta Rudra. This

prince was possessed of supernatural powers, and several marvellous stories

are narrated of him, which we need not pause to extract : he was also a

prince of a generous disposition, and a rigid observer of his word: although

devoted to Siva, he forbore in the latter part of his reign from molesting

the followers of the Bauddl.a schism, and even bestowed on them some en-

dowments as the Vihar* called Cnlydsrama, in honor of one of their female

divinities, or spirits named Criiyddtvi, by whom he had been addressed as a

Bodhisalxca himself,f After a long aud glorious reign, he went on a pilgri-

• Vik&r is a common Sanscrit word usually employed to designate a Bauddha temple as well

a« an establishment or College of Bauddha priests. It seems to have been also used by the old

Persians in a similar sense, and to have been applied to their tire temples. See (hurley't Persia.

120, and mote. In the work before us, it has frequently an extended meaning, and also signifies a

Royal pleasure house or garden.

+ The divinity who appeared to the prince to intercede for the Bavddkittt explains the term

Those who are Bodkuatwai trusting to the one great refuge, are desirous of the destruction of

darkness ; they proceed in the universe of the Lord, from the Lord of the universe, and are not

wroth
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mage to Chiram^chana Tirtha. where after worshipping Jybshta Rudra, the

prince and his queen were boih identified with that deity.

The s'icce'-sir of(his celebrated monarch was Damodaba, of whose dcsc nt

various opinions were enteitained ; some deducing him fr tn AsocAand others

consiiJei iu- h in as. sprung from a diflereut facility : he was a devout worship-

per of Siva : litis prince constructed several stone bridges and cau-ewns, the

remains of which were visible in modern time*; and there were also two re-

markable places, wliich in the time of Mohammed Azim were connect hI with

the legcndaiy histarj of this prince ; the one a set of s nail irregular springs,

and the other a spot of uneven and marshy ground near the city,

On one occasion as Damodaha was proceeding to perform his customary

ablutions in the Vitasta, he was importuned for food by some hun»ry

Brahmans ; he deferred complying with their solicitations till he had bath?

ed in the river, then at some distance : to shorten the interval they proposed

to bring the river to him, and immediately the water of the Vitastd bubbled

up from different places near them, forming the springs that are still to be

seen ; the king was unmoved by this miracle, and being still determined to

bathe in the genuine s'ream, the Brahmans denounced a curse upon him,

and transformed him into a snake, in which shape he haunts the "round uear

moth sinfully at the distresses iu flicted on animal nature unpervaded by waking truth, but al»

leviato them by patience. Those who seek to understand themselves, they are strenuous in bear-

ing all." A BodhisaTW a is therefore nothing but a man of patience and piety, and may be re-

garded as a living type, and figuratively as a lineal descendant of Bl'DDll A : his origin from the

Lord of the universe {LocanaVh, an epithet of Bvddh a) in this passage, may be so intended : at

the same time it appears that Bodhisatwa is sometimes considered literally a* the son of Bud-

dha ; tin verra dans la suite de cet ouvrage que Phou sa ou Boudbjsatoua, les tils de Boud-

dha, Arc. Mon$. Remtuat, on the polyglot Chinese vocabulary. Mines de l'oruut vol. iv. 198,

note. The continuation he refers to has not yet been received. The term, as a generic appellation

of a living Buddha, is common in all Bauddha countries : one of the Bourkhan* of the Calmucka

is named Khomschin BodUSada (Pallas. Fr. Trans. Oct ii. 222.) An Indian teacher of Boud-

dhism, who was invited into Tibet, is named Pothi salho (Oiorgi. 210), and according to Luu-

bere one ofthe names of Sommono Codom (Samana Ootama) amongst the Siamese, i# Pouti Sat, .

or Setancnr Pouti. ( Vie de Thmetat.)
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the Capital, and is often to be seen : this spot is called Damodaruder accord-

ing to the Mussehnan accounts.*

Damodara was succeeded by three prince' who divided the country, and

severally founded capital cities named after themselves. These princes were

called Hushca, Jushca, and Canishca,+ and these appellations are strongly

corroborative ofan assertion of our author, that they were of Turushca, that

is, of Turc or Tartar extraction : they are considered as synchronous, but

may possibly be all that are preserved ofYime series of Tartar princes, who,

it is very likely, at various periods, established themselves in Cashmir. The

chief event recorded oftheir rei^u is the foundation of the three several ca-

pitals, named nfer themselves,^ but another and more important conse-

quence of their Sovereignty is said to have been i lie almost entire change of

the national faith, and the nearly exclusive prevalence of the doctrines of the

Bauddhas under a Bodhisatwa or hicrarch named Nagawun a. The period at

which this took place is said to have been 150 years before the death of

8acat/8tnka $ The presence of the Turushca princes in Cashmir, we may ob-

serve, is in harmony with Tartar traditions ; according to these, Oghuz their

patriarch is represented to have subdued that country, and introduced the

religion ofJaphel there, so long back as 2800 years before the Christian

a}ia.| A second Scythian irruption and subjugation of India, bordering on

* I understand from some natives of Catkmir that this superstition still exists, and that Da-

MODARA, transformed to a serpent, still haunts a lake about seven cos from the Capital, and in

still occasionally visible : no doubt, in thatform.

t Bbyshkk, IIbshek, KlNSllEK. AbulfazL Brothers according to the same authority, but

not so termed in the original.

J Ilushcapur, said by the modern writers to be the modern Shecroh in the Pergannah oT

Lot, and a town ofsome extent: Jushcapur and Canithcapnr are identified with Dahimpw and

L'ansapur, two inconsiderable villages in the time of Mohammed Shah.

$ Appendix, No. VII.

|| Oguvz conquit ainsi toute la Bukharie, Balkh, Khor, Kabout, Ghasna et le Katchmir ou

il y aroit an prince fort puissant nomuie Jayma. Det Guiytte* Tome prem. Partie tecoudep. 10.

We cannot find in the text any name resembling the Jagma of the Tartar tradiUou, but it is ap-

parently a Hindu appellative, and the omission of its original is easily accounted for ; we bave an

evident chasm in the history here, and the accession or expulsion of the Turutkca priuces is

equally unexplained.
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the Sind is also eaid to have occurred ahout the middle of the 7th century

before Christ :* neither of these dates will correspond precisely with that

of the reigns above described, but they are all perhaps equally of little va-

lue, and only corroborate the general fact, that at some remote period the

Tartars or Scythians did govern Cashmir, and render it probable, that they

first gave the sauctiou of authority to their national religion, or that of Bud-

dha, in India.

The Tartar princes were succeeded by Abhimanyu, a monarch evidently

of a Hindu appellation, and a follower of the orthodox faith, which he re-

established in Cashmir. The chief instrument in this reform w*s Chandra, a

Brahmin celebrated as the author of a grammar, and a teacher of the Ma-

habhdshya.\ In consequence of the disuse of the prescribed institutes, the

abolition of every form of sacrifice, and a departure from ihe lessons of the

Nila Purana,% the Nagas were particularly incensed, and visited the offences

of the people with severe and unseasonable storms of rain and snow, in which

those especially perished who had adopted the BawldJia heresy :§ iu this si-

tuation of the kingdom, Chandra, descended it is said fromCAsVAPA, address-

cd his prayers to iMahcswara as Nila Naga, the tutelary deity of the coun-
try, and obtained from him a termination of whatour author calls, tliedou-

blc plague of Cashmir, the severity of the seasons, and the predominance

of the Bauddhas.

The reign of Adhimanyu closes the first series of princes, and introduces

us to a period in which the author of the Rdjd Tarhigiru affecia greater pre-

" Mauricr'* Ancient Tlislorg of India, ii. 224; according to Bluir, B. C. (12 i in the reign of
Cystxares or Kaikuoos. A subsequent irruption took place in the rugn of Variut J/^tatjtes, if

ht- be, as he probably is, the some with Gtuhltup: tl.is last wu of a decidedly religious charac-
ter. Malcolm's Persia, i. C2.

I The name of Chandra occurs amongst the eight ancient Grammarians of the Hindus.
Cohbrmkc on the Sanscrit and Pracrit Languages, A. U. vii. 20 1 and o.

: The Purina of the Saga or Serpent god, named M a.

* Appendix, No. VI It.
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ci-ion than before, and specifies the term of each prince's reign : it is evi-

dent however that the reigns of the earliest sovereigns are much too pro.

traded, ami they must be considerably reduced to be brought within the

limits ol probability : the object of the author is evidently to reconcile the

details with the gro;s amount of years, which he has staled to extend, from

the first prince of the new series, the third Gonebda, to 1070 of Saca, and

which he has made 2330 : how far this postulate is correct we are not yet

prepared to determine ; and must refer its discussion to the close of the

history, when we shall have the whole subject before us : in the mean time

the chronology of our author may bo admitted, and the dates of the various

reigns assigned to them on the principles ofhis computation ; commencing

accordingly with the year before Christ 1182 corresponding with 2330 years

before Saca 1070 or A. D. 1H8.

Gonerda* the third, succeeded Abiiimanvu, and prosecuted the reform

which that prince had commenced ; the ancient ritual agreeably to the Mia

precepts, was restored, and the worship of theMgn and the ottering of sa-

crifices re-established : by acts of this description, the fame of monarch* is

perpetuated, and this prince gave the same lustre to his family, as IUguava

diffused upon the race of Raghu. He reigned 35 years.

Gokekda was succeeded by several princes ofwhom we have only record-

ed the dry list of names, and the duration of their reigns. These were

ViBHfsiutfA, who reigned 53 years; Indrajita, 35 years and 6 months;

JUvaJIa, 30 years; Vibhi'bhaSa 2d, 35 years and 6 months ;

Making an aggregate of 154 years. OfRAVA«A,itissaid, that he extend-

ed the worship of Siva as the LingA Vat^wara, and ofthe second VWsiia*a

that he was both a Patron and Cultivator of the art of Music ;
the Moham-

• According to Bedia-ad-di* he was not bora but elevated to the throne; how, is not men-

tioned : Um same authority makes him subdue, by means of his general AW Ram, the whole

ol Hindustan as far as the Ncrmada.
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medan writers say, that in their days Tirdnehs ascribed to this prince were

current in Cashmir*

b ran NaraI the son of ViBiifsHA^A succeeded his father ; this prince be«ran his

reign virtuously, but one of his wives having been seduced from her fidelity

by a Bauddha ascetic, the king committed a thousand Vihars to the flames,

and gave the lauds attached to them to the Brahmans ; ihe only measure,

which seems to authorise the account of Abulfazl, that in this reign the

Brahmans <rot the better of the followers of Buddha, and burnt down their

temples : iu fact, however this prince seems to have been as little disposed

to regard one sect as the other with complacency, and finally fell a victim,

it is said, to the resentment of one of the orthodox priesthood.

The legend which introduces this catastrophe isnot without poetical merit,

although too purely poetical to be here transcribed at length. A Brahman

had become the son-in-law of Susravat, the Ndga, whose palace was in a

lake, near the borders of the Vitastd, and in a city founded by Nara near

that river. The wife of the Brahman, Chandrabdhd, residing there with her

husbaud, attracted the illicit affection of the King, and having resisted all

his solicitations, obliged him at length to attempt to carry her off by force

:

the attempt failed : the Brahman invoked the aid of his father-in-law, who

rising from the lake in wrath, excited a violent storm which destroyed the

guilty monarch and his people. The sister of the make God aided him

iu his attack upon the cily with a shower of large stones brought from the
•

Ramanjfa mountain, the cavities whence they were taken are still, says our

author, to be seen. The Ndga, a little ashamed of his cruelty, deserted

the country, taking with him his son-in-law and his daughter ; the waters of

the lake he formerly inhabited, he changed to the whiteness of milk, as may

be seen at the Amariswara yatra ; this lake is sometimes called Jamdtrisar :

*

• Bediaaddin hero insert, another prince Inderiym, who was a magician and tyrant, and

therefore put to death by bis brother Cailit Sink.

t Written Bon by the Mohammedan writers.
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flu- siory is recalled to the minds of men, when they visit Upachacra Dhdra*
y\e may observe however that the destruction of the city, and death of this

prince, are ascribed by Bedia ad-din to a popular tumult, excited by the con-

duct which is here stated to have produced the catastrophe.

Nara was succeeded by his son Siddha, who had escaped the late cala-

mity by having been sent with his nurse to Vijayacshitra some time before.

He collected the dispersed and frightened people, and restored prosperity to

the kingdom : he reigned sixty years.

We have again a barren series of successive princes, whose names and

reigns alone are recorded :—

Ytari. Month*.

l/fpalacsha, who reigned - 30 6

lliranyacsha, 37 7

Hiranyacula, - 60 0

Y4macula, - -- -- -600
The last of these was succeeded by his son Mihiba CuLA,f a prince of vio- r r,

70SorJt».

• Ckaeder near Mabrak, according to the author of the Wakiat-i-Ca$hmir : Narayana Cut

says, there are two fountains, one of the snake and the other of his son-in-law, on the borders

pf Dutchaipara, and their united water runs to Laider. Abulfasl speaks of a rivulet with a

bed of white clay in this situation (Ayin Acberi, ii. 133). The origin of this and similar fables

is very obvious : th*y are invented to account for the various phenomena, especially with regard

to lakes and springs, with which Cathmir so plentifully abounds. AbulfazlXia* a long list of the

Aj*ibwa GhamUtof this district, and is far from having exhausted the subject, if we may depend

upon other authorities. We know less of Catitnir from European enquiry than of almost any

pther district in the East : it would no doubt amply reward more minute investigation.

f These names are strangely transformed in the Aytn Acberi to

Adutbulabeh.

Hernya.

Uerenkul.

Ebesbek, and

Mirkhul.

The first prince appears to be intended by the name of Puschcara'csha, which means the

same thing, 'the lotus-eyed/ who is mentioned in the MudrA Ricthata, as the king of Cashmir,

who was one of the princes confederated against Ckambaijupta or Sandrocoitus. The second of

Ike series Hibanyacsua is the hero of a marvellous story in the Vrihat Catkd, which leads to

pt
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lent and cruel propensities ; the kingdom upon his accession was crowded

with Mitch*has, although whether as attached to the king, or As enemies,

does not appear. The violent disposition of this monarch led him to an

attack upon Ldnca. The cloth of SinhaUt was stamped with n golden foot as

the seal of its prince ; the wife of MuunACULA wearing a jacket of SinhaUt

cloth, the impression of the seal came off upon her bosom, and the king

happening to observe it, was fdlcd with unappeasable indignation, at the

idea of the foot of a stranger being impressed upon the bosom of his wife.

To revenge the fancied insult, he led his army to LancA, deposed the king,

and placed another on the throne, stipulating that the Sinhald cloths called

Yamushadcva should in future bear his own seal, a golden sun. On his way
back to Cashmir, he subdued the sovereigns of Chota, Carnata, Uta, and
other monarch! of the Decshitu Arrived in Cashmir, he founded the temple

of Mihiresvcara in the "capital, and built the city Mihirapur in the district

oillolora, in which the Gafidhar* Brahman*, a low race, and therefore the

more highly esteemed by this iniquitous monarch, were permitted to seize

upon the endowments of the more respectable orders ot the priesthood. Ac-
cording to Mahummcd Azim, he also constructed in the purguuah of Ouder
the Chandracul canal, which existed in that writer's time.

Two instances of this monarch's ferocious disposition are recorded by
the original authority, and have both been transcribed with some altera-
tion by Abulfazl and the other Mohammedan authors : on the return of Mi-
biracula to his own kingdom, one of his elephants fell, whilst proceeding
along a narrow defile, and was crushed to pieces by the fall : the cries of the
dying animal were music to the ears of the prince, and so delighted was he
with the sound, that he ordered 100 elephants to be precipitated in a simi-
lar manner, that his entertainment might be protracted

; according to AM-
fazl the p„. uas thence called Ha* tVuttar; Hasti signifying an elephant
and Itutlar meaning injury ; the latter part of which etymology is scarcely

m the I r,W OtU, the 80n of <W*.
: i„ other respect, there « uo q„Mtioa of the identity

* The Wah&hhamt m •' tU D I

ticed in Appendix, NoTl '
°f^ K0VlU7 4a °f&n « « no-
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of Sanscrit origin: besides which, that author is a little at variance with him-

self, as he had previously separated the two words, and told us that they

were different portions of the Bember road, through both of which an army

might pass. The other anecdote has been supposed to account for the

title by which this prince was known of Tricotihd, the slayer of three mil-

lions: amongst the ruins of Narapur, destroyed as we have seen in the

.reign of Nara by the Naga Susraya*. some Khasa tribes had taken up their,

abode : to drive them from the prohibited residence, a large stone fell into

the bed of the Chandracula river, and completely obstructed the current : the

prince was instructed in a dream that its removal could only be effected by

a fentale of unsullied virtue, and he accordingly commanded women of res-

pectable birth and station, to perform the task : their efforts were unavailing

:

women of the first families and supposed irreproachable conduct, attempt-

ed in vain to remove the stone, and its removal was at last effected by a fe-

male of a low class, the wife of a potter; the king inceused by this divine

proof of the corrupt lives of the female part of his subjects, ordered them to

be put to death, together with their husbands, children, and brothers, as im-

plicated in their disgrace.* The blood shed by the commands of this sanguis

nary sovereign, was expiated by his death: suffering under a painful disease

and awakened to some sense of his past cruelty, he determined to put a vo-

luntary term to his existence and end his days upon the funeral pile. He found

it impossible, however, to meet with persons qualified to conduct the cere-

monies ofhis cremation, as his kingdom was crowded with the impure tribes

of Ddradas,^ Bitoteas and Mleek'has. Revoking therefore his grants to the

Gdndhdra Brahman*, he invited those of Aryadesa, on whom he bestowed a

thousand Agraharas in Vijatjtswara. The pile was constructed of military

weapons, and the king having seated himself on the summit, the fire was

applied, and quickly put a period to his sufferings and his crimes. The du-

ration of his reign is said to have been 70 yea.s.

-i

* The point of this story is the fame as of that related of Phbbox by H&RODOTUs, «.

. 111. and Ancient Uuivertal History, i. 294.

t A. R. Ti. 417. Dmward, the mountainous range north west of Catkmir, and the present

.roidtnee of the Durd$.
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Vaca* the son of Mihira Cula succeeded his father; he founded the city

Lavanotaa on the banks of Vacavati river: he was prevailed upon to assist a
Yogfsicar/ at a rite, which enabled her to traverse the air at a spot where
the impression of her knees is still visible on a rock.f He was accompanied
by a hundred of his descendants, and the legend of SatacapdlMa and the
Matrichacra stone is still commemorated at Khira Maiha or Khira College:
Vaca reigned 63 years and 13 days. The names and reigns of his imrne-

diate successors are all that has been recorded of them :

Cshitinanda, ruled 30 years.

Vasunanda, 52 years and S^onths,
Bara

' 60 years.

Acsha,J 60 years,,

*'JFu»
^ Cama Sastra is ascribed to the second of these princes. Acsha was sue*

ceeded by his son Gopaditta,§ a prince of eminent piety, whose virtue

brought back the Salya or golden a^e : he enforced a strict observance of

the ritual and distinctions of cast, removed those Brahmans who had adopt-

ed impure practices from their endowments, and invited others from distant

countries to replace them, and finally he forbad the killing of any animal ex-

cept for the purpose of sacrifice. According to the Mohammedan authorities,

he built a temple, or the mound near the capital of Caahmir, called the Takht

Suliman^ it wasdestroyel with other places of Hindu worship by Secau-

der.f one of the first Mohammedan kings of Cathmir, and who, on account

of the bigoted assiduity with which he demolished the vestiges of Hindu

superstition, is constantly alluded toby the title But Skclcen, the idol breaker.

• Bee*. Ayin Acberi.

f At Beren or Merc* according to NaWyan Col, who adds that she killed the king : tha

subsequent allusion is not further explained by CalhaNa Pondit.

\Kuinund. VutHund. Xir. Aj. Ayin Acberi. § Kulvarit.—Ibul.

H Btdia ad-din notices a tradition that the tomb in this building was said to enshrine tha

remains (if a christian apostle.

f This is from Refiaddi*, but NaRataN Cul asserts that it was still standing in his time.

Fenter does not notice any ruins or building, on this spot, but we haro mention made of them

Google
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Gopaditta, after a reign of60 years, was succeeded by hi* son Gokerna,«

of whom it is merely stated that he erected a temple to GoKERN^swARA.f

Narendraditva,* his son, succeeded him, after a reign of57 years: he reign-

ed 31 years and a few months, and left the crown to his son Yudhishthi ra§

surnamed the blind, from the smallness of his eyes.

The commencement of this monarch's reign was influenced by the same

attention to virtue and propriety, as had governed the conduct of his pious

predecessors. As fortune had however decreed that he should be the last

Of his dynasty, he gradually ceased to regard the lessons of prudence and

piety, and addicted himself to sensual pleasure* and disgraceful society : he

was constantly inebriated with wine : his companions were harlots and buf-

foons, and he treated with levity and scorn the admonition of hid coun-

sellors : the administration of affairs was neglected : the chief nobles defi-

ed the royal authority, and foreign princes encroached upon the confines of

the kingdom. To prevent the ruin of the state, and to revenge upon the

prince the insults they had received or prevent those which they anticipated,

the ministers approached the palace with a numerous and well appointed

force : as resistance was hopeless, the king precipitately fled from Srinagar,

and secreted himself in the woods and mountains with his women and a few

followers, doomed now to exchange luxury for privation, the downy couch

for the sharp rock, and the harmony of minstrels for the wild dashing of cas-

cades, or the wilder horns of the mountaineers : he at last found a refuge in

by BERN IBR. A 'I opposite de cette montagne it en paorit one ausai avec uno petite mosqu^e

' avec unjardin et un tres ancien batiment qui marque aYoir ele un temple d' Idoles, quoiqdb

I' appelle Tact Soukman, U trow de Souleman ii. 274.

• Rurren.—Ay. Ac.

f The lord of Gokrrn A ,
being in fact a LlNOA, aa whenever that emblem of Siva is set

' «p, it receives the appellation of IswARA compounded with some word expressive of the diriite

attributes, as Viswk'swara, the Lord of all; of the locality of its site, as Gangetwara. r**—-

wara, Ac. or of the person by whom it is erected, as in the text.

J NunuulraKut,—Ay. Ac. § Jt«dithtcr.—Ibid.
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—

the courts of some compassionate princes, where, according to genera} be«

lief he died in exile ;
according to oilier accouuta, he engaged in unsuccess-

ful attempts to recover his kingdom, in one of which he was taken prisoner

by the nobles and thrown into captivity, from which he was released only

by his death. The term of his reign was 48 years.

The successor of YuonisiiTHfa Mas PratapIoitya,* who was invited from

another country : he was a kinsman of the king Vicramaditya ; a different

monarch, sa)s our author, from the Sacdri Vicramaditya, although some*

times identified erroneously with that prince :+ he was a virtuous monarch

and enjoyed a prosperous reign of 32 years, leaving his crown to his son,

Jalaucas,^ «ho also reigued 32 years, and was succeeded by his son,

TuNjfNA,$ who with his queen Vacpushta, erected the temple of Tcnges-

WARA,and founded the cily llaravasunticd, in a district watered by the Sa-

tahradd, and Payovaha like the bow of Indra, and its string ! In their time

existed Cuandaca a portion of Dwaipayama, whose Nttya is well known.

In the reign of this prince an unseasonable fall of snow in the mouth

Bhhdra destroyed the crops, and caused a famine, in w hich <;real numbers

of people perished : such was the general distress, that ail the ties of so-

ciety were dissolved, and all the duties of life disregarded : modesty and

pride, family honor, and public respect were all forgotten : the love of pa-

rent and child, of husband and wife, no longer prevailed : every individual

sought alone for self-preservation, and although reduced to bones and ten-

dons, the famished skeletons fought with fury for the carcases cf the dead
f

• Pftaubdwt.—Ay. Ac.

f Notwithstanding our author's assertion, it seems probable that the identification is right,

Jtmngmm Carand Btdia-ed-di* state that Pratip&ditya was related to Vicramtditya, the cele-

brated prince of Malna: we sba 11 have occasion to advert hereafter to this subject more fully,

J Juggook.—Ay. Ac.

\ Bunjir.

—

Ay. Ac.

% The first is the Settej, the second most be the Beyah, to which the name in the text suffi-

ciently approaches.
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The king exerted himself to relieve Iho distresses of his subjects, and ex-

hausted his own treasures, as well as those of bis ministers, in procuring

supplies of grain : the jewels of his court and queen were appropriated to

the same purpose, but the famine still continuing! the monarch, despairing;

of relieving his afflicted people, and unable to witness their sufferings, deter-

mined to put a period to his existence by committing bis body to the flumes

:

from this purpose be was dissuaded by his queen, and once more addressing

their earnest supplications to the gods, they obtained by their divine inter?

position, araiwoulous shower of pigeons, who fell dead in the streets of the

capital every day for a considerable period, ana furnished the inhabitants

with food until the proiucts of the earth once more supplied them with

subsistence. This prince died after a reign of 36 years : bis wife accoropa.?

nied him oa the fnseral pile at a place theuce called VaqmtMtavi, and to

whkb it was customary, in our author's lime, for persons to bring the dead

bodies of those husband* to be burnt, whose wive* had the virtue, to emu?

late the example of this pious prince**.

As the pure piety of this couple did not permit their having posterity, a

prince of another family ascended the throne: he was named Vijava,* aud

built the temple of Vijjaytsxsara in the capital. He reigned 8 years, and

was succeeded by his son

jAYBNDSA.f who was distiogniabed by the length of his arms, his hands

touching his knees: this priuce was fortunate at first in a minister of grea,t

integrity and talent, named Sanwjinati, but influenced by the advice of IU033

who envied the minister's superiority, the king conceived an aversion for

him, and dismissed him from his employments: the poverty to which he

was thus reduced served only to heighten his reputation : he devoted all his

thoughts to religion, but a report, of heavenly origin, soon prevailed, that he

was yet destined to wear a crown : when the report reached the king, his fears

were excited, aud seizing the person of Sandhimati he threw hi n into pri-

son, and kept him several year* in cbsc confinement ; at Ihc expiration of

that term, the king, feeling his end approach, woadetftrinined before his Ueaih

• /?7efry.-Abn!fwl. f ChunJer.-i&t,

E
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to frustrate the decrees of fate, and to carry with him into a future state the

spirit of bis obnoxious minister: accordingly, on the same uight on which the

monarch's body was burnt, the executioners put Sandhimati to death upon

a stake. • JaySndra reigned 37 years.

When Is*ana, the Guru ofSandhimati, heard of his death, he repaired to the

place of execution, to recover the body, and secure for it funeral riles.

On taking the body from the stake, and fastening the feet and head together,

in order to remove the corpse more commodiously, he was struck by an

inscription on the forehead, which his knowledge enabled him to decypher;

it was to this effect, "a life of poverty, ten years' imprisonment, death on

a stake, and accession to a throne predictions of which three had come to

puss, and the fourth was yet to befulfilled. For theaccomplishmeutofthe splen-

did part of our hero's fate, the Brahman performed those rites which com-

pel the attendance of the ministers of Siva, the YoginU ; who accordingly

appeared, and restored animation to the lifeless body of Sandhimati, whom

they endowed with singular beauty and supernatural powers, and hailed as

future king by the title of Arya Raja.I The news of this miraculous restora-

tion spread through the kingdom, and all classes of people, impelled by re-

sistless destiny, hastened to salute him as king: they led him in triumph to

the capital, aad he commenced his pious reign.

Whoever might have been the person, thus made the subject of mira-

culous tradition, it appears from our author's account, supported by him

by reference to local corroboration, that he was an active promoter of the

worship of Siva as the Linga, with the usual accompaniments of the Trident

and the Bull. Mauy temples of this description, continued at a long subse-

quent period, to be ascribed to this reign, and particularly one called 8a-

" Sanohimati being elevated by the savage executioner* on the Sula was killed." Hewas

perhaps impaled. Major Wilford however considers the instrument to be a cross.—See A. R. x.

But the punishment of impaling has always prevailed in toe east: accounts of it in Ceyloa,

Java, the Burman Empire, dec. are numerous and authentic.

t Ariraj.-ilAi.yaa/.
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hasralingam, from its containing a thousand Lingas, constructed of stone,

the remains of which were visible in the time of Calha£a Pa<Sdit.

After reigning 47 years, Arya, the pious monarch, whose court was like (he

palace of Mah^swara, where the articles of fashionable dress were ashes of

burnt cowdung, rosaries of the Eleocarpus, and matted locks of hair, and the

favorites and companions of the prince were mendicants and ascetics, grew

weary ofthe cares of slate, and determined to retire into the seclusion, better

suited to his apparently fanatical propensities : having found that a de-

scendant of Yvdhiaht'hir still lived, he recommended the youth as I119 suc-

cessor, and delivering the government into the hands of the nobks, he di-

jvc*tcd himself of his royal ornaments, and with no other garment than the

,Dhoti, bare-footed, and without his turban, carrying with him the Archa*

linga* and observing a strict sileuce, he came out from the city, followed

(
by an immense concourse of people: at the end of about two miles, he sat

.down under a tree, and addressed his followers, whom he prevailed upon to

disperse: he then resumed his route to the Tirt'ha of Nandi's'a or Nandicshe-

tra, where he ended his days in ascetic mortification, and the assiduous wor-

ship of ihe god whom the three worlds obey.

M£fiHAVAHANA,t who was 'un ited tosticceed to the throne of his ancestor*,

wasthc third in descent from Yt'DHiSHfhir, being his great grandson : his father

had found an asylum at the court of GopXditya, king of Gandhar, whose as-

sistance had restored him to some degree of opulence and consequence : his

son MecHAVAnANA was thence enabled to present himself amongst the can-

didates for the hand of the princess of Pragjt/otish or Asatn, and to obtain her

election.J With his wife, and a suitable dower, he had rejoined his father,

* The Jvngum profess the exclusive worship of Siva, and an appropriate emblem of that deity,

in its most obscene form, inclosed in a diminutive silver or copper shrine or temple, is suspend-

ed from the neck of every votary as a sort of personal god.— WiHu't Mytore, i. 501. This i- pro-

bably the Arrhalingam of our original, archd meaning worship. The introduction of ihis sect into

the AecsAt* in the eleventh century must have been long subsequent to its establishment in the

aorta of India, by any calculation that may be adopted.

t Megdaben.

—

AM/azL

\ According to Bcdia-ad-din the lady was the princess of Khota,

e a
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when the Nobles of Cashmir sent a deputation to solicit and accompany his

return to that kingdom, to which he immediately hastened, and of which ho

assumed the sovereignty.

Meghayahana, although a worshipper of the orthodox divinities, 'wafs in-

clined to adopt the Dauddha doctrine: he encouraged the profertors of that

heresy to settle iu his dominions, and particularly prohibited the destruc-

tion of animal life, granting from the public revenue a maintenance to audi

indiwduals as followed the business of hunters or butchers, whom his enact-

ments deprived of their accustomed means of support.

Although thus careful of brute existence, he seems to have been less scru-

pulous about human life; being a warlike and victorious sovereign, ami

engaging in remote aud hostile expediti ons he Is said to have led bis ar-

mies to the sea shore, and by the aid of faruna, who opened a dry path

through the waters for his army, to have crossed over to Lamed or Ceylon,

w here he ascended, with his troops, the Gem-enshrining peak of the moun-

tain Rohana* Whilst encamped on the mountain, the king of the island, the

Rdcshasa YiBufsHANA,t came voluntarily, aud submitted to his invader, in

cousequeuce of which he was confirmed in his sovereignty, on condition of

his no longer permitting in his island the expenditure of animal life J "Mb-

• Adam i peak tht Rak* (jJbj) and RaAw* (S>j*j) of the Mohammedans, according to

whom also it contained mines of precious gems, Rohana implies the act or instrument of as-

cending as steps, a ladder, &c. and may refer to the rede steps and links of iron chain work, des-

cribed by Vafentyn, and more recently by Mr. PertmkU, and Sir WiHiam Osncfey, i. AO.

| After the dtfcat and death of RaVaj*A. Rawa conferred the Sovereignty of Xmscetipoo

»AvAif**8 yoangor brother ViBH fsuA*\, -who in generally supposed to be sull the monarch of

t In other words, he introduced or enforced the Bauddha faith. Whatever credit it nlay be

thosght, that these Cathmirian tales of a conquest of Ceylon by one of their kings deserve, they

are curiously connected with the Sinhalese traditions of foreign invasion, and consequent inlso-

ducUon of Uie Bauddha faiUi. VijayA Raja, the 6rst monarch of that island* and who introduced

the present religion, invaded it, it is said eithet 534 years before Christ, or A. D.77 or 100 ora60.

A. R. vii. 51 and 421. . Molony and JommUet account* of Ceylon. Discordance* that admit

perhaps of some explanaUon, the first referring to the period at which Gautama the founder of

the Bauddha faith existed, and the others to the date of ito introduction in the Island, an event to

vuich foreign conquest was chiefly conducive,
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^HAvinANA'then returned ib Caskmir, where the memory of bis transmarine

-expedition, *ays- our Sanscrit guide, is still preserved ou the banners! which

on particular occasions, are carried before the kings of Cashmir.

Theson of the lastprince,S«tsiiTASE«A,» also called P«AVA»ASEWA,succee<*-

td'his father: the Hindu reeord only commemorates his founding a temple

of PbavabIsa; but Bedia ad din makes considerable additions tohishistory:

according to him, this prince established his mother on the vacant throne of

<Kkoto, and extended his owit authority to (Jfitd*i;CM» and MtfeAfo.He' reign-

ed SO years, and Lft his kingdom to his twc*sons HsaasYAtaod TofMMAfU;;

t!re' former holding thesuperior rttftion of Uie 6amr%a, and the . latter that

ofthe 'Yauxmr&jya, at being r*»p«etively Emperor aaJ Gwsar, a division q(

power of wnsiderable^aiitiquity amongst the HukUs, and one which, with

tb«m, as well as with the Latin, Greek, or German princes, was often h

source dfpdlHfc contention : It proved lo bvsoin the instance before us: the

latter'having proceeded to strike coinsJ m his own name, the elder brother

took offence at the measure, and deposed the ifatttrtps,-andkepthim In close

confinement. The wife of Toramaha, who was pregnant at the time, effected

•em escape, and found shelter and privacy in a potter's eottage; w hero she

was delivered Of a son : the boy was broAQjht up hy the potter as his-ow/i,

but his high birth betrayed itself, and he was a prince in all his sports and

amongst his play-fellows ; his juvenile imperiousness having caught the at-

tention of Jaybndra, his maternal uucle, then searching for his sister, led to

• Sereshsain.

—

Abulfazl. t Heren —Rid.

J Dinar* : the word ia Sanscrit, and although generally signifying a certain weight of gold,

also meanB as above, a gold coin perhaps of the weight of 32 rettis or about 40 grains, The

Dinar must have been common in Persia and Syria at the time of the Arabic invasion, as the

Arabs to whom an original coinage, was then unknown, adopted both it and ihe Dirhem or Drach-

ma. According to the Ayin Acberi, the Dinar weighs one mitcal, and is equal to 1 and 3-?Ui of a

Dirhem, which weighs from 10 to 5 mitcah, or, at 7j, the average giving a proportion of gold and

silver, as 1 to 10. According to Ferithta the Dinar was worth 2 Rupees, which will give us about

the same proportion. There is an evident etymological affinity between the Dinar of the Hindus

and the Dcnari** of the Romans : the latter, though originally a silver coin, was also of gold, and

Ihe author ofthe Periplvs named Adrian's, sUtcs, that IJftumi, both gold and silver,wereamongst

the articles exported from Europe and carried to £ffr$ry«uo dr Baroach : the Sanscrit, Dinar, may

therefore be derived from the Roman coiu,
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their d'i9Co?ery, and that nobleman privately took home his sister and her

son. In the mean time Toramana died in captivity; on which event the

princess, to divert her grief, went, accompanied by her son upon a pilgrim-

age to the south : during her absence the king died, after a reign of thirty

years and two months. He left no posterity, and the claims of his nephew be-

ing unknown, the throne of Cashtnir was vacant, and continued so for a

abort period.

The ruler of Ujayini at that time was Srim&n Hersha Vicram*dilt/a, who

after expelling the MUchch'has, and destroying the Sacas, bad established his

power and influence throughout India.* In his train was a Brahman named

Matrigupta, to whom he was much attached : upon hearing of the vacant

situation of the Cashmi r throne, and the indecision of the nobles with regard

to a successor, he sent the Brahman lo them, with a letter from himself,

recommending him to their election: they complied with Ihe recommenda-

tions of a sovereign, whose commands they felt themselves unable to resist,

and crowned MathiguptaT as their king,

The reign of the Brahman was of limited duration : the death of his

powerful protector exposed him to the disaffection of his chief subjeots,

" Who was this prince ? As the enemy of the H>aca$, and also from our author's chronology,

be is synchronous wiih Salivihana, with whom indeed, notwithstanding a difference in date of

135 years, all the Hindu accounts represent him to have been engaged in hostility. We have bad

a Vicram&ditya before him in this history, not the Sacari as expressly remarked by the historian,

and therefore we cannot doubt our author's meaning, although we may question his chronologi-

cal correctness, as I shall hereafter endeavour to shew : it is singular that in a very long

eulogium on this prince, which I have not thought it necessary to translate, the author never

alludes to SelivaAana, nor to any of the literary ornaments usually assigned to Vicramat court.

The name Ueksiia appears to bear some affinity to Henha Migha (A. K.ix. 176) father of the

Vicrama of the fifth century, in which indeed he may not very improbably bo placed. We must

however leave these points for the present, as we are not yet prepared for their due discussion.

The Mohammedan writers are of bo assistance here, as they repeat the name of Bicramajit

without any comment on iu agaia occurring.

+ Mater kutit Abullail
' u.^flir,'!..^';),/,.
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and to the arms of the lawful heir Pravara S6wa, who with a small but re-

solute band of friends, was approaching Cashmt'r: he seems to have sur-
prized the Brahman by au unexpected atlack upon his camp, or at least to
have encountered him upon a journey when unprepared for a contest, and
although no serious engagement ensued, the issue was Matrigupta's abdi- -

cation of the throne and his departure to Benares, where be passed the rest

of his life iu religious duties: he reigned four years and nine mouths.

Pravarasrna," so named after his grandfather, to whose dominion he had

succeeded, was an active and euterp ising prince: he invaded the kingdoms

of the south, and turned his arms against Ihe son and successor of Vicra-

mddUya, named Pratapa &la or Si'laditya, -
!" whom he drove from his capi-

tal, and took prisoner. He seems to have been contented with this expression

of his resentment, and not only to have spared the life of the prince, but put

him again in possession of his hereditary kingdom, carrying off however the

throne of the Apsaragas, which he transferred to his own capital.| After his

*

• Pirwireein.—Ah^fad.

f I have notWn able yet to trace this son of Vicram A in any other works with much

•ucccss. Col. Wilford inform* me that in the CshStra SamjCsa it is stated that Vicramidityi

had a son ntimed Kat'ha SiLA whom he is disposed to regard as the grandson ofVlCRAM A, and

the son of this Siladitt a. A Jain work of some cek'brity, the Satnmjaya Mahatmya, is said to

have been written by order of Si'laditya, king of Svrat: the author DhaneVwara Suri,

according to a marginal note in the copy I consulted, and which agrees with the traditionary

opinion of the Jains, wrote his work in the Samvat year 477. The same work cites a prophetic

annunciation, that the famous Vicram a'ditya would appear after 400 years of bis era had

elapsed (A, R. ix. 142), which scarcely agrees with the dale assigned for the work, as, ifSYladn

tvA, the son of Vicramauitya, succeeded his father, it allows but ten years for the reign of

the bitter. We must revert to this hereafter.

X The famous throne supported by thirty-two female images, animated ones, if we are to

believe the legend. Accounts agree of its being lost after Vicram a's death, although it is gene-

rally thought to have been found again by Bhoj A. We have no further notice of it in our his-

tory. Btdia-ad-din carries Pravara Sen A to Bengal also, where he subdues Beftar Sink, ruler

of Dhacca, and gives the Government to Pain Sink, >on of SYladitya, a son of the author's,

making appurviuly the words Paias and Dhac, implying ike same thing, a sort of tree.

A. o.
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return he determined to found a ciry which should be the capital of disking-

* dom, and he accordingly constructed the city of Srmagar,* on the banks of

the Vitasta, and embellished it with many palaces and temples ; he also threw

a bridge- across the river. His bein? Hie founder of this city is conGrmed by

the Mohammedan writers, although, as one of them observes, it has under-

gone many vicissitudes since the period of its foundation. Prayara Sbma

reigued 63 years.

a.i> The successors of this prince were his son Yudhhht'hir, who reigned thirty-

nine years and three months, mud his son Nab6ndraoitya, or Lacshma^a,^ who

ruled thirteen years ; he was succeeded by his younger brother, to whose

reign the extravagant period of 800 years is assigned ; an extravagant*

the more remarkable, as it is without a parallel in ourauthor'a ehronology,^

and which must therefore have been suggested, either by a necessity for

filling up some dark chasm in the annals of CcrsAww, or to compensate Sat-

an error in the dates of the preceding monarchs, who may have been placed

two or three centuries too soon *. bath causes may perhaps have united for this

extraordinary departure from those bounds of possibility, which in all other

reigns have been preserved.
»

The length of Ra^aditya's reign is not the only marvel attached to that

prince ; he had been in fact, in his former life, a man of dissipated habits,

bot at last, by his devotion to Bhramaraed&ini, a form of Dubga, obtained,

as a reward, his resuscitation in a royal Face, aad the goddess herself aa a

consort, incarnate as Jtanarambha, the daughter ofRAnsfitA, kingof Ckola.§

• " The city, which in the ancient annals of India * as known by the name of Serinagkar,

but now by that of the province at large, extend* about three miles on each side of the river

Jehcm, over which are four or five wooden bridges."— /tarter it, 9.

fjewdisbter. Ltkhiuen. Zcbadut.—Abulfazl.

% Unlike the early perwdsof the Persian Chronicles, in which such a tern is far I

% The traditions of the South intimate occasional connexions of a Itke character between the

Cbola and Cashmir princes. One of die former entitled in one account Saii Stf'Mxa andun

another, ltdjadi Rija ChoU was married, it is said, to a daughter of Ui« King of CasUmir.
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The divine nature of his queen was the immediate cause of the king's pro*

traded reign, as she conferred upon him the Pdtdla Siddha Mantra, by

-which he was enabled to extend his life as long as he pleased. At last, how-

ever, satiated with this world, he entered the cave ofNamuchi, in the bed of

the Chandrabkdgd river, through which he passed to Pa tola, and acquired

-a kingdom in the infernal regions : his w ife, regarded rather inconsistently

as a S'ffcrt of Vishnu, went upon her husband's death to Sicetadwipa. The

claims of the next monarch to the throne of Cashmir are not stated by our

•original, and the enumeration of his genealogical progenitors warrants a sug-
A ^

gestion that he might have not been the immediate successor of R aiSaditya ;

he was the son of Vkramist&ara tire son of Vkramdcrania Vifxca, and is

named himself Vicramdditya, a strange series of appellations, and a further

proofof some unaccountable blank in the Cashmirian records : Vicramadit-

ya reigned 42 years, and was succeeded by his younger brother Baladitta.* sit-ut

Baladitva was a prince of a warlike character, and erected his pillars-)- of

"victory on the shores of the eastern sea:]; one result of his victorious excur-

sions was his compelling the subjugated monarchs to beautify Casumir, and

* Beckermadut.— Baladut.— AM/azl. The Mohammedan writers agree with the telle*,

cept Bkdia-ad-din : tie assigns a life x>f 1«6 years to Uiis monarch, and a reign of no more
than 40 years : he places atso (be 30th year of his reign as contemporary with the 6rst of the

Bijra, and describes his sending an embassador to Mohammed.

f Jagattambha, the Pillars of Setae and the Trophies of the Greeks and Romans : that it

was the custom ofHindu princes to erect these pillars is established by concurrent testimonies,

and it is probable that it is to this practice we are to ascribe the origin of several solitary stone

columns still met with in India, as the Lato( Firox-thak,ib* Cuttab minor, the pillar at Allaha-

bad, and those in Tirhut, and other places: in general however they were constructed, like tho

wooden trophies of the Greeks, of lees durable material's and as observed by Plutarch, " Time
has gradually effaced these memorials of national hostility."

1 1 an especially afraid of my manuscript here: it is ialone, in this section of the history >

•ad is wry inavcaxate It is saiJ that this prince conquered Baacala or Bengal, a very un-
eonunon came, however, iu Hindu book* of any period, Gaur or Banga being the usual terra*

*?
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io construct temples and ediGces for the accommodation of such of Iheir

subjects, as miglit visit that kingdom.

•

It was foretold to this prince by an astrologer, that he should be the last

of the race of Gonerda, and his only daughter should transfer the kingdom

to a different dynasty of princes.t The monarch was not well pleased with

this prediction, and resolved to prevent its fulfilment, by refusing to grant

his daughter in mnrrtage at all : his precautions were unavailing: a descend-

ant of Cabcota Naga and protege of the monarch, succeeded in obtaining

privately the affections and person of the princess, and the assistance of the

chief officers of state secured his accession to the throne, upon the death of

the king, which happened shortly afterwards.

SECTION IT.
*

Durlabra Veboduawa,+ the descendant of Carcola,§ thus obtnined the prin-

cess and the kingdom, and founded a new and powerful dynasty: his rcijjn

was chiefly distinguished by his encouragement of religion, and the tem-

ples he founded, or the endowments ho bestowed upon the Brahmaus. He

reigned 36 years, and was succeeded by his son.

* Consistently with the former chronology Bedia-ad-din makes this prince contemporary

with Yezdrjird, from whom he wrested the north eastern districts of Persia, but he confounds

Buluditya with Pralipaditya here, and passes otit the intermediate monarch altogether.

f We have seen however the crown repeatedly pass into different families, and therefore

our author nods ; unless indeed he considered tbe princes so described, as members, not of a

different race, but of other branches of the Gouerdiya stock..

J Dirlejir Dirwun.—Abvlfoil.

§ Carcota is one of the Ndijat or Serpent demigods : the name occurs, as well as JVIfa, in the

list of them in the Mahibkdiata : a temple MBauuxt is also dedicated to this serpent deity.
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PratXpAditva* was tlic founder of Pratapapur, converted by local pro- a.d.«i.

nunciution into Tapar, according to the Mohammedan authorities. In this

new city a merchant named Nona, of the Rauhitya race, took up his abode,

and founded a college for the residence of Rauhitya Brahmans Oftliewealth

of the trader it is stated as a proof, that on one occasion he lighted up his

house with diamonds to receive the king, whom he had heard formerly

complain of being inconvenienced by the smoke of the ordinary lamps. The

familiarity between the prince and merchant led to some unexpected re-

sults : the former fell deeply in love with one of the merchant's women, and

being unwilling either to commit a breach of hospitality, or to forfeit his

fair name by a vicious act, he struggled with his passion and endeavoured

to subdue it ; the contest induced a fever, which threatened his life; ho was

saved however by the generosity of his friend, who learning the cause of

his disease, not only yielded up the woman to the king, but exerted no

small ingenuity iu argument to persuade him to accept her : his logic how-

ever, made a due impression, and Narfndra Prabhd was elevated to the,

royal bed : it was a fruitful one, as she bore the king seven sons, Chandrdpira,

Tdrapira, Abhinmctdpira, Amuclitpira, Vajrddtya, Udaydditya, and LaidtU

ditya; several of whom succeeded in time to the crown. PratapXditv^

djp<l after a reign of 50 ) eats.

CiiANDRAptRA,f the eldest son and successor of the last monarch, was a

prince of exemplary mildness and equity. He punished his own officers, for

encroaching on the tenements of a Chamar,+ or worker iu leather, in pre-

paring the site of a temple which he wished to erect, and which design ho

was prepared to abandon if the consent of the leather-worker could not be

obtaiued. A liberal reward and his personal solicitation obtained the acquies-

cence of the Chamar; his ground was duly made over to the king, and the

temple was completed. We have another legend of his equity, and dis-

• I^CTlautjadut.— Mutfa:l. t Cliaudrannnd.— Abulfazh

; Who as an out-cast could have no right* under a Mrirt Hindu administration.

F *
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crimination respecting the means employed by him, to detect the murder-*

cr of a Brahman, but it need uot be bera repeated, as the story has been,

told by AbutfazL* Chandra>'iha enjoyed the short reign of no more than,

eight years and ei^ht months, and was succeeded by his brother TiaApiRA,t

a violent and oppressive sovereign, and a \ enemy of the priesthood : his.

reign was fortunately a limited oue, and extended to no more than four yeara,

and a few days,

A third brother LalitadityaJ succeeded fc> the crow*: he was a prince oi

great celebrity, and established by the vigour and success of his arms, his

* Ay. Ac- ii. 175. 1 do not find in my copies, the description of the punishment awarded.

Abul/azl eay» the murderer was branded io the forehead with the figure of a headless map, and

that something of the kind was inflicted appear* fron the context, from which a stanxa has

been probably omitted : the punishment is according to law, which on no account permits the

infliction of capital punishment on the person of a Brahman, but sahstUutes brands, exile ami

disgrace.

In the J}anda Vioica- the Law is thus laid down from ancient authorities.

titm 144 ^WTfa «r fairr w^fl^i i foreran* fbuci nn ysrnrcifain II

A Biahman guilty of the greatest crimes is not to be put to death; let the king hare him

shaved, branded, or exiled.— KriAojputi.

n-r^rnr?s TntnrnjT TT^nr^ Trorwar «mmi^« to ^ntnqtin

A Brahman who causes abortion, defiles the bed of bis teacher, steals gold, or drinks spi-

rits, must be branded with a hot iron on the forehead, with a headless figure, the vulva, the foot

of a dog, or a flag, (the vintner's sign) and then be banished.—Baudhdyana.

wktt* vwm *ran ^rr£ frsTOfira a qiu t^um* fCW'l

A headless man is to be stamped on the forehead (of a Brahman) who kills a Brahman

Die vulva on his who defiles his Guru's bed ; a flag on his who drinks wine, aod the foot of a

dog on his who commit* theft; filling the scar with Sichipitta (Peacock's bile, or possibly some

caustic substance.)

—

Nareda,

i Taranund.— .lim/fai/, ; Lultadut.-/6tdL
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daims to the supreme sovereignty cf India, having made with his victori-

ous armies the triumphant circuit of Hindustan. His first scene of action

was in the AntervJdi country, the diadem of which he placed upon his own
Kead. Re then turned his arms against Ya$dv£rma, at that time sovereign

of Canoty, a prince distinguished for his literary accomplishments, and the

patronage extended by him to such eminent Poets, as Cavivacpati, Raja

Sri and BhavawiCti * A peaco was soon agreed upon between the mo*
narchs but as speedily violated : some informality in the address of a dis-

jatch from Ya^overma to LAtiTAnrrvA having excited the latter's resent-

ment, led to a renewal of hostilities, and the total subversion of the king-

dom of Can>uj.

Although thus occupied in foreign war, the prince appears to have devot-

ed some attention to the details ofdomestic administration, and to have made

a new arrangement of the great offices of his court : over the eighteen

branches of the government, he instituted five principal departments, the

Mth&pratihardptra, or office of higbchamberlain ; Mahdsandhivigraka, that

of chief minister, or supreme administrator of peace and war ; MaMmaidla,

of the Royal stables, or of master of the horse ; Mahdbhdnddgdra, of the

high keepes of the treasury or arsenal, or perhaps both ; and the MahtM-

dhanabjidga,an office of which the nature is not fully con v eyedby the nomen-

clature, but which may perhaps be the supreme directorial or executive

administration. Sdhi and others were the officers invested with these higU

functions.

• The two former of these are unknown. The third is celebrated as the author of the Mdtati

Ma'dhaza, and the VHara RSma ckaritra. lie might ha?e been at the court of Canouj, but he

was of a Brrar or ViderMa family : he is usually considered, as contemporary with Cdliddta,

and in the Bhoja Prabandha is brought to BJuja't court. Uis own works however afford no

reason to suppose he was cotemporary with either Ca'lidAaa, or Bhoja, and with respect to

the latter, furnish grounds for inferring the prior date of the Poet. The Raja Taringin'i is there-

fore probably correct in placing him about A. D. 704 or nearly two centuries before the pro-

bable period of Bhoja's reign. Yabovehma himself is not known, unless h« be the same with

Kjrtivbrma', an appellation of like import, and a prince who is meutioned in the opening.
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Yasoverma, after tbe subjugation of his kingdom, fled acro&s the Ya-

muna, and nothing more is mentioned of his history : his victorious antago-

nist followed up his success by an expedition to the shores of the eastern

sea: thence marching[through Caliuga, the Royal Elephants advanced upon

the kingdom of Gaur, and effected its subjugation. Lautaditya (hence

proceeded southwards, and invaded Carndta, then subject to a queen named

Ratta, who submitted to the iuvader, after having seen her strong holds

in the Vindhya mountains unavailing to resist him : her submission having

disarmed the king's resentment, her beauty secured his favour, and she was

restored to her dominions. The army then inarched to the banks of the

Cdvcri, whence crossing the Sandul mountains, ihe king subdued the coast

and the Islands opposite : having reduced the seven Cramucas, and sevcu

Concanas, LalitAditya continued to follow the shores of the western sea

to Dwdraca, which he entered to the delight of his soldiers : he then

crossed 1he Vindhya mountains, and occupied Avanti, whence having made

the circuit of India, and received the homage of its numerous princes,

be now directed his steps to the north : his inarch was a scries of conflicts

itnd triumphs : he was successively assailed by the princes of the couutry,

like another Indra engaged in clipping the wings of the hostile hills: the

studs of Camboja were vacated at his approach, and Bukhara was de-

serted by its high-crested steeds: after three successful battles in as many,

days, be respected the Musaclmans, and directed his attention to other

quarters. • The pale-faced Bhottas scarcely attracted his regard, as the cold

wind, impregnated with the blossoms of the satflower, and the secretion of

the Musk deer, fanned the tresses of his soldiers : the city of Pragjyolish

was empty on his arrival, and he turned thence to the Stri Wijya, where the

queen aud her subjects triumphed over the monarch and his soldiers, by

ojher weapons than those of war ; after a short delay In that country, he

• Btdia-ad dU carries him into Khorasao to aid Yi*<iojitd, but he rc'.reaU before the

fane of the Arab inTadera.
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advanced to the realms of Vttara Curu, whence satiate with glory* and L«

den with plunder he returned to his own dominions.*

On his return to Cashmir Lalitaditya rewarded his principal officers by

bestowing upon them subordinate kingdoms: in this way he conferred

upon hisdependants the principal cities ofJalandhara and Lahora (Lahore :)

he also devised particular marks to be borne by the different tribes, as

characteristic of their submission to his power. Thus the Turushcas were

obliged to shave half the head, and the Dekhinis to let the ends of their

waist cloth hang down like a tail behind, and these distinctions are still

• Whatever may be the truth of the military excursion of this Prince, the account of it given

in (be origin ul, which has been here followed as closely as the state of the manuscript would

admit, is a very curious specimen of the author's geographical accuracy and knowledge, and

throws some light npon the state of India at the period at which he wrote : it may therefore b«

worth while to revise his track : from Caitouj through the eastern districts of the present Com-

pany's possessions, Laliia'ditya may be supposed to have marched to the delta of the Ganges,

and Berhamputra, where we have what our author calls the Eastern Sea ; and the coast along the

upper part of the bay of Bengal, therefore, constitutes the country that he calls Calinga, whence

a slight deviation to the right brings him easily to Gaw, equivalent in its widest sense, to

the greater part of the modern Bengal. The transit hence to Cantata is rather a consider-

able stride, although it is obvious that the upper part of the Peninsula is intended, by re-

ference to the Durgat of the Vindhya chain of mountains, unless indeed we extend the term

to the eastern Ghauts, which may be considered as lateral processes from the main ridge ; as

indeed the next stage is the Caveri river, we come then to the southern limits usually assign-

ed to the ancient Cantata kingdom. The Sandal or Malaya mountains are the western Ghauts,

over which as the king marched from Mysore he would necessarily come into the Cancan: the

•even divisions of which, as well as the seven Cramucas, are something new to us, although

from the voyages of the two Arabians, and of the early Portuguese aud Dutch adventurers, we

know, that that part of the Malabar coast was divided amongst a great nu nb*r of petty so-

vereigns. The seven Concmuu are indeed known in the Dekhin still, aud comprehend the whole

of the Parasu Rama Cshetra, or the greater part of the Malabar coast : they are named Kerala.

(Malabar), Tvlunya or Tulmea, Gova Rdthtra or Goa, ConcanapYO\tei,Kcra'taha, Varalattaaml

Berbers ; the seven Cramuctu, it might have been conjectured, were connected with the term

Cranganort. but the original name of that province i< properly written Corangaliir igX&R^X.'
and they possibly signify some of the groupes of islands off the coast of Malabar; the island of

DwdracS, in Guzerat, the kingdom of Cruhna, is Ule next stage, and was visited more in vene.

, ration than enmity : from hence across the V'indh^a muuutains tile king comes to Oujein : his

.match to the north, or rather northwest, brings him to Camboja ; according to Wilford ^A. R. viii.
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observed if he thus treated the vanquished with some conttimeljr, he

made amends by his munificence, for there was no part of India, where

336,) the aocicBt Araeioma, and unquestionably a country in thatdiroctioo, a country bordering

on India, to tbe northwest, and inhabited by impure or foreign tribes, famous also for its breed

of hor*es, a large strong breed of which is stilt reared in the countries between Persia and

India. Bhukhara is the Persian Bokhara or Buchana ; the word rendered ia the text Mmuet-

ntau is written in the original STuvuni or MuuniK ; it is intended by onr author as the name of

„ a person, for it occurs again in the reign of Lalitaditya's grandson Jayapira, who is said

in the original to have had Mnuuni and others as chiefs of his nocturnal guard : at the same time

the recurrence of the name after such an interral, indicates rather more than one individual, an I

is an argument in favor of its being a generic appellation: according to Norain Cut it should bo

MuntuHkkan,Oovernor or Prince of Bokhara: if he is right, it should be Al-maimun of the house

of Abbas that is intended, and who long resided in Kharatan, but about a century after the reiga

of Latiluditya, according to the chronology of our text : the correction that would thus be re-

quired does not however seem to be indispensible, as our author's history here, allowing for

national partialities, is very strongly supported by the general histories of the Mohammedan

wriu-rs. At this very period, or from 697 to 711, the generals of Hijaz. the Governor of Kka~

ratan, were engaged in active hostilities with their neighbours, both t*» the aorth and east, or ia

Bokhara and Cabul, the Hindu prince of which latter make* a distinguished figure in several

transactions, ( Price '* Hohammetla* History, i. 434. &c.) Such a general coincidence is as mock

as can be expected, for names are most deplorably disli^iuvd l>y both Hindu and Muiufflme-

dan writers, and events, especially when remote in place and time, are uot investigated by either

with much artsutacy or care. Lamtadityas next route through Baton is rather a remote one,

except we suppose the name Bhatcat to be applied to the bill tribes on the northern side of the

Himalaya: the route is practicable enough, and would be much the same as that followed by the

Lamas in 1712, and by which a considerable intercourse between Cashmir and Chinese Tartar)' is

still maintained, 'see Moorcrojii Travel*} : that the Bboteas are scattered through this liue we

know from late authorities. Hamilton observes that the Bhoteas occupy every where between the

hills and die Tista the Alpine region on both sides of the Indus, (Hamilton '$ Ntpal, 68) ; and

Frascr mentions that //yawn, a valley, containing a great number of Bhotea villages, is only four

day'sjourney from the Capital of Cashmir (Fnuer'i Himala,ii09) : however our author evidently

intends to carry his hero into Bootan proper, a journey of considerable eitent although proba*

l.ly not so much so as it appears by the maps we yet possess; Pragjgotith is considered to be

Gohati in Asam, (A. K. viii. 336.) the Stri Rajya is probably Tibet, where customs similar to

those of the Malabar Nairs prevail, ( Tarncr't Embamj, 310) ; it may however be Scjial or al-

most any portion of the Himalaya, ( Kirkpntrich, 187, Frater, 70, &c.) where the same prac-

tice exists hut as the march kails off from Asam apparent!) to the north, wo may regard this

/egion to be Tibet Of Uttara Curu we shall have further occasion to speak.

* The neighbouring Mussulmans like most Mohammedans indeed, do shave (he centre ofthe

head still, and the people of the coast wear their lower garincuts long : that these habits were
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he did not erect statues and temples of the Gods: a very long enumeration

ensues of these proofs of Ins liberality, of which it will here be necessary only

to particularize a few. He founded the cities of Simisc/iilapura, Derpita-

pttra, Pfialapura, Lalitajmra and Puri/tdsapura : in Hushcapurhe erected an

image of Mucta Sivamt, and one of Nrihari in the Stri Rdjya. In the

Bltumi drama, he built the temple of Jyishta Kudra, and over and along

the Vitastdhe built bridges and stone ghats. Parihdsapurawas his favorite

work; in this city, he built a palace of unhewn stone, and a variety ofroyal

and religious edifices: he raised a column of one stone, 24 cubits long, and

bearing on the summit an image of Gmuda: he placed in the temples images

ofmetal
;
one of Vishnv as Parihasa Ctfava was made ofpure silver, weigh-

ing 1000 palas, and another colossal figure of Buddha was constructed of

1000 Prast Aasvfbrass; a figure ofHari with flowing hair, was set up ofgold,

and another golden image was made by him of the same deity in the Va-

raha Acafdr. His example was imitated by his queens, by tributary princes,

and by his ministers, one of whom, a second Jina, named Ciiancusa, a na-

tive of Bokhara, erected a Vihar, and set up in it an image, made in Magadha

or Behar, called indifferently by our author Jina Vimba and Sugala Vim-

ba, and therefore of undetermined character as to its being of Bauddha

or Jaiua manufacture, although most probably the former: the foundation

of Parihasapur* or Parrispur and its embellishment by this prince are

recorded by the Mohammedan writers, of whom Mohammed Azim adds,

imposed by the kings of CnsKmir mar be denied even on Hindu authority. In the Hari Farm, a portion

of the Muhahharata, and certainly much older than the work before us, the following account is given

of the imposition, ©fib-.- distinguishing modes of wearing t'.ic hair, upon the tribes of Mlc'chck'hts ot fo-

reigners: "The king .Vfoara inobedience to the orders of his Guru, Vaiithtu, deprived the Mltcheh'kot

of their Institutes, and imposed upon them these marks : the Sara* had half the bead shaved, the

YaraMt and Cambojas the whole of their hair tnken off, the Pmrudat were ordered to wear beards."

These customs might perhaps admit of verification, and might enable as to identify the tribes. Some of

the Greeks were from a remote period accustomed to shave the forepart ofthe head: the mountaineers

of the Himalaya shave the crown, as do the people of CuftrUtu* with the exception ofa single tuft, and

some of these people, which is a curious coincidence, are called Caumojees, ( ElpAintlotu'i Cabul, 619

ami Wo

)

; they also some of them wear beards five or six inches long. The Persians also wore long

beards in the time of Ammutwu MarttUinu*, as they do stilt

• Purri.poor is mentioned in the Ay. At. ii. 168, with flie addition that a lofty idolatrous temple stood

Aere, which was destroyed by Secasdkr. Refi^d-din also converts the column into the minarets of

a temple.

G
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that the fragments of the pillar of Garuda were visible in his time : the statue

of Sugata also remained to the period in which our author wrote.

Lalitaditya is the subject of many marvellous stories, one of which re-

minds us of the exploit of Zopyrus : the minister of the king of Sicata

Sindhii, probably of Tatta, presented himself in a wounded and deplorable

state before the king, upon one of his expeditions. Lalitaditya took him

into favor ; in return for which be offered to lead the army across the de-

sert, against his native country, and his offer being accepted, he directed

the king to provide water for a fortnight's march ; at the expiration of the

fortnight the army was still in the midst of the sands, and the men were

perishing with thirst, the guide acknowledging that he had been employed

by his sovereign to effect the destruction of the king and his host
:
the at-

tempt ofthe enemy was foiled, however, by the discovery of some springs,

and the king returned in safety to Cashmir, after punishing his treacherous

guide ; the springs then opened were said to exist in our author s time, and

to form a considerable stream runniug to the north called Kuntavdhini*

Lalitaditya, although the substantial proofsofhis devotion left no doubt

of his piety, was yet not free from faults : amongst other defects he was ad-

dicted to wine, and in one of his drunken fits he ordered the city Pravara-

pur founded by Pravara Sena to be burnt, that it might no longer emulate the

splendour of his own capital. His orders were carried rigidly into effect, to

his own deep regret when sobered—and as one proof of the sense he en-

tertained of the transaction, he immediately issued positive commands, for

his officers to disregard any mandates whatever, that he should promulgate,

whilst under the influence of wine.f

We have an account, in this part of Lalitaditya's reign, of some tu-

• The story is but imperfectly told here, tut tbc text is so corrupt, I should scarcely h*ve ventured

to select e»en the above, had I not been cjuntenanoed by Iftrain Cut, who translates the story in

much tbe same way, alteriag the name of the country to Maruea (that is, a dosart tract) on the ocean.

t So it was related of Trajan, who indulged in a similar propensity. Vloolcntiam prudcntiA njoDiverat,

caari vetaus jujja post lougiorea epulas.—Awrtliiu Victor.
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multuous affray having taken place in his capital, between the follow-

ers of different deities : the exact nature of it does not satisfactorily ap-

pear from the imperfect condition of the manuscripts, but there seems

to have been a conflict between a number of Bengali pilgrims, who had

come with their prince to Cashmir to visit a temple of Saraswati, and the

people ofthe city : the former had made an image ofParihasa Hart, end bro-

ken one of Rama Stvatni, and to punish the latter act the citizens assailed

them : the Bengalis appear to have had the advantage, as the desolated

temple of Rama Stvdmi continued to bear witness to their success, and the

world was filled with the fame of the exploit: the author of the Wakiat-i-

Cashmir calls the king of Gaur, Gosala, without however assigning any

authority for the appellation,*
«

The death of Lalitaditya was worthy of his active reign : he resolved to

explore the uttermost limits of Uttara Cunt, the regions inhabited by the fol-

lowers of Cuvera, and equally inaccessible to the steps ofman, and the rays

of the sun :f he accordingly marched northwards, crossing the mountains in-

habited by the Ddmaras, whom he describes in a letter to his ministers as a

fierce intractable race, lurking in caves and fortified passes, possessed ofcon-

siderable wealth, and equally devoid of government or religion: in the same

dispatch he announces the probability of his not returning, for, he observes,

* The same work speaks of it as ?. hostile incursion of the Bengalis, and AVram Cul has the same,

ascribing that cTcntto the design of revenging the death of their king, who had been invited publicly,

and privately put to death by Lilitadi rYA, one of whose faults, he says, was that of disregarding

oaths and agreements : a not uncommon foiling in princes of LalitVditya's ambitiou. Bedia-ad-din

agrees with the latter author. There may possibly be some connection between this transaction and

• hat is recorded in the Sancara Digrijny of the reformer Sancuia XchAhva, who, it is said, visit-

ed Castmir, and in despite of strenuous opposition, seated himself on the throne dedicated to the Mos

learned, in Uic temple of SaraswatI^ The place corresponds, so probably docs the date: names only

may have been changed.

f This Hindu Cimmeria isof course the land offable,but as far as it may be supposed to have a real

prototype Vuwra Curn seems to imply the northern portion of Russian and Chinese Tartary. The name

however appears to have been known nearer home, and to have been applied to the North Eastern por-

tion of the Ilima'U mountains. Ptolemy places in that position a nation called tbcOllorocoruc amongst

mountain* of the same name, and Atutniantu Mareellimu calls Uicsame mountain Opurocarra. It is not

impossible however that they intend the northern part of Atam called Vttariteera, VttaraeoU or Ut-

terteu!. L'.lit/dit ya probably perished amongst the chasms and snows of the IIim,;l<iya.
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there are no limits to the advance of the ambitious, as there is no return of

the water, which the rivers, running into foreign countries, bear far away

from its native springs. In consequence of this expectation, he directed the

ministers to crown his son, Cuvalayaditya, with which order they sor-

rowfully complied. The kings anticipations were realized : neither he nor his

army ever returned, and their fate was never exactly known. Some reports

say, that he was slain in battle; others that he and his host were overwhelm-

ed and lost in a heavy fall of snow in Aryunum. .Some persons believe

that he burnt himself, whilst others credit the tales that carry him to the

farthest north, to those climes that are easily accessible to the immortals on-

ly, and speak of the wonders there seen and performed by him, and the fi-

nal destruction of him and his troops. Lalit*ditya reigned 30 years and

eight months : he was a popular prince, and much beloved by those about

his person: his chief ministers were all deeply afflicted by his loss, and one

of them, Mitra Skrma, disdaining to survive his master, drowned himself

at the confluence of the SinMu and Vitastd.

Ccvalayai'i'ra,* the son of Lamtaditya by Cam \LAUEvf, succeeded to

his father; in the first days of his reign, apprehending the rebellion of his

brother, a prince of a more active and violent temper, he put hiin and his

mother Clutcramerdicd into confinement: thus relieved from the fear of do-

mestic disturbances he began to contemplate foreign acquisitions, when he

was diverted from his purpose by a change in the tenor of his reflections:

having been thrown into a paroxysm of fury by an act of unimportant dis-

obedience, in one of his ministers, he reflected, when he became calm, upon

the folly of yielding to the impulses of passion : his meditations extended

farther, and convincing him of the futility of humau power, and the short-

ness of human existence, he determined to exchange his kingly throne for

the cell of an ascetic. Having adopted this determination, he withdrew to

the mountain Dricpat'ha, leaving, after a short reign of little more than a

year, the crown to his brother Vajraditya-I

• Kulymsnd.—AMfazl. i Bijradut.—JkU.
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Thte prince was of a cruel and abandoned character: he expended his

paternal treasures upon sensual gratifications, and drained PurU.asapur of

its valuables and money, to purchase women for hi* haram : to raise money

also he sold great numbers of his subjects to the MUchclihas, and propa-

gated through the country, tenets and practices, fit for them alone : fortu-

nately his reign was a short one, lasting only seven years.

PrethivyapIra,* the elder son of VajrAditya, by the queen Manjaricu,

succeeded his father, both in the throne and in his habits of Hie : at the end

of four years, however, he was dethroned by his brother Sanor AMAPfr a,

the son of Mamma, one of Vajraditya's concubines apparently ; this prince

reigned seven years, and was succeeded by his younger brother,

JAYAPiRA,t a monarch who was emulous of bis grand-father's, Lalitadi-

tya's, renown. Shortly after his accession, this prince marched upon an ex-

pedition against Ins neighbours: his army was numerous and well appointed,

but not equally so with those which Lalitadity v had commanded, as a

proof of which some of the elderly citizens observed to the king, who had

questioned them on ike subject, that he had but 8(MW0 litters with his ar-

my, whilst his grand-father had 1*25,000. He proceeded however on his ex-

pedition, and when he had marched Some distance, Jajj a+ his wife's brother,

availed himself of the opportunity to usurp the throne, and prepared for

the maintenance of his unjust pretensions. JayapIra's first determina-

tion, on receiving intelligence of the usurpation, w as to march back to Cash-

wi'r, but on taking a review of his army, he found so many soldiers had de-

serted him, that ho w as not in a condition to vindicate his rights; he there-

fore disbanded the troops yet adhering to him, and with a few faithful fol-

lowers retired to Praydga ; arrived here, he gave to the Brahmans, the horses

lately belonging to his army, amounting to 100,000 all but one, the grant

declaring that whoever should give an entire lac, might efface the seal ofJ v-

yapira, and substitute his own: this grant he committed to the Gauges, the

* Pcrtcoanund. Sungrantind.

—

Abul/ml.

\ Jryaaund.—JUd. J Jujnund.—Ibid.
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waters of which were rendered purer by the ingredient : after a short resi-

dence at Allahabad he dismissed .bis attendants, and determined to seek his

fortune by himself.

The adventures of Jayapira at Paundraverdhana* then the residence

of Jayanta, king of Gaur, are the next subjects of our original, and are

narrated with a prolixity that we need not emulate; he arrived alone and in

bumble attire at the city, where his dignified person and manner, attracted

the notice of one of the female dancers of a temple, by whom he was tak-

en home and supported : whilst in this situation he killed in privateencoun-

ter a lion that had alarmed the whole city, and having in the conflict lost

one of his bracelets, on which his name was inscribed, be was thence dis-

covered by the emissaries of Jayanta, and carried before that monarch;

his reception was highly favourable. Jayanta gave him his daughter in

marriage, and furnished him with an army for the recovery of his paternal

dominions, to which he was also invited by Deva 6erm*, thesonofMitra

Serma, deputed for that purpose by the nobles of Cashmir: he accordingly

set forth on his return, the goddess of victory in bis van ; and in his rear, the

two terrestrial goddesses, Caltfdmtndd, the princess bis wife, and Camald the

dancer, whom out of gratitude he had also espoused : at a village called

Susticala on the borders of Cashmir, he was opposed by the usurper, and a

series of conflicts ensued without being attended, for several days, with any

decisive result ; at last Sridcta, a Chanddla% the bead-man of a village, who

bad joined the king, made bis way to the spot where Jajja was stationed,

and struck him from oft" his horse with a stone. Jajja fell dead upon the

field, bis followers fled, and JayapIra after an interval of three years was

;igajn acknowledged as monarch of Cashmir.

The cares of Jayapi'ra were now directed to the cultivation of letters,

and the improvement of his kingdom : he devoted much of his time to study,

and made himself a proficient in Sanscrit Grammar, under Csiifra, a learn-

* A city in Behar, it is believed, bat Mngadhn, id that case, must have been subject to the king*

of JJengtl, whose power about the time io question, the beginning of the ninth century, does appear to

have been soextensive, (see the MonjirGra-.rt, A. It. i. 123, and Mr. Colcbroolte's remarks on it, i*. 437.)

Jatanta however docs not occur amongst the PdU princes, in those authorities, nor in Abul fail's list,

(Ay. Ac.) unless in the latter some of the names are erroneous; a circumstance very probable.
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ed teacher.* He invited scholars from foreign countries and so many flocked

to hiin as to occasion a dearth of Pauditas every where, except in Cashmir:

the chief of the assembly was D/iatta, and he was assisted by Damodara-

oupta; the principal poets were Manoratha, Sanciiadenta,Chataca and

Sanohiman, whilst Vamana and others were amongst his ministers,t The

principal foundation of his reign was the fort of Jaydpura, in the construc-

tion of which he was assisted by artists sent him by Vibh'ishaka, the Rdc-

shasa monarch of Lanca, whilst Achu, the son-in-law of Pkamoda king

of Mathur \, and Jayadatta one of the king's principal ministers, con-

tributed to ks embellishment; the one by a temple of Siva, and the other

by a Brahmin ical college: besides this, JayapIra built Malhanapur in Cash-

mir, and his wives founded the cities Calydnapur and Camaldpur, places nam-

ed after themselves.

After a short period of tranquillity, JayapIr a resumed his military enter-

prises : his first exploit was the reduction of a strong fort belonging to

BhIma Sena, king of the eastern region, and he thence proceeded against

Aramuri, the magician, king of Nipal,% whom, at the end of two or three

days march, he found posted with his forces on the southern bank of a ri-

ver: the appearance of the enemy inflamed the courage of the king to te-

merity; without a previous knowledge of the country, he rushed into tho

river, and left his bravest warriors behind him ; the stream at first was no

• This name is not known unless Cjaxi Svami, the commentator on Amtra, be intended ; tho

conjeetare is supported by the nature of his instruction, and qualifications, the author calling him

y^feiaflTTTWran or teaonef °ffl>e science of words.

t It is not practicable to ascertain with any degree of certainty, any further particulars relating to

(he individuals named in the text. Biiatta is a title rather than a name, and is applied to several

authors known to be natives of Cashmir, as Mahmata Bltatta, the author of the Kavya Prakasn, and

•tbers. Damodaba may be the author of the musical work called Sunfit* Dtmodmra and there is a

V/hana Acharya, who is the author of a set of poetical Su'trtt and of a Vritti or gloss upon them. The
poetical propensities of the prince accord with the character of these writings : the other names ottetr

oothing even for oonjeeture.

1 There is no such name however in Kirkpatriek't lists, of the b'epal kings.
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more than knee deep, but it suddenly rose, and swept away the king and

his army: the greater part of the soldiers were drowned. The king, continu-

ing to struggle with the waves, was carried down the stream: the cries of

one army were echoed by the shouts of the other, and some soldiers ofthe

enemy mounted on inflated skins, rushed into the torrent, and captured the

drowning priuce: he was dragged to the shore, and confined in a strong

eastle on the banks of the Gaudica,* hi* broken and dismayed army re-

treating hastily to Cashrair.

The return of the troops, carrying fire news of their discomfiture, and of

the captivity of the king, spread consternation throughout Caslnniv: the mi-

nisters immediately assembled to deliberate on what was to be done, when

Deva Skrma, the son of the faithful Mitra Sarma, undertook to eftect the

liberation of the monarch : for this purpose he wrote to Aramcri, holding

out promises of seeming to him both the kingdom and treasures of Jaya-

imr a, if admitted to his presence. The terms were readily accepted, and the

minister attended by a considerable body of forces, entered Si/ml; his army

he led to the hanks of the Gaudica, opposite to the fort which held his mas-

ter captive, whilst he himself repaired to the court of Aramcri : at a private

conference with the king of Nipai, Deva £erma represented to hiin, that

the treasures of Jayajura were with the army, but their amount and dis-

tribution were known to Jayapira alone ; that it would be advisable there-

fore for him to hav e an interview with that prince, and learn from him un-

der some plausible pretence, these particulars, as otherwise the money

might be lost or embezzled, and Ahamcri be disappointed of a valuable

prize. The Nipalese was deceived: orders were given for Deva Skrma to

be admitted privately to JayapJra, and the minister thus found himself in

his master's presence.

In the interview that followed, Deva s'krma urged the king to ha him-

• Possibly the Gandaci or Ganduek river : if however the fort of Bkitnauna should be Bimc nr;ir

Nagracot, this appellation must be applied to some other river-
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self down from the window of his prison, and swim over the river to his

troops, but JayapIra urged its impracticability, not only on account of

the height of the window from the ground, but the impossibility of crossing

the torrent without assistance: after some discussion, the minister withdrew,

purposing professedly to return, but as a considerable interval elapsed dur-

ing which he did not appear, the king went to seek him, and found him dead

on the floor of an adjoining chamber, strangled with his own turban : be^

side him lay a leaf, on which he had written these words with his nail

;

" You must effect your escape ; I die to enable you : my body inflated with

your breath will serve you as a float, tie yourself with my turban, and

quickly cross the river." Penetrated with admiration at the proof of at^

tachment, and with grief for the loss of so faithful a friend, the king obeyed

his posthumous counsel, and safely effected ajunction with his troops: eager

to wipe off his disgrace he fell upon the unprepared and astonished New

palese, killed their king, and left their country a depopulated waste.

Returning to Cashmir JayapIra spent some time in the enjoyment ofthe

treasures he had acquired by the late expedition, when an extraordinary

occurrence gave a new complexion to his character, and changed him into

an oppressive and extortionary prince. Mahapadma the Naga appeared

to him in a dream, and implored his aid against a magician of Drdvira,

whose enchantments sought to secure the person of the Naga, and carry

him off. Mahapadma promised the king as a reward for his protection,

that he would reveal to him the existence of a gold mine, and then disap-

peared. In the morning, the king not quite satisfied of the veracity ofthe

Naga, sent for the magician, and desired him to shew him the person of

the snake God: this the magician effected ; the waters of a lake retiring at

his command, exposed the Naga and his serpent train. JayapIba however

would not allow the magician to seize his prey, but ordering him to recall

the waters of the lake, gave him a liberal recompense, and sent him to his

own country. The A aga soon visited him again in his slumbers, but in-

stead of a mine of gold, he punished him for his want of faith, by discover-

ing to him the site of a copper mine, a source of considerable though infe^

11
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nor wealth
:
the mine was accordingly wrought, and in the course of his

reign the king coined 100 crore of Dinars* less one, challenging all the
princes of the world to exceed this coinage, and complete the 100 crorc,-

The taste for wealth acquired by the king, became fatal to his subjects:
to accumulate treasure he levied heavy exactions on all ranks of people
and particularly oppressed the brahman*, by resuming the endowment,,'
which he or his predecessors had bestowed upon them: their complaints
and remonstrances were unavailing with the king and his ministers, Siva
Dasa and others, a set of Cfyasfhas. incapable of any generous feelings,

whose extortion drove a hundred brahmans of Tulnmula to drown them-
selves in the Chandrabhdgd : to the supplications of the sacredotal order, the

king shewing entile indifference, he at last attracted their menaces : these

he ridiculed, but was finally punished for Ins impiety : in consequence of

a curse denounced upon him by one of the order, he met with an acciden-

tal fall; a wound ensued in one of his legs, and this breeding a number of
worms, which preyed upon the king's body, he died in the greatest agony,
after a reign of thirty-one years.f Lalitap'ira, who succeeded Jayap'ira

was his son, by Durgd Dhi ; he was a dissolute prince, who lavished his fa-

• These were copper Dinar* it is to be supposed.

•J
The fate of this print-.-, as told with great exultation in the original, is a curious specimen of

Brahminical arrogance and superstition : it is not without a parallel however in the w riters of Europe,

during the ascendancy of monkish authority ; the conversation between the prince and priests, narrated

in a somewhat dramatic form, is not without spirit : we may easily put it into dialogue.

A Biakman. MeM', MandiiAta. Rama, and other sovereigns, mighty as they were, treated with

reverence and awe the Urahmanical ordef, whose resistless wrath consumes earth and its mountains,

hell and its serpent brpod, and even Swtrga and its gods, and king.

Tki King, Here's a big mouth, that fed upon a beggar s crumbs, and drunk with pride, talks of its

power with all the confidence of a holy seer.

Jttila, a Brahman. The revolutions of time have worked some change, but it is by submitting to a

master, that we have ceased to be Ritki*.

TktKing. Who art thou! Viswaiiitra perhaps, orVAsisnr'itA, or Agastya? I crave your pardon.

IltUa. And thou—thou art Harmchandra, Trisancu or Nahu»ha ; if so, I urn Yiswamium, or

who 1 please.

The King. By the anger of Vjsw^mitra, Harischandra was destroyed : what am I to dread from
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ther's ill-gotten treasures on parasites and prostitutes, and instead of pan-

dits and heroes, made buffoons and catamites his companions. He died

after a reign of twelve years, of Hie grossest and lowest debauchery.

SANcnAMApfRA, hi* brother by another mother, the princess Calyana DevI

next ascended the throne: he was also known by the name of PRiTHivvi-

p(ra; he reigned seven years.* The next monarch of Cashmir was Chippa-

tajaya, ason of LalitapJra, by a prostitute, named Java D£vi, otherwise

Calyapali, as the daughter of a Calyapala or distiller, ofAcha village : the

brothers of this woman had been brought to court by the king, and their

nephew, being yet a minor, they took the government into their own hands

:

they were five in number, named Padma, Utpala, Calyana, Mamma,

and Dherma, and their ambition opens a scene of domestic discord and

calamity, to which we have yet been strangers in the history of Cashmir.

The uncles of the young king divided amongst themselves the places and

profits of the government, and assumed the supreme authority in the king-

dom : the power they thus enjoyed they were not disposed to relinquish,

and when the young prince exhibited a disposition to assert his independ-

ancc, they deposed and put him to death, having suffered him to enjoy a nomi-

nal reign oftwelve years : as they were toojealous ofeach other to suffer the as-

cendancy ofeither, they found it expedient to raise another prince to the throne,

and they elevated to the titular rank of king, TniBiiuvAXAPluA, also called

AjiTAPiRA.t the grandson of Lalitaditya, and son of an elder brother of

/Ifib. (Rubbing his hand on the ground,) Lord of all time, at my just indignation, let the punish-

vent dne to the insultcr of a Brahman, Tall upon thin prince.

Tkt "King. Let it fall ; why does it delay ! (The king's golden staff slips and he tumbles.)

Tkt Brahman. Ha! Babbler, has it not fallen on thee!!

My manuscript baa Mven; ABLLrAZLhas thirty-seven ; which is an evident error as is slicni by

the aggregate of the reigns of the Dynasty which he calb 207 years, 6 month'*, and 20 days; but which

according to the addition of the several dates is 287—5. There being just the thirty years ton much;

the names in the translated Ay. Ac. here are written successively, Lultanuiul, Sungrumunuml, Britput.

f AjeytMtnd.—Ay. Ac.
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the last monarch. Under the name of Ajitapira, the five usurpers continued

for a period of thirty-six years,* to possess the real sovereignty of Cashmir,

and they veiled their violence and injustice hy a liberal distribution of the

public treasures, anil the foundation of splendid temples, and rich endow-

ments. It was not likely that tlie brothers should always continue on friend-

ly terms, and a dispute arose between Mamma and Utpala, which occa-

sioned a furious battlet on the borders of the Vitasta. Utpala, it should

seem, Mas defeated and killed, chiefly through the valour of Yasoverma,

the son of Mamma : the victor proceeded to dethrone and kill the king, his

accession having been principally the work of Utpala, and place Anan-

gapira4 a son of Sangramaimra, on the throne.

The principal actors in the turbulent period of the last reign, now disap-

pear from the history, and are succeeded by their sons, without our being

informed further of the fortunes of the usurping fraternity. The princes be-

came mere pageants in the hands of these enterprising chiefs, with the un-

enviable distinction of being the first victims to the resentment of the con-

querors. Ajitapira, we have seen, was put to death by the son of Mam-

ma: his successor was not more fortunate; as after a short reign of three

years, he suffered a similar fate from the hands of Suc'ha VermA, the now

triumphant son of Utpala. This chief, created king, the son of Ajitapira,

the predecessor of the last monarch ; his name was Utpalapira,§ and he

was to be the last of the Carcota dynasty, for Suc'ha Verma being slain by

a kinsman, his friends and followers, determined to place his son, Avanti

• Reckoning, says our author, from the death of their nephew which happoned in the ye*r 83, start -

ling us at once with a new computation, familiar of course to the Caslunirians, but to others requiring

an explanation, which he has uot given of it : the kind of date frequeoUy recurs, and it is observable

that it always stops short or 100, as if a cycleof 100 years had been adopted in Caskmir; sometimes, as

in the present instance, the date nearly corresponds with the odd years of the centuries of the Hijra,

bat the approximation is not always near enough to make It probable that reference to the Uijr* is

intended.

t It has Iwcd narrated, according toCALHANA, by Sancaca, a poet, in a poem named £*Kr«i«eAji<-

Aya.

J AmAhnuiuI.--Ay. Ac. ^ Atb*!en*T% g Ay. Ac
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Verma on the throne. Ltpalapira was accordingly deposed, and the son

of Suc'ha Verma, the founder of the Utpala* dynasty, succeeded.
-

SECTION III.

THE accession ofAva nti Verm at was not suffered to take place without a^j>.

opposition, and he had to undergo many conflicts with his own cousins,

and even with his brothers, before his dominion was established. By his

valour and prudence, however, aided by the sago counsel of Sura the mi-

nister, to whom he was chiefly indebted for his crown, he overcame all

opposition, and remained the undisputed sovereign of Casltmir.

Having restored order and tranquillity, the king nominated Suraverma

ihis brother by a different mother, Ywardja, and the two brothers were

<both distinguished for their liberal and public spirit: *the king gave large

'resents to the Brahman*, and the Ywardja bestowed upon them the Agra~

haras,Khaduya and Hastikema, constructing a temple and statue of Gocvla.

Their example was followed by the younger brothers, and the ministers of

the two princes, and a variety of towns, temples and images embellished the

kingdom. Amongst these we may specify the following
; Avantipura, a city

founded by the king at Vitncak&iwara CskHra, in which he also erected a,

temple to AvantIoWAR, or Siva, whose worship he had now adopted, in

Dlaceofthe Vaishnava tenets in which he had been educated. He also erected

• HU grand-father: it is difficult here to keep the narrative dear, amidst the rapid succession

of so many uncommon names. The deposition of Utp&lapir* happened, according to the author of the

Wakiml-i-Ctlumr, in the year of the Hijrm 2(19 ; he is not quite right in his computation, as agreeably

to ©or author's series of dates it must be placed about A. P. H62. It may be here observed that Ahwlfazl

has altered what may be called the family designation of most of the ('areola prince*, and has changed

the terminating name Afir* to Amanda. In the next list we have another change but that is a mere

usreadrnr, the family name Vtrma is converted into Dtrnut the Yarn i and Dal ) being easily mis-

taken for ea<-h other. Verma is an adjunct expressing a Cthttriya or military descent ; the present

possessors however seem to have assumed it, as the founder of the family, Utpala, and his brothers

>ere apparently of a less respectable origin.
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here three statues of the same deity, under the names of Tripur&wara,
Bhutesa and Vijayes'a, with bathing vessels and stools of silver,

Surapur, a city founded by the minister; also a temple of the associated

Sivas, and a college for Ascetics at 6Wiw ar,c5/<c7ra. His son also establish-

ed a Maf/ia, and his wife built the temple of Sada Siva at Surapur, a city

w hich has since changed its name to DImccu.*

The minister who was thus the founder of cities, was also a munificent

patron of the learned, and the names ofMuctacana, Siva Swamj, Ananda-

Verdhana, Retnacara and Ramaja are enumerated as illustrious objects

of his patronage.^

The reign of Avantiverma was rendered remarkable by a severe fa-

mine, occasioned it is said by the rivers deserting their customary beds, and

deluging the surrounding country, destroying the crops and submerging

from time to time whole villages : the dearth was so excessive that many

perished, amongst whom were Callatta Bhatt'a, and other eminent men. A
kharij of grain sold for a thousand and fifty dinars.

This impoverished state of the country continued for ten years, till SuJ-

jya remedied the evil: the birth of this person was regarded as mysterious;

he was found exposed in an earthen vessel by a ChanddU, by whom he

was suckled and brought up : hearing the causes of the irregular swelling

of the river discussed, he expressed his conviction that he could apply a

remedy, and his words having been reported to the king, he was brought be-

foreAvantiverma. The mode, he proposed to adopt, he declined explaining,

Not the modern Dhaccn of course. Ttere is a place no tailed in Ca$hm»r upon the Jclttm, south-

went of Ilijore. At present indeed it is scarcely within the limits of the province, and must be compris-

ed iu the states, said in Elpbinslone's map, to be subject to independent Rajas, immediately south of

t They are names however not now known. ; The Khari is equal to two bushels, two pecks,

one gallon and two-thirds (A. R. v. 98,) or about the third of a quarter. The Din*r$, it may be sus-

pected were of copper.
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and he was looked upon by the ministers as an idiot or a cheat : the king

notwithstanding determined to give him a trial, and allowed him at hisrequest

to take from the treasury several bags of Dinars : with these in his possession,

Sujjv a retired to the site ofa > illage named Anatidaca, where, getting into a

boat, he advanced into the water : when in the centre ofthe pool he threw into

it a bag of Dinars, and he repeated this wherever the water was collected:

the villagers tempted by the hope of obtaining the money, combined to ef-

fect its recovery : they first blocked up w ith large stones, the channel of the

Vitastd where it issues from the mountains, the banks being there conti-

guous : they then drained the country of the accumulated water, by clean-

ing the canals and outlets, through which it was accustomed to run : the

passages being cleared by this contrivance, the dyke was broken down, and

the Vitasld rushing forth w ith an impetus, proportioned to the obstruction

it had encountered for several days, hurried away every obstacle, and flowed

in a rapid and fertilising torrent through its old, and through many new

channels, to its junction with the Sind/nt* These two streams formerly met

near the temple of Vainya Su dmi, but they now unite, observes our author,

between that place and Vishuuswdini or the towns of Parihusapur and

Phalapvr] and he adds, that some old trees existed in his time, bearing the

marks of thp ropes which the Fishddas% had fastened there. Having col-

lected massive stones to confine the Vitastd, Sujjya constructed the Maha-

padma Saras; springing from which receptacle, the Vitastd darts forward

with the rapidity of an arrow from a bow.$

Sujjya was not contented with remedying the evil: he also provided

• TVs cannot be the I*d*t, but must be the Smd river, which has its source in great Tibet.—Ay.

At
x
H. 168. It is Dot improbably a branch however of the Indus.

t The last must be SkehabrHinpur where the Behut and Sind unite their streams.—Ay. At. ii. 158.

J The low casts of villagers, he means, It may be supposed, and the ropes may have been part of a

Jkml* or swinging bridge.

\ This should be the resen oir or baspn at Tin N»y noticed by For$Urtn. 4. and, according to the re-

port which he repeats, constructed by Jahangir: this is an evident error however, as the same bason is

thus mentioned by Akufftxl^'M Weertir is the source of the river Behut, wilt a bason measuring a

j*rut, whence the water rashes out with an astonishing noise. The spring is called Hinur* ;
itba. *

•tone border and on the cast side are temples."—Ay. Ac. ii. 105.
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against its recurrence, by the construction of dykes and canals, by which

without fear of a deluge, the waters were distributed equally and plentiful-

ly to all parts of the kingdom; such was the beneficial result of his mea-

sures, that a kltari of grain, which before the late dearth, sold for 200 Di

nars has ever since been restricted to no more than thirty-six.* Sujjya

was bountifully rewarded for his labors, and was enabled to perpetuate his

name by founding Sujjyapur on the banks of the Vitastd, where it issues

from the reservoir.

After enabling the ingenuity of Sujjya to execute the beneficial ar

rangements above described, and witnessing the improving condition ofhis

kingdom, Avantivrrma being taken ill, determined to end his days at

Tripnra Cshttra, and accordingly proceeded thither, where he resumed the

Vaishnaca faith, and listening to the perusal of the Bhdgavat Gita, he ter-

minated bis career in the year 59, after a reign of 28 years and 3 months.

As Avantivebma was not succeeded by his brother, and not only a

new king, but a new Ywnrija was appointed upon his death, we are left to

conclude, either that SuraVerma was dead, or the office of Yuvaraja con-

ferred no title to the succession, and was held at pleasure : it appears too, that

at this time, the great officers of the state continued to exercise the authori-

tatiye interference they had obtained under the last dynasty, and disposed

at will of the functions of royalty. It is said accordingly that the son of

Avanti verm il, SancaravermA -

]" was made king, by the power of the

chamberlain Retnaverdhaka, whilst Kernapa, sprung from one of the

late king's brothers, procured the nomination of Suc'ha Verm a, the son of

Suraverma, to succeed his father in the Yaurarajya, in opposition to the

chamberlain and the king, a circumstance which led to a civil war between

• Thto confirms what I have hinted that these Dinar* were eopper.The Khtri is probably AbulfatTt.

Kktrwmr in which he says every thing is estimated in Ciukmir : the average price of this, ascertained

when fixing the revenue of the province, tamed oat to be twenty-nine dams or pyce.

—

Ay. Ae. ii. 161.

•\ Sunkerdtrma.—AbrtlftxU
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the superior and «mbordinate prince*. Io the contest, many dtotiiigtti*hed?

chieftains were slain, as Si vasacti and others, bat the king, with the akl ef

i, and other leaders o/«ote, finally prevailed, and establish-

ed his authority in the kingdom.

Having thus secured himself at home, he directed his views to foreign

conquest, and being joined by the king of DarvdO/tisdramd other princes,

he led into the plains an army said to consist of nine lacs of foot, one of

horse, and three hundred elephants: he first subdued Parrmvf Chandra

king of Traigerta* who having left his son in his capital, advanced to do

him homage, but upon beholding the immense host collected by the king,

he was alarmed for his personal safety, and suddenly made his escape..

£an< a*a Veuma rtien rooted up the power of Ala1chdna \ king of Gurjara,

seizing his treasures, and kingdom, and leaving him only Tacca Vcsa. He en-

tirely subvertedthe universal supremacy which had been seized by Bhoja,£

aiul made lumself formidable to his neighbours on either side of him, the

kings of Darat and Tuntehca,% placed between them like Aryaierta be-

tween the Himalaya and Vindhya mountains: on his return to Cashmir he

founded in P«*cha$eitra t a city named after himself : it was constructed

chiefly of materials nirnished by the ruins of Parihdmpur, and was distin-

guished by a temple dedicated to itiv* as Sinatra Gaurisa, and Sugan-

JJJau, the latter named aftor thequeen Suoaxdha, the daughter ofthe king

of the North.

The disposition of Sancara Verma to accumulate wealth, degenerated

- Part of Lahore.

t This is a strange name : it shonld be that of a Masselroan bat the Masselman princes could not

have been thej ostabh-\ ;d ; i Q*aer*t. There is however a Omxtrmt iu the Pan/aft, to which the 31V.

kawdnHt wow bcrtaamj to extend theuwcWos, aad which may be the state intended.

1 Not in his life time it may be supposed, butSsNcsRA Verma" flourishedabout halfaceqtury ear-

ner than has hitherto been u> signed as Bhoja's date.

4 Wo still have the D*r<b norta-wo* of CasJhasV; the Tumshcas should bethcrcfore to tho south-

oast, aad they wcco the Qoiataan Soveraors. probably, then depeudaat on the Sttmtmi^n princes of
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into the most insatiable avarice, and subjected his people to every kind o.

extortion
:
he levied heavy tolls and taxes, exacted undue proportions of

the produce of land, and let out to farm those lands which were the pro-

perty of the temples : he cheated his cultivators in the weight of the seed

corn, and expected a full return, and he seems to have established a mo-
nopoly of sandal, incense, oil, and many other articles of trade: his chief

instruments in these oppressions were the Cayast'has, and especially one
named Lavata, who received from the king a stipend of 3000 Dinars,
whilst Bhallata and other eminent poets about the court, were kept with-

out any pay
:
the chief minister represented the harshness of his commands

in vain to the monarch
; to his son who had expatiated to him on the afflic-

tions of his people, he replied by desiring him to wait till he was king
when he might, if he pleased, relieve them, and he was equally insensible
to the lesson he might have learnt from the neighbouring country of Dar-
vdbhisara, the king of which, with all his sons, had been lately killed in a
popular commotion, occasioned by his oppressive government.

Angara Verma possibly thought he should divert the attention of his
subject* to less unpopular occurrences, by engaging them in military expe-
ditions; for he is said now to have led an army to the north,* where he sub-
dued the people along the IndusA and entered the Urasa countrv, where Ire
was shot in the neck with an arrow by a mountaineer ; he was immediately
put into a litter, and his death, which took place shortly afterwards, con-
cealed from the troops, who were immediately marched back to Cushmir

• Bedi*.,d.<<in tay,, against tbe Mohammedans ofKkmrmum ; the followers of Islam having accord-
ing to him spread their empire even to the Punjab in the preceding reign.

t The SindAu, here the large river, a, the other orsmaller »a, already in his possession ; the invasion
took place Into little TL*,,, but the invader, conld not have proceeded far, as they reached on their re-
turn uWronUersofC«*«,Hn.U days. Who the^w^.thepeopleof rrw.were.isnoteasilveonjee-
tored: they could scarcely have been the Russians, called in the east Urns, whose power at this period
was Brst mak.ng its appearance in a different direction, and it is only in the absence of more sati.fa^
toryiHos^tmn that I venture to suggest a connexion, between this word and the Ooloos, tbe horde,
oftheT.tars.andcLnsof theAfghans :the derivative name, applied to the people, is in favor ofthe con-
jecture, as it means children, whom the Hindoos consider legitimate, being born of a man an
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with all possible expedition; they reached Holy&saca, a place on the fron-

tier, in six days, where, being now out ofdanger, they halted to perform the

funeral obsequies of the monarch: he was consumed on a stately pile:

three of his queens, a pandit, named Jaya Sin ha, and two of his sen ante,

burning themselves with the body.*
i ...

The son and successor of the last king, Gopala Verma, being yet an

infant, was placed under the tutelage of his mother Sug an dh£ : she became

regent during his minority, and her ascendancy involved the country in a

series of intestine disorders, as she seems to have been a woman ofa weak,

if not vicious character ; the minister and chief treasurer Pbabhacara Dbva

was her favorite, and engrossed the whole power of the state. This man

- .made Camalaca, also named Sahi, Governor of Bhundapur, but he proving

disobedient, it was taken from him, not without a conflict apparently, and

given to Toramana, the son of Lalita.

The reign of Gopala was short; he was carried off by magical incanta-

tions, it is said, by the contrivance apparently of Prabhacaba, who was

afraid of being called to account for the great deficiencies in the public trea-

sury, which were ascribable to his own peculations ; Rama Dbva, the person

employed by him, afterwards confessed the fact, and as the minister disap-

pears from the history, we may suppose he paid the penalty of his crime.

Sug andha, in the midst of her faults, appearing to entertain no ambitious

views for herself, and to have cherished the memory of her son.

A brother of Gopala succeeded him, but he expired after the short term

* These accompaniments of his cremation find an analog; in many parts of the south of India, as

noticed by early travellers ; they are not however directed by the Sattru, any more than the self-immo-

lation on account of sorrow or sickness, of which we have had several instances ; the latter indeed in

the present age is prohibited at any place except Prayaga. Several instances of suicide occur in the

Iliodu books, as BkUhata in the Mahabhtrgt*, and the father and the mother pf the ) oung ascetic kill-

ed accidently by Datarutha, who mounted the funeral pile with their son, as told in the Ragkutntua,

sec A. R. i. These cases however are referred to former periods.
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often days; and as with him the race of £akcaba Yebma ended, the king-

dom was now without a legal occupant : Sugandha seated herself on the

throne, hut either at her own desire, or compelled by the military leaden

o/ the kingdom, she soon made way for another prince.

In this stage of Cashmirian history we are introduced rather abruptly to

Mvne new actors in the scene, who continued for a long period to influence

very materially the disposal of the crow* : they are of a tmUtlury character

evidently \ it is only doubtful, whether they were part of the native forces,

or whether they were mercenary bands of foreign adTestturers. They are de-

nominated Tatris and Ecdngas, and k is perhaps not straining probability

overmuch, to conjecture that our author Intends these words to represent

What we should write Tatars and Jfehans; men, who at an times have

sold their services to the princes of India, and have not unfreqtumtly bo*

come the masters of those whom they originally obey ed.*

-

Whatever may have been her inducements, SugandHa, after holding tho

reins ofgoVernment for two years, recommended to the ministers and officers

to chuse as king Nibjita Vebma the grand-son of Suba VermI: it was

objected to him however that he was a cripple, and therefore not nt to

rule, but as his family descent was highly respectable, the chiefs determin-

<

* Thr word Tatar, for TWfri, it an obvious conjecture: Etdnga f°* Afghan, isnot so satisfactory . Sea

meitns one, and Avga limb or body figuratively a* well as literally, and Ecanga may refer to some pe-

culiarity ofdiscipline, as to troops, fighting in a body. The origin of the word Afghan, says Blpkinstana,

It entirety uncertain, but it is probably modern : it la known to the Afghans themselves only through the

medium of the Persian language ; it has no meaning bowcrer in Persian, and they therefore probably

borrowed it from rome other quarter transmuting it in their ordinary manner: there is some probabili-

ty therefore about the Etymology suggested: the Afghona it is asserted inhabited the mountains of

ffftbr at a my remote period, and ttt-ak S» bat* been estnblkbed in the north e sutcm mountains of

AfgkanUta* lit the ninth century/£*>ftfcffs»e'» fiMW, Mf./eopellmf/ thenee, probably ohasHthattiBie,

the DCtnitrat, who from out hfstaey appea* ta> have betwpied, till the ninth centnry, thus part of-the t i-

rtnlty of <*#»ltn:>." the mercenary character ttf the TaltH is reprot f~dh altvded tu>: thay are said to

lave been Klimrlrd into the euuntry by the ff*n<frn<t ef tfcoUwg of Qtmnj, and 0*y arc ceotpassd ia

one place to prostitutes who saw no merit ia a man bat his moony.
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ed t© nominate his son, and P1rt*ba* wm accordingly crdwnea1 king of

At the end often years, the leader* of the Ec4*g*t dissatisfied with the*

prince, and jealous of the greater shave which the Talri foot had in his no-

mination, determined to replace StGANDiii in the government: they accord-

ingly proceeded to her residence at MtisAcapur, and placing her at their

head returned to the capital : they were met hy the. Tains in the pay ofthe

.king, and after a severe conflict were totally routed : the queen

prisoner and put to death at NishpalacaluJmr.

The victorious troops new considered the kingdom at their

and yielded reluctant obedience to their prince for a further period of five

years; at last their insubordination broke out with ungovernable force, and

their avarice, which was insatiable, led them to accept the offers of the fa-

ther of Part'ha, and to place the cripple on the throne. The revolution was

facilitated by a period ofgeneral distress, occasioned by a famine, consequent

tipon the unseasonable inclemency of the weather.

Tie feign of this prince lasted but one year : his throne and life were

assailed by various enemies ; his son Part'ha was endeavouring to recover

biasupreniaey^isminasteM^ANCARA VsitonANAand Sugandhaditya were

plotting for their own accession, and his queen was engaged in a criminal

intercourse with the latter, and prepared to commit any atrocity to se-

cure the undisturbed gratification of her libidinous passion : rt '» not at all

extraordinary therefore, that he ahould have been crowned one year, and

deposed and slain the next.

The successor of the cripplewas aninfant son, named Chacra Verma who

tinder the protection of his maternal grand-father, enjoyed the sovereignty

ten years : at the expiration of this time however, the sons ofMn*v Vrrdha-

• £*rttk<—Ag. Jr.

A.D.9U

CY.W
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NA,.the elder of whom, £ancara Verdhana, was minister to the late king,

set up another of his sons, Sura Verm a, and expelled the reigning prince :

a most turbulent period now ensues, and the several princes rise and fall,

sometimes repeatedly, in rapid succession.

£a% ' ^URA Verm<, after a nominal reign of one year, was deposed by the

c. y. -discontented Tatri troops, and Part'h a again crowned king ; he soon made
7.

way for Ohac ra Verm A, once more, whose bribes had won these venal sol-

diers to his interest : unable however to satisfy their repeated demands, he

was obliged to abdicate, and seek safety in flight, whilst s'ancara Verdha-

Na endeavoured to effect a purchase of the crown from the mercenary

troops ; in this he was foiled ; his embassador to them, his own brother

Sambhu Vebdhan a, making the bargain for himself, and being elevated by

them to the throne : a measure however that appears to have contributed

to check, if it did not annihilate the power, of the pretorian Talris.

Chacra Verma in his flight had found an asylum near Dhacca* at the

house of a Ddmara, and one it may be presumed who was possessed of

powerful influence with the mountain tribes : induced by the liberal pro-

mises of the king, and his reiterated assurances of eternal gratitude, he col-

lected a considerable number of his countrymen, and advanced with Cha*

CRa VermA once more towards the capital,

The entrance of the king into Srimgar was effected without opposition

:

indignant at the fraud practised on him by his brother, £ancara Verdha-

na had assembled an army, and advanced from Maruwa^ where he was

stationed at the period of his negotiation for the crown : to maintain the

* See the note on Sturmpur, the city itself mast have been in the quarter of Cashmir peopled by the.

tttdfCtJ,

t Any dry or derat soil, of which we have several extensive tracts to the south-west of Csjfamir.
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kiugdom, SAMnnu Verdhana had marched to oppose him with the troops

in his interest, and the capital of Cusltmir, heing thus left without defenders,

fell an easy prey to the invader: the approach of Chacka Verm a appears

to have reunited the two brothers, as we find them both present in a furi-

ous conflict fought near Pudmapur between their forces, and the Damaras

under Chacka Verma, iu which the latter obtained a most decisive victo-

ry : five or six thousand of the Tulris were slain, Sakcara Verdhana

graced the bed of heroes, and Sambhu Verdhana attempting to reassem-

ble the scattered fugitives of his army, w as shortly afterwards taken prison-

er and put to death: the power of the Tatris appears to have been complete-

ly broken by their defeat, as although mention of them does recur in the

course of the history, no important part in the revolutions of the crown, is

henceforward assigned to them.

Chacra Verma returned to the capital in triumph : mounted on a superb

charger, in the centre of his victorious cavalry, holding in his left hand his

helmet, and touching his turban in courtesy to (he crowd with his right, lie

entered the city, amidst the clamour of kettle drums and the shouts of the

nultitude; he soon however forfeited his popularity; being fascinated by

he attractions of two daughters of a Dombha* who, as public singers, ap-

peared before the king, he took them into his haram, and devoted his

whole time to their impure society; the consequences were obvious; he in-

curred the reprehension of the wise and respectable, and what was of more

importance to him, by promoting the low connexions of hi* favorites, above

his former ministers of the military and sacerdotal orders, he roused their in-

dignation and resentment.

Amongst those who felt aggrieved by the preference thus shewn to an

oat-cast tribe, the Damaras were particularly distinguished. They who had

been the chief instruments of the king's triumph, were now neglected with

the rest of his adherents, and compelled to make way for those, whose birth

and services gave them no claim to pre-eminence. They felt the neglect of

• A man of the lowest ciwi, by whom all impure offices are performed.
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the king the more severely, as contrasted with his past assurances of favor*

and they detennined to make him suffer the effects of their vindictive

spirit : a party of them accordingly contrived to gain by night, admission

into the palace, and falling upon the king, in the apartment of his favorite

mistress, unarmed and unprepared, they easily sacrificed him to their fury :

he was slain after a reign of nearly fourteen years, interrupted from time

to time, by the temporary rule of his occasionally successful competitors.

-

Usmatti Varti, a son of Part'ha, was now placed upon the throne, in

preference to his father, who was still alive ; his claims to this election can-

not be easily conceived, especially, as in the grovelling tastes ofthis prince,

as well as in ferocity of temper, he exceeded all who reigned before or af-

ter his time ; his associates were dancers, singers, and buffoons ; his favor-

ite pastime, fighting birds or beasts, in which Parvagupta, by his superi-

or skill, was his principal minister and friend
;
notwithstanding which, he

engaged in treasonable designs, aided by Bhiuhatta, ServaTa, Saja, Cu-

uuda and Am ritacara: these individuals divided amongst themselves the

chiefoffices ofprofit and power,whilst Raccasa, dDumara, commanded the ar-

my. By the advice ofthese miscreants, and the suggestion of his own sanguina-

ry disposition, the king commanded a general slaughter to he made ofall whom

he thought he had occasion to hate or fear, and did not spare the members

of his own family ; his brothers he shut up in a dungeon, and starved to

death, and his own father was dragged from his retirement, and murdered

by order ofthis unnatural son : his barbarity did not stop there, hewent to view

his father's corpse, and made the murderers shew the wounds, that each had

inflicted : they hesitated to do this in the king's presence, when Parvagup-

ta, to reprove the backwardness of one of them, his own son, DfivAGUPTA,

struck his dagger into the lifeless body, to the great mirth and satisfaction,

it is said, of the king : in further proof of this prince's atrocious character it

is related that upon ks becoming necessary to oppose the Dutnaras, who

pillaged the country with impunity , the king used* to amuse himself with

cutting offthe headsof his attendants and subjects and the breasts ofthe wo-

• men, in order to try the temper of 'Jus sword, and perfect himself, he said,
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in the use of his weapons. Death put a stop to his ferocious practices, and

released Cashmir from his tyranny, after it had endured it little more than

two years,

The son of the Parricide, Sura Verma* succeeded him: he was yet an

infant, under the management of his mother, and his nominal reign was

of fchort duration. Camala Vebdhana, who had been employed to clear the

country ofthe Ddmaras, had succeeded in the undertaking, and had made

peace and alliance with the chiefs ofCampaua and Marau a. He now return-

ed accompanied by all the leaders, and the Tatris and Ecangat, and dis-

played all the pomp of royalty, although he had not assumed the name of

king: doubtful of his purpose, and deserted by ail her late adherents, the

queen fled with her infant, unattended, into the forests.

Camala Verdhana although now in possession ofthe military power, and

consequently of the kingdom, hesitated to mount the throne : a piece of

folly our author observes, only ascribable to the treacherous counsels of

unfaithful ministers or to the adumbration of his intellect, as a punishment

of evil done in a former life. His moderation did not proceed from indiffer-

ence to royalty, as he collected the bruhmans, and desiring them to no*

minate a king, attempted to win them over to his interests. The opportu-

nity was lost ; the brahmans desirous of selecting a suitable person, op

instigated by other motives, deliberated for some time about the choice,

and dispatched emissaries to ascertain the merits and claims of various

candidates.

Amongst others, the widow of Unmattiverti sent messengers to the

brahmans to solicit their support of her son. On their road, they were

encountered by a youth, who was just returning to his own country, and

who accompanied them to the capital, where the brahmans, unable to rc-

* Abulfaxl confounds this with the former prince of the atunc name.
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sist what our author thinks the impulse of destiny, proclaimed him, as soon
as they beheld him, sovereign of Cashmir.

*

The person thus suddenly elevated to the throne was Yasascara Deva:
he was the sop of Camadeva, born of Vimdeva, an inhabitant of the village

of Pisdc/tajmr. Camadeva in his youth had been brought up by Meruver-
dhana, and being a lad of abilities, rose with the patronage of that minis-

ter to the GaHjadhicarya, the command of the guards, which be held un-

der the reign of Saxcara Verma. Having occasion to dread the hostility of^

Prabhacara, the favpurite of Sue yndha, he determined to place his son out

of danger, and sent him into another country with a young friend named

P'halguna. They had resided abroad forsome time: atlength his father being

dead, and propitious dreams exciting bis hopes, Yasafcara resolved to return

to his native country, and it was upon this occasion that he encountered the

agents ofthe queen, and learning from them the object of theirjourney, ac-

companied them to the capital, where he so unaccountably gained the unso-

licited choice of the sacerdotal electors.

" * *

A D. The vigour and equity of the new king fully justified his election ; he

re-established order and security, and gave to Cashmir a period of repose

which had been long unknown: theft and murder were abolished ; the roads

were perfectly safe, and the shops were left open throughout the night

without a guard ; the distinction of classes was rigidly maintained, and the

C/ianditla* no longer administered the affairs of state, nor did the Brahman*

carry arms ; we have several anecdotes of this king's acumen and justice:

one of them is narrated by Abulfazl, a reference to whom will perhaps be

sufficient to satisfy any curiosity that may be excited on this head.

After promoting the happiness of bis subjects for several years, Yasas-

cara was doomed to suffer the loss of his own : one of his wives was de-

tected in an intrigue with a watchman of the palace, a man of low cast,

and it appears that the king was more afflicted by this latter circumstance,

than any thing else, as it had prophaned the purity of his birth : to expi-
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ate the stain thus contracted, he made liberal donations to the Brahmans,

and founded a Mat'ha, but continuing to dwell upon his disgrace, his health

became affected, and he retired to the college of his own foundation to ex-

pire.

Before leaving the palace, the king directed the nobles and leaders to

elect as his successor, his kmsman Vernata, the son of Kamadeva, pass-

ing over his own son Sanoramadeva, of whose legitimacy he entertained

some doubts : the arrangement thus made was far from agreeable to the

men in power, for VernXta was a prince in the vigour of life, whilst San-

oramadeva was an infant, during whose feeble administration they flatter-

ed themselves they should be able to appropriate the wealth and influence

of the government to themselves and their adherents : by their intrigues,

therefore, Vernata was thrown into prison, and although he appears to have

escaped at the time, he shortly afterwards fell a victim to the jealousy and

ambition of the strongest party, by whom Sanoramadeva was established

in the government,

J

The old king lingered some time after he had made the fruitless dispo-

sition of the succession, but he was surrounded by the creatures of the in-

triguers, and there is reason to suppose that they accelerated his death by

poison ; Parvagupta and his partisans had now obtained what was still

but a secondary object of their ambition, and their past success encour-

aged them to elevate their views to royalty itself: the seasons befriended their

designs* and the discontent of the people occasioned by the pressure of a

general scarcity, afforded them a ready instrument for effecting their pur-

pose: an insurrection was speedily excited: a tumultuary mob, chiefly com-

posed of the military, and headed by Parvagupta and his confederates,

attacked the palace; they slew Rama Verdhana, the chief minister, who

had attempted in vain to defend it, and penetrated to the presence of the

king Seizing his person they bound him with fetters of flowers, drag-
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ged him to another apartment, and put him to death ; after which, they tied

aetone to his neck, and threw the body into the Vitattd. Parvagupta then

in complete armour, and with his sword drawn, seated himselfon the throne,

and received the homage of his accomplices and of the terrified citizens.

After a short reign of little more than a year, tliis prince suffered the fate

due to his crimes ; he was slain by a party of enemies at Swiswari Cshtlra

and left the crown to his son.

Cshbmagupta was a prince of depraved habits, and spent his time in

low and sensual indulgence; wine and women occupied his whole attenti-

on, and profligate characters engrossed his company ; it was not at all extra-

ordinary therefore that the kingdom should become a prey to civil dissen-

sion and foreign inroad, as the affairs of state were entirely negketed, and

the ministers alone fit to conduct theni, were obliged to abandon the court

in order to avoid the ridicule and abuse, or even personal contumely which

they were compelled to receive from the prince and the companions of his

revels : consequently, besides private hostilities between P'halguna, and

some of the king's friends, the ruler of Campana engaging in a contest with

the Ddmaras, burnt and destroyed the Vihar of Jayindi a, and demolished

a brass image of Sugata, and the king of the C'hasas compelled Csh£ma-

gupta to cede to him six and tliirty villages, after burning many Vihars.*

The ruler ofLahore, Sinha Raja, now gave Csh£magupta in marriage

his daughter Didda, the grand-daughter by the mothers side of Sahi ,* a

princess destined to bear an important part in the subsequent revolutions

of Cashmir : her charms seem to liave had little effect upon her husband,

for after his marriage he adopted a new amusement, and devoted all his

time to the pleasures of the chace. They were the occasion of his death, for

* These brails which are very obscurely and confusedly narrated in the original, were perhaps of a

religions complexion, and may be connected with the persecution of the B»wUk*t, of which *o nsuch

is said and so Utile is known, by the Hindus.
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having pursued a jackall for a considerable distance, and urged the beast to

the pains of death, the prince observed flame issuing from the mouth of

the animal as it expired; struck with alarm at this portent, he was instant-

ly seized with a fit of troubling which terminated in the Lutamaya* fever, a

fever that is invariably fatal : he was carried to Cshema Mat'ha near Hush-

cepur, where he died, after a reign of eight years and six months.

Abhimanyu, the son of Cshbmagupta, succeeded his father; at first his

early age, and. afterwards his tranquil temper, left the reins of adminis-

tration in the hands of his mother, whose defective character was far from

equal to the task, and whose supremacy introduces us consequently to a

scene of unprecedented tumult and disorder.

The queen's first impulse was to burn herself with her hnsband, from no
better motive the Hindu writer admits, than the pride of birth, and fear

of P'halguna, the late king's minister, and father-in-law, by another of the

monarch's wives, and who on that account had always been hostile to

Didda : she was also embarrassed at the outset of her career, by a conflagra-

tion of a most alarming nature, which broke out at the fair of Tung/mara,
and extended to Vitala SutrapJta, consuming an immense number of vil-

lages, and many large palaces and temples. This added to the dread of

P'halouna, now all powerful, would certainly have given her a claim to

the honors of a Sati, had she not been dissuaded from it by Naravahana,
a man of great merit and fidelity, attached to her service. The return of
one of the king s sons, Kerdaha, contributed also to the consolidation of
her authority : he had been to the Ganges with the bones of Cswemaoup-
ta, attended by a select body of troops, and as he was no friend to the

usurping P'halguna, that minister thought it politic to come to an accom-
modation with the queen, and upon the reconciliation taking place, he
withdrew for a season from public affairs.

• Wc have here two strange subjects; in the superstitious idea of flames issuing: from the jack-
all's mouth, and the nature of the Luiumaga disease : the first is common ; it is the current belielm In-
dia that any animal urged to death by a chaoe omits flames from hi* month before he expires.
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The next opponent of the regent'* authority, and she appears to hare
encountered opposition in rapid succession, were Mahiman and Patala,
the sons of Suja and llHUBHAf*A, two of Parvagcpta's friends and co-
adjutors: these youths had been brought up in the palace, but jointly re-
senting some personal affronts offered by the queen regent to Mahiman,
they plotted a conspiracy for his elevation to the throne. In this they were
joined by several of the leading men of Panhasapur, and L,ditapur and
succeeded in levying a respectable force, and leading it against the Rdnx
Didda, with the assistance of Naravahana, prepared to engage them, but
unwilling to trust the decision to the chance of war, she engaged by large
presents, the Brahmans of Lalitnpur to come forward as mediators: their

mediation wan irresistible, and Mahiman and his confederates were com-
pelled, although reluctantly, to abandon their design, and submit to the
forgiveness of the queen : a curious proof of the influence of the sacerdo-
tal order in Cashmir in comparatively modern times.

One of the chief leaders of the late conspiracy was Yasodhara, to whom
the queen gave the gov ernment of Campana, to bind him more firmly to her
interests: a war now arose between him and Sdhi, governor or king of Dhac-
ca, and the latter was defeated, and compelled to pay tribute : proud of
his success, and instigated by evil counsellors, Yasodhara soon found
cause of complaint against the regent, and led his army against her, sup-
ported by Naravahana. The n-gent resolved to encounter him in the field,

and a battle accordingly ensued, in which Yasodhara was defeated: he
was taken prisoner, and thrown into confinement with all his family, whilst

many of his adherents, also captives, were thrown into the Vitasta, with
Lirge stones fastened to their necks.

It would be useless to prosecute the story of civil discord further : the

nobles and governors had in fact all become more or less independant of

a monarchy, long feebly administered, and were ready on every slight pre-

text to lead their military followers to the field. By the counsels and con-

duct of Naravahana, the regent uniformly triumphed, and appears to have
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deserved the success she enjoyed: his death however was the ruin of her

credit, if not of her power, and she appears hereafter in the character on-

ly of a cruel, libidinous, and ambitious woman.

At this period Abhimanyu died, our author says of a consumption: Mo-

hammed Azim asserts that he was poisoned by his mother. The former ac-

count, however, is most trust-worthy, especially as corroborated by the

sequel, which represents her as engaged for a year afterwards, in laying

the foundations of cities, and pious and public edifices, in order to dispel

her grief. In this way she is said to have founded Cancanapur and Didda-

pur Mat'has, for the Saura and Ldla Brahmans, and the temples of AbhimaH-

yu Swdmi and Didda Swdmi ; several Chalur S/das or Serais, and many

Vihdrs, and to have made the conflux of the St$idh and Vitastd a place

of great sanctity. At the end oftwelve months, however, her ambition reviv-

ed, and upon reassuining the administration she thought it advisable to rid

herself of her grandson Nandigvpta, who had succeeded his father, and

whom she put to death.

TribhuvaMa, another grandson, was next placed upon the throne, but

speedily shared the fate of his brother, and a third named Bhi'magupta

was elevated to the dangerous distinction. Didda now chose a new favorite,

and a Chasa named Tunga, originally a keeper of buffaloes, and subse-

quently a courier in the service of the minister, enjoyed her affection and

favours. He soon acquired the ascendancy at court, and thrust himselfand

his five brothers into all the most important posts. The intrusion of this up-

start race, was warmly resented by the Cashmirian nobles, who called to

their assistance Vigraha Vac a, a nephew of the queen's, and a man of

high spirit and great power: Tunga was obliged to resign his newly ac-

quired authority, and preserved his life only by the interference of the

Bifihmans, whom the bribes of the queen had induced to intercede. Vigra-

ha, finding it impracticable therefore to afford that redress to the Cashmi-

rians which they had solicited, retired to his own territory, and left the as-

cendancy to be recovered by the favorite of the queen, who notw ithstand-
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ing his low origin, appears to have been a man of firmness and activity.

The young prince BhImaoupta betraying, as he advanced in years, some

indications of an independent spirit, was now removed from the throne,

and privately put to death. Kkrdama Raja and several ofthe leading men,

suffered the same fate, and the Brahman* who had saved the life of Tun-

ga were thrown by him into prison, probably to compel them to refund

the reward of their late mediation. Seriously alarmed for their safety, the

nobles now called to their aid the Prince Prithivipala, who marched

with his troops to their aid, and occupied the capital. Tunoa, however,

foiled his adversaries : advancing upon the city with a large force, he set

the suburbs on fire, and cutting off the retreat of the enemy, effected the

destruction of a great part of their army. Prithivipala* was compelled

to submit to Tunga, and to purchase his safety by engaging to pay tribute

to the sovereign of Cashmir

The transaction thus described, is the last instance of civil dissension

that seems to have occurred under the reign of Dmda Rani : triumphant

over both foreign and domestic foes, she was now at leisure to regulate

the succession to the kingdom, and adopted Sangramadeva, the son of

her brother Udaya Raja, as her associate in the government, and as the

future supreme ruler of Cashmir. This was the last act of her life, and is

ib».'
tne last event recordetl our author, whose history closes with the death of

Didda Ran!, and accession of Sanuramadeva in the 79th year of the

c v. Cashminan cycle, or the year of our Lord 1025, and after the queen had
TV-

held the sole sovereignty of the country for three and twenty years.

* The territory governed by this prince is not named : he might in fart bare not yet been in pos-

session of any, as the son only of the sovereign of iAthoi e, Anantitpalu, whose successor about the date

of the above events, is named by Ftrithta, Pitterugtpal. Dow, i. 58. It must be observed however that

if the dates of oar history and the Mahommedan bjstory accorded, we should have had in the former,

some notice of the repeated visits to Cashmir paid by Muhmfd in 1005, 1015 and 101S; the history of

CWA<?fl<t coming down to 1025 : one or other however may err by a few years, if indeed the error is not

as much of facts as of dates. The author of the Taicii Arbtri states indeed that M*A,^mi was repeat-

edly foiled in his attempts to penetrate into Casbinir.
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

FlllST PERIOD,

(In whichthe duration ofthe $»-

Cashmir colonised by Casya-
P»

Fifty-three Princes ; names un-
known ; reigned

Gonerda 1 «t. Call. 653 or . . •

Damodnra 1st.

Gonerda 2nd
Tbirty-fivePrinecs;names for-

gotten
Lava
Cusesaya
khagtadra
Surendra
Godhara
Suvcma ...... • .

.

laloca ••«•
Damodara 2nd.
Ilusbca
Jusbea
Canishca
Abbimanyu

!

Fifty ending

Oate ac-

cording

B.C.3714

r*. 126T

B c. ><-<<

1260

B.C.244J

B.C.I 18

Adjutted
date.

SECOND OR ADITYA DYNASTY.

Prafapaditya
Jnlaucas ......
Tunjlna

y'j»>»
J ay endra
toy*

Six Princes reigne
Average

32 B.C. 108-9 nc. to
AD. 22

* 64

32 l'G-0
30 104 0
8 wj y 00

37 M
47

i .. ..

23-0

1C2 years.

02 jsurs.

W5

THIRD OR 60NERD fYA DYNASTY AGAIN.

Meghavaliana
Srcshtasena
Iliriin>a ..

V&trigupta ..

PruvarasenR
Yadhisht'hir2d.
San dravat
Ranadity a
Vicramaditya
BaUditva

A.D

P8h

Tie grounds on which the adjustments are made
are explained in the following remarks.

SECOND PERIOD,
In wkitk the duration of th, ttvtral reigns it tpe-

34*

30
30-2
4-9

63
39 3
13

300
42
36

Ten Princes reigned 692 year* and 2 months
cording to the original computation ; 433
cording to the adjusted one, furnishing in
case an in admissible average.

FOURTH OR CA'RCOTA DYNASTY.
Reign.

\ Dale A. D.

23-3
67-9
87-3
117-6
122-2

186-2
224-6
237-6
637-6
579.6

471

476
499
622
646
668
692

tc-
ac-

FIRST OR GONERDIYA DYNASTY.

Yeari of
reign.

Gonerda 3d. .... 35
Yihhiahana .... 53
Indrnjit 35 fl

Rsoam, .... 30
ViM.ishana 2nd.. 36 G
Nara 39 y
Sidciha .... 00
I ipalacsha .... 30 6
Iliri>n\;ic*ha ... 37 7
1- 1 <>_•

1 'J. 1 ... to
V..macula .... 00
Miliiu'cula .... 70
V'aca 63
Csbitinaijda .... 30
Vasuuanda 62 2
Nam 2d eo
Acsha 00
Gopadili a «o
Gokcrna 57
Nnrendr.Vit\; .. an 3
Yudhi-hi hir . ... 48

Twenty-one PrfalOtt
reigned

Average

Date of
the ori-

ginal.

BC. 1182
1147

1096
1060-6
1030-0
903
963-3
893-3
8029
826-2
766-2
706-2
636-2
672 2
642-2
490
430
370
310
263
216-9

•*•••
......

Adjusted
date.

BC. 388
370
362
334
316
298
280
262
244
226
218
200
182
164
146
128
100

82
64
4fi

28

1013 3 or " S years.
48 rs

7

Durlahhaverddbana
Pratapaditya
Chandruptra

,

Tt'irapira

Lalitaditya

Cuvalavaditya
Vajradilva
Prilhlvyaplra

Sangraniapira
•*»jjn ....
Im&pira
Lalitapira

Sangramat-ira
Vrihaspati
Ajitiplra

Annnrapira
Ulpalapira ....

Seven'cen Princes reienr.
month.,. HTe.aeimr lililc more (},,., rifuc.M . ., <
to a reifm: from Ihe commencement of this dv.
aastv therefore the chronology of the original
require, no modiOcaUoa,

P

r

FIFTH. THE UTPALA OR VERMXDYNASTY

36
60
8
4
3»

I

7

4
7
3

31

12
7
19
36
3
2

96tJ

615-
651-
701-
7!0-

714
750- 8
751- 8

8
70 i 10
709- 10
772- 10
803- 10
8'6- 10

10
10

870- 10
873- 1 0

and five

K

ArljtTa Vcrma ....
Sancara Verma .

.

GopAla Verma .

.

Sancata
Sogandha Ra'ni ..

Parfha
Nirjita Verma. also

Pangu or

• • •

«

Reign. Date A. D

28 3 876-10
18 8 904- 1
2 922- 9
10 dys.

2 92*- 9
16 920- 9

I.
941- 9

69
77

79
81
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Chacra Vernu
Sura Vcimi ....

' Pirt'ha, a second
time

Chacra Vermi do.

Sancara Vcnlhana
Chacra Veruia, a

third time.

Tnmntti Venrta .

.

Sura VermA 2d. .

.

Reiyn.

10

1

0 6
(> 0
1 «

1 4

0 6

Date A. D. Cathm%r\

ifeart.
942-9
062-O

953-9
064-3
964-0

960-3
057-7
060-0

07
7

8
8 0
9

10 0
11 10

14

Twelve Prince* reigned 84 years and five months,
averaging little more than eiitht vears to a

reign. Besides the Silimkana ;rra, the original

introduces with this dynasty a new method of
computing, by a cycle of 100 years.

LAST OR MIXED DYNASTIC.

- Rrign. Date A. F
i
Caihmir

0
' j/eart.

08IV3 14 0
0 0 OfiO- 3 23 6
1 6 W£>- U 24
8 6 07I-3 26 0

14 0 079- 0 34
• 1 093- 0 48
2 0 994- 1

0

49 1

4 3 99»l() 61 1

2.1 6 1O0I- I 66 4
1024- 7 . 78 10

Yasascara DAva .

.

SanfTTAiiia ])e\a .

.

P*rvanupta
Cshcmaicupta
Abhimanyu ....

Nandisrupla ....

Tribbuvaoa
Bhimagupia
Didda Rani
Sangrama Dera .

.

Nine Princes reignod to the acce«ion of SiKc.m-
ni Divt 61 y can and four months, aver
rather more than seven years to a reign.

Remarks on the History and Chronology of Cxshmir.

Having now completed the sketch of C.tshmirian History, it may be ex-

pected that we should revert to it for a moment, for the purpose of taking

a concise view of the light which it refl ccts upon the General History and

Chronology of the Hindus; objects of more interest than the local transac-

tions which it details, and which, circumscribed within the narrow limits

of a petty state, of remote site and difficult access, are neither in themselves,

nor iu their effects upou their neighbours, of any magnitude or importance:

it may be added however that they are of the same general character, as

the events which make up Hi-itory iti all countries, and may not be there-

fore devoid of interest, to the mind that can be contented to contemplate

man, in so sequestered a region, as the valley of Cashmir.

It appears very evident that Cashmir has been a regular kingdom for a

period, that transcends the limits of legitimate history, and even if we feel

disposed to contest the accounts of our author, and to dispute his series of

Dynasties and Princes, we must still rest satisfied with the proof of its ex-

istence either under the names of Caspapyrus or Abisarus* as early as the

days of Herodotus and Alexander : there can be no doubt however of

the regular organization of this state at a period, much antecedent, and it

is probable that in remote times it exercised a more decided interference

in the concerns of India, than it has done for many centuries past : it seems
r P

"

» See Append!!, No. VIII.
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highly probable also that it was the original dominion of the Pafidava

princes, and that it furnished in them, Sovereigns to the plains of Hin-

dustan.

•

The religion of Cashmir has in like manner been Hindu from a very

remote date. Originally no doubt it was the Ophite or snake worship,

but this is a part of the Hindu ritual, and the Nngas are included in the

orthodox pantheon: the adoration of Siva was soon ingrafted upon this,

even if the two rites were not originally identified.

It appears that the Bauddha schism was known in Cashmir at a very early

period, and possibly preceded the introduction of a fully organized Brah-

manical priesthood : it probably in short preceded the introduction of the

Brabmanical caste. Asoca, although a worshipper of Siva, is said to have

countenanced this new faith. His son Jaloca commenced his reign with se-

rious efforts to suppress it, and it was possibly partly with this view, that he

introduced the colony of Brahraans from Ganouj .Towards the close of his

reign however he relaxed in his hostility to the Bauddhists, and his succes-

sor, although a pious worshipper ofSiva, appears to have participated in th«

same feeling. The legend of Damodara's transformation, indicates his

having incurred the enmity of the Brahmanical order.

ft

The period that immediately ensues, is of great interest in the religious

Jlistory of India. Cashmir became a Bauddha country under Tartar princes,

shortly after the death of Sacya Stnha, according to our author, and he

agrees nearly with the Chinese authorities, as to the period at which

that legislator flourished, and according to them, in this very country.

The latter seems to be an error ; it may however indicate the direction where

the birth of the elder 2?imWZk* happened, and in connexion with the circum-

stances narrated by the Sanscrit writer, seems to point out an extra-In*
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dian origin for this religion :* its predominance in Cashmir was of short

duration, as although not extirpated, it speedily and finally gave way be-

fore the preponderance of the Brahmanieal faith. If any conclusion might

be drawn from such imperfect premises, it might be supposed, that the inha-

bitants of Cashmir originally followed an idolatrous system of their own,

to which they superadded a few ill defined Gods and ceremonies, borrow-

ed from the Brahmans ofthe plains ; that whilst they were yet open to con'

version, an attempt was made from the other side, or from Tartary, to intro-

duce Buddhaism amongst them, which was combated and finally frustrat-

ed by southern assistance : the national faith of Cashmir has ever since

continued Hindu, and the almost exclusive form of adoration has been that

addressed to Siva and his Sacti.

Thechronology ofthe Raja Taringinl is not without its interest. The dates

are regular, and for a long time both probable and consistent, and as they

may enable us to determine the dates of persons and events, in other parts

of India ; as well as in Cashmir, a short review of them may not be wholly

unprofitable.
*

The more recent the period, the more likely it is that its chronology will

be correct ; and it will be therefore advisable to commence with the most
*

• Sib William Jokes alludes to the white and raddy complexion of Buddha n talented to con-

vtace Mom. Bailly of the Tmrtmr origin of this legislator. Mom. Rkhusat (in the Jowmtl Dtt

Savant, OcUe. 18l0,)commentingon*ome ofthe epithets descriptive ofBuddha, contained in u Polyglot

Jiavddha vocabulary compiled in China (or rather translated from some Indian work, one of the lan-

guages being Sanscrit.) notices this epithet Suvernachkaci ^fxfi ^fat) the golden hned, but with-

out being Inclined to draw «uch a conclusion from it as Mons. Bailly might bare drawn. The descrip-

tion of this BmdMi however, as contained in the Vocabulary described by Mons. Remusat, Mhui de

L'Oritni, ml. iv. connected with the cirenmstaoces we have had occasion to notice in the text, tends

very much to confirm the idea of the original Bauddha schism having been imported from Tartary. Tbd

name of this legislator, <S«ry«, is further evidence to the same effect : its Sanseritetymologtcs are very

unsatisfactory, and it was not improbably connected with the national name Sac* by which the East-

ern Scythians or Tartars were formerly known both in Europe and India. The distinction between
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modern, and recede gradually to the most remote dates. The Table prefixed

was necessarily constructed on a different principle, and depends upon the

date of Gonerda the 3rd, which, as I have previously explained, is esta-

blished according to the Chronology of the text. Gonerda 3rd lived, ac-

cording to Calhana Pandit, 2330 years before the year of Saca 1070, or

A.D. 1148, and consequently his accession is placed B.C. 1182: the peri-

ods of each reign are then regularly deduced till the close of the history,

which is thus placed in the year of Christ 1025, or about 120 years before

the author's own time. That the reign of the last sovereign did terminate

about the period assigned, we may naturally infer, not only from its proxi-

mity to what we may conclude was the date at which the work was written,

but from the absence of any mention of Mahmud's invasions, and the intro-

duction of a Prithivi Pala, who is very possibly the same with the

Pittebuge Pal of Lahore, mentioned in the Mohammedan histories.

Taking therefore the date of Didda Rani, as being at least Very near

the truth, we may go up the list with some confidence through three dy-

nasties at least. The three last series present an aggregate of thirty-eight

princes, and but 409 years, giving us less than eleven years to a reign, an

average rate, with which the most cautious chrouologist may be contented.

The first of the three series, which presents the longest average, gives us

less than 10 years to a reign, which is equally unexceptionable, and we

have therefore every reason to conclude that the chronology of our author

is perfectly accurate, as far back as the year 016 of the Christian a;ra.

The History of Cushmir is too purely domestic during the period com-

prised within these limits, for us to be able to apply the chronology of the

author to the establishment of dates, for incidents or persons ofinterest in

the records of Hindustan. 6ancara Verma is said to have subverted the

extensive empire acquired by Bhoja, and he may be supposed therefore to

have been nearly contemporary with that prince. Sancara Verm a reigned

from 904 to 922. The date of Bhoja is now fixed with tolerable certainty

.within the limits of the beginning of the tenth and that of the eleventh cen-
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tury. The Rdjd Taringini however would throw him farther back, if

he preceded Sancara Verma, and place him in the close of the ninth cen-

tury. We need not expect however extreme accuracy in this matter, and

may rest satisfied with considering it as an approximation to the truth, aud

generally as an additional testimony of Bhoja's having flourished early in

the tenth century.

The reign of Jayapira from 772 to 803 may hereafter throw some light

upon the literary history of the Hindus, when the writings of the authors

patronized by him shall be met with. It is highly probable that CshJra is

the commentator on Amera, in which case, we have advanced one step in

the antiquity of that philologist. What author is meant by Bha((a is not as-

certained ; it cannot be Mammat-^a BffA-frA, the Cashmirian author of the

Cdvya Pracdia, as that writer must have been subsequent to Sri IIersha, a

king of Cashmir, who reigned about 40 years after our history closes, and

to whom, or to whose works, frequent reference is made in the Cdvya Pracdia.

Another set of names of literary interest occurs in the reign of LalitI-

ditya, from A.D. 714 to 750. Two of the three are yet to be ascertained,

but it is highly satisfactory to have fixed the date of so eminent a writer as

Bhavabhuti. If YaIoverma, king of Canouj, should elsewhere appear

to be the same as KIrti Verma, it would tend to some important conclu-

sions in this branch of literary enquiry. The state of India at the period

of Lalitaditya's reign is tolerably well detailed by our author, but it is

unnecessary to examine the subject here, as it has been dwelt upon at

some length in the note relating to his supposed military marches.

After passing the limits of the year 616, the character of our author's

chronology undergoes an unfavourable change. Thirty-seven princes in

three dynasties reign 1797 years, or on an average more than 48 years

each, an average term which very much exceeds possibility, and which can

only be explained by supposing either, that the number of princes is de-

fective, and that the reigns of those who have disappeared from the record,

v
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have "been added to those of the princes lucky enough to have escaped

oblivion, or that the whole are carried too far back into antiquity, and the

date of Gonebda from which it starts, having been made much too remote,

it was necessary to elongate the respective reigns to fill up the protracted

interval: both these sources of error most probably exist, but there seems

reason to suppose, that the first is more particularly the cause ofthe objec-

tionable duration assigned to several reigns.

The Third Dynasty embraces ten princes, and a period of592 years, but as

one of them Ran adiTYa engrosses three centuries, the remaining 292

years are to be divided amongst nine kings, giving an average of little more

than 32 years to a reign. The most remarkable person alluded to as connected

with general history, is Vicramaditya, the second king of that appellati-

on introduced by our author: he is placed in a period new to the many en-

quiries regarding his date, or in the year A. D. 117, shortly after which he

m»st have died, according to Calha£a Pandit. We have no clue therefore

to the identification of this prince, and, in the absence of better grounds of

conjecture, may attempt it by adverting to the erroneous reign of Ranadi-

tya of three centuries, as well as the long reigns of almost all the princes

of the dynasty. It seems likely, that the Vicramaditya, who put the brah-

man Matrioupta on the throne of Cashmir, was the prince of that name

who lived in the 5th century, or in 44 1 :* that Calhana, or preceding writers,

confounding him with the Saedri prince, although they did not make him

exactly contemporary even with SAlivahan, placed him fully three centuries

too early : that when they came to the Cdrcota dynasty, they found out

their mistake, and could devise no other method of correcting it, than by

adding the deficient years to the reign of Ranaditya, and thus embellish-

ing their history with a marvel. The defeat of Siladitya by Pravarasena,

as has been noticed, confirms this view of the subject. The Vicramaditya

r.f the 5th century reigned, it is said, 100 years, dying in A.l). 541 but ac-

cording to the Satmnjaya Ma/tatmat/a, £l ladit v A was king in 447 ; we may

therefore restrict the father to a sufficiently probable reign of about 35

years, when we shall have Pravarasena, kiugof CWimi/V, iu 470. Between

his accession, and that of Di'Rlabiia Verudhaka, we shall then have an

• A. B. ix. 176.
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interval of 139 years, to be divided amongst six princes, and although this

will give us a little more than the probable average reign, or 23 years for

each prince, yet it still is not extravagant, and the excess may either go to

form an unusually long reign for Ranaditya, whence arose the tradition

of its lasting for three centuries, or it may be required for the apparent

chasm that exists between his reign, and the unconnected succession of

the Cashmirian prince, named also Vicramaditya.

By bringing the reign of Pravarasena so low as A.D. 470, we are in-

volved in some perplexity, as to the propriety of subjecting the preceding

dynasties to a proportionate reduction. If the series of the princes were

accurately stated, this would seem to be a necessary consequence, and if

besides this we should restrict the duration of each reign to the highest pos-

sible average or 20 years, we shall then effect a very material modification

of our author's chronology, and reduce his first date from 1 182 B. C. to no

more than 144 years before that aera. There are however some difficulties in

the way of this computation :
-

The first is the reign of Pratapaditya, a kinsman of Vicramaditya,

placed however by our author 168 B. C. and consequently, according to

him, not connected with the Vicramaditya, from whose time the Samvat aera

is dated. This inference so obviously arises from the system of our authors

chronology, that it is entitled to but little weight, unless that can be proved

unexceptionable. We may therefore conclude that Pratapaditya was con-

nected with the family of the Sacari Vicramaditya, and that he lived a-

bout the commencement of the christian aera : it does not appear that he waa

contemporary with his illustrious kinsman. From Pratapaditya, to Prava-

rasSna, we have ten princes, and 486 years, which gives us consequently the

inadmissible duration of 48 years to a reign. The original chronology is less

extravagant, but equally improbable, as that gives us an average of 29 years

to a reigu : there is an error therefore somewhere in this part of the histo-

ry, and either the chronology is wrong, or the series of princes is inaccurate.

It is worthy ofremark, that the course of succession is a very interrupted one

throughout the whole period; Pratapaditya himself ascends the throne
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without any apparent cause. VijaYa -who succeeds TuKjiNAsecms'to have

had an equally undefined claim. Arya or the resuscitate d Sandhmati, was

evidently an impostor, who succeeded Jaybndra, after an interval, which in

not specified. MSghavahana, though called the great grandson of Yud-

Histifhir might have been a more remote descendant, and the period as-

signed ft* the foreigner MatrigUpta's election and government, appears to

be much too contracted : it is not unlikely therefore that the transactions of

the period are imperfectly narrated, and that the blank intervals created by

the omission, have been distributed amongst such portions of the record as

nave been preserved.

Tile farther back we proceed, the more likely it becomes, that such omis-

sions have extensively and frequently occurred, and accordingly we find

the reigns increase very materially in their assigned duration. The aver-

age of the 21 reigns of the first dynasty, exceeds 48 years ; there arc how-

ever several chasms in the history, Which have been noticed at the time of

their occurrence, and it is difficult to admit any very material reduction of the

date of the first of the scries, in consequence of our author's near agreement

with the Chinese and TibetiaU writers as to the existence of Sacya about

ten centuries anterior to the Christian aera. We have only one clue to a re-

duction of this date : ft is possible, that the text has confounded the ori-

ginal Buddha, with the &Cya of the Oth century before Christ. This is the

more probable, because from earlier events it appears that, Bauddhism pre-

ceded in Cashmir the Sdeya alluded to ; consequently he could not have

been the primitive Buddha, thef founder of the faith : if this be the case, we
Shall reduce the date of the 3rd Gonerda to something more than a centu-

ry and a hf*H" subsequent to the Gautama, who flourished about 542 A. C.

or to about B. C. 388 and this will leave us an average of no more than 18

years for the reigns of this dynasty.

That fhe fhird
1 Gonerda reigned about the beginning ofthe fourth century

before Christ, derives some support from the possible connexion between,

L
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some of the Transactions recorded in the history of Cashmir, and those which

took place in the neighbouring countries in collateral periods, especially

the Turushka or Scythian invasions of Persia.

The temporary occupation of Media by the Scythians, took place accord-

ing to the most approved computations about the end of the seventh cen-

tury before the christian *ra and they were defeated and expelled about

the beginning of the 6th .• This period should correspond in Cashminau

history, on the principles we have adopted for its chronology, with the reign

of Atoka the third prince anterior to the Tartar rulers, and we *nd it par-

ticularly noticed in his reign that Cashmir was over-run with Mlech'chhas

or barbarians, possibly some of the fugitives from the P6wer of the Persian

monarch, who endeavoured in their retreat to establish themselves in

Cashmir.

The Scythian subjugation of Media appears as a single and transitory,

revolution as recorded by Herodotus, but in the pages of the Persian wn-

ters it occurs, only as one of various vicissitudes, in the long struggle for,

superiority between the sovereigns of Iran and Turan. Thiswar began itap-

pears with Feridun, whom modern writers agree to place about 748 B. Ct

Kai Kaus according to the Persians, and Cyrus according to the Greeks, in-

vaded the Massaget* and was defeated ifnot slain in the engagement. It

was in the reign of this prince and that of his successor, Kai Knos™

that the prowess of Rostbm was displayed so fatally m opposition*

Afrasiab, and the armies of Tunm, and whatever<^.l^~£
regarded as the representative of his masters, it is unquestionable that the.

periods in which they reigned approach to those of the Tartar conquest of

Cashmir. Perhaps however it may be still more satisfactorily associated,

with events, undoubtedly posterior to the war,, in which Rustem's celebrity

. Accords ,o (Taction D'Herodote) The first 633 B.C. aid
«-

to rZ, (Chronologic D'Herodote.) The Scjtkiao iavauoa occurred B.C. «* «d their«

pu »ion in6U8.

t Malcolm, i. 213. 220. Kennedy, (Bombay TraJMacOow.) U. 120.
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was first acquired, and may have formed an Episode in the furious and for

a time triumphant invasion of Persia, by the Tartar king Arjasp ; when.

Khorasan was plundered, Balkh was taken, and the old king of Persia

Lohrasp was included in the general massacre of the priests and follow-

ers of Zoroaster.* If the king of Persia, Gushtasp, the object of these

hostilities, be the same with Darius IIystaspes, as seems probable, these

events should have occurred between the years B.C. 521 and 435—By the

computation of the Sanscrit text, the Turushka princes must have reigned

-some time subsequent to a SiuJia, who as Gautama dates B.C. 542, but

it is not at all clear that the three princes were cotemporary, and we have

no guide to the duration of their authority, beyond the inferences already

alluded to, derived from its ceasing within a century and a halfafter the death

of the legislator : supposing them then to have been half a century later, they

will becotemporary with the war between the Persian and Tartar monarchs,

and may have been individual adventurers who took advantage of the tem-

porary confusion to establish themselves in Cashmir: it is also worthy of

observation, that as they brought with them a new impulse to the Bauddha

religion, so the war between Arjasp and Gushtasp was entirely religious,

arising out ofthe attempt ofthe former to compel the latter to revert to the

common faith of their ancestors, very probably the Bauddha or &akyan, that

of the Sacee or Scythians, which Gushtasp had abandoned for the religion

of the Medes, the worship of Fire.f

If the Tartar princes then governed Cashmir through the greater part of

• Malcolm's Persia, i. 61

f Id the days of Cyrus, as well observed by tetnty, Iht Persians did not worship the element*

:

this opinion ia founded on the account pren by Nicola* Damasccnus of the pile prepared tobum Cros-

wis, which Volney infer* he derived from Xanthus who wrote a history of the kings of Lydia 40 years

before Herodotus : it was on that occasion the historian states, that the Persians established the law,

conformably to the oracles or Zoroaster, that Fire should be no more contaminated with the carcases

of the dead. Chronoloyi* D'Htredott, 261. In the code of the Parsis however the other elements

receive equal veneration. Eleinenta eaim omnia tenentnr tenrari pura. Hgdt Hist. Relic;, vet

Per. 414. Persoe nolcntcs Terram polluere defanetorum corpora non humant, fcc Ibid. Yet tho

Tomb of Cyras was very celebrated, and even Darin* llyttaifii himself is said by Ktcsias to hare

had his tomb prepared whilst Bring-how are these contradictions to be reconciled.
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(he fifth century before the Christian sera, as appears likely, the accession

of Gonerda the third must of course be assigned to the commencement of

the fourth, and as the year 150 of Sacya or B. C. 392, fell according to the

original within the reign of Abhimanyu, we may place it a few years sub-

sequent or B. C. 388.

Without \enturing to place much reliance on the coincidence of names

adverted to in the note (p. 27), we may observe that both it, and the frequent

mention of the Mlech'chhas which occurs in the succeeding reigns, are favour-

able to our hypothetical adjustment of the dates, if the barbarians and fo-

reigners alluded to, can be considered to bear any relation to the Macedo-

nian invasion or Bactrian kingdom.

It were too wild an attempt to carry the investigation of our author's

chronology beyond the period at which we have now arrived. He pretends

not to precision himself. Of the fifty-three jrrinces with whom he has peo-

pled the years that elapse between the first and third GOnerua, thirty-five

are without names, and the rest without dates. The singular view he has

taken of the a?ra of Ckish.ma will be fully commented on, but it is still toe

far remote to bear any historical character. We may perhaps however de-

rive from the Bajd TaringMr, a confirmation of the theories, that place the

Yadava and Pandava associates within the limits of the 14th century be,

fore the Christian aera.

The eighteen Princes whose names occur in the list will give us, upon

the average of 20 years to a reign, 360 years. There are however but sixteen

reigns particularised, and supposing these to be the whole number, the com-

putation is but 320 years, which, being added to the date of Gonek in the

third, as above conjecturally fixed at B.C. 388, gives us 708 B.C. for the

date of CrTshna and Yunmsufhir. But it is admitted that the first Bud-

dha, whose date may be considered at least 1000 B.C.* was something pos-

• Bitddha, according to Abol-fasl, B. C. 1309 I Pfc Outgoes, 1027 | Jones, 1027
Couplet, 1030 Oiorgi, 051) Pentley, lusi

|
Baillj, 1031

J
Ditto, I0O|

The later date assigned to this legislator nndonbtcdly refers to a diffcrcat person,
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teriorto the heroes ofthe great war,* and we require therefore a considerable

addition to the years that elapsed between the first and third Gonerda. This

addition we may derive from the thirty-five nameless kings, whose insertion

probably was designed to fill up the chasm, and will allow two or threecen-

turie8 to be added to the interval : we shall then perhaps, as a matter ofchro-

nological, though not historical accuracy, be near the truth, ifwe admit the

61 reigns, and give them an average lengtli of 20 years, as we shall then

haveCiifsHNA alive about 1400 B. C. a computation which will agree well

enough with those which have been made by our most e minent scholars.!
i

The period that intervenes between the first Gonerda and the coloniza-

tion of the country under Cas'yapa is stated in the original to be 12G0

years : that the precise extent of this interval has not been recorded with

that precision which the author affects, may easily be granted, but there

is some reason to suspect that it is very near the truth, and in that case it

is of no small importance, as it gives probability to the whole scheme of

our conjectural chronology for the Hindu history, and furnishes an addi-

tional testimony to the veracity of the Mosaic record.

If Gon erda the first lived about 1400 years before Christ, and 1 200 years

intervened between his reign and the desiccation of Cashmir, we place that

event 2000 years before th.; Christian aera, and in fact within a near ap-

* Sir Wm. Jones says 200 years, according to the Casbmirians, who boast of his (Buddha's) de-

scent in their kingdom, (A. R. i. 426.) If he alluded to the Rija TaringinC and there is no other Cash-

mirian authority yet in the possession of Europeans, he must have been misinformed, as far as regards

the latter part of this statement ; the birth of Buddha, cither the Orst or second, being no where men-

tioned in the work of Kalhana, to have occurred within the limits of Cashmir.

t Mr. Colebrooke supposes the Vtdas were not arranged in their present form earlier than tbo

14th century before the Christian sera, (A. R. vii. 21 ;) but Vyasa the compiler was contemporary with

the heroes of the Mmhibknrttt, consequently they flourished about the period nstigncd iu the text. Ma-
jor Wilford computes the close of the great war, as having taken place B.C. 1I>70 (A. R. ix.) Dr.

Hamilton considers Sri Kritkna to have lived somewhat later; or in the I2tu century bclore our «ra,

(O tntatogiet of the Utndut, Introduction, p. %\.)
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proxiraation to the period at which the Deluge may be supposed have

occurred,* and to which event therefore the tradition really relates.

• The ordinary computation-* place this event A. C. 2349, bnt late writers of equal research and

* various sentiments agree in considering this too recent.—Dom CUment. '• L*Art dc vrrificr les dates,"

make its date A. C. 3310. (Journal Des Savans. Fevrier, 1820). A writer in the Classical Journal (Sir

Wm- Drtmmond apparently) estimates Uio datb 3138 years before the birth of Christ (C. J. 24. 133)

and the litv. G. C. Fabtr, following the chronology of the Samaritan Pentateuch, places the Deluge

A. C. 503S. (Origin of Pagan Idolatry, Tol.iii.06D.) Even then if we admit the original chronology

witlioqt alteration, it will not be very far beyond the first of these periods, and it conies within the li-

mits of the two hundred theories of Christian writers, which have taken a range of from RJHt to 3010,

for the number of years that elapsed between the creation and the commencement of our wra. .
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APPENDIX.

No. I.

Legend of tU drying of the Valley of Cashmir,from the Wakiat-i-Cashmir.

jjjl. l^jj ^ddL*. v' &\**)*J c~i1ju cJJUly> vLy v'^l*

Oil** OjUjS ^ c^W*^ *f*>j£\ tJ**.*± Jgjuoj^

ii fj,*
«a*v^ MU'^rv*^ c-*>i vy.p f^oi^ <fju^fsjj^i

vUa^ y iXy*j>b ji v?Ua-; o*l ji *jU,j coL* o^Tji ju^Ti^

u»i ^yjj c^jji 4^^vi oig^

The country was entirely covered with water, in the midst of which a
demon, Jaltideo, resided, who preyed upon mankind, and seized on every

thing and person he could meet within I he neighbouring regions. It hap-

pened at length that Cashep, the son of M.arichi, and according to some
accounts the grandson of Brahma, visited this country, and having spent

some time in pious abstraction on mount Surner, turned his attention to the
desolated appearance of the earth, and enquired its cause : the people
told him of the abode o(JaIadeo in Sati Sur, and his predatory incursions

upon them. The heart of Cashef was moved to compassion, and he took

up his residence in Noubadan, near Hirapur, for a thousand years, em-

ploying that period in religious austerities
\
inconsequence of which, Ma-
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badeo appeared to him, and assented to his prayers for the extirpation of

Jaladeo. Mahadeo accordingly sent his servants Vishnu and Brahma

to expel the demon. Vishnu was engaged in the conflict 100 years, when

finding that the mud and water afforded a secure retreat to the Deo, he at

last made the chasm at Barauiouleh, by which the waters were drained off,

the demon exposed, taken and slain, and the country recovered and ren-

dered habitable
\
being thence called Cashe/Sir, or the mountain of Cashef,

No. II.

Snake worship in Cashmir,

We have frequent occasion to notice the important figure which snakea

and snake deities make in the worship and traditionary history of Cash-
mir. The extent and permanence of the superstition we may learn

from Abulfazl, who observes, that in seven hundred places there are carv-

ed figures of snakes, which they worship. Ay. Ac. ii. 148. His statement

is in fact taken from the text of Punya Bhatta : for its being as old as

the age of Alexander, we have what may be regarded as sufficient, though

indirect testimony; for Onesicbitus, as quoted by Sthabo, avers, that

Abijjabus, who we shall hereafter see is a misnomer for Cashmir, or a

part of it, is said by his embassadors to cherish two enormous dragons,

xetf <2» 8Jo opa'xoyJoy etTnj'yyfXXoy oi iruf ctulou irf'vr - Tft$t<r%ai Toy jutsv oySoifxoyfo

snj^cuv, foy 8i T«Tkfa'xovJa, T?p>i rots ixarw, to<> n^xtv 'Ovr^txfPio?.

Apud quem, Abisarum, legati ab eo misM, minciavcrunt, duos dracones.

nurriri, alterum oetoginta cubitorum longitudinc, alteram centum et qua-

driginta, ut Ouesieritus refert. The Oxford editor judiciously observes on
this passage; "Serpentes in India nonnulli pedes 30 longitudine aequant;

nulli autem superant. Quo circa haec legatorum relatio, ad cultum Idola:

tricum referre videtur, nam Idola esse maguitudinis vere mirabilis, in tera-

plis Indorum constat. Exinde Dracones esse ingentes figuras in templis

suspicor, et legati vel vivos existire finxerunt, vel Macedones eorum Lin-
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guam minus intellexenmt. Page 904 and note.—Mr. R. P. Knight, in his

inquiry into the Symbolical language of ancient Art and Mythology,

(Classical Journal, vol. xxiii. p. 14) states, upon the authority of Maximin

of Tyre, that when Alexander entered India, "Taxilus, a powerful prince

of the country" (he was raja of the Tacshasilas) "showed him a serpent

of enormous size, which he nourished with great care, and revered as the

image of the God whom the Greek writers from the similitude ofhis attributes

called Dionysus or Bacchus." Whether the Cashmirian worship ofsnakes

was mystical, at least in the earliest ages, may be questioned. There is

likewise reason to suppose that this worship was diffused throughout the

whole of India, as besides the numerous fables and traditions relating to the

Ndgas or snake guds, scattered tlirough the Purdnas, vestiges of it still re-

main in the actual observances of the Hindus. It seems not improbable

that the destruction of the whole serpent race by Janamejaya, the son of

Pabicshit, recorded in the Purdnas as a historical fact, may in reality im-

ply the subversion of the local and original superstition, and the erection

of the system of the Vedas upon its ruins.

No. III.

Of the Pandaa Regio of the Classical Writers.

In this as in several instances we may trace apparently very different

places, some not very far remote, however, and all not improbably resolva-

ble into the same, or at least in some manner connected. We have in the

first place a city of the Sogdians, called Panda, as Pliny, vi. 10, Ultra

Sogdiani, oppidum Panda : and Solinus (c. 49) Ultra hos (Bactros) Pan-

da, oppidum Sogdianorum. The same authorities mention a Gens Panda or

Pandea gens, whom Pliny (vi. 20) places low down on the Indus, new-

its mouths. Solinus (c. 52) probably intends to assign them a similar

site. Arbian says the Pandasan region was denominated after Pandaa,

the daughter of Hercules, it being the country in which she was born, and
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whichhe governed ica) -nj» ,v
*

<*'< **« V'** fcrrrpr^ev eWJijv ofy;^*

l\'p*x\trlS, n«*&niii>, -njj «r»'wfiov, but he does not indicate its locality

beyond the remark that Hercules was particularly venerated by the Sura-

seni, the people on the Jobares, whose chief cities were Met/wra and Klei-

sobora, these being in fact the Surasenas on the Jamuna, one of whose ca-

pital cities was Mafhura, and we might consequently suppose he meant by

the Pandaa regie, the country along the western bank of the Jamuna. The

next authority, and who first speaks with precision of the situation of the

northern Pandyans, (for we need not here advert to the Pandion of the

Peninsula) is Ptolemy ; he fixes them at once in the Punjab, about the

Hydaspes, the Vitasta, or river ofCashmir ; Tlifi it n» Bi&fonjv *j IIANAfiOT

(tcvSoouo>v) xtopa, Circa autem Bydaspum, Pandovomm regio ; a place,

where, agreeably to the views of the text, we might expect at the period of

the history of the Mahdbhdrat to find them. That they came originally from

Sogdiana would be also in harmony with our view of the subject, and

their occupation of the upper part of the Doab is matter of fact. It is ajso

probable that the same race extended themselves southward to Cambay and

Guzerat, and ultimately to Madura, in the south, known to the classical Geo-

graphers as Madura Pandionis, the various positions being all correct at

various epochs, and marking the migratory course of the descendants of

Pandu. The accounts gathered by Megastijenes, which are adopted by

Arbian and Pliny, of the customs of this country, and its traditionary

. history, are obviously to be traced to Indian sources, and are connected

with the history of the Pdndavas, It was the only Indian country go-

verned by Queens they observe. We have a Slri Rdjyam, or feminine go-

vernment, frequently noticed in the text, but this lay to the east. The no-

tion seems really to have originated in the practice of one woman being mar*

ried to several husbands, a practice prevailing still throughout the Himalaya,

and of an antiquity prior to the marriage of the five Panduoa brethren to

Draupadi ; Yudhishthir observing, in answer to the objection urged

by her father Drupada, that they only follow in this polyandrian marriage,

the path trod by other princes, ggquu^ v^*u<( ^.sjirRrf II (Muhubh,

Adi. p.) We have seen above that the Pandean cpuniry, according to Mei
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GASTIIENE8 was denominated after a Queen who was the daughter of

Hercules, a demigod, especially venerated by the Snraseni, and these ideas
* * *

are of Indian origin although corrupted and disfigured, for Prit'ha. or

Cu-nti wife of Pahdu and mother of the PaiSdavas, was the daughter

of &ka, king of the Surastnas. %llAW ^5it 4tfofn «TM4ff| W^nmTT
the most illustrious of the Yadus, was the fa-

ther of Vasudeva ; his daughter named Prit'ha was ofunequalled beauty."

(Mahabh. Adi. P. ) The identity of place and persons is therefore unques-

tionable : as to Hercules he may have been readily fabricated out ofSura

which, in its usual import means •* a Hero," or the Herculean exploits of

Balarama may have given to the Greek a reasonable pretext for assigning

to him a Grecian appellation.

No. IV.

Oh the date of Yudhish(hirt $c.

The original passage is here subjoined together with its most obvious

translation, and the chronological results which it appears to authorize.

^^^fa'ti^THrnfa'arf^ tuti i tmlM^ir ^hhKi* ^nwfi' ^ I

wrw Titnrt^ ?£Trwdfv ftihfrvn i ^f^?rr inrt wvswm ir*ftr^ \

*ranftnr«w««*u«il Wpr TOni i *sflrrarenara» wot ^iwf wfc^fannr i

«r?ft vf<z-- ^^Th^t ^r5?n i ij*prt votUaitrt m'tnnirt inn I

Gonerda and other kings governed Cashmir in the Ca/iyu^ 22<W yeare.

Misled by the Bharata (war) beipg said to take place at the end of the

Dwapam age, some consider these computations as incorrect. Taking the
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number of princes, and the aggregate of their reigns, and deducting ft

from the portion of the Cali (that has past) the remainder does not agree

with that (that should be left:) abandoning that (computation,) the year of

Cali 653, being passed, the Curus and Pandus existed. In the current year

the 24th (of the Cashmirian cycle) of the present a*a or Saca 1070, from

the 3rd Gonerda 2330 years have elapsed ; the sum of the reigns ofthe fifty-

two princes was 1260. Confirmation ofthe date is derivable from the calcula-

tion made by astronomical writers of the motion ofthe seven Riskis, which

goes from star to star (i. e. performs a complete revolution,) in 100 years, and

the Munis being in Magka, the earth was governed by YudAishthir, tbeasra

j>f whose Government is 2526,

# .
.... -

The 3rd Gonerda is the Kenundwho succeeds Abhimun, the first prince,

whose term of ruling is particularized in the Ayin-Acberi, and in the origi-

nal : the preceding series of princes in both is without specific dates, but

as the number of reigns in that series may be considered as either 50 or

52, it so far agrees with that of the first fifty-two monarchs whose names

are not recorded, and the aggregate of their reigns although not mentioned,

may probably be considered the same, or 1266 years. I am not quite sure in-

deed that the 1266 years do not belong to the series of which the names are

specified, and that Abulfazl or his guide have not erred in placing them

opposite to the fifty-two unknown sovereigns : however, be that as it may, if

we allow 1 236 ye its from Gonerda the first, to Gonerda the third, and 2330

years from Gonerda the third to the years of Salhd/iana 1070=A. D. 1148,

we shall come pretty near to the aeraofthe Curus and Pandaoas as given in

the above extract. Salivahana 1070+78. A. D. 1 148

A. D. 1820

Years 672 ago.

Present year of the Cali 4920—672=4248 years.

From Gonerda 3rd, - - 2330

ponerda 1st - - - - 1266
3596

Unaccounted for years of the Cali, • 652
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being the period that preceded Gonerda 1st, but he was contemporary

with YudkishtAir and consequently that prince was alive in the year of Cali

652, which sufficiently corresponds with the notion mentioned by our au-

thor, of the Cuna and the Ptitdus existing after the year of the Cali Yug
653/

A different mode of calculation will come much to the same thing, mak-_

ing however the period close in the Saca year 1073 instead of 1070 as

above : what the author means by the Laukiha or current year 24, is ex-

plained in the close of the history, and refers to the year of a particular cy-

cle peculiar to Cashmir.

From the 3rd Gonerda, - - - - 2330

From the 1st to the 3rd, 1266

r 3596

• Years of the Cali to the 1st Gonerda, * - - - 653

•
:

—

' 4249

Deduct from the present Cali year 4920

671 years ago.

Deduct the same from the present l&aca year 1744—671 1073

Year of Saca referred to - 1073=A. D. 1151
• • * -

• A third calculation turns upon the time specified on the authority in

(act ofVaraham I hie a, as the duration of Yudhishihirs qera, which according

to the opinion of most Pandits ceased with the institution of Vicranms.

This period comprehends 2526 years.

Added of Saca years - ™™
3596• f

The &aca yeaj 1070 (1744—1070) was 674 years ago and4920—374=4246

Ma
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of the Cali. But bythis only 3506 years are accounted for, and there is

remaining of the Cali 650 : however our author here brings Yud/iishOuira'*

a?ra to the SdlivdAana aera, as otherwise the difference between that and

Vicramas or 134 years, must be added to the 650 j he also computes the

difference between Vicrama and SitlivaJiana to be 135 years ; we are then

quite in possession of his meaning, for

;

Years of the Cali to the a?ra of Yud/tiJitAir, - 653

Year from Yudhishthir to Sdlivd/iana, - - 2526

Years-from Salivdhana to our author s own date, 1070

Total of the Cali .... 4249

being nearly the same as the result of our first calculation, and but three

years more thai) in our last calculation being the difference required in con-

firmation of our authors theory. Major Wilford makes the years of Yud-

hishthir extend 1o fhe 'Sdlivdliana aera (A. R. ix. 21 1 .) Mr. Colebrooke has

given the passage relating to the revolution of the seven Risbis, and has de-

scribed the theory which states it ; as has JtfiyorWilford in the first pages

of the same voluwe-(87> 80s &c.) With respect to the period of the com-

mencement of the Cali age our authors notions are the same as those com-

monly received.

No. V.

On the War between Jarasandha and Crishka.

Although the name of Gokerda does not appear in the Mahabhdrnt,

yet there is an account of an inveterate and sanguinary war between Ja-

rasandha and Crish*a, in the course of which a battle on the Yamuna

took place.'when Hamsa and Dimbica two princes in alliance with the

former, were killed. Hamsa was defeated by Balarama, driven into the

Yamuna and drowned* The cause and course of this war are narrated in the

MaU&bburat wth great appearance of probability, and thjow considerable.
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bght on thejiistory of Crishna and of India, in his time : its substancemay

therefore be not unacceptable. Jabasan dha, king of Alagadha, is described

as a powerful prince: be held in alliance or subjection, Sisupala, king of

Chedi; Vacra or Vacradanta, king of Cdrvsfa; the powerful prince of

the Yavanas; Bhaoadatta, king of the south and vest; the kings oiBan-

ga and Pundra, of the Surastnas, Bhadracdras, Bodhas, Salivas, Pardwq«
%

ras, Susfhalas, Mucutas, Pulindas, Sdhcdyaiuts, Cuntyas, Southern P&ncka-

las and Eastern Cofalas, and he had driven eighteen families of the Northern^

Bhojasto the westward, and the Mdtsyqs to the south. Cansa, king of Ma-

(hard was married to the daughter ofJarasandha, and it was to revenge the

murder of his son-in-law, that the latter levied war upon Crishna. Accord-

ing to the Muhdbharal this war continued for three years, and in the

Bhdgavat it in said, that Jarasandha besieged MafAurd eighteen times.

Both authorities agree in the result. Crishna was obliged to fly, and take re-

fuge with his family and followers, in a strong place on the west coast of In-

dia, where he built the city of Dwdracd. Jarasandha's power was an in-

superable obstacle to YuDHisaf iiir's performance ofthe Rdjasuya sacrifice,

or in other words to his pretensions to be considered supreme monarch of

Ind^a. This impediment was sagaciously interwoven by Crishna with his

own quarrel, and induced the Pandora princes to arm in his behalf. Accom-

panied by BhIma and Arjuna, Crishna entered Behar by a circuitous

route, passing under the hills through Gorackpore and Tirhut, and he

thence appears to have taken Jarasandha unprepared for defence; the

text when reduced to common sense, importing, that .the monarch was sur-

prised in his capital, and after a conflict ofsome days killed in single combat

by Bhlma. The occurrence does not appear to have produced the expected
•

consequence, as it was undoubtedly one of the causes ofthe great war be-

tween the Pdndava and Caurava princes, one of the effects of which was to

prevent Crishha from recovering the territory, be had murdered his uncle

to obtain. Kern\\, the illegitimate son of Cunti, the daughter ofSura king

of Mathurd, who appears to have held that territory after Jarasandba's

death, being probably placed, and undoubtedly maintained in it, by tho
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Cawava princes, to whom he was a faithful and valuable ally. These occur-
rences furnish a satisfactory clue to the close confederacy that subsisted

between Crishra and the Pdndava brethren; his expulsion from MaChurd,

and foundation of a city on the Malabar coast. Before closing the note, we
may advert to the mention of the powerful Yavanddhipa, amongst Jara-

•andha's allies or tributaries: he is said to possess boundless authority,

and to reign over the west like another Varuna. From this passage, and
others not unfrequent, in which respectful mention of the Yavana power is

made in the Mahdbhdrat, we may at least infer that the date of its compo-

sition was posterior to the Macedonian invasion of India. By the time ofthe

composition of the Sri Bhdgavat, the Yavanas had assumed a new shape,

Rename being applied to the Mohammedans, and the feelings of the author

have evidently influenced his narration. The prince, who in the Mahdbhdrat

is a powerful king, and is no otherwise distinguished than as one of Jaba-

Bandha's many allies, becomes in the Bhdgavat, Yavandsur, a titan or fiend

who attacks Crishna of his own accord, and whose assault, combined with

the approach of Jarasandha, with which however it is not connected in the

Way ofconfederacy or alliance, causes the Demi-god to remove his family to

Dicdracd; he himself leads the Demon into a snare, and destroys him. The

whole story of the war and the character of CrishjJa indeed are changed

from history to legend in this work, which is manifestly the most modern of.

the PurdHas. The precise dominion of the Yavanddhipa, said to comprise

Maru or Muru and N'araca, is not easily identified, although many traces

of the former name present themselves, as in the Maruca of Ptolemy, a city

of Sogdiana, and in the two M?rus, Meru al Rudand Mem Shajchanabad of

Khorasan, of which, the latter is an antient city, its foundation being as-

cribed to Tahmnras, or in later times, to Alexander, whilst, as the same with

Antiochia or Seleucia, it was at one period the capital ofthe Bactrian king-

dom. If the Maru ofthe Mahdbhdrat be either of these, therefore, the king

of the Yavanas la the Bactrian monarch : indeed the same prince is most

probably intended even if we carry the application of the terms to a more'

southerlylatitude to which (hey very legitimately appertain. Maru (tTC) pro-

perly means a desert and ill-watered region ; hence it is applied to the sandy
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desert along (Tie Indus, extending westward to Kirman and Mukran, Maj-u

and Naraca may then imply the Sindhie provinces, and these were reduced

under the authority of the Bactrian monarch, if we may trust to Strabo and

his guides, who state that that sovereign not only held Pattalene, but the

. territories of Tessariostus and Sigertis along the sea coast. ©& /xoW mj#

IIaT?«>*jViji' xarivxw aXXaxeu r^S d&HS Ttxfa^iaf ryv rt Ttrg-upiogov *aXovfiiri}9

No. VI.
m

\

On the Gandhdras or Gandarii and other Nations of the Panjab and North

West of India,

Sindhu Gandhar, fa»UJi«m< , is the phrase of the original—the Gandkur

of the Hindu writers lias been always regarded by them as the Candahar

of the Mohammedans, and the text here not only corroborates the notion,

but by connecting the Indus with the province, shews, that at least a sub-

division of it extended beyond the limits now assigned to Candahar, ami

carries it across the southern portion of Afghanistan ; the Hinduname was

known to the ancients, and Herodotus, enumerates the Gandarii, as a peo-

ple of one of the twenty satrapies of the Persian Empire under Darius

Hystaspis, and subsequently as serving in the army of Xerxes XarrayvSou

« xai ray£a'fioi xaj AaOi'xai ti xau'Axofului i§ raiwlo WayjtuVo* «€$oi}'xo*]a xcu in
4

a/on raXayra TpxriQtpov vo/xoy Si Uiog i&opo;.

Tha. 91. "The Sattagyda, Gandarii, Bodices and Aparyta, were classed

together and contributed 17Q talents, and this was the seventh prefecture."

Again, Tlclf&ot l\ xai XopaVfjuoi xcu 2«78o'i Tixai Tavbipni xai Aotitxau i<rJfa«u

•H: The Purthi, C/torasmi, Sogdii, Gandarii, and Dadicoc served in the army.

Pol. 6*6. The two last it appears were united under one command Yavbafito*

ft xai AaZixteov, Afrv^io; '0 'A*fl€vdov. " Artyphins, the son of Artabanus,

commanded the Gandarii and Dadica"—Ibid. By the Dadica? were no

doubt intended the Daradas or Daradacas (*n^« Or ^R^«*U) with whom
we often meet in the text, as the inhabitants of the rugged tract lying west
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«f Kashmir, or the site of ^the -modern Durds: the term nowever ta ap-

plicable to any Of the tribes inhabiting that portion of the great Indian

chain, as its import is merely, mountaineers, and the Dadica as the con-

tiguous neighbours of the Gandarii were therefore probably the mountaineers

of Ghizni and Ghaur. In Ptolemy's time the position of the Durds, or as

be calls them almost correctly, Daradrce, was pretty accurately known:

he says Two ft tZS toZ 'IvSou ,0,7a* AEPAAPAI, *a\ ij opayj «b7«u» v*^*«lai.

sub fontibus Indi, Daradra, et horum montana supereminent. Who

the Sattagyda and Aparita were, is not so satisfactorily traceable : if we

may take etymology as a guide they were Hindu tribes : Sattagyda, may

be resolved into Satgerhi, the district of the seven strong holds, a sort of

nomenclature very common in India; and the Aparitce may be derived

from Apara, ulterior or western, or 11 Aparbartica, the reading of Isidore of

. Charax be applied to the same people, as suggested by Major^Retmell, we

may refer this to Apdrbataca, a low-lander, one not a mountaineer, in op-

position to the Ddradacas or Dadieoe before mentioned : a more satisfactory

. evidence of Hindu identity may be derived from the lists of countries ex-

tracted from original Sanscrit works, and published by Major Wiljord ip.

the 8th volume of the Researches : amongst the northern countries (p. 340,)

and in a series including Gandhar, we have the Sdtacas who may be the

same as Sattagyda, and in another groupe of a miscellaneous character,

butcomprehending Balkh, Arac/tosia, &c. we have the Aparitas, a very close

approximation to the Aparyta of Herodotus. In short from these con-

siderations it appears that there is some reason to doubt the accuracy of

the opinion entertained by the able geographer of Herodotus, that the 7th

Satrapy consisting of the above tribes, lay to the west of Bactriana and

Aria, and that the Gandarii may be traced to a town called Caendar on

the frontiers of KJunvarezm. (Geography of Herodotus ?95 et seq) there

does not appear any occasion to seek for this Satrapy in so westerly a posi-

tion and as far as the Gandarii are concerned, their easterly situation res^s

not only on Hindu but classical authorities. >

The Gandaritis of Stbabo which iurnishes an approximation to the
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Gnndarii of Herodotus is placed tfcarer even to the Indus fhaft thepfrotferti

city of Candahar: he observes, it was Watered by the Choaspes which falls

into the Cophenes : he has also a Ganduris which he places between the

Hgdraotis (the Ravi) and the Hydaspis, (the Beyah) and consequently to-

wards the eastern part ofthe Punjab. PtoTertij only notices the first position,

bringmglt rather more to the west, unless as SaTmasitts conjectures, his Su-

astus is the Cophenes of Strabo, and making the Indus the eastern bounda-

ry of the Gandari. " Inter SHastum et Itidum sunt Gandura" The Hindu

system agrees With, and reconciles these different accounts, for according

to the MahabMrat, the Gantilutri are not only met With upon crossing the

BetUj, anil proceeding towards the Aitttati (Jfcx\\) or where Strabo places

Ganduris, but they are scattered along with other tribes throughout thfe Pun-

jab, as fer iiS to the ihdus, When We approach Gandaritis. According also

to our terft, on* body of the Gmtdkari appear to occupy a division of their

bwn, on the last river, which is named after that very circumstance, Si*dhu

GandJxir, and thesemay have extended westward as far as themodern CUir-

dahar. Pliny and Pomponiusm ela evidently irtttend a different people by

their Gandari, or moreiproperly Candari, who were a Sagdidn not an Indian

tribe, as Salmasius observes, and as is stated by Ptolemy. These may

perhaps be referred to the Cacnder of Major Rennell, but analogies

resting on a supposed similarity of sound, -are very fallacious, as D An-

tille has shewn, when he criticises De Barros for inferring that Ctndahar

was one of the cities built hyAlexander, of whose name its appellation was

a corruption: the city being called corruptamente Candar, huvenrfo de

dizer Scaudar, nome per que os Persas chamam Alexandre (Decade iv.

lvi. c. i.)whenat the same time he falls into a like error, and derives tW«-

har from Kondou Kund qui dans le Persan designe une Fortresse (Anti-

quite geographique de Llude ;) a meaning which the word being written

o^'no where possesses. Pe Barros is not singular, for D'Uerbelot has

the same conjecture, respecting the origin of Candahar, and he is followed

by Meninski, but the name of Alexander is never written by the

Orientals with the Arabic J, the initial of Candahar, and it was no doubt

N

-
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employed to express the harder sound of the win the Hindi namelWJTT i

the aspirate also is preserved in both these words whilst none is to be

found in Alexander's name.

The confusion arising from an inaccurate mode of writing or reading

names, prevailed as much amongst ancient as modern writers, and in

classical authors much unnecessary perplexity has been occasioned, by

their erroneously confounding the Gandarita or Gandarida of the Pun-

jab, with the Gangarida or the nations along the river Gauges. They

seem indeed to have gathered scattered notices of places and nations

from different sources, perhaps originally tolerably accurate, but which

were distracted and confounded in the hands of the writers themselves.

Something of this nature occurs in the Periplus of Arrian. Between Ba~

rygaza, unquestionably as has been shewn by Dr. Vincent, JBaroach, and

Bactria, he places various nations as to t» ra»* Aoxrplmp *al Pa^oo-a* xai

T*rfaf>ay<5v xcu njy I^surXi^fir lig S) BaxfyaXos AXtft»t/&a«ia xeurarrnvvf av<o

#t/oj Bxx1p(otf(ay. The author as Dr. Vincent observes is a better merchant than

a historian, and it maybe added, than a geographer, beyond the maritime dis-

tricts : his meaning however is clear enough, and he passes from Guzerat to

the Punjab, as appears by the situation he has given Alexandria Bucephalos,

which according to Slrabo was built upon the Hydaspes. Proclis is possibly

the same with the Proclais ofPtolemy and Peucolais ofStrabo, supposed by

Major Rennell to be the modern Pekheli (Memoir of a Map ofHindostan,

171). The Tantharagi, Salmasius conjectures with probability to be an er-
'

rojr for Gandarida. The Rachosi inhabit most probably the Roh Cuj of the

PurdHa^s identified by Col. Wilford with Arachosia (A. R. vol. viii. 336.) and

it only remains to dispose of the Aratri, which we are able to do most sa-

tisfactorily, the Mahdbkdrat declaring that the countries situated upon the

Saladm (Setlej), Vipasa (Beyah), Airdvati' (Ravi), Chondrobhaga (Chinab%

Vitasld (Jelum), and *he Sindhu (Indus), and without the range ofthe Hi-

mdlaya, are all called AraU&s, *PT5^f*HlIU w rifl
1

l*u.M<il fltu f wsspHTTrrfan
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Kerna Par. One of their cities, Sdcala, is palpably the same with one of

the Pdndava cities of Ptolemy, or Sagala.

We have in the Mahdbhdral another people ofthe Punjab, intimately con-

nected with these tribes, the Madr&s, and whom we may endeavour to trace

in classical writers. They are sometimes confounded with the GandAaras, but

are really distinct, having a different sovereign, and being both separately

mentioned in various lists of the northern countries: the nearest classical ap-

proximation tothem is the MardiofPliny, the mountaineersbordering on Bac-

tria, who, Major Rennell supposes were the mountaineers ofGaur. (Geo-

graphy ofHerodotus 283). Major Rennell following Monsr. D'Anville infers

from the repeated occurrence of this name to designate various fierce intract-

able tribes, that it was the generic name of such nations. Monsr. D'Anville

too derives it from the Persian mard, a man, « un terme qui appartient

a plusieurs idiomes de Torient ct entre autres le Persan, pour designer au

propre ce que vir designe en Latin, se prenant aussi pour I'equivalent de

BeUator, et meme dans une qualification injurieuse coiume celle de Rcbefti:"

be connects also the character of these people with the old stories ofMarii-

chnra, the man-eaters of Ktesias, to whomTHE\ r.NOT found a modern pa-

rallel in some Indian tribes ofthe Dekhan, and who were denominated Mardi

Coura ou mangeurs d'hommes by their neighbours. It might be inferred

that Ktesias intends Malaya which he explains Anthropophagos, to be the

Indian denomination of his man-eating monster, but as he received his fables

through a Persian medium, he has retained the Persian not the Indian name

from Mard, aman, and Khor, who eats : for this particular notion, a

source is easily found in the Rdcshasas or fiends of the Hindus, and the le-

gend relating to the sons of Vasisht'ha, who were a« devoured by Calma-

8HAPADA, which is told in the Mahdbhdrat, and thescene ofwhich lies in the

Punjab, might have furnished Ktesias with the fiction in question,

- •

,

• Monsr. D'Anville observes " n'est on pas fort etonne que dans un pays ou

-par un principe de religion tres ancien, l abetinence en noumture de toute
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chair d'aniraal est recoinmandee, il y ait des anthropophages;" and the incon-

gruity of several Indian customs as described by the historians and geogjv

phers of antiquity is in many other instances no less surprising. The incom- *

patibility of their accounts with our received notions, has reflected some

discredit upon the veracity of the authors, but making due allowance for

imperfect information, and a leaning to the marvellous, inseparable from

our nature, we have no reason to accuse Megasthenbs particularly ofun-

truth; of this the Madri or Mardi will furnish us with an illustration: they

are described along with the other people of the Punjab by Sanscrit autho-

rities, in terms which fully justify the classical writers, and which prove

that the various restraints of Hindu polity were either unknown to the

north western tribes, or were very little regarded by them : a few passages

from the Kebna Parva of the Mahdbhdrat will afford to the scholars ofEu-

rope an opportunity of instituting a more particular comparison. Kabna^

addresses Saiga, king otMadra, to the following eflect

:

" An old and excellent. Brahman, reviling the countries Btih'ica and Ma-

dra in the dwelling ofDhritabashtba, related facts long known, and thus

described those nations. External to the Himtcdn, and beyond the Ganges,

beyond the Sarasuati and Yamuna rivers and Curucthetra, between five

rivers, and the Sindhu as the sixth, are situated the Bdkkas; devoid ofritual

or observance and therefore to be shunned. Their fig-tree is named Gobcr-

dhana, (i.e. the place of Cow-killing,) their market place is Subhadravi, (the

place of vending liquor: at least so say the commentators) and these give

titles to the door-way ofthe royal palace. A business of great importance

compelled me to dwell amongst the Bdkicat and their customs are there-

fore well known to me. The chief city is called Sdcdla and the river Apa-

gd : the people are also named Jartticasand their customs are shameful

:

they drink spirits made from sugar and grain, and eat meat seasoned with

garlic, and live on flesh and wine: their women intoxicated appear in pub-

lic places, with no othergarb than garlands and perfumes, dancing and sing-

ing, and vociferating indecencies in tones more harsh than those of the ca-

mel or the ass ; they indulge in promiscuous intercourse, and are under no
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restraint. They clothe themselves in skins and blankets, and, sound the cym-

bal and drum and conch, and cry aloud with hoarse voices ; " We will hasten

• to delight, in thick forests and in pleasant places ; we will feast and sport

;

and gathering on the high ways' spring upon the travellers, and spoil, and

scourge them." In Sdcdla, a female demon (a RdcshaSi) on the fourteenth day

of the dark fortnight sings aloud " I will feast on the flesh of kine, and quaff

the inebriating spirit, attended by fair and graceful females." The Sudra-toke

B&hicas have no institutes nor sacrifices, and neither Deities, Manes, nor

Brahmans accept their offerings. They eat out of wooden or earthen plates,

nor heed their being smeared with wine or viands, or licked by dogs, and they

use equally in its various preparations the milk ofewes, of camels, and of ass*

es. Who that has drank milk in the city Yugandfiara can hope to enter Swerga.

Bahi and Hica were the names oftwo fiends in the Vipdsa river ; the Bdhfcas

we theirdescendants, and not of the creation ofBrahmd: some say the Aratfas

are the name of the people, and lidluca of the waters. The Vedas are not

known there, nor oblation, nor sacrifice, and the Gods will not partake

their food. The Prastha/as, (perhaps borderers,) Madras, Gandhdras, Ara(-

(as, Khasas, Bdsas, Atisindhus, (or those beyond the Indus) Sauviras, are all

equally infamous. There one who is by birth a Brahman, becomes a

Cshetriya, or a Vaisya, or a Sudra, or a Barber, and having been a Barber,

becomes a Brahman again. A virtuous woman was once violated by Araita

ruffians, and she cursed the race, and their women have ever since been

unchaste, on this account their heirs are their sister's children not their own.'

All countries have their laws and Gods : the Ydvanas are wise, and pre-

eminently b/ave : the Mlechclihas observe their own ritual, but the Ma-

draeas are worthless. Madra is the ordure of the earth : it is the region of

ebriety, unchastity, robbery and murder: fie on the P&nchanada people.' fie

on the Aralia race !

M—Mahabharat. Kebra Parva.

-
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No. VII.

Of the Bauddha Religion in. Cashmir.

The passage in the text adverted to, page 23, requires a little considera-

tion, both as to its meaning, and the chronological views to which it baa

already given rise. The text of the original runs thus

:

wt^t< «twMt5] Trrfas^ i ^fw* "5r?5rr^^rm
m4v^A ^mra; i ?if^

There are in this passage some obvious inaccuracies, and some com-

pounds of a purport absolutely unknown to the most learned, Brahmans.

Taking it as it stood, it appeared to involve the position that the Tumshka

princes preceded Sdkya Sinha by above a century and a half, and conclud-

ing the Gautama of the sixth century before the Christian a;ra to be intended,

by the name Sdkya Sinha, which is always enumerated as a synonime, the

date of Gonerda the third was adjusted accordingly in the preceding pages

and placed 040 B. C. an opportunity having subsequently occurred of con-

sulting a Burma priest, and a man ofaome learning, on the subject, there ap-

peared good grounds for revising the passage, and altering the results, in

consequence of which several pages previously printed on" have been can*

celled," and it is only in the marginal dates of the first dynasty that auj

traces of the error have been suffered to remain. These are of compara-

tive unimportance, and will be readily rectified by adverting to the table.

We have now then to offer a translation of the passage, premising that

the term Puranirvrite should be Parinirorite, the sixth case of Parinirvriti

or in Pali, Purinibbuti, the ordinary term used by the Bauddhas, to express
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tbe final Nirvrilti or emancipation of their Bttddhas or Saints in its fullest

sense. Pari being added as an intensitive prefix. The use of this and seme

other peculiar expressions, which are at present quite unintelligible to the

ablest scholars among the Brahmans of Hindostan, but are familiar to the

Kalians of the Burman empire, proves that Calhana the author of the Cash-

rairian history, or at least his guides, were well acquainted with the lan-

gauge, and probably, with the system, of the Bauddhas.

"They (Htishca, &c.)of Turushca descent, were Princes, asylums of vir-

tue, and they founded Colleges, and planted sacred trees, in Sushca and other

places. During the period of their reign the whole of Cashmir was the

enjoyment of Bauddhas, eminent for austerity. After them, when 150 years

had elapsed from the emancipation of the Lord Sacya Sinha in this es-

sence of the world, a Sodhisatwa in this country named Naoarjuna, was

Bhumiswara(Lord ofthe earth), and he was the asylum ofthe six Arhatwas."
•

As the prevalence of the Bauddhas and consequence of Nagarjuna, if

not subverted, were at least checked in the ensuing reign ofAbhimanyu, and

as the passage expressly states that the circumstance occurred after the Tu-

rushka princes, the 150 years subsequent to Sdkya Sinha must fall within the

limits of Abhimanyu s reign : it is therefore necessary only to fix the date of

Sdkya Sinha to determine that of the several reigns occurring in this por-

tion of our history.

In a late work, Hamilton s Nepal, it is asserted on the authority of local

tradition, that '< Sacya Sinha, the well-known apostle of the nations still

attached to the Buddha faith, existed about the beginning of the Christian

acra, he being considered tbeJifth Buddha Legislator, and distinct from

Gautama, who lived in the sixth century before it." Whatever may be

the acctiracy of this opinion, it may be safely asserted, that it is diametri-

cally opposed to the notions prevalent in all other regions, Brahraanical

or Bauddha. In the lexicons of Amera and Hemachandra, Sacya Sinha

occurs as a synonimeof Gautama, Saudodhani, and Mayddeviiuta or Gau-
tama, the son of SudJiod/tana and of Mayddivi. A similar string ofPaU
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synonimes is used by tlie priests of the Burma Empire Stu1aodam-ch&

Gotama, Sdkyasika, tat'ha, Sakyamuni cK Adick/teh landhu cha. The Baud-

dhas of Ceylon also consider the fifth Buddha whom they name Maitri

as yet to come.

—

As. Res. vii. 32 and 414.

Sdkya Sinha, as observed, is always identified with Gautama. The con-

curring traditions of the Bauddha nations establish the existence of that

prince of Magadha in the middle of the sixth century before Christianity.

There is little reason therefore to call that fact in question. It is very un-

accountable however why Gautama should bear such a synonime as Sdkya

Sinha* and no satisfactory explanation of the appellation has yet been trac-

ed: it is equally inexplicable also how a prince ofcentral India, should have

borne so prominent a share, in the introduction of a religious innovation, the

earliest vestiges of which are so clearly referable to the North West of

India, to Bactria or even to Tartary. That the Bauddha religion did not

originate in Cashmir with Sdkya Sin/ia is evident from the whole course of

the history, and all tradition points to a period long antecedent to lus, for

the date of the invention and its author. At the same.time Kalkana, well

informed as he is in these respects, has evidently confounded the two pe-

riods, and hence assigned to Sdkya Sinka a date corresponding to at least

1332 B. C. although apparently designating the person who flourished B. C.

542. W e may therefore venture to correct his chronology with reference

to this latter date, although until we can be satisfied that the Sdkya Siuka

of the North West was one individual with the Gautama of Magad/td, we

cannot venture to attach any thing like certainty to this emendation. Some

' According to the B*rm*k Banddhas Sakga is the family name of Gautama's ancestry. In

the Parajtkif Altka Knlha is a very curious account of tho four Sanpagana* or Mission*, by

which tbc Bauddha religion was propagated to distant region*. The fourth was of a miscellaneous

nature, and included both Ceylon and Cashmir, about 330 years it is said after the disappearance

of Gaptaha: a Gatka or text is cited on this subject which alludes to some legends, that ap-

pear not Improbably connected with tho statement*- of our history. Oantwa KAsmlraCAndhtrira,

isi Majiantika tad*. , Duttha nigin pasaditwa mocbeti bandhhana bairati. Ktajjarlikm then bavtog

proceeded to Kashmir and Uaadhar, and subdued tot evil Serpent genius, liberated numbers from,

bondage.
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eircnmetances in favour of the date laid down are adverted to in the con-

cluding observations, and we may here add, that there seems to be a strange

connexion between the circumstances and dates ofthe Zerdushts of Persia

and the Buddhas of India, which deserves a more particular investigation

than we have hitherto had materials to undertake.

The passage relating to the prevalence of the Bauddba faith in Cashmir

includes the mention of an individual, whose history is fully as obscure, if

not as important as that of Buddha,

NagarJuna as a PodJiisatwa (see note in page 21) may be either a religi-

ous or a secular character: he was probably the former, as a hierarch, die

prototype of the modern Lama of Tibet; his other title however, J5/<w»i-

swara may mean a Prince, and has probably induced Mr. Volebrooke t6

translate the text generally thus

;

"Damodara was succeeded by three kings, of the race of Turushca,

and they were followed by a Bodttisatwa, who wrested the empire from them

by the aid of Sttcya Sin/ia, and introduced the religion ofBuddha into Cash-

mir. He reigned a hundred years, and was followed by Abhimanyu.—

As. Res. i\. 295.

In differing from Mr. Colcbrooke, there is great probability of committing

error, but in this case, the state of the Manuscripts, full of obscurities and

mistakes, is a sufficient vindication of a difference of interpretation, and

until we can ascertain what the reading of the original should be, we may

alledge in support of the translation above preferred, the following consider-

ations ;

i

I. The ascendancy of the Bauddhas accordmg to the original, continues

tome time after Abhimanyu's accession, as well as the superintendance

pi Nagarjuna; he could not therefore have been at that time king of
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Their superiority is assigned also to argument, not to autltority ; 3 i

" In that time(ABHiMANYu ,

sreign,)theJBatida//iis, cherished by the learn-

ed Bodhisatwar Naoabjun a, maintained the ascendancy: they, the enemies

of the Agama (VedasJ and disputatious, overcame all the wise men in ar-

gument, and demolished the practices, prescribed in the Nila Pnrdna.n

*

2. That the Raja Tarangiiu does not mean to include Nagabjuna,

amongst the kings of Cashmir, may be also inferred from his omission In

Abulfazl's lists, prepared, as those were uo doubt, from correct copies, and

by able Pundits, and corresponding exactly with the Sanscrit text in every

other instance.

. S. The length of Nagabjuna's supposed reign, 150 years, or in fact its

specification at all in this part of the history, is also hostile to its occurrence,

as precision in this respect, is affected by the author, only from the reign

of Gonerda the third.

4. We have the authority of the Vrlhat Ka€hdy the author of which was

a Cashmirian, and lived about the same time with Calhana, for denying the

title of king to Nagabjuna; his work is a compilation of fables, it is true,

and his account of Nagabjuna is evidently consistent with that character

;

but it still may serve to shew in what light that personage was usually

considered by the Hindus. In the 7th section of the book entitled Refna

prabhd Latnbaca, Nagarjuna, is called the minister of Chibayu, king of

Chiraya pur; a Bodlrisatwa ; a man ofsingular virtue and charity, and great

medical and chemical knowledge. He allows his head to be cut off to save

the king's life, whose days his knowledge of the elixir of immortality had

preserved beyond the natural limits,, and the enmity of whose son an4
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successor, he had consequently provoked : his death however being really-

brought about, observes the author, by the Deities, who could not bear his

beginning to render men immortal : TZ^f 1lfllM«t {X.** W^Tppr I

5. Whoever Nagarjuna might have been, he was undoubtedly once a

person of great celebrity, for a large portion of the Kali Yug, or present age,

400,000 years yet to come, is denominated after him, the Ndgdrjumya £aca

or aera : it is singular therefore that there seem to be few or no legends

respecting him, and all are but little satisfactory. A Tantra named Cacsha

Pula is ascribed to him, but his name does not occur in its pages. A work

on medicine is named after him, and a Canara work the Pujyapdda Cha-

ritra makes mention of him, in a similar character as the Vrikat Catha, and

alludes to him as possessing some magical means of perpetuating his exist-

ence, and transmuting ordinary substances to gold.

In none of these cases, except perhaps as the tfacddhipa, does he seem

to be considered as a kiug.

No. VIII.

On the Ancient Names o/Cashmir in Classical Writers.

'

IT is said in the original (seepage 24) that in consequence ofthe excessive

clold, the King resided six months in Ddrvdbhisdradi or in Ddrva, Abhisdra

and other places ; of a more temperate clime it may be presumed. Ddrva,

has not been identified, although the Ddrvas are in the list of outcast tribes,

and were no doubt a people bordering on Cashmir. Abhisdra as well as

bdrva, must be contiguous to Cashmir, and at the time mentioned, must have

been a part of the same kingdom. It is sometimes used, (As. Res. viii. 340)
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though not very accurately, as appears from the text, as a synonime of

Cashmir, and in that sense it might have been employed by the ancients.

Straho, Quintus Curtius, Diodorus Siculus, and Arrimn, with some varie-

ties of nomenclature, mention, Biasarus or Abiosarua, Abisares or Abia-

sarcs, Embisare3 and Abissares, as a Prince, whose dominions lay to the

north of the Punjab, confounding the name of the king with that of his

country \ an error much to be regretted, as it deprives us of the possibility

of verifying some of the Monarchs in the Sanscrit text. Abissares as he

is called, was the neighbour and ally of Porus, but after the defeat of that

Prince, he sent ambassadors to Alexander. His dominions lay immedi-

ately above the country between the Indus and Hydaspes, or Vitasta, the

$ehut or Jelurn : it would have been more correctly placed between the

J«lum and the Chinab or Acesines, but the difference is not very consider-

able. Abhisara as a part of Cashinir, of a milder temperature, is likely to

have been the most southerly portion of it, or possibly a tract below the

mountains, and approaching the level of the Punjab : a situation, which

will correspond very nearly with the site of the Regio Abissari of the clas-

sical writers. Monsr. DAnville finds an analogy to Abissares in Pe-

shawer (Antiq. Geogr. 14). Major Rennell considers Ambisares as king

of the Indian mountaineers, the predecessors of the Ghickers, who oc^

cupied the hilly tract immediately west of Cashmir (Memoir 109 and 122)

and Tieffenthaler calls the Bisari les habUans des Montagnes de Jam-

bou : either of the two first positions is sufficiently near, to what seems

to be the truth. Although Abhisdm appears in the text, in this place, as

a part of Cashmir, yet in a subsequent portion of the history, it is menti-

oned as an independent stale, and it might have held that rank at the time

of Alexanders invasion : ks interposition between the Greek invaders

and Cashinir, and finally the southern deflection of Alexander a route, may

explain why no notice was taken of thai kingdom, in the details of that

conqueror's marches, an omission which D Anville justly regards as un-

accountable, particularly as the country appears to have been known by

its proper appellation to the Greek writers- before the Macedonian invasi-

on of Persia.
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Herodotus (Thai. 102) describes the northern Indians as dwelling near

a city which he names Caspatyrus, and again, (Melp. 44) ho states that

Scylax when sent by Darius Hystaspes to explore the month of the Indus*

commenced his course from that city. That by Caspatyrus is meant Cask-

mir seems highly probable from the analogies botli of name and locality.

1. With respect to the name, it is first to be observed, that there are ve-

ry adequate grounds for a slight alteration, which will bring the resem-

blance to absolute identification, with what is asserted to have been, and

most probably was, the origin of the term, Cashmir: this was derived, it is

uniformly asserted by the oriental writers, from the colonization of the

country by Casyapa, the first settlement or city being named after

him Casyapa pnr {*m*Z) converted in ordinary pronunciation, hrto

Cashappur or Caspapur, the ratter of which forms, independent of the ter-

mination of the case, is theproper reading ofthe Greek text. Thus Stephana*

Byzantinus has aM^f W*** and l>odwell (De Peripli Scy-

Ucis atate) considers this as the same with the K-raJ^aj of Herodotus.

Wesseling regards it also as a various reading of the same, and although

he prefers retaining the latter, he assigns no reasons for the preference.

D'Anvillc also concurs in considering the Kaspapyrus ofStephanas Byzan-

tinus and the Kaspatyrus of Herodotus, as the same, and it seems most

Ukely therefore that the variety of reading is accidental, and originates with

an error in the manuscript: as far therefore as a precise coincidence ofname

a proof ofidentity, we have every reason to conclude, that the Kaspapyru.

of the Greeks, is the Kasyapapnr, or Cashmir, of the Hindus, winch there-

fore was known by the original of its present denomination, as early as the

reigu of Darius Hystaspes, or above five centuries before the Christian *ra.

ing to

S The next question is as to the situation of Casp«p!,r«>, accord

the Greek authorities, and its correspondence Wi.h thatofCa.hn.ir, and here

ft. raus. be adn.it.ed, there are some difficuWies in ,be .ray of evtrenu.pre-

eision. The genera, concrrence i. satisfactory cno„gh.
(Tl. ,1.

,02) states it to be in the vicin,.y of the N orthern ludians, and assocate,
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it with Pactyaca; *AXXo» dt ra» Ivowv Ka<rx«T>pa> rt toXi xat llaxluiXTf ^ayi)

fio-i Tf«r«*pui, irpog apxtov t* xa'» Bopiao avfpou xa\<nxr,p.!W rmv aXXmy IvSto*,

o< Boxt/mWi rapairXijTHjy «x*n and in the second, he in like man-

ner connects it with Pactyaca Wopfti}0«V7j$ ix Ko<nn/lu/>8 t* iroX*oj x«

njV llfluflt/ix^ yr
tg. They (Scylax and his companions) setting out from the

city Caspatyrus, and the country of Pactyaca, sailed, he proceeds to say,

towards the east and rising sun into the ocean ijai *a« »}X«o awfloXa^ is

&aXa<r<rou» ; a course, which with reference to its commencement in Cash-,

rair, its progress down the Indus, and its termination in the Indian Ocean,

is so far from being accurately described, as to have thrown a suspicion

upon the voyage itself, and which consequently requires some examination.

We may infer from several passages in the text, that the limits of Cash-

mir were formerly by no means confined to the mountainous belt, which

now incloses it, but comprehended other districts, to the south and west,

amongst which was Pdkhiee or Pak/wli, the Pactyica of Herodotus, a tract

immediately contiguous to Cashmir on the West, and lying towards the

upper part of the navigable course of the Indus, and hence, as Major Rennell

(Memoir of a Map of India, H0\) infers, the country from which Scylax set

out to explore the course of the rivor. It is by no means necessary there-

fore to question the general accuracy of the account left us of the commence-

ment of the voyage. Having embarked on the Indus, the course however

should have been rather west than east, and this part of the narration is

clearly erroneous : at the same time, as the navigators could only estimate

their southern course with any thing like accuracy, and as they conceived

themselves advancing upon the whole to regions lying farther east, than

any yet known to them, the mistake wis not unnatural, and need notafFect

the general credibility of the story. It is to be observed also that we have

not the original narrative, and Herodotus, may have substituted the popu-

lar notion of the eastern course of the river to the sea, for the more cor-

rect account of the navigator himself: such is Monsr. Larcher* opinion

and it seems well founded ; « Herodote qui n' avait pas lu la relation de

Scylax et qui avoit entendu dire, qu il avoit descendu l'lndu. jusqu 4
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la mer, s' imagina que cette roer etoit a Y est, parce que c' eloit Y opinion

de son siecle. Dans un temps posterieur, Hipparque pretendit que l'em-

bouchure De Y Indus etoit a Y est equinoctial/' (Larcher. Histoire de He-

rodote. Melpomene, note 05).We may therefore safely conclude that the Cas-

patyrus known to the Persians and Greeks was at least part of the modem
Cashmir.

In the progress of time the name had undergone some change, but the

situation was perhaps more accurately known. Cashmir appears in Ptolemy

as KeumjfMt and is placed with great accuracy Txo rag tb BiSo^th (the Vi-

tasta or Jelum) xa) Tt>^o»8a'0aX(Chandra-bhaga) xwruYoafoof (Ravi) vy\ya$

the two first rivers actually rising w ithin the present province, and the third

on the confines of Jamlv, once in all probability a part of Cashmir. Ptole-

my has also a people called Kae-rnpam, one ofwhose cities Kcxnrttpx lies lower

down, and apparently corresponds with Multan (Vincent's Periplus, i. 12.)

The Caspiraei however occupy the country as far as the Vindyan mountains,

and the Yamuna. D'Anville appears to have considered these names alone,

when he declares there is nothing in common with the Caspiraof Ptolemy,

and Caspatyrus of Herodotus, for as he justly observes the position of a

city on the lower part of the course of the Hydaspes, ne pent convenir, a

Cashmir: as mentioned above, however this is distinct from the Casperia

which lies at the sources of the same river, and the position of which is

•precisely that of Cashmir. Whence Ptolemy got his Casperia, is not very

clear. It is a singular geographical arrangement, that places the same

people on the Hydaspes, at Modura or Muttra, and in the Vindyan moun-
tains : the Caspiraei of Ptolemy seem to be the same as the Catheri of Di-

odorus, and the Cathir of Arrian, who were allied with the Malli and Oxy-
draca; or people of Multan, and Outch, against Alexander, or in a word
the Cshetryas or Rajaputs of Western India—Hence perhaps the error he has
committed in assigning such remote places to the same state, for in the
Punjab, and Doab, the various cities he specifies, were no doubt governed
by Cshttriya, or Rajapnt princes, although they were not subjected to one
common sway, nor constituted the territory of any one peculiar tribe.
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II.

On (lie Diamond Mines of Southern India.

By H. W. VOYSEY, Esq.

HAVING lately visited some of the principal Diamond Mmes ofSouth-

ern India, the few facts I have been able to collect respecting the geolo-

gical relations of that gem, I take the liberty of laying before the Asiatic

Society.

A knowledge of the matrix of the Diamond has long been a desideratum

in Mineralogy. It has been hitherto supposed that this mineral was only

found in alluvial soil, and a late writer infers from some circumstances at-

tending a particular Diamond, which had passed under his examination,

that the matrix of this precious stone was neither a rock of igneous origin

nor one of aqueous deposition,* " but that it probably originates like amber,

"from the consolidation of perhaps vegetable matter, which gradually ac-

quires a crystalline form, by the influence of time, and the slow action of

" corpuscular forces."

This reasoning may apply with justice to the particular specimens

which have fallen under the observations of Dr. Brewster, but as it is fully

ascertained, that Diamonds have for two centuries at least been found in

a rock, generally supposed to owe its origin to deposition from water, the

application will of course be limited to the case of Diamonds found in al-

luvial soil.

* See Quarterly Journal of Science anil Art, Oct. 1820.
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A considerable range of mountains called the Nalla Malla* (Blue Moun-

tains?) lies between the 77° and 80° ofEast longitude. Their highest points

are situated between Cummura, in the Cuddapah district, and Amrabad, a

town in the province of Hyderabad North of the Kistna, and vary in height

from 2000 to 3500 feet above the level of the Sea. The following baro-

metricalf heights are taken from my own observations, the others are from

trigonometrical calculations with which I have been favored by Colonel

Trigonometrical
heights

above the level of the Sea.

Barometrical
heigh (a

above the level or the Sea.

30«o feet 3080 feet Durgapab-condau, a hill sirUod of Colo-
nel Lainbton.

1797 Pas* between Cummam and NatuHaL
I&fil Temple of Sri Sailam.f
2.320 Ruined Temples and Stone Tdnk S. B.

3149
of Sri Sailam, 5 miles.

not visited, Ryramcondah, bill station of Colonel
L imbton.

not visited, Cnndah-Brahmeswar, hill station of Co-
lonel Lambton.

717 Town of Nandial.
507 Town of Cuddapah.
1000 Bed of the Kistnah at Moorcondab..

The outline of these mountains is flat and rounded, very rarely peaked,

and as they run N. E. and S. W. the ranges gradually diminish in height,

until in the former direction they unite with the sandstone and clay

slate mountains of the Godavery near Palunshah. Their union is cer-

• 1 have reeaon to believe that this name is merely local.

t The Barometer is a late contrivance of Sir Harry BngleGeld. It hi eailed the Box Barometer

and is refilled at every station with purified mercury. The cistern is of box-wood and open ; with a

gage an exact inch in height, which is adjusted by a lens at the time of observation. It differs but in

l trifling degree from other barometers witb which it has been compared, and I believe that its hora-

ry variations are more uniform. From the close correspondence usually observed between the bi«-

gonometrical and barometrical heights at many of Colonel Lambton's stations, I think the maximum
•f error ie not more than 60 feet.

{
Pagoda of Perwnttum described by Col. Sfaekenxre in the Asiatic Researches, vol. v.

P
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tainly not very distinct, but is sufficiently so to entitle them to be consi-

dered geologically as the same range. In a southern and S. W. direction,

they probably extend considerably beyond the Pagoda of Tripati. The
most southern point that has fallen undermy observation is Naggery Nose,
a well known Sea mark on the coast of Coromandel. Travellers to Hy-
derabad make a considerable detour for the purpose of crossing these
mountains in their most accessible parts. Among the western passes on
the Cuddapah road are those of Bakrapet and Moorcondah on the bank
of the Kistna, and those of Nakrikul and Warripalli on the Ongole road
are among the eastern. The breadth of the range varies, but never ex*

ceeds 50 miles.

The geological structure of these mountains, it is difficult to understand,
anditcannotbeeasdy explained by either the Huttonian or Wernerian theo-
ries. The different rocks of which they are composed, being so mixed to-
gether without regard to order of position, each in its turn being uppermost,
that it is not easy to give a name so definite as to apply in all places
I once thought the term « shistose formation" would be the most simple'
and untheoretical term, but as Clay slate is probably the most prevalent
rock, I have determined on giving that name to the whole, observing how-
ever that by « Clay slate formation" I do not mean the Wernerian Thou-
sheiffer, the fourth in order, of his enumeration of primary rocks, but
merely a collection of rocks which I conceive to have been placed in their
present situation at the same period of time.

The "Clay slate formation" then of the Nalla Malla Mountains consists
of Clay slate

;
of every variety of slaty lime stone between pure lime stone

and pure slate; of Quartz rock; of Sandstone; of Sandstone Breccia

;

of Flinty slate; of Hornstone slate and of a lime stone which I call Tuffa-
ceous for want of a better name, containing imbedded in it, rounded and
angular masses of all these rocks. All these vary so much in their
composition, and pass into each other by such insensible gradations, as
well as abrupt transition, as to defy arrangement and render a particular

description useless.
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It is bounded on all sides by Granite, which every where appears to

pass under it and to form its basis.

Some parts detached from the main range such as Naggerry Nose, Wor-

ramallipet and Nandigaon, a town on the Hyderabad frontier, with many

others, have only the upper third of their summits ofSandstone and Quartz

rock ; the basis or remaining two-thirds being of granite.*

This -range of mountains is intersected by the rivers Kistna and Pen-

nar and both appear to pass through gaps or fissures in it, which have

been produced by some great convulsion, which at the same time that it

formed the beds of these rivers, gave passage to the accumulated Waters of

some vast lakes situated near the outlets,

The tortuous passage of the Kistna for upwards of seventy miles is*

bounded by lofty and precipitous banks, which in some places rise to 1000

feet above its bed ; the opposite sides of the chasm corresponding in an ex-

act manner. Ravines of this description are not unfrequent all over tha

range, and the exact correspondence of their opposite salient and re-enter-

ing angles, together with the abruptness of their origin, totally preclude the.

supposition of their being hollowed out by the action of running wafer,

Two of these remarkable chasms occur on the western road to the shrine

of Maha Deo at Sri Sailara, and would be totally impassable to travellers,

but for the once magnificent causeway and steps, which wind down the

precipice.

• I have reason to believe partly from personal observation, and from specimens obtained from

Other sources, that the basis of Ute whole peninsula is of granite.

I hare traced it along the coast of Coromandel lying under Uttrite (Buchanan's name for the Iron

(Bay of Jamicson) from Pondicherry to Masulipafam. '

From Rajshmuntlry to Nandair in the bed of the Godavery.

And I have specimens from the base of the SeetabaJdi bills, Nagpoor. Froaa. Travanoore, Tin*

,

•erelly, Salem and Bellary.

P«
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' The only rock of this formation in which the diamond is found is the

Sandstone Breccia. I have as yet only visited the rock mines of Bangan-

palli, a village situated about twelve miles west of the town of Nandiala.

The low range of hills in which these mines are situated appear distinct

from the main range, but a junction of the north and south extremities may
.

be traced with great facility.

The Breccia is here found under a compact sandstone rock, differing in

no respect from that which is found in other parts of the main range. It is

composed of a beautiful mixture of red and yellow jasper, quartz, chalcedo*

Hy and bornstone of various colours, cemented together by a quartz paste.

It passes into a puddingstone composed of rounded pebbles ofquartz horn-

stone, &c. cemented by an argillo-calcareous earth, of a loose friable tex-

ture, in which the diamonds are most frequently found.

<

' Some writers have miscalled this rock amygdaloid or wacken, and have

described these minca as being situated on conical summits of that rock.

The truth is that the conical summits are artificial, and owe their origin to .

the sifting Of the pounded Breccia and Puddingstone, for the purpose of

separating the larger stones, preparatory to their being wetted and examin-

ed. The hill itself is quite flat and not a single conical elevation can be

seen throughout its entire extent. In my journey from Nandiala on horse-

back, a view of the range for an extent of twenty miles N. and S. was

constantly before me, and in no instance did I observe a deviation from the

continued flatness.

I regret that for many years previous to my visit to these mines, no fresh

excavations had been made, so that I had no opportunity of ascertaining

the mode in which the miners get at the Breccia. I saw many holes un-

der large blocks of Sandstone, of about five feet average depth, most of

them blocked up by rubbish. I was told that at that depth the diamond

bed was found.
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The miners are now content to sift and examine the old rubbish or the

mines, and they are the more bent on doing this, from an opinion which pre*

vails among them, and which is also common to the searchers for Diamonds

in Hindustan and to those on the banks of the Kistna, Parteala* Malavilly,

&c. viz. that the diamond is always growing, and that the chip8 and small

pieces rejected by former searchers, actually increase in size, and in

process of time become large diamonds. I saw at the time of my visit in

January, J 821, about a dozen parties at work, each composed ofseven or eig hi

people. Each party was on the top ofone ofthe conical eminences, and active-

ly employed in sifting and separating the dust from the larger stones : these

were then laid in small heaps, spread out on a level surface, wetted, and

examined, when the sun was not more than 45 degrees above the homon. A
party of boys was engaged in collecting and pounding scattered pieces of

Breccia. All the labourers were D/drs or outcasts, and under no controul

Or inspection. The misery of their appearance did not give favorable ideas of

the productiveness ef their labour.

The sandstone Breccia is frequently seen in all parts of these mountains

at various depths from the surface. In one instance I observed at a depth

of 50 feet, the upper strata, being Sandstone, Clayslate and Slaty limestone.

The stratification of the whole face of the rock is here remarkably distinct*

and may be traced through a semi-circular area of 400 yards diameter.

The stratum Of Breccia is two feet in thickness, and immediately above it

lies a stratum of Puddingstone composed of Quartz and Hornstone peb-

bles, cemented by calc areous clay and grains of sand. It is very likely that

this stratum would be found productive in diamonds, and I have no doubt,

that those found at present in the bed of the Kistna, have been wash-

ed down from these their native beds, during the rainy season • In the al-

luvial soil of the plains at the base of this range of mountains, and partku-

• Diamonds are found in the bed of lie Godavery near Buddrachclram. The nnllah* and small ri-

Vers which rtin into it near that place, have their origin in a rock formation exactly similar with those

•bore described. I think it very probable that the Diamond mines of Sembhelpoor, of Parana, and

erea of Bijapbr are situated near similar rocks.
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larlv on or near the banks of the rivers Kistna and Pennar, are situated

the mines which have produced the largest diamonds in the world. A-

mong them are the famous mines of Golcondah, so called from their being

situated in the dominions of the sovereigns of Golcondah, although they

are far distant from the hill fort ofthat name,—from which the province

and Cooteb Shahi dynasty took their title. They were once very numer-

ous Cat least twenty in number), and Gani Parteala situated about three

miles from the left bank of the Kistna, was the most famous.. They are now

with the exception of two or three, quite deserted, and the names of several

of those mentioned by Tavernier are forgotten. In none have fresh exca-

vations been dug for many years
;
although much ground remains unopen-

ed, and many spots might be pointed out for new and productive mines,

Even at Gani Parteala the search is confined to the rubbish of the old

mines : at Atcur, Chintapalli. Barthenypard and at Oustapalli, all si-

tuated within two or three miles of each other, there are no labourers.

The plain in which these villages are situated is bounded on all sides by

granitic rocks, which also form its basis. The average depth of the allu-

vial soil is about twenty feet* Its upper portion is composed of that pe-

culiar black earth which is called by Europeans " Black cotton soil,"t

and is identical with that found on the banks of the Kistna in other parts

of its course; on the banks of the Godavcry
; of the Manjcra ; Baen-Gun-

ga and in the plain of Nandiala, arising from the decomposition of the ba-

saltic trap rocks, in which all these rivers or their tributary streams take

their rise. Beneath this upper stratum, it is mixed with masses and round-

ed pebbles of Sandstone, Quartz Rock, Jasper, Flinty slate, Granite and

* The greatest extent of the alluvion from the river's bank is about six miles, and the change to

the red and grey soil from the decomposition of the granitic rocks is very distinct.

t This soil is easily fusible before the blow pipe : in 1820 I exposed it in a covered crucible to

httie more than a red heat, and it was converted into a light porous lava ; before the blow pipe it

forma a vitreous irlobnla
.»<••
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large amorphous masses of a calcareous conglomerate, bearing no mark of

attrition from the action of running water. In this stratum the diamond

and other precious stones are found. The excavations are of various size,

but from 15 to 20 feet deep.

The labourers are a little more under controul than at Banganpali and

they pay a trifling duty to the Nizam's Agent stationed in the village. The

mode of search is precisely the same as that above described.

The mines of Ovatampalli and of Canparti on the right and left banks

of the Pennar near Cuddapet, are in an alluvial soil of nearly the same
nature; it is not quite so black, from the greater admixture of debris of

sandstone and clayslate.

In many parts of the plain of Xandiala, diamonds were formerly sought

for, but the mines have for a long time ceased to be productive.

The failure of the mines of the Dekhin may perhaps be principally at-

tributed to the cheapness and plenty of Brazil diamonds. Otherwise from

the vast extent of the rock in which they are found in India, there are scarce-

ly any limits to the search for them. It may be assumed then
;

1st. That the matrix of the diamonds produced in southern India, is the

Sandstone Breccia of the " Clay slate formation-'

' 2d. That those found in alluvial soil are produced from the debris of the

above rock, and have been brought thither by some torrent or deluge, which

could alone have transported such large masses and pebbles from the pa-*

rent rock, and that no modern or traditional inundation has reached to such

an extent.

3d. That the diamonds found at present in the beds of the rivers are

washed down by the annual rains.
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It wUl be an interesting point to ascertain if the Diamonds of Hindu-

stan can be traced to a similar rock. It may also be in the power of others

more favorably situated than the writer, to ascertain, if there be any foun-

dation for the vulgar opinion of the continual growth of the diamond. Dr.

Brewster's opinion is rather in favour of it than otherwise. It is certain

thai in these hat climates crystallisation goes on with wonderful rapidity,

and I hope at some future period to produce undeniable proofs of the re-

crystallization of Amethyst, Zeolite and Felspar, in alluvial soiL

III.

Some Aecmmt of the Country of Bhutdn, by Kishen

Kant Hose.

TRANSLATED BY D. SCOTT, Esq.

E»tCTi »d THE Country of Bhfttan is bounded on the South by Ihe territories

B^uu£
t,^, of

of the Honourable Company and of the Raja of Cooch Behar ; on the East

and South by A«am, on the North by the Lhassa territories
;
by Mem,

or the Lepba Country, on the west, and by Digurcbe on the North West.

The country extends in length from East to West in some places 20 days,

and in some parts 25 days journey ; but is less in breadth, being from

&>u*h to North from ten to fifteen days journey. The Bhutan tcrri-
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tory is entirely mountainous except on the south, south west and eastern

parts, where there is level land. The low lands if well cultivated are capable

of producing a revenue of seven or eight lacs of rupees ; but they are in ge-

neral waste, and at present the whole revenue of BhGtan, including mol, and

sayer, and all items of collection, does not probably amount to three lacks

of rupees.

It is related by the people of BhGtan that to the North of Lhaasa there

is a country called Lenja, in which Lam Sapto, or the Dherma Raja

formerly dwelt. From that place he went to Lhassa, and after residing

there for some time he arrived at PGnakha in BhGtan, which was at that

time ruled by a Raja of the Coch tribe. When the Dherma Raja ar-

rived there he began to play upon a kind of pipe, made of a human thigh

bone, and to act contrary to the observances of the Coch tribe, and U
perform miracles, at which the Coch Raja was so terrified, that he disap-

peared with his whole family and servants under ground. The Dherma

Raja finding the fort empty, went in and took possession, and having de-

prived of their cast all the followers and slaves of the Coch Raja, wh«

remained above ground, he instructed them in his own religious faith and

customs : their descendants still remain at PGnakha and form the cast or-'

tribe called Thcp. In this way the Dhenna Raja got possession of

PGnakha, but on consideration that the sins of his subjects are attributa-

ble to the ruler of a country, instead of setting himselfon the throne, and ex-

ercising the Sovereign authority, he sent to Lhassa for a Tibetian, in or-

der to secure possession of* the country; and having made him his prime

minister and called him the Deb Raja, he occupied himself entirely with

the cares of religion and contemplation of the Deity. At that time the res-

pective boundaries, tribute, and authority of the different Rajas or Go-

vernors of Bhutan were settled as they continue to this day, as will be

more particularly detailed hereafter.

AU the people of Bhutan considered the Dherma Raja as their spiri-
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tual guide and incarnate Deity, and implicitly obeyed his orders. Some

time after this, and shortly before the Dherma Raja's death , he directed

that on the occurrence of that event, his dwelling house, refectory, and

store rooms should be locked up, and that his slaves and wealth should be

taken care of as before ; that his body should not be bumed, but having

been fried in oil, that it should be put into a box, and that tea and rice and

vegetables should be placed daily, at the hour ofmeals, near the box, whilst

his followers should perform religious worship ; by which means he should

obtain the food, until after a time, he should be regenerated at Lhassa, and-

would again come to take possession of his country. After that, the Dher-

ma Raja died, and in the course of time, the child of a poor man in Lhas-

sa began to say, in the third year of his age, " I am the Dherma Raja,

my country is L616mba, or Bhutan
; my house and property are there."

On hearing this the Deb Raja sent people to make enquiry respecting the

child. On their arrival at Lhassa they went to him, and having heard what

he said, they acknowledged him as Dherma Raja; but on wishing to

take him away, the ruler of Lhassa and the child's parents objected thereto,

upon which the Deb Raja sent large presents of money, horses and

goods to the ruler of Lhassa, and to the parents of the child, and brought

away the latter into the country of Bhfttan. On his arrival there certain

articles were taken out of the store rooms of the deceased Dherma Ra-

ja, and being mixed with similar articles belonging to others, were shewn

to the child, and he was asked which of the things were his. Upon this, the

infant Dherma Raja recognized his former property, and as he also knew

the slaves, it appeared that he was in reality the Dherma Raja, and he

was accordingly seated with the usual religious observances and ceremo-

nies on the throne. After that, he began to read the Sastras and to perform

the ceremonies practised by the former Dherma Raja, and in the same

manner being thus continually regenerated, the Dherma Rajas continue

until the present day. The reigning Dherma Raja is according to some

the tenth,* and acc ording to others the eleventh ; but none can tell exact-

• The Dherma R«j«'» lucceeding to the Government at the age of three, the tMbc of ten ©f theto

liven

'
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If, nor can they say how many years it is, since the first Dherma Raja

came to Punakha from Lenja. These particulars are contained in a

Lamta or history of the Dherma Raja ; but the only copies of it are in

the hands «f the reigning Dherma and Deb Rajas, and it is not procur-

able. The present Dherma Raja was not regenerated in Lhassa ; the rea-

son of which is as follows: previously to the death of the late Dherma Ra-

ja, the Deb Raja and other Counsellors of state, entreated the Dherma
saying " You have hitherto been regenerated in Lha.ssa, and in bringing you

here, a great expense is unnecessarily incurred." Upon which the Dher-

ma replied, " I will become regenerated in the Shasheb caste, and in

" Tongsa," and accordingly he re-appeared iuTongsa, and is ofthe Shasheb

caste. In like manner as the Dherma Rajas at the age of three years

declare their regeneration, other persons in Bhutan also at the same age

make similar declarations, and if there is a wife or child or relation of the

person in his former birth alive, they present something to the parents of

the child, and carry him to a Gelum x>r monk who has forsaken the world,

or to the Dherma Raja or some place of worship, and there make a Ge-

lum of him. If no relation of the child in his former birth remain, his pa-

rents themselves make a Gelum ofhim, in the manner above described. Of
this kind of Gelums 50 or 00 might be found, but before or after three years

of age, none of them can recollect their former existence : in this manner

also are regenerated the Lama of Lhassa, Gyu Rimbichu, and the Lama of

Digercha, Penjelam orTesu Lama, and the ruler of Chakc called Chake-

Jara.

The Bhnteas consider the Dherma Raja as their spiritual guide, in-

carnate Deity, and Sovereign prince ; but in respect to the internal Go-

live* will be about 350 years, and if from this we deduct the value of one life, oa accoant of the advanc-

jed age of the first Dherma Raja, and the period which the reigning one has still to lire, the re-

mainder, 315 years, will approximate very nearly to the period when the present Cooch Behar Dy-

nasty first appeared, the founder of which may have been the expelled Cocb Raja. This is the 312th

;ear of the Cooch Jkhar a?ra.—T.

Q2
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vernment of the country or to its relations with any foreign states, he has

no authority whatever : and with exception to spiritual and religions mat-

ters, the administration of the Government of the country is conducted by

the Deb Raja, with the adrice of the Korjis and Counsellors, and in

some cases, with the concurrence of the Dherma Raja. From the cares

of Government the Dherma Raja is almost entirely free, and he has no

great number of attendant* for purposes of state. According to the anci-

ent custom he receives for his daily subsistence, 8 measures, or 4 lbs. of

rice, his Zimpe receives 2 lbs. and the Gelums attached to his suite re-

ceive some 2 lbs. and some 1 lb. according to their rank. The Zin-

kaups or Messengers, and Sankaups, or menial servants, and his male

and female slaves to the number allowed by ancient custom, each receive

1 lb. of rice per diem : it is called in Bbatan clean rice, but is in fact half

composed of that grain in the husk. Besides the above any person who

is employed by the Dherma Raja on the public service, is paid from the

public treasury by the Deb Raja. The Dherma Raja also receives

something in the way of Nezzerana or offerings from the inferior chiefs,

and he trades to some extent. These perquisites are under the controul of

the Lam Zimpe or household steward, the Dherma himself remaining

constantly employed in the performance of his religious duties. The Lam

Zimpe exercises authority over the agents in trade, and the Zinkaups, and

slaves, male and female, and other personal dependents of the Dherma

Raja, and an officer called Zimpenum acts as Lam Zimpe's deputy, and takes

care of the treasury and store rooms. About fifteen or twenty menials are

employed in the service of the Dherma Raja, and besides them sixty

Zinkaups* or Messengers remain in attendance at the gate-way, and forty

Gelums are constantly in attendance, for the performance of the ceremonies

of religion ; the above constitute the whole of his personal attendants. The

Dherma Raja possesses lands in the low country to the south of the hills,

of the annual value of 7 or 8000 rupees, and trades with a capital of

25 or 30,000 rupees. On the appointment of any of the officers of state,

« Spelt Zinguba bj the Dboteat,
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they proceed,' after receiving their dress of honour from the Deb Raja, to

the Dhenna Raja, to whom they present an offering, and receive a hand-

kerchief, or a piece of silk of three feet in length and two fingers breadth*

which is tied about their necks ; this they consider sacred, and to act as a

preservative from danger. From thin source the Dhenna Raja may re-

ceive 2000 rupees" per annum. When any of the Dhenna Raja's servants

obtain any public employment, they also present him with something addi-

tional, and when people die, he receives something at the funeral obsequies,

or when any religious ceremony takes place ; from both these sources he

may derive about 2000 rupees annually. Besides the above income he pos-

sesses about one hundred and twenty-five tangans and marcs, one hundred

and fifty or two hundred cows and buffaloes, and a considerable sum of rea-

dy money. His expences are very considerable, as he is obliged to main-

tain all supernumerary Gelums and followers, exceeding the ancient esta-

blishment, from his private 'funds, and also to defray the expences of there*

ligious ceremonies and charitable donations ; so that little remains of his

annual receipts. The Deb Raja has no authority over the Dherma Raja's

people, and whatever is done by the Deb Raja is done with the advice or

knowledge of the Kalan, who is one of the Counsellors invariably appointed

by the Dherma Raja. If the Dherma Raja's people goto any Subah or Col-

lector in the interior, they receive from them their food, but without the

Deb Raja's orders they can neither demand food from the ryots, nor porters

to carry their baggage. Lam Zirape has under his orders twenty peons ; in

point of rank he is on an equality with the Deb Raja's Dewan.
1

The Deb Raja is the prime minister. The Dony is the Deb Raja's

public Dewan ; Kalan is a Counsellor who attends on the part of the

Dherma Raja, and these two with Pun6b or Puna Zimpe, the Governor

of Punakha, aud Thimpoab or Thiinpu Zimpe the Governor of Tassi-

sujon, are the four Chief Counsellors of state. Andipura Zimpe, the Go-

vernor of the Fort of Andipur, Paro 1*1100 the Governor of Paro, Tangso

Pilon, the Governor of Tangso, and Tagna Pilo the ruler of Tagna,

are also of the same rank; and without their concurrence the Deb Raja
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can do nothing ;
they are eqnal in rank to the four Counsellors above men-

tioned, and the rulers of smaller districts, and the Soobahs ofpasses, are un-

der their respective orders.

The Deb Raja or the prime minister is the principal organ of Govern-

ment. He receives the customary tribute from the different Governors of

districts, and having laid it up in the Government store-rooms, disburses

the established charges of the state. He has however no authority to devi-

ate in the smallest degree from the observance of established customs.

The revenue which he receives from the country is expended in religious

ceremonies, and in feeding the dependents of Government. The Deb Ra-

ja is entitled to six measures or three pounds of rice from the Govern-

ment stores daily; his Zinkaups and Sankaups are also fed from the

public stores, but receive no wages. His other perquisites are from si*

sources as follows :

—

t

1st. When any person is appointed a Pilon or Zimpe, or to any office of

state, they present something to the Deb Raja. 2ndly. He receives per-

sonally the whole revenue ofthe low land estates of Mynaguri, &c. about

30,000 rupees per annum. 3dly. He trades with a capital of about

40,000 rupees. 4thly. He receives a fine in all cases of murder or homicide

of 120 rupees from the offender. Sfrhly. He is entitled to the property of

all servants of Government on their demise, unless they may have been de-

pendents of the Dherma Raja, who in that case succeeds to their pro-

perty. Gthly. He presents horses, silk, salt and hoes to the petty land-

holders and farmers, and receives much more than the value in return. By
these means he collects money, and with the contents of the public store

rooms, and the produce of his brood mares and cattle, he defrays the charges

of the religious ceremonies, and the expence attending the manufacture

and sanctiJication of new images of the Deities, which are constantly going

on in the palace. When the Deb Raja vacates his office he must leave to his

successor, 500 rupees in cash in the treasury, 120 slaves, 120 horses, and

the ensigns and appendages of state, and with the remaindei of his wealth
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he may retire wherever he pleases, but upon his death the reigning Deb

Raja will be entitled to what he leaves.

The Deb Zirope or the private Dewan of the Deb Raja, has an establish-

ment of twenty Poes or fighting messengers ; he superintends the trading

and other concerns of the Deb Rajas, and is entitled to two pounds of rice

per diem, and to certain perquisites on the appointments of the inferior

Officers of Government, and in cases of homicide. The Deb Ziinpe's Poes

receive the same allowance as those of the four Counsellors or Karjis.

The Zimpenum is the steward of the household. The wardrobe, cash,

jewels, and plate are under his charge ; he has ten Poes or fighting messen-

gers under his orders, and receives an allowance of one and a half pounds

of rice, and a fee from persons visiting the Deb Raja. His rank is equal

to that of the Dewans of the Subahs,

The Dony or public Dewan and Sheriff constantly attends the Deb

Raja, and transacts the public business of Government. He has an esta-

blishment of twenty Poes, receives an allowance of two pounds of rice, a

fee in cases of homicide, and a present for an appointment; he has abont

ten or twelve menials all armed.
<

The Goreba or Warden of the fort gate, has five Poes and is equal in rank

to the Donchap,

The Donchap or Jcmidar has under him ten Poes ; he is the Deputy ofthe

Dony and executes his orders ; he receives an allowance of lilb. of rice,

and his chief business is to go and inform the Dherma and Deb Rajas

when the rice is boiled, and after receiving their orders to see that each

person gets his proper share. Tabey is the chief of the Zinkaups, of

whom 100 remain in atttendance on the Deb Raja. Tabey has ten Poes

and an allowance of one and a half pounds of rice. The Zinkaups go to

war, and on errands of trade and public business, and each receives one
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pound of rice, and allowance of tea and spirits, and four pieces of cloth,

Tape is the head groom, ho has live Pops and one hundred and fifty grooms

under his orders. He has charge of the horses and receives one and a half

pounds of rice.

Nep is the store-keeper of the rice.

Ch'hanc has charge of the salt and groceries, and has three or four

Poes, he receives one pound of rice.

Mane is the chief of the huttermen, and has three Poes and an allowance

ofone pound of rice.

Shan6 has charge of the larder, hU attendants, &c. as above,

Thape is the chief cook, he has twenty Poes, and receives one and ^

half pounds ofrice.

Tongso is the chief Physician, ho has four Poes, and receives two,

pounds of rice.

Labetui is the Bhutan Secretary, he has five Poes and two pounds of

rice, he also receives something from the Subahs, and has altogether abouf

l.QQO Rupees per annum,

Kaiti are the Bengal and Persian Secretaries. They get each two.

pounds of rice, and have each two Poes, and receive from the Subahs

and PUons about 1,000 rupees, and also something for causes and liberty

in the lpw-lands,

Kalan is the Counsellor on the part of theDherma Raja. He has twenty

Poes; he assists at the council, and together with the other Counsellors tries

cases of robbery, theft, and murder, &c. It is also his special duty to in-

form the Dherma Raja of all that is going on. He receives two pounds

of rice, and some fees on suits.
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P6na-ab or Pfina Zimpe is tbe Governor of Punakha fort. In the

cold weather the Dherma and Deb Rajas live there for six months, the

surrounding ryots are under P6na-ab and are all Bbfiteas.—P6na-ab

has nothing to do with the cultivators of the low-lands ; under him are

Leejee Zimpe and two other collectors, called Tuinas of inferior rank. His

jurisdiction extends in length two days journey from South to North, and

somewhat less in breadth. Punakha is the centre of it, and the whole

can be seen from that place. Puna-ab collects from the ryots, rice, wood,

wheat, and grass, according to custom, and having stored up these articles,

serves them out to the Deb and Dherma Raja and their followers. In the

month of Fhalgun there is a religious ceremony called Dungsu, at which

the Pilons, and Zimpes attend, and pay the accustomed tribute to the

Deb Raja ; on that occasion all the ryots of Punakha attend, and the

Governor is required to feed the whole assembly. At that time a great

council is held and persons appointed and removed from office. Pfina

Zimpe has many horses and cattle, and trades with a capital of 4 or 5000

rupees, he has a Zimpe, Zimpcnum, Neb, Tui, and officers of different

descriptions, the same as the Deb Raja has himself. He gets no revenue in

cash and pays none, but feeds the court for six months, with the exception

of thirteeu days, during which time Andipura Zimpe is bound to furnish

them with provisions. He tries all causes civil and criminal, except homi-

pide, and his jurisdiction includes about a 32nd part of Bhut&n,

Thimpu Zimpe is the Governor of the fort of Tassisujon or Tashizong

;

during the six months the court remains there he feeds the whole, and pro-

vides for the puja, &c. (in concurrence with the Deb Raja's officers.) His

territory extends to the north, three days journey, and to the south, seven

or eight. From east to west it is from one to three daysjourney in breadth,

In this district there are under Thimpu, a Pilon, a Zimpe, a Jaddu, and five

T6mas. Two days journey to the north there is a place called Gacha, the

Pilon or Governor of which is tributary : there is a Tuma atWakha six coss

to the South, a Pilon at Chipcha fifteen coss South West ; and under him two
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TGmas, hit jurisdiction is three days journey in length and one in breadth.

To the south of Chipcha three days journey, resides Pacha Jadu, or the

Subab of Passakha or Bakhsha Dewar, and the low-land country to the

south is under him. Thimpu Zimpe receives 800 Rupees from the Subah of

Bakhsha Dewar, and from other places grain, &c. and he feeds the court for

six months, and defrays the expence of the Chichu Puja, which takes

place in Assin. On that occasion the whole of the Pilons and Subaks

assemble, and hold a general council, and then the Deb Raja issues orders

for the removal and appointment of the Officers of this description, Thimpu

Zimpe trades to a greater extent than Puna-ab ; tries all civil and criminal

causes, with the exception of cases of homicide, and assists at the trial of

murder, and heinous offences, with the rest of the Counsellors of state.

Thimpu Zimpe has officers under him of the same description as the Deb-

Raja himself,

•

Paro Pilo is the Governor of Paro and resides fwo days journey to the

west of Tassisujon or Tasbtzong. He is an officer of great consequence

and has under him Dali Zimpe or the governor of Dalimkote, the J6sha

Zimpe or Subah of Timdu Dewar, the Chamorehi Jadu or Subah of

that place, Duntum or the Subah of Lakhipur and Balla Dewar, and

the Tuma or Collector of Kyrauti who is under the Subah of Da-

limkote. At Uapgang and Huldibarf, there are also T6mas, and three

days journey to the North of Paro, at Pharee, ou the borders of the Lhassa

territory, he has a dependent Governor called Pharee Pilo. All these officers

are under Paro Pilo's command, and deliver cash, grain, &c. to h'm, with the

exception of the Subah of Dalimkote who maintains the garrison of Dalim-

kote and keeps the balance for military charges. There are many soldiers

at Dalimkote who are always ready to fight, and the Governor being subject

to Paro Pilo, the latter is on this account more powerful than the other Pilos.

His territory extends twelve daysjourney from north to south, and is from six

to eight days journey in breadth, hehasunderhirasixoutof the eighteen

Dwars or passes, and his jurisdiction includes one-fourth of Bhfttan. He

pays altogether in two instalments 3500 Rupees, and he decides all causes
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civil and criminal except cases of homicide. Paro Pilo has officers tinder

him of the same description as the Deb Rsya himself.

Andipura Zimpe is Governor of the Fort of Andipur, which lies to the

south of Punakha about six coss distant. The territory uuder the control of

this Governor extends one day's journey to the west, two coss to the north,

two days journey to the east, and to the south-east fourteen days journey.

Jn breadth it varies from one to two daysjourney. TJic Zimpe resides dur-

ing the cold weather six months at Andipur, and six months in the hot wea-

ther at Khodakha. [Under him is Jhargaon Pilon, whose jurisdiction ex-

tends five or six coss to the north of Kistnyi, and the same distance south

ofChalla, and is in breadth from north-west to south-east, two and a halfdays

journey. To the south of this division, which is thinly inhabited, the jurisdic-

tion of the Cherang Subah commences and his authority extends to Sidli

and Bijni. In the cold weather he lives at Bissur Sing, and in the hot

.weather at Cherang. Andipura Zimpe has only this one Dwar, and at

Kochubari, Bijni, and Sidli, Leshkers, and live or six Bh6teas reside

jjn his part. He has about 3-32 parts of the country. He pays altogether

about 1000 rupees, and is bound to entertain the court three days on their

journey to P6nakha and ten days after the Dongsu p6ja. He decides all

causes not involving homicide. Andipura Zimpe has officers under

Jiim of the same description as those already mentioned, as attached to the

suite of the Deb Raja.

Tagna PUo's jurisdiction lies between Bakhsha and Cherang. He lias

*wo Dwars or passes, and the Refu Jadu and two T6mas are under his

.orders. His territory is eight daysjourney long, and four days from east

So west. He pays altogether annually in two instalments about 3000 rupees,

jiud rules about 3- lGths of die country.

v ...
Tangso Pilo resides at Tangso six days jou rney east of Punakha, His

territory is twelve daysjoumey longfrom southto north, and eight days broad.

R a
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He rales 9-32 of the country and has eight Dwars, and six Ziropes or infe-

rior officers under his orders, viz. Bagdwar, or Burra Bijnu, Kundu, or

P'hulguri ruled by Jonga Zimpe. Dunsakkha to which is attached

the low-land of Pusakha and Arritti : Tongsi gang, to which is attached

Kaliu Dwar called Hapdwar in the low-land ; Rotu with Chinka Dwar,

G6rguma ruled by Radi Zimpe and Kyabari; and besides these he

has authority over four Zimpes in the hills, and he also has under him

Officers of the same description as the Deb Raja. 31-32d parts of Bhu-

tan in point of extent are in this way in the hands of the Pilos, Zumpes,

&c. the Deb Raja holding Khas l-04th part, and the Dherma Raja about

the same, or 1-32 of the whole country between them. Tangso Pilo pays

altogether about 3500 or 4000, and some articles of different kinds.

The fort of P6nakha is situated between two rivers just above their

junction. To the west of it upon a hill there is another fort distant

about two coss. At Andipur there is also a fort situated above the

junction of the same river that flows past Pftnakha with another stream

falling into it from the eastward ; the former is called the Push6, and the

latter the Mushu. At Dosim there is a fort on the south side of a river.

At Tassisujon there is a fort on the west bank of the ChanshG. To the west

of Tassisujon within halfa coss there are two forts on the same hill. At Para-

gang there is a fort and also at Tangso and Tagna. These are the chief forts

in the country, but the inferior officers have also at their residences, squares,

surrounded on four sides with stone walls. The above Pilos have the

largest garrisons, as they live all the year round at the same place.

To the north-west of Tassisujon and to the west there are two forts

;

the first called Desiphuta, which are inhabited by a few officiating

Priests and Gelums. When the court is at Tassisujon, ifthe weather hap-

pen to become uncommonly warm, they go up to Desiphuta. The fort of

Tassisujon remains empty during the cold weather. At that season from

the month of Assin to Bysakh, all round the above forts, and as farasChip-

cha, the couutry on both sides of the river is covered with snow, and the
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cold isso excessive, that the snow lies from one to three feet deep, on the tops of

the houses. The people who remain to watch the houses cannot live without

fires, and they also wear four or five dresses, one above another, and night and

day drink tea and wine. On account of the cold, many ofthe inhabitants desert

the country at this season, and repair to the low country on the banks of the

Punakha and Andipur river. Most of the farmers have two houses, and

two farms, one of which they cultivate during the hot, and the other during

the cold weather. On the banks of the Andipur riv er as far as Jhargaon,

in Jeyte, the heat of the sun is excessive ; at that time the court and ma-

ny of the ryots leave Punakha and return to Tassisujon. At Punakha

if the weather is too hot, the court goes up to the northern fort, and

at Tassisujon, if it is too cold, they go to Dosim. The walls of the forts

are built of stone, laid in clay, and the houses are roofed with planks laid

upon one another, and secured without fastenings of any kind, merely by

placing a number of heavy stones upon them.' The small gates of the forts

are made of wood, and the great gates arc plated with iron. The walls of

the forts of Tassisujon and P6nakha may be 30 feet high ; in the middle of

each of them there is a very lofty building, (at Tassisujon it is six or seven

stories high) in which the Dhertna Raja lives, and it is surrounded with

smaller buildings for the accommodation of the Deb Raja, and the officers

of government. The walls are pierced with loop holes for the discharge

of musketry and arrows, and the gates are upon an ascent, and very difficult

of access. The Ziukaups and Poes of the offices of Government, reside

at the door of the sleeping apartments oftheir immediate superior, and their

room is hung round with arms. There are bazars at Paragang, Tassisu-

jon, and Punakha, where are sold dry fish, tea, butter, coarse cloth, pan,

betle and vegetables, but rice, pulse, earthern pots, oil, salt, pepper, tur-

meric are not procurable. At Tassisujon fort there are 500 Gelums and

about 500 Zinkaups, Poes, &c. In Tangso and Paragang about 700,

at Andipur 400, and at Tagna 500 ;
altogether the whole of the population

able to bear arms does not probably exceed 10,000.

The Bhuteas have match-locks, but they are of little use, as they cannot
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V

hit a mark with a ball. They are afraid to fire a matchlock with more than

two fingers of powder, and when they load more heavily they tie the piece

to a tree, and discharge it from a distance. They are good archers, and their

arrows discharged from a height go to a great distance ; they also fight well

with a knife. When they fight with a Deb Raja, or the Pilos amongst
* _

themselves, they stand at a distance, and fire arrows at each other, and if

one of them is killed both parties m>h forward, and struggle for the dead

body ; whichever of them may succeed in getting it, they take out the liver,

and eat it with butter and sugar ; they also mix the fat aud blood with tur-

pentine, and making candles thereof, buru thein before the shrine of the

deity. The bones ofpersons killed in war are also used for making musical

pipes, and of the skulls they make beads, and also keep them set in silver,

for sipping water, at the time of the performance of religious ceremonies.

When a person is killed in their squabbles, the Gelums usually interfere,

aud make peace between the parties. The intestine broils which so fre-

quently occur in Blmtan are usually occasioned, either by the Deb Raja

doing something contrary to custom, or by his remaining too long in

his office ; in which cases the Zimpes, Pilos, &c. assemble and require him

to resign, and in the event of refusal a battle ensues. If the Deb Raja re-

signs, or is defeated, the assembly, with the consent of the Dherma Ra-

ja, chuse some one of themselves to succeed him, of the Sha or Waa tribe,

and who has already attained the dignity either of Zimpe or Pilo. These

battles always take place at the annual pujas in Assin and P'halgun. If

there is no person in the assembly fit for the office of the Deb Raja, they

select a Gelum, and if there is no fit person of that class, or if they can-

not settle the matter amicably amongst themselves, they send to Lhasjsa

for oue.

The Bh6teas do not fight in an open manner, but fire at one another

from a distance, and attack at night, or lie in ambuscade. They wear iron

caps and coats of mail, of iron, or quilted jackets; they are armed with four

or five knives in case of accidents, and they carry bows and arrows : be-

fore engaging they drink plentifully of fermented liquor : the Deb Rn^a
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iiimself leads them to battle, and in case ofwar all the ryots of the country

assemble to light : on such occasions they maintain themselves, and the

women attend to carry the eatables and baggage. All the inhabitants are

always armed, the men wearing long knives and the women smaller ones.

An unregenerated person may become a Gelum, at any time between

the 5th and 10th years of his age,' but not before or afterwards. The pa-

rents ofthe child, of their own accord, appear before theDherma Raja or the

Deb Raja, or before some Officer of Government, or a Gelum, and present

the child, along with some money, requesting that he may be admitted into

orders. The child's clothes are then taken off, and he is invested with a

coat of a red colour and a piece of cloth is put round his neck ; his parents

have no longer any thing to do with his support, and the Gelums feed him

and teach him to pray and to read the holy books. The Gelums renounce

all connection with women, and the cultivation of the ground, but they

may trade or serve the Government. ,
If any of them trespass in regard

to women, they are expelled from the society, and not allowed to perform

the ceremonies of religion. If any of them chuse voluntarily to resign,

he calls out aloud in the midst of the assembled brotherhood " D6m

shobdai," or my covering has fallen oiT ; and flies from their presence,

but is permitted to take with him any property that he may have accumu-

lated. The Gelums are bound to perform religious worship in public, and

also for private individuals ; to read the holy books and to burn the dead.

The chief of the Gelums is called Lamkhem. He is next in rank to the

Dherma Raja, and when the latter dies the Lamkhem performs the funeral

obsequies, and commands in spiritual matters during the interegnum, and

the minority of the next Dherma Raja, whom he instructs in the religious

ceremonies and sacred books. It is consequently a very high office. Under

the Lamkhem there is a deputy called the Lara Omje who in case of the

LamkhenVs death performs the duties of the office, and is usually appointed

his successor by the Dherma Raja, in concurrence with a council ofelders

of the class of Gelums, to which body the Deb Raja, the four chief Coun-

sellors, and the three Pilos always belong. Under the Lam Omje are ten or
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twelve Lubi or inferior Gelums for teaching, singing, reading, &c. to the boys.

There are five hundred Gelums at Tassisujon and Punakha, three hundred

at Paragaug, three hundred at Tangso, two hundred and fifty at Tagna,

two hundred at Andipur, and one or two at each of the stations of inferior

officers, supposed to be about three hundred, making altogether about two

thousand. There also reside separately in Gimpas or convents and as ser-

vants three thousand one hundred and fifty, making altogether five thou-

sand Gelums under the guidance of Lamkhem. The convents are chiefly

founded by Deb Debas or Deb Rajas who have resigued the office or other

retired officers of state. AU Gelums that live with the court, or with the offi-

cers ofGovernment, are fed hy the Government, while those who live in con-

vents support themselves ; but when the Government distributes charity, all

the Gelums are entitled to a share. When any rich Gelum dies a part of his

property goes to the Government, either to the Deb Raja or Dherma Raja,

as he may have been a dependent of them respectively, and the remainder

is divided amongst his brethren ; that is to say, if the deceased was in the

service ofGovernment, the Deb Raja gets his estate, and if he was a mere

Gelum, the Dherma Raja and Lamkhem will take it. When charity is

distributed, a Gelum who has been twice born or regenerated in the man-
i

ner above-mentioned, receives a double portion, and a treble, if he has

been thrice born. Gelums cannot bear aims, unless they are in the

service of government, but they may have a small knife for culinary pur-

poses : they are not permitted to sleep, or even to lie down
; night

and day persons of the order continually keep watch over them, armed

with long whips, which they apply to the shoulders of any one that is

sefcn to nod : they are not allowed to go out of the fort without the or-

ders of Lamkhem, and of the Dherma and Deb Rajas, except on the

days when they go in procession to bathe in the river. On these occa-

sions, they are preceded by musicians, and persons burning incense : next

to them marches the Lamkhem, and after him the Gelums in single files ac-

cording to their seniority, when they all proceed to bathe in the same or-

der. The Gelums called Lubi bathe separately from the others. There

are also convents of women who wear yellow clothes, and make vows of
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chastity. They have each their own superior and arc under the control of

Lamkhera.

Bhutan produces abundance of tangan horses, blankets, walnuts, musk,

chowris orcow tails, oranges and manjfth (madder) which the inhabitants sell

at Rungpore ; and thence take back woollen cloth, pattus, indigo, sandal,

red sandal, assafoetida, nutmegs, cloves, nakhf, and coarse cotton cloths,

of which they use a part in Bhutan and send the rest to Lhassa, and from

the latter country they import tea, silver, gold and embroidered silk goods.

In Lhassa there is no rice produced, and little grain of any kind, on which

account rice, parched rice, wheat, and flour of dhemsi are also exported

from Bhfttan to that country. The tea, the BhGteas consume themselves

;

the greater part of the silk goods, for clothing and hangings in their

temples; and with the silver they mix lead, and coin it into Narainy rupees.

The Bhuteas also send the same sort of goods as they export to Rungpore,

to Nepal and Assam, and to the former country they likewise export rock-

salt. From the low-lands under the hills and on the borders of Rungpore

and Cooch Behar, they import swine, cattle, pan and betle, tobacco, dried

fish, and coarse cotton cloth. Besides the Officers of Government and their

servants, no person can trade with a foreign country, nor can any of the

inhabitants sell tangan mares without the Deb Raja's permission. All horse*

and blankets are monopolized at a low price by the officer in whose juris-

diction they are produced.

In Bhfitan the grains produced are rice, wheat, dhemsi, barley, mus-

tard, chenna, murwa, and Indian corn. The rice is planted out in Assar,

and ripens in Ashin orthe beginning of Kartik. The other grains are sown

in Kartik and reaped in Jeyt. The sloping sides ofthe hills are cut into

stages, and the rice watered from rivulets which are made to overflow the

different beds successively. All sorts of fruit ripenbetween June and Octo-

ber. The fruits are walnuts, apples, peaches, oranges, pomegranates, chouli,

Junes, melons, &c. There is one mango tree at Punakha and one at An-

S
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dipur, both of which b*ear, but the fruit is bad, and sells for an extravagant

price : it ripens in the month of Ashin or September. There is onejack tree at

Jhargaon and two date trees in all BhutAn. Near Andipur sugar-cane is

cultivated: radishes and turnips are very plentiful :the latter weighs 10 or 12

pounds. The women perform all the agricultural labor except the work of

ploughing.

In Bh6tan there are fiAeen tribes, the chief of which are those of Sha and

\Y
T

aa. The Deb Rajas and also the principal officers of state used alway»

to be ofthese castes ; but the present Deb Raja, on account of his abilities,

obtained that office although a Parab. The tribe of Sha, inhabit the country

about Andipur ; the Waa, that aboutTassisujon and Wakha; the Parab, Para-

gaon
; Shasheb, Tangso ; and the Togab, Togna. Besides these five, which

are the principal tribes, there are the following castes : Gen, Kapi, Thow-

zeb which are all of inferior rank ; they live in the mountains to the

north of Punakha and Tassisujon and are the herdsmen of the chowr-

tailed cattle. The caste of Pcwa sell pan, betle and spirits, and the

women are prostitutes. The caste of Zongsob are all menials or slaves.

Botli these castes live about Tassisujon, Punakha and Andipur, and

no where else. The son of a Bhutca and a Coch parent is called Thep.

The Toto tribe live in Lakhipur, the Dahya in Chamorchi, the Bagbo-

ra, and Ole in Cherang ; the whole of these castes repeat the sacred words

" Om mani peme htou" and revere the Dherma Raja, as an incarnation of.

the Deity. Besides the above, there are Coch, Rajbansi, Moosulmans and

other tribes in the low-lands, all of whom profess their peculiar faith, and

follow its customs without molestation.

The Bhuteas worship images and consider the Dherma Raja as a

God. They will not kill any animal even for food, but will eat carrion, or

w hat has been killed by any other person. They eat the flesh of every

sort of animal except that of the pigeon ; but if any one should eat even

that, he will not lose caste, but will merely be exposed to ridicule. All

classes from boyhood to old age repeat this one mantra " Om mani peme
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h6n." They consider Owanchu as the supreme Deity. Laberem bu-

che, a deity whose image they worship, resembles exactly that of Ram of

the Hindoos. Cheraji resembles Krishna. Dawjitan is the same as

Jagannat'h, but his image was not seen. Amsumem is said to resemble

the Hindoo Chendi; the above are benevolent deities. Gonjulea's image

was not seen : he was said to be malevolent. Besides these there are in-

numerable images, sitting in the posture of a jogi, with four hands

held up. The images of the deities are kept in the apartments of the

Dherma Raja, the Deb Raja, and the Officers of Government. The

people of the country often walk round the buildings containing the

images, repeating the words *« Om mani peme hun." There are also

erected in many places stone walls called Clnitf, of four or five cu-

bits high and indefinite length, upon which the above words are inscribed,

aad the people in like manner walk round them, repeating the same.

They also put up flags with the above words inscribed upon them, and

every person passing the place ought to put up another ; but poor people

merely attach a rag of two or three inches long, and half an inch broad

to the pole of the first flag. The Bhfaeas do not bathe before meals, but re-

peat the words " Om mani peme hun." Four times a month the Gelums

abstain from fish or flesh, viz. on the 8th, 14th, 24th, and 30th of the moon.

Some only observe the fast once a month. The Gelums are forbidden to use

wine, but drink it secretly. The chief maxim of religious faith amongst

the Bh6teas is that of sparing the life of all animals. The fish in

the rivers they do not allow any one to kill ; the lice and fleas that in-

fest their heads and clothes, they catch and throw away ; bugs they treat

in the same manner, and never put any kind of animal to death. The re-

ligion of the Bhuteas assimilates in some points with that of the Hindus ;

they worship the images of the Deities, count their beads at prayers, and

pffer clarified butter to the gods by throwing it on the fire : they also re-

semble in their prejudices against taking away the life of animals, the

same as our byragis, only that the latter refrain from eating the flesh of an

animal, as well as from kdling it. They resemble the Bauddhists in of-

S 3
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fering no bloody sacrifices, and in not bending tbeir heads before the

image of any God, saying that the Deity pervades all nature and conse-

quently their head*, which it is therefore unbecoming to bow before an

image. They eat flesh, drink wine, and make beads of the skulls of men,

in the manner of our sect of Beers. They are not Moosulmans, but

rather approximate in their opinions to theHindus of the above sect, who

have relinquished the observances of caste and diet. The respectable peo-

ple are continually repeating their mantra and performing religious cere-

monies. The image of Labberembuche resembles that of Ram ; his

. countenance is similar, and he holds in his hands a bow and arrow ; the

Bh6tan deity is however made of copper and gilt. There are also many

images of deities with four arms, the manufacture of which is constantly

going pn in the palace, and together with the subsequent ceremonies, occa-

sion the chief expence of the Government. The same sort of articles is

not offered to all of their deities : some are presented with the heads of

dried fish and fermented Uquor ; some receive fruits and rice, while other*

receive tea, and Loo is presented with pOrk, and with the head of an ox,

which is burnt, and the horns put up in front of the house.

When a child is bprn it is first washed with warm water; after that, the

next morning, it is carried to the river and plunged into the water, how-

ever cold the weather may be : there it is kept some time and after that its

mother is bathed and the child wrapped up and carried home. Marriages

are contracts by agreement of the parties, and no ceremonies are observed

at their celebration ; for the most part the husbands live in the houses of

their wives, the latter seldom going to their husband's house. A rich man

may keep as many wives as he can maintain, and when poor, three or four

brothers club together, and keep one wife amongst them. The children

ofsuch a connection call the eldest husband, father, and the others, uncles. It

is not considered as any crime for a man to have connection with any ofhis

female relations except his mother ; but it is looked upon as discreditable

in the case of a sister or daughter. Almost all the women prostitute them-

selves until they are 25 or 30 years of age when they take a husband. Old
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women are frequently united in marriage to boys, in which case the hus-

band usually takes the daughter of his old wife after her demise. If the

husband be much older than his wife, he calls her daughter, and mother, if

much younger. When a person dies, a Gelura is sent for who burns the

body. The bodies of persons dying of the small pox are first buried for

three day?, and if of any other disease, kept in the house for the same period

after death, and then burned. In the case of persons of consequence there

is an assembly of many people, and apparently rejoicing, With much drink-

ing of spirits and feasting. During three days that the body is kept, the

usual allowance of food is placed beside it, and this is the perquisite of

the officiating Gelum. There are two places built with stones, one near

Tassisujon, and another at Punakha, called Tutipa, where all dead bo-

dies are burned. The ashes after incineration are collected, and carried home,

and in the morning they are placed in a brass pot and covered with silk,

and attended by a procession carried to the river, where die contents are

thrown into the water, and the pot and silk presented to the Gelums. At

the same time a part of the wealth of the deceased is given in charity to

the Gelums, and they are fed with rice and tea, and one or more flags with

the mystic words " Om mani peme h6n" inscribed upon them, are put up

at the house of the deceased, as a means of accelerating his regeneration.

In Bhutan lightning does not descend from the clouds as in Bengal, but

rises from earth, this was not actually seen, but the holes in the earth were

inspected, and it is universally reported to be the case by the inhabitants.

In Bhutan it never thunders, nor do the clouds ever appear of a black

color, but merely resemble mist ; the rain which falls is also exceedingly

fine, like our mist. At Andipur and Punakha there is sunshine all the

year, but in other places a thick fog mitigates the ardor of the suns rays

;

which is probably occasioned by the comparative lowness of the situation

of these two places. At Andipur on account of the mountains, the sun is

not seen for the first and last pahars of the day. Snow falls only occasj-

onally at Andipur and Punakha, but every year in the other parts of the

country.

r
i
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The Bhuteaa all live by their own labour, no one depending for support

ityon his relations. They have no objection to any sort of work, except

killing hogs or other animals, which is performed by a person of mean
caste called Phapchemi who is a slave: The chief employments followed

by the men are those of cultivating the ground or keeping shops ; there

are also potters, blacksmiths and carpenters. The potters do not use

the wheel. The blacksmith works like those in Bengal, but the car-

' penter has no saw, and performs all his work with an adze and chisscl.

There are no barbers or washermen, every one performing their offices for

himself.

The Bhfiteas enjoy the revenues of their country by mutual concurrence

in the following manner : They first become Zinkaups or Poes, then

Tumas, then Zumpes under the Pilos or other officers, after that lodus or

Subahs of Papes, after that Zimpe, then Pilo, and at length they may be-

come Deb Raja. The last Deb Raja was in fact originally a Zinkaup. If

a man however possess extraordinary abilities or interest, he may get on

more quickly and become at once a Zimpe from being a Zinkaup. Where

a person gets a good appointment he is not allowed to keep it long, but

at the annual religious festivals frequent removals and appointments take

place. The Deb Raja himself after a time is liable to be thrust out, on

some such a pretence, as that of his having infringed established customs

;

and unless he have either Tongso or Paro Pilo on his side, he must, if re-

quired to do so, resign his place, or risk the result of a civil war : on this

account the Deb Raja strives by removals, and changes at the annual fes-

tivals, to fill the principal offices with persons devoted to his interest. The

Bhuteas are full of fraud and intrigue, and would not scruple to mur-

der their own father or brother to serve their interest ; but what is wonder-

ful, is, that the slaves are most faithful and obedient to their masters, and

are ready to sacrifice their limbs or lives in their service ; while their mas-

ters on the other hand, use them most cruelly, often inflicting upon them,

horrid punishments and frequently mutilating them.

JVo complaints for assaults and slight wounding or adultery are heard,
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If a man catch another in adultery with his wife he may kill him without

scruple, but if under other circumstances, a man kill another, he must pay

126 rupees to theDeb Raja, and something to the other Counsellors and to the

heirs of the deceased. If he cannot pay this sum, he is tied to the dead

hody, and thrown into the river. No distinction is made between what is

called murder and manslaughter in English law. In cases of robbery and

theft, the property of the criminal is seized, and he is confined for six months

or a year, after which he is sold as a slave, and all his relations are liable to

the same punishment. There is no burglary or dakoity in houses in Bhu-

tan, and robberies take place upon the highway ; the ryots having nothing

in their houses for dakoits to carry away.

The practice of the courts is that if a man complains, he can never ob-

tain justice, but he may he subject to a fine if he fails to establish his

claim. If a merchant has a demand against any one, and can by no means

get paid, he can only go to the Deb Raja, or some other judge, and say,

" such a man owes me so much ; pray collect the amount, and use it as your

own." The defendant is then summoned, and if the demand is proved to

be just, the money is realized for the use of the judge, who on the other

hand, if the claim is not established, takes the amount demanded, from the

plaintiff.

Whenever any ryot, or landholder, or servant, has collected a little mo-
ney, the Officer of Government under whose authority they happen to be

placed, finds some plea or other for taking the whole. On this account the

ryots are afraid to put on good clothes, or to eat and drink according to

their inclination, lest they should excite the avarice of their rulers. Not-

withstanding this, the latter leave nothing to the ryots, but the Gelums are

often possessed of wealth, which they collect as charity, and fees of office,

and by trade. Whoever borrows money from a Gelum, considering him
as a revered person, pays back more than he borrowed, and if they com-
plain to the judge, they get the sum lent with interest, if their claim is proved,

and if not, they are not subject to any fine ; the servants of Government are
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also favored in like manner by the courts. In all ways the ryots are har-

rassed ; whatever rice they grow, is taken almost entirely for reveuue by the

Government, and they are also obliged to deliver the grass and straw. Of

wheat they retain a. larger portion, and they do not give to Government any

part of their dhemsi. All the colts that are produced from their mares, and

all the blankets they make, are also taken by the Officers of Government at a

low price. They are also bound to furnish fire-wood, spirits, anil grain for

the Government Officers, and the husks and straw for the cattle, and are fur-

ther obliged to carry all the bales of goods in which the Officers of Govern-

ment trade gratis. For exemption from the last grievance, those who can

afford it, pay something to the Deb Raja, which of course renders it still

more burdensome on those who cannot do the same.

Sal, Saral, Sisu, Gambori and Sida trees are produced in the low-

land, and small hills, for two days journey. On the interior hills, nothing

but fir trees are to be seen : the wood is used for fuel and all other domestic

purposes, and as it is full of resin it also serv es for lamps.
. * >

<

There was formerly no mint in Bhutan, but when the Bh6teas carried

away the late Raja ofCooch Debar, they got hold ofthe dies, with which tfiey

still stamp Narainy rupees. Every new Deb Raja puts a mark upon the

rupees of his coinage, and alters the weight. The Dhenua Raja also coins

rupees, and besides them, no one else is permitted to put their mark upon the

rupee's, but there are mints at Paro, Tangso, and Tagua.

Routefrom Bijni to Andipur in BlMn,

TO the north of Gowal-para lies Bijni, the residence of Ballit Narain.

To the west of Bijni, nine coss, is Bisjora or Birjorra, situated on the con-

fines of the Company's territories, in the purgunnah of Khuntaghat. Half

a coss north of this place the Bh6tan territories commence with the Ze-

miudari of Sidli. Three coss west from Bijni, we crossed the Ayi
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liver, it is about eighty yards broad and fordable except in the rainy season.

To the north-west of Bisjorra lies Sidli, distant six coss, the residence of Sfi-

raj Narain, Raja of that Zemindari. The intermediate country is covered

with long grass, with a few huts here and there, which are not observable until

the traveller is close upon them. The jungle is very high, but there is a track

or footpath as far as Sidli. From Sidli to the Northern hills there is no

road in the rainy season, or from Bysakh to Kartik : in the month of Assin the

jungle begins to be burned, and after this operation has been repeated seve-

ral times, the road is cleared. The passage through this jungle is attended

with innumerable inconveniencies of which the following are some. From
Bijni to the hills, the whole country is covered with a species of reed called

Khagrah, interspersed here and there, with forest trees. Thejungle is of such

height that an elephant or rhinoceros cannot be seen in it when standing up,

and it is so full ofleeches that a person cannot move a hundred yards, without

having his body wherever it has been scratched by thegrass, covered with these

animals ; so that a single person cannot get rid of them without assistance.

In this jungle, when the sun shines, the heat is intolerable, and when the sun

ceases to shine, a person cannot remain in it without a fire, on account ofthe

innumerable m isquitoes and other insects with which it is filled. When the

sun shines they retire, but in the evening and morning, and all night, men and

cattle are tormented by them, and they are only to be dispersed by the smoke

ofa fire. In this jungle there are tygers, bears, elephants, rhinoceroses, buf-

faloes, monkies, wild hogs, deer, &c. but from nine o'clock in the morning un-

til three in the afternoon, they keep in thejungle, and are seldom seen except

in the morning and evening. To the north of Sidli six coss, lies the village of

Bengtolli ; between these places there is nothing but jungle, and at Beug-

tolli there are only four or five families. To the north-west of Bengtolli

lies Thaunah Gendagram. There is here a party of Bhfiteasbut no vil-

lage, nor are there any houses on the road ; the same sort ofjungle continues,

but begins at Bengtolli to be interspersed more thickly with Sal trees. Just

before arriving at Gendagram, wc crossed the new and old Bhur rivers about

c ighty yards broad, and fordable, except in the rains. To the north-west

T
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of Gendagram, six coss, lies the village of Zilimjhar, containing about fif-

teen or twenty families of the Mech caste. The road is a continuedjungle

with trees, and without a single habitation or cultivated spot. The Meches

cultivate rice and cotton, and a space of about a mile in diameter is cleared

around the village. One coss west ofGendagramwe crossed the Champamati

river, about twenty yards broad and exceedingly rapid. It is fordable ex-

cept after heavy rain. To the west of Zilimjhar eight coss lies Kachubari

containing five -or six Bhfitea houses called Changs. There are a few houses

and rice fields at one place on the road. The country is covered with fo-

rests, and the long weeds begin to disappear. As far as Kachubari the

ground is level, but somewhat higher than the intermediate space be-

tween Zilimjhar and Sidli. West of Zilimjhar we passed the Dalpani, a

river of the same description as the Champamati. To the north of

Kachubari, six coss, lies Pakkeehagga which is merely a large stone on

the side of the river. The road leads through a forest of Sal trees and

runs chiefly along the banks of a river : at Pakkeehagga small hills com-

mence ; there are no habitations on the road. One coss north-west of

Kachubari, we crossed the Sarabhanga river. It is about eighty yards

broad and exceedingly rapid but is fordablc except after heavy rain. To

the north of Pakkeehagga, eight coss, is the hill of Bissu-sinh where the

Suba of Cherang resides during the cold weather. There is no village

here nor on the road, which runs over small hills, and through forests of Sal

and other trees. We crossed three small streams on this march without

bridges. To the north-west of Bissu-sinh, sixteen coss, lies Dubleng, where

there is one BhGtea house. There are no villages on the road, but the country

to the west of l)6bleng is inhabited, and furnished us with porters. The

road leads over tothe hill of Kamli-sukka, a very lofty mountain, from which

the Berhampooter and the Garrow hills are distinctly seen; the road is about

a cubit broad, and passable for loaded horses. Therearc no bridges on this day's

route. We started before sunrise and arrived at D6bleng at ten o'clock at

uight ; the hills are bare towards the top, but lower down they are covered

with trees, and a few fir trees begin to be seen on the north-west declivity

of Kamli-sukka. At the bottom of this hill, previously to arriving at
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D6hleng, we crossed a small rivulet* To the west of DGbleng, eight C09S

lies Cheratig, the residence of a Suba during the hot weather. Tlie road

is hilly, but no very high mountains were passed, and it is practicable for

cattle of any description ; there are a few scattered houses on the way.

Cherang is risible from Dubleng, and the houses can be seen in clear

weather without the aid of a glass. After proceeding half a coss from DGb-

leng, we crossed a river over a wooden bridge ; an elephant might pass

this part of the road by going below. After crossing this river, fir trees

begin to prevail, scantily interspersed with other kinds. At Cherang

there is no village, but to the south of it, the country is said to be inhabited.

At Cherang there is a stone-house, inclosed with walls, after the fashion of

the Bhuteas. To the north of Cherang, ten coss, lies Majang, from which

place Cherang is visible without the aid of a glass. The direct distance is

estimated at only three coss, but we were from sunrise to about three in

the afternoon on the way. The road is hilly but passable for cattle all the

way. We crossed one river about half-way by a substantial wooden

bridge. The river was rapid and not fordable, but to the south the bed

was wider and the water shallow. No houses or cultivation were seen on

ibis day's march. At Majang there is a village of about seven or eight fami-

lies, living in houses with earthen walls, the ryuts not being allowed to build

with stone. To the north-east of Majang, nine coss, lies Harassu where

there is only one house, and none on the road. After descending the hill

from Majang, we arrived at the bank of the P6ssu MGssG river, which

runs by Pfinakha and Andipur, and continued not far from its left bank

all the way, as we judged from the noise of the waters when we could not

see it. On this day's march scarcely any trees except firs were seen. Some

of the hills were bare towards the top. The road was the worst we had

hitherto travelled over, running in many places along the sides of precipit-

ous banks. It is barely passable for horses, but there is a road along the

river, by which it is said elephants can proceed. We started from Ma-

jang at sun-rise and arrived at 3 P. M. at Harassu immediately after

crossing a river by a wooden bridge. To the right ofour route there was a

very high mountain. From HarassG north-west, eight coss, lies Kishnyef,

4
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where there is a single Choukidar.' Before arriving at Ki>hnyef, we

crossed a river by a wooden bridge ; the road was entirely destitute of

habitations, but better than that of yesterday and passable for horses or ele-

phants. We started in the rooming and arrived at 2 P. M. From Kishnyei

west, ten coss, lies Jhargaon where there is one house for the Pilo, and some

huts for slaves. On the road we saw no houses or cultivation. The road

is like that of yesterday but there is onevery steep asceut, passable however

for cattle of any description. We started from KitJinyei early iti the morn-

ing and arrived about 5 P. M. at Jhargaon. There is some rice cultivated

at this place. On this day's march we crossed one river on a wooden bridge

and three smaller streams. From Jhargaon west, twelve coss, lies Challa,

where there is a village containing eight of ten families, and an extensive

tract of cultivated land to the south-east. Half-way there i& a small village

and some cultivation. Oar route of this day and yesterday was along the left

bank of the P6ss6 M6ssu river, which comes from P6nukha, but at some

distance from it. Before arriving at Challa, we forded a small river about knee

deep. From Challa north, ten coss, lies Khodakha where the Governor of

Andipur resides during the hot weather. At Khodakha there is a village of

about sixty houses including convents, aud a fort, but there i» little cultiva-

tion, the climate being too cold for rice to come to perfection. From Challa

to Khodakha, the road ascends the greater part of the way, and is crossed by

three streams (believed to be the same,) by wooden bridges. The road was

passable for horses but scarcely for elephants. Khodakha is situated on a

flat space on the banks ofa stream, and at a great height. From an eminence

a little to the west of it Andipur is visible. From Khodakha, ten coss west^

lies the fort of Andipur. After leaving Khodakha and beginning to descend

the hill, Andipur and the river become visible. The road descends all

the way and is very steep and scarcely passable for cattle. Close to An*

dipur we crossed the PGss6 river. At Andipur there is a fort but no village.

It is situated above the confluence of the i*hss(i and M6ss6 rivers : there is

some level ground and cultivation near it, aud villages at no great distance.

i

The route from Andipur to Cooch Behar being already known, the rest

of the journal is omitted.
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On the Black Deer of Bengal.

By Mons. A. DUVAUCEL.

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society,

Sir,

I have the honor to address yon a short dissertation oh the Hip*

pelaphus of Aristotle, which I think 1 have recognized in the great specjes,

wbich bears the name of Black Deer in Bengal.

I shall feel extremely flattered if ray conjecture should appear to the So-

ciety to be well founded, and if they judge these observations worthy their

notice.

I have the honor to be,

Sib,

Your most obedient and humble Servant,

A. DUVAUCEL.
Chanuernagore, March Ut, 1822.

REMARKS ON THE HIPPELAPHUS OF ARISTOTLE.

OF all tbe animals described by the ancients, none ever gave rise to

greater disquisitions among the moderns, than the \mnw*s of Aristotle,

and if with respect to that Deer, I venture to express an opinion contrary
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to that of those learned naturalists who have written on the subject, it is be-

cause I have over them the advantage of having travelled in countries, and

met with species, which they had no opportunity of observing.

" Quin etiaro Hippelaphus satis juba sunimis continet armis, qui a formal

" equi et cervi, quatn habet compositam, notnen accepit, quasi equicervus

" dici meruisset—tenuissimo juba? ordine a capite ad sumraos armos cri-

" nescit. Proprium equicervo villus qui ejus guttuti modo barba; depended

« Gerit cornua utrumque, excepta fesmina—et pedes habet bisulcos.

" Magnitudo equicervi non dissidet a cerro. pignitur apud Arachofas,

" ubi etiam boves sylvestres sunt, qui differunt ab urbanis, quantum inter sui

" urbanos et sylvestres interest. Sunt colore atro, corpore robusto, rictu

" leviter adunco : cornua gerunt resupinatiora. Equicervo cornua sunt

*J
Capreae proxima."

—

Hist. Anim. lib. xi. cap. i. Trans, of Theodore Gaza*

Most of the Mammi/era described by Aristotle, having been found in all

the countries of Europe, it was the more natural to believe this was the

case, also with regard to the Hippelaphus ;
considering also that animals of

this kind generally spread over the whole of a continent, and that moreover

the description given by the Macedonian naturalist, accorded in many res-

pects with one ofthe species most common among us, (Cervus Elaphus, Linn.}

Besides it has been remarked, that the species of Deer were singularly

modified by the nature of the soil on which they lived, and that the same

animal, after quitting barren mountains to inhabit fertile vallies, soon ex-

changed its rugged appearance, lost its hair more or less dark, and even

put off its ensemble, sometimes thick and heavy, to assume forms of more

elegance, colours of lighter hues, aud faculties more exquisite.

It had also been observed that age operated so complete a metamorpho-

sis, that the same individual was not to be recognized when old.
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The common Deer had also been known to wear a short, soft, thin sown

coat, and afterwards it had been seen covered with long, rough, and dark

hair, and even to have on its neck and chin such long hairs as to hear the

appearance of a mane and beard.

It was also well known that numerous local or accidental causes might

alter the horns, either as to their size or their direction, and even the number

of their branches ; and, ever persuaded that Deer claimed no indigenous

country, but lived equally well in all places, it was thought that Aristotle's

description might be either unfaithful or incomplete, rather than allow that

great observer to have described exactly an animal no longer to be found.

Gesner, Caius, and others among the learned have pretended that the
Hippelaphus was no other than the Elk (Cervus Alces Linn.) which in fact

bears some of the characteristic marks indicated by Aristotle. Buffon how-
ever in opposing this error triumphantly, falls into another in considering
the Hippelaphus as a variety of the European Deer. Exleben and Linnams
recognized it in the Deer of the forests of Germany, and, on that account,
called it Cervus Hippelaphus, still considering it as a variety of the *7a~
phus. Monsieur Cuvier himself thought it right to adopt the opinion of his
predecessors, and this idea confirmed by so many respectable authorities,

is so generally received at present, that it will require almost as many years
to destroy, as were requisite to establish it.

And yet it appeared natural to believe in the existence of the Hippela-
phus as a peculiar species, since the Europe Deer very common in Bengal,
nuiRt have been so likewise in those neighbouring countries, visited by Aris-
totle, and that having it in his power often to compare these kinds of ani-
mals, that great naturalist could not have mistaken them. For as to the
peculiarities of a beard and mane, of size and colour, if they were to be
met with in a certain degree in the Europe Deer, there also existed another
character very specific, that of the horns, which Aristotle compares to those
of the Roe-buck, a difference too marked to be considered as a modificati-
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on, and yet a distinction too nice to be made by any one not well practised

in natural history.

But these reflections could not take place amidst the prejudices that re-

garded the Hippelaphus, and if we suggest them now, it is because we

have recently learned that Mons. Cuvier has recognized it in a stuft ani-

mal in England, and because chance ha*; thrown in our way a new Deer,

so similar to the one described by Aristotle, that no doubt can remain of its

being the very same animal, since this species, very numerous in Bengal,

and equally common on the banks of the Indus, must also be easily met

with in the province of the Aracbotas, situate on this side mount Caucasus,

between Persia and India, where Aristotle made his observation, and where,

in fact, there exists a large kind of black Deer which the Persians call

Syah-Ahu.

This animal, which we have repeatedly observed in the mountains of

Sylbet, as well as at Sumatra, and of which two individuals are now existing

in the menagerie at Barrackpore, attains a much larger growth than the

common Deer, being much taller, and differing from it also by its coat

which is of a darker hue, from which it derives in all countries the name

of Black Deer,—Rousso Jtam with the Malays ; Kgla liarin in Bengal.

When two years old, its lower jaw and its neck arc covered with hairs,

long and hard, similar to a mane and beard, though precisely neither the

one, nor the other, since they are not implanted on the chin only, but de-

scend on the sides and under the neck. Consequently the appellation of

mane is no more correct than that of beard, and perhaps Aristotle might be

taxed with a slight negligence, were it not that we may believe him to

have seen the animal at a distance only, or that in default of, the appropri-

ate words, he may have chosen those that conveyed a juster idea ofa lower

jaw and a neck covered with long hair.

The physiognomy (if I may use that expression in English) of the Black
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Deer differs widely from that of ony qtlier, and even gives tp it sometluog

of the appearance of the horse, which added to its size and mane may pos-

sibly have contributed to give it the name of Hippelaphus. Its larger cars,

and its tail better furnished with hair than that of Deer in general, are addi-

tional specific character*, which distinguish it from them, and its horns,

forked at the extremities and with only one antler at the base, are precise-

ly such as arc iudicated by Aristotle, that is, those of a Roe-buck.*

The female differs from the male by the total want of horns, as Aristo-

tle observe*, and by somewhat shorter hair on the neck and inferior jaw,

but even in the absence of this last peculiarity, which dpubtfess is scarcely

perceptible in the younger individuals, it is easily distinguished by the co-

lour of its coat, which is always darker than that of the common Doe.

The Hippelaphus condemned to the same habits with other Deer,

lives in numerous flocks, or in iusulated pairs, according to its age or to

the season of the year. These two epochs, as well as the places frequent-

ed by them, have great influence on their size and colour, as it has been re-

marked on the Ccrvus Elapltns. In countries where food is not abundant,

and where moreover they have to tly from powerful enemies, none are

found, but of a middling size. On the contrary, those who live in countries

where vegetation is rich, and where tygers are not common, attain very

considerable dimensions, and we have seen some in the island of Sumatra

not inferior to the largest horses.

The Hippelaphus is equally to be met with in Java, and it is probably

the same animal indicated by Pennant, and Shaw, under the name of

Great Axis, as an inhabitant of the marshy forests of Borneo.

• We mast remember » very important obscrvatioo of BuflWs with respect to the Latin treoalati-

on of Theodore Gaza, which » that he ha* translated the word ^oxos,-. by C«pr«, in Uc.ofCa-pm.ud

therefore the word Caprev moil he .ub*titutcd to that Gyr», i. e. the h«ra» of the Jte-to* to lb«sc

pi the Goat,

V
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If the preceding remarks and conjectures are well founded, it will re-

sult from them

;

1st. That the Hippelaphus of Aristotle is in reality a peculiar species

very different from the Europe Deer, Cervus Elaphus, with which it has

hitherto been confounded.

2d. That the name of Hippelaphus does not belong to the Deer that is

so called in the Systema Naturee, by Linnaeus, and Gmelin.

3d. That the Hippelaphus is no other than Pennant s Great Axis, which

alone ought hereafter to bear the name of Cervus Hippelaphus.
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V.

An Account, Geographical, Statistical and Historical of

Orissa Proper, or Cuttack.

By A. STIRLING, Esq.

PART I.

General Description, Boundaries Ancient and Modern, Soil, Productions,

Geology, Rivers, Towns, Commerce, Population, Revenues, Political Insti-

tutions and Land Tenure.

THE extent and boundaries of the territory called Orissa, have under-

gone many and essential changes at different periods of its history, and

remain to this day very ill-defined and imperfectly understood. The cor-

responding Puranic division of Utkala Desa or in the vulgar tongue

Utkal K'hand reached on the north to Tumlook and Midnapore, taking

in a portion of Rarha Des in Bengal, and south to the Rasikulia or

Rasikoila Nadi which flows into the sea at Ganjam. On the east it

was bounded by the- ocean and the river Hoogly, and on the west by

S6npur, fiunay, and other dependencies of Sembhelpur and Gon-

dwana. Or Desa, or Oresa, the old original seat of the Or or Odra

tribe, had anciently less extended limits, the Rasikulia river marking its

southern and the Kans Bans which passes near Soro, in latitude about 21°.

10'. N. its northern extreme; but in the progress of migration and con-

quest, the Uria nation carried their name and language over a vast ex-

tent of territory, both on the sea shore and in the hills, including besides

Orissa properly so called, a portion of Bengal and of Telingana. Dur-

u a
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ing the sway of the Princes of the Ganga Vansa line, for a period of near-

ly four centuries, the boundaries of the Raj of Orissa may be stated as fol-

lows, with sufficient accuracy for a general description. North, a line drawn

from the Tribcni or Tirveni ghat above Hoogly, through Bishenpur to the

frontier of Patkum ; east, the river Hoogly and the sea ; south the Goda-

veri or Ganga Godaveri ; and west, a line carried from Sinhbhum to Soue-

pur, skirting Gangpur, Sembhclpur and its dependencies, and thence

through Bast&r to Jayapur, and the Godaveri. Thus in the more prosperous

days of the Orissan monarchy, ahd that too at no very remote period, it

comprised within its limits four of our modern zillahs entire, and portions

of three others, viz. Midnapore, Cuttack, Ganjam, and Vizagapatam, with

parts of the Jungle Mehals, Hoogly, and Uajaniundry, besides a portion

of the hills and woodland country of Gondwana. The degree of autho-

rity exercised by the sovereign power throughout this extensive territory,

fluctuated of course greatly at different periods, depending on ihe per-

sonal character of the reigning Prince, the circumstances of the times,

and the conduct, resources and dispositions of the numerous dependant

Rajas and feudatories, whose principalities or jurisdictions have at all

times formed so remarkable and important a feature in the political

geography of Orissa. Occasionally the conquests of the Gajapati Princes

extended into the more remote parts of Telingana, and even to the Car-

natic, but it appears that they never obtained a firm footing in any ac-

quisitions ; South of the Godaveri and during the last century of their tn-

dependance, their possession even of Rajamendry was much contested and

disturbed by the Bahmini sovereigns of the Decean. One of the first ar-

rangements of the ministers of Akber on annexing Orissa to the DeSvani

of the Mogul empire, was to join Hoogly and its ten dependent Mehals,

to Bengal. The Mogul Snbah of Orissa then comprised the whole coun-

try stretching from Tumlook and Miduapore oh the north, to the fort' of

Rajamendry or Raj Mahendri south, divided into the five Unequally apporti-

oned,* Sircars, called Jellasore, Budruck, Cuttack, Calingu lhlndpat,!| and

»»"' * i

* The three first of these were after Akber s reign subdivided into lesser Sircars, which will be enu-

merated in another place.

-, Dmdptt implies one of the larger territorial divisions under the old Una Raj.
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Rajamundry.
v

The vast range of hilly country bounding the Subah to the

westward, from Bishenpur down to the neighbourhood ofKarronde, Bas-

t&r and Jayapur, Was classed under a separate head in the Revenue ac-

counts of the empire, for reasons which will be subsequently stated,

and was allowed for many years after the Mohammedan conquest, to re-

main entirely under the management of its Native Chiefs, subject either

to the condition of Military service or to the payment of a light quit rent.

Very early after the settlement of the Emperor Akber, if not indeed at the

moment of its formation, the Sircar of Rajamendry and that portion of Ka-

linga Des which lies south of Tikali Raghunat'hpur were dismembered

from Orissa, by the successful encroachments of the Mohammedan Kings

of Golconda, called the Kuttcb Shahis, but of this event, no distinct ac-

count is given in the history of the country. At the opening of Moham-

med Tacki Khan's administration, A. D. 1720, who governed as the

Naib or Deputy of the Nazim of the three provinces, the most authentic

Revenne records exhibit the Subah of Orissa as extending from a place

called Radha Dew al seven coss beyond the town of Midnapore to Ti-

kali* Raghunat'hpur, one of the estates in or near the Mahendra Mali

range of hills in Ganjam, a computed distance of 170 coss, and on the west

from the sea at False Point to the Bermul Pass, reckoned at coss eighty-

five. Before the close of his government its limits had become much re-

duced. The Officers of the Nizam of Hyderabad intriguing with the

powerful Zemindars (Poligars) of theGaujam district, contrived to alienate

from the Province the whole of the country south of the Chilka Lake. On
the Bengal side, views of financial convenience induced the Nawab

Shuja Uddin Mohammed Khan to annex fhe medals included in the

old Jellasore Sircar, as far as the Subanrekha, to the territory immedi-

ately dependent on the Moorshedalrad Government, with the exception

of Pergunnahs Pattaspur, &c. ' It was thus bounded, viz. by the Su-

• Mr. Grant in bis Political Survey of the Northern Sircar* call* this place " Teckaly or Rojro-

naut'hpore tin the sea toast 4.1 miles N. E. from Cicacole, the inheritance of Jupput Deo another de-

scendant of the Royal family of Orissa but more immediately branching from that of Kimedj.';
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banrekha and Pergunnah Pattaspur, &c. north, and by the Chilka Lake

on the south; East, by the ocean, and west by the Bermul Pass, that

Orissa was relinquished to the Berar Mahrattas, by the famous Aliverdi

Khan in 1755-6 A. D. in lieu of the suras which he had stipulated to pay

as Chouth : and it is to this tract, the modern zillah of Cuttack, which may

not inaccurately be called Orissa Proper from its comprising the ancient

original country of the Uria or Odra nation, and from the circumstance

of its retaining amongst the natives of the present day the exclusive appel-

lation of Or Desa or Oresa, that the following description is intended chief-

ly to apply.

The Purans and Upapurans are lavish in their praises of Utkal K'hand,*

the real etymology of which word I apprehend to be, "The famous portion

or country," and not, the famous country of Kala, as rendered by a very high

authority. It is declared to be the favorite abode ofthe Devatas, and to boast

a population composed, more than half, of Brahmins. The work called the

KapilaSanhita, in which Bharadwaja Muni explains to his inquiring pupils,

the origin, history, and claims to sanctity of all the remarkable Khetrs of

Orissa opens with the following panegyric :
•« Of all the regions of the earth

Bharata K'hand, is the most distinguished, and of all the countries of Bha-
rata K'hand, Utkala boasts the highest renown. Its whole extent is one unin-

terrupted Tirt'h (place of pilgrimage.) Its happy inhabitants live secure

of a reception into the world of spirits, and those who even visit it, and
bathe in its sacred rivers, obtain remission of their sins though they may
weigh like mountains. Who shall describe adequately its sacred streams,

its temples, its khetrs, its fragrant flowers and fruits of exquisite flavour,

and all the merits and advantages of a sojourn in such a land. What ne-

cessity indeed can there be for enlargiug in the praises of a region, which
the Devatas themselves delight to inhabit ?" The Panjias or Annalists of

Orissa are fond of relating, that when the famous Sivai Jay Sinh, the Ge-

• Some of the Pundits of Cuttack explain it to mean the region famous in the Caliyuga for its

temples and khetrs.
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neial of Akber, marched with an army into the country in 1580, A. D. he

was struck with amazement at the sight of its sacred river the Mah&nadi,

its vast crowds of Brahmins, its lofty temples of stone, and all the won-

ders of the ancient capital Bhuvaneswar, and exclaimed, " This country is

not a fit subject for conquest, and schemes of human ambition. It belongs

wholly to the Gods, and is one entire Urt'h." He accordingly interfered

little in its affairs and soon returned to Hindustan, leaving a large share of

authority in the hands of its Native Princes.

The Hindus of modern times however, freely admit, that the estimation

in which Orissa is or was held, is to be ascribed entirely to its temples, places

of pilgrimage, and its Brahmanical institutions. At all events, the European

observer will soon discover, that notwithstanding its Puranic celebrity, the

soil of the country is generally poor and unfruitful, all its natural produc-

tions of an inferior quality, and that its inhabitants rank the lowest, in

the scale of moral and intellectual excellence, of any people on this side of

India.

The modern Orissa or Cuttack, comprises, as is well known, an exten-

sive, little explored region, on the west, consisting chiefly of hills and fo-

rests, intersected by many fertile plains and vallies ; and a plain level

country, extending from the foot of that barrier to the sea, evidently of al-

luvial formation, the uniform surface of which is not disturbed by a single

rocky elevation throughout its whole extent—nor docs a single stone occur

between the beds of iron clay lying on the western frontier, and the ocean,

if we except the curious spheroidal concretions of calcareous matter or

limestone nodules which are found very generally dispersed. The province

may be considered as divided both naturally and politically into three re-

gions, distinguished from each other by their climate, general aspect, pro-

ductions and the institutions prevailing on them, viz. 1st. The marshy

wooodland tract which extends along the sea shore, from the neighbour-

hood of the black Pagoda to the Subanrekha varying in breadth from five

miles to twenty : 2ndly. The plain and open country between this and the
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hills, whose breadth on the north is as trifling as ten or fifteen miles, and

never exceeds forty or fifty ; and 3rd. The hill country. The first and

third are known to the natives as the Eastern and Western Rajwarn or

Zemindara, that is, the country occupied by the ancient feudal Chiftftaipts,

Khandaits, Zemindars or Poligars of Orissa; and the second, as the Mu-

gnlbundi or Khaliseh, being that from which the indigenous sovereigns and

the Mogul conquerors of the country, derived the chief part of their land

revenue, and which at present pays a rent to the British Government of

Sicca Rupees 1,204,370; whilst the tribute yielded by the other extensive

portions is fixed in perpetuity at the low sum of Sicca Rupees 1,20,411.-

It will be convenient to describe the soil, productions and geological

formation of the country in the order above noticed.

The first region has much ofthe character ofthe Sunderhans, in its swamps

and marshes, innumerable winding streams .warning with albgators, .U

dense jungles and noxious atmosphere, but wants entirely that grandeur of

forest scenery, which diversities and give, a romantic character to many

l,s of the latter. The broadea, par, of i, is divide., amongst .be Raja, of

Lnha and Kujang, and the Khandaits of Herrispur, Merichpur, Btshen-

pur Golra and other, of less note. The Kill* or Zemmdar, estate of

Xll'ihewisc come, in for a share.. Northward of JUnU the ommuty of

Jungle dimmish up «o the neighbourhood of Balasore, but tbe whole

space is intersected by numberless
nullah, which deposit, and creek, watch

retain, a quantity of fine mud, forming morasses and ..utoksands lugkly

dangerou, to the unwary or uninformed tcavcl.er. The surface of theaho n

fa covered with coarse reedy grass, and hruahwood, valuable as tool to be

.lit manufacturer,. One meet, also wkh much of the .Ibao or 1 aoom* In-

dice Lrspersed with quan*iea of a ..anted dwarf Palm, called Huda.

B^cmeut of the Engli.h Revcnac Oflicef., in con»c«i«cnce

jncluded La thU »UU«ne«t of L«»d
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(Phoenix Paludosa). Generally, where pure sand appears, more especially to

the southward, about the black Pagoda, the surface of it is covered with a

thick net work, formed by the interlaced stalks of a creeping convolvulus,

with bilobate succulent leaves, which are for half the year loaded with

large gay looking flowers of a bright reddish purple. The natives call it

Kynsarilata. A delicate succulent plant with small bright green leaves

growing thickly together (class Tetrandria, order Monogynia) is also very

common, and the summits ofthe sand hills are for the most part crowned with

tufts of the Asclepias Gigantea and a stiff thorny gramineous plant known

by the name of the Gorn Kanta. The prevailing timber is the Sundari

(Query, Helitiera Litoralis, or a species of Stereulia?) Extensive thickets

of the thorny bamboo render travelling impracticable in most parts of Ku-

jang, Ilerispur, &c. except by water. The whole of the jungles abound

with Lpopards, Tygers, and wild Buffaloes, and the rivers at the flowing of

the tide arc perfectly surcharged with large and voracious Alligators of the

most dangerous kind. The climate seems to be hurtful even to the natives,

who are peculiarly subject to two formidable diseases, the Elephantiasis,

and a species of dysentery called the Sul, besides the commoner com-

plaints of fever and ague.

In this wild inhospitable tract however the finest salt of all India is ma-

nufactured, which under the monopoly system, yields annually to the Compa-

ny a net Revenue falling little short of eighteen lacs of Rupees. The pro-

duce, distinguished for its whiteness and purity before it has passed into

the hands of the Merchants, is of the species called Pangah procured by

boiling. The process observed by the Molunghees or manufacturers is rude

and simple to the last degree. The sea- water which is brought up by va-

rious small channels to the neighbourhood of the manufacturing stations

or khalaris, is first mixed up and saturated with a quantity of the salt

earth or efflorescence, which forms on the surface of the low ground all

around, after it has been overflowed by the high ti<les, and which being

scraped off by the Molunghees, is thrown into cylindrical recepta-
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cles of earth having a vent underneath, and a false bottom made of

twigs and straw. The strongly impregnated brine filtering through the

grass, &c. is carried, by a channel dug in the ground, to a spot at hand,

surrounded with an enclosure of mats, in the centre of which a number of

oblong earthern pots, generally about two hundred, are cemented together

by mud into the form of a dome, under which is a fire place or ov en. The
brine is poured into this collection of pots or choolahs, and boiled until a

sufficient degree of evaporation has taken place, when the salt is taken out

as it forms, with iron ladle*, and collected in heaps in the open air. The
heaps are afterwards thatched with reeds, chiefly the Nal (Arundo karka)

and remain in this state until sold, or removed by the Officers of the

Agency.

Occasional patches of rice cultivation are to be met with in this portion

of the Rajwara producing sufficient grain for local consumption, and the

Raja of Kanka exports even a considerable quantity both to Calcutta and

Cuttack. The sea all along the coast yields abundance of fine fish, of which

upwards of sixty-one edible kinds are enumerated, by the natives. Those

most prized by Europeans are the Sole or Banspatti, Tapsiya (Mango

Fish,) Phirki (Pomfret,) Gajkarma (Whiting,) Hika (Sable Fish,) Kharan-

ga or Mullet, a fish called the Bijay Ram something resembling Mackarel,

and the Sal or Salia. The Chilka Lake produces noble Bhekti or Cockup.

The value of the excellent Turtle, Oysters, Crabs, and Prawns, found ofT

False Point, and in other parts, was unknown to the natives prior to their

subjection to the British ride, but they are now of course eagerly sought

after, to supply the stations of Balasore, Cuttack and Juggunnath. The

great season for fishing is in the winter months, from October to February,

whilst the wind and the surf arc moderate. At this time all along the

Northern coast the fishermen go out in parties of from twenty to thirty

each, with large nets, which they set up before the comment-, inent offlood

tide, with the aid of bamboo poles, in the form ofava^t Timm/ . having the

base open towards the shore. As the tide retires • r. ,i-!n>r-i:»n take in

and close up the nearest nets, thus driving the fish into t" : . rxxofthe
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triangle where there is a net placed with a large pouch ready for their re-

ception. The quantity obtained at a haul in this way is often prodigious.

The produce is taken to the neighbouring villages for sale, after reserving a

sufficiency for home consumption, and a large quantity travels far into the

interior, unprepared in any way, which it of course reaches in the last stage

of putridity, but not on that account a bit the less palatable or acceptable

to the nice and scrupulous Hindu.

On emerging from the insalubrious and uninteresting tract just describ-

ed, you arrive at the second and most important division of Cuttack, called

the Mogulbandi or Khaliseh land which is divided into 150 Pergunnahs,
and 2301 Estates of individuals, recorded in the public account of the Bri-

tish Government as Zemindars and Proprietors of the soil. Though this

region be in general highly cultivated, and produces most of the grains and
vegetables common in Bengal, its soil is certainly for the most part of a
poor and unfruitful description. South of the Mahanadi it may be cha-

racterized as generally light and sandy. Beyond that river, and especially

in the neighbourhood of the hills, it acquires a clayey consistency, and ap-

pearance, and is often remarkably white. Often too, for miles together it

has the surface strewed with a thin sprinkling of gravel or limestone con-
cretions called by the natives Gengti. This description of soil extends
nearly to Midnapore. It is generally speaking hungry and unproductive,
particularly near the hills

; and large plains occur, as about Dhamnagher and
Badrak, which are wholly unfit for cultivation, growing nothing but low
stunted brushwood, chiefly the wild Corunda and tufts of the Beua grass.

Rice is the great article of produce, and consequently of food, through-
out Orissa Proper. In the Pergunnahs north of the Byterini it is almost
the aole object of agricultural labor. The grain is in general large and
nutritious but coarse, and is considered far inferior to the av erage produce
of Bengal and Behar. The two great rice crops of Cuttack are called the
Sared and Beali. Of these the first and principal one is sown in May
and June, and reaped from the middle of November to the middle of Ja-
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nuary. The land which grows it rarely yields any second crop. The

second in importance called the Beali is sown about the same time on

the higher lands, and the produce is obtained from the end of August till

the end of September. Afterwards a plentiful crop of the Rubbee grains

is derived from the same fields. There is another less abundant crop called

the Satkia put into the ground in August and September, and reaped in

November, and an inferior description of rice which is sown in low marshy

spots at the opening ofthe cold weather, and by frequent transplantation and

irrigation is rendered fit for cutting, in the following April. The cultivation

ofthe latter sort called Dulo, tikes place chiefly in the Pergunnahs between

KhGrdah, the Chilka Lake and the sea.

In the Northern Pergunnahs the Sared rice cultivation is occasionally

but rarely diversified with a few patches of Sugar-cane, Tobacco, and Pal-

ma Christi, in spots suited to their production. In the Central and South-

ern parts however abundant crops of pulse, millet and vegetable oils are

raised during the cold weather, the chief of which are enumerated below.*

Next to rice, the culture of the Arend or Pahna Christi (Ricinus Commu-

nis) is perhaps the most abundant. The natives undoubtedly use the oil in

their common cookery, mixed with a small quantity of mustard (seed oil,

which latter they prefer for burning as being the most economical. Cotton,

Sugar-cane, and Tobacco are every where common South of the Byterini

but it must be acknowledged that the produce is of a sorry description.

The richer natives will not condescend to use the Desi Tambaku and

the cotton formerly required for the manufacture of the finer fabrics was

nearly all imported from Berar. Good wheat and a small quantity of bar-

ley are grown in Pergunnahs Saibir and Asseresser. There is but little

* Via. M6np, or Pkmieolu* Muug* ; Mwh Kalai, or Phattatus Radiatut ; Chenna, or Lathyru* Apka-

ec ; Khissri, or Latkyrvt Satnut ; Mui6t, OtCinrLruj Arhc, or Cgtitm* Cajtu ; Koltlii, or Deli-

that lifiorui ; Uc-rkUili, (Bert) Pheteelm max. Dhut, (deer A rictinum) ; Kaogni, or Panirtm JlmKewmf

Mak<iand Jmar, Andropoyo* Sorgwm. Bajra (Pahieum Spicatum) ; Marda CEleusina Corooaaa) ; Til

(or Scsamum Oricntalc) ; Sariaha or SiaapU Dicholoma and Pb«ai (Linum luitatiasimum).

Di
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of the Vegetable^ producing materials for dying, cordage, &c. reared in

the district, the Safflower (Carthamus Tinctoria) Pat (Hibiscus Cannabi-

nus) and Kasmira or Sana (Crotolarea Juncea) being the only kinds that

are commonly met with. The culture of the Poppy, Mulberry and Indigo,

is unknown in the plains of Orissa. Nor, what will appear strange, were

the peasantry acquainted with the method of cultivating the Betle vine, un-

til taught by the natives of Bengal some generations back. The Piper Be-

tle now flourishes in the gardens around Purl and in the neighbourhood

of a few Brahmin villages, but the produce can be adequate only to the sup-

ply of a very limited consumption, notwithstanding the assertion of the au-

thor of the work called the Ayeen Acberi or Institutes of Acber, that

" they have a great variety of the Betle leaf in Orissa ." The spots which are

destined for the cultivation of Betle as also of Turmeric, Sugar-cane, &c.

require laborious preparation and the application of a large quantity of

manure, for which latter purpose the oil cake or Pirl made of the refuse

of the sesamum, mustard and other seeds of the same family is generally

used. An occasional sprinkling of rotten straw, cow-dung and ashes is the

only manure expended in the fields which yield the other kinds ofproduce.

Orissa has little to boast of in the produce of its gardens though prais-

ed by Abulfazl for the excellence and abundance of its fruits and flowers.

There is no deficiency however of the humbler kinds of pot herbs, and cu-

curbitaceous plants, with the Hibiscus esculentus, the Solanum Melon-

gena or egg plant, the sweet Potatoe and Lanka Mirch or Capsicum an-

nuura. The native lists likewise comprize most of the ordinary garden

produce of India.* The commoner fruits are as elsewhere, the mango, the

• £acbo(AnnnEscolontum); Mula(Raphanos SatWu»); Karcia (Cleomc Pentapbylla) ; Dhanv*

(Cofiandrum Sativum); Ajwain (Ligaslicum Ajwain); Metthi (Trigonetla Fartium Oraecum) ; Phut

(Cucamon Momordica); Kankur(do Ulili**iu)<i«), Ben Gomugn (Cucun n* Madraspalana) ; PitaTa-

rai (Tricosanthea lobata); Dhuudolo (Luflapcntandra) ; Kalaiu Sax iConvoloulus rcptan») ; Lai

Sag (Amaraothtu gangeiicm); Calm (Momordica muricau ) ; Kala Sbima (Dolicbos Ensiforwoides) ;

8or»a (Anetbuiu Sorva), ttc. fcc.
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Phalsa (Grewia Asiatica), the Jam (Eugenia Jambu), the Guava, Custard

Apple, the Harphaleri(PhyllanthusCheramck\ the Chalta (DUlenia Indi-

ca), the Kendhu (Embryopteris glutinifera), the Pomegranate, the Cashew-

nut, the Jack, the Bel ((Egle Marraelos), the Kath-Bel or Wood Apple (Fe-

ronia Elephantum), and theKharanj (Galedupa Arborea), from whose fruit

an oil is extracted, used for burning by the natives. The Wine palm (Boras-

sus Flabelliformis), and the Khajur (Phamix Sylvestris), abound in parti-

cular quarters. One rarely meets with the Cocoanut and Supari except

in the neighbourhood of Brahmin villages, though they would thrive every

where well in Cuttack, more especially the former. In all times Cuttack

has been famous for its abundant produce of the fragrant Keora or Ketaca

(Pandanus Odoratissimus). It grows every where wild, and is much used,

jointly with several kinds of Euphorbia and Mimosa, for making hedge rowa^
The fruit borne in quantities by the female plant has much of the rich and
tempting appearance of the Pine Apple, but on trial the inside proves to be
hard, stringy, and tasteless. Its pith is used when boiled, as an article of
food by the poorest classes, but seems to be little prized even by them. An
intoxicating spirit is distilled however from the strongly scented flowers of

the male plant, to which the lower orders have no aversion.

The surface of the Mogulbandi is in most parts south of the Kans Bans

embellished ami diversified with fine shadowy groves of Mangos, dense

thickets ofBamboo, and the most magnificent Banyan trees. The better

cultivated gardens are loaded with Jessamines, Sambacks, Marigolds, Bau-

hinias, the Hibiscus, Rosa Sinensis, Michelia Champaca, &c. About the

huts of the natives we generally find in great quantities the Hyperanthera.

Morunga, Melia azadirachta and Sempervirens, iEschynomene Sesban, and
grandiflora, the Bombax Heptapbyllum, Nauclca orientalis, &c. with the

usual proportion of plantains.

That the inferior quality and limited growth of many of the most valu-

able products of agriculture in Orissa, are owing in a great degree to some-

thing unfavorable in the soil and climate, is clearly evinced by the indif.
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ferent success attending the efforts of the European Residents in garden-

ing. Much however must he ascribed to the general poverty, ignorance and

want ofenterprize of its peasantry and agriculturists. No one can enter the

enclosures of the S&san* or villages held at a light quit rent by colonies of a

particular class of Brahmins, wiihort being instantly struck with the wido

difference, which their precincts exhibit, as contrasted with the aspect of

ordinary Uria Mouza. The higher description ofcultivation which prevails

on those lands, the superior value of their produce, and the flourishing

groves and gardens which extend all around, evince what may be effected

by intelligent industry, secured in the enjoyment of an adequate return and

undisputed proprietary possession, even in this little favored soil and climate.

It is in such situations only and in the neighbourhood of some of the well

endowed temples, that the eye of the botanist is gratified by the presence

of those graceful trees and plants, which constitute the chief ornament of

the Indian Flora, such as the Nagacesara (Mesua Ferrea), the Moulsari

(Mimusops Elengi\ the Joncsia Asoca, the Ochna Squarrosa, the Sultan

Champa or Calophyllum Inophyllum, the Jarool (Lagerstrcemia Flos Re-

ginee), and the finer kinds of Ixora, interspersed with Cocoa and Areca nut

trees, and plantations of the betle vine, turmeric and ginger. The Sasan

Brahmins indeed are the only cultivators or land proprietors of Orissa who

manifest any symptoms of a disposition to improve their system of agricul-

ture, or to raise any plant or produce beyond what the wants of nature ab-

solutely demand.

The Domestic Animals of the Mogulbandi do not rank higher in the

scale of excellence than the produce of its soil. The horned cattle, sheep

and goats area miserable diminutive breed. A few fine buffaloes are

domesticated on the eastern frontier << . the sake of their milk, but they

are not at all used as beasts of burtl

There is little game to be met opting grey partridges, hares,

snipes, jungle fowl and ducks 01 s, and that little is difficult

to be got at from the nature ot ti.. • v districts in India perhaps
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possess fewer attractions for the sportsman. The mention of the wild ani-

mals will more properly come under the description of the hill portion of

the district.

The third region to be described is that of the hills which bound the

Mogulbandi to the westward from the Chilka Lake to the Subanrckha. A
few groups extend into the plains, as at Derpen, Aletngir, Khurdah,

Limbai, &c. and in the latitude of about 21° 20' N. the hills take adirec-

tion considerably to the eastward for some mil es, then turning north they

compress the B lasore Chucklah of the Mogulbandi within very narrow

limits. The distance between the high land and the sea is no where more

than from sixty to seventy miles. At fialasore a group of fine rocky hills

project boldly forth, to within sixteen or eighteen miles of the shores of

the bay, which were known to the old navigators as the Nelligreen (IVilgi-

ri) mountains, and between Ganjam and the Lake a low ridge appears ac-

tually to run out into the sea, though in reality separated from its waters

by a wide sandy beach, The whole of this region, reaching west as far as

Sonepur, Gondwana and its dependencies, in breadth probably nearly a

hundred miles, and from Sinhbhum adjoining Midnapore, north, to Gum-
ser in Ganjam south, a distance of certainly not less than two hundred

miles, is parcelled out amongst sixteen Khetri or Khandait Zemindars,

vt\\o have been recognized by the British Government as tributary Rajas.

Along the feet of the hdls extends a chain of twelve more Khundaitis held

by a similar class, some of whom pay a light tribute, but are subject to the

British laws and regulations, whilst others have been assessed at the

ordinary rate. Their estates or feudal jurisdictions are entered in the

revenue accounts, under the Mogul designation of Killah* or castle. The

greater killahs within the hills, are subdivided again into a vast number

of dependant Gerhs or estates, which are held by hereditary officers, called

• The original meaning of Kill* wu a fort or strong place on a hill or noontaio. tbongh in latter

times it h*. beooroe applied *o all kind* of places of defence. The data of estate* here referred to

alarav s comprised »ome strong hold, difficult of acccs*, and more or teas fortified. The term property

designating the principal residence of the chief, gradually became applied to his whole country la
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Khandaits, Dalbehras, Naiks or Bh6nias subordinate to the chief Zemin-

dar.

The hills visible from the low country between the Brahmani river

and Ganjam, are chiefly a granite formation remarkable for its resemblance

to sandstone, and for its containing vast quantities* of imperfectly formed

garnets disseminated throughout, with veins of steatite considerably indu-

rated. They occur generally in irregular scattered groups, having peaked

and waving summits, which seem to cross each other at all angles ; or in

isolated conical and wedge-shaped hills wholly disconnected at their bases,

and are all covered with vegetation to the very top. The greatest height Of

those seen from the Mogulbandi m*y be about 2,000 feet. Their ordinary

elevation varies from 300 feet to 1200 feet. Ranges occur further in the in-

terior of greater loftiness and regularity, but 1 believe that an extended,

continuous chain of mountains is no where to be met with in the Rajwara

of Oiissa. The prevailing colour of the principal rock is rdd. As far as my
observation goes it never occurs stratified. Its texture often approaches to

slaty, and from its generally decomposing and decomposed aspect, the

quantity of red spots which it contains, being the ill-formed garnets above

noticed, and the frequent veins of red and white steatite intersecting it, it

presents altogether a most remarkable appearance. The same rock I ap-

prehend extends throughout the Northern Circars and far into the heart of

the Deccan.

The rock most abounding in this division of the district next to the

granite, is that singular substance called Iron Clay by Jainieson, and Late-

rite by Dr. Buchanan. It lies in beds ofconsiderable depth on the feet ofthe

granite bills, often advancing out for a distance of ten or fifteen miles into the
»

* HaviSjtetijdjed an opportunity of submitting an extensive collection of Cattaek specimens to

the examination of Mr. H. Voysey, Snrgeon and Geologist to Col. Lambton's survey, I am enabled by
his assistance to express royseir with some confidence in the little which I have to offer regarding
the mineralogy of the province.

W
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plains, where it forms gently swelling rocky elevations, but never rises intor

hills ; sometimes it is disposed in the manner of flat terraces of considerable

dimensions which look as if they had been constructed with much labour

and skill. The composition and aspect of the Cuttack iron clay are very

remarkable, from the innumerable pores and amygdaloidal cavities which it

contains, filled with white and yellow lithomarge, and from the quantities of

iron ore pebbles and fragments ofquartz imbedded in it. By far the most in-

teresting circumstance however connected with it is, its complete and inti-

mate mixture with the granite, which has been traced in several instances,

and specimens of which are in my possession, exhibiting the one rock en-

tirely invested by the other, though it is not easy to pronounce which is the

inclosing substance. We have here an instance of a rock ofthe Werne-

rian newest Floetz trap formation, resting upon the oldest primitive rock and

in actual junction with it. The granite, at the place where the specimens'

were principally collected, appears to burst through an immense bed of the

laterite, rising abruptly at a considerable angle. Numerous broken frag-

ments are strewed all around the line ofjunction, and in some specimens the

two rocks are so mixed together as to form a sort of coarse breccia or ra-

ther conglomerate.

South of the Mah&nadi, in the country of Kh6rda afew isolated hills

of white and variegated sandstone occur, curiously interspersed among the

granitic ones. An indurated white lithomarge is found in company with

them from which the natives prepare a white wash to ornament their houses.

In the estates of Keonjher, Nilgiri, and Moherbenj, which constitute

the northernmost portion of the hilly division of the Cuttack province, the

half decomposed granite above described passes into fine white granite and

gneiss rocks containing micaceous hornblende as a constituent part, ma-

ny of which, as I am informed, differ little in composition and general ap-

pearance from specimens collected on the highest accessible summits of

tlie Himalaya mountains. The whole of the region now adverted to, fur-

nishes a great variety of interesting and valuable mineral productions, and
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is well worthy of attentive exploration by a Geologist qualified to describe

•adequately its most striking features and peculiarities. The granitic rocks

•are here highly indurated and denuded of vegetatiou, and present a bold

and varied outline with frequent sharp peaks and abrupt craggy faces. They

are moreover in many parts curiously intersected by trap veins, which seem

to consist chiefly of green stone approaching often to Basalt and Horn-

blende rock. In company with these rocks, Talc slate, Mica slate, and

Chlorite shist passing into serpentine and pot stone, are found in great abun-

dance. Several of the Chlorites are scarcely distinguishable from the latter

mineral, and are much used under the general denomination of Mugni, for

the manufacture of culinary vessels, idols, and sculptured slabs which de-

corate the temples and finer edifices of the Uriahs. The granites and

gneiss rocks being too hard for the tools of thequarriers in this quarter, and

the shtsts, with the exception of the Chlorite, not being of a description

applicable to any useful purposes, the natives have adopted a very summa-

ry and comprehensive Geologioal classification. They stile the 'Mugni,

karma, or useful, and all other rocks they banish into the class of Alcanna,

or useless, concerning the situation and history of which they are as pro-

vokingly indifferent as they are ignorant. Besides the substances above

enumerated, a variety of Corundum, or Conoid, is found in the Nilgiri hills,

called by the quarriers Site Dhdr, which as the name implies, is used for

sharpening their tools ; also steatite, and Meerschaum in the state of a re-

jnarkably pure white powder, occur abundantly in Keonjher. The natives

know no use for the latter substance, except to form the tika or streaks

which particular classes draw on their foreheads.

Iron is abundantly diffused throughout the whole of the Cuttsck hills, in

the state chiefly of Pisiform iron ore, earthy red ditto, and Ochry red iron-

stone. It is smelted principally in the estates of DhenkanAI, Angol and

Moherbenj. Some of the rivers of Dhenkanal and Keonjher are said to

have golden sands, but the report wants confirmation, and I have not been

able to ascertain the existence of any metal except iron in this province.
w a
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The only limestones ofthe province, are the calcareous nodules which oc-

cur abundantly in beds and nests, both within the hills and in the open

country adjoining them, consisting of a ball of tolerably pure limestone

enveloped in a yellowish coating of indurated marl.

The hill estates vary much in the proportion of arable land which they

contain, but, in most, a considerable quantity of rice is grown, and a few of

the rubbee grains. In patches of jungle which have been recently cleared,

and on the slopes of some of the minor hills, the Jowar and Bajeraandthe

Mandia or Raggee (Eleusine Corocana) thrive with great luxuriance. Mo-

herbenj, Beramba, Dhenkanal, and Keonjher, grow a small quantity of In-

digo, and on the latter estate the Poppy even is cultivated. Keonjher dur-

ing the late expedition against the Coles, was found to be for nearly one

hundred miles, an open cultivated country only occasionally interrupted

by ridges of hills and patches ofjungle. Generally speaking, however, the

land fit for tillage bears a very trifling proportion to the vast extent of

rocks, hills, beds of torrents, and forests which occupy this region.

The woods of the interior produce abundance of fine timber, as the Sal-,

.
Piyasal (Buchanania Latifolia), Garoh&r (Gmelina Arborea), &c. and, more

rarely, the Sis6 (Dalbergia Sissoo). A few teak trees are found in Der-

palla, but that valuable timber does not form forests nearer than the banks

of the Tel Nadi which flows into the Mahanadi at Sonepur. The Sal

trees of Angol, Dhenkanal, and Moherbenj, are particularly sought af-

ter from their size. They are tfaid to form forests ofgreat depth and grandeur,

throughout a large proportion of the hitter estate. Good Oranges and Man-

gos are produced in many of the hill estates.* The Mango tree occurs

frequently both solitary and in groves, in situations where it is obviously

growing wild, and the natives are fond of ascribing the existence of this

* • I am not aware upon what authority Mr. Hamilton has stated that the Orangt riot* is found

in the Caltack hilts and the tree called Jtutool, [Query, Jtool, the beautiful Logerstiuciuia Flos Ite-
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highly esteemed fruit, under such circumstances, to the benevolence or ca-

price of the Deotas.

The trees seldom attain to a large height or luxuriant growth in the

decomposed soil covering the Granitic hills, which border the Mogulbandi,

or in the woods that stretch along their bases. The jungles in the latter

situation abound to a remarkable degree with trees and plants yielding

drugs and medicinal articles, or at least fruits esteemed such by the natives,

as the Terminalia Chebula, and Belerica (Harira and Bahara,) Vangueria

Spinosa (Mayan phal), Strychnos nux vomica (Kuchila), Cassia Fistula

(Amaltas), Phyllanthus Emblica (Aonla), Mimosa Khadira (Khayar), Chi-

rounjiaSapida, Sapindus Saponaria, Spondias Mangifera, Seraecarpus Ana-

card inm (Bhila), Karanj or Galedupa Arborea, &c. The following trees like-

wise very commonly occur, viz. Asin (Pentaptera tomentosa,) Geringa a

species of Pterospermum, Lodh, (query, Phyllanthus Longifolius ?) Patali

(Bignonia Suaveolens), besides the steady companions of all Indian sylvan

scenery, the Tamarind, Mango, Bamboo, Bur and Peepul (Ficus Indica

and Religiosa). The produce of the above is collected by the wild inhabit-

ants of the jungles for sale in the Cuttack market, by which traffic chiefly

they gain a livelihood. A gigantic climbing Bauhinia forms a very conspicu-

ous object in these woods, which I suspect to be the Bauhinia Racemosa
described by Dr. Wallich in the 12th volume of the Asiatic Researches. The
name given by the natives is Siahrf. The leaves are much used for thatch-

ing their miserable huts, and the fibres of the bark serve to bind down the

thatch, and tomake mats; The fruit is a huge legume ofa wooden consistency,

containing from four to six round flat seeds, which have asweetish pleasant taste

not unlike the flavour of almonds, and are eaten with great reliah by the hill

people. Amongst the underwood one observes, in great quantities, several spe-

cies of Mimosas, Euphorbias, and Justicias, the Jatropha Cnrcas, Capparis

trifoliata, a Cassia with a pale yellow flower, the wild Comuda which at

most times of the year is loaded with delicate white blossoms, the Snmalfi

(Vitex trifoliata,) Asclepias Gigantea, a white Ixora, and a vast number of..
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,4-liorny shrub*, which probably have never yet been honored with a place and

name in any system of botany. It is remarkable that the natives have aname
for almost every plant, however humble or devoid of beauty, which may

,ai i»e pet Imps from the circumstance of their consuming the wild berries and

fruits, to a very great extent, in aid of their limited means of subsistence.

The Calamus liotang, or ground Gane, is every where common, and seems

.in many parts to form a govt of Nucleus, about which the other brushwood

and jungle collects in sinall patches. During the hot months and the rains

,the rich and gaudy flowers of the Capparis trifobata,* called by the natives

Barun, and the scarlet blossoms of the Palas (Butea frondosa,) interspersed

w ith quantities of the Gloriosa superba, which grows quite wild, lend an

air of splendour and gaiety even to these cheerless and uninviting tracts of

jungle. In the cold weather they receive another. brilliant tipge of colour-

jug from a parasitical plant the Loranthus Bicolor, of scarlet and yellow

hue, which covers the larger trees in great profusion, and from the young

floral leaves as well as the inflorescence of a soft of creeper, the Combretum

Decandrum, which ascends and overhangs the whole woods in large whitish

masses, distinguishable by the contrast of their hue from a considerable dis-

tance. Amongst the bulbous, mpnandrous, and gramineous plants, which

bedeck or clothe the surface of the ground, a species of Pancratium, the wild

turmeric, and the Andropogon aciculatura and muricatum occur most fre-

quently. In the pools and marshes, water-lilies of all colours, and also the

true Lotus, sacred Bean Lily or Nelmnbiutn speciosum, are found in abun-

dance.

•The vegetable dies procured from the hills, are chiefly the Bacam or Sap-

pan wood, the Aal or Acho (Morinda citrifoliaj the culture of which is little

attended to in the plains, and the flowers of the Butea frondosa.
•

* Th«re are two species of the Capparis ip this district, or perhaps they are only varieties

of the Capparis Trifoliate. The one grows as a straggling shrub, and has a remarkably rich and

beautiful blossom, the petals pf which are, when y»ang, pale green, afterwards yellow, and the stami-

na of a bright purple hue. The other rises to the height of a small tree. The leaves of the latter grow in

threes, exactly answering to the specific character, and the flower is pretty, bnt less superb, than that

•if the «rst mentioned sort. The natives distinguish them by the appellations of Arun and fUr**
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Lakh, Tesser or wild silk, wax, honey, and Dhdna or Indian pitch, are reck*

oned the most-valuable articles of forest produce or Bankar, and are pro-

curable in great quantities on nearly every hill estate. The Cocoons ofthe wild

silk, are much larger than those of the real worm, and are found generally

attached to the leav es of a tree called the Asm (Pentaptcra tomentosa.)

The woods which skirt the western frontier of Cuttack, as well as the fo-

rests of the interior, are filled witli wild animals, such as Tygers, Leopards.

Panthers, Hyenas, Bears, Buffaloes, Deer, Antelopes, Hogs, the wild Dog

called Balia orSata Rohini, the Ghorangaan animal resembling the Nilgaor

and the wild Ox denominated here the Gayal, a ferocious beast of immense

size with a noble pair of horns, which has been well described in the 8th vo-

lume of tl/e Asiatic Researches. Wild Elephants infested thejungles of Mo-

hcrbenj and did great injury to the surrounding country, until a year or two

back, when the Raja aftfer having failed in every other attempt, hit upon the

following method of getting rid of them. By the advice of a scientific byra-

gi or religious mendicant, he caused a qaantity of some mineral poison

(Mohri) to be mixed up in balls of rice such as are usually given to tame

Elephants, which were strewed about in the places chiefly haunted by

the wild animals. The bait took effect ; a great number of the Elephants

were destroyed by the poison ; it is said that upwards of eighty dead car-

cases were found, the rest decamped in alarm, and have since 1 understand

made their appearance in the jungles of another quarter. From the incon-

siderable size of the herds which frequented Moherbenj, it seems highly

probable that the Elephant is not indigenous to the province, and it is said

that the breed had its origin in the escape of some of the tame animals from :

their keepers in former ages.

1 am too ignorant of the subject to attempt to speak of the Ornithology

of the Cuttack province. Of all the feathered tribe that I have seen in the

district, I have been most struck with the Dhanesa or Indian Bueeros, which

is found in large flocks inKburda, and is there called the Kuchila-khaT or

Kuchila- eater from the circumstance of its delighting to feed on the fruit
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of the Strychnos nux vomica. The bird has a most singular appearance,

particularly when flying, with its long neck stretched out horizontally, and

the huge protuberance rising from the upper mandible of the bill distinctly

visible from agreat distance. This protuberance or horn, in the Khurda spe-

cies, measures often seven inches from base to peak, and about two and a<

half in height from the upper mandible. The flesh is much prized by the

natives, who consider it a sovereign remedy for the rheumatic pains called

Sat, and is often kept prepared in a particular way, with spices, for four or

five years. The loud screaming and chattering noise which announce always

the presence of the Indian horn bill, well entitle it to its place in the Lin-

naean order Pica.

The province of Cuttack is watered by innumerable streams, which swell

into rivers of magnitude during the rains, but. few of them have any current

throughout the year. I shall mention only the principal rivers, as it would

he tedious and endless to attempt an enumeration of the almost countless.,

ramifications, which strike off from the larger channels about the centre of

the Mogulbandi, and assumes new and independent appellations. The chief

Stream in name, importance, length of course, and the associations connect-

ed with it by popular superstition, is the Mahanadi, which is said to rise near

Bastar, and after passing Sembelpur and Sonepur, (at which latter place it

receives the waters of the Tel Nadi) it enters the Mogulbandi division at the

station of Cuttack, where it throws off its principal arm the Cajori inclining

to the southward, and another on the north-east face of the town called the

Ber&pa. Afterwards pursuing an easterly course verging to south, it sends

off to the northward another large river called the Chittextola, and numerous

smaller arms, until at Paradip, it divides into two or three considerable

branches, and empties itself by two principal mouths into the sea a little*

south of False point, having completed a course ofmore than 500 miles. The

breadth of this river at Sembelpur, 160 miles distant from Cuttack, is nearly a

mile during the rains, and opposite to the town ofCuttack its bed measures

full two miles across. After this, the main channel narrows very considera-

bly. It deposits universally a coarse sand (intermixed with numerous frag-
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roents of different coloured -quartz and scales of Mica) destructive of

course to the fertility of any land on which it may be carried by inundation,

and its bottom is singularly irregular and uneven. During the rains the Ma-

hanadi may be navigated as far nearly as Ryepur distant Cully 300 miles

from the point of confluence with the sea, though the passage is rendered

difficult in the higher parts by rocks. A great portion of the bed however is

dry for five or six months of the year, and it is fordable from January to

June, even at the town of Cuttack.

- a

The principal channel of the Cajori terminates in the Alankar which.
;

is deep and narrow, and pursues a singularly tortuous course until it is lost a-

midst a variety of smaller ramifications. About half way between Cuttack

and the sea, the Cujorf sepds oft' a large branch which after dividing, doub-

ling upon itself, and again branching out in indescribable intricacies, enters

the sea at last in a broad channel about forty miles north of the Black Pago-

da, under the name of the Deb Nadi. Another large stream leaves the above

opposite to Cuttack, and subsequently divides into three principal rivers,

.

the Blmrgabi, Daya, and Kusbhadra which flow south inclining a little

to the East. The latter enters the sea between the Black Pagoda and Poo-

ree. The two former uniting again into one stream, discharge their waters

into the Chilka lake (as do other branches of the Bh&rgabi) called by various

names at different stages of their course, and finally the Harchandi, All

these deposit coarse sand like the parent stream.

Next to the MalUinadi, the Brahraani and the Byterini are the most

important rivers of the district. The former, soon after entering the Mo-
*

gulbandi, throws off a branch called' the Karsua which equals either in

size. All the three, after frequently dividing and branching off, unite with,

the Berupa (before mentioned as an arm of the Mahauadi) at different

points of their courses, and flow into the Mah6nadi itr two or throe large

channels forming the Kanka Island or Delta near Point Palmyras. Some

of these rivers deposit a portion of fertilizing mud near tho mouth, as well

»8 much, coarse sand.
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To the northward of the above, the Solandi, Kans Bans, Burabalan

g

itnd the Subanrekha, are all respectable rivers, more especially the two

latter. They deposit near their mouths a considerable quantity of fine mud
as well as sand.

The whole of the Mogulbandi between the Chilka lake and the Brahma-
ni river, is peculiarly subject to inundation from its proximity to the hills,

and the astonishing rapidity with which the torrents descend in the rains;

the strange conformation of the channels ofsome of the principal rivers, which
are very broad within the hills, but divide soon after leaving them into a
number of narrow streams; and also from the practice which has existed from

very old times ofusing embankments. As an instance ofrapid rise, it deserves

to be recorded that, during the heavy rains of 1817, the waters of the Ca-

jorf rose in one night a height of eighteen feet, as ascertained by careful

measurement. This immense volume of water, which was then perhaps one
and a half mile in breadth by thirty or forty feet depth, over-topped the
general level of the town and station by a height of nearly six feet, and was
only restrained from overwhelming them, by a solid embankment faced

with stone and supported by buttresses, the work of former governments.

The defence alluded to, however, called the revetment, has yielded in pla-

ces within the memory of man, and the consequences were ofcourse most
tremendous. The Cuttack rivers are generally swollen to an extreme height

about three times during each rainy season, and at such periods the crops

and villages in many portions of the district, are exposed to imminent ha-

zard. To guard against the evil as much as practicable, embankments have

been always maintained by government, at a large expense. Such works

are indispensibly necessary in the state to which things have been brought,

but they obviously only aggravate the evil in the long run, and sometimes

occasion direct mischief, by being injudiciously constructed to suit the

interests of particular parties, without a due advertence to the general wel-

fare. The embankments or bunds are solid mounds of earth well sloped

and turfed on either side, the principal ones measuring from forty to fifty

and sixty feet in breadth, and eight to sixteen in height. The havoc occa-
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stoned by the bursting of one of these large bunds is generally most seri-

ous. The torrent rushes through with a frightful roar and velocity, tearing

up trees by the roots, prostrating houses, and washing clean away every

trace of the labours of the peasantry. The devastations of the flood too

are in general more permanently commemorated, by a deposit of coarse

sand, which renders the soil in the neighbourhood of the breach unfit for

tillage for years afterwards.

The Chilka lake forms too material a feature in the geography of

Proper, to be passed over unnoticed in this paper. The general opinion of

Europeans, on a casual inspection, has been that it was formed by an irruption

of the ocean, and it is worthy ofremark that the native histories record the oc-

currenceofsuchan event, about the beginning ofthe third century ofthcChris-

tian *ra, to which they universally ascribe the formation ofthe Chilka. It is

separated from the sea for many miles by a long narrow strip of sand, sel-

dom more than three hundred yards in breadth, and discharges its waters by

an outfall, which bus been lately excavated about a mile north of Manikpa-

tam, the old one having become nearly choked up with sand. Its form is

very irregular, the greatest diameters measuring from N. E. to S. W. thirty-

five, and from E. by N. to W. by S. eighteen miles. To the southward, it i»

divided into numerous narrow channels by large inhabited islands, and

for a long way it can scarcely be distinguished from the channel of the

Harchandi, which flows into it. The general depth is about four or five

feet, greatest depth six feet ; and it is considered to be rapidly filling up

from the sand and mud brought into it by the Day£, Bhargabi, and vari-

ous smaller streams, which empty their waters into that basin/ The Per-

gunnahs Rahang, Seraen, Chowbiskftd, Killahs Roreng, Kokla, Khurda,

and the Jagir of Kerar Mohammed, encircle or touch its shores for nearly

two-thirds of the whole circumference. On the Ganjam side the hill estates

of Calicote and Paltir occupy the remaining interval. The lake is valu-

able to the Company for the salt which it yields, called Karkach, obtained

l»y solar evaporation, of which nearly two lacs of mands are obtained
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annuallv on
^

the Jagi
r
of Kerar Mohammed

, and to the inhabitants of it.

7 ,y ^ fisher^ the Produce of which when dried, form* a consider-
ahlearncle of export. On the Cuttack sideits shores are flat, marshy, and
dest.tute of p.cturesque beauty, but the opposite banks from Ban! to

TheTm 'Iku T7?
°f 3 VCry romantic and *****

rheh.JlsofKhurda.Gu^er, and Calicote, are seen extending along the-hole of the south western face in irregular chains and groups of moder-
ate elevat.on, some of which jut into the lake, forming low rocky points or
promontories. The Chilka itself, north of Palur, expands into a mastic
sheet of water, interspersed with a few rocky Wands, and enlivened by
boats e.ther sailing along before the wind, or forced on by punting with
bamboo poles called laggis, or stationary for the purpose, of fishing.
If the vis.tor ,« curious enough to approach these islands, he will be struck
with then- singular conformation. They consist antirely of huge rounded
blocks of a highly indurated porphyria granite, containing large crystals
of felspar, on which the hammer will scarcely make any impression, tossed
and ptled on each other in the wildest confusion, and exhibiting every symp-
tom of violent convulsion and disturbance. Some of the masses are ar-

ranged in the form of fortresses with huge round bastion*, and others pre-
sent much the appearance of some grand edifice of ancient days, in ruins.
A scanty soil which has formed on their summit, by what process one can-
not readdy conceive, gives nourishment to a few peepul tree,, mimosa,,
euphorbias, and gramineous plants. They are the resort of numerous
acp.at.c birds, chiefly of the Saras kind, who enjoy exclusive and undis-
turbed possession, except when roused occasionally by the approach of a
chance visitor.

Towm. The only collections ofhouses which deserve the name ofTowns in Oris-
sa Proper are, Cuttack, Balasore, and Jagannath. Jajpur, though a place
of great sanctity in the estimation of the Hindus, and the site of an anci-
ent capital, is merely a large village. The more important Kesbehs, or
head Villages of Pergunnahs are, Badrak, Soro, Kendrapari, Asserajsar,

Haribarpore, and Pipley, but these are of small size, and Aearly all the
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rest 6fthe Cuttack Mouzahs are mere hamlets, ifwe except the villages of

the Sasan Brahmins. The country of Rajwara does riot, 1 believe, con*

tain a single respectable Village.

The extent, appearance and population of the Town of Cuttack, are not

unsuitable to its rank as the capital of a large province. Its situation on

a.tongue of land or peninsula, near the bifurcation of the Mahanadi, is

commanding both in a political and commercial point ofview, though these

advantages have been in some degree counterbalanced, by the outlay kt-

enrred in defending it by stone revetments, from the encroachment 6f the

rivers which wash two of its sides. The hilly country of Rajwara seen

from its environs furnishes a pleasing and picturesque prospect.

•

The real etymology of the word Cuttack is Kalak signifying in Sanscrit a

royal residence, or seat ofempire. It was one of the five Kataks, or Capitals

of Gangeswara Deo, the second prince of the Gang Bans line, and is still

distinguished by the natives as KatakBiranasi or Benares, by which name-

also it is mentioned in Ferishteh'n History of Bengal, and in the Ayin Ac-

beri. The denomination Biranasi, however, has been in latter times confined

mostly to a village, or Patna, which stands near the point ofseparation Ofthe

Mahanndi and Cajori rivers, about four miles distant from the town..

Authorities vary as to the date of the foundation of Katak Biranasi, but

there seems good reason to think that it became a capital city as early as

the end of the tenth century, during the reign of the Kesari princes. Chow-

dwar, Jajpur, and Pipley, divided with it at different periods, the honor

and advantage of accommodating the Hindu court of Orissa.

The only monument of the Gajpati Rajas which their ancient capi-

tal exhibits, is the fortress of Barabati, built probably in the 14th cen-i

tury by Raja Anang Bh'im Deo. Some ascribe its erection to Telinga

Mukund Deo, the last of the independant sovereigns of Orissa, and others

refer it back to a period as early as the times of the Kesari dynasty.

However that point may stand, its square sloping towers or bastions, tfnd
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general style, bespeak clearly a Hindu origin. The Mohammedan or

Marhatta governors added a round bastion at the N. W. angle, and con-

structed the great arched gateway in the eastern face, which alterations are

alluded to iu a Persian inscription, giving for the date of the repairs -and

additions, according to the rules of the Abjed,* the fourth year ofthe reign

3f Ahmed Shah or A. D. 1750. The fort has double walls built of stone, the

inner of which enclose a rectangular area measuring 2150 by 1800 feet.

The entrance lies through a grand gateway on the east, flanked by two lofty

square towers, having the sides inclining inwards, from the base to the sum-

mit. A noble ditch faced with masonry surrounds the whole, measuring in

the broadest part two hundred and twenty feet across. From the centre

of the fort rises a huge square bastion or cavalier supporting a flag staff.

This feature, combined with the loftiness ofthe battlements on the river face,

give to the edifice an imposing, castellated appearance, so much so that the

whole when seen from the opposite bank of the Mahanadi, presented to

the imagination of Mr. La Motte, who travelled through the province iu

1767 A. D. some resemblance to the west side of Windsor Castle. No

traces of the famous palace of Raja Mukand Deo nine stories in height,

mentioned in the Ayin Acberi, are to be found within the walls of fort

Barabati, but the fragments of sculptured cornices, &c. which have been

dug up at different times, and more especially a massive candelabra, or

pillar furnished with branches for holding lights, formed of the fine grey in-

durated chlorite or pot stone, are probably the remains of some large and

splendid edifice.

The only Mohammedan monuments worthy of notice at the capital, are

a small neat mosque built by Ikram Khan, a governor during Arangzeb's

reign, towards the centre ,of the town, and the Kadam Rasool, an antique

looking edifice standing in the midst of a fine garden, which contains certain

reliques of the prophet commissioned from Mecca by the Newab Nazim

Shfijaa fid Din Khan, or lib son Mahommed Taki Khan, the latter of

* TJk luaet arc m foflows: fl>* sAJl*J
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whom lies buried within the enclosure. The Mogul and Marhatta Suba-

dars always resided in the palace of the Lai Bagh on the banks of the Ca-

jorl, which we must suppose to be the " Stately Court of Malcandy,"

(whatever that word may mean,) described by Mr. Cartwrightwho visited the

" Governor of Coteke" in 1032, though there are no traces ofsplendour re-

maining to warrant the high wrought description of the palace, given in

Button's narration.

The Town of Cuttack contains a population of about 40,000 souls, resid-

ing in 6,512 houses, exclusive of cantonments, amongst which are several

fine mansions of stone that belonged formerly to the Gosain and Parwar
merchants, who engrossed all the trade and principal official employments
of the province under the Marhattas. It is divided into a number of Mehal-
las and Bazars, named after the Sirdars who founded, or the trades or classes

residing principally in them, as the Tatar Khan, AH Shah, Uria, Telinga,
&c. Bazar. The Chandni Chouk is a fine broad street, consisting of
neat stone houses disposed with much regularity, but owes ils respecta-
ble appearance chiefly to European interference. There is of course no
deficiency of small modern temples in and about the town, amongst which
that dedicated to Sita Ram is the most conspicuous both in size and form

;

and from its existence having been officially recognized by the British Re-
gulations, vide Section XXX. Regulation XII. 1805.

Balasore, distant about 105 miles from Cuttack, is a large .togglin- town
containing several small brick houses inhabited by merchants, vho carry
on an inconsiderable traffic with Calcutta. Its situation is extremely un-
favourable, on a low dreary plain, deformed by numerous unsightly rid-
es and ant hills, near the muddy banks of the Bura Balang, and it is con-
sidered in consequence unhealthy during the rainy season. The number
of inhabitants does not exceed 10,000. Balasore is nevertheless the prin-
cipal port of the district, and is provided with dry docks on the banks of
the nver, to which sloops, drawingnot more than fourteen feet water ran be
floated during the spring tides. It is frequented chiefly by three descrip-
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lions of country crafty viz. MahJive vessels, the boats employed in trans,

porting Company's $alt to the presidency, and a class of sloops builti

at Cpntai and Hidgelly called Holas, which conic in great numbers during

the cold weather to carry off rice to. Calcutta.

*

The importance formerly attached to this station, in the infancy of the

commerce between the western hemisphere and Bengal, is attested by the re-

mains ofthe factories of four European nations, English, French, Danish, and

Butch. Traces of a Portuguese establishment are also to be observed, in the

ruin& of a small Boman Catholic Chapel within the town, having a wooden

cross over the principal doorway. The Dutch seem to have been settled

here prior to 1000 A. D. ; at least that date is discoverable on two curious

monumental pyramids of masonry, which rise near the factory. We know

that the English formed their first Bengal establishment at Pipley on the

Subanrekha iq 1040 A. D. and the date 1684 A. D. is to be observed on a

tomb in the English burying-ground at the place. The magnitude of the

Company's establishment here, may be estimated from the number of large

obelisks and obituary columns still standing in the burying-ground, erected

to the memory of our predecessors who ended their days in this remote

corner. The English had likewise a fine country house surrounded with

gardens, at a place called Balramgerhi near the sea, the remains of which

may still be seen, and will always be viewed with interest from its having

afforded a temporary shelter to several of the Company's servants, when

Calcutta was captured by the armies ofSeraj 6d Dowlah in 1750 A. D.

The trade of the place was important formerly, from the Sannahs and fine

Muslins manufactured there, and likewise at Badrak and Soro, the de-

mand for which has now almost entirely ceased. The drugs awl dies im-

ported from the hills, may have constituted also a considerable article of

export. Bala-iore however, doubtless, derived its principal consequence

as the site of a factory, from its convenience for carrying on a commerce

with Bengal Proper, before permission had been obtained to establish set-

tlements within that province itself.
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The town of Puri Jagannath owes its size and importance entirely to

its connection with the temple. It contains 5711 houses. Every span of

it is holy ground, and the whole of the land is held free ofrent,"on the tenure

of performing certain services, in and about the temple. The principal

street is composed almost entirely of the religious establishments called

Mat hs, built of masonry, having low pillared verandas in front, and plantati-

ons of trees interspersed. Being very wide, with the temple rising majesti-

cally at the southern end, it presents by no means an unpicturesque appear-

ance, but the tilth and stench, the swarms of religious mendicants and other

nauseous objects, which offend one's senses in every part of the town, quite

dispel any illusion which the scene might otherwise possess. Fine luxu-

riant gardens and groves enclose the town on the land side, and produce

the best fruit in the province. The stately and beautiful Callophyllum

]nophyllum, called by Dr. Ainslie the Alexandriau Laurel, grows here

in great abundance, and the Cashew-nut thrives with peculiar luxuriance.

The environs exhibit some fine tanks, as the lndra Daman, Chandan,

Miirkandeswar Talao, &c. which are supposed to be very ancient ; and the

inquisitive stranger who may be disposed to explore amidst the sand hills

situated between the sea and the S. W. face of the town, will find many

ancient and curious looking religious edifices, nearly overwhelmed with

sand, to excite and reward attention.

The climate of Jagann&th, is the most agreeable and salubrious probably

in all India, during the hot months from March to July. At this season the

south-west monsoon blows from the sea in a steady and refreshing breeze,

which seldom fails until the approach of the rains, and every door and

window is thrown open to court its entrance. A visit to Jagannath has in

some cases proved as beneficial to the European const itution, as a sea voyage.

The Manufactures and Trade of Orissa Proper are very inconsiderable Manafoc-

and unimportant. A sufliciency of the coarser cloths is made for the use of
t^rc,,

the inhabitants, in all parts of the district. The Calicoes of Balasore, Soro,

Y
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Badrak, Janjipur and Uariharpur, were once much prized and sought

after under the name of Sannahs, but the demand for the finer fabrics of

that description having long since greatly declined, the quantity now ma-

nufactured is very trifling. At Piply Niur a good sort of quilt is made.

The province must certainly, a century or two since, have afforded some

encouragement to the resort of European traders, as besides the large es-

tablishment at Balasore, the English had inferior factories or kothis at the

town of Cuttack itself, and at Hariharpur, a village between that station

and the sea. At present the whole value of the exports and imports, which

pay duty, is only Sa. Rs. 2,97,285, and the customs and transit duties collect-

ed at the several small ports and inland chokies from the Subanrekha to

the Dhamra river, do not exceed Sa. Its. 30,000 per annum. The exports

liable to duty are as follows :—Piece goods, bees wax, iron, kut'h (the in-

spissated juice of the khayar or mimosa chadira,) oil, lac, stone plates, sal

timber, congni wood, kurbeli, shurbeli and petty articles.

A considerable exportation of rice takes place from the several small ports

along the coast to Calcutta. The horned cattle and swine of the district also

are carried out in large herds for the supply of the presidency market. The

quantity of salt now transported from the district by private individuals, in

the course of legal and open traffic, docs not perhaps exceed 20,000 maunds

annually ; but formerly salt was an important article of export by way of the

great road leading along the Mahanadi to Sembclpur and Berar, and

likewise by that of the Bamangati pass in Moherbanj, more than three

lacs of maunds being exported annually. The dried fish and prawns of the

Chilka lake may be noticed as an article of traffic, between the inhabit-

ants of the hills, and those of the low country in that quarter.

Piece goods, silk, good tobacco, and every thing in the shape of a luxury,

are imported from the adjoining districts of Bengal, and a small supply of

couris, cocoanuts, coral, and dried fish is obtained from the few Maldive

vessels, which resort annually to Balasore and Dhamra, to take on board

cargoes of rice and earthen pots.
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. The four great tribes into which the Hindu part of the population is CmU m
divided, are of course the same in Orissa as elsewhere, and have the same SSJ***"

origin ascribed to them. The ordinary casts and professions of the pro-

vince are known by the name of the thirty-six Palhaks " Chattis Pat-

hetic," the individuals composing which arc all either Sudras, or of what is

called the " Sankara Verna," that is, a mixed impure race, proceeding from

the promiscuous intercourse of some of the four tribes in the first instance,

and again from their commerce with the descendants of such a connec-

tion, or the indiscriminate cohabitation of those descendants amongst

one another. Pathak signifies literally a learner, it being the duty of the

whole of these casts cither to perform service to the three higher tribes,

or if they cannot gain a livelihood in that way, to learn the various arts

and trades which are useful to Society.

Of the Utcala Brahmins, I shall speak more particularlyVlow. The

proper, genuine Khetris, are I believe considered to be extinct, and those

who represent them are by the learned held to be only S6dras. There

are eight classes or families who claim to represent the military and re-

gal tribe, known by the affixes or titles, of Dhir, Dhal^ Towang, Mai,

Bhanj, Ra'i, Rawat, and Khandait. The only professions of the pure

Vaisya or Byse tribe, in Cuttack, are the two classes of Baniyas called the

Gandha Baniya or druggist, and Swcrna Baniya or money changer. The

following are considered apparently genuine Sudras, viz. The Gowala

(Gopa) milkman ; Bhandari (napita) barber ; Gowria (Gourakara) vender

of sugar ; the Chasa (Krishakara) or husbandman ; and the Talica or seller

of .Areca nut. The designation of Or or Odra is applied as it were par
excellence to the class of husbandmen, who are commonly called Or Cha-

sa. Such of that tribe as perform the duties of Paiks in the hills, and of

sirdar village watchmen in the plains, are called Or Paik and Or Khandait.

i

i

The first set of the mixed caste or (Sankara Verna) springing from inter-

marriage of original tribes, chiefly Byse and Soodcr, and which with excep-
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tion to the two last, rank next below the pure Sudra, is composed as fol-

lows, viz.

Ooria Sanscrit. Occupations.

Mali, Malacara, Gardener.

Lobar, Karmakarn, Iron smith.

Sankari, Sanc'hacara, Worker in shells.

lanti, Tantravaya, Weaver.

Kumuar, Cumbhacara, Potter.

Kansdrf, Cansacara, SBrazier or rather worker
I in bell metal.

Barhai, Sutraefira, Carpenter.

Chitrkar, Chitracara, Painter.

Sonar, Swernacara, Goldsmith.

Kewat, Caiverta, Fisherman.

Bed, Vaidya, Physician.

Maintf, Caraifa, The Writer or Secretary cl:

Bawarf, Berbera, or Berber, Labourers.

Chaudal, Chandala,
{performs the lowest an<

X most degrading offices

The last mentioned, the Chandal, is described to be the offspring of a

S&dra father and Brahmin mother, and is considered here as elsewhere, to

be the most degraded of the human species. Some make the founders of

the first nine trades to have sprung from Viswakarma by a S6dra woman

;

and the physician they derive from the cohabitation of the god Aswini-

kutnar with a Brahmin female. The Patlsariya or stone cutter and Kutwya

or sawyer are likewise introduced into some enumerations, as forming se-

parate trades, of the same origiu with the carpenter and iron smith.

A second set is derived from the promiscuous intercourse of the above

caste with each other, and are as follows

:
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Ooryt, Bftnsetit. Occupations.

Teli 1 1 1 **f\A JlllCil, Oilman.

Tiiir, Tivara, Fisherman.

Gharaar, Charmacara, Leather dresser.

Sundi, Sundika, Wine seller.

Dhobi. Rajaka, Washerman.

Magora, Vyadhi, Huntsman.

Naik, Jyotishi, Astrologer.

Shewala, Madhuka, 5 Confe ctioner and toddy
(. seller.

Ltom, JJomoua, Matmaker.

Palra, ratucara, Cloth seller and weaver.

Tula BhauiaM Hill &S|J(*LI_lCJ, Tula Bhpdara. Cntfmi liratiH*

ivancua, uauaa t asiKa, Village watchman.

Lime maker.

Pandra or Pan Cane maker.

Sbiputi, Taylor.

BaldiaTcli, >

Chiria Mar,
|

1

Perform the lowest offices.

Biodhani,
\

Hari,

In some lists, the Rupacara or maker of gods, appears among3t the miff-

ed classes, as the follower of a separate trade, but I cannot learn how he

ranks, compared with others of the degraded class. The Patra or cloth

sell** and weaver, branches out into the following subdivisions, viz. Sakuli.

Pangatti, Hansi, Matia, Askti, Gola, Sara, Bona; and the fisherman as

follows, Rnrhi, Khatwa, JTewwlea, Kariiya, Gokha and Panua. The three

tribes called Dom, Pan, and Hari, furnish the village musicians. They

are teimed in Sanscrit Aivtavasi, or Uiose who live in the most abject slate.

The remaining eavte arc the wild tribes of the hills, called Kolc, Kband

and Sour by the-Oorias, and in Sanscrit M Pvtittda' (a word siguif>i: g

mlechcha and barbarian) who scarcely belong to the great Hindu family.
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The Odra or Utcala Brahmins, are one of the ten original races of Saca

Dwipa Brahmanas, taking their names from the countries which they in-

habit, viz. Gaura, Saraswati, Canyacuhja or Gannouj, Mait'hila, Utcala,

Tailanga, Carnata, Maharashtra, aiul Dravira. Their duties are said to be

Yajana, Adhyayan, and Dan, or sacrificing, reading the Vedas, and giving

alms ; and their regular means of subsistence Yfijan, Adhyapan and Pra-

tigraha, or officiating at sacrifices, teaching the Vedas, and receiving cha-

rity. If tliey cannot gain au adequate livelihood by the regular modes, they

may eat at a feast in the house of a Sfidra, or receive charity from one of

that class ; also they may cut firewood from the hills and jungles, and sell

it. Should these resources fail, they may, after fasting for three days, steal

a little rice from the house of a Brahmin or any other, in order that the

king hearing of their distress by this means, may assign something for their

maintenance. Should all these expedients prove insufficient, they may en-

gage in the duties of the Cshatriya and Vaisya, but as soon as Ihey have

collected a little property, they must repent and return to their original oc-

cupations. The Brahmins who confine themselves to the six duties and

employments above noticed, are of course the most honoured and es-

teemed.. Inferior Brahmins are those called Devalaca, and Grama Ya-

jaka, who attend the village gods, and perform funeral obsequies for hire.

There is another class known commonly in Orissa by the name of Mahas-

t'han or Mastan Brahmins, who form a very considerable and important

class of the rural population. Besides cultivating with their own hands,

gardens of the kachu (Arum Indicum), cocoanut, and Areca, and the pi-

per beetle or pan, they very frequently follow the plough, from which cir-

cumstance they are called Halia Brahmins, and they are found every where

in great numbers in the situation of Moqeddems and Serberakars, or

hereditary renters of villages. Those who handle the plough glory in their

occupation, and affect to despise the Bed or Veda Brahmins, who live upon

alms. Though held in no estimation whatever by the pious Hindu, and

although not free from some of the vices of the Brahmin character, viz. au-

dacity, stubbornness and mendacity, they are unquestionably the most en-

terprizing, intelligent, and industrious of all the Company's ryots or rent-;
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ere of malguzari land, in Orissa. Their moral and intellectual worth

indeed, seems to rise exactly in proportion to their emancipation from those

shackles of prejudice and superstitious observances, which narrow the

minds, and debase the natures of tlie higher and orthodox class. I have

not been able to trace satisfactorily the origin and history of these Mastan
Brahmins, who I am informed resemble exactly the cultivating Brahmins of

Tirhoot and Behar, but the point is one well worthy of investigation.

, . •- •

The Oorias as a nation are justly described by Abul Fazl to be very

effeminate, that is they are extremely deficient in manly spirit, their figures

are slight and delicate, and the costume of the males has little to diatin- pi2? of,ho

guish it from that of the females, except the different manner of wearing

the cloth fastened about the loins. They are moreover equally ignorant

and stupid. Orissa might be termed the Bojotia of India, with reference to

the intellectual dullness of its inhabitants, as compared with the people

of any other province. A striking proof of the estimation in which their

capacity has been ever held, is the fact, that in all ages and under all go-

vernments since the downfal of the Orissan monarchy, the principal officiaf

employments throughout the province have been engrossed by foreign-'

ers--by Bengalees, north, and Telingas, south of the Chilka Lake—owing I

really believe in a great measure to the difficulty of selecting from its in-

digenous population, persons properly qualified for trusts of difficulty and

importance. The mass of the people are little prone to the commission of

crimes of a daring and heinous character, as might be inferred from the fe*

miuine spirit above ascribed to them ; but they are well versed in all the

arts oflow cunning, dissimulation, and subterfuge, and the love of intrigue

forms a prominent feature iu their character, however clumsy many of their

attempts to mislead or circumvent. Their manuers are sufficiently dissolute,

a failing not to be wondered at considering the obscene character, and im-

pure symbols, of the demoralizing religion which they profess. In justice

however to the bulk of the agricultural population it must be said that the

ryots of Cuttack are extremely industrious, though they work with little

spirit or intelligence, and altogether the Oorias of the plains, whatever
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iheir faults, are Certainly the most mild, quiet, inoffensive, and easily ma-

uaged people in the Company's provinces. They furnish too a valuable

class of servants known as the Balasore bearers, in whom the virtues of fi-

delity and honesty (according to their own conception of those qualities)

arc conspicuous.

Portion of The inhabitants of the hills, and of the jungles on the sea shore, differ
tlie lulJ eono- °
Uit>

' chiefly from the population of the Mogalbandi, in that they are more shy,

sullen, inhospitable, and uncivilized than the latter. Their chiefs, the Khan-

daits or ancient Zemindars of Orissa, who claim to represent the regal and

military class, are grossly stupid, barbarous, debauched, tyrannical, and

slaves of the most grovelling superstition. Whatever the cause of the de-

gradation ascribed to them in a very curious passage of the Institutes of

Menu, if subjection to Brahmins could redeem their lost dignity, they have.

Jong since entitled themselves to the recovery of their station amidst the

four great classes of the Hindn nation. The passage above alluded to is this,

" The following races of Cshatriyas by their omission of holy rites, and by

" seeing no Brahmins, have gradually sunk amongst men to the lowest of

" the four classes, viz. Paundracas, Odras* and Draviras, Cambojas, Ya-

«« vanaa and Sakas
; Paradas, Pahlavas, Chinas, Ciratas, Deradas, and

" Chasas." The Paiks or landed militia of the Itaj wara, combine with the

most profound barbarism, and the blindest devotion to the will of their

ctiiefe, a ferocity and unquietness of disposition, which have ever rendered

them an important and formidable class of the population of the province.

They comprehend all casts and classes, chiefly perhaps the Chasaor culti-

vating tribe ; occasionally individuals ofthe lowest casts are found amongst

them, as Kandras, Pans and Bowaris (Sanscriticfe Berber or Barbarians :)

and the fashion has often prevailed of adopting into their order some of

the more savage inhabitants of the remote hills, called Kands, as also

even Mussulmans and Telingas. It is well known that they are paid by

service lands, which they cultivate with their own hands in time of peace,

• Ooriai.
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subject to Hie performance of military and rude police duties whenever

called upon by their chiefs. Abulfazl states the number of Paiks or zemin-

dari militia (in the original, Sipah-i-zemindari) liable to be required for the

service of the state according to the conditions of the tenure of the zemin-

dars, at about 1,55,000 for the present districts of Cuttack and Midnapore,

which probably formed but a small part of the entire force maintained by

those chiefs. The Paiks of this part of the country are divided into three

ranks distinguished by names taken from their occupations, or the weapons

which they use chiefly, viz.

1st. The Pahris, who carry a large shield made of wood covered with

hides and strengthened by knobs and circles ofiron, and the long straight

national sword of Orissa, called the khanda. They are stationed chiefly

as guards.

2nd. The Banna, who use the matchlock principally now (in lieu of

their old missile weapons), but have besides a small shield and sword.

It was their duty to take the field principally and go on distant expeditions.

8rdly. The Dhenkiyas who are armed with bows and arrows, and a sword,

and perform all sorts of duties.

The war dress of the Paiks consists, or did consist, of a cap and vest

made of the skin of the tyger or leopard ; a sort of chain armour for the

body and thighs ; and a girdle formed of the tail of some wild animal. Be-

sides the terror inspired by these unusual habiliments, they farther height-

ened the ferocity of their appearance by staining their limbs with yellow

clay, and their countenances with vermillion, thus exhibiting altoge-

ther as savage and fantastic an air, as one can well conceive to invest the

national army of any country or people. However wild and motley their

appearance and composition, they certainly did not fight badly, when en-

couraged at least by the proximity of their jungles, since we find them con-

z
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stantly sustaining the m ost bloody battles with the Mogals, and it may be

doubted whether they were not superior to any infantry which the Berar

Marhattas ever brought into the field during their government ofthe pro-

vince.

Exclusive of the regular Ooria population of the Brahminical persuasion,

there are three remarkable races inhabiting the hilly region (noticed above

under the general designation of Pulinda or barbarous mountaineers) which

merit a separate description in this place, I mean the Coles, Kands and

Sours. They are quite distinct, the two former at least, in language, fea-

tures, manners, and religion from the Hindus of the plains, and the sup-

posi tion seems plausible that their ancestors may have been the aborigi-

nal inhabitants of the country, prior to the arrival of the Brahmin colonists

from the north who now possess India. No such tradition or belief bow-

ever exists in the province. These three tribes should perhaps be consi-

dered merely as branches of the same original stock, but as the offsets, if

such they are, are found under different names and circumstances in differ-

ent parts of the province, it will be convenient to mention them separately.

The Coles are divided into thirteen different tribes, viz. Kol, Lurka-kol,

Chowang, Sarvanti, Dhurowa, Bahuri, BhGnian or BhGmiah, Khan-

dwal, Santal, Sour, Bhftmij, Batholi and Amavat. Their original coun-

try is said to be Kolant Des, which the natives describe as a hilly tract

lying between Moherbanj, Sinhbhum, Jynt, Bonye, Keonjher and Dal-

bbum. They have however for many years gained possession of parts

of Chota Nagpore, Jaspur, Tymar, Patcura and particularly of

Sinhbhdm ; their encroachments upon Moherbanj have been felt as seri-

ous ; some tribes (the BhGniahs) are found settled in the back parts of

Nilgiri, and from their restless disposition and constant endeavours to

extend their possessions, they have proved troublesome neighbours even

to the powerful Keonjher Raja. The Coles are a hardy and athletic race,

black and ill favored in their countenances, ignorant and savage to

the last degree, but their bouses, built entirely of wood, are said to exhibit
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a considerable degree of neatness and comfort, and they carry on a very ex-

tensive cultivation. Their arms are the bow and arrow, and a small iron

battle-axe called Tangi, in the use of which they display much spirit and

dexterity. This people own none of the Hindu divinities, and indeed

seem scarcely to have any system of religious belief whatever, but four

things are held by them in high veneration, the Sahajna tree (Hyperan-

thera Morunga,) paddy, oil expressed from the mustard seed, and the dog.

Jn all their contracts and negociations, the leaf of the former is always in-

troduced, and they rub each other with oil which is considered to give so-

lemnity to the proceeding. They have also a curious method of striking

a bargain or concluding a pacification, which will not fail to remind the

classical reader of the origin of the word stipulation. J allude to the cir-

cumstance of their breaking a straw (stipula) between the disputants, a

practice which always foll.ows or precedes the final adjustment of any com-

pact. The Coles are passionately fond of fermented liquors, and eat all

kinds of flesh and grain, as well as various roots which grow spontaneously

in their jungles called the Buenjkarba, Charroika, Tauka, Pacbali, Pani

Alu, Massia and Mankachu. The flesh of the hog is particularly prized

by them, so much so that every hpuse of the Coles almost is said to havp

the appendage of a piggery. They are governed chiefly by numerous

petty sirdars, or heads of villages, called IVJanki and Munda, but acknowr

ledge allegiance, and in some cases pay tribute, to the hill zemindars in

whose countries they are settled.

The Kands are found in great numbers in all the hill estates south of

tiie Mahanadi. They form the principal part of the population of Kil-

lah Ranpur which has thence been called the Kandreh Dandpat. The

natives also have the idea of a district situated between Daspalla, Boad,

and GGrasir, inhabited entirely by this tribe of hill people which they

call Kandra. I believe that the vast unexplored tracts of mountain and

forest lying at the back of the Ganjam and Vizagapatam hill estates, down

as iar m the Godaveri, are peopled chiefly by Kands in a very savage
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state, who diflbr little probably from their neighbours the Gonds, though

Captain Blunt observes on the authority of the Jaghirdar of MalGd and

Manickpatam, (vide Journal of his route from Chunar to Yertnagoodiiro),

that the Coands and Goands are to be considered quite distinct races.*

The Souos are found chiefly in the jungles of KMrda, from Ban pur

to Cuttack, and in the woods of Atgerh, Daljora, &c. which skirt the foot

of the hills for some way to the northward of the Mahanadi. They are

in general a harmless, peaceable race, but so entirely destitute of all moral

sense, that they will as readily and unscrupulously deprive a human being

of life, as any wild beast of the woods, at the orders of a chief, or for the

most trifling remuneration. Thus during the insurrection which prevailed

in Khtirda, they were the agents employed to carry into execution most

of the schemes of revenge planned by its instigators, whenever helpless in-

dividuals were to be the sacrifice, and the quantity of blood shed by the

hands of these ignorant savages without motive or remorse, during the

above period of anarchy and disorder, is almost incredible. In ordinary

times they are considered very useful both by the zemindars and villagers,

in clearing the jungles and providing fuel which are their chief means of

gaining a subsistence. They likewise collect the produce of the woods, and

dispose of large quantities to the druggists and fruit sellers, in the neigh-

bouring bazars. They are distinguishable from the other natives ofthe pro-

vince, by their inferiority of stature, mean appearance, and jet black co-

lour, as well as by an axe for cutting wood, the symbol of their profession,

which they always carry in their hand. Their language little resembles that

* The passage is as followi :
M Hiring afterwards heard of a people who in the northern Sircar*

are called Coandt (Kanda) and whose depredations Into those provinces are attended with similar

«cts of oraclty, I naturally conceived them to be the sane tribe, but in a conversation with Kunal

Mahommed, the officer in charge of tbe Marbatla Pergunnah of Maniokpatam, and who appeared to

be well acquainted with tbe different tribes of mountaineers subject to the Berar government, he in-

formed me tbat these arc a different race from the Goanda. Tbe latter be said are mncb larger men,

and bad in many instances been made good subjects, bat tbe Co.nd. are inferior (o statart and so

wild, that etrery attempt which sad been made to cirilise them had proved ineffecttul."
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spoken by the Oorias, and is scarcely intelligible to any but themselves.

They arc said toworship certain rude forms ofDevi and Mahadeo orratherthe

Hindus so interpret the adoration paid by them to a few natural objects, as

stumps of trees, masses ofstone, or clefts in rocks, in which an impure ima-

gination may discern some resemblance to the human organs of generation.

Some are fixed in small villages called Sour Sais ; others lead a migra-

tory sort of life, clearing annually spots in the jungle, where they erect

huts of sticks, leaves, and grass, and sow different sorts of grain of the Millet

kind, as the Jooar, Bajereh, Makye, Mandea, &c. which sprout up with ex-

traordinary luxuriance in such situations. They will eat almost any kind

of food, whether animal Or vegetable. A great part of their subsistence

4s derived from the roots and produce of the jungles. The flowers of the

Madhdka (Bassia latifolia), and the Keora,* yield them an intoxicating

diquor; in lieu of rice they consume the seed of the bamboo, a very heat*

ing and indigestible food ; the wild yams, arums, and other roots furnish

e nutritious, and not unwholesome substitute for bread ; and for a desert

they have the wild mangoe, the fruit of the Bela every where abundant,

and the seeds of the Bauhinia racemosa, served up on the large ribbed leaf

of the Ravya (apparently a species of Dillenia), which answers the purpos-

es of a dish.

The author of the work called the Kholaset uj Towarikh, places in the

neighbourhood of Orissa, the country called the Triys or Stri Raj, where

females (not amazons) exercise the powers ofgovernment, and have the up-

per hand in society, and in the management of all affairs. As the fable of

the existence of such a country in this part of India seems to be a purely

gratuitous invention of the Mahommedau writers, and is not supported eir

ther by the histories or the current belief of the natives of the province, 1

shall not here stop to inquire into its meaning and origin.

The language of the Or or Odra nation is a tolerably pure Bhasha (dia-

lect) of the Sanscrit, resembling closely the Bengali, but far remote ap-

* PumIuhm odorfttiMimo*.
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parently from any affinity with the Telinga. Most of the titles of which the

natives are so fond are pure Sanscrit ; more than three-fourths of the nouns

and roots of verbs may be traced to that language, and its few simple inflec-

tions are obviously founded on the rules of the Vyakaran. The basis of the

alphabet is the common Hindi or Nagari character, somewhat disguised

however by a peculiarity in the mode of writing it. In the direction of Ben-

gal, the Ooria language is used tolerably pure, following the lino of the coast

as far as the Hijellee ana Tumlook divisions at least, I have been credibly

informed that in the Mysad il Pergunnah, all revenue accounts are written on

tal patr or leaves of the palmyra tree in that dialeot. On the western side

of the Midnapore district, the two languages begin to intermingle, at Ra-

ni Sarai about twenty miles north of the Subanrekha. A very mixed

and impure bhasha is used in the ^emindari of Naraingerh and the hill

estates beyond it, which improves a Uttle at Midnapore (itself situated in a

Jungle Mehal called Bhanjbhuin) and at that town becomes more decidedly

Bengali. The inhabitants of the country on the north of Keerpoy (offici-

ally termed the Jungle Mehals) probably speak the language of the Ben*

gal province quite correct and unmixed. To the westward the Gond

and Ooria languages pass into each other on the estate of Sonepur, the

Raja of which country informed me that half his people speak one and

half the other dialect. On the south we End the first traces of the Telin-

ga about Ganjam, where a different pronunciation may be observed. The

people there call themselves Oodiahs and Wodialts, instead of Oorias,

Gerh becomes Gadda, Jagannath, Jagannada, &c. The language of

Orissa Proper still however prevails at Baurwah forty-five miles south of

Ganjam", 'on the low lands of the coast, and as far as the large estate ofKi-

medfin the hills, beyond which the Telinga begins to predominate, at

Cieacole i* the prevailing dialect, and in Vizagapatara,Telinga only is spok-

en in the open eountry. In the mountains of the interior, however, the

I know of no original composition deserving any notice in the language
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ofOrissa, excepting the Epic Poem called the Kanji Kaviri Pothi which

celebrates the conquest of Conjeveram, one of the most distinguished

events in the modern history of the country. There is no deficiency how-

ever of translations of the more esteemed writings of the great Hindu au-

thors, both religious and scientific, and every temple of importance has its

legend or Sthan Puran, every almanack maker his Panji, and Bansa-

bali, composed in the local tongue.

In estimating the amount of the Population of the Cuttack Province I E>tima<e of

shall begin with candidly confessing, that we have no means of forming toBu°
pu1**

even a tolerable guess at the number of inhabitants in the hill countries.

Information on that subject could be procured only from the hill Rajas or

Zemindars, and such are their jealousy, contumacy, and untractableness,

that we might be sure, even if they condescended to furnish any returns

at all, they would be entirely false. The estimate given below for the

Mogulbandi, and that portion of the Rajwara which lies between it and

the sea, though mostly conjectural, is founded upon data of a nature

which warrant some confidence in its accuracy. The total of villages has

been tolerably well ascertained from the returns made by the Police Offi-

cers at different periods. To be enabled to strike an average for the num-

ber of houses and inhabitants, I have obtained Khanch Shumari ac-

counts, on which I can depend, for a few Pergunnahs.both at the northern

and southern extremity of the district, and in the central parts. The results
»

deducible are as follows

:

-

The eighteen Police Thanas* of the Mogulbandi including the Rajwa-

ra estates of Aul, Kanka, Kujang, Herispur, Marichpur, and Bishen-

pur, with the whole of the smaller Killajat, contain 1 1,915 villages (Mou-

zahs and Patnas) and 243,27.1 houses, exclusive of the towns of Cuttack,

Balasore, and PGri. This enumeration yields an average of about twen-
. <

•

* Tbry are thu» named ; Ba*(a, Ualasore, Soro, Cburinian, Badxak, Motto or Talaal, Janji-

por, Pamntnudii, AhM-iuaxai, Aiji-kpur, Cuttack, Puharajpur, Taraa
;

tlariharpuj-, Cope, Pij>ly,

PAdor Puraoliam, Ki.ui«l«, aud Urtuuur. „
-•

.
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ty houses to a village, which although low compared with the Bengal

average, is corroborated by actual observation of the verv small size ofsuch

villages of Orissa as ordinarily, meet the eye. In the three northern Thanas

which comprize the poorest and most unproductive portion of the Mo-

gulbandi, the average is scarcely nineteen ; in the twelve central ones it

is nearly twenty ; and in the three southern ones which contain the Per-

gunnahs adjoining Purl, filled with the large villages of the Sasan Brah-

mins, it is thirty.

Again, in the first mentioned division, the ascertained number ofinhabit-

ants, men, women, and children in 1078 houses is 9576; yielding an average

of rather more than fiye and two-third inmates for each house. In the se-

cond, 5,758 houses have been found to contain 27,643 souls, or on an aver-

age nearly four and four-fifths per house. In the southern division, 19,936

houses have been ascertained to hold 1,30,871 inmates, viz. men 33,518,

women 33,903, infants 30,450, that is five and a fraction of about one-fifth

per house. Adverting to these data which have been prepared with much

Care and accuracy, more especially in the Southern division, an average

rate of five per house, for the whole district, would not appear too high. On

this calculation, the entire population of the district will stand as follows :

Village Inhabitants (2,43,273 X 5) 12,10,365

Population of the town of Cuttack, 40,000

town of P6ri, 30,000

town of Balasore, 10,000

Total 12,90,365

The area of the tract now under consideration, has been estimated with

tolerable accuracy at about 9,000 square miles, by counting the squares

into which Captain Sackville's map is divided. The result of the above

calculation therefore gives to the open and cultivated part of Orissa, a po-

pulation of 135 souls per square mile. That the estimate for Cuttack
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should fall much below that suggested for Bengal, viz. 203 per square mile,

will not surprise those who have attended to the picture drawn in the

preceding part of this paper, of the general poverty of the people, and the

paucity of large towns and villages.

The statements for the Pergunnahs Raheng, Seraen, ChoubiskGd, Ul-

<fhar, and Rorang, which are by far the most to be relied on, yield the fol-

lowing proportions of the principal classes, viz.

Total number of Householders, ~ - - 19,M0

*. ..

Chasas* or Husbandmen, - * 7,432

Brahmins, 3,5fi3

MahUs, (Carana or Writer cast,) - - - - Gil

Gowalas, (Cowherd*), - - - - - o37

Baniyas, both Droggista and Shroffs, - - * 232

Artisans, Manufacturers, Shopkeepers, &c. of all sorts excepting)
^^

the above, - k >

Low casts as Fishermen, Kandras, Pans, Bawaris, Chandal, &c.^

who furnish common labourers, coolies, village watch- \ 2,420

men, Sec. - - -

Balance composed of Mussulmans, foreigners, mendicants and
f

casual residents,

It will not be altogether uninteresting to compare the estimate here at-

tempted of the population of Cuttack, with the sales of salt for the Supply

of the district. Salt is sold on the part of government at several golahs or

store-houses in the interior, in quantities of not less than one maund, at the

fixed monopoly price of Sicca Rupees two per maund, increased by charges

storing, commission, &c. which raise the price according

1 It should be observed, that although the Chasas arc the proper culUvatioa- caste of Orissa, many

of ihe other classes, tenant land, and pay revenue as rjols.

A a
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to circumstances to from 2 Rs. 3 As. to 2 Rs. 6 As. per raaund, at the go-

labs. The average retail rate varies from about 2 Rs. 8 As. to 3 Rupees per

mauntl. This system of supply has been established only since the be-

ginning of 1818. During the last four years, the average of the public sales

for consumption within the Mogalbandi, has been 2,00,000 maunds. Mr.

Colebrooke considers the quantity of one-fourth of a chittack per diem to

be an ample allowance for an inhabitant of Bengal. In Cuttack, an allow-

ance of half a chittack is insisted upon by the people themselves as the

usual average, when salt was cheap ; and the larger individual consump-

tion of the article in this district, is explained by a reference to the pecu-

liar diet of the people, the villainous insipidity of which must necessarily

require to be relieved by an additional mixture of salt. Abulfazl has ob-

served of the Oorias, " After boiling their rice they steep it in cold water

and eat it the second day." This stale and unpalatable species of food

is still universally used under the name of Panbhatta. As the enhanced

price of salt under the British government, which certainly amounts to

from 400 to 500 per cent, may have somewhat reduced the former consump-

tion by the poorer classes, that is the mass of the community, we shall per-

haps arrive near the truth by taking a medium between the Cuttack and

Bengal allowances. Some deduction too must be made on account of chil-

dren under ten years, whose numbers, adopting the average suggested by

the Raheng returns, may be estimated at about one-third of the whole po-

pulation. The calculation of the quantity necessary for the Cuttack peo-

ple will then stand as follows in round numbers :

Eight and a half lacs ofadults, at between one-fourth and one-half

chittacks per diem, consume annually .... Mds. 1,75,000

Four and a halflacs of infants, at rather less than one- fourth do. Mds. 58,200

Total consumption, Mds. 2,31,200

The balance required ofabout 30,000 maunds, may very well be supposed

to be obtained by smuggling, independent of the government sales.
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Tlie accounts remaining to vis of the most important operation in modern

Indian finance, Raja Toral Mall's settlement called the Taksim Jarama

and Tankhah Raqroi, are as imperfect and deficient in Orissa as in eve-

ry other part of India with which 1 am acquainted. There can be no

doubt but that a jarib or measurement of the lands of the three sircars

Jelasir, Badrak and Cuttack, was made, under the orders and superintend-

ence of that distinguished minister, with what is termed the Bareh Dasti

Padika or rod of twelve spans, and all the Ruqbeh accounts in the offices

of tlie Sudder Canfingos and their Gomashtehs, are stated to be founded

on that measurement. The subsequent corrections and alterations that

have taken place, are said to have been made only by Nezer Anddzi or guess

work. What is curious, the standard of the bigah, which was originally

uniform, is now found to be different in every part of the district, to such an

extent indeed, that iu some Pergunnahs the bigah is four times the size of

that nominal measure in other divisions, and all the intermediate variations

frequently occur. By what rule the other great step in the settlement was

adjusted, viz. the determination of the rates of rent to be paid by the hus-

baudmen for a bigah of each description, I cau find no evidence orinforma-

tion whatever. Ahiilla/,1 in describing the Emperor's settlement for Hin-

dustan generally, says, that an average of ten years' collection was struck.*

But whether in this province w hich had tln'n only recently been con-

quered from its Hindu sovereigns, and rescued from the destructive anar-

chy of the Bengal Afghans, the ancient rates were maintained, or heavier

one* imposed, I cannot venture to offer any assertion. My general im-

pression is tlr.it the fixed and regular assessment of die Moguls was hea-

vier than that of the Hindu Rajas, but the indigenous princes of Orissa

seem to In.ve had so m my methods of extorting a large revenue from their

subjects, by extia demands, occasional requisitions, and irregular claims

• VioV A- in Arrets, tart 3. " For that purpose having formed an aggregate of the rates ofcoN
lection r.. m il.e commencement of the 15<b jear of the reign to Uto 34th inclusive, they took a tenth

part of Uiiit total a* the anuual rate for tea years to eo.ne.'
1
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under various beads and pretexts, that the burthens of the ryot may be pre-

sumed to have been pretty much the same under either administration.

It is impossible to reconcile with any known or probable standard of

collection, or any conceivable state of cultivation in the province, the ac-

count given in the Ayin Acberi and other works on Indian finance of

the old Jamma of Orissa. AbulfazI rates the assessment of the entire

SGba at 1,60,733,237 dams, or rupees 40,18,330r and that of the sircars

Badrak and Cuttack which comprized the modern district, reaching from

the Subanrekha to the Chilka lake, at 1 1 ,012,050 dams, or rupees 27,53,0 1 5,

exclusive of the tribute of the hill estates.

The Pere ThiefTenthaler states the revenues as follows

:

Selon Manouchi, - - Rupees 57,07,500

Selon le Registre, - J 4,282, 100 Dams, or Rupees 16,57,800

But he justly observes " En convcrtissant lesDams en Roupies la somme

devient beancoup plus grande." It would be 35,70,525 Rupees, and I sus-

pect that the amount in Dams is intended to represent the recorded reve-

nues of the three Northern sircars, and that below, in rupees, theJamma of

all that remained of Orissa, as a separate province at the date of the entry iu

the register.

The statements of the Revenue of Orissa furnished by Mr. Grant in his

Analysis of the Finances of Bengal, tally nearly with those above noticed.

The substance of his remarks on this point are as follows. During the

reign of Shah Jehan, between 1627 and 1658 A. D. Orissa was formed into

a separate Suba, and the three sircars which remained under the imperial

government were subdivided into twelve, as follows, viz.
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1. Cuttack, No. of Mebals,

2. Barruati, - - - -

3. Jajcpore, - - - -

4. Badshahnasgar, - -

5. Badrack,

6. Soro, -

7. Ram nil,

8. Basteb,

9. Jelasir, - - -

10. Maljhettiab, -

11. Goalpareh, -

12. Muzkuri, - -

100

9

5

16

19

15

20

10

22

21

28

11

Assessed in Coons

valued Mokurrery

Tunkhah Ruqmee or

Enrolled Standard of

Assignment always

for

33,81,023

Total Mehals, 27(>

The most part bes

towed in Jageer
15,80,474

Rs. 49,61,497

Inclusive of

the rated terri-

tories then in

the hands of

the Royal Fa-
mily of Orisaa

and other tri-

butary Rajas.

included territories" are afterwards stated to be thirty-two Me-

hals* yielding 8,73,518, of which the country under the Gajapati of

KhGrda is valued at 6, 1 5,61 6 Rupees. Deducting the latter amount from

33,81,023 Rupees, we have 27,65,407 Rupees which corresponds close,

ly with the old valuation of the Ayin Acberi. This deduction must

be borne in mind to enable the reader to understand Mr. Grant's subse-

* Vide Analyst*, " It will be proper to deduct

quered or left io the po*session of the Royal Family

formally in the Jamma, vis.

To Raja Dirb Sing Deo, heir ofline and represen-

tative of ibe Royal House of Oajeputty, guar-

dian of the Tfaakoor Dwarebor Jagannathnnd

proprietor of II Mehali dependent on Killali

Khfcrda, 6,16,616

Raja Mabinder of K'lla Aul 26,181

Rnmchnnder, &c. of Sarungurb 3ti,'J7b

Sorbeaor Ubunj of BamunbaUr 80,875

Hurebunder of Derpun, 37,0t*6

, Bhunj of Ryntoo, 10,883

01X

the valued rent of tl>irtj t»o Mrhats jet uncou-

of Ohsia and Other bibutarief though included

Raotra of Mudpore,

Tcgchond D'bol of Kcrapore, .... .... 6470
Ram Sab of Nagpore, be 0709

laganoath D'bol of Chatora, 10,176

Mahomed Yas Kaaijorah 2000

Girdbnr Narain of Cbowrawijurah, .... 6236

Bulbbudder of Myoajara, .. 4700
Naucar, be 5G3&

In all 37 whole and & Kiamat Mehali, 8,73,61

8
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queat remarks when he goes on to state that Aliverdi Khan ceded to the

Court of Nagpore, country assessed with an old standard revenue of Ru-

pees 25,73,588 and that in 1708-9 the bad management of the Marhattas

had reduced theJamma to 21,20,4 1 5 Rupees. It should be written 15,04,709,

as the amount of 0,15,010 was quite a nominal entry. One half of this

rated assessment, or about three lacs, was added to the Marhatta Jamma-

bandi, according to Mr. Grant, on the final dismemberment of the do-

minions of the Khurda Rajas under Raja Bir Kissore Deo.

Theregistcredassessmentsofthe Moguls, I believe to be much higher than

the province ever really paid, but there seems little prospect of this discre-

pance between the entries and actual collections of the imperial govern-

ment (which has been noticed in other parts of the country also) receiving

a satisfactory explanation. In most revenue accounts, and especially in

all the bills of sale of portions of a Talukdari or Moqeddemi authen-

ticated by the signature of the Sudder Canungo, which are now forth-

coming, two Jamma* are always specified. First, the Tankhah Raqmi,

which is the name given to Toral Mall s assessment, and is always very

high, being in fact the registered assessment above noticed, computed in

Rupees. 2nd. The Jamma Kamal which falls far below the other, and is spe-

cified in couris, the common currency of the district. The best informed

natives declare that the Tankhah Raqmi was an imaginary over-rated

valuation, at w hich the lands were formerly made over in Jageer or as-

signment to the Officers of the Mogul government. The word " Tank/tab"

(not Takeh or Tanka) certainly ordiuarily means assignment, and Mr. J.

Grant, a gnvat authority on questions of Indian Finance, appears s:> to

have understood it in the remark above quoted, " Moqurreri Tunkhnh

" Rnqmi or enrolled standard of assignment, being always for the most

" part bestowed in Jagcer," &c. &tc. There is a passage likewise in the

Ayin Aeberi which strongly confirms the above view of ihe meaning of the

terms. The author says, " When Asif Khan was Vizier, ill" Jumiua ofthe

country was Rnqmi or computed, and he went on increasing the Twtkhalts

just as he thought fit, " Deran Ilingam ki khajeh Abdul majid'Ba Vi-
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zarat sir belendi dasht, Jama-i-vilayet Raqmi bud, o uncheh ba khatir

ini rusid Afzudeh Tan mi namftdand."

The Jamma KamaI is stated to be a subsequent rerised assessment,

funned, as some will have it, by an Officer called Kanial Mohammed, but

others, with more apparent probability, explain the terms to signify the

real and actual Jamma, according to which the collections were made in

latter times, before the country had been ruined by the Marhattas. Mr.

Grant applies the word to Jafler khans settlement, which he calls "Jumma
Twmar Kamil"

* — . _

I shall now proceed to furnish abstract statements of the land assess-

ment of Cuttack according to its present dimensions, translated from re-

venue accounts in the private possession of the family of the former

Dewan of the Marhatta government, the authenticity of which I see no
reason whatever to doubt, and it is on these only I should be disposed to

rely, in forming any comparison between the former and present produc-

tiveness of the revenues of Cuttack.

Taksim Jamma of the Moguls.

Thirteen Sircars (including the Darul zerb or Mint one Sircar)

contain
'

- Mehals 297
Deduct Tehsil Bengaleh, or collected under Bengal, - - Mehals 27

Remain, Mehals 270

Kalians. Pans.
Tankhah Raqmi or Jamma of the above, - Couris 59,61,499 8

Under the Marhattas.

Tasbkhis Bhoonsla, or fixed and regularJamma under the
government of the Nagpore Raja, . . Rupee8 2,42,236 10

Couris, Kalians 47,36,803 0
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vn
- Court*.

Rupees. Kalians.
Mehalat and Thanehjat (Khaleseh Land,) 2,24,079 7 0 36,42,978
Tnbuie of the Zen^indareh or Killajat Estates, ,8,157 3 0 10,93,825

Rupees 2,42,236 10 0 K. 47,30,803

Dakhil Sircar or remitted to the Raja's Treasury at Nagpore,

calculated in Rupees of sorts, .... 0,00,000

Kharch Sipahan o gbyreh, expences of Troops and management

do. do. - - - . ... 9,00,000

Total Rupees 15,00,000

Equal (about) to Sa. Rs. 13,50,000.

The latter sum, or Sicca Rupees 13,50,000, may be assumed as the stand-

ard Revenue of Cuttack under the Nagpore Government, and was certainly

the highest amount ever realized by the Marhattas from the district, though

their assessments were sometimes rated higher. The collections indeed I

suspect very frequently fell short of the above standard, more especially

during the last ten years of the Marhatta administration. The proportions

between the net expenditure, and the remittances to Nagpore, I take to have

been in a great measure nominal.

The following are the results of settlements formed by different Subah

dars, taken from authentic accounts which are still extant. Some indefinite-

ness must attach to the statements, from the uncertainty of the rate of ex-

change between couris and silver, which fluctuated to from three to four

kalians per deb masha rupee, during the whole of the Marhatta adminis-

tration.

The settlement of Sheo Bhat Sautra for 1167 A. is entered as follows

>
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Gold MoImh*, 231 q
Rupees, of sorts, 3,82,829 8

Couris Kahans, 27,82,446 1

Another settlement by Sambha Ji Ganesh in 1 178 A. is entered.

Asbrafis, 1 1 0

Rupees, of sorts 5,01,394 15

Couris Kalians, 42,37,600 0

Another by Raja Ram Pandit.

Rupees, of sorts, 1,10,318 14

Couris Kalians, 53,37,685 0

Another by Inkaji Suk'h Deo.

Rupees, of sorts, .... , 1,51,435 0

Couris, Kalians, 57,78,224 0

On the subjugation of the province by the British government, in 1803, a

rate of conversion of four kalians of couris per Sicca Rupee was assum-

ed, and the revenues have been invariably demanded and paid entirely in sil-

ver, at least since 1807. The assessment of the British government has

been laised by two successive and gradual augmentations, to. the following

amount, which is the recorded Jamnia of the Amli year 1229.
•

Mognlbandi (exclusive of Pergiuirrali Pataspnr, &c. assessed

under the Marhattas, at Rs. 30,000) - - - 12,04,370

Killah Khurda, held khas for political reasons, which paid latterly

to the Marhattas a Peshcash of Sicca Rupees 10,000, - 01,169

Pixcd tribute of thirty-one Khandaitis or Zemindaris of the

Miliary Chieft of Orissa, styled Rajas, - - - 1,20,411

Total, Sa. Rs. 14,45,950
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The excess of regular receipts under the head of land revenue alone, may

be stated at from one to two lacs per annum in favor of the British go-

vernment, which increase may be fairly ascribed to the improved and more

enlightened system of management now pursued. The country has un-

questionably in the main prospered under our administration, though much

suffering was long experienced in particular quarters from injudicious mea-

sures, the errors ofwhich have been perceived an«f remedied r cultivation

has greatly increased in every part : and if the ryot or husbandman has

not benefited by the change of government, in proportion to the superior

importance of that class of the community to which he belongs, and to the

benevolent intentions of the legislature, his condition must- certainly be

considered on the whole-better than it was under the native system, whilst

the higher classes connected with the sort (now acknowledged as Proprie-

tors) have undoubtedly attained to a state of comfort, independence, and

comparative opulence, quite unknown at any former period of the history

of the country.

The Revenue derived from the salt monopoly, exceeds the total amount

of the land rents paid to the State, and is entirely the creation of the Bri-

tish government. The salt sold within the province yields a net return- of

about 3,00,000, and the quantity annually exported to Calcutta for public sale

at the salt office, produces little short of from Rupees 15,00,000 to 10,00,000.

Under the heads of customs, tax on spirituous liquors, and tax on pilgrims,

a further net revenue of about one lac per annum is obtained by the pre-

sent government. The value of Cuttack to the Company therefore, after

deducting expenses of management, may be fairly assumed at upwards of

thirty lacs of Rupees per annum.

LandTe- In surveying attentively the ancient Political Institutions of OHs6a as

iiuUiutioDj. connected with the tenure of land, it is impossible not to be struck with

the marked resemblance which many of their features exhibit to the sys-

tem of European policy called the feudal, at certain stages of its progress.

I am strongly inclined to think that the comparison might be extended to

-
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fndia generally, and that a careful enquirer would not (ail to discern 'in

every quarter of the country, obvious traces of the former existence of

such a system, however irregularly defined, and liable to variation in the

details, from local
.

peculiarities. The subject has not hitherto met with that

attention which its importance, more especially when viewed in connection

with the much disputed question of Zemiudari lights, unquestionably me-

rits. Some writers indeed have treated with utter contempt and derision,

the notion of the existence of any analogy whatever between the ancient

institutions of India, and the feudal system of Europe. Others, however,

of equal or greater authority, have not been able to resist the striking evi-

dence of such affinity which presents itself in every province of India,

where the Hindu form ofgovernment has been little impaired or modi-

fied. Thus, Sir J. Malcolm, page 375 of his valuable report on Malwa,

observes, " The principle of this part of a Raj or Rajput principality, dif-

fers little from that feudal system which formerly existed in Europe, and

is liable to the same vicissitudes in the relations and powers of the respec-

tive parties." But every one knows that the Rajput, is only one branch or

epithet of the great Regal and Military caste amongst the Hindus, called

the Cshetriya (Khetri), and anciently all principalities -and kingdoms might

in one sense be designated Rajput. Captain MacMurdo in an excel-

lent paper on the province ofCiitch. in vol.ii. Bombay Transactions, states,

" The government of Cutch is that of a -pure aristocracy, in which the

power is vested in a variety of chiefs on their respective territories, which

bear a strong resemblance to the feudal baronies. These chiefs liave

a head who is entitled Rao, to whom they owe the duty of military service

with their relations and followers when called upon." The chiefs in ques-

tion are afterwards described to be Rajputs. Colonel Wilford expressly

applies the title of Barons, to the inferior Khctris, in his historical Essays

on ancient India. In the essay on Anugangam we find die following

curious and apposite passage, *' Like Para*ur6ma he (Maha Bali) either

destroyed or drove out of his -dominions the remnant of the Cshetris or

.Military tribe, and placed Sudras in their room. These were the Harons

-

-
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of the land who often proved troublesome. Raja Balwant Singh, the pre-

decessor of Cheyt Singh did the same in the district of Benares with the

Zemindar*, who represented the Cshetris, and even pretended to be really

so ; from an idea that it was impossible to improve the revenues arising from

the land tax under their management." •

In this paper my remarks and illustrations regarding the former and

actual state of the land tenure, will of course be confined, as far as the na-

ture of the discussion admits, to the particular province of which I am treat-

ing.

I shall have occasion to notice again hereafter, an opinion firmly enter-

tained by the better informed natives of Cuttack, of the ancient existence

of a mighty empire, which comprised within its limits nearly the whole of

India, and was ruled by a sovereign residing at Hastinapura and Delhi.

A general division is believed to have obtained of the lands of the country,

into the domains of the supreme Raja (now called the Khaliseh), and the

jurisdictions, or fiefs, of a vast number of great Military Chiefs and feudatory

Rajas, of the Khetri caste, who were dependent on and owed service to the

Lord Paramount, but whose degree of subordination of course underwent

constant vicissitudes, according to the circumstances of the times, and the

personal character of the riding Emperor. The most powerful Lords of

this empire were the great officers of state called tho Gajapati, Aswapati,

Chatrapati, and Narapati, who originally held their vast possessions as

dependent fiefs subject to the condition of Military service, but afterwards

emancipated themselves from all control, and became independent mo-

narchs ruling over numerous inferior Khetris.

Supposing the above view of the ancient political condition ofthe coun-

try at large, to be chimerical and unsupported by sufficient evidence,

which however I do not admit to be the case, I proceed to state what

may be safely inferred or positively affirmed of the native institutions of

Orissa, under the government of it* indigenous princes, from a considera-
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tion of the vestiges of the old system yet actually in existence. I shall af-

terwards notice the changes impressed on the face of things, hy the two

great revolution* which the province has experienced in modern times
;

first, its subjection to the Mussulman, and afterwards to the British rule.

In the preceding part of my puper, I have noticed generally the great

territorial divisions both natural and political which exist in thi3 province.

The extensive hilly regions and forest tracts, jungle Pergunnahs and Me-

hals, as they are now termed, reaching nearly from Bishenpur totheGoda-

veri, together with the woodland country on the sea shore of Orissa Pro-

per, have been in all ages parcelled out among and occupied by a number
of Chieftains of the Military class. These Chiefs maybe safely consider-

ed as de facto proprietors of their possessions under the native governments,

that is to say they held them hereditarily, exercised uncontrolled territo-

rial jurisdiction within their limits, and appropriated the entire revenues,

subject to the condition of performing Military service, or other offices and

duties, at the court of their superior Raja, the Gajapati, residing mostly at

Cuttack, which services have in latter ages been generally commuted for a1

light tribute or money payment. The more fertile and productive division

of the province (now the Mogulbandi) formed the Kot, Khaliseh, or domain
of the prince, from which the Hindu sovereigns of Orissa like their Succes-

sors the Moguls, Marhattas, and English, derived their principal reve.

nues. There can be no question, I think, but that this other great territo-

rial division was the landed estate or property of the sovereign. I may ob^
serve, en passant, that such a state of things as above indicated, conform*
exactly with the declaration contained in a well known passage of the
digest of Hindu law translated by Mr. Colebrooke : " By conquest the
earth became the property of Parasurama; by gift the property of the
swge Cas-yapa and committed by him to Cshatriyas for the sake of protec-

tion, became their protective property, successively held by powerful con-
querors and not by subjects cultivating the soil." So strikingly and uni-
versally true indeed is the maxim of the property of the soil vesting in the

Cshatriyas, that we find them always either asserting a tide to owner-
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ship in the land, which they occupy hereditarily, or in the actual enjoyment
of the proprietary right, even when reduced to the situation cultivat-

ing subjects '—witness the various castes and classes of Rajput village Ze-

•tnindars in every quarter of Hindustan, and tire western provinces.

The feudal lords of Orissa, for such certainly may the Military Chiefs

whom I have above referred to, he termed, are known and described by

several different titles both in history, in official records and m the com-

mon lauguage of the country, and these are quite indiscriminately applied,

whence has resulted a corresponding confusion of ideas. They are called

simply Khetris (Cshctriyas.) from their caste ; Khandaits, an Orissa name
for a branch (I believe a less pure one) of the same class, signifying lite-

rally persons entitled to wear the Khanda or national sword of Orissa ;

Bhunia, Bhuyan or Blrumi derived from Bfat,* the^arth, and synonimous

with Bhupati (Lord of the soil) : Poligar, a Telinga word, derived from

Poliam, a fief: Sawant, in Persian, Sirdar, meaning Chief and Lord ; Seva-

kan Ami Dar, or servants andvassals holding tracks ofcountry hereditarily,

on the condition of service and -finally Zemindars. Many ofthem were de-

scended from the supreme Rajas of the country. We have Orme s authority

iu a remarkable passage of the 8th book of his history for the belief enter-

tained by the Poligars south of the Chilka lake of their origin as above in-

timated. He says, - These conquests (made by a Raja of Orissa, some

".centuries before Mahommedanism) were distributed in many portions to his

"relations, officers and menial servants from whom several of the present

u northern Poligars pretend to be lineally descended, and to govern at this

" very time the very districts which w ere then given to their ancestors." It

is not improbable that many of the Orissan Khandaits and Bhunias first

jseceived estates during the 1 2th century of the Christian a?ra, in Raja Anang

• Iff. Elliot, -iii his observations on the Inhabitants or fee ©arrow h.tk transmitted to the Asiatic

Society, observes, " The head people of the villages are called Dmniakt, a name ated by tlie ktmd Rm-

jat of Bengal when the kins; resided at Gour." tn the Ayin Acberi, the word fioocni, derived (urn

JEosm, the .soil, is coatiuuall) used as sjuoainious with Zemiadu.
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Bhim Deo's time, who is said to have created sixteen Sawants or great

Lords, but the tenure of the majority no doubt reaches back to a very re-

mote antiquity. To describe a little more particularly their duties and offi-

ces, I may observe, that they were posted all round and along the frontiers

of the Raj, with the view to defend it from the irruptions of neighbouring

powers, or the incursions and devastations of the savage inhabitants of the

wild regions in the interior, such as the Kands and Coles, who to this day

give serious annoyance in many parts of the hill estates, and if the beliefof

their origin and ancient situation be well rounded, were doubtless in former

ages far more numerous and formidable than at present. In this point of

view their situations and duties resembled much that of the Lords of the

Marches in Europe. Nor is the above the only striking feature of analogy

between the feudal lords of India and the western hemisphere. The es-

tates or jurisdictions of that class in Orissa were always called by the

Hindus, Gerhs, and by the Mussulmans, killahs or Castles. A certain part

of the lands under the head Officer were parcelled out amongst several mi*

litary retainers and dependents called Naflcs, Dalais, Dalbehras and some-

times Khandaits, who held of their superior on much the same principle,

as he did' of the supremo Raja, though generally speaking by a more limit-

ted and imperfect tenure. Under these again, a portion of the lands of

each subordinate Gerh, were assigned as service land to the feudal Militia of

the country, called Paiks, who following equally the occupations of soldier

and cultivator, were obliged at any moment when called on by their leader,

to take up arms, and accompany him to the field. In time of war the Khan-
daits or nobility of Orissa at the head of their respective contingents of this

landed militia, ranged themselves under the standard of their sovereign,

and formed the main part of his Military array. Tims we frequently read

of the Gajapati assembling his chiefs to attend on a warlike expedition,

and we find that the Sunnuds, granted by the Mogul government (in cases
where they exercised the right of investiture), always contained a condition

that the Khaudait should be ready to attend with his contingent, when sum-
moned by the Military Officer ofhis division. The Paiks are of course
the local Infantry constantly referred to in the Ayin Acberi. The author
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observe* spewing of the imperial army ;
" The Zemindari troops alone

are in number upwards of four million and four hundred thousand, as will

hereafter be particularized'—a fact which shews the extensive prevalence of

the Military tenure throughout the country even as late as the I6th cen-

tury. The proportion of landed militia set down for Orissa Proper in the

same work, is about one hundred thousand. Besides the general obligation

of Military service, the Indian feudatories were bound to do homage, and to

perform certain nominal duties or offices resulting from their tenures, when

in actual attendance on their liege lords, called by the expressive word

Scwa, Seva, or service (in Persian Khidmat), a consideration of which, to

compare small tilings- with great, reminds one strongly of some of the an-

cient forms of the Germanic constitution. Thus it was the business of

one to bear the sword of state; another held the shield; a third carried the

umbrella or royal standard ; a fourth presented the Rajas slippers ; a fifth

fenned him with the regal chouri, &c. The above services are to this day

performed in the presence of the Kh6rda Rajas, by several of the hill Ze-

mindars, as often as they visit Pfiri, though the distinctive character of the

office appropriated to each, has become a good deal merged in the simple

duty of holding the chouri and pan kha, in the presence of the representa-

tive of then? ancient Lords Paramount.

The same duties were performed at the Court of Vijayanagar, ruled by

the Princes of the Narapati race under the title of Sovereign Lords of the

Pcccan, by the Chiefs and Rajas who held ofthem. Colonel Mackenzie's

paper on the history of those kings, published in one of the volumes of

the Annual Register, lias the following passage :
" In this King's reign seve-

ral considerable Rajas used to attend him in the duties of the following

offices, viz. the King of Cumb >ja Desam presented bim with the Calinji

;

the Panda Raja held his Wag of beetle-nut ; the King of Ginjee carried his

chouri ; the Raja of Kerala district carried his water goglet ;
the Raja of

AngaDesam presented him beetle as his servant. The Raja of Mucha coun-

try's office was to dress him ; the Raja of Gool carried the umbrella; all

the other offices were executed in like manner by persons of rank. All
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those on their first visit performed their respective duties to Ramaraja, whet

he was seated on his throne or Sinh&sanam. To this day likewise, the feu-

datories or thakurs of the great Rajput principalities, as Jyepar, Jotidpur,

and Oudipur, are bound to attend the court of their prince for certain fixed

periods in each year, there to do homage, and to perform such services as

the terms of their several tenures prescribe.

The estate of the Chief K-hetri, or Lord Paramount, comprized the fairest

and most fertile portion of the monarchy of Orissa. In every part of India

it would seem that, even under the Hindus, the domains reserved for the

crown constituted, if not the largest, at least the most valuable and pro-

ductive share of the whole territory, and it was the uniform policy of the

strong government of the Mohammedans, constantly to enlarge this share

by the gradual subjugation and absorption of the possessions of the lesser

chiefs and princes. As it is the above-mentioned estate or concern, with

the management of which the Officers of the British government are chief-

ly occupied, and from which nearly all its revenues are derived, it is

of course of particular importance to enquire respecting the systemand the

Tights anciently prevailing and still existing, in the tract knownby the modern

appellation of the Mogulbandi or Khaliseh. Whilst the Mogulbandi yields

to the state a revenue of between twelve and thirteen lacs, in its real cha-

racter of Proprietor, the Rajwara or division occupied by the feudal chiefs,

pays a light tribute of only 1,20,000, the difference between that and the

actual nst pn luce, which is at the lowest calculation in the ratio of one to

ten, being enjoyed by the several Zemindars, in virtue of their proprietary

rights.

In the Khaliseh territory, obvious traces exist to this day ofa subdivision

of lands into tracts held by Military retainers, and those of the common

M llguzari ryots. Tenants of the former description are called at present

Paiks, and lesser Khandaits, and the estates on which they are found are

entered in the revenue accounts as " Khurdiah Gerjat;** but whatever
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may have been their number anciently, they are now too few and unimport-

ant to claim a particular notice. The ryoti land, paying a full rent to the

sovereign, demands our principal attention. According to the uniform

system of. India generally, it was partitioned into numerous grams, town-

ships, or. village, societies. The larger revenue allotments or circles of

villages known to the Hindus, of Orissa, were denominated Kkand and

Bisi or Bishe ; words meaning literally a portion or district. Each of

•these petty districts was under the management and controul of two de-

• scriptions of hereditary officers, vested with police and revenue functions,

:

viz. the Khand Adipati and Bishuya or Bissoee, (words signifying chief of

a division,) who was the principal man; and the Bho'i Mfil
Nof the Ka-

ran or writer cast, who had the more particular charge ofkeepingalltbe ac-

counts and registers connected with the land. In parts ofthe Deccan, the

same description ofofficers still exist, and are called the Des Mukh and Des

Fandiab, terms of precisely corresponding import. They seem to have acted

jointly in the discharge of some of their functions, and separately and u>

dependency in regard to others. One perhaps had the more especial

duty of administering the police, the other of collecting the revenue ; whilst

they both watched generally over the fiscal interests of the state, and acted

as umpires and moderators of Punchaits, in investigating and adjustipg

disputes between inhabitants of different villages, or between the people of

a vQlage and their head man. Every respectable village had its chief and

accountant, called the Padhan and Bhoi—but frequently several of the

smaller hamlets of Orissa were associated together under one set of offi-

cers of thfs name ; much oftener the same individual performed both func-

tions in a village ; and sometimes none of the kind existed, in which case

the charge of the village affairs attached more immediately to the division

officer. Where the Padhan and Bhoi both existed, they discharged res-

pectively much the same duty in regard to their individual village or vil-

lages, as the superior officers exercised in regard to their circle of villages.

The Padhan looked after the police with the aid of the village watch-

man, who made his reports to a Skdar or Sirdars called the Or Khan-
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dail* stationed with the Bisoi ; the Bhoi kept the village accounts and fur-

nished information to the Bhoi Mul or chief accountant. All these func-

tionaries held their situations hereditarily, and were in the habits of

mortgaging or even selling the whole or shares of them, with the sanction

*>f the ruling power, just as we see the priests and officers in the temple of

^Tuguunath at this day disposing constantly of their several shewasov services,

w ith the emoluments thereunto annexed. To infer from these circumstances

any right ofproperty in the soil, would seem equally rash and absurd. It is a

nicer question whether under the old Hindu system the actual occupants of

the Soil, that is the ryots, were considered to possess any subordinate title of

ownership in land. There areno obvious traces ofsuch a right now remaining

inCuttack, as we read of in Canaraand Malabar. I have never yet been able

to discover any well authenticated instance of the sale or mortgage of land

by a Malguzari ryot of the province. The thani or fixed cultivators, however

undoubtedly possessed under the old Rajas the privilege of hereditary

occupancy ; their fixed assessment was light and easy ; and there was then

no one to dispute the matter with them, excepting the despotic uncontroled*

sovereign of the country, who, whatever his claims in theory, of course

required nothing from the land but an adequate revenue.

• The changes consequent on the subjection of the province to the Mogul

government come nextto be considered. It is well known that after thedefeat

'of the Afghan usurpers who had gained temporary possession of Orissa,

by the armies of Acber under the command of his General Khan Jehan

and others, the celebrated Dewan T6ral Mall visited the province A. D.

1580 to superintend the introduction of his settlement of the crown lands,

founded on a measurement and valuation called the Taksim Jafnma and'

Tankha Raqmi. The arrangements for the annexation of the Suba of

Orissa to the empire, did not, however, receive their final completion until,

the arrival of Raja Man Sinh the Imperial Lieutenant, who assumed charge

Of the government in 999 Amli.
t .

• .
1

• Jk%l is, the Khandait of the tnltinti*? ai oootradu tio5ui»hed from the Military caste,'
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Under his administration the heads of the existing branches ofthe Royal

family were acknowledged as Rajas ; they were invested with the rank

and titles conferred by the Mogul Court on officers of distinction ; and

extensive portions of country were assigned to them as hereditary fiefs in

Zemindari tenure. No regular tribute appears to have been required from

them on account of their own lands, but the right of investiture was reserv-

ed to the ruling power, with the privilege of levying such contributions on

the accession of a new Raja, as it might be thought expedient, according

to the circumstances of the times, to demand. The reigning prince was

styled the Raja of Khurda with the rank of a Commander of 3,500 44 Man-

sabi Seh Haz6r Paujsad" and his estate was composed of the jurisdiction

caUed Killah Khurda, with the Mehals Rahang, Limbai Pursottem Chet-

ter, &c. alienated from the Khaliseh. To the two sons ofTelinga Mukund

Peo (the last independent monarch), were assigned respectively with the

title of Raja and rank of five hundred, Sarangher, Pattia, Sailo, Saibir, &c»

and k\ with Derabissi, and Uthar. A certain number likewise of the great

chiefs of Orissa (Zemindars and Sirdars, as they are called in the revenue

accounts,) were placed under the orders and controul of each of the above

Rajas, who collected the tribute before due from them, or then for the first

time imposed. Zemindar,* I may here observe, is the obvious translation

of the word Bfc&nia, Bhyan, or Bhupati, the common title of the ancient

feudatories of this province, whose offices now received a Persian name,

as well as their jurisdictions, the Hindi word Gerh, being exchanged for

Killah. The more distant Zemindars were separated from the control of

the superior Raja, and placed under seven principal Zemindars or Sawants

(not distinguished however by the title of Raja,) viz. the Zemindars of

Keonjhar, Moherbenj, Bishenpur, Futtihabad, Naraingerh, Karrangher, and

• Even the powerful Rajas of Jondpur, Bhartpnr, ttc. were called Zemindari by the Mogal jro-

Vernment down to the latest period, and we know from history the nature of their teonres. They were
bound to attend in succession oo the person of the Emperor at the head or a fixed quota of Troop*.
Their own countries were and nre still subdivided iato the lands of the Military retainers or Thaknr*
and the revenue Iwit, oa the same principle that prevailed under the Hindu goTeramenl io the empirv
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Nag or Bagbhfim. The jurisdiction thus left to the Raja of Kh&rda, ex-

tended from the Mahanadi to the borders of Kiraedy in Ganjam, compriz-

ing 129 Killahs, Gerhs, or hill estates, exclusive of those situated within his

own Zemindari. The above number tallies exactly with that given in the

Ayin Acberi, the author of which observes, «• In Cuttack are one hundred

and twenty-nine brick forts (killahs,) subject to the command of Gajapati."

The other two Rajas had under them altogether fifty-two Zemindaris and

seventy-nine killah divisions ; and the seven Zemindars mentioned fifty-six

ditto, containing one hundred and one killahs—all exclusive of their own

estates, and the dependent killahs situated within them. The detail of the

arrangements adopted by Raja Man Sinh for the disposal and management

of the above important class of estates, cannot be very interesting to the

general reader, but 1 shall nevertheless introduce an extract from some old

revenue accounts in my possession, which describe those arrangements, »9

the documents in question are certainly highly curious, and they are not

devoid of utility to those who have any concern in the administration of Cut-

tack, and the two adjoining districts of Ganjam and Midnapore. I have

added to the translation from the Persian statement, a column shewing the

present state and circumstances of the killahs which remain under Cuttack.

EXTRACT.

Statement of Kfllnjat, in the jungles and hills under Zemindars, subject

to tribute (Peshkash) according to the allotment of Raja Man Sinh in 999

Amli.

Under the Raja of KMrda whose Manseb is that of 3500 are placed

exclusive of Mebals, thirty-one Zemindars, and two hundred killahs.

The Raja's own estate of Kh6rda, one Zemindari, contains seventy-one

killahs, viz. Khurda, Rathipur, Ber Gerh, Sissupal, Jharpareh r Kuplipersad,

Paterpareh, Nonepur, Jamkhely, Tapang, Chatarwa, Lai Sinb, Gangpareh,

Maiipareb, Dumduma, Palih, • Ramesar, Manibandh, Mankgora, Mangoi,
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Kormati, Kalamatiah, Kondlogerh, Marigalajfiri, Jaripareh, Rowing, Kama,' -

Mallipareb, Narsingpersad, Baran Gerh, Karang, MirtGnjay Gerh, Kaimat-

tia, Usna, Baranda, Balbhadderpersad, Nowatlee, Barijgiri, Tarkai, Seraen

Gerh, Matiapareh, Bangro, Bhingro, Koklo, Karki, and eight killahs, in

Limbai ; Andharua, DarGtang, Kolapokhar, Tirah Sowri thirteen killahs,

Nakhikot, Kaipadda, Bolgerb, GGmhapur, and MGljher.

Under the Raja's command are thirty Zeminda'ris of Hindu Sirdars, conr

tabling one hundred and twenty-nine killahs.

Bankee,
Dumpareh,
Attari.

Barrambafa,

Tigria, -

ICarsinhpur,

Angliule, -

Talchere,

ftliirdeswara,

At'hgerh,

Do uk Initial,

Sirhinda,

Andhiyari,
Bajarcote,

Achalkote,
Nyagurli,
I^liandiapareb,

Raipor,
Da*palla,

f i

K i

contains

ran,

heri,

Baopur, I Uakahir,

coatgA Bunpur,

J Parnkliud,

Cbattcrgerh,

s

fihooinier,

Kalicote, - •

Ktirlc Atgeru or Hatgerh,

Cbagatti,

Moheri,
Shirgerh, -

Palur,

Tikally Raguuaathpur,

Zcmindari.Do.Killah, REMARKS.
Now an independent tributary

Tributary subject to regulations.

Under Kburda.
Annexed t» Limbai. Both of the

above are still remcuibered as Khan-
daits which were wrested from the old

feudal Chiefs by the Kburda Rajas

c Tributary MehaU exempt from regit-

\

Annexed to Kburda.

Tributary,

[

This and the two following; belong

now to th<3 Jagir of Kerar MoUained,

Tributary.

( Now annexed to Khurda and the Ja«

( gir of Malud mud Mantkpatam.

This, and the seven following Ilill Es>

tates, are now under the Ganjam Dis-

trict. Tney were separated from Oijssa

about 1730 A. D. Tliey pay to the

Brituk Government of Madriw a fixed

revenue of nearly three Lacs of Ru-
pees including the Estates into which,

they have been latterly subdivided.
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Under the Raja 6fSarangerh, whose Manseb is that of five hundred (ex-

clusive of Mehals,) are placed thirty-one Zemmdaris containing fifty kil-

Iahs.

The Raja's own estate with Balanta, two Zemindaris contains twelve

killahs, viz. Killah Sarangerh, Bajgiri, Talgiri, Gowaligerh, Raghunath-

por, Pattiah, Kalabank, Atagerh, Motri, Garukun, Balanta, and Nur-

kantiah.

Dependent Hindu Sifdars, holding twenty-nine! Zemindaris and thirty-
-

eight forts under the Raja's orders.

Aranp Majra*, »

Colrah,
Ropasu,
Pyan and Nir,

Amnakud, .

Telpadda,
Alatnlapareh. -

Bealta Batee, -

TabhaGoIra, -

.^Ui. * - .

Nyagerh,
Urean,
Tarkye,

.Arkiyai, .
* Bhowara,
ABilihatta,

Bedpw,
Durgeswar,
A mnperetad,
Intalogerh,

Ctiandjiur, -

Gargxt «»wur, Sec
Bit R
Bain

. Siiha

Jooye.
• Ktsbeop#raad,

. Turang. Ac.

contains

Zemindari. Killah.

\ 1
1
1
2

3
2
3

*

3
2
2
2
3
3
8
3
1

1
1

1

1
4

J •

*

I

3
J

REMARKS.
The whole of theae Killaha hare

been assessed under the British Go-
vernmeat ai the full Jumma. They
lie within and on the borders of the

Mogulbuudi South of the Mahanadi
in all directions, chiefly on (be East
and Stfuih and all retain the appella-
tion of Killah in Uie Revenue ac-
counts of the district. The Raja of
Sarengher was deprived of all cpn-
trool over the Sirdars or Khandaiu
long before the Mahratta acceaaioit.

In Pergnnnah Saifo,

la Cboordes.

In Pertfutrnah Saib«r

*

In Pwsfunnah
In I'ergunnah Ounnito.

Under the Raja of AI with the rank of five hundred are placed twenty-
four Zemindaris, containing forty-two killahs.
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The Raja's own estate of killah Al, one Zemindari and one killah.

Hindu Sirdars, twenty-three Zemindaris, containing Forty-;Dependent

one killahs.

Kank*,
Rynia,
Kojang.
Knkilo Dip,
Harriapur,

Marrichpur,

Bish^npur,

Jamkurrera,
Chedra,
Darpao,
P hoi tang,

D.iljiira, -

Chatter,

Any her,

Balbupur,
Alemgtr,
Nattiggree,

Kalupare^i,

BUuata Badrak,
Nouaidh,
Binnatree,
A'upidda,

Zemindari.

- 1 2
— 1 8

a
a

r a
a
a

- *
- l
- a
— i

a
a
i

- a
- i
-

i

—

-

I

-

REMARK*.
The first nine of »he*e are now Tri-

butary filiates occupying the Eastern
Division of the Rajwara. The tenth liaa

on the western aide, under the bill and is

held at a Tribute but *ubject to the re-

gulations of the British Quverninent like

the preceding. Few of tits others haTo
retained ereu the ap »ellit •>» of killah

to the present day an I the control of

Under the Zemindar of Keonjhar are fifteen Zemindaris and fifty-fire tyfe

lahs,

His own Estate one Zemindari, containing eleven killahs, viz. Anandpnr,

Sikri, &c. four killahs, Mitagher, and others naais unknown.

Dependent Chiefs fourteen

Denkhanal, - *
Suganda, *

Kautajber, •

Duolgerh, - •

Raj;ree, , - •

Pachimkot, »

Awalek, . • . .

Baghpareb, • -

lialranipar, - •

Caochanda, • •

Kaptigerb,

AmbouaUa, Pynsan fc Oral,

is, having twenty-four killahs.

REHIRES.
The first of these is now on» of the

KvlaJu.

a
4

2
a
a

principal if the independent Tributary

Mellals. The Sad Tributary bnt snbjeot

to the Radiations. Few of the others re-

in the nane of Killah-and none the priri-

ege ot paying at a lixed assessment.

Zemindar's authority is now
Kednjoer. ',

The
*9
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of Moherbenj twelve Zemindaris containing forty-

His own Estate, one Zemindari containing eighteen killahs, viz. Bhunj

Bh6m, Mantri, Hariharpur, Dewalia, PGrnia, Karkachna, Bamanhatti, Sir-

houda, and small insignificant forts, ten.

Dependent Chiefs, eleven Zemindaris having twenty-four killahs, vix.

Nilgiri,

Siahbham,
Barr b><un,

Patharbai,

Narsinhpur,
Dcba,
Tyarchand,
Jamcunda,

Chargcrh,
1'rflinunda,

Jumrapal,

1

1

1

A i Unfit.

10
1

1

1

4

REMARKS.
One of the- Cuttack Tributary.

Now an Independent JBatato.

f One of ihc Jl Estates in the Mid-

\ napore district.

In Cuttack at IhenMHidntf tfae&ubu-
reklia.

Ditto.

Oa« of ta

Ditto.

Under the Zemindar of Bishenpur, are twelve Zemindaris and twenty-

nine killahs.

His own Estate one Zemindari comprising fifteen killahs.

Pependent Ghieis, eleven Zemindars, having fourteen killahs;

Mysadai,
Kftrasierh or Gbmgerh,
Turnlook,
Hatdagerh,
Kolegerb,
Maibhttm,
8iuhbhnm, . .

Bduianobfim,
Nalbhtim or Balbfan. .

Bigbham or Nagbbfcm,

Zemindari. Killok*

1

1

1

1

1

1
2

*

2
1

1
1

REMARKS.
Most r»f iheae are included in the Zilhh

->> Mi<lnapo:«. ManbhOni belongs with
Bsb> opur itself, to the Juugle Mehal
Zolah.

Mr. Grant -mention* that Bmrrai
with Haipore in Orissa formed anci-
ently pait of the Zemindari Raj of
Bishenpur. They were annexed to
tbo JJurdwan Chikleh in 1J3» A.

D d
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* Under the Zemindar of Futtihabad seven Zemindars containing seven-

teen killahs.

His own Zemindari, Futtihabad, &c. containing two killaha.

Dependent Zemindaris six, containing fifteen killahs.

REMARKS.
Belong chiefly t<> Midiiapore.

t Uhataila is uow, 1 believe, the resi-

{ dence of the Nais'nh tieih ZeniinrW.
Myoachhra and Narajoul lie on the

Eaatern aide of the Midnapore district,

the irregular Mrageling Jurisdiction,

boih of the &utack> and Hiilua|>ore

Cnir-fs anise »l coi*rae unavoidably
from the scattered position of the Geikj

Zemindari. Killah*.

• p 1 1

• • 1 3

] 8
1 t

1 1
I 3

Mynachfira.

Narajoul or Tarajol,

Kolpada,
Nyagaon khalar,

Under the Zemindar of Naraingerb, six Zemindaris, containing 17 killahs.

His own .Zemindari contains four killahs.

Dependent Zemindaris five, containing ttrirteen forts.

Dharinda, &c
Beliadurpur,

UtUrbvhar.

mm "

Zemindari Killahs.

4
2

- 3
4

- . 1

REMARKS.

Under charge (of Zimmeb) the Zemindar of Karan Gerh six

having eight killahs.

His own one Zemindari, containing two killahs.

Dependent (Tabidaran) five, containing six killahs.

Chatna, -

Dhowarpareh. -

tietb Dowall •

Kyaxuhand,
CUuuiasai, &c-

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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OR CUTTACK.

Under the Zemindar of Nag or Bagbhum.

His own Zemindari one, containing two killahs.

Ra,js?erh.

(;hum*ra,

DhowaJgerti,

Zemindari. Killahi

1 1

1 1
1 2
1 1

REMARKS.

Badshahi Thanehs under Cuttack, - -- -- -- -- 21

under Bengal, - - 4

Established in old times by Raja Man Sinh 999 Amlee. Cuttack, Pip.

ley Nour, Talmal, Pacherah, Jajipur, Badrak, Sor'o. Rarana, Bastah, Jella-

sore, Futtihabad, Narain Gerh, and Midnapore; the four last under Bengal.

Under Kam Garklian: Ma16d, Telingapenth, Santrapur, Chattiah, Saran-

gerh, and Maliulpur. Under Husim Beg Khan: Naltigri, Aleraghir Shirgcrh.

Under Shujaa-ud-din, FattehGerh, ShujaaGcrh, Paikani/Ahmedpor, An-

diyari,Tiran,Gope,Knjang,and Rynto, bolh of which latter ones were broken

up by the Zemindars. Mohammed Taki Khan after the seizure of Raja Ram-

chander Deo planted twenty-two thanehs for the protection and subjugation

of Rajwara from Bulwanta to Banpur, but they were all removed excepting

Balanta wlieu Bir Kishore Deo succeeded to the Raj by order of the King.

Whilst the ministers of Akber thus wisely left the turbulent feudal chiefs

or Khetri Zemindars to the management of those who from their local rank

and hereditary influence were best qualified to control them, they consider-

ed it expedient to adopt also with very little variation the system which

they found existing for the administration of the a/fairs of the Kot, or as

they called them the Khuliseh lands, that is the country annexed to the Im-

perial Dcwanui. The only marked change which they introduced, indeed,

Dd2
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was that of translating all the uncouth and harsh sounding Una designati-

ons of things and offices, into more familiar Persian terms of corresponding

import.

The Khands and Bissees tow became Pergunnahs ; the Police and Re*

venue Officers, Chowdris* fc.nd Vilaity (Mofussil or Provincial) Canungos^

or generally Talukdars, the heads of villages Mokaddams ; and the villages

themselves Mohzm. - The larger territorial division of Sircar was perhaps-

arbitrary,- suggested by -considerations of financial convenience, or ntay

have been copied from the Uria Dandpat. The term Mehal, or plural Me-

lialat, by which the Revenue lands were designated in contradistinction

to Killajat or the Military ditto, comprized in Akber's time, each, several

Pergunnahs, and answered nearly to the modern Chakleh, though it is now

applied to every petty estate or interest separately engaged for with the

Collector.

The Revenue Officers of the khaliseh lands, called Chowdris and Vi-

laity Canungos, or generally Talukdars, certainly acquired no new rights

under the Mogul Government. We find them on all occasions acting

with the Mokaddams as the fixed hereditary local Officers of the state,

discharging some of their functions in relation to their Pergunnahs jointly,

others separately and independently,—exercising in short the same privi-

leges, and enjoying the same percentage and profits, under the new as

under the old system of things. Amongst the chief of their duties were

the collection of the Government Revenue assessed on their several divi-

sions, the Control of Police, the adjustment of disputes relating to the

Pergunnah generally, and the enforcement of all the government orders

and instructions relative to. the assignment and appropriation of lands.

Their acknowledged profits were five per cent, on the collections, certain

• The author of tie Ajin Acberi says, ifcaking of the SObeb of Bera t
—" In this country they calf

the Ctuwdri, Dcsmookhce : the CWmMew, Despondiah : the MuUiUUm, P*Uyl and tl»e PiUwmrtt, Kont-
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perquisites on fishery, orchards, produce of the jungles, &c. (the Phalkar,

Jalkar and Bankar;) taxes on Trade (Muteharfa;) the privilege of granting

leases to new settlers in villages where there were no Mokaddams ; and

the less distinctly avowed, though not less profitable, perquisite ofgranting

free of rent and selling, small portions of the lands called " Banjar Kha-

rej Jamma," or waste unoccupied and unassessed land, which had either

never been subject to rent, or had been deserted for years. The Mokad-

dams under them exercised privileges of a nearly corresponding nature and

degree. They were often separated with their villages entirely from the

control of the Talfikdars, when their oppression had become intolerable,

or they could purchase the favour of the ruling power. We find these

persons constantly addressed jointly with the ryots and cultivators, in all

the perwannehs and firmans both of the local and Supreme Governments,

according to the well-known form, " Let the Chowdris and Canungos,

the Mokaddams, the ryots and cultivators of Pergunnah, so and so, sircar,

so and so, know." If other evidence were wanting, the names and desig-

nations of their offices would clearly explain the light in which they were

viewed by the Moguls. Chowdri or Mokaddam signify simply chief or head

—Vilaity Canungo, the local or provincial Officer of account. The Chow-

dri TalGkdar lias been always treated under the British Government as a

proprietor of land, and the ambiguity of the designation of Chief, prevents

the error of such a view of his condition being apparent at first sight. The

Canungo Talukdar has never been taken notice of in discussions regarding

the land tenures of India. His denomination is so clearly indicative of a

merely official tenure and occupation, that the most determined advocate

of Zemindari rights would hardly perhaps maintain his claim to be called a

Proprietor of the soil, though undoubtedly the title of botli descriptions of

Talftkdars stands on precisely the same footing. To control and superin-

tend these local Officers of the old regime, and to maintain the principles

of the new settlement inviolate, the offices of Sadder Canungo and Sadder

Chowdri were instituted by Akber, or rather his Dewan Tooral Mall. The

Sadder Chowdris, Canungos, and their establishments, should be carefully
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distinguished from the Vilaity or local and country Chowdris and Canun-

gos, the Officers of the former Hindu Government. Whilst the latter were

all Unas, the newly created Offices were invariably filled by natives of Ben-

gal. This circumstance of country and descent, has latterly been almost

the only distinction between the two, as the four Sadder Canungos of Cut-

tack and many of their Gomashtchs contrived in process of time to obtain

the management of a great number of Taluks, and became Tal6kdars, when

their utility as checks and controllers must of course in a great measure

have ceased. The situation of Sadder Cbowdri has long ago altogether

disappeared.

Down to the conquest of the Province by the British arms, the functions

and situation of the Chowdri and Canungo Taltikdars and the Mokad-

dams, remained precisely as 1 have above generally explained them. All

Pergunnahs in the Marhatta accounts (with very few exceptions) are found

entered as divided into the Tal6ks of Chowdris and Canungos named after

the holder, Tal6ka Chowdri, Taluka Sudder Canungo, Taluka Canungo

Vilaity, &c. and the separated or Mazktiri villages of such Mokaddams as

had been entirely emancipated from their control, with certain alienated

land 8 known by names and revenue terms which it is unnecessary here to

mention. But on the introduction of the British Government and regulati-

ons, all parties whose names appeared in the public accounts of the preced-

ing administration as answerable for or intrusted with the collection of the

public dues, were forthwith acknowledged not only as Zemindars, but as

proprietors of the land comprized in their Zemindaris. Whatever may be

thought of the policy of this admission and the advantages that have resulted

from it, that it was founded on an erroneous view of the state of things un-

der the native Government, seems to me to be beyond all question. How

did this error, which seems to have been as generally prevalent every where

else as in Cuttack, originate ? 1 think its origin and prevalence may be

ascribed chiefly to three causes; 1st. the want of a proper distinction being

made between the rights and circumstances of the real ancient Zemindars
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of the country, and those officers culled by the Moguls Talukdars or by

whatever otlier name, who exercised hereditarily the management and col-

lection of the domains of the state ; 2nd. the confused and inaccurate appli-

cation of the term Zemindar by the natives of the country themselves, long

before the accession of the British Government, which was probably a prin-

cipal cause of the want of discrimination above noticed ; 3rd. the failure to

distinguish between the inheritance and sale ofan office (a practice probably

peculiar to the Hindus) and the inheritance and sale of the land with

-which that office was connected and concerned.

On the real and essential difference existing between the two classes in

Orissa, properly called Zemindar and TalGkdar, I have already said enough.

The former were the feudal Chiefs or Barons of the land, holding their

estates by a title of property, and accountable to their sovereign only for

the performance of such services, military or otherwise, as the condition

of their tenure imposed. The latter were the hereditary Officers of Re-

venue and Police, on the widely extended domains of the superior Raja

himself.

With regard to the second source of error which is indeed intimately

connected with the first, 1 would observe that we may trace four different

senses in which the term Zemindar has been at different and successive

periods need and understood in this country. In the days of Akber and

his successors down to some period of A urangzebs reign, it was confined

strictly to the old feudal Lords and Chiefs such as 1 have before described,

who were the ancient original Bhuyans, BhGpatis, or Zemindars. 2nd. At
different periods of the Mogul and Mahratta government, Zcmindaris were

occasionally created in imitation of the Hindu practice, either by separating

off a number of villages from adjoining Pergunnahs, or by allotting one or

more Pergunnahs of the khaliseh land, as fixed assignments, to some distin-

guished Chief or able Revenue Officer, Mussclman or Hindu, to answer a

particular purpose. These creations were apparently common in Bengal, and
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bo doubt have contributed greatly to puzzle and entangle the question of

Zemindari rights as relating to that province.* There are about five or six

. instances of the kind in Cuttack subsequent to Riga Man Sinh's time, of

which the Zemindari composed of Pergunnah KurJes, Antrudh, and Kai-

j6ri, created as late as 1780-90, A. D. is the most rtmarkable case. The

new tenure thus created would be naturally of rather a mixed and ambi-

guous nature. It was obvuusly by no means the policy or general prac-

tice of the Mogul Government to raise up an hereditary nobility, though

they might occasionally adopt proceedings leading to that result, to an-

swer some special end. If we look to the proper original import of the

word Zemindar, the tenure in question would have some claims to be con-

sidered as involving a right of property in the soil : but if we try the nature

of the grant by the contents of the sunnud or deed itself which conferred

it, we must unhesitatingly class the Zeiniudari so created, as nothing

higher than a Talftkdari, or a mere official trust, of the description called

lhtimam. Instead of military service which the policy of the Musselmaa

government did not require, the khidmat or service enjoined in the Ze-

mindari sunnuds to which I refer, is that of keeping up a good police and

paying a certain fixed revenue. The remuneration to be enjoyed in return

is always distinctly indicated, viz. the Naucar, Rasjmm and Lowazimeh,

or percentage and perquisites. The old Tal6kdars, where Pergunnah*

were thus granted* continued sometimes to exist in a dependent capacity ;

sometimes were altogether ousted or bought out. 3rd. In latter times as the

vigour and regularity of the old system became relaxed, the Chowdri and

Cauungo Tal61vdars came to be known as the Zemindar* of their Pergun-

nah* generally. Tlieir Talftks were not, to be sure, entered in the public

accounts as Zeniiudaris, nor would any single TaMkdur call himself a Ze-

mindar, but they assumed conjointly the distinction of Pergunnah Zemin-

dars and were so termed often by the ruling power. It i* curious and not

unimportant to remark that whilst the Talukdars became thus exalted to

• Tbey may be in general dMtinguiibcd Uy their Mu*m1i»a appellation* m Rajibabi, Mabini.4

«babi, Faltibttbad, Fatlclipur, &c.
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the rank of Zemindar, the proper Zemindars mounted a step higher and

styled themselves Hajas. Before even the British accession, and certainly

ever since that period, every hill and jangle Zemindar of Orissa has been

pleased invariably to adopt the style and title of Raja. At the great Man
Sinh's settlement we find three Zemindars only acknowledged as such, viz.

the three Princes of the Royal family. All the other feudal Chiefs were

classed in the rank of Khandaits, Sirdars, and Zemindars. The fourth and

last mode of applying the title of Zemindar is as under the British govern-

ment, when every class and description of persons engaging in chief with

the Collector for payment of revenue, obtains, on all occasions, the dignity

and benefit resulting from that appellation. We may distinguish no less

than seven different grades of persons holding offices and tenures connected

with land, who appear in the Collector's accounts as Zemindars* and abso-

lute proprietors of the soil : 1st. The ancient Zemindars (now Rajas) of the

killah estates. 2nd. Zemindars of Mogul and Marhatta creation, holding

one or more Pergunnahs, as Cftrdes, l/tikan, Shahabad> &c. 3rd. The Cbow-

dri and Canungo Talfikdars. 4th. The independent (Mazkuri) Mokaddams.

5th, Village accountants, called Serberakars, and Karjis who sometimes

managed their villages and paid the rents to the Marhatta government. 6th.

The head-men (Pursettis) of patnahs, or villages containing merely houses

with little or no arable laud attached. 7th. The holders and proprietors of

petty alienated portions of land called Kheridah, resumed jagirs, service

lands (Mouajib), &c &c.

It is of some importance to my argument to consider how far the testi-

mony, either direct or incidental, ofthe best writers of the country, supports

the view which I have taken of the original essential difference between the

Mogul Zemindars, anil the great Revenue Officers called Chowdris and

Canungos, or more generally Talukdars ; and of the confusion Created

in latter times, by the inaccurate and indiscriminate application of the for-

mer term.

e •
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On the only occasions when the author of the Ay in Acberi mentions Ze-

mindars, the word is used entirely in the sense I contend for, that is,,

as designating the class of Military Chiefs and feudatories, bound by their

tenure to furnish troops, &c. for the service of the state. lie mentions se-

veral Rajput Zemindars (sometimes expressly under that denomination,

sometimes as BhGinis) commanding bodies of Troops in Berar, in the account,

of which SulMuValso, he observes, that the Chowdi i is here called Dcsmukh,.

Canuugo, Despandia, &c. but does not explain the nature of the duties of

those officers- In treating of the S6beh of Bengal likewise, he states, after

recounting the amount of the revenue, " And the Zemindar* (who are most-

ly Koits)* furnish also 23,330 cavalry, 8,01,158 infantry, 170 elephants,.

42il0 cannon, and 440Oboats." In a passage which occurs- in part 3rd, des-

cribing the duties of the Foujdar, the word Zemindar has been erroneously

used by the translator Mr. Gladwin. The original runs thus, " When a Bu -

zerger, (husbandman os ryot,) of an Ami! Guzar of the Khaliseh, or a Jagir-

dar, may prove refractory, he shall endeavour, first to bring him back to his

duty by fair words ;" which the translator renders, " Whenever a Zemindar

or a Collector of the Royal or Jugir land."

If the Royal domains, or Khaliseh lauds,, were really held; under the Mo-

gul government, by a number of large proprietors, whether called Zemindar,

or by whatever other name, it seems scarcely conceivable,, that all mention

of, and allusion to, such a class, should have been omitted in the chapter of

the Ayin Acberi, (viz. part 3,) which treats expressly of the famous ten year's

settlement of the imperial lands, and the arrangements and system of ma-

nagement therewith connected. No one can peruse that chapter without

• . -

•The remark that the Bengal Zemindars are mostly KolU or Cayasthas, who are of the Sankar va-

ran, or mixed impure breed, inferior even to Sudras, may »eem partly at variance with what 1 have ad-

vanccd, but it should be recollected, thai, as 1 have already stated, the genuioe Csbatriyas are consi-

dered to be extinct, io many parts of the country, and that these who now repiesent and stand in the

place of the regal and military class, are often of very-Inferior extraction. Itwill be seen, oa reference,

to the lists of Kings In the work now referred to. that, out of Bve dynasties of sovereign Princes who

ruled over Oaura Desa or Bengal, prior to the Mohammedan conquest, the totonlv wereVhetria ;
lh«

tour last Koits.
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being struck by the fact, that the entire business of settlement and collecti-

on, is described as lying between the husbandman and the officers of the go-

vernment, called tbe Amil, Tepakchi, and Treasurer, conducted through the

intervention of contain local functionaries, who are styled the Shikdar, Kar-

k6n, Mokaddam, and Patwari. It would be superfluous to quote particular

passages, in illustration of what is so abundantly clear, from the whole tenor

of the portion of the work alluded to. It cannot surely be imagined, that,

if a class ef so much importance as Zemindars and Proprietors had then ex-

isted in the Khaliseh land, no reference should ever once be made to their

existence and -interests, in speaking of the payments of the Ryots to ihe

Officers of Government ; the -settlements to be made with them ; the mea-

surements of the land ; the accounts oftbe same to be kept, and the parties

by whom those accounts were to be signed and countersigned. <By4he

Shikdar* and Karkun, in this place, are meant, I apprehend, tbe Gho.w-dri

and Canuugo Talnkdars, like those of Orissa, or persons performing similar

functions. Shikdar implies very nearly the same as Talukdar, Uieone de-

. siguatiou signifying literally, holder or -manager of a division ; (he<o€her,

holder of an allotment or dependency. The Chdwdri, is, twice only, that

1 can discover, mentioned bv that appellation express, throughout theAyia

Acberi ; tirst, in«the account of the Subeh of Berar, and second, in .the part

about 8jer*/iol, which is defined to mcau either money, pensions, or land

bestowed as milk and madudiuasU. The passage is this, " Various illicit

.practices haviug been discovered, the Syerghal of the Afghans jxnd Ckovo-

di U of the Kaaliseh, were anue.xed to the Exchequer."

The same indirect and incidental evidence mav be drawn from Ferhfh-

leh, whose history extends down to the death of Acber in A. D. IflOa. Ia

the cases where he mentions Zemindars, it is almost -invariably as, Zeminda-

ran o Rayyatt Deccan, Zemindars and Princes of the Deccan; Zemindars*

* In Deugal, Sl.ikdar has become an beredilarj liile or appeCaiiou like Cbowdri, Baksbee, M»j-

Ec2
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Kohestan, of the hills, &c. and they are represented as powerful chiefs

possessing forts, armies, and political influence, such as to this day are the

attributes of Khetri and Rajput Chiefs. It is curious enough, that, in near-

ly every instance where his translator Dow has introduced the word Ze-

mindar, and more especially in those few interesting passages of Ferishteh,.

which touch upon the internal arrangements and institutions of the empire,

the term has been gratuitously foisted in, and is not to be found in the ori-

ginal. As a guide to future enquirers, I shall point out some of these errors

which have attracted my notice. Dow states of Sultan Balin, " Wherever

the King marched, there was an order for the Subehs, Zemindars, Fouj-

dars, &c. to meet him." This is, merely the translator's explanation of the

sense of the passage. The original is, " Sultan Balin made it a rule, that,

whenever he returned from his army, the head-officers and respectable

men, (8udfir-o-Akabir,) came to meet him and offer presents." When the

same Prince goes to Sunargaon* in pursuit of the rebel Togral, Dow makes

the Zemindar of that place join him with his troops ; the original says only,

" Dhoj Rai the Zabit or local governor." In the accounts of the reigns of

Feroze 2nd and Alla-ud-deen, the word Amrn, used by Ferishteh, is twice

erroneously translated Zemindar. In the description of the latter reign, a

still more important inaccuracy occurs, in the account of the King's mea-

sures, for improving both the condition of his ryots, and the revenues of

the Royal Exchequer. Zemindars andfarmers are not once mentioned by

Ferishteh, but it is observed, that, as the Chowdris and Mokaddams were

very oppressive in their behaviour towards the ryots (zeberdest), they

were set aside, and their dues (wajeh) resumed, so that they who had be-

fore worn fine clothes, rode on horses and affected all the state of Amras,

were now reduced to the lowest ebb of poverty. In the history of Moham-

med Third's reign, the term Zemindar is again gratuitously introduced

by Dow, as follows, " Nizam Bam, a Zemindar, possessed ofsome lands

in Oude, collected a mob of the discontented farmers and rebelled." The

original text, which is obscure in my copy, calls him anAmir of some kind,

but never once makes use of the word Zemindar. Again, in pages 51 and
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52, (vol. ii.) duriug Feroze Third's reign, Zemindars of Gomkpore and Kut-

ter are mentioned by Dow, where Ferishteh distinctly calls them Mokaddams.

Zemindars as well as Mokaddams of Atava, are, it is true, in one part spo-

ken of by the Persian historian, but he elsewhere also alludes to Rats and

Rajas of the same district. On the deposition of Abu Bekker, the translator

observes, that the Zemindars, in various, parts of the empire, fell upon his

followers and massacred them. The original says,. " the ryots and others

murdered them-." Whilst the designation so often repeated, has been thus

constantly introduced into Dow's translation, in a manner quite unwarranted

either by the sense or language of the text, it is strangely Omitted, sometimes,

>n parts where it does occurMn the original. Thus, Ferishteh, speaking of the

warlike operations of the .Emperor Mohammed Third, and the vigour of his

government during the early part of his reign, says, " He conquered the en-

tire Carnatic, from sea to sea, taking possession of part of the country and

obliging the Rajas of the other portion to pay tribute, and, from dread of

his prowess, the Rats and Zemindars throughout the empire became submis-

sive and obedient, and waited on the court to discharge their several duties

and offices." Dow renders the passage simply as follows, " He soon after

reduced the Carnatic, to the extremities of the Deccan, and from sea to

sea, obliging all the Rajas to pay him tribute, by which means he again fill-

ed the treasury with money." The last ofCol. Dow's mistakes, which I shall

notice, is one that has led the ingenious author of the essay on Asiatic Mo-

narchies, to imagine a support to one (though not a material; part of his

argument, which does not in reality exist. The translator says of the fa-

mous Ferid, alias Sher Shah, *« When he arrived at his Jagir (in the S6beh of

Jonpur,) he actually put his resolution in practice, by rendering justice to

the poor, and reducing to order such of the Zemindars as opposed his au-

thority ;" now the original states simply, " The Mokaddams of several vil-

lages being turbulent and refractory, he undertook to reduce them to order."

The word Zemindar never once occurs any where in or near the passage.

The only inference which I would draw from the above, is, that, in those
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times of the Mogul government, when the financial system of the empire

existed in full vigour, the misapplication of the term Zemindar to the Chow-

dris and Canungos of the Khaliseh land-*, or to any inferior class, had

not become general in Hindustan. That the designations, and, perhaps

too, the offices and rights of the two classes, were in latter times much con-

founded together, is abundantly clear. It cannot, of course, be expected,

when we consider the vague, mutilated, and imperfect state of all Indian

histories and revenue accounts, that the origin and progress of this confu-

sion should admit of being explained with such precision as to remove all

doubt, or difference of opinion. The first symptoms of it are perhaps to

-be observed during Aurangzeb's reign.* After his death, and especially

from the time of Mohammed Shah, and the early period of the eighteenth

century, w*s meet with frequont instances, in Firmans and Perwannehs, of

'the word Zemindar being either addtd after Chowdri awl Cannngo, or

substituted in lieu of those terms. I \ proof of this statement, 1 need only

•refer generally, to the numerous documents of the kind which are yet forth-

coming, and may be consulted by those win fed in:e<*e*ted in the discussi-

on. Jt will be observed, that they always purport to address, and convey

-ordersfto, the whole body of persons con lected, in any way, with tbeland in

a Pergunnah or Cttakteh, belonging to the KUalhm Skeujeh->\\w Amils

Mutasaddu, Chowdri*, Canungos, Mokaddams, rv »ts, and c dtivators. It

is superfluous to add, after what has been above stated, that the proper

• The fnmou* srnnt orthe Zemiudari, «tc. of the 24-rVriruniiahs to tin- Camnnnv by Jn!W Ali K'.an

in HOI A. U. fornUbe* an apt and ourioos illustration or li.e ex.iorl-w, c m. i wbi.-.'i prrvai.e I

Uneilj. io rrgard to tbe designation of tbe bead clossei of raiddie- «>vii minnrrled wiili tn I »i»-t- I

•hall therefore give a tran*latiou of it from ttu ori ji ial. oa the r •( »r I < »i iti.- !» ri.it'i.BVv "L-ttbe

Zemindars. CoowdrU, Canuojcos. Tal..M.r«. M.*»dd tm«. It o.. ...d Im'mIm.ws of t..« ClviWeh «f

Hnoglcy, Ice. io Bengal, know, that »»ce the oB^o (or service) a > Xt *i*tiri, aod CWOoftiJtnd

TnhUiri as below, has been a^ijtned to the B.i ,'U . C. ..pa..j. tliey mii« be a'lowed ,.,.t-r ,i,,on

tbe fall «erei« and enjoyment of all the duties aod privily, ort'.e same, and the Rjo s * Un tln,

li.mti.nf tbeir Zemio.lari must experience no ai iojrauso. Ui-Uc aforesaid C >«i,>an) auntta-itl) e«-

er« then.selves taincrcase the cultivation, aod lot them pay re^ul;».!y thj IWnue oi ihe rsta.e iolo tbo

Exe!.e.,oer, he. fco. Considering the above Company a. ZimimUr a.d CAo rrfri. aod Tai*k-Ur, yoo wul

allow them to appropriate all the poquisites aod advaoia**-s I -.euuto *,..,e«d, and u-e, assured tb .t

ell their complaints anH represeulaiion, will be attend*.] to.'* A .he foot of the *ra ;,t. Urn ^Perjuo-

re sprciiicd by nam*. I * thi» s&anad, it ma.} be remarked, lh«re is lilUe «

st;uiI of land aod proprietary riglit*.
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Zemindars or fendal Chiefs being distinctly circumstanced, and snhji <*

to the control of a different department of the state, viz. the Sultannat,

or Nizaraat, could never of course be included in these official addresses,

from tbeKhaliseh orDewanni department, to the husbandmen and officers

of all classes on the lands composing the imperial domains. I must not omit

to notice the famous Firman of the Emperor Aurangzeb A lemgir, addressed

to Rashik Das, which has been translated and printed with former discus-

sions regarding the Zemindari tenure. In this the " Amils, Chowdris, Ca-

nungos, Mokaddams, ami Patwaris," arefrequently mentioned in every part

and, in one instance, the expression is varied by writing" Amins, Amils, Ze-

mindars and others." If the date and translation ofthe document are strict-

ly correct, it may be considered to evince an earlier application of the term

Zemindar, to the officers of the Khahseh land, than I should be on other

grounds disposed to admit.

The second cause of error, respecting Zemindari and Tal6kdari rights,

which has occurred to me, is the failure to discriminate between the sale of'

lands and of the offices connected with them. In Cuttack, the offices of

Tal6kdar and Mokaddain, were, in conformity with the universal Hindu

practice, slrictly hereditary ; the rent or revenue of the lands payable to the

state had been fixed and settled with reference to the capability of the soil,

and the established rules for the division of the crop ; and certain perqui-

sites and emoluments were allotted to all parties concerned in the busi-

ness of collection and management, which (together with illicit gams) ren-

dered those situations, though less valuable titan at present, still objects of

solicitude and ambition to the class who alone were likely to hold them,

under the native administration. Such being the case, it was a frequent

practice of the Mogul government, to oblige the Tal&kdars or Mazk6ri

Mokaddams, when they had embezzled the revenues, or otherwise fallen into

arrears, to dispose of a portion of what they held, when the price obtained

was invariably paid into the local treasury in discharge of balances. The

custom may be considered to indicate a recognition of property, on the part
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of those classes of functionaries in their offices, (though the sales in ques-

tion, termed Bye Sultani, in general bore little the character ofvoluntary

and uuconstrained transfers,) but certainly cannot be held to establish any

title of property in the soil itself. Iu most cases, the thing sold is carefully

defined to be the whole or a share of the Talukdari and Chowdrahi, of

the Talukdari and Wilaity Canungoship, or of the Mokaddami of a Taluk

or village. Occasionally there is some ambiguity, where a single village

only is disposed of, but I am persuaded that no person could rise from the

perusal of a number of such deeds of sale of the old times, without being

satisfied, that they transfer nothing more than a hereditary official tenure in

a village or villages, or portion of a Tal6k, the profits attaching to which

are defined iu the margin or endorsement, as well as the fixed revenue as-

sessed, called the Tankhah Haqrai and Jararaa Kerna!. I observe, that, in

the very first of the cases brought forward in the appendix to Sir J. Shore's

Minute, on the permanent settlement, as an instance of the sale of lands in

Bengal, the thing disposed of is distinctly stated to be, two-sixteenths of the

Chowdrahi* of Ki&mat Pergunnah Fattehjanjpur, sold by Kamal Chowdri to

Hari Sircar.

. In like manner, I apprehend that the sense of the words Malik anu

Miikiat, which occur generally in the Cuttack deeds of sale, as in those

of a similar nature in Bengal and elsewhere, must, in any consistent and

intelligible view of the case, be held to apply only to the office and per*

quisites of the seller, implying that he enjoyed them hereditarily* by a

tenure independent of the will of any local superior, in contradistinction

to an office held by a mere Gomashteh, or ephemeral agent at the pleasure

of another. Indeed, the MUkiai, or right of property asserted, is moatcom-

monly and distinctly stated to refer to the Chowdrahi.t Canungoi, and

Mokaddammi. If such were not the case, it would follow that the sarao

• Situation of Chowdri.

i Or Ajiglice Ckowdrhbip, Cn«ungc»liip, and olBre of Ifokaddajn.
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laud might have two different kinds of absolute proprietors, for Mokad-

dams, who had the right of selling their Rfokaddammi, existed (in Cuttack

at least) on the Taluk of every Chowdri and Canungo, who might similarly

'dispose of his Talukdari or a part of it. The difficulty vanishes when we

view them, as, what they unquestionably were, offices connected with the

land, ofdifferent degrees of authority and importance, each having its distinct

^duties and perquisites. In the Southern Pergunnahs, formerly under the

Khurda Rajas, where the heads of villages and accountants retain their old

Hindi appellation ofPadhan and Bhoi, we find them constantly selling shares

of their Padhanee and Bhoi Girt, or offices of chief and accountant, with a

•proportionate allotment of the service lands and Kass6m attached; and

kthese transfers, the real nature of which it is impossible to mistake, serve to

throw a strong light on the character of similar transactions in other parts,

where the use of terms of doubtful import, has invested the subject with a

degree of ambiguity which probably will never be altogether dispelled.

Actual sales of laud, or rather ground, were not however unknown un-

der the native administration of Cuttack, and wherever it was clearly in-

tended to sell such, so many bigas are plainly stated in the Qobalehs to be

the subject of transfer, without any periphrasis as to the Zemindari, Ta-

lukdari, or Mokaddammi right in them. Such sales however were confined

to a particular description of land called Arazi Banjar Kharij Jamma, or

ground, waste, unoccupied, and unassessed, in the disposal of which the

Talukdars and Mokaddams were allowed by prescription to exercise con-

siderable privileges. If only two or three bigas were sold for the building

of a house, patna, &c. or disposed of as rent free, <he individual Talukdar .

or Mokaddam executed the deed, with the sanction of the ruling power,

implied by the necessary attestation of the Sidder Canungo, or his agent

:

if a larger quantity as a batti, or so, was to be assigned away, the deed of

transfer was executed jointly by the Cliowdris, Canungos, and Mokaddam,

or Mokaddams. Tins mode of Uansfer gave rise to a curious tenure in the

Ft
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district of Cuttack, called Kharideh or purchased, and Milk Kharidah,

which often comprized much valuable land, owing to good land being frau-

dulently alienated, instead of the Banjar which the deeds set forth, and

they formed a constant subject 01 scrutiny and resumption on the part of

the Officers of the native government. The purchasers of such property

often again transferred it to others, and the privilege of sale likewise seems

to have been conceded to those who enjoyed rent free lands, under grants

of the government as, milk, ayma and madadmash. A full discussion and

investigation of these matters would however lead so far, that I am obliged

to content myself with the above general reference to the principal consi-

derations which strike me, as necessary to explain the land tenure in Orissa

Proper.

I have inserted in the notes* translations of a few deeda of sale and sun-

* S*Uof* Chomdr—'t Talook otUiUdbm tk* Stalcf tkt Coztt, mnd SigmtfMrt tfik* Sudder CtnaonfOt'l

Goonuulah.

I who asa Rattan Man Gajiuder Chowdree, too of Hardee Ram Gnjinder Chowdree, son of

inhabitant of Ma. Sbamsoanderpore, ia Pergnnnab Byaung Sircar Budruck. Since I am altogether

doable to pay the balances doe from the four Biawa Talook, Including Mooiah* Sbamsoonderpore, eie.

in the above Pergnnoab, and have been placed in confinement on that account by the Ohdedar Mirca

Bengalee Beg, I do of my own free will and consent sell for the sum of 104 K. 10 P. as per margin to

Rasbehnrce Mahapater, aon of Oordhub Nurrinder Raee, son of Moorlcc Dlmr Humcbnndun, inhabit-

ant of Moasah Byaung Pergnnnab ditto, the aforesaid foar Biswa Talook, together with the Daftor

Cbowdraee which I have held to thud ay in proprietory possession [KialaHaa alyaomdartnhttnsnroof

M atikaneb mi d asht]. Let the purchaser as long as be lives, and after him his sons and his son's sons

exert themselves in bringing the same into cultivation and be careful to discharge the Government duet.

Be will enjoy the profits and make good any losses tbat may ensue. Neither I, nor my beirs, nor my
brothers, nor their heirs, wiU hereafter have any right or tide in the Talook. Should any one advance

a claim, it will be false and unfounded. This is written as a Sunnud Kobalcb Talookdaree [or Deed

of Sale of a Talookdaiee.] Dated 38th of the month Rubbec Ool Awwnl 1 ICS Umlee.

1 Mouxahs and 13 Biswas, Mokurrce Roqba, Arazee Battees 640 3 13 0

So. Rt. A. G. C.

Mokorrureb Tunka Ruqmee, . - - - - - Rs. 937 11 O 0

Jumma Kemal Cowris, K. 547 400
JTainu P. O. C.

Ryottee, - 634 6 0 0

Moojraee. - 33 16 0 0

Total two Mousas 13 Biswas, and the Dmfltr of 4 Biswas of the Pergnnnab, vis. Shamsoondcrpore I

Mouza—Katb Moonda 1 ditto—Kistmat Hasanabad 8 Biswas—Kismut Roopa 6 Biswas.
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nnds, selected from a vast mass of such documents in my possession, which

will serve to illustrate the argument maintained in the preceding pages.

Detit of Salr ofporlim ofa TalooA of WiUaitg Canoongot.

Purchaser MVer Kun.ul U»d Deeti. son of Meer Moosabit, son of Meer Umad; Seller Juggunath.

Mnintee, son ofMuhee Mainiee. Canoougoc Willaiiy of Perguanah Coordaia,ia the Sircar of Cuttack.

Since I the Seller have to this day held the »h de and entire Talookdarec and Willaiiy Canoongoeship

of M usa Jinlcar Sowanlo, in the above PrrKunnah. my Talooka [Talooka Bunded ki dur tuht o tusur-

roof Mjtikanch kho >d daslii] in full proprietory possession, I now sell the same with all the rij?liis and

privilege* appertaining thereto. asMerl, Hiieeq, Ashjar, Abjar, tec fee. of my own free consent, for the

sum of one hundred Kahawun* of Cowris. a fair and even price, to the above mentioned Purchaser.

Having received the ainount I have paid it into the Treasury ofthe Fotedar of the Pergunnah in dis-

charge of ray balances. Let the Purchaser cultivate the above Village, pay tbo public duct and bring

it nmler his Talookdaree and Canoongoe management [bu Talookdaree of Canoongoe khood uml au>

miwdehj. Neither I, nor my heirs will hereafter have any claim.

1 Moiiii.

Moknrrureh Ruqha A razee Bailees, . - . 113 0 0
Ditto Tunkha Ruqmec, - - 8a. Rj. 273 0 0

Ditto Jumina Kurnal Courts, - - - 6 »7 0 0

Price ofTalookdaree and Willait) Canoontoesbip.lobe separated, Kah. 100 0 0

from the Talooka of the Seller Juguonatb Maintee, and eulcred aa a Talooka Muxkooree, dated IStb

Sbowal, 1 138 Umlee.

On the back the Cbehreh Bonder, or descriptive Roll of the Seller is given.

Dtfd of Salt ofGround.

I who am Sudanund Mahapatcr, sou of flopee Mahapatcr, son of Moorley Mahnpater, Chowdree

Of Pergunnab Bjauag, in the Sircar of Bidruck, in the full possession of my senses, of my own frea

consent declare that I bavc sold a parcel of about II Bigaa 19 12 of land Bamjnr Kkarij Jumma 26

Du*lee measurement on the Ruqba of Mousa Dhurinkuntpore. my Talooka, (or dependent on me) which

as specified below has to this day been in my possession, with every thing on and belooging to it to tha

revered Saeed ood Deen Mohuui.i.ud, for the sum of Sice i Rupees 19 3, the fair and current price. Let

bim dispose o il as he likes; sh.ul I Hie Hakim ever clatni a Juinma from it, I will be answerable.

Here follows a specification of boundaries. Dated lOtb Rejeb, 1144 Umtee.

Deed granting rVrounrf frtt of Ktni. hg Ta/ookdart ofa Pergunnah jointly.

• We who are Fulteh Khan Cbowdree, Bamdoe Canooiuoe and Kislien Canoongoe Zemindars of

Pergunnah Saeed Abad in the Sircar or Cuttack. declare as follows : Since Bishnoo Churn Doss

Birjabadiee, inhabitant of Mousah Nitjal in Pergunnab Doogaoo Bissee has no means of subsist*

ence and is unable to give food to the numerous Fakirs and Byshnooa, who are constantly resortin; to

bim, and thereby sutlers extreme distress, we have therefore of our own accord and free will appointed

7 Bailees 7 Bigas II Ohoonts Araz .-e Unnjur kbarij Jumma, from the Ruqba of the Muuzahs attach to

our Talooks as below, to be hereafter held by him as Kit) rat. Let the above-mentioned t*ke possession

of the Lnnd and bring into cultivation and expend tbe profits in maintaining b ; msell and oilier Fakirs

and B> slmons ; should we or our heirs ever attempt to resume it, may we go to hall. This ia given as

a Sunnud Kb) rat.

Here follows a specification of the Villages in each Talook from whiob the LanJ was granted. Dott-

ed 10lh Jumadool Awwul, 1166 Uulee.
Ff3 AMhtr
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Another SiUinj Dili*.

We who are Jye KishenRaeoCanoontroes Sudder, Ramchonder Bbooyan Canoongoe Willaily, D>ew

I Chowdree, and Sirdar Puttee, CbundooNaik, Rajib Naik, ate. Moquddams of Pergunnih

t, in the Sircar or Bndrnck declare aa fotlowa: Since about 1 Battee 8 Bigas 12 Gboonta of

Land, on tho Roqha of Monzahs Khundihrn, Pustapore, and Mondial, our Talook s had become entire-

ly waata and deaerled [wyran oftadeh] we bare measured out the same with the authorised Pndkeh,

and hare aold it for the »um of Sa. R«. 36 to the respected Sir Must Khan according to legal forms.

.Let the aforenamed Khan take posseanion of the same and proceed to establish garden and Putna with

the falleat confidence and security. Neither we nor our heirs will ever hereafter bare Davee, Dukbl, or

Huq, of any sort, in the above-mentioned parcel of ground. Dated the nth Sowalr ll21 Umlee.

: foUows the usual Cba

Dttd ef Salt oftit Zemindar** of * VUlagt.

I who an Borant Race, son of Sudashib Race, son of Jeet Race, inhabitant of Kusbeh Pergnnnah

Hurrihurpore, in the Sircar of Cattack, in the full possession of my senses declare in this Mujlia, that

the Zemindaree ar>dTaloo*darec and Moquddumec of Mouza Naroo. ro Pergunnah Athaees has been

heretofore in my possession (dur taht i bondeh). Being unable from land falling out of cultivation to-

pay the public assessment, I have of my own free consentdisposed of the Zemindaree of the said Mouza,

for the ram of 600 Kahuna of Cowris of Luchmnn Raee, son of Hur Raee, son of Baboo Raee, and havo

received the amount from tbe Tehvil of Narain Dutt Gundooan. Let the purchaser take possession of

the Zemindaree, kc. of the above Mouza, the Bhagat, Kban&baree (or Dehee) Land, the Cocoanut Plan*

tations, fee whatever in short attaches to It, and exerting himself to extend cultivation, and let him pa*

regularly the Government dues. Neither I, nor my heirs will hereafter advance any claim on the abort

Mouza. This is given as a Kobaleh and Kubaool Wusool. Dated Rabee ooi Awwul, 1906 U.

Salt of a Kfoquddhinee.

I who am Bynsee Sawunt Singhar, son of Daaruttee ditto, son of Inderjeet ditto, Moqnddum of Mouza

Jsaupore aoder the Talookah of Jngcanathpcrsaud in the 8ircar of Budruck. Since I have hitherto

held the Moquddumee of the above Mouza in full proprietory possession (dur taht o turarroof Malika-

neh kbood dasbtum,>but am now unable to pay the public Revenue assessed thereon ; therefore of my
own free will, in full possession of my senses, I sell tbe Moquddnraee of the above Mouzah for the sum

of 421 Kahuns of Cowris to Issun Sawant, son of B4ia£irutte Sawunt, son of Bynsce Sawunt, Moqnd-

dam of Dewnl Dehee on the above Talook. Having received the purchase money, I have paid it into-

the Tehvil of Hurree Saboo, Fotcdar of the above Talook. I hereby declare that let the purchaser tak-

ing poaaeasion of the Moquddumee of the above Village, exert himself with full confidence in tbe cul-

tivation of it and pay tbe Government dues. Neither I,

sdvancc any claims thereon. This is givest as a I

Okb Mouza.

Mocjumrreh, Arasee, - - - - - - - -107 12 0

Ditto Tunkhah Kuqmee, Rs. - 209 8 0

Ryotlee, 14S10 0

Mujraee, 620
Kahuns, Cowris, 151 12 O

Dated 21st Ramzan, 1 178 Umlee. -
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J)*ti of Sol* ly Pudharu of Morns* Odtgport in PerpM*»ak Limbo**. [OH*.]

Bated Wednesday, 37th Assim in lie 43d Ank or year of the reign of Raja Beer Kishore deo

We four persons, Dharaee Das, Koornee Das, Kesnb Das and Seba Das, Pndhans of Mooxa

Odeypore in Pergunnah Limbaee, baring this day received from Kishen Patjoosee Mahapater, inba-

biuot of Patna Kishen Sarunpore Hot Delang in the above Pergunnah, the sam of Rs. 76-6 in eowris,

Or at the current rate of exchange of 2k. 4p. per rupee, altogether 172 kahans, which is a fair price, ex-

•onto the following deed of sale. We sell to yon oar Pndhanee or right ofmanagement (hvrkl-serbcrah)

in the whole of the said village of Odeypore, the Ruokba of which is about 16 baltees, 10 bigas, and

also our Hita Padhanee or service lands, which are 3 bigas Dehee, 3 bigahs Kala, and 7 bigaa Sarod,

altogether 13 bigas. Ton will bold the Pudhanee of the village as long as the son, moon and earth

last. Should any Sswunl or chief, or oar heirs or any other claimants advance a claim, we will be

responsible, so long also yon will enjoy the Hita Pudhanee or service lands, which we have sold, with

every thing above and beneath, water, dry land, mineral productions, wells, wood, stones, fruit trees,

Ice. You may cot down and plant trees on the ground and act as yon please with the above Hita, also

you will receive the customary Sarhee (Siropa) of Sri Juggonnath Jeo. This Deed will stand for ever

as a Klria Po.tr and Bishodon or receipt.

Witnesses, several Pudhans and Bhooees.

Dated Monday, 2&th Aasio, in the 17th Ank or year of the reign of Biresree Raja Dlrb Sing Deo
Maharajah.

I who am Rosoo Nalh Maintee, Bhooee of Moosa Gowree Pot Matiapara in Pergunnah limbaee,

execute in behalf of Sunkur Putnaik, inhabitant of Moosa Odrypore the following Deed of Sale, hav-

tag this day received from you the sum of 36 rupees in cowris or kahnns 83-2 at the rate of 2-6 per

rupee, which is a fair and even price, t hereby sell to you in exchange for that sum the Bhooec Giri or

Office of Bbooee of the said Moosa, which was formerly purchased by my father with the sanction of

the Maharaja. The Ruckbah of the village is about 85 bailees (or bigas 1,700). I sell yoa likewise my
Hita lands which are established at the customary rate of 12-8 per battee, with my Dustooree and Rus-

toom. Ton will enjoy the office of Bbooee and the Hita land as long as tbe son, moon and earth last

8ho«ld any Sawunt (chief) or Hnqdar, or neighbour or heirs of mine advance any claims, I shall bo

responsible for satisfying them. Till the day of resurrection you will possess tbe Hita land, and every

thing above and beneath it—water, dry land, mineral productions, ponds, wells, trees, stones—you

may cut down and plant trees at your pleasure. This is given as a Deed of Sale and receipt.

Maharajah.

Dud of Sale bf a Bhooee or Village Aeeountant.
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PART II.

Chronology and History.

THE learned Natives of Cuttack maintain, that, in latter age*, upon the

decline of that great monarchy of upper India, whose history seems des-

tined to remain for ever buried in the darkness of fable and uncertain tra-

dition, four principal thrones or races of Hindoo Princes ruled over the

country, viz. the IVarapati, the Aswapati, the Chatter or Chatrapati, and the

Gajapati. By the first they understand the Ram Rajas or Sovereigns of

Teligana and the Carnatic, who opposed the earlier Musselman invaders

of the Deccan, under Saltan Ala-ud-din; the second throne they place

in the Marhatta country, and intend to designate by the epithet, no doubt,

the old and powerful Rajas of Deogir orTagara, of whom frequent men-

tion is made in Ferishteh
; by the third* they mean apparently the cele-

brated line of Rajput Princes whose descendants are found at Ainbher

and Jyepur ; the fourth is the title given to the Monarchs who ruled over

Orissa, from the earliest times of which any authentic records are preserv-

ed. The origin of these thrones or sovereignties, they trace back to the

four great feudal vassals of an empire, which they firmly believe to

have extended over the whole of Hindustan, from the commencement at

least of the Cali yuga; atid they explain tin ir titles by reference to the no-

minal offices held, or services performed by them, w hen in attendance oil

the Lord Paramount or supreme Raj.i at the Court of Hastina (Hastina-

pura) and Delhi. Thus the Narapatif is supposed by some to have been

the commander of the armies : the Aswapati, the lord or master of the

horse ; the Chatrapati, the bearer of the imperial umbrella or standard of

• I should myself be inclined to place the CUlraptti R*jai in the Marhatta country, at Sii Cha-

trapati waa one of tbe tiUcs adopted by the Peshwahs, and it Kerns reasonable to suppose that they

may have borrowed it from an ancient local dynasty so designated.

i The titles imply respectively, " Lord of Men '* Lard of horses {" " Lord of the Umbrella," aad

" Lord of Elephants," or as wo suooJd sajr, " Mailer of, etc."
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rtate ; and the Gajapati, the master of elephants. Others have it that the

epithets were derived from the designations of the four gates of the palace,

at which the chiefs in question took their stations, when present at the capital.

The recollections preserved of these races of Princes are by no means

confined to Orissa. In the Canara Raja Padhati translated by Dr. Bucha-

nau, the fabulous monarcbs are first described as usual beginning with Yu-

dhisht'hira, and the author then states, "After this Narapati, Gajapati, and

Aswapati, three thrones were established." He then details the Princes of

the Narapati line, who ruled over that portion of the Dcccan. They are

now probably forgotten in upper India, but seem to have been perfectly

well known and familiarly spoken of, even at Delhi, only two centuries

ago. There is a highly curious passage in the Ayin Acberi, where treating

of the game of cards with which the Emperor Acber recreated his royal

mind, the writer observes, "This is a well-known game. At first the pack

consisted of twelve kings with eleven cards dependent upon each in the

following order. First, Aswaput, the king of the horses. He is painted on

horse back like the king of Delhi, with the Chutter, Alum, and other ensigns

of royalty. Second, Gujput, the king of elephants, is mounted on an ele-

phant like the king of Orissa. Third, Nurput, the king of men. Like the

king of Vijayapur, (Quere, Vijayanagara?) he is seated on a throne and has

different kinds of soldiers attending him on foot," &c. &c.

It is of the fourth and probably least important race of Hindu monarchs

of the middle ages, the Gajapatis* of Orissa, that I propose to offer an ac-

count in this part of my paper ; but to render the chapter complete, I shall

add a sketch of the history of the province down to the date of the British

conquest, A. D. 1803.

The earlier native histories of the country are of the legendary or fabulous

* Derired from Gaja, an elephant, and pati (poteu,) a master or potentate.
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class, copied from the PGranas, but embellished or disfigured by a plenti-

ful admixture of local traditions. Their later annals assume an air of authen-

ticity about the date of the accession of the family called the Kesari Vansa,

473 A.D. prior to which the accounts are so replete with obvious false-

hoods, contradiction, inconsistency, and anachronism, as to be equally un-

intelligible and unworthy of notice. The memory of a few great names

and events, only, has been preserved up to the fourth and fifth centuries of

the Christian aera, and to adapt these to their favorite system of chronolo-

gy, the brahmins, who will never admit want of information on any subject,

have been obliged to give an expansion to the reigns of their traditionary

Rajas, in some cases of five or six hundred years, and in all, far beyond the

natural or possible term of the human life.* As, however, it will not be

uninteresting to those curious in researches into Hindu antiquity, to learn

what traditions the natives of this district have preserved regarding their

history jn the earlier ages, I shall begin my sketch of the contents of their

annals from the remotest period to which they profess to go back,

The sources from which my information hasbeen chiefly derived are, 1st.

A work in Sanscrit called the Vansavalt, belonging to a learned brahmin

xif PGri, said to have been originally composed by some of bis ancestor*

three or four centuries back, and continued down in the family to the pre-

sent date. 2d The chapter of the Mandala Panji or Records preserved

in the temple of Jagannatb, called the Baj Ofaaritra or "Annals of the

• Mr. Mill's observations Hindu history does not hold good with regard to Oriasa ; " Whilst we

Teorrve accounts, the most precise and confident regarding the times of remote antiquity, not •

•ante of a prince in after ages is presented in Hindi records. A great prior*, named Visramaditya.

is said to have extended widely his conquests and dominion and to have teigned at Magud'ba 908

years after Chandrabija. From that time ***fiction it tiitnt. We hear no more of the Hindus and

their transactions till the era of Mohammedan conquest; when the Persians alone become our instruc-

tors." The writings called classical indeed conduct as no further than the period indicated in tho

above passage, but the detail which I propose to give will show (whatever may be thought of tbe va-

lue or authenticity of my materials) that the Hindus of this province do possess accounts, which carry

an appearance of truth, and which they themselves believe, of their more models kings and their
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Kings" in the Una language, which records are stated to have been com-

menced upon more than six centuries back, and to have been since regularly

kept up. 3d. Another Vansavali or Genealogy written in Sanscrit on leaves

of the Palmyra tree, procured from a brahmin living in the family of the

Raja of Puttia Sarengerh, one of the branches of the royal house of Orissa.

Less certain and trust-worthy guides than the above, are to be met with in

the numerous Genealogies, or Bansabali Pothis, as they are vulgarly term-

ed, possessed by nearly every Panjia or Almanac maker in the province.

They in general abound with errors and inconsistencies, but occasionally a

few fac£a or illustrations may be gleaned from them.

Conformably with the notion, above stated, of the existence of a great

empire at Delhi, to which all other Rajas stood in a vassal and feuda-

tory relation, the annals of Orissa commence with the death of Krishna)

the opening of the Cali yuga or evil age, 3001 B. C. and the reigns of Jo-

jishtee Deo, or Yudhisht'hira, Parikshita and Jauamejaya. Twelve years

after the setting in of the Cali yuga, in the month of Cbeyte, when the

moon was in the lunar mansion or Nakshatra called Purv Asarb, at the

moment of the rising of the seven Rishis, or constellation, called the Great

Bear, Parikshita the son of Abhimanyu and grandson of Arjun, is said to

have ascended the imperial throne of India. He reigned 757 years, and his;

son Janamejaya 512 years. There is an ancient temple at Agrahat in

killah Daljura about eight miles north of the town of Cuttack, which the

brahmins of the place say was visited by this Raja Janamejaya during

his progress over India, with all the feudatory Rajas of the country in

his train ; and they point out the spot where he performed the sacrifice

for the destruction of serpents, to revenge the death of his - father. The

circumstance merits notice from its tallying with a somewhat similar tra-

dition, recorded in an inscription at Bednore, communicated to the Asia-

tic Society by the late Colonel Mackenzie, (vide Researches, vol. ix.)

and what is further curious connected with the place, is, that the ground

Of
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around is strewed with numerous small stone pillars, shaped like temples in

miniature about three feet long, exactly resembling those found in Khurda

at an acknowledged scat of Jain worship, which the brahmins of Agrahat

say amounted formerly to several hundreds, and were set up by Raja Jana-

roejaya to commemorate the great sacrifice there performed ; or according

to other accounts, to stand as substitutes for those Rajas or Vassal Lords

of India, who were not in attendance at the ceremony.

After these celebrated heroes of Indian antiquity, we have a list of other

Princes, whose names I have no where else met, viz. eight Rajas who reign

for the moderate space of 1036 years. Many of them are obviously merely

Rajas of the province, but in relating the succession of reigns, no dis-

tinction is drawn between those personages who were local or dependant

princes, and those whom it is intended to represent as the monarchs of a

large part of India. Goutama Deo, the second in succession from Jana-

mejaya is said to have added the country from the Mahendra Mali hills

in Ganjam, as far as the Godaveri, to his dominions. Mahendra Deo, his

son, founds Raj Mahendri or Rajamundry. Shewak Deo, a very religious

Prince is assiduous in his devotion at the temple of Jagannath. In the

reign of Bajranath Deo, the Yavanas are said to invade the country in great

numbers from Babul Des, explained to mean Iran and Cabul, but they are

finally driven back. Then follows an incomprehensible story, involving

some strange anachronism, about Imarut or Himarut khan, who comes from

Delhi with a large army and fights the Raja. His successor, Sarsankh Deo,

a warlike prince, is attacked by another Khan, whose name is variously

written, and always so incorrectly spelt, that it is impossible to unravel it.

The Raja defeats the invader and emboldened by his success, advances

npon Delhi, and reduces a great part of the country. In the reign of Hans

or Hangeha Deo, the Yavanas again invade the country in great force from

Cashmir, and many bloody battles ensue.

Respecting these Yavanas, who are so often mentioned in the legendary
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portion of Orissan history, I should observe that the word in all the original

Uria accounts is written Jaban, and the natives whom I have employed

to translate both these and the Sanscrit Vansavalis, always render it Mogul.

Who they really were, if they ever entered the country at all, may be plau-

sibly guessed in some instances from their being said to come from Babul

Des and Cashmir, by which the Hindus understand generally Persia, Af-

ghanistan, and part of Tartary. Nothing however can exceed the loose-

ness and confusion of my authorities, in speaking of countries and nations

beyond their own immediate frontier. They often bring the Yavanas* from

Delbi, by which appellation they seem to point to some great monarchy or -

monarchies lying to the northward and westward, of which they have pre-

served an indistinct notion, rather than to the particular city so named. Dr.

Buchanan has remarked a similar degree of confusion on this same point in

the historical recollections of the brahmins of the southern countries of In-

dia. He observes, vol. iii. page 1 13, chapter xv. "Who were these Yava-*

nas T The word properly signifies an European, but as the Hindus speak

with great confusion concerning the northern and western nations, it is often

confounded with the Mlechchas and Turks, Arabs or Tartars, and all these

terms are frequently applied to the Mussulman."

Next in the series of kings, comes Raja Bhoja, who is made to reign 127

years, that is from about B. C. 180 to B. C. 53. He was, according to the

Orissan Chronicles, a brave, liberal, j ust and merciful prince. He conquered

the w hole of India and took tribute from all the Rajas of it. His Court was

adorned by the presence of 750 eminent pqets, thp chief ofwhom was Cali-

dasa, author of the 752 Ashloks called the Chanak or Chataka, and Maha

JMataka. Raja Bhoja invented boats, the weavers' loom, and wheeled car-

riages, or at least in his time the use of them first became common. In this

reign the Yavanas from Sindhu Des invaded the country in great force

* The section before quoted from the 10th chapter of the Institute* of Hcna, distinctly classti

Y<inantt$ as one of the degraded face* of Cjhatrijas or Himbu.
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liut Bhoja discomfited and destroyed them, and afterwards captured many

of their possessions and cities.

Sri Bickermajit or Vicramaditya, (whom some call brother, and others

son of Bhoj Raja, whilst other accounts state no connection,) succeeded

to the throne and reigned 135 years. He was master of all sciences and a

great magician. Having subjected the Ashta Vetala or eight demons to

his control, he could perform many miraculous feats, such as travelling one

hundred jojuns or 400 cos per day, extinguishing fire, and stopping the

current of water by the force of his incantations. So great was the fame of

his wisdom, that he was on one occasion taken up to the heaven of Indra to

settle a fierce dispute which had arisen amongst the Deotas respecting the

relative merits of two of the heavenly Choristers, named Rembha and l/r-

tasi. His decision in the important matter submitted to his arbitration, ob-

tained great applause, and the gods dismissed him with a present of the

famous magic throne called the Siohasana. On returning to the " Martya-

loka" or region of mortals, much edified by what he had seen above, he be-

came sole and undisputed Maha Raja of the whole face of the earth, and re-

ceived the title of Raja Adhiraj or Supreme Raja of Rajas. Through fear

of his power, the Yavanas all left the country. At last came S&livahana

from the Deccan, who attacked and conquered Vicramaditya, put him to

death, and assumed the reins of empire. From that period the sera called,

the Sacabda prevailed, and was introduced into all the Panjis.

I cannot pass over the above most important event in Indian history,

marked by the introduction of a new epoch into all the southern countries,

without specifying precisely how my different authorities express them-

selves regarding it, though unfortunately they throw no new light on the

question of who this mysterious personage S&livahana really was? and

whence he camel The extract from the Mandala Panji says, "After ma-

ny years Saca Deo Brahma Raja of Pratishthanapura came with a large

"army, attacked the Maha Raja Vicramaditya, and having conquered
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"and destroyed him, fixed the seat of his empire at Delhi." The author of

the Vansavali states, "With the assistance (Or at the instigation) of the

" Yavanas, a person named Nri Nikas Salivahana Saca Hara* fought many

" battles with the Raja, and deposed him from the throne of Delhi. From

"that period begins the aera called the Sacabda."

It will be carious, and not altogether unprofitable, to compare these rela-

tions with a passage in Majof Wilf6rd*s distinguished Essay on Vicramd-

ditya and Salivahana. lie says, page 123, " In the seventh section of the

'Vrihat-catha, we read, that there was a king of Pataliputrapura, called

" Vicramaditya, who hearing of the growing power of Nrisinha, king of the

"consecrated city or Pratishtana called to his assistance the Gajapati,\

"(lord of the Elephants or king of Thibet,) and the Aswapati, (lord of

*' Horses or Horsemen, or the king of Persia.) The confederates took the

" field but were defeated by Nrisinha Nripa or Salivahana with an incredi-

" bje slaughter. Vicramaditya fled with the utmost precipitation," &c. In

another part it is observed that Vicramaditya "obliged Cataca (Cattaca) to

submit v" probably brought it into a dependant and tributary relation to his

government, which may account for his being classed amongst the ancient

Sovereigns of the province.

From the commencement of the Cali yuga to the fall of Vicramaditya,

Thirteen Rajas are made to reign for the monslrouB term of years 3173, viz.

Years.

Yudhishfhira Deo, - - 12

Pariktshita, 757

Janamejaya, 510

Sambar or Sancara Deo, 410

Gautama Deo, - - - 373

• An ignorant translator employed by me, rendered Sat* flWra. SUikk tf«ra.

i Query, the R.ji of (hiiW and the Sovereign of the Marfetta ooontry I
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Mahindra Deo, 215

Ashti Deo, 134

Sliewak or Ashok Deo* ........ J50

Bajra Nath, ]07

Sarsankh, ---------- 1 15

Hansh or Hansa, - - - ------- J22

Bhoja, 127

Yicramaditya, ........... 135*

Total 3,173 years.

After that event, the sera of Salivahana which dates its commencement

from A. D. 77 in Orissa, is used in all the accounts, and we now come to

reigns of a probable and moderate duration, the first dawning of an ap-

proach to the authentic period of the native history.

The Raj Charitra goes on to state, " Afterwards Karmajit, (Cramaditya,)

" son of the above, (Query, Yicramaditya?) ruled over Or Desa or Orissa.

" He was devoted to the worship of Jagunnath and died A. S. 05." Then

follow four unimportant reigns remarkable only for mention of invasions

by the Yavanas. The Rajas names are as follows

:

Years.

Bato Kesari, reigns .----51
Tirbhobun Deo, 43

• It may be observed that m Hit of this description uniformly introduces the gewaln-ies of every

race of princes in the Dekbin, and originates with an attempt to fill up a blank in the loal histories,

with person* borrowed from the Parana* or from tradition. Tlie age of Bhoja Is now well <:siablisaed

as being assignable to the ninth or tenth century, this being made therefore an crior to Vicraraaditya

who lived before «nr prra shews with what imperfect knowledge qf dates and persons thtse lists are

compiled; neither was a son of Bhoja named Vikrama which might form a plausible excuse for iba

confusion, it being ascertained by inscriptions, older probably than these lists, that the son and succes-

sor of that prince wa* named Kalabboja. In point ofhistory and chronology however neither Vicratna

nor Bhoja have any connexion with the dynasties in which tbo Chroniclers of the Peninsula have ea,

tolled thea.—Arte by tht Secretary.
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Nirraal Deo,

Bbima Deo,

45

37

In the time of Subhan Deo the next in the series of kings, who succeed*

ed to the Raj A. D. 318, relation is given of an extraordinary and incom-

prehensible occurrence, of which 1 am quite unable to offer any explanation.

It has obviously been strangely distorted by popular tradition, though in all

probability possessing a foundation in fact.

The following is an outline of the story alluded to. A Yavana, or fo-

reigner, named Rakta Bahu, (the Red-Armed,) having assembled a large

army with the intention of invading Orissa, embarked his troops on vessels

with numerous horses and elephants, and having made the coast, anchored

at a distance from the khetr of Jagannath, hoping to take Puri by sur-

prise. The dung, straw, &c. of the horses and elephants, happeninghowever

to float ashore in quantities, attracted the notice of some of the people of

the town. They immediately reported the unusual appearance to the Raja,

who guessed that some powerful enemy was coming to attack him. Seized

with a panic he took the image of Sri Jeo or Jagannath out of the tem-

ple, lodged it in a covered cart with all its jewels and utensils, and fled

away to Sonepur Gopalli, the most remote town on his western frontier.

The Yavanas landed, and not finding the prince, plundered the town and

temple and committed great excesses every where. The Raja's alarms

increased on receiving intelligence of the proceedings of the invaders :

he now buried the image under the ground, planted a ber tree over

it, and himself fled farther into the jungles. The Yavanas, unable to

understand how he had escaped them, began to institute enquiries on the

subject, when some of the low people of the coast informed them of the

way in which their approach had been discovered. Enraged with the

ocean for disclosing his secret, Rakta Bahu drew out his armies to chastise

its waters. The sea, on observing such formidable preparations, retreated

for nearly a cos—the infatuated Yavanas rushed on—when the tide eud-
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denly returning with tremendousjaoiseand fur-y, swallowed up a great portion

ofthe army and inundated the. wliole.country to afrightful extent. The flood

reached inland as far as the Baronai Pahar of Khurda, taking with it im-

mense quantities of sand. It was at this time that the Chilka lake was

formed by the irruption of the waters of the ocean.

The Raja died shortly afterwards in the jungles. His son Indra Deo

succeeded to the title, but was captured and murdered by the invaders. A
Yavana dynasty then ruled over Orissa for the space of 140 years. Thus

were completed years 390 of the Sacabda.

Possibly the tradition which I have described above, may have soma

connection with the fierce religious disputes which raged between the

worshippers of Brahma and Buddha about the period in which the invasi-

on of foreigners and the flight of Jagannath is placed, and which as is well

known terminated in the expulsion of the latter from the continent of India,

A real irruption of the ocean may have occurred in the same age, and this

natural calamity, the ever active invention of the Brahmin Chroniclers chose

to ascribe to the authors of the bloody wars, revolutions, and other moral

evils, which afflicted the country at the time. But it were vain to speculate

farther on the origin of an account which is perhaps altogether the work of

imagination, and the unravelling of which at all events would require the

exercise ofmuch more learning and ingenuity than I can bring to the task.

We come now to the accession of the Rajas called the Kesari Pat or

Yansa, A. D. 473, from which period I should be disposed to date the

commencement of the real history of the province, but before entering

upon the account of their reigns I should observe that there is nothing

in the preceding relation to explain what is meant by the " eradicated race

of Utcala,"* alluded to in the inscription on the pillar at Buddal, which

Major Wilford refers to the expulsion of a martial race of Princes from

• Vide A»i*tioRe«»rclwf,Y«l. L
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Orissa by the Carna Emperors of Behar, prior to the accession of the Guja-

palis ; but it would obviously be easy enough to imagine a space for the

occurrence of such a revolution, in some of those chasms of upwards of a

century's duration, which intervene between many of the early reigns.

No information whatever is afforded as to the origin and pedigree of the

Princes called the Kesari Vansa or Kesari Bans. The founder of the new

dynasty was Jajati (Yayati) Kesari, a warlike and energetic prince, but who

he was or whence he came we are not apprized. He soon cleared his do-

minions of the Yavanas who then retired to their own country. His Court

was held at Jajepur where he built a palace (Nour) and castle, called Chou-

dwar, or the mansion with four gates. The most important event of his

time was the recovery of the image and the restoration of the worship of

Jagannath. Directed by certain omens and supernatural appearances, he

proceeded to the Purushottem Khetr to institute enquiries regarding the idol

and the temple, w hen the brahmins of the place informed him that a tradi-

tion existed amongst them of Sri Jeo (Jagannath) having been carried off, up-

wards of a century and a half before, to Sonepur Gopalli, on the invasion of

a person called Rakta Bahu, where the form had ever since remained con*

cealed from mortal eyes. This intelligence induced the Raja to make a

visic to the juugles of Sonepur. Miraculously guided, he discovered after

some search the place where Sri Jeo had been buried, cuts down the be*

or banyan tree w hich overshadowed the sacred spot, and finds the image or

images encased in a stone vault, much decayed and disfigured. His next

care was to search out the Dytapatis and Shewaks, or officiating priests,

descended from those who fonnerly fled from PGri, and having discovered

several of them in the Rattenpur country, he consulted with them how the

worship of Jagannath should be revived in all its ancient splendour. The

formation of a new image being considered an indispensible preliminary, the

priests proceeded into the woods to look for a proper dftru or piece of tim-

ber, and having found one with all the requisite qualities indicated by the

Hb
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shastras, they brought it to the Raja, who, filled with pious zeal, clothed

both it and the old images in rich robes, and conducted them in great state

to P6ri. A new temple was then erected on the site of the old one, which

was found to be much dilapidated and overwhelmed with sand. The four

images were afterwards duly prepared and set up on their sinhasan or throne

with much pomp and solemnity on the 5th of Kakara (Cancer, the thirteenth

year of the Raja's reign, amidst the shouts and rejoicings of the multitude.

At the same time the necessary officers were appointed, feasts and festivals

established, sasans founded, and the whole country around Puri assigned

as endowments for the maintenance of the temple. On this memorable

occasion the Raja received by general acclamation the title of the second

Indradyumna.

Towards the close of his reign, Raja Yayati Kesari began the buildings at

Bhuvaneswar, and died A, D. 520.

The reigns assigned to his two successors, Suraj Kesari and Ananta

Kesari, are probably of too long duration, being altogether ninety-seven

years, and are distinguished by nothing remarkable, excepting that the lat-

ter prince began the building of the great temple at Bhuvaneswar.

He was succeeded A. D. 017 by Lalat Indra Kesari, a personage of high

repute in the legends of the Bhuvaneswar temple, in consequence of his hav-

ing built or completed the great pagoda at that place sacred to Mahadeo

under the title of the Ling Raj Bhuvaneswara, in the year of Salivahana

580 and A. D. 657. He also founded there a large and populous city

containing seven suis and forty-two streets which became the capital of the

Raj.

An uninteresting series of thirty-two reigns of the Kesari Princes fol-

lows, extending through a period of 455 years, of the history of which little

is given excepting the characters of the Rajas and some absurd stories
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connected with the temples of Jagannath and Bhuvancswara. A few

particulars worth noticing however may be gleaned from the accounts, such

as that the rate at which the ryots were taxed by the sovereign was five

kalians of cowris per batti, or about one anna per biga. One of the

Rajas named Bariya Kesari, in a time of emergency, raised the demand

for revenue as high as one kalian of cowris per biga, or four times the

former amount, but his successor S6raj Kesari reduced it to the old rate.

Raja ftirupa Kesari, a martial and ambitious prince, who was always fight-

ing with his neighbours, is said to have first planted a city on the site

of the modern Cuttack, about A. D. 989. The reign of Markat Kesari

was distinguished for the construction of a stone revetment, or embankment

faced with that material, (probably the ancient one of which the remains

are yet to be seen), to protect the new capital from inundation A. D. 1006

;

and Madhava Kesari has the credit of building a fortress of vast dimensions

at Sarangher,

Different stories are related of the extinction of the Kesarf family. The

Raj Charitra says, that the last of the line died childless, when at the sug-

gestion of the deity, another family were brought from the Camatic by

Basudeb Banpati and placed on the throne. The Vynsayali ascribes the

change of dynasty to a dispute between the Raja and this same Basudeb

Banpati, a brahmin and powerful officer of the court, who having been driv-

en with indignity from the royal presence, went to the Carnatic and insti-

gated a person named Ch6rang or Chor Ganga to invade Orissa. He
conquered Cuttack, on Friday, the 13th of Assin, A. S. 1054 or A. D. 1 131,

and thus acquired the sovereignty of the country. Both accounts agree

in giving the above as the date of the accession of Raja Cliurang Deo.

This personage, whatever his real origin, is fabled to have been the off-

spring of the goddess Ganga Sana or the lesser Ganges (Godaveri) by a

form of Mahadeo. With him began the race of princes called the Ganga

Vansa, or Gangbans line, who ruled the country for about four centuries, a
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period fertile in great names and events of importance, and which forma

unquestionably the most brilliant and interesting portion of Orissan his-

tory, if such terms may be applied to the annals of a hitherto unknown

dynasty, governing one only of the many provinces which now constitute

the British empire in India.

Churang, or Sarang Deo, held the reins of government for twenty years,

and conformably with his supernatural origin is believed to have been a skil-

ful magician. It is said of him that he established the records of the Jagan-

nAth Temple called the Mandala Panji, and was a great worshipper of

certain forms of Devi to the neglect of all the other gods and goddesses.

The memory of his reign and of his singular name, which is certainly not an

TJria one, is preserved in a Sai or quarter of the town of P6ri, with a tank

called the ChArang Sai. Tradition also ascribes to him the building of forte

and palaces both at Sarangher and Cuttack Choudwar.

His son Gangeswara Deo succeeded A. D. 1 151. His dominions reach-

ed from the Ganges to the Godaveri. He had five kutuks or Royal metro-

polises, viz. Jajpur, Choudwar, AmrAvati, Chatta or Chatna and Bira-

nassi, the modern Cuttack. The account which places Amravati, a town

near the Kistna in the heart of the Deccan, amongst the capital cities of

this Raja, is one of the commoner genealogies to which I attach no great

degree of credit. It is not improbable, however, that the place may have

formed part of a principality held by ChArang Deo when invited to ascend

the throne of Orissa, which thereby became annexed, temporarily to the lat-

ter Raj; and claims and political relations arising out of the possession of

it, may have been one cause of the frequent expeditions south of the Goda-

veri and the interference in the affairs of Telingana and the Carnatic, which

we shall find to be henceforwards exercised by the Ganga Vansa Rajas.

As a specimen of the morals of the Court of Orissa in this age it should

be mentioned, that Raja Gangeswara Deo committed incest with bis own
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daughter, to expiate which offence he dug a superb tank by the advice of

the brahmins, called the Kousala Ganj, which is still pointed out between

Khurda and Pipley.

After two short and unimportant reigns, Raja Anang Bhim Deo, one

of the most illustrious of the Princes of the Ganga Vansa Hue, ascended

the Gajapati Siiihasan or throne of the Gajapatis, A. D. 1174. He resid-

ed during the early part of his reign in the Nour or palace called Chou-

dwar at Jajepur, b«t was induced by some omen to build a magnificent

palace on the site of Fort Barabatti, adjoining the town of Cuttack, where he

afterwards held his Court chiefly. The construction of the present castle

of that name should in all probability be referred to this period, though a

later date is generally assigned to it. Raja Anang Bhim Deo may be

called the Firoz Shah of the age and country, from the number and varie-

ty of public works executed by his orders for the benefit or ornament of

his dominions. Having unfortunately incurred the guilt of killing a brah-

min, motives of superstition prompted him to construct numerous temples

as an expiation for his offence, whilst the suggestions of a noble and

princely spirit urged him to a large expenditure on works of more direct

public utility, as tanks, wells, and bridges. He is said to have built sixty

stone dewals or pagodas, ten bridges, forty wells, one hundred and fifty-

two ghats, and to have founded four hundred and fifty sasans or villages, con-

taining colonies of brahmins, besides excavating a crore of tanks. He more

especially filled the whole khetr of Jagannath with sacred edifices, and the

great temple was erected by bis orders under the superintendence of Panuna-

hans Bajpoi, at an expence of about thirty or forty lacs. The date of its

completion was A. D. 1 19tf. He at the same time enlarged considerably the

establishment, added fifteen brahmin and fifteen sudra Shcwaks or ( tficiating

priests, and gave fresh splendour to the worship of the deity of the place,

by the institution of numerous bhogs and jatras (feasts and festivals.)

The most remarkable feature of Raja Anang Bhim Deo's reign, however,
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is the measurement undertaken by him of the 'whole of the land comprized

within his dominions, and the arrangements connected with tiiat procedure.

We are informed that under the superintendence of the principal ministers

Damodar Bar Panda and lsan Patnaik, the whole country from the Ganges

(Hoogley) to the Godaveri, and from the sea to the frontier of Sonepur, was

measured out with the rods called Nal and Padkeh. 'J'he results were as

follows, viz.

Total contents, (each batti containing 20 bigas.) - - Battis 62,20,000

Deduct, Ground occupied by sites of hills, beds of nullahs,

towns, &c. and land irreclaimably waste, - - - - - 14,80,000

Remains, 47,4a,000

Of this quantity 24,30,000 battis* are stated to have been reserved as

the Raja's Nijkarch, khaliseh or royal domain, and the remainder 23,18,000

battis were assigned for the support of his chiefs, armies, officers of state,

brahmins, elephants, &c.

Connected with and illustrative of the above proceeding, a highly cart-

• ous speech of the Raja's is given in the annals of the P6ri temple, of which

I shall here present an abstract translation. Having been warned in a

dream by Parameswara (Sri Jagannath,) that it was proper he should ofFer

his devotions at P6ri, the Raja proceeded to that place in the 12th year

of his reign. After performing the usual worship witli great pomp and

solemnity, he collected about him the princes of his family, vassal lords,

and chief officers of state, and held the following discourse: "Hear, Oh

Chiefs and Princes, the arrangements which 1 have established for the ma-

t -

• The amount of the estimate in square yards or miles, mast depend on the »l«e of Ihe biga, ^bicfc

is not indicated. If we assume it at the present average of the province, the dominions of the Uajapiw

Us included at that period more than 40,000 square miles.
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nageraent of my empire, the expenses of state, the pay of my armies and

religious establishments, and the support of the royal treasury, and attend

to the counsel which I give you. It is known to you that the Rajas of

the Kesari line ruled from the Kans Bans river on the north, to the Ras*

sikoilah south, and from the sea on the east to the Dandpat of Blifm-

nagar* west, from which tract of country they derived a revenue of fifteen

lacs of marks of gold. By the grace of Sri Jagannath, the Princes of the

Ganga Vansa have, after subduing the khetris and bhuniyas (Zemindars),

added to the Raj the following extent of country, viz. on the north that

lying between the Kans Bans and the Datai Borhi river, South the coun-

try from the Rassikoilah down to the Dandpat of Rajmandri, and west to

the confines of Boad (Bodh) Sonepur, from which an increase of revenue

of twenty lacs has been obtained ; my total gross revenues therefore are

thirty-five lacs of marks of gold. Out of this amount I have assigned

stated sums for the payment of the Sawants, (Commanders,) Mahawats,

and Rawats, (chiefs of horses and elephants), priests, brahmins, and the

Worship of the deity. For the maintenance of the Paiks, Shewaks, (vassals

or officers) and other servants of the state, lands have been duly set apart;

Oh Princes and Chiefs, respect my arrangements, and beware that yon

never resume the above grants and allowances, lest you become liable to

the penalty denounced in the shastras against those who take back what

has been given. Above all in the management of the country under your

charge, be just and merciful to the ryots, and collect revenue from them

according to the fixed and established rate. As I havo by my own good

fortune and exertions accumulated a large treasure, viz. forty lacs of marhs

of gold taken from the countries of the conquered bhuniya-, an J jewels

to the value of seven lacs eighty- eight thousand marhs, it is now my inten-

tion to devote a portion to the service ofJagann6th, by building a new tem-

ple oue hundred cubits high, and bestowing a quantity of ornaments and

utensils. Let me hear your opinions on this point." The ministers and

« » < • - •

• Now DtnkUanaJ.
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courtiers all replied that so good a work could not too soon be taken in

hand, and that after the sagacity and prudence displayed by his majesty,

any advice on their parts must be superfluous. An officer named Parama-

hans Bajpoi was therefore directed to take the work in hand forthwith,

and twelve lacs and 6fty thousand marhs ofgold with jewels to the value of

2,50,000 were set apart for the purpose.

The marh of gold is stated to be equivalent to five mashas weight, a va-

luation which would raise the amount of the revenues of Orissa accord-

ing to the above statement, far beyond what we can believe them ever to

have stood at, even allowing, as offered in explanation, that the gold of that

age was very impure, and that the statement includes the gross rents of

the whole of the lands of the country, both the royal domains and those

now held by the hill Zemindars and 1'oligars. It appears unaccountable

too, why the sum total of the revenues should be stated in gold, when we

know that cowris always formed the principal currency of the district.

As 1 am unable to furnish any satisfactory elucidation of these points, I

must leave the statement as it stands, conteut with having presented a faith*

ful translation.

On the above occasion, likewise, a new coin and seal were Btruck by the

Raja's orders, with the titles which are used to this day by the Khfirda

Rajas, who claim to represent the majesty of this once powerful race.

They run thus, " Vira Sri Gajapati, Gaurcswara navakotfkernatotkalaver-

geswaradhirai, Bhuta bhairava d6va, S&dhusasanotkarana, Rawat Rai,

Atula balaprakarmasangraraa Sahasra bahu, Knhetriya Kuladhumraketn,"

&c. •The illustrious Hero, the Gajapati (Lord of Elephants,) Sovereign of

Gaura (Bengal,) Supreme Monarch over the rulers of the tribes of Utkala,

Kern&ta, and the nine forts, a divinity terrible as Bhairava to the wicked,

the protector of the grants enjoyed by the pious; king of kings : like the

lord of a thousand arms in the field of battle by his unequalled might, and,

a comet (or portent) to the martial race,''
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Many of the titles of persons of distinction, now in general use in the

province, were introduced at that period, as Sawant, Mangraj, Bar Jenna*

Patsahani, Bar Panda, &c. and we have imperfect hints given of offices,

dignities, and institutions founded by Raja Anang Bhirn Deo, as for instance

the sixteen Sawants or great Lords of Orissa, the seventy-two Nijogs or

servants, the thirty-six departments of state, &c. which excite additional

regret at the slender and imperfect notices left to us of a reign, so pregnant

with important changes and arrangements, whose influence may even yet

be traced.

It is said that the Raja could muster 3,00,000 Paiks, but his army ordi-

narily consisted of 50,000 foot and 10,000 horse, with 2,500 elephants, at the

head of which he was actively employed in chastising the turbulent and

maintaining his authority, throughout the widely extended range of his

dominions.

His son Rajeswara Deo reigned thirty-five years and was succeeded A. D.

1230 by Raja Narsinh Deo, surnamed Langora, a prince of great celebrity

in the annals of Orissa, as w ell as in its legends and romances. His great

personal strength, and skill in athletic exercises, seem to have invested him

with a sort of supernatural character in the eyes of his subjects, and popu-

lar tradition has exaggerated some peculiarity in his figure or dress, into the

fable of his being provided with a tail, whence is derived the epithet Lan-

gora. He is said to ha\ e been of a very martial turn, and to have waged a

long war to the southward.

#

It was this Raja who built the famous temple of the sun at Kanarak,

called by the Europeans the Black Pagoda " thereby, observes the Author

of the Ayin Acberi, erecting for himself a lasting monument of fame." The

work was executed chiefly under the superintendence of the minister Shi-

bai Santra, and is stated to have been completed in the year ofthe Sacabda-

1200, answering to J277 A. D.
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Major Stewart, in bis history of Bengal, places an invasion of Orissa by

the Musselmans of Bengal during this reign, that is, A. D. 1243. The

Chronicles of the country contain no mention of such an event. I have

not Major Stewart's authorities at hand to refer to, but strongly suspect

that he has been led into an error by mistaking some word resembling Ja-

jipur, for Jajipur in Orissa. He expresses himself thu»«, " In the year

•641 (A. D. 1243) the Raja of Jagepur (Orissa) having given some cause

44 of offence, Toghan khan marched to Ketasun on the frontier of Jagepur

" where he found the army of the Raja had thrown up intrenchments to op-

" pose him." In a battle which ensued, the invaders were defeated, and

the Hindus elated with their victory pursued them and ventured even to

lay siege to Gour, but assistance arriving they retired. Now, in the first

place, Jajipur was never a separate principality as here described, and

there is no such place in Orissa as Ketasun. Feribhteh is altogether silent

on the subject in bis history of Bengal, but in his general history he ascribes

the siege of Gour, in the very year in question, to a party of Mogul Tartars

who had invaded Bengal by way of Chitta, Thibet, &c. Dow's mistake of a

similar nature is scarcely worth noticing. He makes Sultan Balin pursue the

rebel Toghral into Jajnagar (A. D. 1239), which he calls Orusa, whereas

it is evident from the mention of Sunargaon, as lying on the road, that Jajna-

gar is some place beyond the Ganges.

After Raja Langora Narsinh Deo, five other princes named Narsinh

(Nara Sinha) and «ix with the title of Bhanu, whom some describe as a se-

parate family called Suraj-bansi (Surya Vansa), ruled over Orissa, until

A. D. 1451. Their reigns are for the most part undistinguished by events of

importance, but they have left some public works which.coupled with other

monuments of the Ganga Vansa Rajas, give a favorable impression of the

public spirit and munificence of that race. Amongst these the fine bridge

at the entrance of Puri called the Athara Naleh, said to have been built

A. D. 1300, by Raja Kabir Narsinh Deo, is the most worthy of notice.

A dreadful scarcity is recorded to. have happened early in the 14th ctar
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tury, when paddy rose to the (then) enormous price of 120 kahans of

cowris per bharan—about three tines its present average rate calculat-

ed in the same currency, but nearly sixty times the ordinary selling price

of that age, if an account in my possession is to be credited, which states,

that under the Bhanus, rice in the husk sold for two kalians per bha-

ran, clean rice at ten cowris per ser, and cotton one pan ten gandas

per ser.

The last of the Rajas sumamed Bhanu, being childless, he adopted as

his son and successor a youth, named Kapila or Kapil Saotra, of the Su-

raj-bansi tribe of Rajputs. The boy became afterwards a prince of high

renown under the title of Kapil Indra Deo, and the Native Chroniclers have

not failed therefore to embellish the history of his early life, with flattering

fictions and stories of supernatural occurrences, prophetic of his future rise

and greatness. It is said, that when a child, he gained his livelihood by

tending the cows of a brahmin. One day his master found him fast asleep

on the ground at mid-day, and a huge snake standing erect near him, with

its hood spread out and held in such a manner, as to shelter him from

the fierce rays of the meridian sun. This indication satisfied the brah-

min that he was destined to become something great Shortly after,

the Raja, whilst passing one day to the temple, took notice of him,

enquired his name, and being struck with his answers and appearance,

finding moreover that be was by caste and descent a rawat. or leader of

the S6raj-bansi Rajputs, he attached him to the royal household, where

he speedily became a favorite. He was soon directed by Mabadeo in a

dream to adopt him as his son and successor. The lad was now called

Kapil Bhowarbar, and rose rapidly through several offices to the post of

Pater or Prime Minister. The Moguls having come into the country from

the north with a large army to demand tribute, the Raja feeling himself

unable to cope with them in the field, sent his favorite to negociate a treaty

ipfpeace. He was detained as a hostage for the payment of the sum agreed,

its
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upon, but was well treated by the King or Nawab, and on the death of

his patron soon after, was allowed to return to Orissa, when he assumed the

government, A. D. 1451, under the title of Kapil Indra Deo. His reign is>

described to have been one continued series of wars, sieges, and expeditions.

He visited in person' every quarter of his widely extended dominions, but

Was oocupied chiefly to the southward, and resided a good deal at Kimedy

and Rajamandry. lie also visited the city of Vijianagara (Bidyanagar)

and founded there several Sasans, more especially one called Damoderpur

Sasan. The Raja afterwards pursued his conquests as far down as llama's

bridge, which the natives call Set Band Rameswara. The subjugation of at

fbrt called Kondajoi or Kondjuri, perhaps Condapilly, and his proceed-

ings there, are much spoken of. He is said to have deposed one Raja, and

set up another called Narsinh Rai. Amongst bis conquests, places

called Maligunda and Malka (Malanca) are likewise mentioned. Thet

particulars of the Raja's wars and expeditions in that distant quarter are,;

however, so loosely and indistinctly narrated, that it is impossible to make*

any thing satisfactory out of the account. He died near Condapilly, on>

the banks of the Kistna, after a busy and distinguished rris;n of twenty-

seven years. The period of his administration was farther remarkable for

the occurrence of two dreadful famines which swept off vast numbers ofthe

human race. The price of paddy again rose during them to 125 kahans per

hharan. »

The chasms and omissions above noticed in the native annals of Orissa,

are curiously enough supplied in part by Ferishteh's history of the Bah-,

mini Sovereigns of Kalberga. Up to this period the Musselman kings'

of the Deccan, engaged in perpetual contests with the ousted Rais of Te-

Ungana and the Carnatic, had possessed neither leisure nor inclination to in-

terfere with the affairs of Orissa. The two powers seem first to have come

in contact during Kapil Indra Deo's reign ; and if the Musselman accounts

are correct, disputes between them originated in the aggressions of the!

Raja of Orissa.
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Ferishteh relates, that in the time of Humayun Shah Bahmini, about

A. D. 1457, the Telingahs prevailed on the Rajas of Orissa and Uria to

afford them assistance against the Mohammedans, who sent a large army to

their aid, with many war elephants. The confederates completely defeated

the armies of Islam, and pursued them from the field of battle for many miles.

Under Nizam Shah, son of the above, the Rai of Orissa in conjunction

with the powerful Zemindars or Khetris (Poligars) of Telingana, again in-

vaded the territories of the Deckany sovereign* by way of Rajamandry and

plundered as far as Kolas.* The Rai of Orissa is said to have advanced

in great state and splendour, " ba shouket tamami" with the declared in-

tention of conquering the whole of Telingana from the Mussulmans, and

compelling them to pay tribute. When he had arrived however within, ten

miles of the Mohammedan capital Ahmedabad (Beder), the ministers taking

courage sent him a message of defiance saying tbat •« their king had long in-
r

" tended to subjugate Orissa and Jehannagar and render it tributary, but

" the idea of the distance of that country had hitherto deterred him from the

" undertaking : however as the Raja had now come so far to throw himself

"into the jaws of destruction, much trouble would be saved to the victorious

«' armies of Islam." This bravado was followed up by a spirited sally of

Patan horse, which cooled a little the ardour of the Hindus, and induced

them to fall back. They were finally glad to purchase a secure retreat to

their own frontier, by paying down a sum of five lacs of tankas.

Ferishteh goes on to state, that in the year 1471 A. D. the Rai ofUna

called Himber, complained to King Mohammed Shah that he had been driv-

en from his possessions by an usurper who was supported from Orissa, and

offered on condition of obtaining effectual assistance for the recovery of his

rights, to become tributary to the Musselman government, and to cede cer-

tain forts. It is not easy to satisfy one's self what is meant by this word

fidcr the situation of Kolaa^ the heart of central India, bejood Kalbcrga *ad ]

*
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tfria, which Ferishteh uses sometimes as the name of a person, and some*

times as that of a district, but from the whole context there seems reason

to think that the author intends to designate by the term, the country be*

tween Rajamandry and Condapilly, &c. held probably at that time as a

fief or dependency of the Orissan monarchy.

The Bahraini king, who had always wished to obtain a footing on the

Godaveri, agreed to Himber's proposal, marched an army into Lria, defeat-

ed the usurper Mangal Rai, and restored the principality to hid ally, taking

for his own share the forts of Rajamandry and Condapilly.
t •

After sometime Rai tfria seems to have repented of his connection

with the Mohammedans, and to have become desirous of returning to his

old allegiance. One of those destructive famines noticed in my accounts

of Raja Kapil Indra Deo's reign, having spread general ruin and consterna-

tion throughout the Deccan, the conjuncture appeared to him favorable for

making an effort to throw off the Musselman yoke, and he accordingly

dispatched a message to the Rai of Orissa (which is fully detailed by Ferish-

teh) saying that " if he wished to recover his hereditary dominions in Telin-

gana, now was the time." The Raja, on receiving this invitation, collected

together an army of 10,000 foot and 8,000 horse, and summoning all his tri-

butary chiefs to attend him, proceeded into Telingana without delay. Mo-

hammed Shah hastened to oppose the combined forces of Orissa and Uria, and

soon compelled the Rais to retreat across the lake of Rajamandry. He then,

says Ferishteh, resolved to punish the idolater for his insolence and aggres-

sion, and taking with him a chosen body of 20,000 men, made a dash into

Orissa, and penetrated as far as the capital, plundering and laying waste the

country on all sides. The Raja unable to withstand the fury of the storm

which he had so rashly raised, fled before the invaders, and was soon oblig-

ed to sue humbly for peace, which was granted only on condition of his pay-

ing down a large sum of gold and silver, and surrendering twenty-five cele-

brated elephants which he valued next his life. The Musselman prince
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then retired, with the same degree of rapidity as he had advanced, to Coo-

dapilly, where he bumbled his other opponent Rai Uiia.

This inroad, which supposing the chronology of the two histories to be

correct, must have happened (if at all) towards the close of Raja Kapil In-

dra Deo's reign, is not noticed in the meagre imperfect sketch of the events

of that period, given in the Orissan annals. They make their Raja return

however from the Deccan to Pursottem Chatter, about the date in question,

when he consults the god as to which of his seven sons, all distinguished

for their princely qualities and accomplishments, he should appoint his suc-

cessor in the Raj. He was instructed to elect Pursottem Rat, though the

youngest and born of a concubine. The choice was justified by his superior

merit, and as the will of Sri Jeo at all events could not be disputed, the

Raja named Pursottem Rai his successor, and took the favored youth with

him on his last expedition to the banks of the Kistna, where he died as be-

fore stated A. D. 1478.

The Raja elect, having been acknowledged by the army on the Kistna as

their sovereign, under the title of Pursottem Deo, returned with what speed

he could to Cuttack, w here his presence was necessary to counteract the in-

trigues and opposition of his six brothers, all indignant at their supercession.

Their enmity and machinations long disturbed the peace of his Court, but

he at last succeeded in expelling them, and they then retired to various

quarters, where they built forts and established principalities for them-

selves.

The reign of Raja Pursottem Deo is rendered memorable by the most

striking exploit recorded in the annals of Orissa, viz. the expedition to

and conquest of Conjeveram. The circumstances of that transaction de«

serve to be rescued from oblivion, as well for the curious picture which

they afford of the manners and opinions of the age and nation, as from

their connection with an historical incident of some importance. The
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"fullest account of the expedition is to be found in the poem before noticed",

called the Kanjikaveri Pot'hi, though as the author has had recourse to

the embellishment of a regular epic machinery, the narrative is encumbered

hy fictitious characters and incidents. It is also much dwelt upon in all

the Native histories, w hich agree in the main points of the relation, with

Borne discrepancies as to the details.

The story runs nearly as follows: "In the country of Dakhin Kanouj

Kernat S&san, there lived a powerful Raja who had avast fortress and pa-

lace built of a fine black stone, called Kanjinagar or Kanjikaveri (Con-

jeveram) and a daughter so beauteous and accomplished, that she was

surnamed Pudmavati or Padmini.* The fame of her charms having

reached to the ears of Maharaja Pursottem Deo, he became anxious to es-

pouse her, and sent a messenger accordingly to the Chief of Conjeveram

to solicit the hand of his fair daughter. That Raja was well pleased with

the prospect of having for his son-in-law so great and powerful a prince

as the Gajapati of Orissa, but considered it advisable to make some en-

quiries regarding the customs and manners of that Court, before consent-

ing to the alliance. He soon found that the Maharajas Mere in the habit

of performing the duties of a sweeper (Chandal) before the image of Ja-

gannath, on its being brought forth from the temple annually at the Rath

Jatra. Now the Kanjinagar Raja was a devoted and exclusive worshipper

of Sri Ganesh (Ganesa), and had very little respect for Sri Jeo, the divinity

of Orissa; and conceiving the above humiliation to be quite unworthy of,

and indeed utterly disgraceful to a Khetri of such high rank, he declined

the alliance in consequence. The Gajapati monarch became very wroth

at the refusal, and swore, that to revenge the slight cast on him, he would

obtain the damsel by force and marry her to a real sweeper. He accord-

ingly marched with a large army to attack Conjeveram, but was defeated

* Thin tu the name of a Princess, wbose amours with Kbosrn Penrii, are celebrated in several In-

dian nod Persian Rom aacea, and Is in Sanscrit indeed the general name of a particular class ofbeauties. t
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«nd obliged to retire. Overwhelmed with shame and confusion, he now

'

threw himself at the feet of Sri Jeo, and earnestly supplicated his inter-

ference to avenge the insult offered to the deity himself in the person of his

faithful worshipper. The god promised assistance, says the author of

the poem, directed -him to assemble another army, and assured him that

he would this time take the command of the expedition against Conjeve-

ram in person. When the Raja had arrived, during the progress of his

march, at the site of the village now called Manikpatam, he began to

grow anxious for some visible indication of the presence of the deity. In

the midst of his cogitations on the subject, a milkmaid or gwalin named

Manika, came up and displayed a ring which she said had been entrusted

to her, to present to the monarch of Orissa, by two handsome Cavaliers,

mounted the one on a black, and the other on a white horse, who had just

passed on to the southward. She also related some particulars of a con-

versation* with them which satisfied the Raja that the promise of assistance

would be fulfilled, and that these horsemen were no other than the bro-

thers Sri Jeo (Krishna) and Baldeo (Baladeva.) Full ofjoy and gratitude,

he directed the village to be in future called, after his fair informant, Ma-

nikpatana, and marched onwards to the Deccan secure of success. On

the other hand the chief of Conjeveram, alarmed at the second advance of

the Gajapati in great force, appealed for aid to his protecting deity Ganesh,

who candidly told him that he had little chance against Jaganmtth, but

would do his best. The siege was now opened and many obstinate and

bloody battles were fought under the walls of the fort. The gods Sri

,Jeo and Ganesh, espousing warmly the cause of their respective votaries,

perforin many miracles and mix personally in the engagements, much in

the style of the Homeric deities before the walls of Troy ; but the latter

is always worsted. In reality, after a long struggle, Conjeveram fell before

,the aoiiies of Orissa. The Raja escaped, but his beautiful daughter was

• This interriew is described at great length in the poena, and the amorous impassioned torn which

<tbe dialogue takes between Sri Jeo and the milkmaid, is esteemed one of its chief beauties.
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captured and conducted in triumph to Puri. A famous image ofGopal, call-

ed the Satbadi (Satya Vadin) ThakOr, that is, the " truth-speaking goa\"

was brought off at the same time and set up in a temple ten miles north

of Pursottem, where it may still be seen, a monument of the Conjeveram ex-

pedition.

I suspect that the tradition mentioned by Orme, vol. ii. book viii. con-

founds the conquest of Conjeveram above related, with some former cxpe*

dition into the Carnatic of the more ancient Rajas of Orissa. " The tra-

" dition of these countries says, that many centuries before Mahommedan-

" ism, a king of Jagannath, in Orissa, marched to the south with a great

" army, which subdued not only these provinces, but, crossing the Kistna,

" conquered in the Carnatic, as far as Conjeveram : these conquests he dis-

" tributed in many portions to his relations, officers, and menial servants,

" from whom several of the present northern polygars pretend to be line-

44 ally descended, and to govern at this very time the very districts which

" were then given to their ancestor. All who claim this genealogy, esteem

" themselves the highest blood of native Indians next to the brahmins, equal

" to the Rajputs, and support this pre-eminence by the haughtiest obser-

" vances, insomuch that the breath of a different religion, and even of the

" meaner Indians, requires ablution," &c. &c*

Conformably with his oath, Raja Pursottem Deo made over the fair Pad-

mavati or Padmini to his chief minister, desiring him to wed her to a

sweeper. Both the minister, however, and all the people of PGri commise-

rated her misfortunes, and at the next Rath Jatra, when the Maharaja began

to perform his office of Chandal (sweeper), the individual entrusted with

charge of the lady brought her forth and presented her to him, saying, " You

ordered rue to give the Princess to a sweeper; you are the sweeperupon

whom I bestow her." Moved by the intercession of his subjects, the Raja

at last consented to marry Padmavati, and carried her to the palace at Cut-

tack. The end of this lady's history is as romantic as the preceding por-
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tion of it. She is said to have conceived and brought forth a son by Maha-

deo, shortly after which she disappeared. All the circumstances were explain-

ed to the husband in a dream, who acknowledged gratefully the honor con-

ferred on him, and declared the child thus mysteriously born his successor

in the Raj.

Pursottem Deo died after a reign of twenty-five years, and was succeed-

ed by Pertab Janamuoi, the son of Padraavati, under the title of Pertab

R6dra Deo, A. D. 1503. The wisdom and learning of this prince soon be-

come the theme and admiration of the whole country. lie had studied

deeply all the shasters, was very fond of disputing and conversing on

points of theology, and introduced many curious constructions of his own,

and doctrines which were altogether new. He was withal devout, and built

many temples. His skill in the arts of war and civil government, were

eminent; in short he was equally celebrated as an able, learned, warlike

and religious prince. A very curious anecdote is related of his conduct,

which seems to shew that the followers of Buddha continued to form a

sect of importance in this part of India until the beginning of the sixteenth

century.* It is said that a serious robbery happened in the Raja's palace,

and that he being anxious to discover the perpetrators, assembled together

all the wise men, both of the Bauddhist and Brahminical persuasion, to ob-

tain their assistance in prosecuting an investigation. The brahmins could

tell nothing, but the followers of Buddha, through their knowledge of the

occult art, were enabled to point out both the offender and the place where

the stolen property was concealed. The Raja was induced by this inci-

dent to form so high an opinion of the learning and skill of the Bauddhists,

that he became for some time a warm supporter of that sect. His Rani

• As Uii» is contrary to received opinion* , to the inferences warranted ly the woiks of Msdliari-
cliirja in the 13ih century and ilie statement of Abulfazl in the IGih, it seems likrly that lite original

authorities hnre confounded, as is very commonly the cue, the Buuddl.aj and Jains, and that tha

letter axe here intended.—Kotr by the Scn ttary.

Jja
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on the other hand espoused zealously the cause of the brahmins. It was.

at last determined to make another formal trial of their relative skill as

men of science, or rather magicians. Accordingly a snake was secretly

put into an earthen jar, the mouth of which being covered up, the vessel)

was produced in a great assembly at the palace. Both parties were then

asked what the jar contained. The brahmins answered, " it contains only

earth," and sure enough when opened it was found to contain nothing but

earth. This specimen of skill entirely changed the Raja's opinions, and

he now became as violent against the Bauddhists as he had been before

prejudiced in their favour—so much so that he not only withdrew his pro-

tection and countenance, but violently expelled the whole sect from his

dominions, and destroyed all their books except the pot'his called the Amer

Singh and Blr Singh (Amara Sinha and Vim Sinha). It is added that about

this time Chytunya or Chytan Mahaprabhu came from Naddia in Bengal to

visit the temple of Jagannath, and that he performed miracles before the

Roja. The key to the whole story is probably to be found in the visit of

this celebrated Vyshnavite reformer or sectary, who doubtless had some

share in creating the hostile disposition of Raja Pertab Rudra Deo, toward*

the followers of the heretical Budha.

Another of those famines which have so often afflicted India, occurred
1

early in this century in Orissa. The Raja who could find leisure for schemes

of conquest and ambition amidst his religious enquiries and controversies,

marched with his army down to Setu Band Rameswara, reduced several

forts, and took the famous city of Vijayanagara. The Mohammedans of

the Deccan also gave abundant occupation to his arms on the southern

frontier of the Raj, and whilst he was occupied in repelling or provoking

their attacks, the Afghans from Bengal made an inroad into the province

in great force. They advanced as far as Cuttack, and pitched their camp

in the neighbourhood of the city, when the Governor Anant Singhar finding

himself unable to oppose any effectual resistance, took refuge in the strong

fortress of Sarangerh, south of the Katj6ri. After satiating themselves
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with the plunder of the capital, they proceeded towards PGri where they

committed dreadful devastations ; but the grand object of their search, the

Idol or Deo of Orissa, had been removed out of their reach, the priests

having taken the precaution, so soon as tbey heard of the approach of the

invaders, to carry off Sri Jeo and the other images in boats across the

Chilka in order to conceal them amongst the hills. Raja Pertab R6dra

Deo on receiving intelligence of these disastrous occurrences, hastened

back from the Deccan, and performing a journey of months in a few days,

he came up with the invading army before they had left the khetr, gave

them battle, and destroyed a great number of the Mlecchas (Foreigners and

Barbarians). He was however himself so much crippled by the contest,

that he was happy to conclude a peace nearly on the enemy's terms, when

they retired and left the province to itself.

This Prince died A. D. 1524, having reigned twenty-one years. With

the three above remarkable reigns, terminate all the glories of the Ganga

Vansa dynasty, and the royal house of Orissa. The race itself became ex-

tinct soon after the demise of Raja Pertab Rudra Deo, and the indepen-

dence of the country was not destined long to survive. Pressed at both

extremities by the vigour and enterprize of the Mohammedan governments

of Bengal and Telingana, now in the full maturity of their strength, the

downfall of the Orissan monarchy was further hastened by intestine com-

motion*, disunion amongst the chiefs, and a series of bloody and destructive

contests for the supreme dignity.

Pertab Rudra Deo left thirty-two sons. The eldest of these reigned

about five years, when he was murdered by the powerful minister Govind

Bidyadhar. Another son succeeded, who was mnrdered at the expiration

of a year. The minister then barbarously put to death the whole of the

remaining fhirty princes of the royal house, by the hands of his own son

Madhu Srichander, and having destroyed several other persons of emi-

nence, he thus literally waded up to his neck in blood to the throne, which
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he ascended A. D. 1533 under the title of Raja Govind Deo. Two re-

markable personages became first generally known during his administrati-

on, Mukund Haricbandan, the Telinga, who received the government of

the town of Cuttack, and Danaye or Danardan Bidyadhar, who, was ap-

pointed Prime Minister. The former afterwards became Raja of the coun-

try, and was the last of its independent sovereigns ; the latter, though not

himself a king, was the parent of kings—in other words, he was the ances-

tor of the third and titular branch of the Gajapatis of Orissa, known in af-

ter ages as the Rajas of KMrda.

The presence of the Raja being required in the Deccan, he resided for

eight months at Malgunda or Maligonda with his minister. We may in-

fer from Ferishteh, that the possession of Rajamundry and other places

near the Godaveri was about this period much disputed between the tfiia

princes and the Musselman kings of the Deccan, both the Bahminis, and

that branch of their successors who ruled at Golconda under the title of

Kutteb Shahis. Ferishteh s account of the latter monarchs contains a

passage relating to Orissa which I may here quote. He says, " Hindu

" writers observe that there are three countries adjoining each other, the

" climates of which resemble each other greatly, and possess much the same

" peculiarities, viz. Teling, Beiig, and Oorek (Orixa). Teling, is that pos-

" sessed by the Kutteb Shahi sovereigns. Beng, is Bcngala. Oorek lies be-

" tween them. No Musselman prince has ever been able to conquer the

*• latter, but king Mohammed Kuli Kooteb attacked it and subdued ma-

•« ny parts. The Hakim of that quarter is called Bahabalinder (a common

" title, it may be observed, of the feudal chiefs of Orissa, but not ofthe Ra-

•gas);* he fled off to the remotest parts of his country."

The usurper's two nephews, Raghu Bhanj Chotra and Balanki Sri-

• Ma;not this be the oripnnl of the Mohammedan B»Hi*rs.«. ft term that haj puttied all oriental*

i*U. It need not be restricted (o thin province being a regular Sanscrit compound implying, The In-

dra (chief) of the mighty, or literally, strong-armed.—Sou bg th< Stcretarj.
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chandan, taking advantage of the opportunity afforded by his absence,

formed a conspiracy against his authority
;
they murdered the head Percha

of the temple at PGri, drove Mukund Harichandan from Cuttack, and

gained possession of the capital. These occurrences obliged the Raja to

return with a large part of his army, and a pitched battle took place be-

tween the parties, when the insurgents were defeated and pursued as far as

the Ganges. Raja Govind Deo died on the banks of that river at the Das

Aswamedh ghat, in the seventh year of his rule.

Pertab Chakra Deo was then placed on the throne by the minister

Danaye Bidiadhur, who, after seeing his authority properly established,

returned to the Deccan to look after matters in that quarter. Though a

weak, oppressive, and tyrannical prince, who carried his excesses so far

even as to distress brahmins, he was maintained in the government for about

eight years by the influence and support of his minister, and then died sud

;

denly in the temple itself*

There being no heir left of the Rajas of Orissa, a chief named Narsingh

Jenna, distinguished for his bravery and conduct, slept into the vacant seat

of government. Jealous of the influence of Danaye Bidiadhur, he procured

his attendance from the Deccan, and then with the assistance of his rival

Mukund Harichandan, threw him into chains and imprisonment at Cuttack.

In the mean time Raghu Bhanj Chotra, having recovered from his former

defeat, entered Orissa again at the head of a large force to assert his claims

to the Raj. He was opposed by Mukund Harichandan, who took him
prisoner after many bloody battles.

Narsingh Jenna was deposed at the end of the year, it does not appear
by whom, and the reins of government then passed into the hands of the

most undoubtedly powerful officer in the province, Mukund Harichandan,

the Telinga, who ascended the throne of the Gajapatis, A. D. 1550, under
the well known title of Telinga Mukund Deo.
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All the-tfative accounts concur in describing their last independent Raja

as a man of courage and abilities. He has been honored with a notice in

Mukund, who was very polite to strangers and had four hundred women."

The early part of his reign was employed chiefly in constructing monu-

ments of public utility or superstition, as temples, tanks, and brahmini-

cal sasans. Amongst other works of the kind, he founded a ghat and

temple at the sacred spot called Tribeni, on the Hoogly, north of the town

of that name which formed the extreme verge of his dominions, and whilst

so occupied, frequent communications are said to have passed between

him and the king of Delhi, or rather the officers of the emperor. Soliman

GGrzani. the Afghan king or governor of Bengal, having assembled an

army to invade Orissa, the Raja built a strong fortress in some command-

ing situation, and for this time opposed his endeavours successfully. At

last however came Kala Pahar General of the Bengal forces, the destined

conqueror of Orissa, with his wonder-working kettle drum, at the sound

of which the ears and feet of the idols would drop off for many coss all

around. The Hindus say of this dreaded enemy of their images and su-

perstition, that he was originally a brahmin, but lost caste through a con-

trivance of the princess of Gaura, who was smitten with the manly beauty

of his person. He then married Iter, turned Musselman, and became a

relentless persecutor of the adherents of the faith from which he had apos-

tatized. Many dire omens preceded and announced his arrival in the

prov ince ;
amongst others a large stone fell from the summit of the great

tower of the temple at Pi'iri, and when he entered the precincts of the

khetr, a general darkness overspread the four corners of the land. In

short, Kalapahar invaded Orissa on the part of the king or governor of

Bengal with an army of Afghan Cavalry, defeated and killed the Raja or

drove him from the country, and finally overthrew the independent sove-

reignty of Orissa, A. D. 1558. Two titular princes were set up after the

^pulsion of Mukund Deo, who both fell into the hands of the conquerors

the work of the Jesuit Tieflenthaler, who extends our knowledge of his

character by informing us that " the last king of the Orissans was called
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and were put to death by them. An anarchy of twenty-one years duration

then ensued, during which the Afghan Mohammedans possessed the whole

of the open country, and there was no Raja.

The several accounts which have been handed down of Kalnpahar's in-

vasion of Orissa, differ widely in the details, though the main facts are well

known and established. The story told by the Muspelman writers is that,

JHukund Deo, apprehending the designs of the king or governor of Ben-

gal, encamped with a large part of his array on the Ganges, but Kalapahar

turning his position got a-head of him into Orissa, and began to plunder

the country and attack the temples of the Hindus with relentless fury,

before any force could be brought to check him. A battle at length took

place at Jajipur in which the Raja lost his life. The Afghan chief then

went onto Surnbhelpur where he was killed by some of the Bhuyans. Others

say that on his passing the great temple of the Ling Raj at Bhuvaneswara, a

swarm of bees issued from the throne of the idol and stung him to death*

The Pari Vynsavali makes the Raja to have been busy in Kh6rda when

the Afghan army suddenly advanced upon Cuttack, defeated the Gover-

nor Gopi Sawant Sinhar, and plundered the palace and treasury, alarmed

at which news, Mukund Deo fled out of the province not daring to op-

pose so powerful a force, and died shortly after in the king of Delhi's do-

minions. The relation in Gladwin's Bengal of the Raja building fort Ba-

rabati, when he beard of KAlapahar's approach, and going to sleep for

many months according to custom, until roused by the alarming sound of

the magic kettle drum, is a third version of the story which carries with it

its own refutation. AH the native writers however agree in speaking w itb

horror of the cruel excesses committed by their Afghan conqueror, and the

wide destruction of images and temples occasioned by his unrelenting per-

secution of the Hindu faith.

The adventures of the great idol form a curious episode in the history pf
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this important period. According to the Mandala Panji, when the priestii

at P6ri saw the turn which matters were taking, they again for the third

time in their annals, hurried away the helpless god in a covered cart, and

buried him in a pit at Parik6d, on the Chilka Lake. Kalapahar was not

however to be defrauded of so rich a prize, and having traced out the place

of concealment, he dug up Sri Jeo and carried him off on an elephant, as

far as the Ganges, after breaking in pieces every image in the Khctr. He

then collected a large pile of wood, and setting 6re to it, threw the idol on

the burning heap, but immediately all his limbs dropped off and he perished

miserably. A bystander observed, " this is a punishment for the indignity

offered to the Deo of Orissa," and snatching the image from the flame*,

threw it into the river. The whole proceeding had been watched by Besar

JVIainti, a faithful votary of Jagannath, who followed the half burnt image

as it floated down the stream, and at last when unperceived, managed to

extract from it the sacred part (Brahm or spirit in the origiual), and brought

it back secretly to Orissa, where it was carefully deposited in charge of the

Khandait of Kujang.

It appears from Ferishteh, that the Afghans under Daood Khan, the son

of Soloman Karsani (or Gurzani), were allowed to retain possession of

Orissa for some time after the overthrow of the native government ; but hav-

ing drawn down upon themselves the vengeance of the Emperor Akber by

their turbulence and violent proceedings, they were several times attacked,

first by Monaim Khan and afterwards by Khan Jeban, who wrested their

new acquisition from them about 1578 A. D. and annexed it to the rent

roll of the empire. Ferishteh in this place calls the province Orissa, and

Katak, Benares.

The Una historians go on to relate, that, at the expiration of the twen-

ty-one years of anarchy and interregnum, the ministers and principal men

of the country beginning to recover from their depression and alarm, as-

•embled together to consult about the affairs of the nation, and chose as

1
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their chief a person named Ranai Raotra, son of the before mentioned mi-

nister Danaye fiidyadhar, whom they raised to the rank and dignity of

Maliaraja of Orissa, A. D. 1580, under the title of Ramchander Deo. With

him begins the third and titular race of Sovereigns called the Bhoi Vansa,

or Zemindari race. The election was confirmed by Sewai J ye Sinh, the

general of the Emperor Akber, who came into the province about the time,

with his army, to look after the Imperial interests. The sight of Bhuvanes-

wara, its numerous temples, the crowds of brahmins, and the sacred character

of every thing in Utcala Desa, is said to have impressed him with feelings

pf so much reverence and admiration for the country, that he determined

to interfere very little in its affairs, and retired shortly afterwards, leaving a

large share of authority in the hands of its Native Princes. The town of

$fidnapore was at this time made the northern boundary of Onssa.

Raja Ramchander Deo's first care was to recover the sacred relics be-

(onging to the old image of Jagannath, which duty being accomplished

with the assistance of their preserver Besar Mainti, the D&ru Murat, or

image made of the wood of the Kim tree, was fabricated according to the

rules of the shaster, and again set up in the temple, on a propitious day,

with much pomp and solemnity. The worship of Sri Jeo was now fully

Restored, all the leasts and endowments of the temple put on their old

footing, and a number of sasans were founded in honor of the memorable

event. It was disturbed again however almost immediately afterwards, by

an invasion of Musselruans from Golconda, whose king or Adipati, as the

JImdu writers call him, seems to have given the Raja a severe defeat.

In 1582 A. P. the celebrated Dewan of the empire, Raja Toder, or ad

Jhe Urias call him Toral Mall, visited the province, to superintend the in-

troduction of his settlement called the Taksiin Jamma and Tankha Raq-

tni. lie proceeded no further with it, apparently, than the three Sircars

pf Jelasore, Badrak, and Cuttack. All the account which is preserved
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of that important and memorable transaction, in, that from the time of Toral

Mall's visit to the province, the measurement by the Bareh Dasti Padika

or rod of twelve spans, was introduced. lie is said to have treated the Raja

with much respect, and to have admired greatly the temple and image of

Jngannath, but his proceedings must have been fatal to the power and au-

thority of the Gajapati priuce, as he seems to have annexed nearly the whole

of his domains to the imperial rent roll.

The Mogul arrangements for the management of the new Suba of

Orissa, did not receive their final completion until A. D. 1502 or 999

Amli, when Raja Man Sinh, the imperial Lieutenant in Bengal, came to as-

sume charge of the administration. His expedition was prompted, partly by

the view to expel the Afghans, who under Kattali Khan had again taken

possession of a large part of the province, and committed every where the

most frightful ravages and excesses, and partly to settle disputes which

bad arisen between Ramchander Deo the titular Raja, and the two sons

of Telinga Mukund Deo, of whom the eldest was named Ramchander

Rai, and the second Chaki or Chakowri Bhowerber. The fate of Kat-

tali Khan and his Afghans, may be read in Major Stewart's history of

Bengal. With respect to the native princes, Raja Man Sinh finding that

disputes ran high for possession of the Raj, and that both parties had pow-

erful supporters amongst the Khandaits or Military Zemindars, it was

judged expedient to make a division amongst them of the remnant left to

the royal house of Orissa of the territories of their ancestors. According-

ly Khfirda, with Pursottem Chetter, and certain Mehals, were assigned in

Zemindari tenure, free of all tribute, to Ramchander Deo, w ith the title of

Maha Raja, and the Musselman dignity of the commandership of three

thousand five hundred. He was also allowed to exercise the chief/ship

or sovereignty over, and to collect tribute from, 129 of the killahs or juris-

dictions of the Khetris of Orissa, including all the present Cuttack tribu-

tary Mehals south of the Mahanadi, and the Estates of Gfimser, Moherry,

&c. reaching as far as the borders of Kimedy in Ganjaro. Killah Al, with
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its dependencies, was assigned as a Zemindari to Ramchander, Ihe eldest

son of Telinga Mukund Deo, and Sarengerh on the same tenure to the se-

cond sou Chakouri Bhowerber. Both were acknowledged as Rajas, and

had the controul of a number of the Killahjat estates in different parts of

the district. These arrangements have been already adverted to more in

detail, in that portion of my paper which is designed to furnish some ac-

count of the land tenures and political institutions of Orissa.

The title of sovereignty has been always acknowledged by the general

voice aud feeling of the country, to vest in the Rajas of Khurda, though

disputed formerly by the other branches of the royal house who have now

sunk into entire insignificance. The former received by far the largest and

most valuable portion of the country, in Man Sinh's allotment, and the ces-

sion of P6ri alone was a sufficient acknowledgment of their superior

claims. Down to the present moment, the Rajas of Khurda are the sole

fountain of honour in this district, and all deeds whatever drawn out in

the Vriu language, bear the date of the Ank or accession of the reigning

prince of that house, and are prefaced with a recital of his titles, which run

precisely in the style adopted many centuries ago by the great Raja Anang

Bhim Deo.

Ramchander Deo enjoyed his station and dignities for twenty-nine

years. He was an able and respectable prince, and his memory seems to be

much venerated by the natives of the province. From his time, the field

embraced by the Orissan annals, becomes greatly narrowed, though they

still afford a vast deal of curious local information. The necessary limits

of an essay of this kind confine me to an exhibition of 1st. A list of the

names of the several Rajas and the duration of their reigns, and 2nd, a

brief outline of such part of their history, as has any connection with the ge-

neral affairs of the Subah of Orissa. The materials for an historical account

of the country, under this new denomination, are very scanty and imper-

fect. The slender information extant of the proceedings of the Mogul offi-
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cers from the retirement of Raja Man Sinh in A. D. 1004, to the dewan-

ship of the famous Nuwab Jailer Khali Numii (A. D. 1707 to 1725), has to

be gleaned from a few scattered notices in Persian histories of Bengal and

scarcely intelligible revenue accounts ; though the century in question must

be regarded as a most important period in the annals of the country, when

we consider the deep and permanent traces impressed on the state of affairs,

by the arrangements, institutions, offices, aud official designations, introduc-

ed by the imperial government during that interval. Subsequent to ihe ele-

vation of Jaffer Khan, we meet with tolerably mil and detailed journals and

records both of the Mohammedan and Marhatta administrations, composed,

in the Persian language,

List e/KMrda Rajas. 1

Ramchander Deo, succeeds A. D. 138Q

Pursottem Deo, - » - - 1000

Narsinh Deo, - - - - - J6.10

Gangadhar Deo, JG55

Balbhadder Deo, - - - - 1050

Mukund Deo, 1004

Dirb Sinb Deo, 1002

Kishen or Harikishen Deo, 1715

Gopinath Deo, 1720

Ramchamler Deo, - » - - 1727

Bfr Kishore Deo, ------- - - - 171.'l

Dirb Sinh Deo, - - - - - 17W1

Mukund Deo, * 1790

The southern part of Orissa Proper must have suffered much from the

constant wars, insurrections, and internal commotions, that prevailed dur-

ing the early times of the Musselman government. The Moguls seem to

have been actuated by peculiar rancour and ill will towards Jagannath, and

Jost no opportunity of annoying and disturbing the Hindus in the peiw
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formance of their devotions at his temple. To say nothing of other fruitful

sources of jealousy and animosity, this interference alone was sufficient to

produce many bloody encounters between the two nations, in which success

Was often doubtful. On the whole however, the native Princes suffered

the most severely, and gradually sank before the superior energy and civili-

zation of the Moguls. The Rajas had at first established their residence at

Pipley; afterwards they retired to Rathipur; and finally built their fort and

palace in a naturally difficult part of Khurda, where they were found settled

in 1G03. During these contests in and about Puri, the images so much

venerated by the one party and abhorred by the other, were twice or thrice

carried away across the Chilka Lake, and concealed amidst the hills, until

the times appeared favorable for again setting them upon their thrones in

the temple. This religious warfare was at last set at rest by the institution

of the tax on pilgrims, which if we may credit the author of the work trans-

lated by Gladwin, under the title of History of Bengal, yielded to the

Mogul government a revenue of nine lacs. Under such circumstances, reli-

gious antipathies however strong on the part of the ruling power, must have

yielded gradually to considerations of self-interest.

The Afghans did not disappear from the field as disturbers of the peace

if Cultack, until 1611 A. D. when having again risen under Osman Khan

the son of Kattali, they were defeated wilh great slaughter on the Subaure-

kha by Shujat Khan from Bengal, and compelled finally to submit. They

then settled peaceably in many of the principal villages of the district, and

their descendants at this day form no inconsiderable Musselman popula-

tion, under the general denomination of l'athons.

On the side of Rajwara, the Rajas had to maintain many fierce contests

with the Khetri chiefs or *einiu<lars subordinate to them, who became tur-

bulent and unruly in proportion as the power aud consequence of the chief

of their class declined. Frequently, no doubt, a spirit of aggrandizement

urged the Rajas to become the aggressors. Of the operation of either one
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or both causes of hostility, we may trace abundant proofs, in the dismem-

berment of many of the old Khandaitis recorded in the accounts of Raja

Man Sinh's settlement, which became afterwards annexed to Khurda.

The state of the country is represented in no favorable light during the

administration of the famous Jaffer Khan Nasiri, whose arrangements more-

over could not have tended much to improve it. In Gladwin's history of

Bengal it is mentioned that Jaffer Khan whilst Dewan, represented to the

Court of Delhi, " the advantages that would accrue to the crown by trans-

ferring the Jag'irs of the Mansabdars of Bengal to Orissa, where the lands

are of less value, and the collections made with greater expense and difficul-

ty." It is added that, the Emperor approving the scheme, assignments were

granted upon Orissa, the cultivation of which province had of fate been very

much neglected, in lieu of the Bengal Jagirs,

The administration. of Mohammed Taki Khan, the Naib, (1735 to 1735,

A. D.) on the part of Shujaa ad Din Mohammed, Nazim of the three

provinces, is marked by a great reduction of the limits of the province of

Orissa. In his time the remainder of the old Jelasore Sircar* lying be-

tween Tumlook, Midnapore, and the Subanreka, with the exception of a

few small pergunnahs near the latter river, was annexed to Bengal, and the

Nizam's government obtained possession either hy force or intrigue of the

entire country included between the estates called Tikallyt Raghunath-

pur, and the Chilka lake, thus greatly reducing the revenues and authority

of the Rajas of Kh6rda, whose controul had before extended on the hill

side, from Gumser to within forty miles of Cicacole. A war occurred

between this governor, and the Raja Ramchander Deo of Khurda, which

was terminated after a long struggle by the capture of the latter and his

imprisonment in Cuttack. Temporary possession was taken of Kh6rda

• Thi* «i*ar had been dMded in Stab Jehan'i reign into the four followfe? inbdMuon*M alits-

«j notiocd, Goalpareb, MmljhetUa, Mnrkfrl, and JcImu.

t F«rtj.thre« mi!e» N, B. of Cieaeole.
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by the Musselraans, who established twenty-two lhanehs from Banpur to

' Balwanta to repress the turbulent spirit of its rude inhabitants, but these

were removed by order from Court, on the death of Ramcbander, and the

succession of Raja Bir Kishore Deo.

During Murshed Kuli Khan's government, the tranquillity of the coun-

try was disturbed by the wars of that person with the famous Aliverdi

Khan, after his usurpation of the government of Bengal. Raja Bir Ki-

shore Deo espoused the cause of the local governor, and by his assistance,

enabled Baker Khan, the son-in-law of the latter,' to continue the dispute

for some time.

But the greatest of all their calamities was now impending over the un-

fortunate Orissans. After some alarming demonstrations in the year pre-

ceding, the Bcrar Marhattas suddenly made their appearance in the pro-

vince, in Plialgnn 1150 Amli, in large force under Bhaskar Pundit, Ali

Shah, and other sirdars, with the professed object of demanding the Chout,

There being no force in the province adequate to oppose them, they swept

the- whole country up to the walls of fort Barabatti, plundering what-

ever they could lay their hands on without mercy,—and the 6ame scenes

were repeated the year following, by a still larger army under Ragojt

Bhonsla himself, and the famous adventurer Ilabib Ullah. Aliverdi

Khan made astonishing efforts to relieve the province, as well as to protect

•the adjoining districts from these destructive inroads, but the people of

AJidnapore and Cultack enjoyed little respite from the Marhatta incur-

sions and depredations until 1157, when a temporary arrangement was

patched up between the ISazim and the Bhonsla, by which the former

agreed to pay twenty-four lacs (including arrears) as the Chout of the

.
three provinces. The conditions of the treaty being very indifferently ob-

served on the part of the Bengal government, a fresh army invaded Orisia

in 1100, under the command of Raja Janoji Bhonsla and Mir Habib Ul*

)ah, who in the same year, in their camp at Choudwar, near the Afahanadi,

Li
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projected and arranged a partition of the province between themselves,

for the maintenance of their respective armies. Its resources on this occa-

sion were estimated at only ten lacs. The northern portion from Pattas-

pur to Barrunwa, yielding six lacs, was assigned for the support of the

Afghan troops, and the southern from Barrunwa to Mal6d, rated at

four lacs, was to be held by the Marhattas. On the treacherous mur- .

der of Hab(h Ullah Khan shortly afterwards in his camp at Garpedda,

near Balasore, Raja Janoji became master of the whole province from

Pergunnah Pattaspur to the Thaneh of Malud. liis arrangement was, to

allot the whole of the lands yielding revenue, as Mukaseh, for the support

of his army, one Mehal being made over to the management of each sir-

dar. Tilings remained in this miserable state till 1 101, when a fresh treaty

vras entered into, between the Marhattas and Aliverdi Khan, at the insti-

gation of the whole body of the Zemindars of Midnapore and neighbour-

ing districts, who, worn out by the repeated incursions of the Berar Mar-

hattas, offered to pay any sum, in addition to the Tashkhis Mokerreri or

fixed revenue of Bengal, which might be agreed to as a composition for

the Chout Sir Des M6khi. Masalih ad Dfn was in consequence dis-

patched by the Court of Moorshedabad to Nagpore, with full powers to

treat, and the following arrangements were determined on, " The Chout of

the three Subas was now settled at 12,00,000 annually. The Suba of

Orissa from Pergunnah Pattaspnr to Malud to be managed by a Snbadar

appointed from Bengal, who should yearly pay the surplus revenue of that

province, estimated at four lacs, to an agent of the Bhonsla stationed at

Cuttack. The remaining eight lacs were to be made good from Moorshe-

dabad, Patna, &c. by Hundis or Bills of Exchange. The Marhatta armies

forthwith to evacuate the province." On the conclusion of the treaty, Raja

Janoji quitted Orissa, Mohammed Masalih ad Din received the appoint-

ment of Naib Subadar, and Sheo Bhat Santra, an eminent Gosain mer-

chant, was named the agent for the Court of Berar to receive the four lacs

from Cuttack, and to look after the annual remittance of the balance of the

Chout from Moorshedabad.
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Masalib ad Din laboured honestly and zealously to discharge the obli-

gations into which he had entered, and paid the four lacs for two years to

the Nagpore agent, but at the end of that period he solicited permission

to relinquish the government, stating forcibly his inability any longer to

fulfil his engagements, owing to the declining resources of the country, and

still more to the turbulent and unmanageable character of the Khandaits,

or Military Zemindars of Orissa, who could be kept in no sort of subjecti-

on without the constant employment of a very large array in the field, the

expense of maintaining which, engrossed the whole revenues. His state-

ments so fully convinced his master of the impolicy of any longer retaining

Cuttack, burthened with the condition of paying four lacs annually from its

revenues, that a proposal was tendered to the Raja of Nagpore, to undertake

the management of the country through officers of his own appointment, in

lieu of the stipulated payment, which being agreed to, the Suba of Cuttack,

fell from that date under the sole undisputed government of the Berar

ftlarhattas, A. D. 1735-6.

The administration of the Marhattas in Cuttack, was, as in every other

part of their foreign conquests, fatal to the welfare of the people and the

prosperity of the country, and exhibits a picture of misrule, anarchy, weak-

ness, rapacity, and violence combined, which makes one wonder how

society can have been kept together under so calamitous a tyranny. All

the head offices of the district, as those of Subadar, Dewan, and the Kil-

ladarsbip of fort Barabatti, were openly bought and sold at Nagpore. It

frequently happened that appointments were given to two or three per-

sons at the same time, and still oftener the individuals in charge refused

to retire under various pretexts. The different claimants, assembling their

followers, would fight the most obstinate battles, and lay waste the coun-

try with their dissensions, before the right to succeed was settled. Press-

ed by the urgent irregular demands of the Court of Nagpore for remit*

tancejs, and by the necessity of reimbursing themselves for the expen^
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ccs incurred in obtaining office, the roost ruinous shifts and expedients

were perpetually resorted -to, to wring a higher revenue from the lands,

whilst their resources declined in proportion to the tyranny exercised

over the cultivators. Notwithstanding that large military bodies were

posted all over the district, the Marhattas were quite unable to retain the

Khand aits and their paiks in any sort of order. Those of the sea shore

and the hills, not only laid the whole of the pergunnahs bordering upon

them under regular contribution, but frequently the Paiks of several small

killalis, combining together, advanced into the heart of the district, and

committed the most ruinous depredations up to the very walls of Cuttack.

Every year regularly after the Dassera, the Marhatta armies took the field

under the Subadar in person, and advanced into some part of the Raj-

wara, to chastise some insolence, or to enforce the demand for tribute.

When successful, the most sanguinary punishments and destructive ravages

were inflicted,—but they were frequently defeated, and their weakness

exposed, by the Paiks of killahs which now scarcely retain a name. Be-

sides, the continued marches and countermarches of a licentious disor-

derly Marhatta- soldiery, in every direction across the province, were in

themselves evils of no trifling magnitude. Matters improved a little to-

wards the close of the Marhatta period, during the long administration of

Raja Ram Pundit ; but if the ryots were in a small degree better protected

by his measures, he reduced, to the lowest stage of poverty and degrada-

tion, a powerful and important class, the hereditary Talukdars (now Ze-

mindars) of the Mogulbandi, who were ejected by him, very generally, from

the management of their Taluks, and left with scarcely even the means of

subsistence.

As it would be impossible to render interesting to the general reader,

the never varying detail of oppression, mismanagement, and suffering dis-

played by the Marhatta annals, 1 shall content myself, in my account of this

fourth stage of Orissan history, with a brief enumeration of the successive

Subadars who obtained authority, as far as any can be made out amidst
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the perpetual conflicts for power which disturbed the peace of the country,

and with noticing a few events of general importance which mark that

period.

The first and most energetic of the Marhatta Subadars, was Sheo Bhat

Santia, who exercised a disputed and precarious authority for a period of

about eight years from 1163 to 1171, and may be said to have been in full

possession of the powers of government for about half that period. He made

a settlement of the revenues ofthe province, nominally at 18,00,000 ofArcot

Rupees, of which 14,00,000 were entered as regular land revenue (Bando-

basti Mulk,) and the remaining 4,00,000 as imposts under various heads.

During his administration, a farther dismemberment took place of the territo-

ries of the Maharajas of Khurda. In 1107 Amli, Narain Deo, the famous

Zemindar of Kimedy,* a descendant of the royal family of Orissa, who had

before asserted his preferable title to the Khfirda Raj, invaded that dis-

trict by way of Banpur, with the avowed intention of taking possession

of it, and drove the reigning prince Bir Kishore Deo before him. Unable

to resist his powerful rival, the latter was thrown upon the dangerous ex-

pedient of claiming the assistance of the Marhattas, which was granted on

condition of the payment of a large sum, to defray all expenses, in return.

The aid of the Subadar proved effectual in clearing Khfirda of the preten-

der's army, but the Raja being unable to discharge the money bargained

for, he was obliged to mortgage or surrender temporarily for its liquidation,

the best portion of his dominions, viz. the Mehals, Limbai, Raheng, Pur-

sottera Ch'aiter, &c.—in short, the whole country lying between the Dya

river, the lake and the sea, with the tribute of the fourteen Rajas or

Khandaits of the hills, still subject to his controul. The Marhattas were al-

lowed to appoint their own Amils, and having thus gained a footing in the

• Mr. Grant in Us Political Essay in the Northern Sircars says of this person :
" Kimedy, Mty Bile*

N. E. by N. from the town ofCicaeole, is tbe capital o' another tributary bat more accessible dependent

principality Tested in a Raja of the royal family of Orissa who actually bears the titular designation of

.bat anoient house nnder the proper name of Onjipati Deo. through the refractory imprudence of Na-

rain Deo, father of the present oocopant, in opposing the Company's authority."
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tracts in question, they never afterwards relinquished possession. The be-

nefit of the acquisition seems doubtful, as the usurpation of Raheng, 8*c.

involved them in a state of unceasing hostility with the Khftrda Rajas,

and the claim to levy the tribute of Rajwara brought them yearly into

disputes and battles with the hill chiefs, in which, to say nothing of the ex-

penditure of blood and treasure, they were nearly as often worsted as they

were successful,

At the end of 1171 Amli, Sheo Bhat was violently expelled from his gq«

vernmcnt, by a powerful faction countenanced by the Court of Nngpore,

Chirana Sahu and Udi P6ra Gosain then exercised the powers of govern-

ment for a short time, until Bhawani Kaliia Pundit arrived in the province,

with the senned or appointment of Subadar. The Ex-Subadar was not

hpwever of a character to relinquish his authority, without an obstinate

struggle. He formed a powerful party amongst the Paiks of the eastern

Rajwara, and for a length of time, disturbed the administration of his suc-

cessor by frequent contests and inroads. The Pajks of other killahs es-

poused the opposite side. Troops were poured in from all quarters to quell

these ryots, and the frequent marches and countermarches of the armies of

the government are credibly enough stated to have involved more serious

evils to the whole of the fine Pergunnahs Ilariharpur, Khandt, Jhanker,

Deogaon, &c. than the disturbances they were sent to repress. Amidst all

these troubles the excesses of the Ktijcng, Kanka, ano) Rynto Paiks were,

ever conspicuous. The ferment excited amongst the Military Zemindars

of Orissa and their adherents by these events, did not subside until many

years afterwards. Jt does not appear bow the career of their author and

instigator finally terminated. Mr. La Motte gives the following brief com*

parative sketch of the character of the administrations of the rival Gover*

nors : " Sheo Bhut plundered only his neighbours, but Bhawani Pundj(

committed depredations on his subjects and all parties alike/'

Bhawani Pundit was recalled about 1176 Audi, and Sambha Ji Canes))
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Appointed his successor. The settlement made by him is remembered,

with bitterness, for its severity and harshness. He imposed many new

cesses on the ryots, and exercised unusual rigour in scrutinizing and re-

suming lands held in Jagfr, or free of rent, as the ayraa, milk, kharidgi,

roouajib, dagrai, &c. Those holders who were permitted to remain in pos-

session, were obliged to contribute to the necessities of the state, and were

made over for a given number of years in Tenkhah or assignment to differ-

ent detachments of troops.

After two years, a Mahajan, named Baba Ji Naik, received the appoint-

ment of Subadar, but his powers were disputed by the party in possession,

and it was not till 1 178 Arali, that he became firmly fixed in his seat. The

district of Cuttack suffered grievously from rhe memorable famine, which

desolated the lower provinces in 1709-70. Rice was not to be had for two

sers per rupee, and many thousands of souls perished. To add to the ge-

neral distress, an alarming mutiny broke out amongst the troops, which

was not quelled for many months.

On the accession of Sabaji Bhonsla to the Mesned of Nagpore, Ma-

dhaji Hari was sent into Cuttack as governor. He threw his predecessor

into confinement, and was occupied with arrangements for increasing the

revenue of the country, when the accession of Madhaji Bhonsla occasioned

a fresh change 'of administration. Baba Ji Naik once more received the

senned of Subadari in 1102, and stepped from a jail to the highest rank in

the province. After much intrigue and opposition however, the order for

his appointment was recalled, and Madha Ji was allowed to remain in of-

fice. In 1183 another dreadful scarcity of grain was experienced in Cut-

tack. Rice was hardly to be purchased in the bazar of Cuttack at ten pans

the katki ser. Iu the mofussil, paddy rose as high as twelve pans per

g6n— Kulti to 12-2 and Mandova 1-4. Its destructive effects are most

strikingly evinced, by the recorded fact, that a remission ofseven lacs was

granted in the revenues of that year.
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Raja Ram Piindit, who had for many years filled the office of Deputy to

the local governor, and had taken a leading part in all the arrangements

for the management of the interior, succeeded to the office of Subadar,

about 1 18o or 1180. His personal qualities and abilities were respectable,

and, coupled with his expensive local knowledge, lent a character of digni-

ty and stability to hiti administration, with which no preceding one had

been invested. The chief measure ascribed to him, is that of setting abide

all the hereditary Chowdris and (Vilaity) Canungos, in other words the

Talukdars of the jVIogulbandi, and collecting the revenues through officers

of his own appointing, either from the ryots direct, or through the agency

of the head men of villages, where such existed. He was also the first go-

vernor who imposed a tribute on the Maharajas of Khurda. Raja Bir

Kishore Deo, after a long xeign of forty-one years, fell into a state of

furious insanity, and committed such frightful excesses, even to the extentof

murdering four of his own children, th it a general outcry was raised against

him throughout the country. The Murhattas did not neglect so favorable

an opportunity of interfering. They secured the Raja's person, threw him

into confinement in fort Barabattf, and refused to acknowledge his grand-

son Dirb Sinb Deo as successor, until they had obliged him to agree to the

payment of a yearly tribute of Sa. Rs. 10,000. The expense of collecting

this, must have been far greater than its value, fur the Raja would never

pay until compelled by the presence of a military force, and so low had the

character and efficiency of the Marhatta Infantry sunk, that the Paiks of

Khftrda often presumed to measure their strength with them, even in (hese

last days of the power of the Rajas of Orissa.

*' •

Chimna Ji Bap&'s visit to Cuttack, with a large army in 1781, A. D,

is described as intended to enforce the claims of the fierar government

against Bengal for arrears of Chout. Having cantooned his force at Kak-

kar, opposite to Cuttack, he sent on Raja Ram Pundit with Bissembher

Pund|t Vakil to Calcutta, who is said to have negotiated a treaty with Mr*

Hastings, by which the English government agreed to the payment of

£7,00,000 Rs. ou coudition of all farther claims being relinquished.
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On the retirement of Raja Ram Pundit in 1200 Ainli, his son Sadasheo

Rao was appointed Naziin, and after him Chimna Bala. Affairs however

irere managed chiefly by Inkuji Sukdeo, the Pher Nanis, and Bala Ji Kun-

war, the commander of fort Barabatti, and principal military officer. In

tbis state things were found in 1803, when the province Mas conquered by

the English armies. The dominion of the Khurda Rajas was not finally

extinguished till 1804, when a most unprovoked rising against the newly

established English government, drew down upon Raja Mukund Deo the

vengeance of the British power. He was driven from his fort, seized, sent

a prisoner to Midnapore, and his remaining territory of Khurda was brought

under the management of the British collectors. Since that period the

proud but insignificant representatives of the Maharajas of Orissa, have

been officially acknowledged only as private landholders ; but the Liberal

policy of government has conferred on them a sufficient pension, and an

office of authority connected with the temple, in the enjoyment of which

they pass their days in tranquil and honorable retirement, within the sacred

limit* ofJaganndth P6ri.

FART nr.

fteligi<m t Antiquities, Templet, and Civil Architecture,

UTCALA DESA which is believed or fabled to be itself soboly a region

throughout its entire extent, contains four places of pilgrimage of peculiar

sanctity palled the flara Khetr, tiie Vishnu or Pursottem Khetr, the Ar-

ka or Padma Khetr, and the Vijayi or Parvatf Khetr, within the limits of

.which will be found nearly all that is carious and interesting in the Religi-

ons Antiquities of the province.

Urn
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Ekob^HfC The 0ara khetr, sacred to Mah&deo under the titles of the Linga Raja

Bhuvaneswara, and thence called by the vulgar Bhobaneser, contains seve-

ral very ancient and remarkable monuments of the native princes of the

country, and their system of religions belief.

At Balwanta, on the new road, sixteen miles from Cuttack, the attantion

of the traveller is attracted by a lofty massive tower of stone, rising from

amidst the thickets which skirt the adjoining frontier of Khuvda. A path

leads through the woods towards this object of curiosity, and conducts, at

the end of about six miles, to a gently swelling rocky elevation or Tangi

formed of beds of the iron clay, on reaching which you find yourself, with

astonishment, in the centre of a ruined city, consisting, entirely of deserted

and dismantled towers and temples sacred to the worship of Mahadeo,

under the innumerable titles, which absurd legends or the fancy of his vo-

taries have assigned to that deity. From amidst the whole, the great

Pagoda of the Ling Raj, or Lord of the Lingam, lifts its singular form, emi-

nently conspicuous both for size, loftiness, and the superior style of its ar-

chitecture.

Bhobaneser was the site of a capital city founded by Raja Laiat Indra

Kesari the third of the princes bearing that surname, who reigned from

A. D. 617 to A, D. 060. If- we are to judge of its extent and populous-

ness, during the period that it formed the seat of government of the Rajas

of the Kesari Vansa, from the almost countless multitude of temples which

are crowded within the sacred limits of the Panj Kosi, we might pro-

nounce it to have been, in the days of its splendour, one of the greatest ci-

ties which India ever saw. Standing near the chief Pagoda,* one cannot

turn the eye, in any direction, without taking into the view upwards of forty

• Mr. Ward mentions it ia hit work on tie Hindus trader lie name of Ekumrakanima, - a place,

be iaji, on the border* of Oriua ,
containing Six Thousand temples dedicated to Shiva.". Eauuva
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or fifty of these stone towers. The natives say that there were originally more

than seven thousand places of worship consecrated to Mahadco, within aud

around the city of Bhoban6ser, containing no less than a crore of lingains,

and the vestiges that remain, fully warrant a belief, that the place may have

comprized some hundreds of buildings of this description, when in its most

flourishing state. A considerable number of the temples are still in a toler-

able state of preservation, though entirely neglected and deserted- Many

more are now screened from the view by the luxuriant foliage of the sur-

rounding jungles, or present merely shapeless masses of stone buried amidst

tangled brushwood and rank vegetation.

Nor is the astonishing number of the Bhobaneser temples the only re-

markable feature of the place. The style, size, and decoration of these

singular buildings, add greatly to the wonder and interest of the scene.

They are all constructed, either of reddish granite resembling sandstone, or

else of the free stone yielded plentifully by the neighbouring hills, in the

form of towers rounded towards the summit, with other edifices attached

, rising from a square enclosure, the wall encompassing which is now ge-

nerally in ruins. Their height is neve* less than fifty or sixty feet, and the

loftier towers reach to an elevation of from one hundred and fifty, to one

hundred and eighty feet, fsat a wooden beam it may be observed has been

used throughout. The stones are held together with iron clamps. Iron

•beams and pillars are used where such aids could not be dispensed with,

but in general the architects have resorted, in the construction of their roofs,

to the method of laying horizontal layers of stone, projecting one beyond

the other like inverted steps, until the sides approach sufficiently near at

the summit to admit of other blocks being placed across. The exterior

surface of the buildings is in general adorned with the richest and most.

elaborate sculptured ornament, and the ruined courts which surround

them, are strewed with a vast variety of curious relics, as bulls, linganis and

0ther symbols appropriate to the worship of Mahadco, representations of

M m 2
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Gan6s4, Hanum&n, and various forms of Siva and Parvatf , Durgfi, or Ka-

li, Carticeya the god of war with his peacock, the female or energy of the

Game called Caumari, and the Narasinha and Baman Avatar*. The more

finished temples have frequently large well polished slabs of the grey chlo-

rite slate, or pot stone, let into three of their sides, on which are sculptured*

in alto relievo, nearly as large as life, some of the above personages, executed

with no mean degree of skill and symmetry. Can ed in the coarser stone

of which the walls are constructed, one observes figures of A psarasas or

dancing nymphs in groups or solitary ; forms of Mahadeo and Parvati sit-

ting or standing together, generally in the most obscene attitudes ; repre-

sentations of warriors, horses, and elephants, engaged in combat or arranged

in state processions : monsters resembling lions, with grim grotesque coun-

tenances, in various attitudes; and groups of a peaceful character exhibit-

ing a iVfuni, or philosopher, imparting instruction to his pupils. The archi-

trave of the door-way of every temple in Orissa is ornamented with the

nine figures in a sitting posture, called the Nava Graha or nine planets, of

which seven represent the divinities presiding over the days of the week, and

the two remaining ones the brahminical ascending and descending nodes,

Rahu and Ketu.

The forms and character of all the principal temples at Bhobuneser, and

indeed throughout the province, being exactly similar, a more particular

account of the plan and distribution of the great Pagoda will answer the

purpose of a general description. The edifices which compose it, stand

within a square area, enclosed by a substantial wall of stone, measuring

six hundred feet on a side ; which has its principal gateway guarded by two

monstrous griffins, or winged lions, in a sitting posture, on the eastern face.

About the centre, the great tower, Bara Dewal, or sanctuary, in which the

images are always lodged, rises majestically to a height of one hundred

and eighty feet. It is composed of a cluster of stone ribs, alternately flat

and semicircular, eight principal and eight inferior ones, springing Irani

a square ground plan, which towards the summit curve inwards, without,
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however, meeting. They bear, as it were on their shoulders, a cylindrical

neck, and this, with the aid of brackets in the form of eight immense

griffins or lious, supports the ornamented crest or head piece, shaped some*

what like a turban, which form* so distinguishing a feature in the temple

architecture of Crista. It con*ists of a huge solid circular slab, called the

Amla Sila, from some fancied resemblance to the fruit of the Aralika (Phyl-

lanthus Emblica), on which rests another circular ornament, in the form of

a large inverted earthen dish, and thence indeed called the " Dihi Ba?idhi.
m

Sometimes the two ornaments are repeated. On the summit stands, either

an urn, or the Chakra of Vishnu, accorJing to circumstances, surmounted,

by an iron spike, to which pendants are attached on occasions of ceremony.

The best illustration that can be given, of the shape and appearance of the

generality of these towers, is to compare them to a medicine phial or com-

fit bottle with the stopper inserted, though the comparison does not do

justice to the picturesque effect of the grand and massive building which 1

am now describing. From each face of the sanctuary, at different degrees

of elevation, a huge monster projects to a distance of several feet, which

has the body of a lion, but a roost grotesque aud unnatural countenance,

resembling nothing in the catalogue of terrestrial animals. The figure on

the eastern face is by far the largest, and it has between its feet, an elephant

of comparatively dimunitive size, on which it is trampling. This, it may

be observed, is the common mode of representing the lion of Hindu my-

thology, one of the epithets of which is, Gaja Machula, or the destroyer of

the elephant. The entrance to the tower lies through a large square ves-

tibule or antichamber, crowned with a pyramidal roof, and surmounted by

the crest or series of ornaments above described, which joins on to the

eastern face of the sanctuary, and rises to about three-fourths of its height.

It is called the Jagamohaoa, or that which delights the world, because it

is fiom thence that the idol is generally seen and worshipped by pilgrims.

The.»e two Luildings form the essential and most sacred part of the tem-

ples of Orissa. Farther in advance of the Jagamohana, and connected with

it by a sort of colonnade, is another square edifice of precisely the same
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form, but smaller dimensions, which is called the Bhag Mandap, or apart-

ment in which the idol's food is served up, and afterwards distributed

amongst the officiating priests, &c. The Court of the Ling Raj contains

many other towers and temples apart from those already enumerated, in

which a variety of the inferior deities, or less esteemed forms of the greater

ones, are worshipped, and which add, by their style and number, to the ge-

neral grandeur of its appearance, but do not need a separate description.

The whole are adorned with a profusion of sculptured work, consisting of

elaborately wrought cornices, headings, arabesque and reticulated orna-

ments, and clusters of pilasters, with figures of men, animals, serpents and

flowers intervening, arranged in such an infinite variety of devices, that the

eye is absolutely bewildered in endeavouring to trace out any particular

pattern or design. Amongst the ornaments on the great flat central ribs

of the Bara Dewal, there is one peculiarly remarkable from its resemblance

to some armorial, bearing or heraldic device. Mr. Erskine, 1 observe, has

given the figure of a strikingly similar ornament in his account of the cave

temples of Elcphanta, vide Bombay Transactions vol. i. page 217, and

plate vi. The brahmins explain it to be a compound of the Gada, I'adma,

Sankh, and Chakra, or Mace, lotus, conch-shell and discus of Vishnu,

and it would seem therefore rather out of place, in the conspicuous posi-

tion which it occupies on the walls of the Ling Raj ; but, it may be observed

generally, of these edifices, that the sculptors have by no means confined

themselves, in their choice of ornaments, to emblems peculiar to the deity
" hi i

1

of the place.

The temple of the Ling Raj at Bhobaneser is both the finest monument

of antiquity which the province contains, and likewise indisputably the

most ancient. It took forty-three years to build, and local tradition aa

well as the histories of the country, concur in fixing the date of iU comple,

tion, as A. D. G67.

>Ve have no particular accounts, of the period and causes of the decline.
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Of the city of Bhobaneser, and tbe worship of Mahadeo. Nearly all but

the great temple, have been long since completely deserted ; and the esta-

blishment kept up there, is on a very small and inadequate scale, under the

patronuge of the Khurda Rajas, whose ancestors granted all the lands and

endowments, by which the brahmins attached to it now subsist. It is oc-

casionally visited by the Bengalee pilgrims on their way to Jagannath,

and every year, at the Sheo Ratri, a considerable collection of Desi, or

country pilgrims, are gathered together under its walls, to hold a mela or

iur.
i

The ruins of two extensive palaces, belonging to the Rajas of the Kesd-

lri line, are shewn at or near Bhobaneser. There is likewise a very superb

tank, lying north of the temple, called the Bindu Sugar, which forms a con-

spicuous object in the scenery of the place, and another, faced with stone,

on the east, remarkable for its being bordered all round with rows Of

6mall antique looking temples, about thirty on a side, just large enough

to contain the human figure in a sitting posture, in which sixty female as-

cetics, who had devoted themselves to the worship of Devi, are said to have

lived and died many ages back. Amongst the curiosities of the environs,

the attention of the visitor is generally directed to a huge figure of the

lingam, forty feet in height, at the temple of Bhaskaresar Mahadeo. It is

formed of a single shaft of sandstone, situated partly in a subterranean

vault, and part rising into the centre of a great tower, of the usual form,

which is said to have been built round this impure and degrading object

of worship, after it had been set up and consecrated.

About five miles west of Bhobaneser, near the village of Jagtnara, in the t^vA

Char Sudhi Khandaiti of Khurda, and still within the limits of the khetr, a

group of small hills occur, four in number, from one hundred and fifty to two

hundred feet in height, which present many objects of interest and curio-

sity. These hills called severally the Udaya Gin, Dewal Giri, Nil Giri

and Khand Giri, (by which latter name the spot is now generally designat-
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ed,) are composed of a silicious sandstone of various colour and texture,

and are all curiously perforated, with small caves, disposed in two or three

irregular stories. Each of the caves is large enough to contain from one

to two human beings in a sitting posture. Some of them appear to be na-

tural cavities, slightly improved by the hand of man; others have obviously

been excavated altogether artificially ; and the whole are grotesquely carved

and embellished. In one part, a projecting mass of rock has been cat into

the form of a tiger's head, with the jaws widely distended, through which a

passage lies into a small hole at the back secured by a wooden door,—the

residence of a pious ascetic of the Vyshnavite sectt The ridiculous legend

which the natives relate to explain the origin of these isolated hills, is, that

tbey formerly constituted a part of the Himalaya, at which time they were

inhabited by numerous Ris-his, who dug the caves now found in them. They

were taken up bodily, ascetics and all, by Mahahir Hanuman, with other

masses of rock, to build the bridge of llama, but, by some accident, were al-

lowed to drop in their passage through the air, when they alighted in their

present position. I am almost tempted to add, as a curious coincidence, that

they are the only real sandstone hills found in this part of the country ; bat

the geology of the district has not been sufficiently explored, to warrant my
advancing such an assertion positively.

The summit of the highest rock, is crowned by a neat stone temple of

modern construction, sacred to the worship of Purasnath ; all around, and

in the neighbourhood of which, are strewed a quantity of images of the

.Nirvanas, or naked figures worshipped by the Jain sect, executed chiefly in

the grey chlorite slate rock. At the back of these temples, a highly remark-

able terrace is shewn, called the Deo Sabha, or assembly of the gods, which

is covered with numberless antique-looking stone pillars or temples in mi-

niature, some standing, others lying on the ground, about two or three feet

long, having, on each of the four sides, a figure ofthe naked Jain deity rudely

sculptured. The place is still frequented by the Jain or Parwfir merchants

pf Cuttack, who assemble here in numbers, once every year, to hold a fes-

tival of their religion.
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A short way up the tldaya Giri hill, the Nour or palace of the famous Ra-

ja Lalat Indra Kesari, is pointed out as the chief curiosity of the place. It

consists of a sort of open court formed by a perpendicular face of sandstone

rock, about fort y feet in height, with shoulders of the same projecting on ei-

ther side. Rows of small chambers have been excavated in each face, ar-

ranged in two stories, and divided by a projecting terrace. Both the exte-

rior surface and the inner walls of the chambers are decorated with cornices,

pilasters, figures, and various devices, very rudely sculptured, and the whole

exhibits a faint and humble resemblance, in miuiature, to the celebrated ca-

vern temples in the south-west of India. The rude and miserable apart-

ments of the palace-, are now occupied by bvragis and mendicants of differ-

ent sects, who state that the place had its origin in the time of Buddha, and

that it was last inhabited by the Rani of the famous Raja Lalat Indra

Kesari, a favourer of the Buddhist religion. Many odd fables are related

of the scrapes into which she was led by ber heretical notions, and of the

way in which her conversion to the orthodox system of worship was at last

effected.

Farther up the same hill, on the overhanging brow of a large cavern, one

meets with an ancient inscription cut out of the sandstone rock, in the ve-

ry identical character whieh occurs on the pillars at Delhi, and which as

yet has been only very partially decyphered. Having been enabled to ob-

tain an exact facsimile of tikis interesting monument by the assistance of

Colonel Mackenzie, whom I conducted to the spot in 1820, 1 shall an-

nex the same to the Appendix of this paper. There are I think

two eminently remarkable circumstances connected with the character

URed in the above inscription. The first is the chose resemblance of some

of the letters to those of the Greek alphabet, and the second tl»e occur-

rence of it on sundry ancient monuments situated in widely distant quar-

ters of India. In support of the first assertion, I need only point the atten-

tion of the reader to those of the characters which are exactly similar

N a
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to the Greek ou, sigtm, lambda, ohi, deli:i, epsilon, and a something closely

resembling the figure of the digamma. With regard to the second, any

reader who will lake the trouble of comparing the Kbandgiri inscription

with that on Firoa Shah's Lat at Delhi, on the column at Allahabad, on the

Lat of Bhini Sen, in Sarun, a part of the Elcphauln, and a part of the*

Ellora inscriptions, will find that the characters arc identically the same.

A portion of the Ellore and Salsette inscription written in the above cha-

racter, has been deciphered by the learning and ingenuity of Major Wit-

ford, aided by the discovery of a key to the unravelling of ancient inscrip-

tions in the possession of a learned brahmin, vide the eleventh article oi

vol. v. Asiatic Researches ; and it is to be regretted that the same has not

been further applied to decypbering the Delhi and other characters. The

solution attempted by the Pere TriefTenthaler, does not seem to me to merit

any attention.* The natives of the district can give no explanation what-

ever on the subject. The brahmins refer the inscription with shuddering

and disgust, to the Budh Ka Amel, or time when the Buddhist doctrines

prevailed, and are reluctant even to speak on the subject. I have in vain

also applied to the Jains of the district for an explanation. I cannot how-

ever divest myself of the notion that the character has some connection

with the ancient Pracrk, and considering that it occurs in a spot for many

ages consecrated to the worship of Parasnath, which the brahmins are pleas-

ed to confound with the Buddhist religion, and that the figure or character-

v

* He says, speaking ofFiroa£bah'* pillar; Apr*s aTorrbeanMmpetlongtetnpadMrche jiltrouv*

la signification de ces caracteres. Ce sont en partie des signes nuneriqnes, en partie des figures d'in-

stmmens de guerre dont cs lndiens se servoient antrefois. A est le caracter de nombre lioit : s celni

da nomine qaatre ; O design* le seeptre de Ranta joint A ungjab*. N design* le figure d'one ehnrcan

qui etoit autrefois on instrament de gorrre cbexlcs lndiens. X a dels ressemblance a»c* lalettrequi

signine C on K: H est plas probable cependant que cette figure de tth Roman on Ck grec design? une

fleur a qaatre feoillea dont les gentils euiplojent quelque fola la figure pour servir al' interponetuatie*

des noU ; A triangle qui est ra Dresse, Uavani ; f est la ehuraotcrc dn nombre 0. E enfin designe une

espece de- faallebanle avec laqiiclle Ran concha sur Ic enrrcau on geant a mille bras. De ee que eea>

caracteres oat de la rcsseo bUnce aree les characters grecs q.ielqt>e*Buropeenj oat cru one cxl obe-

lisqne atoit etc elevt par Alexandre la grand ; maia e'est une etreur, be.
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istic mark which appears in company with it, thus ego,* does in some sort

seem to identify it with the former worship, 1 am persuaded that a full ex-

planation is to be looked for only from some ofthe learned of the Jain sect.

The Vishnu or Purushotama Khetr (Pursottem Chetr) extends, I be- ifa>*Mi.

lieve, properly from the Bytami to the Uassikoila river at Ganjam, hut the

more sacred part of it is comprised within a range of Gve coss, in the cen-

tre of which, termed fantastically the Sank'h Nabhi Mendel, and on a

low ridge of sand hills dignified with the title of the Nilgiri or ISilachal

(blue mountain), stands the famous temple of Jagannath, " that mighty Pa>

goda or Pagod, the mirror of all wickedness and idolatry." The building

in its form and distribution resembles closely the great Pagoda at Bhubatt-

neswar ; nor do the dimensions of the two edifices greatly differ, but the Ja-

gan&th one lias the advantage in point of situat ion. Altogether its appear-

once is certainly imposing from its loftiness and the mass of masonry which

it comprizes, but the execution is extremely rude and inelegant, and the form

and proportions of tlte principal object, the Bar Dewal or great tower, are,

it must be acknowledged, by no means pleasing to the eye. The present

edifice was completed A D. -111)8 at a cost of from forty to fifty lacs of

Rupees, undvr the superintendence of Param Hans Bajpoi, the minister of *

Raja Anang Bhim Deo, who was unquestionably the most illustrious of all

the Gajapati princes of Orissa, and it seems unaccountable that m an age

when the architects obviously possessed some taste and skill,^nd were in

most cases particularly lavish in their use of sculptured ornament, so little

pains should have been taken with the decoration and finishing of this sa-

cred~and stupendous edifice. Its appearance has farther suffered of late

years from the exterior having been covered with a coating ofchunam which

has all been washed off excepting a few stains and patches, and still more

from the barbarous practice now in force of marking out parts of the sculp-

* Mr. Co'ebrookt, in his account of the Jains, gives the figure of a mark Tory much resembling this

which Itc calJj Uie-Naodttvcrw, characteristic of the deified aaiot Ara.

N o 3
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ture with red paint. Tbc material used for the construction of the tem-

ple is chiefly the coarse granite, resembling sandstone, found abundantly

in the southern part of Cuttack. The following is a sketch of the plan

of it. The edifices composing and connected with the temple which are

very numerous, stand in a square area enclosed by a lofty stone wall, mea-

suring about six hundred and fifty feet on a side. A broad flight of

twenty-two steps leads from the Sinh Darwazeh or principal gate of en-

trance, on the east, to a terrace twenty feet in height, enclosed by a second

wall four hundred and forty-five feet square, on which occurs first the apart-

ment called the Bhog Mandap. In a line, and connected with it by a sort

of low portico (the Mukt Mandap\ is the great antichamber of the tem-

ple called the Jagmohan, which adjoins and opens into the tower or sanc-

tuary. The tower itself rises to a height of about one hundred and eighty

feet from the terrace, or two hundred from the ground. The ground plan

is a square measuring thirty feet on a side. Most of the other principal

deities of the Hindoo Pantheon have temples at this place situated be-

tween the two enclosures. The eastern gate is flanked and guarded by co-

lossal figures of lions, or more properly griffins, in a sitting posture, and by

smaller images of the mythological porters Java and Yijaya resting on their

clubs, sculptured on the side posts. In front stands a column of dark

coloured basalt, with a base of the mineral resembling pot-stone, remarka-

ble for its light and elegant appearance and the beauty of its proportions,

which supports a figure of the monkey-god Hanuman. One might guess

that this is the work of artists of a different class and sera from those who

raised the temple of Jagannath, and the fact is really so, it having been

brought from the famous, but now deserted, temple of the sun at Kanarak,

about sixty years ago, by a brahmachari inhabitant of P6ri, of great wealth

and influence.

Some ingenious speculations have been hazarded upon the origin and

meaning of the worship of Jagannath and the causes of the peculiar sanc-

tity of the place, but amidst the conflicting and contradictory legends and
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traditions which prevail, it seems scarcely possible to arrive at any satisfac-

tory conclusion on the subject. The accounts given in the writings of the

Hindus, more especially the Kapila Sanhita and the Khetr M&hatmya o

the temple, are simply as follows, divested of the loads of declamation and

repetition which embarrass the perusal of them. From the beginning of all

tilings until the expiration of the first half of the age of Brahma, Parames-

wara, Sri Bhagwan, or Jagannath, in other words Vishnu, dwelt on the Ni-

lachal iu Utkala Desa, in the form of Nil Madhava. The fame of this form

of the deity having reached the Court of lndradyumna, Maharaja of Avanti

or Oujein, an eminently devout and pious prince in the Satya Yuga, he con-

ceived a desire to perform worship at the sacred shrine^and accordingly

set out on a journey to Orissa with a large army, after having first dispatched

a brahmin to make inquiry. Just as he reached the spot on the expiration

of a three months' journey, it was reported to him that the image of Nil Ma-

dhava had disappeared from the face of the earth. The Raja was over-

whelmed with disappointment at this intelligence, and fell into a state of the

deepest melancholy and affliction until comforted in a dream by the deity,

who informed him that although he had abandoned his former shape, he

would soon reappear again, (or that a fresh Avatar would take place), in a

still more sacred form, that of the Dam Brahm which would remain to

all ages. Shortly after, the Maharaja was apprized that a Daru,* or log of

wood of the Nim tree (Melia Azadirachta) was to be seen floating to the

shores of Pursottem Chetr from the quarter of the Sitadwip island, adorn-

ed with the Sankha, Gada, Padma, Chakr, or several emblems of Vish-

nu, viz. the conch shell, mace, lotus and discus, and bearing a most

divine and beautiful appearance. Transported with joy the pious prince

ran to the sea shore, embraced the sacred log, which he was satisfied from

the above symptoms must be a real form of Vishnu, and proceeded to de-

posit it with great ceremony in a consecrated enclosure. lie then through

* Some accounts say that lb© Maharaja had first to perform a hundred thousand AswaMcd'H
Jag; a I or sacriflet* or the hoisf tefuit favored with a view of tbU choke form ohhe deity, but

usual with ever) Hmou mule there is pivJiilom discrepancy la too aovorai versions of it.
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the advice of Narad Muni, who had accompanied him, obtained the aid

of Visvakerma, the architect of the gods, to arrange the image in its proper

form. At the first blow of the sacred axe of the Hindu Vulcan, the log split

of itself into ikefour-fold image or Chatur Murti. A little colouring only was

necessary to complete them, and they then became recognized as Sri Krish-

na or Jagannath distinguished by its black hue, Baldeo, a form of Siva,

of a white colour, Subhadra, the sister of these brothers of the colour of

saffron, and a round staff or pillar with the chakra impressed on each end

called Sudersan. The Raja's next care was to erect a temple and to esta-

blish the worship on a suitable scale of splendour. On the great day when

all was ready for consecrating the temple, Brahma himself, and the whole

oompaoy of the deities of lndra's court, came down from heaveu on their

several aj>propriate vehicles to offer up worship at tire shrine of the lord of

the universe, which, say the Urias, has since that period, and especially in

the Kali yuga, maintained a rank and celebrity such as even Kasi, Bindra-

ban, or Setu Band Raineswar, cannot boast of.

The Hindus of Orissa endeavour, though with vastly little foundation, to

ascribe to the worship of Jagannath a more spiritual character than is ge-

nerally claimed for their superstition elsewhere. They refer to the com-

mon title of the divinity of the place, w hich implies the Brahma or Divine

spirit that pervades and sustains the universe, and are fond of quoting a

passage in the legendary account of the temple which runs thus, " Hear

now the truth of the Dam Avatar," (the appearance of the deity in the

form of the Nim tree log,) " What part of the universe is there which the

divine spirit does not pervade? In every place it exults and sports in a

different form. Jn the heaven of Brahma it is Brahma ; at Kylas it is Ma-

hadeo ; in the upper world it is India ; on the face of the earth it is to be

found in all the most renowned Khetrs, at Baddrika as Badriuath; at

Brindaban and Dwaruka as Krishen; at Ayodhya (Oude) in another shape;

but in the Khetr of Pursottem it appears in its true and most sacred form."

The brahmins also have a practice of dressing up the figure of Sri Jeo,
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(lit. the holy spirit) in a costume appropriate to the occasion, to represent

the principal deities, on the occurrence of the yearly festivals held in ho-

nor of each, which are termed the different Bhues, or Phases, of the Tha-

kur. Thus at the Ram Navamf, the great image assumes the dress and

character of Rama ; at the Janam Ashtaraf, that of Krishen ; at the Kali

Puja, that of Kali ; when the Narsinha Avatar is celebrated, that of Nar-

sinh ; when the Daman Avatar, that of the mighty dwarf. This would

seem to evince some symptoms of a belief that in offering up worship to

Jagannath, his votaries do not confine their adoration to any particular dei-

ty, but adore the whole host of the Hindu heaven, or rather the spirit which

animates them, whilst at other Khetrs the divinity of the place alone is wor-

shipped. Mr. Palerson's hypothesis refers the worship now under consi-

deration to the adoration of the mystical syllable, A, U, M, coalescing

into Om, and is certainly the most ingenious and plausible that has been

suggested, but goes far beyond the knowledge or comprehension of the

most learned or intellectual of the present day. AIL the explanation which

the more intelligent brahmins can or will afford on the subject, is, that they

worship at Jagannath, Bhagwan or the supreme spirit itself, and not any

subordinate deity ; that the images are shapeless, because the Vedas have

declared that the deity has no particular form ; and that they have received

their present grotesque and hideous countenances, with the view to terrify

men into being good. The same fancy which has invested the Khetr of Ja-

gannath with superior sanctity, is the cause, of course, of the unusual virtue

ascribed to the Mahaprasad, or food cooked for the deity, and consecrat-

ed by being placed before the images. The Khetr Mahatmya says, that Ma-

ha Lukshmf herself prepares and tastes it. He who eats it is absolved from

the four cardinal sins of the Hindu faith, viz. killing a cow, killing a brahmin,

drinking spirits, and committing adultery with the female of a Guru or spi-

ritual pastor. So great is its virtue that it cannot be polluted by the touch

of the very lowest caste, and the leavings even of a dog are to be carefully

taken up and made use of. The most tremendous and inexpiable of all crimes,

is to handle and eat the Mahaprasad, without a proper feeling of reverence.
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Without going into any profound speculation as to the origin, nature,

and meaning of the worship of Jagann&th, there is one cause sufficiently ob-

vious why all sects should here unite in harmony in the performance of their

religious ceremonies, viz. that the temple instead of being consecrated ex-

clusively to some form of the deity Vishnu alone, is in fact occupied, in

joint tenancy, by forms of three of the most revered divinities of the Hindu

faith. Balbhadra or Baldeo, (Balarnma,) the elder brother, who is treated

with the greatest respect, though not so popular as bis black relation, is

clearly identified with MaMdeo, both by his white colour, and the figure of

the serpent Shesha or Ananta* which forms a hood over the back part of

his head ; and Subhadra is esteemed a form of Devi or Kali, tlte female

energy of the above. The precedence is always given to the elder brother

;

he has a rath or chariot of equal size with that of Jagannaih, And altogether

the veneration paid to him is quite sufficient to conciliate the votaries of

Siva, who are the only violent or bigoted sectaries. All other deities too

are allowed to occupy niches or temples within the precincts of the great

Pagoda, and are treated with so much respect, that the most obstinate sec-

tary could not with any decency or consistency refuse to join in the gene-

ral worship of the place.

The legend above quoted by me regarding the establishment of the wor-

ship of Jagannath, does not provide for or explain the sacred deposit which

popular belief, sanctioned by the brahmins, places in the belly of the image.

Some conjecture it to be a bone of Krishna, but how it came there is not

explained. As the image has been often remade of the wood of the Nim

tree, it seems not improbable that it may be a relic of the old original idol

which is thus religiously preserved. With regard to the Raja Indradyum-

na, he is mentioned by Wilford as famous in the fabulous legends relat-

ing to the Sweta Dwipa or White Islands of the west. The memory of his

visit to P6ri has been perpetuated, independently ,of the temple legends, by

»

• Both these words in Wilson's Saocrit Diotiontr/ an explained lo mean a wrpent and a nam*

•f Baladeva.
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a superb tank which bears his name. Either the author of the Ayin

Acberi, or his translator, has confounded things together, in calling him

Raja lodra Dummun of Nilkurpurbut (Nilgiri Parvat) instead of stating

that he visited the sand hills at Puri called by that name in the Hindu

-writings. The assertion also of Abulrazl that the image of Jagann&th is

made of sandal wood, is founded apparently on some confusion between

the material appropriated to that purpose, and a bar of timber used for clos-

ing the entrance of the temple during the Chandan Jatra, thence called the

Chandan D&ru or sandal wood.

The principal ceremonies of the temple of Jagannath, its festivals, the

Tides for the collection of the tax, and general system of management,

have been described with sufficient accuracy and detail by Hamilton. The

monstrous idols of the place may be seen daily, with few exceptions, seat-

ed on their Sinhasan, or throne, within the sanctuary, but they are pub«

licly exposed to view on two occasions only in the year, the Asnan and

the Rath Jatras. At the Asnan or festival of the bath, Jagannath and his

brother, after undergoing certain ablutions, assume what is called the Ga-

nesh Bhues or form of the elephant-beaded god, to represent which the

images are dressed up with an appropriate mask. Thus arrayed, they are

placed on a high terrace overlooking the outer wall of the temple, surround-

ed by crowds of priests who fan them to drive away the flies, whilst the

multitude below gaae in stupid admiration.

At the Rath Jatra, the images, as is well known, are indulged with an air-

ing on their cars and a visit to the god's country house, a mile and a half

distant, named the Goondicha Mour, after the Rani of Maharaja Indra-

dyumna who founded the worship. The display which takes place on this

occasion has been often before described, but !>omc brief notice of it will

naturally be expected in a paper treating professedly of Cutfeick.

On the appointed day, after various prayers and ceremonies have been
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goue through within the temple, the four images are brought from their

throne to the outside of the Lion gate—not with decency and reverence,

seated on a litter or vehicle adapted to surh an occasion—but a common

cord being fastened round their necks, certain priests to whom the duty

appertains, drag them down the steps and through the mud, whilst others

keep the figures erect and help their movements by shoving them from be-

hind, in the most indifferent and unceremonious manner, as if they thought

the whole business a good joke. in this way the monstrous idols go

rocking and pitching along through the crowd, until they reach the cars

which they are made to ascend by a similar process up an inclined plat-

form reaching from the stage of the machine to the ground. On the other

hand, a powerful sentiment of religious enthusiasm pervades the admiring

multitude of pilgrims assembled without, when the beloved images first

make their appearance through the gate. They welcome them with the

loudest shouts of joyful recognition and stunning cries of Jye Jagaun&tb,

victory to Jagannaih ; and when the monster Jagannath himself, the most

hideous of all the figures, is dragged forth the last in order,, the air is rent

with plaudits and acclamations. These celebrated idols are nothing more

than wooden busts about six feet in height, fashioned into a rude resem-

blance of the human head resting on a sort of pedestal. Tkay are painted

white, yellow, and black respectively, with frightfully grim and distorted

countenances, and are decorated with a head dress of different colored

cloths shaped something like a helmet. The two brothers have arms pro-

jecting horizontally forward from the ears. The sister is entirely devoid

of even that approximation to the human form. Their Raths* or cars

have an imposing air from their size and loftiness, but every part of the

ornament is of the most mean and paltry description, save only the cover-

ing of striped and spangled broad cloth furnished from the Export Ware-

" Jagannath's Rath, called Nandi Glios, measures forty-three and a half feet biph. It has six(era

wheels or six and a half feet diameter each and a platform iliirtr-four and a half fret square. Tho

Rath of Baldeo, called Thnla Dhaj. is about forty-one fuel h%b and has fourteen wheels. The Devi or

Bubbadra Rath called Padma Dhaj is fortv feet hijb, the pbtTcrm tairt) one square and fourteen

wheels of six and a half feet diameter.
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house of tlie British Government, the splendour and gorgeous effect of

which compensate in a great measure for other deficiencies of decoration.

After the images have been safely lodged in their vehicles, a box is brought

forth containing the golden or gilded feet, hands, and ears of the great

idol, which are fixed on the proper parts with due ceremony, and a scarlet

scarf is carefully arranged round the lowerpart ofthe body or pedestal. Thus

equipped and decorated, it is worshipped in much pomp and state by the

Raja of Khurda, who performs before it the ceremony of the Cbandalo, or

sweeping, with a richly ornamented broom. At about this period of the

festival, bands of villagers enter the crowd dancing and shouting, with mu-

sic playing before and behind, each carrying in his band a branch of a tree.

They are the inhabitants of the neighbouring Pergunnahs, Raheng, Lira-

Lai, &c. called Kalabetiahs, whose peculiar duty and privilege it is, con-

jointly with the inhabitants of Puri, to drag the Baths. On reaching the

cars, they take their station close to them, and soon as the proper signal

lias beeu given, they set the example to the multitudes assembled, by seiz-

ing on the cables, when all advance forwards a few yards, hauling along

generally "two of the Raths -at a time. The joy and shouts of the crowd on

their first movement, the creaking sound of the wheels as these ponderous

machines roll along, the clatter of hundreds of harsh sounding instru-

ments, and the general appearance of so immense a moving mass of human

beings, produce, it must4>e acknowledged, an impressive, astounding, and

somewhat picturesque effect, whilst the novelty of the scene lasts, though

the contemplation of it cannot fail of exciting the strongest sensations of

pain and disgust in the mind'of every Christian spectator. At each pause,

the Dy talis or Charioteers of the god advance forwards to a projecting

part of the stage, with wands in their hands, and throwing themselves into

a variety of wild and frantic postures, address some fable or series ofjokes

to the multitude, who grunt a sort of response at the proper intervals. Of-

len their speeches and actions are grossly and indescribably indeceut.

T he address generally closes with some peculiarly piquant allusion, when

Oo3
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the gratified mob raise a loud shout as their final response, and all rush?

forward with the cables. The progress made varies greatly according to

the state of the roads, the care used in keeping the Raths in a proper di-

rection, the zeal and number of the pilgrims, and the will of the priests or

as they say of the god, the former having some method of choking the

wheels, and thereby preventing the movement of the cars, notwithstanding

the utmost efforts of the credulous multitude to advance forwards. Gene-

rally from two to three days are consumed in reaching the Gondicha Nour,.

where the images are taken out. Before even this period has elapsed, the

curiosity and enthusiasm of the pilgrims have nearly quite evaporated; they

steal off in numbers, and leave Sri Jeo to get back to the temple as he

may. Without indeed the aid of the villagers before described, and of the

population of P&ri who hold their ground free of rent on condition of per-

forming this service to the deity, the Raths would now-a-days infallibly

stick always at the Gondicha Nour. Even the god's own proper servants

will not labor zealously and effectually without the interposition of autho-

rity, and I imagine the ceremony would soon cease to be conducted on its

present scale and footing, if the institution were left entirely to its fate and

to its own resources, by the officers of the British Government.

That excess of fanaticism which formerly prompted the pilgrims to court

death by throwing themselves ii crowds under the wheels of the car of Ja-

gannath, has happily long ceased to actuate the worshippers of the present

day. During four years that I have witnessed the ceremony, three cases

only Of this revolting species of immolation have occurred, one of which

1 may observe is doubtful and should probably be ascribed to accident; in>

the other two instances the victims had long been suffering from some

excruciating complaints, and chose this method of ridding themselves of

the burthen Of life, in preference to other modes of suicide so prevalent with

the lower orders under similar circumstances. The number of pilgrims

resorting to Jagannath has I think been, exaggerated, as well as the

waste of human life occasioned thereby, though doubtless, in an unfavorable
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season, or when the festival occurs late, the proportion of deaths caused by

exposure to the inclemency of the weather, is very melancholy. The fol-

lowing is a statement of pilgrims of all classes who attended for the last

five years at the three great festivals, procured from the most authentic

sources, viz.

1817-18, Paying Tax, 35,941 Exempt 39,720 Total 75,041

1818-19, do. 30,241 do. 4,D70 Total 41,111

1819-20, do. 92,874 do. 39,000 Total 1,31,874

1820-21, do. 21,946 do. 11,500 Total 33,440

1821-22, do. 35,100 do. 17,000 Total 52,100

The Khetr of Jagannath or Vishnu contains temples innumerable sacred

to the worship of all the other principal deities, and some secondary ones

rarely met with elsewhere, as the god Cuvera or Plutus, who has a curious

antique looking temple amongst the sand hills on the coast. Shiva and

his female energy are likewise fabled to reside constantly within its limits,

in sixteen different forms, eight male and eight females. The male ones or

Sambhus are figured by images called Yameswara, Visveswara, Gopal
S 4 A « 7

Mochan, Markandeswara, Nilkantheswara, Trilochan, Bhuteswara, and

Pat&leswara ; the female figures or Chandis have the appellations of Man-

gala, Birala, Sarvaraangala, Kalf, Dhatri, Karaakhya, Ardha Asti, and

Bhawanf. There is also a small Sikh College amongst the sand hills inha-

bited by three or four priests of that sect. The horrid practice of self-im-

molation of widows prevails less at PGri than might perhaps have been

expected, with reference to the general character of the place and the nu-

merous families which resort there to pay their devotions, the average of

Satis not exceeding six per annum for the police division in which it is

comprized. The concremation both of the dead and the living bodies

takes place on the sea shore, close to the civil station, at a spot impiously

called the Swarga Dwara or passage to heaven. There is this peculiarity

in the rite as performed here, that instead of ascending a pile, the infatu-
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ated widow lets herself down into a pit, at the bottom of wliicb the dead

body of the husband has been previously placed with lighted faggots above

and beneath. The latest returns show tlte whole number of victims who

destroy themselves annually in the above revolting manner, to average at

from twenty to thirty for the entire district of Cuttack.

Kaaank. The Arka or Padam Khetr is distinguished by its containing the remains

of the celebrated temple of the sun, called in our charts the black Pagoda

which is situated amidst the sand hills of tlie sea shore, near the site of the

old village of Kanarak, eighteen miles north of Jagannath Puri. The Jag -

mohan or antichamber is the only part of the building which exists in to-

lerably good preservation. The great tower has been shattered and

thrown down by some extraordinary force, either of an earthquake or light-

ning, and in its fall seems to have injured that side of the adjoining edifice

which looks towards it. A small section however still remains standing,

about one hundred and twenty feet in height, which viewed from a dis-

tance gives to the ruin a singular appearance, something resembling that

of a ship under sail. The whole of the outer enclosures of the temple

have long since disappeared, and nothing is left of the edifice railed the

, Bbog Maiujap but a heap of ruin, completely buried under a sand hill

The black Pagoda eveu in its present imperfect and dilapidated con-

. dition, presents a highly curious and beautiful specimen of the ancient

Hindu temple architecture, and as it has long been completely deserted,

we may here study at leisure and without iuterruption, some of the most

striking peculiarities of that style.

The deity of the place is called by the vulgar Sooruj Deo (Surra), and

*t full length, Chunder .Sooruj Birinji NArayan. The origin of the wor-

ship of a divinity so little honored in India generally speaking, is ascribed

to Samba, the son of Krishna, who having been afflicted with leprosy and

banished from his fathers Court at Pwarka, as a punishment for acciden-
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tally looking in upon the nymphs of the palace whilst sporting naked in

Die water, was cured at this spot by the Son, to whose service he in grati-

tude raised a temple. The present edifice it is well known was built by

Raja Langora Narsinh Deo, A. D. 1241, under the superintendence of

his minister Shibai Sautra. I caunot discover any authority for the asser-

tion of the author of the Ay in Acberi, that the entire revenue oftwelve years

was expended on the work, but doubtless the cOst was very serious com-

pared with the state of the Raja's treasury. The natives of the neighbour-

ing villages have a strange fable to account for its desertion. They relate

that a Kumbha Pathar or loadstone,, of immense size, was formerly lodged

on the summit of the great tower, which had the effect of drawing ashore

all vessels passing near the coast. The inconvenience of this was so much

felt, that about two centuries since, in the Mogul time, the crew of a ship

landed at a distance and stealing down the coast, attacked the temple,

scaled the tower, and carried off the loadstone. The priests alarmed at

this violation of the sanctity of the place, removed the image of the god

with all his paraphernalia to P6ri, where they have ever since remained,

and from that date the temple became deserted and went rapidly to ruin.

As above intimated, the origin of its dilapidation may obviously be ascrib-

ed either to an earthquake or to lightning, but many causes have concur-

red to accelerate the progress of destruction, when once a beginning had

been made. To say nothing of the effects of weather on a deserted build-

ing, and of the vegetation that always takes root under such circumstances,

it is clear that much injury has been done by the inhabitants of the neigh-

bourhood, in forcing oat the iron clamps which held the stones together,

for the sake of the metal ; and it is well known that the officers of the

Marhatta government actually beat down a part of the walls, to procure

materials for building some insignificant temples at Puri.

Abulfazl's quaint, but lively and picturesque, description of the tern*

pie of the Sun, is of course familiar to those who have perused the Ayin Ac-

beri with attention. Although however it affords a good general idea of
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the character of the building, it is strangely inaccurate in respect to mea-

surements, no less than in the description of the emblems and ornaments

which embellish it. Without noticing its several errors in detail, I shall

first insert the description above alluded to, and then offer an account of the

place as it appears to the visitor in the nineteenth century.

The author of the Ayin Acberi observes, (vide Gladwin's translation,)

" Near to Jagannath is the temple of the sun, in the erecting of which, was

" expended the whole revenue of Orissa for twelve years. No one can

4t behold this immense edifice without being struck with amazement. The

" wall which surrounds the whole is one hundred and fifty cubits high

k
« and nineteen cubits thick. There are three entrances to it. At the east-

*' era gate there are two very fine figures of elephants, each with a man

*' upon his trunk. To the west are two surprizing figures of horsemen

" completely armed, and over the northern gate are carved two lions who

" having killed two elephants, are sitting upon ihem. In the front of the gate

" is a pillar of black stone of an octagonal form fifty cubits high. There

** are nine Mights of steps, after ascending which, you come into an exten-

" sive enclosure where you discover a large dome constructed of stone up-

~" on which are carved the^un and stars and round them is a border where

"are represented a variety of human figures, expressing the different pas-

sions of the mind, some kneeling, others prostrated with their faces np-

44 on the earth, together with minstrels, and a number of strange and won-

" derful animals, such as never existed but in imagination. This is said

•' to be a work of 730 years antiquity. Raja Nursingh Deo finished this

«• building, thereby erecting for himself a lasting monument of fame. There

" are twenty-eight Other temples belonging to this pagoda, six before the

•* northern gate, and twenty-two without the enclosure, and they are all

«• reported to have performed miracles."

The wall which formed the ouler enclosure may have measured about

250 yards on a side ; within this was a second enclosure having three en?

trances called the Atwa or horse, the JJasti or elephant, and the Siuha pr
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Lion gate, from the colossal figures of those animals, which surmounted

the several side posts. The horses and elephants on the north and south,

have long since been precipitated from their bases, but the lions, or rather

griffins, still retain the attitude and position assigned to them by Abulfazl,

except that they are standing, instead of sitting, on the bodies of elephants,

and have one paw lifted in the act of striking. Fronting the Siuh gate,

stood the beautiful polygonal column, formed of a single shaft of black

basalt, which now adorns the entrance of the Puri temple. It supported,

ai that time, the appropriate emblem of Aruna, the charioteer of the sun,

which has since given place to Hanuman, and measures about thirty-three

feet in height, instead of fifty cubits. The accompanying drawing will

give a better idea, than the roost elaborate description, of its chaste appear-

ance and elegant proportions. Khambahs or columns of a similar descrip-

tion, though far inferior in point of style and execution, are frequently met

with in front of the more ancient temples of Orissa. They are well

known to the Hindu antiquary, under the name of "Java Stambhas or Pil-

lars of Victory," though what their precise use or object is, has not been

explained.

From the eastern gate of the inner enclosure, a flight of ruined steps leads

to the only tolerably perfect part of the building now remaining, called the

Jagmohan, or Antichamber of the Sanctuary. No one, certainly, can be-

hold the massive beams of iron and the prodigious blocks of stone used in

the construction of this edifice, without being struck with amazement.

The ground plan is a square, measuring sixty feet on a side, or, ifwe take in

the four projecting door-ways, it should rather be called a cross. The

walls rise to a height of sixty feet, and have in some parts the unusual

thickness of twenty feet. They support a noble and curiously constructed

pyramidal roof, the stones composing which overhang each other, in

the manner of inverted stairs, until they approach near enough towards

the summit to support iron beams laid across, on which rests a prodigious
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njass of solid masonry, forming the head-piece or crowning ornament^

The slope measures about seventy-two feet, and perpendicular height, sixty-

three or sixty-four. The total altitude of the building, from the floor to

the summit, is about one hundred feet or a little more. The outside of the

rpof is divided into three tiers of steps, formed by slabs projecting curiously

from the body of the building, which are all bordered with a very Gne pat*

tern of elephants, birds, and various figures executed with considerable

skill and spirit. Each of the terraces between the tiers, is decorated with

statues, placed at intervals, nearly as large ae life. On the two lower ones,

are figures of nymphs and heavenly choristers, dancing and playing upon

sundry instruments, but with countenances expressing very little passion or

feeling of any kind. The third story has the usual mythological animals,

more nearly resembling lions than any thing else, which support on their

shoulders the outer rim of the huge turban-shaped ornament on the top;

besides these, there is a four-headed statue over each of the door-ways, the

crowns and sceptres of which, mark them as intended to represent Jhe ma-

jesty of JPrabma,

Each face of the Jagmohan has a fine rectangular door-way, with a porch

projecting considerably beyond and lined with Superb slabs of the grey indu-

rated chlorite, many of which measure fifteen feet high by a breadth of six

or eight feet. The architrave of the door-way, as well as the roof of the pas-

sage leading to the interior, and an enormous mass ofmasonry resting upon

it, are supported by nine iron beams, nearly a foot square by twelve or

eighteen long, which are laid across the side ways in the most rude and

inartificial manner. The whole fabric is held together by clamps of the same

^netal, and there is no appearance of any cement having been made use of,

If the style of the black Pagoda betrays, in the rude and clumsy expedi-

ents apparent in its construction, a primitive state of some of the arts, and

a deficiency of architectural skill, at the period of its erection, one cannot

but wonder at the ease with which the architects seem to have wielded
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and managed the cumbersome masses of iron and stone, used for the work,

in an age when so little aid was to be derived from any mechanical inven-

tions ; and it must be allowed that there is an air of elegance, combined

with massiveness, in the whole structure, which entitles it to no smull share

of admiration. There is much, however, about this remarkable building,

which it is difficult either to describe or comprehend. The interior is fill-

ed, to a height of several feet, with large blocks of stone, which seem to havo

fallen from above, and what purpose they answered, in their former situa-

tion, is a matter of great doubt and discussion. Amongst the heap arc to

be seen, two iron beams, measuring twenty-one feet in length by about eight

inches square, absolutely crushed beneath a superincumbent mass of stoned-

many of the block* composing winch, measure fifteen and sixteen feet in

length, by about six feet of depth and two or three of thickness.- It seems pro-

bable that they formed part of an inner or false roof, but neither is it easy

to assign any precise place for such a ceiling, nor can one divine the motive

or object of elevating such prodigious blocks of stone to a great height in

the building, when lighter materials would have been so much better adapt-

ed to the work.

The exterior of the side walls, as of the roof, is loaded with a profusion of

the richest sculptured ornaments. A remarkably handsome cornice or bor-

der occupies the upper part, all round, for a depth of several feet. Below

this, the surface is divided by another fine cornice, into two tiers of compart-

ments, parted off into niches by clusters of pilasters, in each of which are

placed figures of men and animals, resting on pedestals with a sort of ca-

.

nopy overhead. The human figures are generally male and female, in the

most lewd and obscene attitudes, frequently in the very act of sexual inter-

course. Amongst the animals, the commonest representation is that of a

lion rampant, treading on an elephant or a prostrate human figure. Ge-

nerally speaking, the style and execution of the larger figures, are rude and

coarse, whilst the smaller ones display often much beauty and grace, but

P P 2
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it should be observed that the whole have suffered materially, from the cor-

rosion or decomposition of the stone, of which the building is chiefly com-

posed, viz. the coarse red granite of the province, which is singularly liable

to decay, from exposure to the weather.

The skill and labor of the best artists, seem to have been reserved for the

finely polished slabs of chlorite, which line and decorate the outer faces of

the door-ways. The whole of the sculpture on these figures, comprizing

men and animals, foliage, and arabesque patterns, is executed with a de-

gree of taste, propriety, and freedom, which would stand a comparison with

some of our best specimens of Gothic architectural ornament. The work-

manship remains, too, as perfect, as if it had just come from under the chis-

sel of the sculptor, owing to the extreme hardness and durability oftho

stone. A triangular niche, over each door-way, was once filled with a figure

cut in alto relievo, emblematic of the deity of the place, being that of a youth

In a sitting posture, holding in each hand a stalk of the true Lotus or Ne-

lumbium speciosum, the expanded flowers of which are turned towards

him. Each architrave has, as usual, the Nava Graha, or nine brahrainical

planets, very finely sculptured in alto relievo. Five of them are well pro-

portioned figures of men. with mild and pleasing countenances, crowned

with high pointed caps and seated cross-legged on the Padma(Nelumbium

speciosum), engaged in religious meditation—one hand bears a vessel of

water, anil the fingers of the other are counting over the beads of a rosary,

which hangs suspended. The form of the planet which presides over

Thursday, (Vrihaspati or Jupiter,) is distinguished from the others by a

flowing majestic beard. Friday, or Venus, is a youthful female, with a plump

well rounded figure. Ketu, the descending node, is a triton whose body

ends in the tail of a fish or dragon ; and Hahu, or the ascending node, a

monster, all head and shoulders, wjth a grinning grotesque countenance,

frizly hair dressed like a Ail I blown wig, and one immense canine tooth pro-

jecting from t'le upper jaw ; in one hand he holds a hatchet, and in the other

& fragment ot the moon. These are"doubtless the " sun and stars" menti-
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oned by the author of the Ayin Acberi. Why they occupy, so uniformly,

a position over the door-way of every temple in Orissa, sacred to whatever

deity, I have never been able to learn.

h

The walls of the interior are, as usual -with Hindu temples, entirely plain

and devoid of ornament, but each of the projecting steps in the square py-

ramidal roof, hoy W« *nrio»«ly nuinded. and formed into a sort of cornice,

which gives a slight finish to that part of the building.

From the fragment remaining of the great tower, it would seem to have

been covered with rich and varied sculptured ornament, in the style of

the Bhubaneswer temple. Like all edifices of the kind, too, it had evidently

an inner false roof, of pyramidal shape, formed of the inverted stairs used

by the old architects of the province, as a substitute for the arch.

The Birjai or Parbati khetr, comprizes the country which stretches for Bujiikw

iive cos around the village of Jajipur (Yajyapura) on the banks of the By-

tarini, as a centre. The sanctity of the place is, as usual, founded on a va-

riety of fanciful notions and wild traditions, which it would be tedious to

detail at any length. Jn the first place, its name, the •* City of •Sacrifice," is

derived from the circumstance of Brahma having performed here, in ancient

days, the great sacrifice called the Das Aswamed'h, at the ghat so called,

io which all the gods and goddesses were invited. Amongst others, Gangaji

was prevailed on to attend, and has since flowed through the disthct in the

Bacred form of the Bytarini, which, descending to the infernal regions by

an opening near Jajipur, becomes there the Styx of the Hindu Tartarus.

At this same sacrifice, a particularly holy form of Durga, or Parvati,

sprung up from the altar on which the burnt-offering was laid, and adopted

the title of Biija, whence the name of the khetr; from her, again, issued the

eight Chandis, or representatives .of the Sacti of Mahadeva; and their ap-

pearance was followed by that of the eight Sambhus, or lords of the Linga,

who with their dependent lingas amounting in all to no less than a owe,
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are stationed at different points, over the whole kbetr, to guard it from the

intrusion of A sure, Rakshases, and other malignant demons. The titles of

the female energies above noticed are K6th Vasini, Siddbeswari, INibakhi,

Uttareswari, Bhagavati, Kotavi, and Bhimaki ; those of the males Trilocha-

na, Someswara, Trilokcswara, Pranaveswara, Isaneswara, Akandeswara,

Agniswara, and Siddhiswara, which the learned reader may compare with,

the epithets of the same divinities who protect and sanctify the Bisben Khetr.

• * *
*

Besides the aforementioned claims to veneration, J&jipur is farther es-

teemed, from its being supposed to rest on the navel of the tremendous

giant or demon, called the Gaya Asur, who was overthrown by Vishnu.

Such was his bulk, that, when stretched on the ground, his head rested at

Gaya, his navel (nabhi) at this place, and his feet at a spot near Rajamend ri.

There is a very sacred well or pit within the enclosure of one of the Jaji-

pur temples, called the Gaya N&bhi or Bamphi, which is fabled to reach

to the navel of the monster, and into it the Hindu pilgrims throw the Pinda,

or cake of rice and sweetmeats, which is offered, at particular conjunctions,

as an expiation for the sins of their ancestors. The priests and inhabitants

of Jajipur insist, that in 1821* a sudden rise of water took place in the well,

which forced up the accumulated mass of sour rice cakes that had been

there fermenting for months or years, and deluged the whole area of the

temple with the filth. The occurrence was regarded both as a miracle, and

as the forerunner of some great calamity.

The numerous stone temples on both sides of the Bytarini, executed

mostly in a very respectable style of architecture, bespeak the ancient im-

portance of the place ; and history informs us that it was formerly one of

the capitals of the Orissan monarchy. The Rajas of the Kesari dynasty

held here their Court occasionally, as well as those of the Ganga Vansa

line, and the remains of their iVW, or palace, at present an undefinable heap

of ruin, are still shewn. The Musselman writers seem sometimes to men-

tion Jajipur as a separate principality, in the time of the Ganga Bans Ra-
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jas, but I can discover no ground whatever for such a territorial division.

Mohammed Taki Khan, the Deputy of Shujaa Khan Nazir of Bengal, held

his Court at Jftjipur, and built a fine palace and mosque on the banks of the

Bytarini, early in the last century, out of the materials of some dilapidated.

Hindu temple, the sculptured ornaments of which may be still observed in

many parts of the walls. His palace, again, t"»s been in great part des-

troyed by the officers of the present government, to obtain materials for the

construction of public works in the neighbourhood.

The environs of Jajipur, present much to interest tbte curious, in its tem-

ples, khambas or columns in various styles, and fine remains of statuary.

On one of the pillars, an inscription has been discovered, which is said to

be of the same character exactly as that on the brow of the Khandigiii

cavern of Khurda. The most eminently curious objects of the place how-

ever, arc, the images of certain Hindu goddesses, carved in stone, which

Ishall now more particularly describe.

At the back of a high terrace supporting the cenotaph of Syyed Bokha-

ri, a Musselman saint, three colossal statues of the Hindu divinities, are

shown. They lie with their heels uppermost, on a heap of rubbish, in pre-

cisely the same position apparently that they assumed, when tumbled from

their thrones above, by the Musselman conquerors of the province, who des-

troyed a celebrated temple at the spot, and further desecrated it, by erect-

ing on its ruins, a shrine and mosque of their own worship. The

images are cut in alto relievo, out of enormous blocke of the indurated

Mugni, or chlorite slate rock, and measure about ten feet in leugth. They

represent Kali, Varahi the female energy of Vishnu, in the Var&ha or Boar

Avatar, and Indrani the lady of Indra, and though the subjects are gro-

tesque, the execution is distinguished by a degree of freedom, skill and pro-

priety, quite unusual in the works of Hindu sculptors. The first is a dis-

gusting, but faithful, representation of a ghastly figure,. nearly a skeleton,

with many of the muscles and arteries exposed to view, invested with the
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distinguishing marks and attributes of the goddess Kali. She is seated

on a car, or vuhana, supported by a kneeling diminutive figure of Maha-

deva. The second has a boar's head, and a huge pot belly, like that of Ga-

nesa, and rests on a buffalo. The third is a well proportioned female figure,

seated on an elephant, the animal consecrated by the Hindu Mythology

to lndra, the lord of the Deotas.

On the banks of the river, one meets with a sort of raised gallery, filled

with mythological sculptures, amongst which, seven large colossal figures

of the female divinities called the Matris, are particularly remarkable. They

are said to have been recovered, lately, out of the sand of the river—where

they were tossed by the Moguls on their shrines being destroyed—by a

mahajan of Cuttack, who built the edifice in which they are now deposited.

They differ little in style and dimensions, from those above described, but

appear to be cut out of blocks of basalt, or greenstone, instead of chlorite

shist. Tbey are styled respectively KaW, lndrani, Caumarf, Rudr&ni,
5 0 7

Varahini, Vaishnavi, and Yama Matri. The figure of Kali is sculp-

tured in a very spirited manner ; she is represented with an axe in one

hand, and a cup full of blood in the other, dancing in an infuriated attitude,

after the destruction of the giant Rakta Vija, and trampling unconsciously

on her husband Mahadeo, who, as the fable runs, had thrown himselfat her

feet, to solicit her to desist from those violent movements, which were shak-

ing the whole world. That of Jam Matri, the " mother of Yama," is also a

very striking and remarkable piece of sculpture. Her form is that of a hi-

deous decrepid old woman, seated ona pedestal, quite naked, with a coun-

tenance alike expressive of extreme age, and that sourness of disposition

which has rendered her proverbial as a scold. There are likewise fine re-

presentations in this mythological gallery, of the Narasinha Avatar, and the

Giant Ravana, with his hundred heads and arms.

Under the head of Civil Architecture I shall, in conclusion mention the

Bridges of Orissa, which are certainly the most creditable, though not the
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most magnificent, monuments remaining of its indigenous princes * Many

of these works are to be found in different parts of the province, still in ex-

cellent state of preservation. The principal bridges which I have seen, are,

that between Simleah and Soro, of fourteen nalehs or channels : the Athareh

or eighteen naleh bridge, at Puri ; the Char naleh, in the same neighbour-

hood ; the bridge at Delang, and another over the Dya, between Khftrda and

Pipley. They are generally termed indifferently by foreigners, Mogul and

Marhatta bridges, but the latter race during their unsettled and disturbed

government in Cuttack, certainly never constructed works of so useful nud

durable a character, and besides the fact that the history of some of the

principal ones is well known, it is quite obvious from a consideration of

their style and architectural ornaments, that they are of pure Hindu origin,

and belong to an age ignorant of the use of the arch. A short description

of the Athareh naleh bridge at PGri, will serve, to illustrate sufficiently this

part of the subject. It was built of a ferruginous colored stone, probably

the iron clay, early in the fourteenth century, by Raja Kabir Narsinh Deo,

the successor of Langora IVarsinh Deo who completed the black Pagoda.

The Hindus, being ignorant how to turn an arch, substituted in lieu of it the

method, often adverted to above, of laying horizontal tiers of stones on the

pitrs, the one projecting slightly beyond the other in the manner of invert-

ed stairs until they approach near enough at top, to sustain a key stone or

cross beam ; a feature so remarkable in Hindu architecture, that it seems

strange it should not have been hitherto particularly noticed, in any des-

cription of the antiquities of the country. The bridge has eighteen n6lehs or

passages for the water, each roofed in the way described. Its total length

is 2£0 feet, and height of the central passage eighteen feet, and iUs breadth

fourteen ditto; of the smallest ones, at each extremity, thirteen and seven

respectively ; and the thickness of the piers, which have been judiciously

• Mr. J. Orut in Ids Bi*a.ikal Aof.lj »is calla tiem, J know nol wby the " wretched ediAoea of nutio
Wdgw."
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rounded on the side opposed to the current, eight and six feet; the height

of the parapet, which is a modern addition, is six feet.

Of the other native buildings of the province little need be said. The

stone rivetment at Cuttack, a work of magnitude and indispensible utility,

is probably of Mogul origin, built in imitation of a more ancient one, the

remains of which are still to be seen. Fort Barabati has been described

in speaking of the modern capital. The ruins extant of the old palaces of

the Rajas, at Cuttack, Choudwar, Jajpur, and Bhubaneswer, are mere

shapeless masses of stone and mounds of earth, which it would be fruitless

to attempt any detailed account of. The ancient fortress ofSarengerh, on the

south bank of the Kaj6ri, opposite to Cuttack, is remarkable for the great

distance to which its works may be traced, but no portion of it remains

habitable, and a modern killah, of the Musselman time, occupies the site

of the citadel and palace of the first of the Ganga Vansa Rajas.
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VI.

'An account of a Tour made to lay down the Course and Le-

vels of the River Setlej or Satudrd, as far as traceable

within the limits of the British authority, performed in

1819.

By Capt. J. D. HERBERT, 8th Rkgt. N. I.

IN 1819 in the course of the survey operations in which I was then en-

gaged I traced the River Setlej to the confines of the British authority.

Haviog drawn up a short account of this journey soon after my return I

have thought that imperfect as it is, it might be acceptable to the Society.

The only apology I can offer for the meagre nature of this communication

(which indeed is little more than a description of the road travelled) is the

constant occupation which my duties as- Surveyor gave me and the long

marches it was necessary to make on account of a deficiency of supplies.

These two circumstances left me little leisure for observation or enquiry,

The Setlej has been lately known to derive its source, if not from the lake

RAwan Hrad, or the neighbouring one of Mansarovar, from the high ground

on which they are situated. From the source however, which by Capt. Hear-

sey's map, is in 31° 46" Lat. 80* 43* Long, to Hopur in 30u 58'and 70»

3 J ' a distance of upwards of 400 miles, little was known concerning it, or the

Qqa
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country it flows through, till the expulsion of the C rkhag gave facilities

to research which had before been wauling: the existence of a western

branch of this great river beyond the tnowy ch un was not even suspected,

and to our ignorance of this fact may be attributed some errors which eould

be pointed out in maps very recently published. Of the actual direction

of its course an equal ignorance prevailed, or it could never have been made

a question, whether the BhagirathC bad its source within, or beyond, the.

snowy chain. We were equally ignorant of our proximity to the Chinese

dependencies ; to Ladhak and to Tibet the country of the Shawl goat ; and

of the fact of a constant communication being kept up between these coun-

tries and the newly subjected mountain provinces, by a route penetrating

through the hitherto reputed insuperable barrier of the Himalaya. These,

with some other less important particular established in this journey, are

new to Indian Geographers, and as such may be not unworthy of record.

The object of the tour was to explore and lay down as much of the

course of this river as might be accessible. From the jealousy of the offi-

cers on the frontier, however, the survey necessarily terminated at the limit

of our authority. At Shipki, the first village of Chinese Tartary, I was

compelled to retrace my steps. From Roper to Shipki is about 260 miles,

the whole line being through a mountainous country, at first easy of access

and of inferior elevation, but afterwards approaching the limit of perpetual

congelation and increasing in difficulties. The last 50 miles, comprehend-

ing the Pergunnah of Kanauwer, is within the chain of the Himalaya and

forms the route above alluded to. It is to this portion of the survey, I hav«

chiefly confined myself in the following narrative.

On the 1st September, I quitted Kotgerb* cantonment, accompanied by

• Kotgerk is on the left bank of (he SetleJ. It b is Ltt. «• Vf^tmg.W 28' the el«alio* i*

7783 feet above (he tea. The climate it similar to that orthe south of England, or perhnpi a Utile more

mild.
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lieutenant Patrick Gerard, of the 8th Regiment, then doing duty with the

NassSrf Battalion, of Gorkhas. We chose a circuitous route for the purpose

of laying open a part of the survey not then visited. As little of interest

however occurs in this early part of ourjourney, in which we passed through

the lower mountains, I shall be rather brief in my notice of it. Our route

lay in the firsf instance to the southward, crossing the Nagkunda pass, ele-

vated 9800 feet. This ridge seems to be composed of clay slate passing

into mica slate and quartz. It divides the supplies of the Setlej from those

of the Giri river, which falls into the Jumna. A few miles to the east of

the pass, is the fort of Whartu, if two guard houses built of unhewn stones

deserve the title of fort. It is elevated 10,000 feet above the sea, and ia

therefore considerably colder than Kotgerh. The filbert and the sycamore

(the former producing excellent nuts) were found here. The ascent was

very steep, but there has been lately constructed an excellent road for

horses, and a bungalow erected by Government, on the summit ofthe ridge,

for the convenience of travellers.

After.cros8mgthe pass, we proceeded down the Salar stream, a feeder of

the Giri, and crossed the latter, which is amongst the largest of the moun-

tain rivers that have not their origin immediately from the snowy chain.

We were now on the right bank of this river, and in the hill state of Kyun-

thal. Hence our course lay S. S. E. to Chepal Fort in JGbal, crossing

two of the principal feeders of the Giri and their separating ridges, and

latterly the great back, of which the Ch6r is the principal peak, and which

separates the river value* of the Giri and Tonse. This ridge is a ramifica-

tion from the snowy chain. It is of great height and steepness, and may be

considered the principal ridge belonging to the valley of the Jumna. The

Chfir, the loftiest of its peaks, is elevated 12,149 feet above the level of the

»ea. Many ofthe other peaks are not much less, and few of the passes north

of the Chur are under 9000 feet. It is well wooded ; though some of its

peaks rise above the limit of forest. The juniper, a species of red current,

the yew, with all the varieties of pine except that peculiar to the Himalaya-
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tract, three species of oak, with a numerous list of alpine plants, are found

here, The summit of the Chtir is grey granite of a coarse grain, which lower

down is exchanged for mica slate. On that part of the ridge which I cross-

ed as above mentioned, I observ ed only granular quarts.

On the 12th, we reached Chepal, and hence our route took a turn to th«

Northward, crossing the Salwc river, (a feeder of the Tonse) and the high

ridge which separates its sources from the valley of the Paber. We pass-

ed through Deohra, the residence of the Rana of J uba), one of the secon-

dary mountain states. We crossed the Paber river under Raungerh, an

inconsiderable fort, the water of which can be cut off. The passage of the

Paber which is a large and rapid river, was effected on a hanging bridge of

ropes 123 feet long and 22 feet above the water.

These bridges would seem to be on the same principle as our suspension

chain bridges in Europe. Their swinging motion is very disagreeable, and

generally gives the unpracticed passenger an idea of danger exceeding the

reality. The tread is however a little unsafe, as the footway is quite open,

just like a rope ladder, and some attention is required to avoid putting your

foot through the opening instead of on the cross piece. The noise and

foam too of a mountain river, dashing beneath, are not much calculated to

strengthen one's powers of attention. To a novice it is rather a disagreea-

ble mode of crossing a rapid river, but a little practice reconciles it, like all

the other difficulties.

Here began our ascent of the Changshel ridge, the separating ground of

the Paber and Rupin, both branches of the Tonse, and both large rivers.

This ridge is a ramification from the snowy chain and is of great height.

It terminates above the confluence of the rivers, in rather aflat declivity, the

less elevated parts of which are cultivated and well inhabited. The sides

of this ridge are deeply intersected with large torrents, and in the glens form-

ed by them are several substantial villages. Our path lay along its sum*
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mit, latterly above the limit of forest ; our camp on the 24th, having attained

an elevation of 1 1,280 feet. Here we found just below our tents, the juniper,

and black and red currants ; the latter having a sweetish taste. The ther-

mometer did not in the sun at noon rise higher than seventy-nine, and in the

shade only 67° ft'. The following morning it was forty-one at day break. In

proceeding along this ridge we attained an elevation of 13,000 feet. This

part of the mountain was of course far above the zone of forest. It was

however clothed with a luxuriant pasturage, richly enamelled with a thou-

sand flowers, many of which were familiar to us as the production of Eu-
s

rope. There was very little of rock visible; here and there a patch of

quartz of a dazzling white, and mistaken at a distance for snow. As the

ridge rose, the shattered tables of gneiss were seen to connect it with the

granitic peaks of the snowy chain. Descending from this lofty ridge we

reached D6<lu on the Rupin where we had ordered our supplies to be

collected. The village is inconsiderable, and consists of but a few houses:

It is chiefly remarkable as the residence of a petty marauder, who, before

the establishment of the British authority, had contrived to make himself

feared by his neighbours, on whom he levied contributions. From Dud6,

the route descended to the bed of the R6pin, which we crossed byaSawg-a

of thirty-five feet in length, ascending thence to Kuara, a substantial village

of about forty houses. The river was deep and rapid, and the mountains

of great height

On the 28th, we proceeded to Jako, the last village which we were to

meet with on the southern face of the snowy range. The path was upon the

whole difficult; our rate of progress being little more than a mile an hour.

Two miles from Pujali or Kuara, we crossed the R6pin once more on

a Sa*fia, forty-four feet long, and eleven feet above the water. It seemed,

even at this advanced point, a large river and the current very strong. Af-

ter crossing, the ascent continues steep for about a mile, where the Rupin

receives another stream called the fierar, an equal body of water, if it be not

(as I thought) the greater. After this, there is a good deal of descent, and
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then a level path along the river edge, to the foot of the Tank 61 defile, a

very difficult and steep ascent to the village, by what might be called a na-

tural flight of steps. The village is not large, and the inhabitants appear-

ed ill looking and dirty. They have little cultivation, and depend chiefly

on what they earn as the medium of intercourse between the people of

Kanauwer and Chuara, in the exchange which is continually made of their

respective commodities. The filbert was met with in great abundance to-day.

Beyond Jako, we were informed, no villages would be met with, till we

should reach the inhabited country on the other side of the snowy range.

It was therefore desirable to cross the pass if practicable in this day's

inarch. But it was found that the difficulties of the road, and the delay oc-

casioned by the construction of a sanga, on which we crossed the Rupin

for the third time, did not permit such quick progress. The evening was

far advanced before we had reached the river head, and aa we had now

attained an elevation at which fire-wood ceases to be procurable, it became

necessary to halt at this place, which had also the advantage of affording a

degree of shelter to our followers in some caves and overhanging rocks.

The first three miles being a descent to the river bed, was an extremely

bad path with a good deal of difficult descent. Here we were delayed by

the construction of the sanga. The river was rapid and wide, and though

fordable, yet it was with difficulty, and only by the united efforts of three

or four men in a knot, that the current could be stemmed. The tempo*

rature of the water was so low as 43° and this added to the difficulty

;

after a delay of nearly three hours, we were enabled to proceed. The path

continues rugged. An ascent arduous at first, afterwards easier, leads

along the river bank, while the bed or valley opens a little. -At the Saoga,

the mountains approach each other so as to form a gorge, in which the ex-

treme narrowness of the opening and the gigantic loftiness of the sides are

very striking. Some idea of the place may be formed from the elevation

of tfce almost overhanging crag, taken from the bed of the river, and foun4

r
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to be 72*. 8now beds ofsome extent were now met with, shewing we were

approaching the pass, and the frequent occurrence of the black and red

currant, with the birch, indicated an elevation very near the limit of forest,

and consequently led us to believe that the river head G«dging from ana-

logy) could not be far. We had now proceeded six miles and three quarters,

of which the last mile or two had been in the river bed, and the path rather

easier: an immense mass of frozen snow which appeared to have fallen into

the river, and which was perfectly compact like rock, and not less than fif-

ty feet thick, here excited our attention : the stream had undermined it,

and forced for itself a passage, but the superincumbent mass was not the

less firm or the more likely to give way : a little beyond this snow bed the

path proceeds along a level piece of considerable width, agreeably shaded

by birch trees ; while the surrounding mountain masses, rising into turret-

like peaks, with sides of a mural steepness, and bare, except where a nar*

row ledge affords nourishment to a few hardy creepers or mosses, and the

whole crowned with eternal snows, presented a picture, which though

naked and desolate, was by no means devoid of interest. Henee, the path

is open, and presents few difficulties, occasionally leading over frozen ava-

lanches, and along the river edge, which here spreads itself through this

little valley, meandering with a placid current over a sandy bed. Our ex-

pectations of accomplishing the passage of the range, were strengthened a
'

good deal by our meeting here a party from the village of Durgaon, on the

Tonse, who were returning with salt from Kamr6 in Kanawer. They had

crossed the pass about noon, and reported the old snow sufficiently firm, •

but the preceding day's fall, which was from two to three feet deep, was by

no means so. The salt was carried on sheep, which are, in the upper moun-

tains, universally employed for this purpose; each carries about five seers,

and the load, being divided, is fastened on each side, to a little saddle or

broad girth that passes round the body, and prevents its incumbering the

animal or retarding its progress. Loaded in this manner they will, if the

road be good, make marches of ten miles a day and keep, in good conditi-

R r
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on, but then it id to be noted that the hill pasturage is excellent, and im-

proves in luxuriance the greater the elevation, short of perpetual snow.

Towards sunset we reached the limit of forest, which made its last ex-

piring effort in the production of a few stunted creepers of the Rhododen*

dron genus. The elevation of the place was ,1 1,281 feet above the sea, which

may therefore be considered as the height of this limit : several caves, or

overhanging rocks, capable of affording shelter to our followers, induced

us to halt here, the evening being far advanced and no firewood procurable

a ;head. The night was very cold, and in the morning the thermometer

was down to 34* ; my companion shot here a tnunal, which afforded us an

excellent dinner.

•

As we had a long and fatiguing march before us, we thought it advisable

to take some refreshment before setting out. Accordingly, it was near ten

o'clock b efore we were fairly in motion. The narrow valley already des-

cribed continues for a mile and a half further; the river broad but shallow,

and having little current. Fragments of every size, and of every kind ofgra-

nite or gneiss, were .strewed about ; amongst them, some very brilliant, ifnot

beautiful, specimens were observed, in which the plates of mica were of an

unusual size. The valley was terminated by the ridge, apparently, of the

Himalaya itself, 'rising in front of us, from the face of which, the river ap-

peared .to issue in a noble cataract of two falls from 100 to 120 feet each.

We ascended by a winding path to the.head of these falls, which were sup-

plied by the partial melting of the vast mass of snow that filled the com-

pass of-the eye on whichever side it was directed. We were now at the

immediate foot of this range, and all before us, to the very summit, was

sndw. The first part of our progress up this steep ascent, was little im-

peded by it ; it was scanty though soft. As we advanced, it increased in

quantity though not immediately in firmness the ascent continued steep,

and the fatigue was much increased by sinking. Acre and there in tin*
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immense wilderness, a turret-like peak was observed to break the unvarying

whiteness of the picture, its wall-like sides denying the snow to rest upon

them* though presenting occasionally a ledge on which a few birds that

flitted about might alight ; these turret-like masses gave a peculiar character

to the scene. As we advanced nearer the summit ofthe pass, the assent be-

came less severe, though the fatigue was still great, owing to the softness of

the snow; in which we repeatedly sunk up to the middle.

The day was now-far advanced, though we had proceeded but five miles f

a long and weary way yet remained ; and such was the exhaustion occasi-

oned by the repeated sinking in the snow, that it is probable we should

not have arrived in any reasonable time, but for a little refreshment which

we had with us. At this great elevation, the simplest motion, the mere

raising, the. hand, occasions fatigue, accompanied with a hurried breathing

that is very distressing. Even when perfectly still, this latter affection i»

felt, caused, it has appeared tome, by a sense of suffocation, or rather, by a

want of sufficient air. The servants and hill followers began to be alarmed

at the length of way, seeing no immediate termination of the wintry hor-

rors that surrounded them. To add to our perplexity, the sky became

overcast, black clouds collected overhead, and at one time I even thought

1 felt a flake of snow, descend upon my outstretched hand.

A fall ofsnow, if at all "heavy, would at this period of onr progress, have

been the destruction of probably half our followers, fatigued and dispirited

as they were, and having five or six miles of snow to surmount whether

they went on or turned back. Fortunately the alarm proved a false one

;

but the clouds continuing to collect and darken overhead, induced us to

use the utmost expedition, that, if possible, we might reach the other side of

the pass before a change of weather should take place; towards evening

we discovered the summit rising in a wall of snow to the height of about

R r 2
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800 feet. To surmount this ascent required the most arduous exertion,

and we floundered about till nearly exhausted, in a soft acclivity of snow,

lying at an angle of about 30°. In time however, we reached the crest ofthe

Gunas Pass, extremely fatigued, and not a little pleased in thinking we

had no more ascent before us.

A long and dreary way, however, yet remained : as far as the eye could

Teach, a dismal expanse of snow met our view ; the sun too was nearly

set, and the temperature sensibly decreasing ; except my companion and

myself, with one or two servants, none had yet reached the crest of the pass :

most of the hill carriers had indeed arrived at the foot of it, but there they

stood with despairing countenances alike unwilling and unable to ascend

the lofty scarp which still remained to be surmounted. A report, too, was

brought us, that one of them was taken ill, and was unable to proceed. It

became therefore necessary to abandon the baggage, as giving the only

chance of our followers getting oyer their difficulties before night fall. It

was not without some trouble we could get them to understand this mea-

sure, so that it was nearly dark before they were fairly across. The moon

rose, however, nearly full, and her light, reflected from the expanse of snow,

left little fear of our mistaking .our way. The snow too was sufficiently

hard to render the footing more firm than it bad been in the former part of

the journey, and being a descent the whole way, there was no cause what-

ever for apprehension or dismay ; the people were however not the less

alarmed, some sat down and cried, others were prevented from lying

down in the snow only by threats, and all, with very few exceptions, looked

frightened in no small degree. Those who gave least trouble were the

Gurkha sepoys, and Musselman servants, from the plains. The lower

mountaineers from Jounsnr, even though rid of their loads, were not to be

encouraged. About eight at night we began to lose the snow, and present-

ly after came to some overhanging rocks, capable of sheltering our follow-

ers in case of a change of weather.

A few stunted bushes of dog briar, the only fuel, served to restore some
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animation to the people : on enquiry, we found, that three men were still

behind. An intelligent non-commissioned officer, accompanied by some

of the people from the village Jako, was ordered to return to the pass- next

morning and seek for them ; they were found on a rock in the snow, but

on this side of the pass, and it appeared that they had been much alarmed

at the idea of passing the night in such a place, and not a little rejoiced to

see the people I had sent for them. They came in in good time, and with-

out having suffered any ill effects from the exposure to the cold. Consider-

ing the great length of way we had come over snow, it was very satisfac-

tory to find, that amongst so many only onO had suffered, owihgto the care

which had. been taken to make them provide themselves with blankets,

stockings, and shades for the eyes. This one man had neglected to defend

bis eyes from the glare, which, reflected from the snow in so pure and thin

an atmosphere, is very great ; the consequence was, that he was perfectly

blind, for a day or two ; after which he gradually recovered the use of his

eyes.
9

As by far the greatest part of our baggage was still on the south side of

the pass, it was necessary to think of some means of getting it up. On pro-

mising a rupee for each load that should be recovered, :he carriers set off

in high spirits, and in the course of the day every thing was brought in.

The day was fine, and we had an opportunity of looking about us and ad-

miring the scene ; a scanty pasturage, on which a few herds of yaks were

seen grazing, and some bushes of the dog briar, were all that we saw in

the shape of vegetation. The place we were encamped on, called Nuru

Bassa, is on the left bank of a stream which has its rise in the snows of the

pass we had just crossed ; it runs about north, or little east of north, to

join the Baspa nearly opposite Sangla. Above or around us, nothing was

6een but huge peaks capped with snow, the lower limit of which was not

many feet above our camp. Although the elevation did not much exceed

13,000 feet, so great was the cold even at this season of the year, that all

the streams were frozen, and during the evening a heavy fall of snow came
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on, and gave as an opportunity of congratulating each other that we had not

deferred the passage of the range. This snow storm interrupted a trip we

had contemplated making to revisit the pass, and which we pat into exe-

cution the following morning. We found the distance about four miles and a

half, which occupied us three hoars, being continued ascent and rather

steep latterly.

Undisturbed by anxiety, we now fonnd ourselves with sufficient leisure ta

observe and to enjoy this singular scene. Seated on this prima;val ridge, which

at a distance had been so often the subject of admiration and wonder, it still

seemed a matter of surprize to us how we had reached such a spot. Around

us, and rising from the platform on which we stood, were seen many of

those peaks which form such conspicuous objects from the plains: though

elevated nearly 16,000 feet above the sea, we still looked up to those stu-

pendous structures before whose superior height the Andes themselves sink

into inferiority. Their nearness and consequent great apparent magnitude,

the idea that we were now close to objects so often viewed from great dis-

tances, and which had so often exercised conjecture ; these and a thousand

other circumstances gave an interest to the scene, that it is difficult to com-

municate by any description. On every side a vast expanse ofsnow met the

view, the eternal abode of wintry horrors, where the animal and vegetable

creation are alike oppressed, and nothing is seen but barrenness and deso-

lation ; conjecture is lost in attempting to fix (he extent, the depth, or the

duration of these snows, which belong to a chain at once the highest and

the most extensive in the world.

As viewed from this spot, the Himalaya is far from being a regular ridge,

or single scries of peaks ; they are seen in every direction, rising up from

amidst the wilderness of snow that extends many miles in breadth. Look-

ing to the north, the eye traces the stream, on the banks of which our camp

lay, to its junction with the Baspa, not that the actual waters of either are

seen, for they lie far too low for the eye to detect them, but the general run
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and junction of the two Tallies is distinguishable. Beyond the Baspa,

again, appear peaks still higher than those of the ridge on which we stood,

from which it seemed as if the range here took a turn, the Baspa coming

from the salient angle, and being shut in by an external or double ridge

to the southward. It has been thought by some, that the northern ridge is

distinguished by the name of Kailas, while the southern retains that of Hi-

malaya, but I have not myself observed any distinction of this kind, made

by the mountaineers. It has rather appeared to me, that they, as well as

the people of die plains, call every high place by the term Kailas, and ap-

ply it equally to the southern as to the northern ridge.

The snow on the pass we found perfectly hard, and having a most beau-
»

tiful crystallized surface. This peculiarity of appearance 1 have almost

always observed in snow that is situated above the limit of congelation.

We endeavoured to guess at its depth, by sounding with our longest sticks,

but, though assisted by the whole length of the arm up to the shoulder,

we could not touch ground. Indeed as it is hardly to be supposed that

this snow melts in any quantity to be compared with what falls annually,

it must he considered as the accumulation of ages. It is evident, notwith-

standing the elevation, that a small quantity does melt, for a thermometer

hung close to the surface of the snow, the sun shining on it, rose above G0° :

still the yearly supplies must greatly exceed the waste, so that we may,

without hazarding an error, well suppose it on the increase. The thermo-

meter in the shade was 37<».

Towards noon we returned to Camp, and the following morning quitted

this inhospitable spot. The thermometer at day-break was observed to be

24°; the ground was as hard as iron, and the streams and springs all fro-

zen ; our path led down the glen, watered by the united Rakta stream, of

which the left bank, or that we traversed, had an easy deciivity, occasionally

diversified with small flats or level pieces of pasturage in which every pro-

duction we saw reminded us strongly of Europe. The opposite bank was
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steep and rocky, sometimes clothed with dwarfish bashes, but oftener quite

bare ; (bur miles brought us once more within the verge of trees, soon after

which we entered a noble deodar or pine forest, in which we observed

some productions of uncommon size and beauty ; very little below this

point, we found wheat and barley almost ready to be cut. The fields were

divided and marked out by what are called stone hedges, and there were

small huts flat-roofed for the accommodation of those who had to watcb or

cut the grain, the village itself (Sangla) being still at a considerable dis-

tance. Six miles and a half from our camp, we emerged from the forest,

where a scene, beautiful and picturesque in a high degree, presented itself

to our view, a broad and rather swift river watered a fertile and green val-

ley of considerable width. On this side, were seen immense forests down

to the very edge of the water ; on that, the more open and well contrasted

appearance of successive table lands rising from the river bed, cultivated*

and their borders shaded by poplars and willows, while in the middle of

two of the largest, the eye rested on two substantial villages, containing each

not less than eighty houses ; below, every thing was green and smiling, but

as the eye rose, it once more encountered the black and naked rocks, and,

still higher, the eternal snows of the frost bound Himalaya. We crossed

the Baspa, the river above noticed, on a well. boarded, and railed sanga

ninety-one feet in length, and took up our quarters in the nearer of the two

villages, Sangla. The distance was seven miles and three quarters, the

whole a considerable, though not steep, descent.

We were now in Kanawer, a purgunnah of the mountain state Bissahir.

Previously to entering into any detail of our journey over this new ground,

it may be proper to throw together a few particulars, which though the re-

sult of the journey, and consequently not in order here, strictly speaking*

may yet render what follows more intelligible.

Kanawer comprehends the valley of the Setlej and its principal feeders,

from lat. 31° 3,3', long. 77M7'4 to lat. 31<> 51', long. 78» 42': on the north and
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east it is conterminous with the Chinese possessions, and on the west with

*the Tartar pnrgunuah of Hangareng, also subject to Bissahir, with Ladak,

*and with Kullu, a mountain state situate on the right bank of the Setlej,

and now subject to liunjeet Sinh. It may be said to be entirely within the

Himalaya range, though extending from north to south forty-three miles;

for, on the south, it has the ridge that had been crossed, the peaks of which

have an elevation of from 19 to 21,000 feet, while to the north of it is seen,

the Purkyul ridge, the highest peak of which is near 22,000 feet high. The

'villagers are not numerous, but they are some of them more substantial than

are generally seen in the mountains. Kanam and Sungnam are two of the

largest, and contain about a hundred families each. The houses are built of

liewn stone, with occasional layers of the Deodar pine, which at the corners

are fastened with wooden keys. The roofs in the lower part of Kanawer

are sloping, and formed of shingles; in the upper part, where violent winds

prevail, tbey are flat and covered with earth; the former are generally two

stories high, sometimes three ami even four, with a balcony on one or two

sides, in the latter they are seldom more than one. Still farther north of it

is Lari, in Ladak ; the houses are built of unburnt bricks ; the climate being

such that little rain or even snow ever fulls.

Some of the villages are situated in the immediate valley of the river;

many in the glens watered by the large feeders which derive their sup-

plies from the snows of the Himalaya; their elevation is generally from 8 to

yOOO feet, though some are much below and others much above this esti-

mate. The soil appears to be totally different from that of the southern

mountain provinces. The grape cannot be naturalized by any efforts or any

care out of Kanawer (within the mountains I mean ;) the ISeoza pine, the

seeds of which are excellent and form a valuable article of export, is not

to be found beyond the limits of this tract. The turnip too attains a per-

fection in Kanawer which it wants elsewhere ; and the apples are alone

Ihose, within th<j eircuit of the mountains, worthy of a comparison with the

St
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same fruit in England. Of grains they have the usual varieties, most of

which are mentioned by Mr. Moorcroft. Wheat, barley, chenna, paphro,

ma; of these the latter is valuable for its hardiness, flourishing in climates

where no other grain will live. Barley is found at great elevations ah*>.

Of wheat they do not appear to have much.

The people of Kanawer are tall and rather handsome, with expressive

countenances ;
they are not, however, so fair as I should have expected to

lind them in so cold a climate. Their manners are good ; they are open

and communicative without being deficient in respect. They ure almost all

traders, and consequently great travellers, visiting Leh, Gam, and the other

marts, chiefly for salt and wool. Their exports are grain, much of which

they receive from the lower mountains, raisins, neozas, iron, and broad

cloth, which they obtain at Kotgeih, &c. They possess a degree of w ealth

and consequence which no other mountain tribe has attained to ; their lan-

guage is essentially different from that of the Tartars, and has even no affi-

nity with the other mountain dialects ; whether it be related to any of the

dialects of the south is a point on which 1 am unable to offer any opinion.

The Rocks of Kanawer arc those of the sjiowy chain : a large river like

the Setlcj, penetrating through this chain and with its numerous feeders

laying bare the order and varieties of its parts, and displaying so clearly

their structure, offers a field for research w hich promises to repay any Geo-

logist who shall devote his exclusive attention to it. My duly as Surveyor

left me little time for attending to these matter*, even if my acquaintance

with the subject had fitted me for the enquiry. Such obvious appearances as

must strike the most unobserving 1 may mention. On the pass we had cross-

ed, the only rock is a blackish gneiss of a fine grain, and imperfectly lami-

. uatcd. In the bed of the Baspa, rolled pieces of granite of every variety are

to be met with; and in the journey upwards, granite occurs frequently, as

ajso gneiss, quart/, and clay and mica slate. At Miirang the granite is ex -
.

cjaiiigcd for clay slate, which continues for a considerable di.-tance, and to
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a gvc.a olt-vaJiou (13,000.) In the bed of the river wlin e this change takes

plane, mica shite of a dark brown color and horny structure is met with

la large i«j'issis, and quartz also, both .semi-crystallized and perfectly so. The

clay slate, "which continues from Muraiur through varying levels, is ex-

changed for granite again at Dabling, and this further on, for a very fine

grained and imperfectly marked gneiss of a hhteish grey colour. To the

•north of Shipki and in the Tartar Purgminah of llangarang, the mountain*

are of a rounded form and apparent!) composed of clay slate. The speci-

mens which 1 have the honor to lay before the Society, may perhaps enable

some Mineralogist to give a more correct and detailed account of this matter.

Kanawer is divided into several Purgunnahs, but they are too minute

to be worth particularizing. The upper part is divided into two, Siia and

Tukba, the latter of which is again subdivided into upper and lower. Siia

or Siiang, extends along the right bank of the Setlej, and TCikba along

the left, that is the upper Tukba ; the lower comprehends the valley of the

Baspa, and contains the following villages

:

Kamr6 or Mohni, about - - - - - - 70 or 80 Honses.

Singla, ..... . . - - - 70 or 80 ditto.

Chilkul, - 4 ditto.

ftakchan, - -2 ditto.

Barsini, 1 ditto.

The last three are towards the head of the river; Chilkul being three

days march of about seven miles each ; Kakchan about sei en miles, and

Barsini about three miles, or two and a half. There is a pa*s beyond Chil-

kul, to Nihing, on the Jaranhhi, (a place 1 visited in August, 1U1JJ,) by

a route leading ujp the river bed. A man of the Chilkul village, was

pointed out to me who had traversed this pass, he described it as present-

ing a series of difficulties of the worst kind. He travelled four days (from
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Chilkul) before he reached the head of the river, thenoe ascending the pass

he had three day's snow, and lastly two of descent to MGkba on the

Bhaghatbi; from Mukba to Nilang, his route coincided with mine. Nilang

they also call Chungsa, which they say is the Tartar name.

Salt is in these mountains the great incentive to discovery ; it is the want

of this necessary that induces them to undertake journies of great length

and privation, and it is in search of it, and with the view of shortening as

much as possible the route, or of obtaining it cheaper, that these people

continually attempt what may be called voyages of discovery. From Ni-

lang they could of course obtain it, did not the difficulties of the road pre-

sent obstacles in the way of a frequent communication, besides which the

people of that village charge more than those of others. At present this

part of Kanawer receives its salt from the Tartar villages of Stang and

Bekar, situated on the Setlej, below Chaprang. There are two routes to

these villages, the one by Shipki is long but presenting no extraordinary

difficulties, and having a succession of villages the whole way ; the other is

a shorter route, but the difficulties are said to be very great. In this case

they go up but half-way towards Shipki, and strike off towards the right or

east, leaving the bed of the Setlej, and crossing the main range of the Hi-

malaya they descend on the other side again into its bed. Chaprang is re-

presented to be but six days journey (for loaded sheep) from Shipki ; from

Nilang they represent it but eight ; the nature of the road from Nilang to

Ch&prang they describe as excellent, and passable for horses the whole way.

-

A few miles below Sangla, the Baspa river joins the Setlej. Our route

crossed the high ridge, which runs down as a ramification from the snowy

chain towards the point of confluence. The ascent begins about three

miles from the village, which is the length in this direction of the cultivated

table land already noticed ; at this termination of the flat, the river as-

sumes a new character, and the appearance of its channel is precisely as

though it had, after rising to a great height, broken through a natural or
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casual barrier that had obstructed its course. A ledge of rocks is still

seen to extend across the valley, with the exception of the narrow outlet,

through which this hitherto smooth and placid river precipitates itself in a

body of foam down a precipice of about fifty feet, and thence is seen to

wind its way under the usual appearance of a rapid though obstructed tor-

rent. With the immediate bed, the river valley also alters, from a consider*

able width with sloping sides, to a narrow steep gorge of great depth. Along

the whole line of path which gradually ascends to the limit of snow, about

14 or 15,000 feet you look down upon the Baspa, a fearful depth below.

The whole of this part of the distance is extremely fatiguing, the path

occasionally bad, and not seldom dangerous. Harang ki Ghati is the

name of the highest point ; it is the corner crest of the range rising above the

confluence of the Baspa and Setlej. From thence the descent is easy

through a pleasant forest of pines, amongst which 1 observed a species new

to me producing a cone, the seeds of which form an article of export, being

eaten as almonds
;
they are called Neozas. The species is, 1 believe, new

to our European Botanists and the trivial name given by Dr. Govan is

derived from the name of its seeds.

From Harang Ghati, the view was tolerably extensive up and down the

Setlej. It would have been grand but for the clouds, which seemed to

have established themselves permanently on the snowy range, throwing

down showers of snow which occasionally descended even to our level.

The appearance of the mountains in the valley of Setlej is striking, almost
-

bare, except where a strip of forest, here and there, forms an exception.

Rising into snow clad pinnacles, they present a picture of barren desola-

tion, and wintry horrors unmitigated, but for the casual intervention of a

village which occasionally strikes the eye, and adds to the wonder that the

scenery excites. All around in every direction rise snow bonnd ranges and

peaks in endless confusion, while their slopes, consisting of little more than

bare rock, scarcely offer a more inviting rest to the eye than their shattered

and rugged crests, the abode of eternal snows. This picture, which how-
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ever may have derived sojjie of its; sombre coloring- from the cheerless na-

ture of the day, 1 could not avoid contrasting with the picturesque and

cultivated valley of the Baspa.

Our ne\t march was to Pi.i >i !. the patrimonial village of Fikan\Das, the

\V;:/.:r, :is I !if mountain* li s «,( vlo him, of t lie Kaja of Bissahir. It is fit :ia-

ted in hed ol the Setlej to which the path gradually descends, not how-

ever without passing some very frightful places in which you overlook the

river from a height of -10U0 feet, the bank or mountain side appearing of a

waU-Hke steepness. These places are all made more secure by the erec-

tion of a parapet to conceal from the passenger the naked and frightful depth

of the precipice, which without such a cover would be sufficient to shake

the steadiest nerves. We passed through Baring, a large village, in which

we were agreeably surprized to see luxuriant vineyards ; we found the

grapes of an excellent quality and still better at Puari, and there is no

doubt that from such fruit a very good wine might be made. Indeed, a

fermented liquor is manufactured by these people from their grapes, but in

such a rude way and by so uncleanly a process, as to bear little resemblance

to nine, either in flavor, color, or transparency: they distil a spirit from

the husks and stalks. The wild grape was met with to-day ; it is said to be

ctruitnoQ,

At Pi'mri, the Setlej is comparatively smooth and placid, and has a

considerable width. There was formerly a bridge across it, similar to that

at Wandipur in Tibet of which Captain Turner gives a view in his work.

At present only the abutting or end pieces remain, but it was intended to

repair i.t. The village contains about twenty or thirty houses of two to four

siories, chiefly built of pine wood. There is a tolerable piece of level ground

which is well cultivated; it is covered with vines and corn, besides some

fi.lds of excellent .turnips, a vegetable which has attained perfection in

Kumtwer. The elevation of this village was found to be 6008 feet above the

level of the sea, and the river is not more than 200 feet below it. The dis-
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tance from Mebar was nine miles and three qn liters, and- time of travelling

six hours and ten minutes.

•

On account of the deficiency of supplies at the regular stage the next

march was a short one, of four miles and three quarters to Fftrlniui. The

graces were particularly fine at this Tillage also, aiuf in great aln n lance.

The seyana, or headman, was very intelligent, and communicated to us the

following particulars. His people were in the habit of veiling Guru for

Byangi wool. They took for barter, iron wrought and unwrought, (the

former including horse shoes, swords and matchlocks,^ tobacco ami raisins.

The matchlocks and swords were imported from the plains ; the other arti-

cles were the produce of Kanawer. They receive word, salt, and a few

goats and sheep. The Tartars he describes as a nation of shepherds, living

in tents. The name of the Garu Pnrgunnah is Tokbo; of the country Gan-

gri M ijika, of the people Zar or Jar. Gam is only frequented, he says, by

the shepherds during the season of the rains, when the pasturage is good,

at which time are stationed there two officers ol Usang and two hundred

soldiers ; at oilier seasons they remove to such places as afford the best

pasturage. The names of the Pnrguunahs, most famous for the wool, are,

Sagtad, Bamtad, Majin, Sudur, Chantaling, Mapaug. Garu, he staled

to be fifteen days journey hence. At Ndang, on the Jahuavi is a mine of

lead which is productive. From thence, Chaprang on the Sellej is six days

journey. A parly of Kanuweris visited -Nilang on a plundering excursion,

but they went by the route of the Ba.spa, crossing a very high ridge' in

which for three days they travelled over snow. Thence descending they

reached Mukha on the Uiiagirathi ; two men of the party died owing to the

severity of the cold

PArb&ni is rather a large village, the houses are built of hewn stone, with

layers of Deodar; the ronfs flat and coveted with earth. The night was

cloudy, and on looking out in the morning, we were surprised to see every

tiling quite white; a fall of snow had taken place during the night, but it
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disappeared long before noon. The elevation of this spot was 7,318 feet

above the sea.

To Raba, was a distance ofseven miles and three quarters, which occupi-

ed us four hours and a quarter. The path was the usual succession of steep

ascents and precipitous, and narrow ledges overlooking;, from an amazing ,

height, the river, the depression of which was observed 41°. Near Raba,

we found the rocks felspar, which in .many places was in a state of decom-

position ; in general, and where not otherwise noticed, granite and gneiss

ore the prevailing rocks. We found here, as usual, excellent grapes, and the

tops of the houses were covered with them spread out to dry for exportati-

on. The vineyards were very extensive, and their produce very fine and

luxuriant. During the evening much rain fell and the night was cloudy, but

(there was no snow, although the elevation was 7540 feet.

After leaving Raba, the path gradually descends to the bed of the river

which is here of considerable width, at first rugged and difficult, over huge

rocks, and latterly along an even and level flat ; thence it ascends through

rich vineyards to Rispa, a large village, the distance from Raba being five

miles and a half. Beyond Rispa it continues high above the river bed, but

presenting no difficulties, except the steep and almost perpendicular descent

to the Tedang river, which here joins the Setlej, and which is shut in by

mountains of great maguitude and wall-like steepness. We crossed it on

a sanga immediately above its confluence. The width was forty-two feet

and the depth and rapidity of the current considerable. The Setlej ap-

pears here with rather a smooth current and the bed is expanded . It is a large

body of water, even at this depth within the snowy chain, and to form an

idea from its size its source must be distant. We saw here some very beau-

tiful masses of gneiss of a corneous fracture the appearance was that of a

paste containing black prismatic crystals. There was much quartz of a

semi-crystallized appearance but we saw no perfect crystals. We had now

come within sight of Murang, a,division of s,ix hamlets spread out on the .
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opposite side of the glen. The names of these hamlets are, Gramang, Kar-

jang, Shaheng, Korba, Thu&ring, and Kwakba. We passed through Shabeng,

along the edge of a small canal aqueduct pleasantly shaded by poplars, the

vicinage adorned with luxuriant vineyards, here and there a neat hut peep-

ing out from the freshness of the cool shade, rendered doubly grateful to us

from the heat and dust we had endured in a twelve-mile stage occupying us

from nine o'clock till sunset. The appearance of this place, green and luxu-

riant, contrasted well with the surrounding barrenness: below rolled pla-

cidly the deep waters of the Setlej ; a castle situated on an insulated rock

overlooked them, while the lofty peaks of the Raldang cluster clothed in

snows crowned the whole, and finished a picture peculiar in itself, and deriv-

ing additional interest from the unexpected manner in which it stood forth,

embodied to our eye,

We encamped in Karjang, and immediately received a visit from the

Zemindars, including the Lama with his attendants. This was the first vil-

lage where we found the Tartar language and superstitions prevail. Hither-

to we had been accustomed to brahmins, (of a degenerate race, no doubt,)

but still Hindus, but here we had the worship of Budh fairly established.

The Lama who resides here is considered the head of that sect; he was an

intelligent man, and spoke Hindustani tolerably well. He shewed us some

books, in which we recognized the printed or stamped character of the

Thibetians, but we regretted we had so little time (having arrived late) to

examine them more minutely, and obtain some information relative to their

religious opinions and ceremonies. He admitted that the snowy peaks were

/objects of great rev erence ; in fact he seemed to believe in a genius of the

Himalaya whom he considered as entitled to worship. He called those

peaks Kailas that rise immediately from the village, and which constitute

the Raldang cluster, (visible from Sabaranpur.) They are on the left bank

pi the river, and are of great elevation ; I consider them to denote, in this

quarter, the position and direction of the chain, one of them, Raldang, is a

?*
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point fixed by the trigonometrical operations, in latitude 31° 29' 22"" and

longitude 78° 21' 44~; its height above the sea is 21,251 feet. We regretted

much that the arrangements made for the supplies of our numerous follow-

ers did not allow us to halt here. We could have been well contented to

have taken a day's rest in so agreeable a spot; and besides this object, we

should have been well pleased to have cultivated a closer acquaintance with

our friend the Lama, who seemed both intelligent and communicative. We
had however no choice* and at ten o'clock quitted Murang.

« v •
: • '• ' ' 1

'•li

We left Murang at ten o'clock : the first two miles is a steep ascent up the

mountain on the declivity of which it is situated. On reaching the crest

of the ridge, we met traders belonging to the village returning from Majan,

a district of Maha Chin,* with eighty goat, sheep, and ass loads of by-

angi wool. They had a small shawl goat also with them, and we observed

both in this animal and a kid of the same breed (which we had received,

in a present at Puari) the shawl wool proper lying under its outer and

usual coat of hair: a dog too, of Tartar breed, accompanied them, in size

and appearance a good deal resembling a Newfoundland dog. They had

been three months absent, and seven of their sheep had died on the road,

a duty of two pice per load was collected from them at Ritang, where a

Chinese Sirdar resides. We had a long journey before us, and were not

a little sorry we could not stop to have some conversation with them ; but

.

it was now near noon, and we were obliged to push on. We met with the

gooseberry here in great plenty, though small and acid, a male yak.f kept

for breeding, was seen grazing here. In Kanawer they cannot keep op the

breed pure, the animal degenerating, but a cross between it and the com-

mon cow is reckoned by them superior to either. They are of great size

-

" The Empire of China.

f Called by Captain Turner the bothy-tailed Boll of Thibet
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and are used in agriculture; they call them Zu (the male) and Zemmu (the

female).

A little more ascent brought ub to the summit of the Childing Kona

Pass ; here we had an extensive view of the range, and some of the highest

peaks appeared sufficiently near : to the north they were of less elevation,

and some ranges were distinguished quite bare of snow. No forest however

was seen, and their form or outline was rounded, without any of the sharp

and shattered peaks of the Himalaya granite. The elevation of the pass

is about 12,388 feet above the sea. The ascent still continued ; the path

leading through rocky denies, or along the face of clay- slate acclivities, in

which the fragments that formed the footing had all the looseness and mobi-

lity of ashes. The last ascent was a flight of steps, cut in the rock to the

summit of the Kherang pass, which judging by the depression of the one

left behind (13<») must be about 1500 feet higher. This estimation of its ele-

vation receives strength from the fact of our finding snow on it, and for se-

veral hundred feet down, on the northern face. Hence to Nissang, the de-

scent was continued and steep, but the ascent had been so severe and the

path so bad, that it was already late, and we did not arrive at the village

tU) near seven o'clock, our followers all behind, and neither tent nor sup-

plies up. We were so fatigued that we had little appetite, and, contenting

ourselves with such fare as the village afforded, were glad to lie down and

get some rest. The whole distance was eleven miles.

Nissang is inhabited by sixteen Lamas. It is a poor and inconsiderable

village, situated in a most bleak, barren, and desolate spot. It is on the

left bank of a stream, up the bed of which is a route to Stang and Beker,

two villages on the Setlej, where these people frequently go for salt. The

difticuliu s of the road are great, and the cold suffered, in passing a high

ridge covered with snow, intense.

The next village, called Dabling,was represented to be at so great a distance

T t 9
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a-head that it would be necessary to divide it into two stages, in which

case we should be obliged to encamp half-way, and would require pro-

visions for one day with us. Having made our arrangements we left Nis-

sang at a quarter to seven, and stopped to breakfast at a quarter to nine,

at the last piece of water we were to meet for many miles. The descent

from the village to the Tala Khir Mullah is steep but short. The ascent

appeared at first difficult, if not impossible, on account of the seeming bare-

ness and steepness of the mountain side. We however proceeded, climb-

ing slowly up an acclivity of loose fragments, which latterly appeared to

deviate more from the perpendicular, retiring from the face of the range,

between high and projecting walla or cheeks that rose up on each side in

threatening array. Every huudred yards we were compelled to take breath,

and we did not reach the Gerl P6g Pass till noon, a distance of five miles

from Nissang. As the path ascended, it retired, and became less steep,

and latterly we saw some appearance of forest, particularly several species

of juniper in full fruit* It was in fact the projecting crags I have already

noticed that, concealing the route, had given us so exaggerated an idea of

the difficulties; they were however still great ; the ascent may be judged of

by the depression of Nissang (*24*), and the elevation of the pass appeared

by the theodolite to be the. same as the Kherang Pass, crossed the preced-

ing day.

The path beyond this became frightfully bad, and frequently made me

pause, familiar as 1 was with the difficulties of mountain roads. The

loose fragments of every size, accumulated against the declivity of hard and

bare clay slate mountains over which our track lay, equally threatened ua

from above and from below. Such was their mobility, that the wind was

sufficient to detach them, and once set in motion, even, one stone however

email, was sufficient to bring down vollies upon ns. Again, if the motion

began from below, it threatened to carry away the very ground on which

we trod, while nothing appeared to obstruct our progress down a de-
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scent of soino thousand feet to the river edge; not a tree, shrub, or blade

of grass, even the rocks, appeared little capable of affording a point of

support, for they were loose and crumbly and seemed to require but a

touch to detach them. These difficulties continued for about a mile, after

which we were much relieved to find matters improve, for a short dis-

tance. The descent however gradually increased in steepness, leading

down the left bank of the Tomba glen, in which we had new difficulties

and dangers to contend with. To have a correct idea of these places rt

must be borne in mind, that at this time we were proceeding along the de-

clivity of the great snowy range: so lofty a range, it may be supposed, can-

not rise from so low a level as the river has here, with the undeviating re-

gularly comprehended in the terms slope or declivity; on the contrary it

is necessary to view the Himalaya mountains themselves, those eldest

born of creation, to estimate even approximately the gigantic scale on which

the furrows or ravines formed by the numerous torrents that spring from their

snows, intersect their sides. They indeed look to a spectator viewing them

from above, like "the dark unfathomed bottomless abyss and it is not with-

out awe he resolves •« to tempt them with wandering feet."

,
• . • "i> .«•»' * .*. b • :'Q

< . * .

i

Of all those glens that I have yet seen, this I think challenges compa-

rison, for its depth, the steepness of its sides, its total bareness, and the great

height to which the shattered peaks that crown it rise. From the lateral

ridge, where the immediate descent commences, to the stream, is a distance

of two miles and a quarter, of this a mile and a half presents no very great

difficulties though the path is bad enough, but the last three quarters ofa mile

baffle description : at the first glance it seems impossible ever to reach the

bottom, such is the steepness of this precipice, for it can be called nothing

else; a winding path however, requiring the utmost caution in traversing it,

is at length discovered, and you go down a hard dry and steep terrace, sprink-

led as it were with loose fragments of clay slate of every size. To avoid

moving these is impossible; to shelter one's self is equally so, and the only

alternative for the people was} to go in knots, with considerable intervals
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and get over it as quick as possible. The crumbly and loose nature of

the little gravel that covers it with the hardness of the subsoil, makes this

place as dangerous as the other, for one false step or slip would precipi-

tate one to the bottom. The last piece leads along the edge of a naked

and steep precipice, the path being extremely narrow, and strewed as

above described with a hard dry gravel. We got safe down however, al-

though we bad even then little cause for congratulation, for in the bed of the

stream it was impossible to think of remaining. The cave in which the Mu-
rang people had the last year sheltered themselves, had disappeared, and in-

stead of it we beheld the fragments of fallen peaks, the ruinous proofs of

the vast power of the avalanche. The whole appearance of the place

or ground, was insecure: to look up towards the head of the glen gave no
confidence, for there you saw similar masses prepared for a similar de-

scent. To ascend the other bank was then our only alternative, and our

determination was hastened by the threatening appearance of the weather

:

a lowering gloom began to envelope the summits of the surrounding peaks,

dark clouds collected, and every symptom was discoverable of an approach-

ing fall of snow. We therefore quickly made our determination, and com-
menced a climb of about a quarter of a mile in which our hands and feet

were equally employed. The path then got a little better, and we soon
came to a more open place, where we thought there was less danger of be-

ing overtaken by falling peaks. The whole distance was twelve miles and
a quarter, and we arrived at half past five, having quitted Nissang a little

before seven. We had been very nearly ten hours on the road, and eight

hours on foot, during which time we ascended and descended not less than

7,0OQ feef.

jF ,*}•»» ' H#T» i

Our troubles were not yet at an end ; many ofour people were behind

;

it was fast getting dark, and we dreaded, lest not knowing the nature of

the road, they should attempt to descend to the bottom of the glen, in

which case their destruction we knew was inevitable : all night long a con-

linued shouting was kept up from one side of the glen to the other, which
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coming by intervals and in such a scene, had a singular effect. Fortunate-

ly they were w ise enough to listen to our prohibitions, and to halt on the

other side. In the morning they came in, and I was happy to find, notwith-

standing the dangerous nature of the road, that there was no accident.

Thermometer at 40o a temperature indicating considerable elevation.

We set out a little before seven, but, in consequence of the fatiguing march-

es of the two preceding days, did not deem it advisable to proceed more

than six miles and a half, to Hopeha Wodar, a halting place (no village,) on

the banks of a stream. Notwithstanding the early hour at which we set

out and the comparative shortness of the stage we did not sit down to

breakfast till 1 p. m. The path was in general good, and part of it was ex-

cellent and passable for horses : I must except, however, the immediate

descent to the bed of the stream where we encamped, which was almost

equal to any thing we had yet seen in danger and difficulty. There was

not however much of it. We found it very cold during the day, and a high

wind served to render it still more uncomfortable. The appearance of the

place was bleak, barren, and desolate.

To Dabling, we found a distance of seven miles and a quarter, so that thff

whole route from Nissang to Dabling, in which no village or habitation

is met with, was twenty-six miles. These miles it is to be recollected are

however estimated in rather a rough manner, and therefore I lay no great

stress on this value of the distance ; it is certain that it is not less than

twenty. This path presents no difficulties but there is some steep ascent

and descent. We observed granite in this march occupy the place of

the clay slate which we have had from Murang, I may say. We passed

the Pose or Namptu Sanga, a well constructed wooden bridge with rail-

ings over the Setlej at Pose. The river has the appearance of having

been obstructed by a barrier of rocks, through which it forces for itself a

passage: on these rocks, which still narrow the stream, the bridge rests.

Tfaia bridge, I believe, wants repairs, and as it is in the principal, and least
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difficult route leading to or from Chinese Tartary, it would add facilities

to the little trade these people have, were it repaired. We were not suffi-

ciently near to speak positively as to its state.

DaMing is more decidedly Tartar than either Murang or Nissang. The

head-man, a Lama, came to pay his respects to us in a dress exactly similar

to what is represented as the Chinese costume, his stockings were of woollen

stuff, sewed, and ought rather from their shape, or want of shape, to have been

called bags ; his shoes were exactly Chinese, the soles having a spherieal

shape. He wore also a Chinese skuil cap, but the other people in the vil-

lage went bare-headed, and wore long tails plaited. They were all rather

fair, particularly the women who had a fine rosy colour. We were very

much pleased with the appearance of the assembled village, and could

hardly help thinking we had got on the high road to Pekin. The name of

this old man was Lama Ring Jing ; he was a good humoured talkative man;

and, as he was a traveller, we endeavoured to get some information from him

;

he shewed us a letter written in the Sirma character, from the grand Lama,

sending him a sum of money to build temples, which he called Labrang. He

also shewed us a book in the Umma or printed character, in which were a

great number of paintings of their deitjes, &c. neatly executed, but without

any idea of perspective or keeping. The book consisted of thick leaves

not sewed together; the ground or colour of the leafwas blue, while the letters

were yellow ; I was very anxious to obtain possession of it but I found no

sum of money would tempt him to part with it : he told us he had been in

the practice of visiting Chaprang every year for byangi, wool, &c. The

journey occupies nine days, or if a horseman travels, five. Under Chaprang

flows the Setlej, which the Kanawarfs call Zangtl, the Tartars Lang Jing

Kunpa or Kumpa, the latter word signifying river: it is not fordable even at

Chaprang ; indeed little falling off can be perceived from its size here. Jt i»

crossed by a bridge of chains « From Chaprang, Teshu Lumbu is three

months journey: Mansarovar is eighteen days journey from Shipki, a place

fwo stages a-head, and the boundary of our mountain possessions, a horse*
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man may however travel it in twelve days. There are two routes, one by

Cbaprang along the river, the other by Garu, the distance is nearly equal,

but in the first, villages are met with, in tbe latter few, or none. The lake

JMapang he describes as either seven or four days journey in circumference

according to the season, and he maintains, how much soever questioned,

that four rivers originate from it:—1. Tamja Kampa flows through Ussang
;

%. Mamja Kampa through Purang ; 3. Lang Jing Kampa through Kanawer

;

and 4. Sing Jing Kampa through Ladak.

These he repeatedly asserted he had Been, and says that they proceed

from the fpur opposite comers of the lake. It is very extraordinary what

jcotdd be his motive for so pertinaciously asserting a fact of this kind, so

.completely contradicted by Mr. Moorcroft's journey, and which no one can

believe to be other than some Legend of their sacred books. There is a se-

cond lake, close to Mapang called Langa Cho ; it is smaller, but in the rainy

season they unite and form but one. The Setlej he states proceeds from the

great lake, and flows through the small one: a high peak called Gangri, and

/covered with snow, is much venerated by Hindus.

To Namja, was a distance of eight miles and three quarters, time of tra-

velling five hours and a half. The path is in general free from danger, and

jiot very bad : a mile and a half from Dabling, we passed through Dubling, a

smaller village than the preceding. The gooseberry, rasberry, and dog-rose;

^he poplar, walnut, and apricot trees were observed. Beyond DGbling, the

path descends to the river bed, along which it proceeds for some distance.

We had here an opportunity of observing how little it appeared diminished

in size, and of conjecturing the great distance of the source of so large a

body of water. The current was, comparatively speaking, smooth, and few

jocks obstructed it ; the mountains on our side had some slope, they were

composed of granite and quite bare, on the other side they rose up in a wall,

Or scarp, of two thousand feet from the very water edge. The strata had a
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most curious and novel appearance, (at least to me ;) they were twisted and

waved, and apparently lifted up in diffreent directions : beyond this spot,

we observed the river for nearly half a mile collected as in a great lake

;

the surface smooth enough to reflect the surrounding mountains as in a

mirror: it then precipitates itself down a step of rocks with all the foam

and impetuosity of a cataract ; the fall is however not great, perhaps about

three or four feet. The river bed is of a moderate width, and here and there

remains a level strand, of fifty to a hundred yards, along which the path

lies. In this level piece, we observed frequent cumuli, or heaps of stones

;

they were built with some care, their length was various, their width about

three or four feet, and their height the same ; on the top were thrown loose-

ly a number of stones covered with inscriptions, or rather, I should say, with

one inscription, for on examining and comparing them, it was perceived that

they were all repetitions of the mysterious expression noticed by Captain

Turner, Om maw nee put men hoong. The letters were in relief and exe*

cuted with considerable neatness.

Seven miles and a quarter from Dabling, we came to the confluence of

a river of nearly equal size with the Setlej, but could not learn its proper

name. The people called it Spiti Maksang. Spiti being the name of the

Purgunnah it flows through, and Maksang signify ing a river : the left branch,

which is the largest, retains the name of Lang J ing Kampa, and is the proper

Setlej. The Spiti appeared to flow here between two lofty walls of rock,

and of great steepness : a small hamlet called Kap, of two houses, overlooks

the confluence, and this is the highest place where the grape grows. There

are no grapes at Dabling, but Dabling is considerably elevated above the

river, though at Poi which is in the bed of the river, there are : the grapes of

Kap are scarcely worth cultivating; they do not ripen properly, and are

little better than the produce of the wild vine which is found in the lower

part of Kanawer.
. ....... w .

t
... . .1

Namja is a village of about twenty houses. It is situated in a most bleak,
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barren, and desolate spot; a few fields of corn and some apricot trees are all

that shew the vicinity is that ofa village ; the houses are, as always described,

flat roofed, being covered with earth. From Murang, we had heard nothing

but the Tartar language ; here it was in perfection, yet strange to say, the Se-

yana or head-man's name was Baliram. In appearance he was a complete

Tartar, and though it is true he spoke Hindustani (for he acted as our in-

terpreter,) yet it was most barbarously, and with a peculiar accent. He had

been a great traveller, and we found him very communicative ; we deter-

mined, as he was the only person we could find capable of acting as an in-

terpreter, to make him accompany us to Shipki ; he told us that they trade

with Shipki, Meyang and Chaprang, for salt and wool ; that Chaprang is

nine days journey from Shipki and Mansarowar twenty ; on horseback,

however, the former journey is performed in four or five days, and the latter

in twelve. Meyang is two days journey from Shipki, the Setlej being left

to the right; few mountains about it, and a little beyond it is plain country.

The country beyond Shipki is called, by the Kanawaris, J6ng, by the Tar-

tars, Qaldang Paprang ;
beyond it is Kamling, and then Gehna.

Latsa is the residence of two officers of the Emperor of China, who re-

ceive the revenue ; none of which goes to the grand Lama at TeshG Lora-

bu ; he is rather a priest than a raja or ruler, but in the former character

he has great influence. Tesh6 Lombu is three months, and Latsa four

months journey from Shipki.

In the evening we were much amused with a dance to which these peo-

ple invited us. I say dance rather than nacb, for to the latter it had not the

slightest resemblance. On this occasion, the performers were all women,

but the munshi who accompanied us, and who had before visited the place,

told ns the men frequently bore their part. They stood in a semicircle on

one side of the room joining hands, and all singing in chorus, and kept time

to their song, by swinging from one side to the other with one accord ; there

, . . . . U«2
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was no motion of the feet, but merely the body was allowed to sway about,

first from right to left, and then back from left to right. This was however

pronounced by the munshi, to be a very tame exhibition to that in which

both men and women joined ; but as we had no opportunity of witnessing

this kind of dance, our account of it would be but imperfect. On this and

other occasions, we noticed the Tartar women to be much fairer than any

we had before seen. They had also rosy complexions that might emulate

those of Europe, and their countenances, though possessing all the pecu-

liar features of that race, yet exhibited a variety of character and expression

which is not to be seen in Hindustan. The women of the lower mountains

possess it also, but in a less degree, no doubt owing to the mixture of Tar-

tar blood.

From Namja, our next stage Was Shipki, which we feared would be the

limit to our travels in this quarter, although at Dabling and at Namja w«

were strongly assured that orders had been received to conduct us to Garu.

The road to Shipki was tolerably good, with the exception of one very steep

and deep descent through a narrow defile, huge rocks, like buttresses or tow-

ers, overhanging the path. It is called Lakongma, and is immediately above

a stream called Hftpsang T6kbo, where travellers generally halt for refresh-

ment ; beyond this the ascent is severe, and continued as far as Shipki La,

the highest part of the route. Here we had a view up the valley of the

Setlej (which suddenly widens) for fifteen or twenty miles, the course from

the eastward. No sharp granite peaks were to be seen in that direction,

but bare round clay slate mountains, with here and there a slight trace of

snow ; no forest in any direction. From this point, the most northern the

Setlej attains, the river bends off on each side. To the north on the right

bank rises up a cluster of snowy peaks, the highest of which is called PGrk-

y61 ; its elevation must be upwards of 2 1 ,000 feet The descent to the vil-

lage is easy ; the whole distance from Namja is nine miles.

On our arrival, we found the people assembled to receive us J
they formed
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tathcr a motley gfoupe; some were hare-headed, some wore caps with flat

crowns ornamented with fringe ; some had tails which were plaited and de-

scended to their heels ; others had their hair close cut; some were dressed

in the skin of the shawl goat, the wool inside ; others had a coat of red wool-

len stuff, which they say is manufactured in the interior ; almost all wore,

what seemed to us, breeches and stockings ; the latter it is true were more

like bags. Their shoes were quite Chinese-like, those already noticed at

Dabling with round soles, such as to us appeared to be a matter of no little

skill to walk in. In the girdle we observed stuck a double flageolet, on

which they play, but it may be supposed very rudely. A steel tobacco

pipe, a bunch of keys of curious fashion, and a steel set in brass to light their

pipe. One man, and one only had a sword, in shape and size much like that

which the Madras jugglers swallow; they seemed in general agood natured

looking people, though not what would be called good-looking; yet some

t>f them had very expressive countenances. We observed a great deficiency

of beard, though it was not totally wanting, except in a very few, and these

bad such smooth faces that we mistook them for women; none of them bad

mnch, and we, as well as our Musselman servants, derived not a little credit

from our superiority in this respect. The most remarkable feature about

them was their excessive filth, to which we had seen nothing equal. As we

were a little fatigued and rather hungry, we contented ourselves with this

general survey, resolving the next day to satisfy our curiosity more fully.

Thermometer in the morning 33
8

5', a cold climate. We were now upon

tfie threshold of the celestial empire, and though in part prepared for Tar-

tar features atld other peculiarities, we still found mnch that was new and

striking. The appearance of the place itself is singular in the extreme.

To the westward rises a ridge covered with snow, and having an eleva-

tion of ; several lofty peaks crown this ridge and these were entirely

capped with snow. It extends ronnd in a semicircle to the southward,

from which it gradually falls off, and is finally lost in the lower and round-

wh day slate BTotmtaTntf which are seen to the eastward In this direc
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tion the view was open for fifteen or twenty miles, to which distance the,

Setlej was visible. No villages however " embosomed soft in trees," were

there ; no forests, not even a bush, broke the uniformity of the bare and

hrown acclivity which rose from the water's edge to heights of 18 and

19,000 feet. To the north was the high peak Purkyul, belonging to the

ridge which separates the two branches of the Setlej. Here all was rock,

hare and steep precipices, with very little snow. This high ground, as far

as we could judge, continued up to the north, so that we saw it endwise,

and consequently only one or two peaks belonging to it. The village, con-

sisting of six scattered hamlets, is spread out on the flat declivity of the

first noticed ridge, which, from the top to the very bottom, appears to be

hut one uniform scene of rocky barrenness, except where the industry of

these people has fixed a few hardy productions, and, with not a little labor,

brought some level patches into cultivation. A hedge of gooseberry bush-

es surrounded the fields in which we were encamped. A row of willows

or oziers, which in the day afforded shade to our followers, were the only

trees. In front of our tents ran a clear and rapid rivulet, at which might be

seen drinking the bushy-tailed yak; at our door lay a flock of Tartar *heep,

unrivalled for size and beauty as fpr fineness of wop). The shawl goat al-

so was there, and the Tartar dog, having like the goat a fine wool under his

coat of hair. The picture was completed by an assemblage of Hindustanis,

Kanawaris, and Tartars, seated in groups ; the contrast of whose dresses

was scarcely less striking than that of their features and of their speech.

On enquiring into the truth of the report of orders having arrived to conr

duct us to Garu, it proved (as I had conjectured) to have no foundati-

on ; the people were however very civil, and the Seyana offered us a Nez-

zer of one day's provisions for all our followers. He agreed at the same

time to furnish as much more as we might require at a reasonable rate

:

firewood, (which we supposed would prove a great difficulty,) was also fur-

nished in abundance. When however we talked on the subject of our being

allowed to proceed onward, they expressed great unwillingness to admit i^;
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after much debate, they declared that, though averse to our attempting such

a measure without permission from the interior, yet they would not oppose

our progress if we chose to insist upon it. They however proposed, that

we should write to the Deba at Guru, and halt five days for his answer;

that during those five days they would furnish us with provisions gratis, if

we chose to decline paying for them, and that we should be bound by the

answer either to proceed or return. To this proposal we willingly agreed,

und two letters were written to the Deba requesting an interview, and of-

fering; some presents. This letter was immediately dispatched by express.

We were given to understand it would be conveyed by horsemen, reliefs of

whom, were stationed at each village.

This discussion had assembled the whole village in or about our teuts,

and we took advantage of the opportunity to put a few questions to them.

Bali Ram Seyana, of Namja, was our interpreter, and he was assisted by

a- munshi who understood a little of the Tartar language
;
they were so

exceedingly curious however themselves as to all they .saw about us, that

'they would much rather have asked us questions than answered those we

"put to them. Amongst other things we learned the following particulars;

Guru is the grand mart vthere the productions of Hindustan, of China,

and of Ladak, are collected. There is no town, the people living in tents.

There are two stations, the Winter and the Summer, which are two days

journey distant for a horseman ; the distance occupies seven or eight days

on foot. The Deba alone has a house, but he has also his tent pitched

on the top of it ; it is made of coarse cotton cloth, as are also those of

the principal Beaparis, but those of the Tartar Goatherds are formed of

a blackish stuff, manufactured from the hair of the yak. At Garu, little

shawl wool is produced, but beyond Mansarower the flocks are numerous.

Tangsh6ng and Meyshung are the names of the places from which the

greatest quantity is to be had. It is all brought in the first instance to

Garu, whence the Ladak traders carry it away to Cashmir. it appears that

an arrangement has always subsisted between the Latakis and the officer at
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Garu, or rather between the two governments, for the Deba is relieved

every seven years. The name of the present Deba is Karma Namdyang.

Leh or Le is the capital of Ladak. Jt is fifteen or sixteen days journey

irara Garu, although on horseback it may be performed in five or six daya.

Prom Skalkar in Hangarang there is a nearer road which leads througU

the purgunnah of Spiti in Ladak. Leh is situated about north from Shipki,

Garu about east.

In the afternoon we proceeded to look at the river, the distance of which

was one mile and a half in a northerly direction. It is not fordable ; the

depth being about six feet and the current rapid ; the width is sixty-seven

feet. There is a jhula, or suspension bridge, formed of ozier twigs ; it mea-

sures 1 15 feet between the points of support. The descent was latterly steep

and we found the difference of level as determined from boiling water 1050

feet, so that the river bed here has an elevation of 91Q7 fee* above the sea.

Thermometer as yesterday 33* 5'. A Tartar Beapari was introduced to

us to-day who spoke Hindustani, and in conversing with whom therefore

we had no occasion for an interpreter. He was of Maryum, a village four

daysjourney beyond Mansarowar, his name Chang Ring,Jing. Mansarowar,

he told us, is a snowy range ; the lake being called Matalae, but this must

have been a mistake, as Sarowar signifies the same as Talae. However f

mention it as it may. serve! to throw light on the story of the Dabling Lama

as to four rivers originating there. This man then who was born and has

lived so near the place in question, says that no river originates in the lake,

but that from Mansarowar, .which he calls a cluster of snowy peaks, pro-

ceed four rivers : 1. Lang Jing (Setlej) to west and south ; ?. Tamjok to the

west and north; 3. Sing Jing (Indus) to Ladak between the two preceding

;

and 4. Mamjo or Mamjok opposite the preceding towards Gerhwal. The

Spiti river, or right branch of the Setlej, he says, rises about eight or nine

daysjourney from its confluence with the left branch,
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The Tartar shepherds do not live in villages bat in tents ; they lead a

wandering life, removing from place to place, as the pasturage is consumed.

At two year's old the wool is in greatest quantity and perfection, and the

rams furnish the best. Lok and Momo are the names of the ram and ewe,

ami the wool is called pul or pal, but in this quarter it is termed Ghangbal,

and the mountaineers call it fiyangi un. What the origin of this term by-

angi is 1 could not find. The shawl wool id called Lena : by the moun-

taineers Pashm. Rabo is the name of ide male, Rama of the female. At

Gfiru, both shawl and byangi wool is collected, and the traders of every

quarter visit that place to obtain some ; a fair is held during sixteen days,

in the month of May. It is culled Doa or Dawa D6mba. The Latakis take

the chief quantity ofshawl wool, and give in return shawls and specie (Ru-

pees and Timashis ;) they also carry away broad cloth. From the moon*

taineere they take grain and raisins, and receive in return byangi wool, salt,

borax, and a very small quantity of shawl wool.

The districts most famous for shawl wool are, Lodok, Mabjan. Tang

Shftng, Meghung, and Changtaling. The following sketch, of the relative

position* of the principal points of communication with the traders, is fur-

pished by this man.

Chamba is a considerable mart for shawl wool, and it appears that they

obtain it from the Latakis through Lahu. NGrpur is six day's journey from

Jfelaspur, Juala Mukhi four day's from Nfirpur ; at this place is a burning

well ; the water itself is cold, but there is a flame on the surface. There is

a temple and lodging for sixty Cosains who live there. From Jwala Mukhi

to Kote Kangra is one day's journey, and to Riialsir, five; from Riialsir to

Mandi is one ; from Mandi to Suket one, and from Suket to Rampur, six

pr seven days. From Gertop to Leh is a journey of twenty days ; the dis-

tance from Sbipki has been already given, and from Shipki to Rampur

occupied us in returning about fifteen days j from these some general idea

may be tamed of the distances.
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From Shipki to Chaprang is but five days' journey ; it is on the left bank

of the Setlej. There is a fort above the town, which is commanded by a

Zumpung ; he is said to be a native of Maha Chin, and is much fairer than

the Tartars, though not so fair our informant said as we. The fort is of

stone, and is capable of containing 1 500 or 2000 men ; the road is excellent

and a horseman might reach it in three days from Shipki. One high peak

only, called Sherung La, is crossed, on which lies a good deal of snow.

About two or three miles beyond Chaprang is Ling. The road to Gam
from Shipki, is as far as Shangze, the same as the preceding ; at that place

it breaks off. At Garu resides a G&rpan, or governor.

From Garu to Mansarowar is eight day's journey. Kangri,* is the name

of the peak from which the four rivers before noticed rise. Chankpa, is the

name of the peak giving rise to the Jahnavi river. It is three day's journey

west of Mansarowar. The Ling Jmg flows to the north of Leh.

Thermometer 35°. A few more particulars were collected from our friend

Chang Ring Jing. Garu, he says, is visited by a race ofmen called Yarken,

who come from a country distant one month's journey. Their dress he

describes as similar to that of a munshi who was with us, and to be made of

stuffed cotton cloth ; they wear large caps lined with cloth and covered

with silk ; these are like their garments stuffed with cotton. By the Garu

people they are called Hor, but by the mountaineers from Kanawer and

Gerhwal, Yarken. They live in villages, and are subject to China; they eat

mare's milk formed into cakes ; they are large men, ofa reddish complexion,

and have broad faces with little or no beard. The direction of their coun-

try from Ladak is north ; their breed of horses is remarkable for size ; they

bring ingots of gold and silver, leather of a brown colour ; also the yellow

fringe which these people wear attached to their caps. They receive in

return red leather, (goat and sheep skins ;) rice from Chamba and Suket.

• Mr. Moorcroft mentions a valley of this name, or ralher Onagri, bat no peak.
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Har, a drag, the fruit of a tree, which is found in both the mountains and

plains, with some other articles which our informant did not recollect ; they

do not take any Pashm. This country is without doubt, that of which Yar-

kand is the capital, and the brown leather is very probably from Russia.

Sambhunath is two month's journey from Maryum, his native village.

The first half of the road is along a plain ; the last half mountainous ; se-

veral high ranges are crossed, and on descending from Tage La, (La mean-

ing pass;) the first village of Nepal called KerGng is met with. MaryGra

from Mansarowar is five days. It is small, and contains but eight or nine

houses.

• s

Adverting to the rounded form and inferior elevation of the mountains to

the eastward, I thought it extremely likely that by ascending the snowy

ridge to the S. W. I might be able to catch a distant view of the Table

Land, and even succeed in observing its depression which would fix, with-

in certain limits, this so much disputed level : the ascent was very steep

towards the top ; little snow lay on it where 1 ascended, but to the south-

ward it rose considerably and there the snow covered it. In my ascent I

disturbed numberless covjes of Chacors, and even some Munals or golden

Pheasants. The accent occupied me four hours, and fatigued as I was, I

rushed up the last hundred paces, thinking to see the promised land, but I

was disappointed. From 62° to 90° extended a chain ofmountains of smooth

rounded form, bare of forest or snow, and clothed with a withered or russet

vegetation, but nothing like a Table Land or plain, or even valley of any

extent; the lowest of these mountains had an elevation of 13'; this mountain

bore 1 16° or 26° S. of £. To the north, appeared a cluster Of irregular peaks

sharp, bare and rocky, but scarcely rising above the limit of snow ; the M*a-

ters of the Setlrj were visible for several miles ; the depression was at the

furthermost visible point 8° and the bearing 86* or 6° N. of E ; it seemed as

far as I was able to judge, from the run of the mountains, to bend round

from the southward.
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On the evening of the 20tli, we heard an accoant of oar Garu leftef

which gave us little hope of being allowed to proceed, and as the season

was now far advanced, we began to fear we should have little time to take

advantage of the permission, even if it should he granted us. The letter had

been delivered to the Kardar of the Zumpung of Chaprang who was at

Sbangze, four days at least would elapse before the Garpang could send

an answer, and by that time it would be a question bow far we could pene-

trate before the necessity of return should arise. This being the case, and.

our hope of obtaining such permission extremely slender, we determined to

prosecute our tour into Haugarang.

*

Shipki produces wheat, barley, and the grain called fid, which to mean-

pears a species of barley, likewise chenna, but no other grain of the moun-

tains. Turnips are a favorite crop, and with reason, for they were ihe finest

we ever tasted
;
they are called Nyungma by the Tartars* and Shagher by

the Kanawaris. Wheat is sown in April,

A small trade is carried on between this place and the people of Ka-

njawer; salt and byangi wool is exchanged for several kinds of grain (includ-

ing rice,) raisins, spirits, iron and specie. The greater part of the traders

go beyond Shipki to Meyung, Stojo, and to Garu, at the fair.

On the 21st we returned to Namja, and the following day crossed the

Setlej and encamped at Tashigang, a small hamlet on the declivity of the

Purkyfil ridge ; one mile of descent brought us to the river bed, where we

Crossed on a very good jhfila or bridge of ropes, which was constructed of

twigs of ozier or sallow ; it was ninety-nine feet in length, and thirty feet

above the water. The river was here obstructed by large rocks, some of

which were curiously honey-combed, and had many deep pools in them ; it

was not fordable. The ascent was most steep, and continued for three miles

and a half from the river bed ; the difference of level being about 3500 feet.

We found the gooseberry here in great perfection, with several new fruits;
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the elevation I suppose to be 10,177 feet. The snowy peak PurkyGl is seen

towering high above the village, its elevation 24\ The appearance of the

mountain side at a distance, is that of a bare and precipitous waste ; but on

reaching it, we found a good deal of even ground ; some fine pasturage as

well as cultivation, and several ponies of a good appearance grazing about.

Tashigang is in Tukba, and consequently in Kanuwer. There is a small

temple built at the expense of the grand Lama.

AVe arrived about eleven o'clock, and as we had still Baliram, the Syana

of IS'amja, with us, 1 made him give some account of the course and origin

of the right branch of the Setlej. Beyond Skalkar, he said, whither we
4

Were now proceeding, was still another village belonging to Dissahir, called

SGmra. Sumra is on the Spilt river, and from Sumra to l^ari, the first vil-

lage of Ladak, is a short march; beyond Lari, about one or two and a half

miles, he represented we should meet with Tabo, a small hamlet; then

Pokso or Poh, and then the fort of Dankar. The river has at this place two

branches, which unite under the fort; the left branch is called Lidang, and

the right Spino, which is also the name of the next Purgunnah to Spiti. The

following villages occur beyond Dankar, between the two branches, but on

the Spino :—Tangtee, KGng, KGngrf, KGUing, Sailing, and Baro. Beyond

this he said he had no certain iuformatiou.

- v j

On the Lidang, again, which is about half the size of the Setlej, beyond

Dankar, these villages are met with :—Lara, Paling, and Uangreh. The

Lidang comes from a peak called Kungum La, about fifty miles from Dan-

kar. The Spinos source he did not know.

f -4 ~yf l.*flf'Vf' ^**fr ft »»*4t <)~ ?ii«f ''.'*
'-i'i.j't.' "<r •*»<{*

; i .j >t * »l-n--. *i«v**l : u j"

From Tashigang to Nako in Hangaraog was a distance of ninety-font

miles; the road rather rugged upon the whole, though there were few dan-

gerous places. It lies along the face of the rauge of which Pfirkyul is the

high peak; three miles from Tashigang, the valley of the Setlej was left,

and we turned up that of the Spiti. This is the highest pari of the route,
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and to it the path is a continued ascent ; the elevation I calculated to be

about 11,815 feet, judging from the boiling point. The path improves after

rounding the corner, and the appearance of the mountains alters still more.

The granitic and high sharp peaks give way to low rounded mountains, with

scarcely any enow on them, and still less vegetation
;
nothing can equal the

complete nakedness of this Purgunnah of Hangarang, and it is a wonder

how the people contrive to support themselves. Nako contains about thirty

houses, and is situated on the western declivity of the P6rkyGl mountain

;

there arc a few apricot trees, poplars and oziers, and barley and wheat, are

grown still higher than the village, though its elevation be nearly 12,000 feet.

We noticed a curious appearance in this day's march, which we had af-

terwards occasion to observe, was very common in this part of the country.

It was a conformation of ice, having all the regularity of a vegetable pro-

duction ; it seems to grow from the stalk of a particular plant and from no

other, it is fantastically disposed in leaves having various whirls or twists.

The leaves as they may be called have a fibrous appearance, but grow (con-

trary to the habit of real leaves) perpendicularly from the stein, like a

pendant on its staff. We observed a great number of these glacial plants,

(if they may be so called,) but whence the moisture came is difficult to say,

for the ground was gravelly and arid. It is equally difficult to account for

the ice assuming that particular form, and growing so as to raise itself seve-

ral inches above the ground. It may be worth remarking that in every in-

stance, the plant to which it attaches itself, and which is a small leafy shrub,

was withered and sear,

The thermometer was in the morning 23° and all the water in our vessels

was frozen nearly an inch thick, even inside the tent. From Nako to

Chang was a distance of one hundred and five miles; the path is good the

whole way, and the ascent which continues the first half, and descent

from thence to Chang, are both easy ; several flats and hollows are seen in
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the vicinity of Nako, and close to the village there is a small lake of consi-

derable depth. The declivity of the ridge is here very gentle, though on the

opposite side of the river the steepness is established by the appearance of

the road not leading along its face, but over the lateral ridges and descend-

ing into the glens. At Chang there is the same flat declivity ; on this side,

red hard earth is seen to form hillocks that rise above the surrounding ter-

rein, similar to turrets or the bastions of a fort. Chang is situated in the

middle of a little flat, which might be almost called a valley ; it is in some

measure, or has been, the bed of a torrent, but the stream now flows deep

below and far away to the right. To the left this valley is bounded by a

ridge of the hard clay, I have already mentioned, which separated it from

the collection of hillocks. Looking up in the direction of the glen, which

has a very gradual acclivity, and flat and retiring sides, the granitic peaks

with snow on them are again seen, but of an inferior elevation. The village

is rather large and like all those in Hangarang perfectly Tartar. The con-

trast in appearance and language between this race and the Kanawaris,

was made more striking by the arrival of a man belonging to P6rb6nni in

Kanawer, from Ladak, while we were here. He had come from Leh to

Larf, a village two or three marches ahead, in fifteen days, and he informed

us that Runjeet Sinh had established a Wakil at Leh, and that the country

was considered subject to him, in the same manner as it had before been to

Cashmir.
-

The appearance of this Purgunnah Hangarang, is most strange and me-

lancholy : mountains bare of forest, but above covered with a little snow,

of the rounded form, with gentle declivities, but broken towards the river

into abrupt and precipitous abysses ; in the beds of which where fed by a

stream, are seen a few trees, chiefly the ozier. The rocks, though still a

good deal granitic, and felspar common, yet are verging into clay slate of

which there is much about this village ; above Nako, the ridge is of the true

Himalaya form, rugged and precipitous, breaking into pinnacles and crags,,

but bare even of the brown and scanty vegetation that in some measure
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clothes the nakedness of these. A furious wind seems to reign here ; it

blows from about ten till three or four o'clock, when it lulls, but of its force

it is difficult to give an idea ; in steadiness I may compare it to the hot wind

of the plains. A road was pointed out to us, which tbey said leads to Gam

;

the d istance a journey of twenty-two days. The road is passable for horses,

though not very good.

There is also a road hence to Rfipsho, five day's journey, of about eight

or nine miles each. From R6psho, Rutoh is twenty day's journey, and Leb

ten ; from Skalkar represented to be a few miles ahead, JLari. is two day's

journey, and Dankar fort, five.

Thermometer 3G°. To Skalkar fort was only a distance of four miles ; the

path leading along the river edge, which is here unobstructed by large rocks

and has rather a temperate current; we crossed it on a sanga, boarded and

railed, but rather rickety ; the length of it being ninety-eight feet, and the

height above the water twenty-seven. The fort is on the edge of the bank,

and may be said to overhang the river ; it is built of stone and is small, but

from its situation capable of being well defended. One of the Wazirs (as

tbey are called) of Bissahir, lives here part of the year. It was considered

by these people a very important post previously to our conquest ofthe moun-

tains, and it appears that they have had frequent coutests with the Latakis

for the possession of it. Indeed it occurs to me that all Hangarang musf

have been formerly a part of Ladak, and wrested from the rajah of tha{

country by the Bissahir government. The separation of the two districts is

so decided, and the line which marks it so strong, while from Hangarang to

Ladak no difference is perceptible, that I cannot but believe the Hangarang

pass was formerly the boundary of Bissahir.

We had now reached the thirty-second degree of latitude, and had left the

true Himalaya far to the southward, while a new country of entirely a dif-

ferent aspect lay before us. To proceed still further was of course our mOBt
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.anxious wish, and it was strengthened by the appearance of the roads, which

from ISako had been excellent, and in front seemed still better. Indeed

we had been uniformly assured that they were passable for horses and that

no difficulty whatever would occur on this head ; but difficulties of a dif-

ferent kind, and less easy to be surmounted, presented themselves in the jea-

lousy of a strange people who owed us no allegiance, and our own want of

preparation for such an attempt. The season, too, was far advanced, and

it was known that in several parts of Kanawer snow might be expected to

fall daily. The apprehension that we should find some of the passes shut,

and the uncertainty under which we laboured as to our being able finally to

reach any point where we could winter, induced us at last, however unwil-

lingly, to resolve on returning. The difficulty, too, which we felt on account

of provisions, was an additional inducement; and it was determined that my

companion should halt the next day, and on the following, commence his re-

turn, while I, with a very few followers, should push on to the first Lataki

village, from which I hoped by forced marches to overtake him. Lari was

represented to be two marches, Sumra being the first, but the road was said

to be good, and I thought it desirable to make the attempt, if it were only for

the sake of fixing the extent of the frontier. It was determined that my com-

panion should return down the right bank, in which route I was to follow

him : we should thus have an opportunity of seeing the whole of Hangarang,

as well as some parts of Kanawer we had not before visited. The latitude

ofour camp here was 32° 0' 2~, the elevation ] 0,1 13 feet. The river was 441

feet below.

Thermometer 29». A little after day break I left Skalkar, accompani-

ed by a servant, six carriers, and a guide ; a long and laborious ascent,

in which however the path was excellent, brought us to the Lipcha pass,

a ridge having an elevation of 3123 feet above Skalkar, which I have as

above supposed to be 10, 1 13 feet above, the level of the sea. So great was

the cold, that, at ten o'clock, the ink froze. We had, from this pass, a view
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of a part of the river a course which appeared to have here a considerable

bend, coming, not from the north as I had supposed, but, from the west.

The view also extended up the bed of the Yang Cham river, which joins

the Spiti immediately at the turn. It seemed to have a great fall, and to

be rather a rapid torrent than a river. On the opposite side of the Spiti, ap-

peared an excellent road, which, I was told, was that leading by Chimarti

to Lari, and I resolved to return by it, as it seemed to have fewer inequali-

ties than the one 1 had chosen. There were no peaks ofsuperior elevation

seen in any direction, but the southern ; to the east, was seen a continuation

of the P6rkyul chain gradually falling off, and with little snow on it. To

the north, the left bank of the river rose into round clay slate ridges, which

here and there shewed a solitary peak and some little snow. To the west,

were seen black bare mountains too low to retain snow. In fact, it appear-

ed to me, that the great chain of the Himalaya was to the south, and that,

in this direction, the falling off had already commenced.

From the pass, the descent was steep at first, afterwards more easy, the

path always good, though 1 think scarcely passable by mounted travellers

:

after descending to the river bed, it leads along the water edge, sometimes

cut out of precipitous crags in the form of a ledge, sometimes supported by

scaffolding. This description, however, applies to but a very short distance,

and after passing it, the road is again excellent. I arrived at S6mra about

half past four o'clock ; it is a small village, situated in rather an extensive

flat or table land, the foot of which is washed by the river. On enquiring

the distance to Lari, I began to think I might reach it with some exertion

by night fall, but 1 learned with considerable mortification that it was on the

other side of the river, and that there was neither jbula nor sanga to cross-

by. On questioning them as to its being fordable, they said it might be, but

that the current was too strong, and the water too cold for me to attempt it.

My wish however to gain a day urged me to make the attempt, and, with

the support of two muscular Tartars, I forded the Spiti river. What made

it not a little dangerous was a rapid about one hundred yards below the
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ford, and by which, had the footing been lost, one must have been dashed

to pieces. The water was a little more than middle-deep, the current

strong though not rapid, the width about one hundred feet or more ; the

round smooth stones which formed the bottom were the chief difficulty, as

tliey afforded no secure footing. The temperature of the water was so low,

that I found my limbs quite benumbed, and it was some minutes before

they recovered their feeling. With some little delay, my few followers got

all jacross, and we then found an excellent road the whole way to Lari. It

lay sometimes in the river bed, and sometimes along a flat in which the ri-

ver had cut its channel deep and far to the left. The mountains entirely

clay slate, and exhibiting in many places a declivity of the most undeviating

regularity, formed of loose fragments, which rolling from above had all

taken the station assigned to them by gravity. We reached Lari by dark,

and were furnished by the hospitality of the people with a house to shelter

and firewood to warm us. The distance from Skalkar was seventeen miles,

pf two thousand paces each.

This village is situated at the southern foot of the ridge, .which rises from

the narrow plain .or valley I have already described, and the width of

which here is about one-third 0/ a mile. The white houses of the small

hamlet of Tabo are seen about one mile and a half farther up. The culti-

vation extends the whole breadth of this valley, that is from the village to

the river, but not far above or below. The river runs in a channel about

120 feet below this level piece, and from the immediate bed, the mountain

ridge on the opposite side rises. 1 have already described the appearance

of these chains, equally bare of snow and of forest, and occasionally hav-

ing their irregular declivities concealed by the beds of loose fragments that

lie against their sides. Here and there, within their recesses, a dry and

withered turf affords a scanty and precarious subsistence to cattle, but

neither bush nor bramble, leaf nor herb, offers a relief to the eye, fatigued

}n contemplating the same unvarying bareness. Lari is, in this quarter,
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the first village of Ladak. It is small, consisting of not more than eight or

ten families; the houses are built of unbnrnt bricks ; such is the extreme

dryness of the climate. In fact, scarcely any rain falls ; in May and June,

a very little, but during the rest of the year the heavens yield only snow,

vapour or dew must be totally unknown under a temperature generally

below the freezing point.

The shawl goat is said to be bred here. I saw none however, and 1 rather

suspect from their answers to my cross examination, that they were impos-

ing on me. Certainly they are not to be seen in any village to the south-

ward of this, nor has the Bissahir government, however anxious, been yet

able to introduce the breed either into Kanaweror Hangarang. Spiti is the

name of the Purgunnah which extends to the Losar village, and Spino is

the next Purgunnah. At Dankar, which is a fort, beneath which the two

branches of the Spiti river unite, a Kamdar resides, to whom they pay their

assessment. Dankar is about thirteen miles from Lari, and in a westerly

direction. The left branch of the Spiti is the larger, and comes from the

Purgunnah of Spino; the other has its origin near Lossar or Losar; they

had not heard they said of the establishment of the Sikh authority ; they

had never been at Leh, nor did they know how far it was from Lari ; they

shewed considerable disinclination to answer any of my questions, and

their answers were not satisfactory by any means.

I left Lari early in the morning on my return, and got to Sumra by nine

o'clock. In fording the river, which I attempted without any assistance, I

was very near being carried away by the current, having slipped in placing

my foot on one of the large smooth stones with which the bottom was co-

vered. The temperature of the water I found to be 36° 0'. By evening I

arrived at Skalkar, where I found my companion had marched for Lio. I

put up in one of the huts, which I found empty, and attempted to defend

myself from the cold by lighting a fire, but the annoyance of the smoke

made the remedy as bad as the evil.
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From Skalkar, Lio was represented to be a very long march, and the road

extremely bad in places, but as I thought I should most probably find the

encampment there, 1 set out early, intending, if possible, to reach it by night

fall. The path gradually ascends, for five and three quarter miles, to Che-

jang Kanka, a pass over one of the lateral ridges which shut in the numer-

ous streams that feed the river. These ridges are all ofgreat height, or rather

the beds of the streams are of great depth, and to cross even one of them is

nearly the labour of a day; the summit of this pass is a level piece of some

extent, and we found some huts and an attempt at cultivation. As it was now

noon, 1 halted to allow the people to take advantage of the springwe found,

and make a meal before they attempted the arduous task in front ; the descent

to, and ascent from, the Yulling river. The steepness of the opposite bank,

and great height, seemed to defy all access to it, but the rear of my com-,

paniou's line of march, which was now perceived slowly ascending it,

proved that it was to be surmounted, and gave us hopes of overtaking them

before evening. At half past one we proceeded down a most steep and dif-

ficult declivity, in which the beds of loose fragments lying at a considera-

ble declivity, afforded a footing as insecure as it was tiresome. A little

above the bed of the stream, we passed through some more even ground,

which appeared to be cultivated, though at this time there were no crops.

The stream is rather large, and occasioned a little delay in fording it: it

has its source to the westward from some lofty peaks that were partially

seen, looking up the valley. At the place we crossed, a small rivulet

joins it, which issues from a rocky cavern in a very picturesque cascade.

The waters of this fountain are so strongly impregnated with calcareous

matter, as to deposit it on every thing it tcuches, and the cave is orna-

mented with stalactites, something similarly to that in the Dun called

Sansar Dhara, though it yields to this latter in the number, size, and beauty

of them. The rucks in the bed of the river are limestone, and the steep

scarp which we had now to ascend appeared to be composed of cnlcari-uiig,

earth, of that description found in the plains, called Konkar. Notwith-

standing the evidence I had bad of this pass being surmountable, when I
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came to ascend it, I could scarcely persuade myself that what I had seen

was real. In describing the difficulties which a journey through these

countries presents, it is not easy to adhere to a just discrimination to give

an estimate as it were of the proportional dangers of each difficulty. Even

the least rugged of these strange and uncouth scenes, to give a correct idea

of it, almost exhausts language. Epithet is heaped on epithet till at length

no stores are left to paint the succeeding scene, which rises still higher in

the scale of picturesque horror and danger. The continual recurrence, too,

of these descriptions, necessarily having a tiresome sameness, takes from

the effect. Where all is rugged, a savage feature strikes the less, and thus

the greatest difficulties as coming last are thought the least of. 1 have so

often attempted in vain to give an accurate idea of any of these places, that

I shall content myself with indicating the observed depression of the ford

from the summit, 35°; the difference of level about J4ti0 feet; the nature of

the path a bard and dry earth covered with small fragments of gravel, nar-

row and open to the left; neither tree, nor bush, nor herb, nor blade of grass,

from the summit to the very foot, not even a ledge of rock to check one's

fall, but a smooth tmdeviating declivity, down which we feared every mo-

ment to be precipitated, from the narrow ledge that served for a path, and

along which it appeared at first impossible to proceed without losing one's

footing. In a few words, this was by far the greatest difficulty we had yet

encountered, and I am not ashamed to confess that 1 felt very considerable

alarm in ascending it. From the pass, the descent is at first easy, latterly-

more steep to Lio, a large village situated on an extensive flat at the junc-

tion of the Lipak stream wjth the river. A good deal of cultivation was

observed all round the village, and many apricot trees ; the whole distance

was about fifteen miles. I arrived just at dark, happy to fall in with my

tents and people, after even three day's separation.

We had now before ns a fairer prospect, and it was with pleasure we

heard horses recommended to us for the next stage. We did not accept

the offer, but many of our servants mounted themselves ; some on ponies,
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fthd some on yaks. The reality did not disappoint the ideas we had formed

of the road, it was with very little exception level, and without any excep-

tion good, the whole way to Bang, a distance of nearly nine miles. A lit-

tle beyond Lio, the river valley is quitted, to turn up that of a considerable

feeder. The declivities had here a gentler slope, and we were pleased in

this march to fall in with a herd of ponies, mules, and asses, grazing on the

mountain side; they appeared strong and hardy, particularly the mules;

Chulling we passed half-way ; it is situated on the right bank of the stream

in the bed, or a very little above it. Hang consists of three hamlets or more,

the principal of which contains about twelve or fifteen houses. A temple

of great sanctity in the opinion of the people, distinguishes this village ; it is

a large building, and something similar to those of the plains ; a strange and

mis-shapen red idol is the chief deity of the place ; but behind this image,

on a kind of altar, or railed platform, are a number of other gods and god-

desses, chiefly small figures of copper or bronze; the walls are painted with

the most ridiculous and monstrous figures as large as life; and, allowing for

the peculiarities of their productions in this way, the artist seems to have

been far from contemptible.

The name of this Purgunnah seems to be derived either from this village,

or from some circumstance common to both. It is altogether Thibetian in

features, dress, language, and customs, such as that of Polyandry, and the

societies of Gelums or Monks ; the construction of mania or the long bench-

es of stones ; and in religion, as the substitution of Lamas for the Brahmins

of Kanawer, the mode of getting through the duty of prayer by turning a

cylinder, and the general reverence and devotion with which the myste-

rious expression, Om mani pad men Hoong, is pronounced. In salu-

tation they incline their heads so as to touch ; a ceremony which, assisted

by the strangeness of their countenances and dress, has rather a ludicrous

effect. There is no distinction of cast, and consequently no fear of defile-

ment. They have no scruple as to food ; the manner of preparing it, or

the person by whom prepared. Ablution is so far from a duty as with the
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Hindus, that it is a matter altogether dispensed with by these people, who

have some excuse in the inhospitable nature of the climate. Whatever

their national virtues may be, it is certain that cleanliness is not to be

reckoned among them. Their women live under no restraint, but freely

expose themselves to view, not even deeming it necessary to shroud the

face in a veil or cloak. They bave rather expressive though peculiar coun-

tenances, but their great charm is the ruddy complexion, which distinguish-

es them from the fairest born on this side of the snowy chain. They per-

form all the labours of agriculture, except those of ploughing and prepar-

ing the ground, and they are nearly as hardy and robust as the men. It is

a pleasing sight to a European to see a troop of them going to fetch water

from the spring, not in the Asiatic costume with an earthen pot on the

head, and their face shrouded by a cloth ; but in that of Europe, with ruddy

cheerful countenances, unconcealed and unsuspicious, and a wooden pail

under the arm. These pails are made of the juniper wood which is found

in Kan&wer, though not in Hangarang, and which is in appearance and

scent not unlike the American cedar; they are made chiefly at a place

called Ropa,

Hangarang produces wheat, barley, da, papar, and turnips, but no rice,

not even the kind peculiar to high and dry situations. There is but one

season ; the trees, which are stunted, are only to be seen near the villages

or in the beds of streams ; they consist of a few apricots and willows, dog-

rose, gooseberry, a species of currant, a thorny bush known at home by

the name of whin, and two species of shrubs not familiar to me, which pro*

duce excellent fruits, the one yellow and acid about the size of a currant,

the other red and mawkishly sweet. It contains nine villages, the revenue

of which is but 900 Rupees a year ; a small trade is carried on with Ladak

and Gertop, to both which places there are good roads. From the latter

place they bring salt and byangi wool, but no shawl wool, which seems to

be all reserved for the Ladak market. From Ladak they bring Pasbminas

and other manufactures of the shawl wpol, but the raw material appears to
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be contraband, as tbe greatest precautions are taken to prevent its being

exported. A kind of coarse flannel or blanket stuff* is manufactured here

and at Chang, probably at all the other villages, but it seems to be in no

great quantity. Ponies and mules constitute a great part of their wealth.

Upon the whole, the purgunnah though barren and naked, poor and thinly

inhabited, is no doubt capable of being made something of. It is principally

perhaps to be valued as the door of a communication which might be open-

ed with the Latakis and other Tartar tribes.

Our experience of the preceding day's march, and of the ease and

quickness with which our mounted followers got on, induced us to accept

the offer of two good ponies which was made us here. Mounted on them,

we soon reached the summit of the Ilangarang pass ; an elevation which

coincides with the limit of snow, and which is at the distance of about three

miles and three quarters from the village. The thermometer at twelve

o'clock, in the shade, and defended from the wind, stood at 34°. Hence we

had an extensive view; the snowy peaks, Raiding and Zungling, were

both visible.

The summit of this pass, which is 14,412 feet above the sea, consists of

limestone. This probably is the outgoing of the strata seen in the bed of

the Yidling river. It is the only instance in which I have seen limestone

at this great height within the circuit of these mountains.

From the pass, the first two miles and a half is very steep descent to a

stream, which at one o'clock we found almost entirely frozen. To Sung-

nam, the remainder of the road is good, the path leading along the bed of

this stream which joins the Rushkalang below the village. The whole

distance was 103 miles : we found here the principal part of our baggage,

which we had ordered back from Dabling in our expectation of being per-

mitted to proceed to Guru. As this village was large, and there was no

X x
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deficiency of supplies, and as we had been making rather severe marches ;

we thought proper to give the people a halt.

The Hangarang pass is the boundary of that purgunnah, and in descend-

ing from it, we could not but observe how much even the separation of a

single ridge can alter the general face and appearance of a country. The

naked arid barrenness of Hangarang, was here exchanged for the green

and lively picture of a forest of deodars, juniper and walnut trees. The

difference was further perceptible in the luxuriant vineyards; the pro-

duce of which was presented to us on our arrival, and the advantage oftwo

crops in the year places it in a still clearer light. Wheat, ba, barley,

chenna, papar, ougal, and turnips, are produced ; the three last following

barley, but wheat and chenna exhaust the soil. Wheat is sown in March,

and cut in July.

Sungnam is one of the largest villages in Kanawer; it cannot contain, I

think, less than eighty families. The people are all traders, like the rest

of the Kanaweris. Wool they import from Garu, which they manufacture

into Suklath or Sanklath, Doru, pankhis, and caps. Besides wool, they

import salt from Garu ; their exports are wooden dishes, iron, horse shoes,

tobacco, grain, and raisins. The tobacco and iron they receive from Ram-

pur, with specie also, in exchange for their woollen stuffs.

This village is in Sua or Siiang, one of the sub-divisions of Kanawer.

It is situated on the left bank of the Rashkalang, a considerable stream

which joins the Setlej below Chasu ; there are also the villages of GabGn,

Taling, Chasu and Rupa ; the two first are on the right bank, the two last

on the left. The source of the river is in the high range called Damak

Sh6, which separates Kanawer from Ladak. On this side of the range,

Rupa is the last village met with, and on the other side Manes, a village

of Ladak, is the first which occurs: from Manes to Dankar, is three day's
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journey. This road however is not so good as that by Skalkar and Lari,

which is a journey of eighteen days.

We were a little dismayed in the morning, by the appearance of a ser-

vant reporting that it had been snowing heavily all night, and had not yet

cleared up. On looking about us we found it was but too true, and that

the snow lay about half a cubit deep all round our tents, while the sur-

rounding ridges and peaks had all exchanged their hue of green for the

more dazzling, though not so pleasing, livery of winter. This was quite an

unexpected event to us, though the probability of it had been frequently

foretold, but we always attributed their introduction of such topics to their

anxiety to see us fairly returning. We were a good deal perplexed, not

knowing when it might clear up, particularly as we found there 'was no low

road to Kanam by which the danger of travelling over new snow, should

there be a heavy fall, could be avoided. Most fortunately it cleared up

about ten o'clock, and the sun then breaking out, soon caused what had

fallen to disappear, except on the highest ridges. The thermometer was

at 31* during the fall. We immediately determined on taking advantage

of this turn in our favour, however distant the probability of reaching Ka-

nam by night fall. The great object, now the winter had evidently set in,

was to get beyond the high ridge separating these two villages, after which

we should have no very high ground to traverse, and should consequently

be more independent of changes in the weather.

»

The path leads down the Rushkalang for four miles, an easy descent

and generally good, it tlien crosses the river on a sanga, thirty-three feet

long and twenty-five above the stream. The ascent of the pass commenges

immediately from the bridge, and continues most steep to the summit, a dis-

tance of three miles. We found a few patches of snow near the summit,

soft, but of no depth. The thermometer was 32° and it had begun to snow

lightly during the last few hundred paces
;
however, we had the satisfac-
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tion to see before us a good road, on which we might use the ponies we

had hrought with us. We reached Kanam by dark, in a heavy fall of snow,

which had gradually increased from the pass : our followers did not come

up till late at night. The distance was thirteen miles and a quarter.

From Kanam to Jangi was a distance of ten miles. The road good to

the commencement of the descent to the Changti nala, which is certainly

equal in danger and difficulty, to any thing we had met with. A mile of

most steep and rugged descent, in which the nakedness of a rocky scarp

was ill exchanged for a hard and slippery gravel, was finished hy a regular

flight of steps, that led into the bed of the nala. We crossed it on a

sanga, not a little pleased we had left behind us this frightful precipice.

There are two villages, Osarang and Lipta, higher up this glen, and a road

leads by the latter from Kanam by which this last dangerous and difficult

descent is avoided : from the Changti nala to Jangi, is easy and moderate

ascent ; the people of this village trade with Pateala and Ladak ; from the

former place they import indigo, sal-ammoniac, baftas and spices ; from

the latter saffron which they call kesari ; ingots of silver, and palhis or

timashis of which eight make a sicca rupee. Wool they receive from Garu,

and salt from Hangarang and Garu.

From Jang! our next march was Rarang, a distance of nine miles ; the

whole of the way a good path with very little descent or ascent. We had

now got back to the region of forest, and the noble pines through which

our route lay, at once gave the scenery its principal charm, and afforded us

the real advantage of shade. We passed the confluence of the Tedung, a

river before noticed as crossed on the way up. We now learned there was

a road up its bed leading to Bekar, and a small hamlet on one of its banks,

a dav's journey from the Setlej. We passed Rispa also, and Reiba; in the

latter, admiring the display of grapes laid out to dry, and with which every

house in the village was covered; at Rarang we found the Neoza in great

quantities and of an excellent flavour; the price was ten seers for the rupee.

Walnuts also we found very good, but they had been brought from Pangi.

•
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The weather was now extremely pleasant ; the sun not too hot in the

middle of the day to take exercise. In the morning the thermometer at

this village was 31" 5' The grapes had fully ripened, and we had baskets

full offered to us at each village we passed through or halted at.

We proceeded to Pangi, a distance of ten miles ; the path not so good

as the preceding day's, though still not bad ; six miles is of a mixed kind,

to a stream crossed on a sanga, in the bed of which lies the road formerly

noticed as leading from Kanam by Lipta and which crosses the Kasang

pass. From this place there is a steep ascent ofabout three-fourths ofa mile,

through a deodar forest, in which we found a good deal of snow towards

the summit. We overtook here a number of the Hangarang people, pro-

ceeding heavily laden to the Karapur fair. The remainder of the road

was good and nearly level ; the proper name of this village, which contains

about thirteen families, is Thcmpi ; there are several others close to and the

whole collectively have the name of Pangi. We observed, over the door of

a temple here, the hide and horns of a curious animal, which had been kill-

ed in hunting and which these people called Skin. There were also skins

and horns of the War and Ther; they both go in herds ; the former is some-

thing like the musk deer, the face is however that of a sheep ; the hoofs are

divided ; the horns are more like those of a buffalo than any other animal.

The Ther is supposed to be the Chamois of the Alps ; it is called Sboo or

Zboo by the Kanaweris. The musk deer (male) they call Robz, (the fe-

male) Biz; numbers of them are shot all over Kanawer, particularly in

this vicinity.

Half-way, or rather a little more, we breakfasted at Chani, a middling

village opposite Barang nearly. We passed through Kashbir and left to-

wards the river side the several hamlets of D6n, Brehle, Yuaring, Sonan,

Kuti, Kangi and Fchling. On this side of the river the declivities of the

mountains are more gradual, and in consequence not so bare ; for this reason

also the villages are more numerous and the cultivation more extensive.
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As far as Chani, and even for some distance beyond it, the path had been

good, generally speaking ; between it and Rogl, however, there are one or

two exceptions. The pass called Maning Chi, in particular, is a very rug-

ged looking place, and the path leads along the face of a precipice at a

great height above the bed of the river. Several flights of steps, construct-

ed with loose stones and scaffoldings boarded, one of thirty feet in length,

render the place passable, which it otherwise would not be. From the

summit of this defile is seen a noble view, the principle feature of which is

the Raldang Cluster of snowy peaks, which rise above Murang not above

ten miles distant. The Harang ridge, which we had crossed in the march

from Sangla to Mehar, was observed to be covered with snow to a consi-

derable depth below the pass over it. To the south we saw the inner ridge

of the Himalaya, in which are the Ganas, Bruang and Role passes. The

main ridge is certainly marked by the Raldang Cluster, and the Setlej may

be said to break through it at Murang or below. The latitude of Rogi is

31° 30' 13". The elevation 8501 feet.

Rogi, I consider the southernmost village where the true costume of

Kan&wer is to be observed ; evea there the people are very inferior in all

that constitutes the peculiar appearance of the Kan&wcris. '1 hey are much

darker, and not so good looking, and their language is sensibly mixed with

the mountain dialect of Hindustani. At Sungnam, Kunam and Ruba, the

features which distinguish them alike from Tartars and the mountaineers

south of the Himalaya are most strongly marked. Kanawer however as

a purgunnah extends much farther down the Setlej. Between Rogi and

Mem that river changes its course from a southerly to a westerly one ; at

the turn it receives the Baspa river, and above the confluence is the village

of Brua or Bruang, from which there is a route by the pass of the same name

over the snowy ridge into Chuara.

From Meru to Spara Wodar, an open spot in the bed of the river where

we encamped, was a distance of nearly thirteen miles. At Chegaon, rather %
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substantial village about half-way, we stopped to breakfast, and admired a

handsome temple with its gilt spire. From Chegaon the descent continues,

and becomes rather difficult and even dangerous just before leading to the

river bed ; the path then continues along the level flat a few feet above the

river. On the opposite side we noticed the Melang Glen far retired within

the snowy range ; a considerable stream which waters it joins the Setlej ; a

pass leads up the bed of it into Chuara, but it is more difficult than either

the Bruang or Role passes. With the exception of these deep glens, with

which the mountain sides are every where intersected, there is little to admire

in the scenery which this part of the valley of the Setlej displays. Naked

and lofty precipices, or bare and broken declivities, present little to attract

attention, after the first edge of wonder and fear is worn off ; and we had

seen so much of this kind in the upper part of Kanawer, that these features

had now lost their power over us. We had, in Macbeth's words, 41 supped

full with horror," and " direness familiar to our thoughts could not now

start us."

Thermometer 42°. From Spara Wodar the path gradually ascends for

about two miles, when there is a steep descent, chiefly by steps, to the bed

of the Babe or Wungar river, a furious and rather large torrent, which is

crossed on a sanga of about 40 feet in length, and 20 feet above the stream.

This scene is really picturesque and romantic in a high degree. A purgun-

nah, called the Babe, extends up the bed of the stream ; it contains the fol-

lowing villages: Dutarang, Gramang, Yangpa, Krabe and Kampanang.

Immediately below the confluence of this river is the j hula ofWongt6, by

which the Setlej is crossed. There had formerly been a bridge here, the

remains of which are even yet visible; it was similar to that at Puari which

I before compared to that at Wandipur in Butan, and of which a view is

given in Turner's Thibet. On each side are fixed several tiers of strong

beams inclining upwards, and each tier projecting about five feet beyond

the one below it. When the distance between the ends of these beams is

reduced to about 40 or 50 feet, a few planks or spars of that length are laid
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across, and the bridge thus appears at a distance to consist of three pieces

which meet at an angle. The ingress to, and egress from it, is regulated by

a guard house or choki on each side, which fills up the whole of the road

way ; and thus they serve as points of check to an enemy as well as of com-

munication to friends. This bridge had been burned when the Gurkhas

attempted to penetrate here, and th ough we admired the spirit of the act,

we could not help regretting the loss of the bridge, forced as we were to

cross a rapid and powerful river on a tar or single rope. We arrived at

the jhtila at half after nine a. m. and at half after three p. m. when I left

it, there still remained several loads on the opposite side. The distance of

Kichar where we encamped, from it was four miles and the whole distance

was seven and a quarter. Nichar is situated high on the mountain side,

and the declivity is much more gradual, so that the ground is open about it

and rather level.

From Nichar our next stage was Trade, or Trandeh, to Punda; the path

was tolerably good, with partial ascents and descents, leading sometimes

through fine forests of deodar. From Punda the path turns up the Saldang

glen, remarkable as forming one of the most romantic and beautiful scenes

I have noticed. The river is rather a cataract having a great fall and form-

ing a complete bed of foam; the sanga on which we crossed it was twenty

feet in length ; besides the main there are two smaller branches. The ascent

from it is rather steep partly by steps in the rock. The last mile to the

village is nearly level, the path good, passing a pretty cascade which falls

from the brow of a rock into a basin which it has worn for itself. Trandeh,

or Trade, is a neat village and pleasantly situated. Lofty deodars at once

shade and adorn it, and the houses are substantial and well built.

Thermometer 36° 5'. Hoar frost on the ground. This was a very severe

march to Suran, being sixteen miles and a half, and the road far from good

;

we did not arrive till after dark. To the Chonda nala is a difficult descent;

thence the path is of a mixed kind, occasionally very bad, though with few
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ascents or descents of any moment. Half-way the KandlunuHah is crossed,

a picturesque spot where we stopped to breakfast ; thence is a steep ascent

to Manoutl Danda, a ridge which is reckoned the boundary of Kanawer;

here the aspect of the river valley changes in a remarkable manner. The

left bank having scarcely any declivity but spreading out in a nearly level

expanse for at least two miles down to the water's edge. The whole of

the mountain side is well cultivated and at this time presented the golden

picture of a plentiful harvest. The hamlets axe numerous too, though small,

and the appearance of the country upon the whole is highly pleasing. Se-

ran is the summer residence of the Raja of Bissahir who removes here to

avoid the heats of Rampur which is in tbe bed of the river. It is inhabit-

ed chiefly by Banias and people about the Raja's person, and is on the

whole rather a neat looking place. The Raja's residence is rather well

finished and set off with various gilt ornaments ; there is also an old Hindu

temple of rather a good style of architecture.

Thermometer 35° 3'. Hoar frost From Seran we jwoceeded to Gauri Kot

half-way to Kampur, a march of J 23 miles; we had made these long

marches purposely to arrive in time for the Rampur fair which began this

day. The road upon the whole is tolerable and the general appearance of

the river valley a good deal as yesterday. We breakfasted at Muz61ia

which was half-way, and though we made no delay did not arrive at Gauri

Kot till after sunset.

Thermometer 44°. A little distance from Gauri Kot occurs a bad place

in the road, which on account of its extreme steepness and the slippery na-

ture of the soil (Mica) is rather dangerous. The path then leads along the

mountain face, and afterwards descends to Muteli, a small village situated

jn a retired glen t a little beyond this occurs a most steep and continued

descent of two miles and three quarters, very rugged and very fatiguing.

The rest of the path ia nearly level, leading along the river bank latterly,
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to Rampur, the Raja's residence; the distance was nine miles and a half,

and we arrived about twelve o'clock. We found the fair nearly full, though

there were still every hour Tartars and Kanawaris coming in with heavy

loads chiefly of the byangi or Tartar wool.

Rampur is situated on a strip of level ground by the river side, and is a

small town, consisting like Saran merely of people attached to the Raja's

person and a Tew Banias; above the town is the Raja's house; rather a

mean building of naked stone with occasional layers of wood as usual in

buildings in the mountains. The roofs are curved something in the man-

ner represented in Chinese pagodas ; some pains have been taken to form

and preserve the ground in a tolerably level surface ; forming a series of

platforms and banked up with stone. On each side of the river (on the

town side close) rise lofty and rather steep mountains, which seem to be the

cause both ofa greater degree of cold and heat than would be experienced

were the place more open. The sun at this season of the year is not seen

till past ten o'clock, so that the mornings feel insupportably cold, while the

afternoons, owing to the reflection of the sun's rays from the mass of moun-

tain so near, and partly perhaps from the effect of contrast, appear to be as

much too hot ; the day we arrived however rain fell which prevented our

feeling the heat. The two following days we were much incommoded by it

The 12° might be called the last day of the fair which had only lasted

two days, though three is the term generally allowed. The 13th there were

few people and on the 14th they had all disappeared except the fixed resi-

dents. The town as 1 have already remarked is situated along the river

bank, on a small level piece, about 400 or 000 yards in length and 100

broad. Here it is the people assemble and range themselves in two rows

facing each other, each with his merchandize before him; the wool and

salt or Tartar traders, taking one side, and the grain, &c. or lower moun-

taineers the other. As they do not always understand each other's language,

they are sometimes obliged to adjust the barter by presenting a sample of
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their own ware and indicating with the hand, how much of their opponents

they consider as its price; it is curious enough to see this pantomime.

>Viih but little assistance from language, this multitude of people adjust

their bargains with wonderful rapidity ; the several loads disappear as

quick as they arrive, transferred to new hands, so that there is a continued

succession of arrivals, mid a vivacity and bustle are communicated to the

scene that render it highly amusing. The total number of people assem-

bled could have hardly exceeded 3000; of these the Tartars am! Kanaweris

brought wool and pashm ; the latter also woollen fabrics for barter, Sank-

lath, Pankhis, Duns, &c. also raisins and neozas (seed of a pine) and

some of them and of the Tartars, Pashminas from Ladak, a coarse kind of

shawl, which costs from eight to forty rupees according to its quality. The

lower mountaineers bring grain, iron, spices, cloth, sugar, and other articles;

a number of people from Kullu (a mountain state, separated from Bissahir

by the river) also visit this fair. They cross some by the tar or bridge of a

single rope (which is here ninety yards in length,) and some on distended

skins which would appear to be both a safe and expeditious manner of

crossing a river that has not too great a fall.

r>
1 • '•! 1 :; J • ,,r

On the 15th we marched for Nirt ; the route lay little above the level of

the river and the increasing temperature gave us a sensible proof, bow

great our descent had been from Seran ; the path is generally tolerable

and the river appears to flow with a placid current and is little obstructed

by rocks. The IVaugri river, a considerable stream, joins the Setlej about

half-way ; it has its source in the falling off of the inner range of the Hima-

laya which divide* the river vallies of the Setlej and Paber. We crossed

it on a sanga seventy-two feet long and twenty-two feet above the water,

rather narrow and springy : a good deal of flat or table land is seen a little

farther on near Dattanger, and a substantial village on the opposite side

of the river called Nirmunda. Kirt is a small hamlet situated about a hun-

dred feet above the river bed,
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From Nirtto Kotgerh was rather along march; the distance being abont

nine miles ; we did not arrive till past twelve, and found the ascent from

the bed of the river extremely fatiguing, owing to the heat more than the

steepness. Our constitutions having been so long accustomed to the brac-

king air of the Himalaya tract, were little prepared to encounter the heats

which even at this season prevail in a river valley, so narrow and so deep

as this of the Setlej. The temperature of Kotgerh however which is be-

tween 3 and 4000 feet higher, we found agreeable, and a few days after our

arrival we had a heavy fall of snow.

From Kotgerh the journey continued along the banks of the river to with-

in a few marches of Belaspur, but as little worthy of description occurred

in this part of the route, and as this narrative has already swelled to a size

not originally contemplated, I shall conclude my remarks here, referring

the reader to the appendix for the few particulars of scientific import col-

lected. In the appendix I have given an idea of the construction of the

map and of the methods by which the few points of level fixed were de-

termined. There will be found also two short vocabularies, one of Kana-

weri, the other of Tartar words, and some other particulars that were omit-

ted in the narrative. The reader will thus be better able to judge of the

value of the few results fixed by this journey, as also what may yet remain

desiderata in that interesting quarter of research.
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APPENDIX.

THE journey of which I have attempted to give some account in the

preceding pages was undertaken as before mentioned, for the purpose of

laying down the course and levels of the River Setlej. It will be pro-

per therefore now to give an idea of the manner in which these two ob-

jects were accomplished and also to indicate some of the results. This ac-

count of the operations has been separated from the Narrative as little likely

to afford interest to the general reader. A reference to the accompanying

Map will render what follows more intelligible.

1. The particulars on which are founded Hie positions of the principal

points in the mountain survey between the Setlej and Alakananda rivers

have been detailed with sufficient minuteness in the preceding volume of

the Researches. Of those points however depending on the chain of

Triangles, but few offer themselves to the assistance of the Surveyor in his

task of laying down the course of this river. A great part of the route

described in the preceding pages lies north of the snowy Peaks ; and it

had not appeared possible at that time to carry any connecting triangles

across that range. The points of verification therefore on which the ac-

companying Map depends, and the elevations indicated in the Section

being obtained (with only one exception) by less accurate methods than

those on which the southern portion of the Map rests, it is my intention

to give a brief but particular account of the data on which they are

founded.

2. The first of these (and the most to be depended on I consider) is the

latitude of the place. The following Table contains the results of all the ob-

servations 1 made. The instrument was Troughtons Circle, No. 44, men-

tioned in the former paper. Although it waa free as far as I could ever

perceive ftom all collimation, yet, to render the results entirely indepen-
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dent of this correction I made it a rule to observe two stars, at least, when

practicable. If north and south ; on the same side of Zero : but if both

north or both south ; on different sides. This method of observing rendered

me also independent of the error in the place of Zero and when the stars

were nearly of the same altitude and on different sides of the Zenith ; of any

little error, in the adjustment of the glasses, or of the co-efficient of refrac-r

tion.

OBSERVED LATITUDE OF PLACES.

Place.

Kotgcrh Cantonment,
JXidO,
Jako. - - - - -

Cave. Head of the Rupin,
Nurn Bua (no village,)

Sangla, - - - -

Puari, - - - -

Muring', .....
Camp above Tomba Nadi,

Dabltng, - - - -

Nam I? Ia, - - - - •

gliipki, -_ - r -

(
Lalitudt.

|

Sun or

TsMiigang,
Chang,
Nake,
Lari,

Skalkar fort,

Lio,

Hang,

Turn of river between Jangfand }

Akba villages, - - - S

Rarang, -

Piinpi, ....
Chini, ....
Ute'i, ....
Chegaon, -

Spara Wodar (no village),

Niohar, -

Tr.ida, ....
Maiulia, - - -

Go ura, ....
Banipnr, -

Nil t.
....

Kot^erh, ....
Suul, ....
Kumharsen, -

31
31

31

IS 42
11 OS
15 46

31 19 37
31

31

31

31

SI 45
27 64
32 67
30 26

31 41 64
31 44 64
31 48 30
31 49 33

61

33
23
42
37
48
47

31 49 69
31 68 36"

31 62 34
32 04

69
32
r
yC>

32 00 09
31 62 44
31 49 62
31 46 20

44

31 35 17

31 35 54
31 35 04
31 31 36
31 30 13
31 31 03
31 31 6!
31 3.1 28
31 .13

29
28
26 3\
2> 03
18 44

46
31 M 10
31 19 12

31

31

31
31

91

13

n
35

Draconis and Ophiuchi.
a Aquilaj a tygoi.

ditto ditto.

ditto ditto.

6 Ciroaiu. Meridian Alt. of Sao.
Mer. Alt. of San.
a Cephei a Aquarii.

ditto ditto.

ditto ditto.

ditto ditto.

ditto ditto.

ditto and PcgasL
a Aquile.
Circum. Meridian Alt. of Sun.
a Cepbei and Aquarii.

do. do.
do. do.

C. M. AIL ofa Cephei.
do. do. aPcgasi.

a Cephei a; Aquarii.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.

C. M. Alt of Sun.
do. of a Cepbei,

et Cephei a, Aquarii.
ditto ditto.

C M. Alt. of Sun.'
M. A. ofa Cephei,

Sun.

a Cephei.
do. a Aquarii.

Son.
a Cephei a Aquarii.

Sun.

a Cephei a Aquarii.

or, Pegaai ft C»*»iopeia».

a Cepbei « Aquarii.

Sun.

* Cephei a Aquarii.

a Pega*i <* Cassiopeia.

42 Obs. Polar Star |
Repeating Circle bt

l,X) Sun. t Dullond.

a i>-«->*i a. C»««»opeia>

aC. M.Alt. olSun.
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3. Tlie following Table of the local errors on Mean Time of an excellent

eight-day Chronometer, by Barraud, is given to shew that no available me-

thods were neglected, but owing to an unexpected irregularity in the rate

of the watch, they are not of the value I anticipated. The Immersions or

Emersions of Jupiter's Satellites that were observed have been already

published, being used to fix the longitude of the first Meridian of the

survey. It was considered that the errors of such results as a comparison

with the Nautical Almanac could furnish, would be much greater than those

even of the imperfect methods finally resorted to.

Table of the observed errors (On m. t.) op a chronometer.

Dot*. Pl*ce.
aiu>c of
m r.

1 &tuic if*dcr
•r.

No.
Dm/*

Rate.

Auyutt 10 Kutgerb, a u 6
14 »» 2 33 3 4 5 45 losing.

26 f 3 36 1 11 6 71
31 «» 4 14 2 4 16 8 6 6 35

Srptemher 6 Nagnl, 4 M) 7 4 48 3 6 6 3
27 D6dii, 9 A3 7 7 33 1 22 7 96

October 1 Hbrii Basa, 1 1 00 5
18
16

Dabling,
Sbipki,

14 11 3
15 OH 1

10 16 17 9 I 9
17 »» 15 25 4 1 7 5 ' Mean 8 6J
19 16 42 2 2 8
25 Skalkar, 15 37 2
SI Sungnam, 16 29 6
13 Rampur,

KotgcVb,

13 26 0
14 13 32 9 1 6 9
17 13 09 8
19 n 19 4 2 4 8 loriog,
21 » 27 7 2 4 I

24 41 I 3 4 5
1 - 14 09 7 7 4 1

4. The four following positions which are to be found amongst those

derived from the Triangulation detailed in the preceding volume are used

to determine certain stations whence they were visible.

tat. Long. Elevation.

Ralcheng (Snowy Peak) 31' 29' 22" 78° 21' 44'' 21 411

Needle (Ditto) 31 19 45 78 18 19 19 044

L. (Ditto) 31 16 04 78 22 25 19 512

Kcdar Kanta (Station) 31 01 08 78 09 33 12 089 _
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The stations fixed from these are :

(a) DudG.

(6) GGnass Pass,

(c) Guiding Kona Pass.

(J) Hangarang Pass.

(e) Tashigang.

(a) At D6dG, the Magnetic bearing of Kedar Kanta was observed

1W 00'. The angle of elevation 3° 15'45". The declination 3° easterly.

These data with the difference of latitude 597% 4 give the longitude of Dfi,-

du 78° 3' 39"; the elevation 8732 feet above the sea.

(£) Gunass Pass. The three snowy peaks Raldang, the Needle, and L,

were observed here. The angle subtended by the first two was 44« 51' 30"

by the second two 13* 54' 30". These data afford excellent means of fix-

ing the Pass by using the elegant formula of Delambre. It would how-

ever in this case be necessary to calculate the respective distances of the

three peaks, on which account, as well as the favorable situation of all three

points, I have chosen a less direct method by using the hearings and as-

suming a latitude for the pass. The place of Magnetic East aud West on

the Limb was always observed with great care on these occasions, a magni-

fier being used to observe the coincidences of the Needle (which was fre-

quently made to oscillate) with the line of 90° in the compass box. In

every case the slow motion screw was used for making the coincidence

perfect ; and as the same precautions were taken in observing the decli-

nation of the Needle, it is evident that the Magnetic bearings for near ob-

jects were nearly as good as Azimuths. The true bearings then of these

three peaks observed as 1 have described were 53° 53' 98^; 44 30 and 112

39. The latitude of the pass is assumed to be 31 s 21' 04". With these

data and the position of Raldang the longitude is found to be 78* 8' 27"',

and with this longitude and the position of the Needle the latitude ap-

pears to be 31* 21' 03". With the same longitude and the position of L. we

shall find the latitude 31* 21 05". The elevations will be found
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From Raldang (L. of E.3. 48. 53) 15.607 feet.
"J

Needle - - - 0.47.40 15.492 >Mean 15,516

L 2. 40. 00 15.499 J

(c) Cbilding Kona Pass. This station is fixed from the Magnetic bear-

ing of Raldang combined with the protracted latitude. These are 208° 54'

and 31° 37' 16/" The longitude of the Pass is found to be 78° 27' 27" and

from the observed angle of elevation the height is deduced to be 1 2,8(30

feet

(d) Hangarang Pass. Similar Data. The bearing of Raldang 200* 16'

The protracted latitude 31* 47'34 The longitude is found to be 78" 30'

50.- The elevation from an angle of 3« 04' 10" 14.710 feet above the sea.

(«) Tashlgang. Similar Data. Bearing of Raldang corrected for decli-

nation 215- 51'. Protracted Latitude of place of observation 3 !• 50' 05*.

Angle of altitude 2* 57' 50~. Results—Longitude 78" 3^ 12*. Elevati-

on 12,874 feet. The latitude of the place as derived from observation was

31° 40' 54"" but as it is close under the ^reat Peak Purkyul a projection of

which has an altitude of J 9
s
or in feet 10,000 nearly, 1 have allowed my-

self to increase the latitude 11", by which means its place is less distort-

ed in the protraction than it otherwise would be. The Peak is to the

north of the station and the effect of its attraction must have been a di-

minution of the latitude.

5. Prom the five positions of which the above details are given one or

two others are obtained in a still less direct manner. At Shipki a small base

of 1 18 feet 0 inches was marked by well defined signals, and the angle which

it subtended at a point on the ridge above, was measured by a Theodolite

well levelled and found to be 31' 40'', 30' 20*. 29' 30", mean 30' 30 '. This

gives 12,850 feet, as the horizontal distance of the ridge. On this line as a base
z
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the great snowy Peak Purky6l was determined. The two observed angles

were, on the ridge 61° 27', at Shipki 95° ]', concluded angle 23° 32'. From

these observations the distance of l'urkyul appears to be (from Shipki)

28,270 feet which .with its bearing 353° 1 1' gives a difference of latitude of

4'37* 7 and of longitude 47". The difference of elevation deduced from the

observed angle of altitude (23° 9' 40'; is 12,036 feet. The latitude of Purkyul

is then 31° 53' 17" 7.

•

Again from the Hangarang Pass the bearing of this Peak was found to

be 62° 48' correcting for the decfinatton of the needle. The difference of

latitude being 343' 2, the difference of longitude is found to be 13' 04*

giving the longitude of Puiky 61 78* 43' 54* and that ofShipki 78* 44' 41* In

the same way the difference of elevation was found from the observed an-

.gle of altitude (5° 50') to be 8021 feet giving for the absolute elevation of

this peak above the sea 22,731 feet, and for that of Shipki 10,095 feet r

6. We may now compare the above result of longitude whh that given

by the Chronometer. The rate from Kotgerh to DtidG 27 days, is seen to

be 7* 24' losing. At Shipki during four days halt it was 8° 52'; the mean

of these is 7* 0' nearly. Adopting this as the most probable rate from Dfi-

dG to Shipki we have V S3? 3 as the error on mean time under the 1st

Meridian of the Survey (77* 28' 30*) 15th October. The difference be-

tween this result and the actual error at Shipki (I5'08~l) is 5' 12", 8—

1

# 18'

12' giving the longitude of Shipki 78' 40' 42- or nearly f more than the

above; the same calculation applied to the returning observations would

give a still more erroneous result 78° 53' 10* or 8£' more than that deduc-

ed from Purkyul. The change of rate in the watch, which was greater

than 1 had ever known it in the same period, prevents my placing any con-

fidence in either of these results. The detail will have its use if it inspire

a cautious dependence on Chronometers, and a salutary suspicion of their

results under the most favorable circumstances. No watch that I have
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ever seen or read of, bad a juster title to confidence than this one; I mean

judging from its previous performance.

:

7. A few particulars more remain to be noted, on Lapcha Pass, the hear-

ing of Purkyul Peak was observed 130' 54' Cor. for declination 133* 49'.

The protracted latitude of the Pass (from Skalkar) was 32° 02'W from

these data we obtain the longitude of the Pass 76° 32' 07". Some mistake

committed in observing or recording the angle of altitude prevents its be-

ing used. But from the Snowy Peak Rishi Gangtang (fixed by protraction)

and having an elevation of 21,229 feet, as observed from Tashigang, the

elevation of this pass would appear to be 13,468 feet. The angle of altitude

was 2* 39' 50* feet. This result is in some measure confirmed by the angle

of altitude of the Pass observed at Skalkar combined with the protracted

distance and elevation of that place.

8. In the Survey of the Route an excellent Theodolite was used for the

bearings, distant points being freely used as cheeks on the protraction. The
-

distances were determined by Time. Such a melhod will be thought per-

haps loose and inaccurate and so no doubt it is ; but when it is borne in

mind that such is the rugged nature of these roads that in whatever manner

the measure be taken, it will require to be reduced from o to u» before it can

be used for protraction, and that this reduction must depend entirely on es-

timation, there will appear little cause for preferring (except on the score

of convenience, any of the three methods which 1 have been in the habit of

employing during my labors in these mountains, viz. Perambulator Mea-

surement, Pacino, or Time. ] may also add that 1 had well exercised

myself in the number of paces which may be taken within the minute, on

every quality of path, and that this number was always inserted in the field

book at the time, as was likewise the reduction of the road line to the

straight one for protraction.

Z s 3
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i

9. With regard to the elevations expressed in the Section a few of them

rest on Trigonometrical measurement as (already detailedX the others are

deduced from the following Table of Observations m ule of the temperature

of boiling water. The Thermometer I used was the largest procurable;

it had a scale of 40° to an inch. The boiler was a copper vessel about twelve

inches in height and two in diameter. It was provided with a false bottom,

at a height of three inches above the lower one. This was pierced with holes

and the water poured in till it reached to about three inches above it. The

thermometer was then placed in it so that the bulb was fully covered with

water. The reading was made with the assistance of a magnifier of about

five or six inches focus which was held quite out of the reach of the steam,

the vessel being always open and the steam quite unconfined. I had found

that any thing held over the mouth of the boiler even though it did not half

close it, had the effect of raising the temperature. But by boiling in the

manner I have described I had very consistent results. It will appear

perhaps a matter of regret that 1 had not the Thermomethical Barome-

ter described by Archdeacon Woollaston. This Instrument however is

not made of sufficient extent as yet to comprehend within its range the

boiling points given in the following Table. I mean without using the me-

thod of boiling and tapping as described by the inventor. This method

would have been of less easy application in a journey hurried as this neces-

sarily was from want of supplies, than in the easier journies through civiliz-

ed Europe. I can think of nothing which the common Thermometer

wants to render it perfectly adequate to these measurements, beyond some

enlargement of its scale, and a division into inches and decimals by a ver-

nier. One- fourth or even one- fifth of an inch to each degree would be am-

ply sufficient.

10. In the following Table I have added a column shewing the corrected

result ; the manner of obtaining it will be explained a little farther on.
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TABLE OF BOILING POINTS. —

_

* Dot*. I

S*pt.

Ott.

Not.

27
38
29
30
1

2
:t

4
6
0
7

8

12
13
Id
17
18

19
23

33

•J

24
26
26
08
20
30
1

2
3
6
li

7
H

p

0
10
II

12
14
16

Jako,
Cave. Ileid of Rapin,
Snowy Pa»». (Guanas,)

Nurfc U«.i»,(no village,)

Snow) Paw,
Sangla,
Mebar,

Puari.
Purbuani,
Riba,
Mnrang,
Dabliog,
Natnia,

Shipki.
Bed of Setlej

,

Ridto above Shipki,

Sbipkl,
Namja Jliula,

Taahignng,
Koad to Nako,
Nako.
Cliiiay,

Stalkar,
Laii,

Lio,

Hang.
Suognara,
Kanam,
Jangi,
Rareng,
Rogi,

Meru,
Spara Wodor,
WoogtttJbula,
Niehar,

Trada,
8oran,
Gowra
Kampnr,
Nirt,

Bed of 8ellej,

Kolgerh,
K&mbarseo,
Katigal,

Batora,
Khyra,
Sunt,

Vrrn/i.

of Air.

Verrretetl t.u

afore Sea

Jbnt.
199.00 67.0 8790
198,10 46,0 9188
193,70 38,0 11,826
187,30 30,0 16.067
101,10 40,2 13,766
187,00 36.0
198,30 49,3 9178
197,30 46,5 9608
201,90 61.3 7033
199.8U 69,0 8324
190,70 66,0 8331

61,3 8767
ioc,oi 60,7 0987
197,25 49,0 9150
195.30 68,7 11,192
197,30 61,3 lO.Wo
186.30 38,0 16.584
106,40 61 11,192
10.1,80 63,0 8854
193.00 46,6 12,459
101,20 60,2 13,735

12,438192.90 42,5
106,00 44,0 10,479
196,60 66,0 10,998
104,26 30,8 11,516
107,0o 44,0 9471
103,05 36,5 11.M3
107,40 60.0 9601
108.20 42,0 9060
198,85 38.6 8627
108,20 45,5 9117
198,06 46,3 0220
108.80 42,0 8087
201.60 48.0 6336
204.80 62,3 6280
202.06 47,0 6774
201,36 47,3 7200
301,10 43.7 7240
203,30 48,0 0042
208,06 69.6 3376
208.nO 64.0 2070

;209,40 45,0 2662
202,38 60,0

;
0603

204.00 48.0 6279
203.90 52.3 6311
210.0 60 2281
209,40 60,7 2613
210,00 61 2263

I
Mean of both Observations.

Mean of the two 11,180.

Barley grows at aome height
[above this.

460 feet abora lite rivet bed.

j
Bed of River.

Mean of the Observations.

About 100 feet above the Ri-
[ver.

11. Id deducing the Elevations given in this Table I have used the fol-

lowing comparisons made with the same Thermometer and an excellent
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414 COURSE AND LEVELS

Barometer filled with Mercury revived from Cinnabar and well purged of air.

These correspondences being compared with Dalton's Table of the force

ofsteam (Thomson'* Chemistry, vol. i.)give the errors oftheThermometric

scale, and from them the subjoined little Table is calculated by interpolat-

ing the intermediate numbers. Using this Table to correct the indications

of the Thermometer, the corresponding Barometer is taken from Dalton's

Table, and the height deduced therefrom in the usual manner, correcting

for the temperature of the air as directed by M. Kamond in calculating

single observations of the Barometer. It is known that without corres-

ponding observations, the results of Barometrical measurement are likely

to be erroneous. To this error the method by boiling is also subject. But

in these climates, where the Barometer is so much more regular in its indi-

cations than in Europe, this error lies wilhin a less compass. I find from a

register kept very carefully at Saharanpur that the Maximum annual range

is only 6 inches and in any one month not more than 4 inches. This error

cannot then affect the boilings by more limn 300 feet in the extreme case,

and generally much less. But they are subject also to their own error, aris-

ing as well from the smallntss of the scale as defect of observation. Every

precaution was taken to reduce this last within as narrow limits as possible.

Still I am afraid the error may have amounted in some cases to half a de-

gree. It is hardly credible that both these errors should lie the same way

;

and yet we see that in the Elevation of the Pass something of this kind

must have occurred, for the result by boiling exceeds that of Trigonometri-

cal measurement 551 feet. 1 need scarcely say that with regard to the pu-

rity of the water used 1 was most scrupulous; J' find it difficult therefore to

understand the above anomaly, unless it be referable to the uncertainty of

the correction for the temperature of the air.
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Table of the Observed Correspondences of the Temperature of Boiling Water with the

Indications of the Barometer.

Olitervtd Obitrttd Temp, of Bar. redoe- bar. Cor for
Diam. Tube

Dmlion'i Tern. Error o/.Ohtd. Ho. Pt. Cor.

Pa. Pt. t! trnntftfr Htirom. tit to .M" of Steam. Seal* for trrvr of Scale.

210,(10 ~l.tX>
|

86 •ii.ta In ,71 307.06 2,05 307,80
307,38 36.41 82 2633 36.28 305,28 2,10 206,16

307.36 3633 71 26 38 36.33 305.10 3.06 206,03

306.60 26.87 79 6 25.80 36.76 304,27 2,33 204.36
305,0) 35,60 83 35,53 25,47 303,73 3.17 20301
206,40 25.36 74 35.20 35,16 203.10 2.3<> 303.13

304,86 34,86 63 5 34,84 34.79 202.36 2,40 2er2.66

2iM.!t5 34.69 66 34,66 34,61 20i,00 3,36 301,94
204.00 24,00 89 24.61 34,46 201.69 3.31 301 09

108.16 21.71 6) 21.68 31,63 195.89 •3,26 195.73
185.95188.60 17.39 42 1 17 41 1 17.36 I85.t*0 3.60

Table of the Error of the Thermometric Scale.

OM b P Error Ut,d. B. P. h'-rnr. Ubtd. B P. Error

188 •J Oj
"'

197 1 44 2')0 2 26
189 3 64 106 2 43 307 3 33
190 3 63 199 2 41 306 3 30
101 2 52 300 2 39 209 3 17
193 3 61 201 337 310 3 14

193 3 50 203 3 35 311 3 10
>

194 3 49 203 3 33 313 2 06
196 3 47 3 31 313 3 03
186 3 46 205 3 29 2U 1 98

The full amount of the correction due to the temperature of the air has

been applied. To obtain the mean temperature of the column, I have cal-

culated that, at the level of the sea, from the observed temperature and the

approximate height, allowing a change of 1° for every 300 feet of Elevation.
T—S**

The correction is obtained by the formula 44777. H. in which T. is the mean
»

temperature and H. the approximate elevation,

i

4

12. In forming the section, I have been doubtful as to the method I

ought to follow, whether to give an orthographic projection of the several

points supposed to throw off perpendiculars on a plane assumed in posi-

tion, or to constitute the several lines of route the intersections of the

planes of projection with the surface. Though preferring the former for

some reasons needless to mention, 1 have chosen to adopt the latter as

most conformable to the examples hitherto given of sections. My lines
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of route are however very short and very variable in direction, a defect of

this method as applied in this particular instance. In order however to re-

present the fall of the river I have supposed it to form an orthographic

projection on the plain of section and as this latter is in most cases paral-

lel to the river's course, it will not occasion any considerable distortion.

Where however such does occur it is noted in the section.

13. It now only remains that I should notice briefly the principal results.

At Shipki the river bed is elevated 10,005 feet j at Namja JhOla 8854. The

mean is 9430 which may be considered the elevation of the intermediate

point. At Spara Wodar again the elevation is 533<i feet ; and at Wongtu

JhOla 5289. The mean of these, 5313 is taken as the elevation. also of the

intermediate point. Now the distance by the Map is 00 miles or allowing

e*~ for the devious windings of a mountain river 70 ; the fall is 41 19 feet, or

59 feet, nearly, per mile. Again, at Batorah the level is 2181 feet, and at

Suni 2083 feet; mean 2132, or below WongiG 3181 feet. The distance

being 53 (or corrected 82) gives a fall of 51 feet nearly. The present

survey of the river terminated at Suui but judging from the analogy, of

other rivers, I infer that it has a further fall of 1000 feet to 1200, before it

reaches the plains, in a course of about 50 raiU-s. The total fall from Shipki

would then be about 8400 feet. Captain Webb in his visit to the Niti

Pass informs us (Journal of Science, vol. ix.) that the bed of the Setlej has

there an elevation of 14,924 feet. This is 5494 feet higher than the level

near Shipki. The course of the river would appear to be about 1 10 miles, so

that here also the fall is between 50 and CO feet per mile. At Shipki the

river has a mean width of about 100 feet ; the depth I did not measure, but

I should suppose it to be about G feet. These data, with the above fall,

using the Chevalier De Buat's formula would indicate a velocity of about

200 feet in the second, or nearly 12 miles an hour ; a result certainly too

high. From Lari to the confluence, the fall of the right branch or Spiti

River is 2341 feet ; the distance being 33 miles or corrected as before 38.

Here therefore the fall is 82 feet 5 inches per mile. A course of 50 or CO,
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miles above this point reckoning it to have the same declivity, would bring

its waters under the influence of perpetual frost.

14. Some differences will be observed between the results given in this

paj>er and those contained in the former. They are generally in the eleva-

tions and have been occasioned by the use of Dalton's Table which had not

been seen when that was published ; one or two have originated in revision.

The Gunas Pass is one of these.

A Vocabulary of Kandiceri and Tartar (Bholia) Words.

English. Kandweri. Tartar.

Man, Mi, Mi.

Male, Changmi.

Female, Chasmi, Muni.

Father, A pa, Owgu.

Mother, Amma, A inma.

Son, Chang, Dekhraj, TGbu.

Daughter, Chime, Chiming, Pomo.

House, Kim, Kangba.

Village, Desliang, Hyi.1.

Fire, Meh, Meh.

Bread, Rot, Lotri, Dik.

Milk, Kherang.

Butter, Mar, Mar.

Salt, Tsa.

Honey, "Was.

Tea, Cha, Cliia.

Dried Grapes, Dakhang, Gundum.

Wheat, Jad, Pakbe.

Barley, . Chak, Soa.

Ana
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English. Kantweri. Tartar.

Meal, Kankang.

Cow, Sang, Baletng.

Bull, Daraas, Sang6.

Ewe, Khas, Mamori.

Ram, HMas, Ro,u.

Weather, Khar, Khalba.

He goat, A£ch, Rabo, ) ThisU the 8h»wl

She goat, Bakhar, Rama, $

Dog, Kto, Ki.

Cat, Pfishi, Pishf.

Book, Pothf, Pot£.

Paper, Kaglf, Shugu.

Ink, Seahf, Naksa.

Pen, Kalam, Dingkyo.

Pipe, Gangsa, Gangsa.

Flageolet, Bashang, Lingu.

These two instruments with the steel curiously ornamented and some

keys of a singular fashion, form the personal equipment of a Bhotia. The

flageolet is double, but the notes are unisons. The scale seems irregular

and uncertain.

English. Kanaiocri. Tartar.

Sword, Terwal, Chipsa.

Cloth, (Calico,) Kapra, Ra.

Broad Cloth, Porin, Nambfc.

Wool (Sheep's,) Shingcharo, Shing.

Ditto (Shawl,) Pashm, Lena.

Tent, Tamboa, Gur,

Water, Ti, TM, Chu.

Snow, Pom, Kherang, Kha, Oman.
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English. Kan&weri. Tartar.

Ice. Sahang, Chagrum, Kyakba.

Hoarfrost, Pagallang.

Stone, Rak, Deh.
4

Mountain, Rang, La.

Hill, Dani.

Ascent, Tang, Kyen.

Descent, Chor, Thur.

Bast, Sher.

West, Hup.

North, Chang.

South, Lo-

Wind, Lahn, .
LaGta.

Cold, LiskdG.

Heat, Jangdu.

Day, Lae, Lya, Ninon.

Night, Rating, Sanraori.

Year, Barsang.

Month, Gol.

Road, Batang. • -

Bridge of Wood, Cham.

Bridge of Ropes, Tarang. Chdyam, Salam.

Musket, Tubak. Tuba.

Knife, Khur. TC.

Gun Powder, Daru.

Eye, Mlkh.

Nose, Stak6sh.

Tree, Botang. —
Field, Rim. ——

•

I, . Gch. —
You, Kih.

He, Nuh.



COURSE AND LEVELS

The names of the Week in Kan&weri are Hindi with the termination emg

affixed. The Months seem to be similarly formed thus :—

Hindi. Kan&weri.

Chyt, Chetrang.

Bysakh, Besakhang.

Jyeth, Jestang.

Xsarh, Ang.

Sawan, Sonang.

Bhadon, Badrang.

Asin, Indramang.

Kartik, Kartang.

Mirgsir, Mukhserang.

P6s, Ang.

Magh, Mang.

Phag6n, Phagoonang.

It is remarkable in the above that the two months in which the Solstices

occur have the same name, Ang.

The Numerals in Kan&weri and Bhotia are as follows :—

English. Kan&weri. Bhotu

One, rd, Che.

Two, Nish, Ni.

Three, S6m, Som.

Four Jin, Ji.

Five, Gna, Gna.

Six, Tuk, To.

Seven, Stish, Dun.

Eight, Ru, Gye.

Nine, Sgui, Zu.
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Engluh. Kanawtri. Bhotia.

Ten,
ft /

Sal, L/liU.

Eleven, Sehid, l/UOKSlll.

Twelve,
,

SanisJi, UllOOlU

.

Thirteen, Sohrum, Choksun.

Fourteen, SapG, U/UUUJl.

Fifteen, Sanga,
1 1 » » mi 'ii iMiigim.

Sixteen, Soruk, C l\amv^nero.

Seventeen, Sastish, L. noon am.

Eighteen, Sara,
^" 1 ImKrpttnv^noogj e.

Nineteen, Sagui, Cnurgu.

Twenty, ruja, iMisnu.

Twenty- one, - »

Thirty,
V(' C«J

Thirty-one, INlja statu u.

Forty, Nisb Nija.

Fifty, Dhai Nija.

Sixty, Sum Nija.

Seventy, S6m Nija Sai.

Eighty, Pa Nija.

Ninety, Pan Nija Sai.

One Hundred, Ra.

One Thousand, Hazar.

The following sentences will exhibit in a clearer view the total dissirai

larity to Hindi of either dialect as well as to each other.

English. Kanaweri. Bholia.

How far is that village ? Nwleshung tetra warak du ?

What is the price of this ? Z6 mullangte ?

Is it cheap or dear? Y6 m611ang cheradua teang tlui )

Give hiin a rupee. J6pang ea rGpi raning.
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When will you go to Kamru ?

What bthis?

How far is Garu ?

Is the road good ?

When shall I arrive ?

How far shall I find water t

Is there much ascent ?

When will you go to Leb ?

What merchandise have

you ?

Will you sell it?

Come here.

Go there.

What is your name?

Where do you come from?

How many houses are there

in this village 1

Mohne terang bite ?

King cha naraangto ?

Garu tetra warak da ?

Om dam du ?

Telrang Pugta?

Te warak ti pariato?

Tang choraa ?

Lio terang biti ?

Kinondo teta Sowdato?

Re te yenu 1

J6a je.

IVapa bye.

Kin haroang tedfting?

Kinna ham chue ?

Ju Deshang teih kin to?

[ing ot

Garu oham tagar-

Sam puchang ot ?

Cham la tel?

Cham lechutok?

Kea mongbo ?

Liro nam dogan ?

Kyolechangchi chi

[hoe?

Te chungane ?

Dira shoiu
—

Phala song.

-Ke min chi ?

Ke kang naftng ?

Dili yulna kangba

[cham ho*?

These specimens, scanty and imperfect as they are, will tend to give

some idea of Ihe nature of the dialects. With respect to the written cha-

racter in Kanawer 1 cannot speak with certainty, but in the Bhotia or

Tartar villages they have the Uioma and Sirma characters (or printed and

written) of Thibet. The general resemblance of the former both in their

forms and names to .the Sanskrit has been noticed. 1 have now before me

an alphabet (or ka, kha, as he called it) written by the Lama Ring Jing of

Dabiing, and comparing it with that given in Yates's Sanskrit grammar the

resemblance is very striking. There are however differences, chiefly unim-

portant ones in the manner of forming the -characters. This Lama bad a

book printed io this character, the letters yellow, on a deep blue ground

;

it was ornamented also with pictures of their gods or heroes, painted with

very bright and vivid colors but without any idea of keeping or perspective.
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Information was always sought for (when the time allowed it) as to the

distances and nature of the road between the different places of note be-

yond the frontier. The following contain some of the principal particulars

collected.

I. PfirbGnnS on the SeUej to Garu (Gertop.)—The particulars given by

Kissam Das Seyana.

FGrbunni to Richba.

Richba to Nissaug.

Nissang to Tomba, (no village, fire-wood and shelter.)

Tomba to Dabling.

Dabling to Namgla.

Namgia to Shipkw

Shipki to Stia.

Stia to Sherangla, (shelter and plenty of fire-wood.)

Sberangla to Nugu.

N6gu to Loxo or Nuxo-

Loxo to Bau Kumon.

Bad Kumon to Rabgealing.

Rabgealing to Choxe Cburkang,

Ohoxe Ch6rkang to Laling.

»

From Laling, Giru is three day's journey. A high range called Dangbc*

is crossed ; some snow on it ; fire-wood scanty. The people beyond Shipki

are called Jar or Zar and belong to Wassang or lichang as it is sometimes

called. Beyond Shipki the road is practicable for horses. Rebgealing and

Laling are both on the Setlej ; Gbaprang is opposite the former ; M&nsaro-

wer is seven days from Cbaprang ; Tokbo is the name of the G6ru Pergen-

nah. Sagtad, Bamtad, Majan, Ludur, Changtaling^ and Mapang, are the

districts in which shawl wool is chiefly produced. From Chaprang to

Clmngsa (Nilang on the Jahnavi) six days. A road to Chfcngsa also from

Sangla on the Ba$pa.
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2. The Lake Mansarower.—Particulars furnished by the Lama Ring:

Jing of Dabling.

It is from four to seven day's journey in circumference, according to the

season, and is called by the Bhotias Mapang. There is a smaller lake near it

called Lankachu; in the rains they communicate. Out of Mapang proceed

four rivers towards the four opposite points, 1. Tamja Karopa flows to-

wards Ussang. 2. Mamjo Kampa towards PGrang. 3. Lang Jing Kampa

(the Setlej.) 4. Ling Jing Kampa towards Ladak. He has seen, he says,

each of these four rivers, and asserts that each flows from the Lake Ma-

pang. The Setlej flows through the smaller lake Lankachu. Gangri is a

Snowy Peak near the lake much venerated by Hindus. Jung is the name

of China.

3. Shipki to Garu or Gertop.—Particulars by Bali Ram Seyanar of

Namja.

*

1. Shipki to Stia.

2. Stia to Meyang.

3. Meyang to Nu.

4. Nu to Klokh.

5. Klokh to Kimpu.

6. Kinfpn to Rukum.

7. Rukum to Shangsi.

8. Shangsi to Shyang.

Shyang to Gar6 three and a half stages—no villages ; high ground tra-

versed with much snow. Chaprang is six day's journey from Garu. PeJ-

dong and Ling are two villages on the road.

4. Mansarower and Man Tulai—Chang Ring Jing, a Beopari of Mary6m,

a village one day's journey from the lake gives the following particulars.
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Mansarower is in his opinion a mountain; Mantalai a lake ; from the lat-

ter no river has its exit but from the former four rivers spring, as follows:—

1. Lang Jing (Setlej) to the West and South.

2. Tamjok, to the East and North.

3. Sing Jing between the preceding and flows to Ladak.

4. Mamjo or Mabjok opposite the preceding towards Gerhwal. Tang-

shung, MchsbGng, Lodok, Mahjun, Changtaling are the chief districts for

the Shawl Wool. A Zumpfing or Killedar of Muha Chin (China ?) resides

at Chaprang. He is of a fair complexion.

5. GarG to Leh (capital of Ladak.)—Particulars by the above.

1 J. Eigong, a village of forty houses, level road and passable for

horsemen.

4 2. Teshigang, a village of a hundred honses, Gelums or Monks.

2 3. Dumjok, twenty houses, a stream which falls into Sing Jing at Leh.

2 4. Kolok, a village of eight or nine houses.

3 5. Koig61, fifteen or sixteen houses.

6 fi. Murt, thirty houses.

4 7. Rupsho, twenty houses.

3 8. Gya, sixteen houses.

2 0. Mini, eight houses.

2 10. Ilirnmi, a hundred Lamas and Gelums reside here. No farmers.

2 11. Leh, two hundred and fifty to three hundred houses. The Raj

3

32 of Ladak resides here.

C. Shipki to Chaprang.—Particulars by Chang Ring Jing.

J. Lopchak, Bank of Setlej, three houses.

2. Tin, ditto, (Toms on hoarded Sangn, eight houses.

3. Alyang, opposite (i. e. to Shipki) side of Setlej, twenty houses.
Bbb
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4. Nu ; Setlej, half a day's journey to right, eight houses:

5. Luk ; Setlej, still farther, four or five houses.

6. Lakba ; Setlej, not a day's journey, four or five houses.

7. Shangze ; Setlej, about two miles, nine or ten houses.

8. Chaprang, this side Setlej—ford, twenty houses.

A fort above the town or village. It is built of stone and will contain from

1 500 to 2000 men. The road is practicable for horses. A horseman can go

in three days; a loaded sheep in five. Ling is two hour's journey beyond

Chaprang.

7. Garu (Gertop) to Mdnsarower.

1. T6ky6, eight houses.

2. Mensar, twelve houses, inhabited by Lamas,

3. Chupta, four houses.

4. Chekung, two houses.

5. Karlep, six houses.

6. Turjan, twelve houses, inhabited by Lamas.

7. Mdnsarower, sixty-four houses, Lamas.

8. Bekar to Shangze.

1. Rioh, left bank of Setlej.

2. Fosbang, ditto.

3. Chaprang, ditto.

4. Iiukum, right bank.

6. Shangze, ditto.

Bekar is two or three day's journey from Nissang ; the road crossing a

very high ridge.

0. Lari to Kungri.—Bali Ram Seyana of Namja.

!

These are two very long
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1 . Tabo, a few miles.

2. Pokso.

3. Dankar, a fort. Muni, a large village opposite.

4. Tangti Konj.

5. Kungri.

Under Dankar two branches of the river unite the Spino and the Lidang

so called from the Pergunnahs they flow through. Beyond Kungri are

Kulling, Tailing, and Baro, on the banks of the Spino which is the right

branch. Ou the Lidang are Laru, Paling and Rangreh. The Lidang has

its source in the high range Kungum La; five day's journey from Dankar.

Does not know where the Spino springs from.

10. Garu to Chaprang.—Same informant.

* *

1. ShingLapcha.

2. Tuktag.

3. Largu.

4. Peldong.

:». Ling. A bridge over the Setlej formed of iron chains.

t>. Chaprang.

r

11. Particulars furnished by a Kanaweri BeopaH from Leh.

Chang to Rupsho five day's journey.

Ri'ipsho to Rutoh, twenty day's journey.

Rupsho to Leh, ten day's journey.

Lari to Leh, fifteen day's journey.

12. Skalkar to GaiG—By a man of Skalkar.'

1
. Changar, (no village,) wood and water; a cave.

Bbb-Z
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2. Sagtad, a village of three houses.

3. Champa, village of three houses.

4. S6negy61, twelve houses.

5. SGm Lakhar, (no village,) wood and water.

6. Iihutpu Ghati, source of YuDg Chum which joins the Spiti just above

Skalkar.

7. Chakara Chang, no village, encampment, tents black, formed of ihe

hair of the yak.

8. Kbaurkhll, no village, water.

9. Kharkhura Chang, encampment, no cultivation.

10. Dukbo; one tent, no wood.

11. Shang ; encampment, twelve or thirteen tents.

12. Laocbe; no village or encampment.

13. Z6nj6ng, two tents.

J 4. Kungya; no village or encampment.

15. GarO,

At most of these stages wood is not procurable, the only fuel is the dnng

of the yak. Ranglo is twelve days journey from Lari. Tangdl, two from

Ranglo.

13. From Sungnam in Kanawer there is a route to Munes in Ladak.

Damaksh6 is the name of the high ridge crossed. It is said to be covered

with snow. Munes is three day's journey from the crest and one day far-

ther is Dankar.

14. From Nissang also there is a road to Stang and Bekar, two villages

on the Setlej, between Shipki and Cbaprang. This route crosses a very

high ridge covered, I believe with snow. It leads up the bed of the stream

which flows under Nissang.

15. There is a direct route also from Shipki to Skalkar crossing the lower

part of the Purk) 61 ridge ; it is represented as both difficult and dangerous.
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VII.

On the Building Stones and Mosaic of Akberabad or

Agra.

By (the late) H. VOYSEY, Esq.

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society.

Sir,

WE have all heard of the magnificence of the Tajmahal and of the

precious stones used in its Mosaic ; of the robberies committed by the Jhats
;

and of the substitution of others of inferior value.

Perhaps an enumeration of the stones used in the structure of this beauti-

ful Mausoleum, as well as of other buildings in Agra, for the purposes of

truth and of fixing the proper bounds to our admiration, may not be foreign

to the scope of the Asiatic Researches, particularly as some of them arc ob-

jecU of geological interest.

The stones composing the main structure of all the public buildings at

Agra or in its vicinity are of two kinds, sandstone and crystallized lime

stone or marble.
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The Fort
;
the greater part of the Mausoleum of Akber at Secandra ; the

Jama Mesjid
; the gateway, wall, casement and Mesjids of the Taj ; are

built of the sandstone. The Tijmahal or tomb of the favorite wife of Shah
Jehan; the Moil Mesjid and some buildings in the interior of the fort are

built of marble.

The sandstone is of a disagreeable colour, and from its strong resem-

blance at a distance to brick, forms a mean and ugly contrast to the brillian-

cy of the polished marble structures, which are reared on it. It is not a good
building stone, decomposing very readily, particularly the slaty kind, which

contains a considerable quantity of mica and iron. It is remarkable for its

veiney appearance and for the grey circular spots, of various size diffused

over its surface. Some of them exhibit the singular appearance of a small

protuberance or tail like that left on a bullet, when cast in a mould. A ho-

rizontal and vertical section of one of them, shew that they are spherical.

This stone is quarried about twenty-two miles west of Agra; at Fattehpur

Sikri, in the hill, on which the Mausoleum of the famous Selimshah Cliis i

is built. This low range runs in a nearly N. E. and S. W. direction and

the dip of the strata which are very distinct varies from an angle of 25° to

50°: nearly at right angles to the direction of the hill, in a S. S. Westerly

direction. It is remarkable that a range of hills South of Fattehpur, of the

same rock, dips in a contrary direction ; the precipitous face being to the

Southward and the dip to the Northward.

It belongs to the old red sandstone formation of Werner, and is the 6rst

of his floetz rocks. Mc'Culloch and Jameson, however although not agree-

ing in the mode or relative period of its formation have placed it among

the primary rocks. I have little doubt that this rock will be found incum-

bent on granite, as I have invariably found it in the peninsula of India

and in other parts of Hindoosthan. At a place lying between Warangal,

the ancient capital of Ttlingaua and the Godaveri, I have seen a rock
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with exactly similar characters, even containing the grey spherical spots,

but of rather larger dimensions. The grey sandstone which is also found

in the buildings of Agra, differs in no respect but colour, from the red, the

passage taking place very frequently both in a gradual and in a sudden

manner from red to grey, in the same block. I think it probable that this

range of sandstone forms part of the great sandstone formation of India;

on the IV. E, boundary of which, are found l'attehpur Sikri, Machkund,

Dholpur, Gualior, Kallinjer, Chunar and Rotasgher; and that it is connect-

ed to the S. W. with that of Gondwana.

The crystallized limestone is said to come from .Taypur, but I have not

been able to obtain any precise information on this point. The specimens

which I have examined, appear to be pure carbonate oflime, of a large rhom-

boidal grain, effervescing very briskly in acids. I have seen no specimens',

which contain carbonate of mngnesia, although the Hindu images formed

of dolomite or magnesian limestone, which are commonly sold in Calcutta,

are said to come from Jaypur. The Garrah Mandela limestone is a dolo-

mite of a small grain and more nearly resembles that of the above-mentioned

images. The marble of Agra resembles the Carrara marble of Italy in the

purity of its white, and in its containing grey streaks.

The stones used in the mosaic of the Taj, and of the other buildings, are

of twelve kinds, including the different species of Calccdony; they are,

1. The Lapis Lazuli -Lajaverd.

2. The Jasper—Tamrasang.

3. Heliotrope.

4. Calcedonic Aeate.

5. Calcedony.

0. Carnelian.

7. SardS.

0. Plasma or Quartz and Chlorite.
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9. Yellow and striped marble.

10. Clay slate.

I J. Nephrite or Jade.

12. Shelly limestones, yellow and variegated—Sengrainam: and lastly a

yellow stone called "Seng tilai" it is of a golden colour, but I had no op-

portunity of ascertaining, if it really be a stone * The whole of these with

the exception of the shelly limestones, are used in the Mosaic of the Taj.

1st. The Lapis Lazuli I am inclined to think is a foreign stone. I hate

not hitherto found it in India. It is said to come from Ceylon and from

Thibet Some pieces which form the upper border of the tomb of Momtaza

Begam are of a beautiful deep blue colour, containing interspersed crystals

of Iron Pyrites, which the ancients imagined to be gold. This stone is the

most rarely used in the Mosaic of the Taj.

2. The Jasper is blood-red, and of the kind found in the basaltic trap and

wacken rocks of Hindusthan and in the beds of rivers issuing from them.

3. Some of the specimens of Heliotrope or Bloodstone are large and beau-

tiful, and it is used in great profusion in the Mosaic. This stone is also

found in great abundance in the same locality as the Jasper.

4. 5. 6, and 7, are generally very beautiful, and are translucent, verging

. on transparent. They are of various shades of red, white and yellow. A-

mong the Agates are the ribbon agate, the fortification agate, the tubular

agate, moss agate or mocha stone and the star agate. The Carnelians and

Sardes are remarkably fine. These stones are all found in the same locali-

ties, as the last. The Sone, the Nerbaddah and Goduveri rivers are said

to produce them in abundance. The great manufacture is at Cambay. I

once saw a lingam of agate which had been found in the Godaveri. Its

weight was probably from six to seven pounds, and it was finely zoned.

• It Is laid to come from Kern sun,
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6. The Plasma, which appears to me to be a mixture more or less inti-

mate of Quartz and Chlorite, is frequently found in the basalt and amyg-

daloid rocks of the Dekhin : its principal use in the Mosaic is to vary the

•hades of the leaves of the flowers.

-

9. The yellow marble is seen principally in the tombs of Etimad ad Dau*

lah, the Vizir of Jehangir. His sarcophagus and that of his wife are form-

ed of solid blocks of it. It is said to come from Guzerat. Not being able

to procure bits of this or of the striped marble, I was not able to ascertain

their nature.

10. The Clay slate appears to resemble that which I have seen from

Monghir and from the ruins of Gour. It is used in the borders of the Mo-

saic as a contrast to the white marble, but takes a very inferior polish and

is much subject to decomposition. The large takht of Shahjehan near the.

private hall of audience in the fort, is composed of an entire slate of this

stone.

1 1. The Nephrite or Jade, I have only seen in the Zenana of Jehangir.

It is of the same kind as that sold in Calcutta in the shape of dagger's han-

dles, spoons, cups, &c. Some rough specimens of it, which I procured from

the bazar contained a considerable quantity of talc intermixed, which is not

an uncommon occurrence in this stone.

12. The yellow shelly limestone is remarkable for the different species

of the genus Cardium, which it contains, the ribs and transverse striae of

that genus of shell being very distinct The matrix is composed of clay,

silex and oxide of iron; it is softer than the crystalline yellow limestone

which fills up the outline of the shell*, and consequently lakes an inferior

polish: where it has been exposed to the tread of the naked feet of pilgrims,

this difference is particularly obvious, the shells being left in relief by the

Ceo
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wearing down of this softer matrix, presenting a curious and pretty appear-

ance. An easy mode of dissecting this limestone is afforded by placing a

piece of it in diluted muriatic acid, which dissolves the pure carbonate of

lime of the shells with great rapidity, leaving the spaces empty in which

they were previously enclosed. The shells are much broken, and I found

it difficult to determine whether there are any of the genera Solen or Mya

amongst them.*
»

The shells of the variegated limestone are less distinct, the stone itself

being more compact and containing enclosed pieces of clay slate: they may

however be sometimes satisfactorily ascertained to be of the same genus,

Cardium ; it contains a smaller quantity of carbonate of lime : but the same

peculiarities from wearing down exist, and it may be dissected with equal

ease by the aid of the acid.

1 have been informed that these marbles come from Guzerat but whether

that is their habitat I cannot tell. From the looseness of their component

parts, and want of compactness, 1 think they are tertiary limestones, possi-

bly of modern origin, like those in the vicinity of Pondicherry.

The whole of these stones and marbles are said to have been the prodnce

of commuted tribute, or to have been received as gifts from -tributary pow-

ers ; but the labour bestowed on polishing and giving the exact shape to

such hard materials, must have been immense, and forms the distinguishing

feature of this magnificent work.

A single flower in the screen around the tombs, or sarcophagi, contains a

hundred stones, each cut to the exact shape necessary, and highly polish-

ed; and in the interior alone of the building there are several hundred

flowers, each containing a like number of stones.

• I do not think these limestones are at present imported into Agra ; they are procured, for tho

purposes of the artist from the numerous ruined tombs and mcsjida with which IhUduUiclia covered.
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When therefore the magnificence and beauty of the materials, the size of

the building and the immense pains and labour bestowed upon the whole

arc taken into consideration ; it may be safely averred that it has not it«

equal in the world.

1 am, &c.

H. II. VOYSEY.

Cc c S
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VIII.

Sanscrit Inscriptions.

By (the late) Captain E. FELL.

With Observation by H. H. WILSON, Esq. See. As. S:

THE Society having been some time in possession of various translated

Inscriptions by the late distinguished scholar Capt. E. Fell, think it due

to his memory, as well as to the value of the documents, to offer them to the

public.

The first of these was found at Garha Mandela; in what situation, is not

upon record. Capt. Fell's intention to furnish the necessary illustrations

both of this, and of the Inscription at Hansi, having been delayed till the

papers should be revised for publication, and having been finally disappoint-

ed by his premature death. The Hansi inscription was copied from a stone

in the fort.

The Garha Mandela inscription is remarkable for the genealogy of a race

of princes who exercised the sovereignty over part of central Hindustan in

which the enumeration much exceeds that of any inscription yet discovered.

A very moderate computation will place the origin of the family in the com-

mencement of the seventh century, as if we allow an average of twenty years
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to the reiga of each of (he fifty-two princes prior to Hridaya in 1617, we

shall deduct 1040 years from that date, and consequently place the acces-

sion of Yadava Raja in 0*27 : how far the whole detail is entitled to confi-

dence cannot be conjectured, but the latter part of it is susceptible of con-

firmation. The fate of Durgdvati called Durgetti by Dow is related in

his translation of Ferishta with many interesting circumstances : she com-

manded the army against Akber's general Asoph after her son Vira had

been dangerously wounded and compelled to quit the field, and w hen all

was lost plunged a dagger into her bosom rather than fall alive into the

hands of the enemy, (Dow, ii. 345.) After her death, and that of Vira, the

principality was temporarily occupied by the Mohammedans, but the in-

scription confirms what the history only leaves us to infer, that it was not

at that time permanently annexed to the dominions of the Mogul.

The inscription at Hansi derives 6ome interest from its assisting in elu-

cidating the history of Prithu Rai or Pithaura, as will be noticed in the

remarks which the Benares inscriptions have suggested.

The circumstances relating to the discovery of the last named inscripti-

ons are fully described in the extracts from the report presented by the

Judge of Benares to Government, to whose liberality the Society are in-

debted for their communication.

I. INSCRIPTION FROM GAlfHA MANDELA.

Salutation to GanSsa. Thefortunate Vishnu conquers.

In the province of Cidha, there was . prince named Yadave'lUva. a

receptacle for the waters of battle; his son was Madhava Sinha,. whose
S 4

son was Jagannatha from whom was descended Raghunatha, whose son
* • 7

was Rudra-deva; his son was Vihara Sinha, whose son was Nara Sinha-

deva, whose son was Surya-bhanu, whose son was Vasu-deva; from him



I
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*

\9 11

was Gopalasahi, from whom was descended Bhupalasahi ; whftse son was
is is

G6pinatha, whose son was prince Ramachandra, whose son was Surataua-
14 is 10

siuha, whose son was Hanhara-deva, whose son was Krisbna-d6va; from
it is i*

whom sprung Jagat-sinha whose son was Malia-sinha whose son wasDurja-
so 21

na Malla, whose son was Yasaskarna whose son was Pratapaditya, whose
» »

son was Yasas-chandra. His son was Man6haia-sinha, whose son was
94 v. s*

Goviuda-sinha, from whom was Rama-chandra, w hose son was Karnno-
37

tha-ratna-sena, whose son was Ramala-nayana, whose son was the prince

Narabari deva ; Ravi-sinha was his offspring, to whom was born a good

son named Tribhuvanu-rava, whose son was Prithiw Raja, whose son was
S3 M M

Daranti-chandra, whose son was Madana-sinha, whose son was Ugra-
u 86

sena ; his sun was Kama-sahi, from whom was descended Tara-cbandra,
ar j» ,

whose son was Udaya-sinha whose son was Bhanumitra, whose son was
39 44 41

Bhavani Sasa, whose -son was Siva-sinha whose son was named Harinara*
43 43

yana, whose son was Sabala-sinha whose son was Raja-sinha whose
44 44

son was Dadiraya, whose son was Goraksha-daaa, whose son was Arjuna-

siuba.

47

13. To whom was born Sangrama-sahi, who was the fire of general

destruction to the heaps of his cotton-hke foes, and npon the appearance

of whose majesty pervading the universe, the mid-day sun became as a

spark.

14. Wishing to conquer this whole earth, he destroyed fifty-two for-

tresses, (considered) impregnable, by their ramparts, and bastions equal-

ling the thunderbolt, and firm on the peaks of mountains.

15. The son of this gem amongst raonarchs was Dalapati of unsullied

fame, whose renown the lord of serpents (Sesha) was long anxious to chant,

but whose mouths could not completely accomplish his praise.

16. Even those (princes) of morose dispositions continually embraced
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the dost of the feet of (this monarch), whose hands were always moist with

the waters of charity, (who was) intent on his remembrance ofHari, the pro-

tector of those in his power and the guileless cherisher of his subjects.

17. His consort, Durg&vatt was as prosperity itself to the fortunes of pe-

titioners, beautiful, as the image of virtue, the acme (boundary) of the good

fortune of this earth.

18. Upon the decease of the Sovereign of the Universe, she installed her

son, the fortunate VirauaViyana, three years old, in the seat ofroyalty.

19. By her own renown, famed in the three worlds, she made this whole

earth, as it were to change its appearance ; by immensely high golden dwell-

ings, as an unlimited splendid Heuiachala. by the heaps of precious gems

scattered every where, as a mine of innumerable jewels, and by the herds

of frolicsome elephants, as possessing innumerable elephants of the lord of

heaven.

20. Surely, she who daily presented, steeds, elephants, and millions of

gold in unbounded charity, eclipsed by these high-famed acts the vast re-

nown of the Kamadhenu,

21. Always intent on the protection of her subjects, she herself mount-

ed on an elephant, in every field of battle, conquering her powerful adver-

saries, rendered useless the L6kapalas.

22. The fortunate Viranarayana of infinite fame, entered manhood; and

the dignity of this prince, diffused over the world, increased together with

the portion of revenue requisite to be taken.

23. In the course of time, a mighty chief was dispatched by Akber,
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powerful by the riches of the earth, and equalling Arjuna, for the tribute.

He was disrespected by the prince,

2 4 and 23. Upon a battle taking place, this illustrious warrior, who made

the earth bend beneath his vast army, and who had ever defeated his foes

by his dreadful valour, was slain by hundreds of thousands of his adversa-

ry' arrows. Durgavati, who was mounted on an elephant severed her own

head with the scymitar she held in her hand : she reached the supreme spi-

rit, pierced the sun's orb (obtained salvation.)

so

26. Chandrasdhi, the asylum of the unprotected, the abode of glory, the

full lamp of the whole of his family, he whose wealth was fame, and the

offspring of the prince Dalapati, was crowned (by the people.)

27. The females of his enemies quarrel with the trees in the forests : the

trees first snatch off their garments, then with their thorns seize them by the

hair. The women consume them with sighs, and observing by the (light of

the, sun their uncovered bodies, harshly tear off the bark to clothe them-

selves.

28. As the six-faced god, was descended from the consumer of the god

of love, so was a son named Madhukarasahi born to this prince. He was

of unsullied renown, and a sea of glory acquired in this world.

29. By whose victories proclaimed by hosts of people, and accomplished

by his strength of arm, the eight Dikpaias, are eternally ashamed: by the

vibrating sound of whose double-headed drums, outvying the roar of the

newly risen, but arrogant clouds at a general deluge, the exultations of his

agitated and dispirited foes were silenced.

as

30. His son was the fortunate Prernanarayana, the accomplisher of

the wishes of the good, the corporeal energy of the mass of glory of the
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kshetriyas; the abode of love; fame itself; the pride of his family; the

wealth of the virtuous, the art of the Creator, the ocean of good qualities,

and void of a path for evil.

31. His foes deprived of their repose by the first acquaintance of the

light of his shining renown, and separated from their beauteous females,

unto this day do not quit the mountain caves : and by his increasing troops

of thousands of dreadful elephants, resembling heaps of clouds and whose

brows were fragrant with the dew of passion, the mass of hills was either

humbled or cleft.

32. In the field of battle, even the proudest monarchs should only be

forcibly secured. Enmity should not exist : fame should be increased in

this world, by charity unceasingly practised. There must not be any osten-

tation. To petitioners their request should always immediately be granted

without any enquiry. These are the virtues of princes and these practises

were proverbial of Premasahi.

i
.

r
j i

•
(

i

> I l>i

33. The fortunate Hiidayeswara resembling another new year was the

son of this illustrious prince ; he was the giver of happiness to the just, and

the glory of his ancestors.

-!r*!..!t|», -» i

4 > .- .vt. .:•?••"! •»•!•;:•:'• • :
r :!

,!
i'-

34. Although he rules over the whole world, yet he particularly cherish-

es the unprotected ; a cloud though ruining equally, waters a valley most

abundantly with raiu. r .. rr .^- t>xWt„?.; .?i

- \ in?".! fii iuiv . ..• '
I' r>«r"#J ("il.-iijij gJ ' r ':-.) -

35. By him were presented, and confirmed (by grants) on neat copper

plates, to the brahmanas, several villages encompassed by delightful groves,

proud with splendid mansions well inhabited, abounding with pure lakes

stocked with lotuses
;
pleasing from the continued noise in the ternpies (from

the chanting of the vedas, &c. &c.) and every where possessing extensive

(lands) fruitful with every kind of grain.
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30. Me cherished (lie whole of his own extended dominion, pleasant,

from (he attachment to tlio worship of the immortals, aud in which hypo-

crisy was never known.

37. The universe and evrry monarch was obedient to the wishes of

Hridnyesa, by whom were inscribed on a wall of gold, the fifty letters, re-

sembling mighty elephants.

38. Who, when in chace, on foot, slew with an arrow, when springing

on him, a mighty tyger, with forehead resembling a large dreadful ser-

pent.

39. Regarding whom this is a saying of IndVa ; " Oh Arjuna, why are

" you dispirited ? Oh illustrious immortals! What; do you not know that

" this prince Hridaya makes many brahmanas on the earth, equal to Indrat"

40. The consort of this monarch was named Sundari, the mansion of

good fortune*, and beautiful as that treasure, Virtue.

41. Through whom the earth was constantly filled with the enemies of

the demons, dispelling the cause of the streams of poverty and pain, and.

was always (glutted) with the waters of real charity, with elephants resem-

bling clouds, and (temples reeking) with streams of fragrant juice.

42. She cherished virtue by innumerable acts of holy munificence such

as (causing to be made) large wells, gardens and reservoirs, and by numer-

ous presents.

43. She caused this holy temple to be erected, and placed in it the

(images of) Vishnu, Siva, Gan6sa, Durga, and the Sun.

44. Sankara is incompetent to the praises of her, by whom Sridhanr
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(Vislmvi) and the other immortals are glorified, and have obtained a holy

abode.

45. She caused the deities, Krishna, Vishnu, anil others, to be continu-

ally worshipped in this temple, by brahruanas specially appointed, by offer-

ings, banquets and riches innumerable.

46. The monarch Hridaya conquered greatly through her, who Upraised

for her excessive energy, and resembles the light of the moon.

47. This account of the race of this prince was framed by the learned

Jaya Govinda by the order of Sukirtti, a preceptor of the Mimansa, and

•Vyakarana, and who by his own doctrines couquered logic, and is skilled

in the whole of the vedas and their members.

48. This temple was built by the skilful artists Sinhasahi, Dayarama,

and Bhagiratha.

40. Written by Sadasiva in the year of the Sumbnt a?ra. 1724, (A. D. 1007,)

on Friday, the Jlth day of the bright fortnight of the moon of the mouth of

Jyesbtha, and engraven by the above artists.

II. INSCRIPTION FROM IIANSI.

Salutation to Devi :— I. Let the enemy of Mura (Vishnu) protect you ; of

incomparable various forms by his mental contemplation of die members of

Lakshmi. Her countenance a second moon : her arms the branches of the

Parijata. The sides of her high and solid breasts the frontal globes of the

immortal elephant (of ludra.) In this prog.e*sive manner did the hidden

Sri appear when produced from the waters of the agitated- churned ocean.

DddJ
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2d. The prince Pritluvi Raja was born in ihe race of the descendants

of the moon : his maternal uncle was named Kirana, an increaser of his

fame.

3d. He was as an autumnal moon, for an ornament to that firmament,

the tribe of Guhilanta ; and an ocean of those eminent qualities, gravity,

munificence, and handsomeness.

4th. Having slain the warrior Hammira who was an arrow to the earth

;

the king who was a serpent to the riches of his enemies ; acquainted with

the qualifications of the assembly of heroes, and whose feet were cleansed

by the contact of the mass of rays from the diadems of kshetriyas being

delighted, presented to him, possessing pure virtues the strong fortress

AsiU.

5th. Having, for the purpose of battle, entered the lofty-peaked fortress,

and having placed his foot on the heads of the armies of his foes, he was

as the bestower of their wishes to those overcome by calamity. Travellers

describing a celestial, and highly finished road, which he (Kirana) had

made and which resembled the very heart (best part) of the earth ; thus

exclaimed, 44 Oh thou hero Hammira, where now is thy name and ma-

jesty."

Cth. By the new revenues, arising from his victories, first the high road

was finished, near it were two lofty buildings made of copper, &c. and also

an apartment for the wealth of his enemies. «• Having well considered, I

44 imagine that the celestial tree is Kirana's, certainly Tryambaka on whose

" forehead, the moon appears, conquers in this world : who is another

" Yama."

7th. But what can be said of the greatness of him, on whose account,

Vibhishana the lord of demons sent a messenger who thus spoke, " In
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" Lanka the prince of demons who has obtained a boon from contemplat-

" ing the lotus foot of Rama, the pearl of the line of Raghu, thus confident-*

** ly and respectfully addresses the fortunate Kilhana divinely seated,

" broad-chested, strong-armed, whose festivals are far-famed, and who by

44 his unsullied glory has enlightened the three worlds."

8th. " The object was (the completion of) the bridge intended for bat*

" tie; and we both were in assistance with the warrior chiefs of the monkies

" and bears accoutred, day and night, and on which account R£ma having

" made five cities, presented me with this necklace and you have written on

«* a leaf signed with your own hand the magnificence of your city."

0th. Oh thou hero ! Hanuman thus writes, "That you possess wonder-

" ful valour, and that without a doubt the illustrious prince Prithivi Raja is

" Rama."

10th. " Being born in the line of Guhilanta, your essential nature is of

«• this kind. In this Kali Yuga, no one is attached to truth or morality."

11th. For as "Oh hero, when conquering nations, you first slew the

" forces of your foes, and then throwing your arms round the neck of their

" leader, seated on a mailed horse, held him fast. But it is unseemly to

" state all this before you, fur it is improper to detail the beauty, learning,

" prosperity, eminence or misfortunes of the great."

12th. "By thee, best of Kshetriyas, is possessed strength, enriched with

" splendour (which has) rooted up, and then reinstated (your enemies) and

" a mass of unsullied fame (which shall last) as long as the celestial mov-

" ing sun shall shine, as long as the winds and firmament, the earth and

«• sea remain."

13th. " What is the use of repetition : listen to my true words, Either ac-

V cept Lanka, or give me safety."
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14th. "This string of jewels was presented as a respectful gift, by the

" ocean preserving its own qualities, to the celebrated Rama, preparing to

" form his bridge."

J.
r
>th. "And again, Kilavalha born in the tribe of Tdda an image of

" strength, and a slayer of the armies of all his foes (was) a bee to the

" lotus feet of the fortunate Kilhana : his son Upaga was called on the earth

•* Lakshmana."

16th. " He was an excellent sage and by his devotion obtained the

" abode of the three-eyed God. This furtuuate Likshmana, was always

" the chief of those of composed minds."

In the year of Sumbut 1224, (A. D. JIG6,)on Saturday, the seventh of

the white fortnight of the month Magha.

III. INSCRIPTIONS FROM BT.NARIS.

In the beginning of 1823, seven plates of copper with Sanscrit Inscripti-

ons were found by a peasant at work in a field near the confluence of the

Bcrna nalla with the Ganges; they were delivered by him to the Magis-

trate and forwarded to the Government by whom they were presented to

the Society: the following is the description of them as conveyed in Mr.

Macleod's report of their discovery.

"The Inscriptions upon the six larger plates bear date 1234 and 1210

Sumbut (A. D. 1 177 and 1 179.) and are, I find, formal grants of laud in the

Sanscrit language under the seal and authority of Raja Jye Chundra.

.•

"The seventh plate, of smaller dimensions than the rest, and found on
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a subsequent occasion, but near the same spot, bears an inscription exactly

of a similar kind, but of more remote date; being a grant of land by Sree

Gobind Chundra (tUe grand-father of Jye Chundra) dated Sumbut 1 177,

(A.D. 1120.)"

TRANSLATION.

PROSPERITY.

1st. May the pride of Lakshmi, apparent at the commencement of her

amorous dalliance, and in which her hands, wander over the neck of Vish-

nu, whose joy is uninterrupted, be the cause of our happiness.

2d. Upon the retirement into heaven of all other princes Yas6vigraha*

a monarch of the solar race remained : he was most illustrious and muni-

ficent. .

3d. He had a son named Mahichandra, whose unbounded fame resem-

bling the splendour of the moon spread to the regions across the ocean.

4th. He had a son named Srichandra deva,1 who delighted in the rules

of Government, he overcame the circle of his foes, dispelling the darkne>s

which had arisen from the valour of the adverse warriors. By the glory of

his munificence he dispersed every particle of distress of his subjects and

by the valour* of his own arm he conquered the unequalled kingdom of

Kanyakubja (Kanoj.)

5th. He visited the holy Tirtbas' of Kasi,* Kusika' and Ayodhya* and

by repeatedly bestowing his own weight of gold' on the brahmanas he

stamped the earth with hundreds of scales.

Oth. His son Madanapala, the head gem of monarchs, and the moon of
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his own race was a victorious prince; at the time of his inauguration, the

dust (sin) of the Kali Yuga was cleansed by the waters from the jars used

•in the ceremony.

7th. Whenever he proceeded forth on his conquests, his wild elephants

resembling huge mountains in their height, caused the globe to sink through

the monstrous pressure of their steps ; thus the palate of the serpent Sesha*

being pierced by the jewel in his head, compelled him to vomit streams of

blood, forcing him from the trituration, to hide his crest within his own

breast.

8th. As the moon was produced from the ocean" so from Madanapala

was descended Govinda Chaudra ; he was a prince of such vast strength,

that by the grasp of bis mighty arm, he was able to restrain an elephant of

the kingdom of Navarashtra." lie possessed cows giving streams of the

richest milk.

9th. His herds of elephants could never meet with equals for combat

in three regions (the north, south and west) they therefore roved to the

quarter sacred to India'
1
(the east) seeking for Airavata." They were like

warriors seeking for their adversaries.

10th. From him was descended Vijaya Chandra, a monarch as famed

for subduing sovereigns, as Indra** for clipping the wings of the mountains,

ile caused the affliction of this globe to be washed away by the streams of

tears from the eyes of the wives of Hammira," who was the abode of wan-

ton persecution to different realms.

11th. His fame, free from all restraint, surmounted as in play the three

worlds, and the magnanimity of his well-known renown has been described

by the poets, partaking of the nature of the steps of the god Trivikrama,"

his fame has caused dread to the demon Bali.
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12th. When he moved forth to subdue the earth, bounded by the ocean,

the whole globe as if distressed by the heavy pressure of his mighty and

mad elephants, seemed from the mass of dust thrown up by the bodies of

prancing horse as seeking an asylum at the feet of Brahma.

13th. The son of this monarch of wonderful power is Jaya Chandra1 * who

resembles Narayana descended on earth in the race of kings for the pur-

pose of upholding the globe: princes desirous of averting the dread of con-

tinued imprisonment, throw aside all duplicity, abhor the thoughts of war,

and with tranquil minds court his favor.

14tb. When he prepares (for conquest) should tl»e lord of serpents** whose

strength is depressed by the firm weight of the juice flowing from the tem-

ples of the strings of his elephants like immense streams of agitated moun-

tain rivers, being overcome by exertion, forget to seize the rim of the circle

formed on the back of the tortoise by the friction (of the mountain Mun-

dara) and on which play the thousand breaths from all bis humbled hoods,

he would be- totally deprived of sensation.

His, Jaya Chandra's feet, are worshipped by the whole circle of Rajas,

by the favor of the feet of .Sri Chandra-deva, a mighty prince, emperor of

emperors, who by his own arm attained the sovereignty of the fortunate

kingdom of Kanyakubja. By the favor of the feet of the fortunate Mada-

na-pala, a mighty monarch, a king of kings. By the favor of the feet of Sri

Govinda Chandra-deva, a mighty sovereign, emperor of emperors, the lord

of steeds, the possessor of vast elephants, the ruler of men, the monarch of

three empires, the equal to Vachespati" in knowledge of various sciences.

By the favor of Sri Vijaya Chandra, a glorious prince, ruler of kings, the

lord of steeds, owner of mighty elephants, monarch of men, the sovereign

of three empires, equalling Vachespati in knowledge of various scien*

ces. lie the fortunate Jaya Chandra, the victorious, the mighty monarch,
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the emperor of emperors, the lord of steeds, the possessor of vast elephants,

the ruler of men, the sovereign of three empires, the equal of Vachespati

in the knowledge of various sciences, thus commands, causes to be made

known, and decrees to all the inhabitants, to the headman, to the wife of

the headman, to the young prince, to the minister, officiating priest, door-

warden, commander of troops, to the keeper of the treasure, the magis-

trate, physician, and astronomer, to those belonging to the female apart-

ments, to the chief amongst the elephant keepers, horse keepers, bird

catchers, and of those who dig in mines, to cowherds, and to shepherds of

the undermentioned villages. Be it known to ye all, that on Sunday, the

fourth day of the bright fortnight of the moon of the month Pausha, in the

year 1234, of the Sumbut sera (Anno Domini 1 177) when the sun was to the

north of the equator, I, Jaya Chandra, having first bathed in the Ganges, at

the holy city of Varanasi and having offered water in the prescribed man-

ner, to the mantras, to the deities, holy saints, mortals, to the Bhutas,** and

to the classes of Pitris;" having also paid homage to the sun, whose glory

dispels all darkness ; having worshipped the deity whose crest is a portion of

the lord of plants*
1
(the moon); having performed adoration to Vasudeva" the

nourisher of the three worlds ; having made offering of an oblation of rice,

milk and sugar to fire ; have in order to increase my own virtue as also to

add to that of my parents, bestowed on the fortunate Rau Rashtradhara

verma" kshetriya, (of the lineage of Vatsa, and of the five families of Bhar-

gava, Cbyavana, Apnuwan, Aurva and Jamadagnya,) grandson of the most

noble Thakkur Jagaddhara, and son of the most illustrious Thakkur Vi-

dhyadhara, the undermentioned villages ;
having given a grant to that effect

as long as the sun and moon shall exist, viz. on the opposite side of the

river Devaka (Saryu) the villages of Laualli, Sarava, Tatalia, Naugama and

Dukshapali, in the Pergannah of Ambee alii," dependant on Dhawaharadiba,

together with all land and rivers therein; all mines of iron and salt, all fifh

ponds, ravines and barren lands, hills, forests and hidden treasures, also

all plantations of Madhuka*' ami mango trees, gardens, clumps and grasses

of every description which may come within observation, including every
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tiling above and below, free (from all claims) in every direction, as far as

the boundary lines extend.

(Here follows a mantra which appears to instigate the bestowing of gifts

according to ihe individuals ability. 1 however am unable to explain it.)

On the subject of the mantra are the following couplets

:

1st. He who accepts land and he who gives it are both performers of a

virtuous*' deed, they both assuredly obtain heaven.

*

2nd. Oh Purandara," the conch, a throne, an umbrella, noble steeds,

and fine elephants are the signs of having bestowed land, they are the re-

ward.

3rd. Rama Chandra thus solicits all those monarchs who may reign** in

future (that is, after him,) "Bestowing of land is the common road to virtue

amongst princes; do ye all practise it accordingly during your reigns.''

4th. " When my race may become extinct, let whoever may be the mo-

narch, to him do I join my hands requesting he will not set aside this grant."

5th. "This earth has been enjoyed by Sagara" and numerous other mo-

narchs to whomsoever the soil at any time belongs, to him at that time be»

long the fruits of it."

6th. "He who forcibly seizes a single cow, a single swarna, or even a

" single finger s breadth of land given in a present, dwells in the infernal re-

gions for a period of fourteen Indras.""

7th. •« A depriver of land bestowed in gift cannot expiate his offence by

digging one thousand tanks, or by the virtue which results from the per-

formance of an aswamedha;" not even by presenting ten millions of cows."

Eecl
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8th. " He who seizes land which has been given by another or by himself

becomes a maggot in ordure, and sinks, taking with him his ancestors."

9th. " A bestower of land resides in paradise sixty thousand years, but he

who seizes it, as also he who allows the seizure, resides in hell for the same

period."

10th. "The wise have said that poison is not to be considered as poison,

but they have determined that the property of the priests is the rtal poison,

which if taken destroys sons and grandsons, whereas poison annihilates

only him who swallows it."

1 1 th. "A seizer of wealth which has been offered to the gods, and a seizer

of property bestowed on Brahmanas are reborn black serpents, and reside

in the holes of withered trees, in forests void of a drop of water."

12th. " Whatsoever donations (and they cause virtue, prosperity, and re-

nown,) have been presented by former sovereigns, must be considered

when once given as ejected food ; what holy roan would ever take them

back?"

13th. " The dominion over this earth resembles the play of the winds and

clouds. The enjoyment of one's faculties is only for the moment; the life

of mortals is to be compared to a drop of water on a blade of grass. Faith

is the best friend in the attainment of bliss."

This copper plate is inscribed by the renowned Thakkar Sripati." May

there be happiness and great prosperity.

NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS BY THE TRANSLATOR.

1. Lakshmi, the consort of Vishnu and goddess of wealth and prosperity.
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2. In the 9th volume of the Asiatic Researches mention is made hy Mr.

Colebrooke of a grant of land made by Jaya Chandra Raja of Kanoj. It

was inscribed on a plate of copper, a transcript of which was presented to

him by a Pundit named Sarvaru trivedi, who stated that he had been em-

ployed in decyphering it : the original is in England : the first name in the

ancestral line as decyphered by Sarvaru is Sripala, whose son was Mahi

* Chandra. The six plates have been examined in a most attentive manner,

and no construction which could possibly be forced could tend to fix the

term " Sripala" as the head of the genealogical list : indeed the term is

not even introduced epithetically which often is the case ; we may therefore

reasonably infer that the Pundit did not pay attention in making his trans-

cript: another mistake also occurs regarding Vijaya Chandra-d6va which

will be mentioned in a note on the same : with these two exceptions the list

of royal names in the grant mentioned by Mr. Colebrooke corresponds

with that of the present grant. In a grant found at Khara, Yasopala is

mentioned as conferring a gift of land in Sumbut 1093 (A. D. 1037) is te

the same with Yasovigraha?

i

f . r i ..
k
. ,. [.•.,' .;, '

•' t

3. The purport of the 4th and 5th stanzas corresponds most exactly

with that given as the great character of Sri Chandra-deva by Sarvaru

trivedi.

<,.• .r!-. • i . ,
, .

,•

4. Mr. Wilson in a note to a passage in the preface to his Sanskrit dic-

tionary advances as a mere etymological speculation, (when determining

the date of the composition of the Viswaprakasa, a lexicon by Mahcswara

descended from Sri Krishna, physician to Sahasanka, king of Kanoj,) that

Sahasanka may possibly be a title of this Sri Chandra-deva, and wishes that

the original of the passage inserted in the 9th vol. of the Researches by Mr.

Colebrooke could be examined. Mr. Colebrooke reads, " which realm (Ka-

noj) he Sri Chandra-deva acquired by his own strength." The passage on

the plate now transcribed is this, Sri Madgadhipuradhi rashtraroasamara
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dorvikramenarjitam," literally, " the unrivalled kingdom the fortunate Ga-
•

dhipara (Kanoje,) was gained by the valour of his arm."

5. Any holy spot; but more particularly places of pilgrimage situated on

the banks of the Ganges.

6. Benares.

7. The river Kusi (Koosi) in Bahar; Satyavati, the sister ofVeswancha,

was married to Richika, a holy saint Richika had prepared an oblation

which he had consecrated with mantras i when he went to bathe, Satyavati

gave part of it to her mother, and her mother in return gave her some food

she had prepared. Satyavati brought forth Jamadagni, but she herself was

transformed into the river Kausaki (Koosi.)

6. The modern Fyzabad in Oude.

9. The ceremony of being weighed with gold and then distributing the

amount amongst the Brahmanas was common to Hindu princes in former

days. The ceremony is termed Tuladan and His Highness the Raja of

Tanjore in 1821, was weighed in this way, and afterwards gave away the

amount in charity, at Benares. Mohammedan princes were also weighed

in the same way with all the paraphernalia of royalty on the Noroz. In

the Tozuk Jahangiri written by Jcbangir himself is an account of his being

weighed. The Mohammedans however did not distribute the amount, as

the crown jewels always formed a portion of the valuables against which

they were weighed.

10. Sesha is the lord of serpents, the earth is upheld by resting on his

hoods. The Hindus suppose that all serpents have a jewel of inestimable

value in their crest which accounts for this forced description.
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11. The moon is descended from tbe ocean of milk. A ray of glory from

the eye of the holy saint Atri, was so effulgent, that the eastern quarter could

not endure it : it was accordingly thrown into the ocean where it became the

moon. When the gods and infernals churned the ocean for the liquor of

immortality, the moon wan one of the fourteen inestimable gems produced.

In Hindu mythology Soma, or the moon, is a male deity; the legend is fully

detailed in the Mahabliarata.

12. Navarashtra a country in the south of India mentioned in the chap-

ter of the Mahabharat detailing Sahad6va's conquests.

13. Indra is the protecting deity of the eastern region.

14. Airavata ; the name of Indra's elephant ; he was produced from the

ocean of milk when churned by the gods and infernals. (See note 1 1th.)

15. The whole of this verse is a play on words : the effect is lost in the

translation. The hills in former days were supposed to have wings, and to

amuse themselves by flying about, reducing to powder all countries in which

they might alight. Indra in order to preserve the world from utter des-

truction, clipped their wings with his thunderbolt, and fixed them in their

present positions, excepting the mountain Mainaka which took refuge in

the ocean.

10. Hammira, a king of Sakambhari, or Mewar. He was by this a great

tyrant. Mention is made of him in an inscription dated 1220 of the Sum-
but a?ra (Anno Domini 1 103,) by Col. Wilford in his essay ou Yikramaditya

and Salivahana.
i

t

17. Trtvikrama, a name of Vishnu; it signifies "three steps or paces."

Thedemou iSalihad i'orcibly taken away tbe kingdom of the deities; Aditi,

the mower oi the gods, at the injunction of her husband Kasyapa, fasted
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for twelve days, and from that holy action Vishnu was generated: after the

subversion of the celestial kingdom, Bali, attended by Sukra, bis officiating

family priest, was performing a great sacrifice on the banks of the Narmada

at a place called Bbugu-kaccha, the modern Baroacb. Vishnu having tak-

en the form of the dwarf (his fifth incarnation) went to the spot and begged

for alms. His appearance Mas so effulgent that those employed suspended

all action, wondering who he could be, some saying thatJire had honoiv

ed the ceremony; others that it was the sun himself, &c. &c. Vishnu

commenced a recital of the Sam-veda ; Bali exclaimed that he must be a

holy Brahmana and demanded his wishes; the dwarf said all he required

was as much earth as he could encompass with three strides. Bali thought

this a curious request, he however granted it, and when about to seal the

promise with a vow, Sukra forbade him, telling him that he recognized

Vishnu; Bali however still determined to fulfil the promise, and Vishnu in

three strides passed over the whole earth: Bali will be Indra in the eightii

manwantara.

18. Jaya Chandra was king of Kanoj and Benares. Mr. Colebrooke

in the 9th volume of the Researches makes him the same as Vijaya Chan*

dra. This is evidently wrong from the express statement that he was born

from Vijaya Chandra: Jaya Chandra went on a pilgrimage to Sinhala

(Ceylon) and received from Virahhadra, king of Sinhala, (whom by the by

he conquered) a most beautiful female: Prithivi raja (commonly called

Pitbaura) the last prince of the Chauhan dynasty, already enraged at

Jaya Chandra from a supposed assumption of having undertaken a sacrifice

at which Prithivi raja ought to have been allowed to preside, was exaspe-

rated at this, and a long and bloody war took place between the parties:

this lasted until Anno Domini 1192, when Sahebuddin invaded the domi-

nions of Pithaura : Jaya Chandra entered into a league with the invader, and

Pitbaura was slain in desperate battle fought on the plains of Thanesar.

The alliance between Sahebuddin and Jaya Chandra did not last long, for

in the year, 1 191 a great battle was fought between them near Etawa in
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which Jaya Chandra's army was totally ronted ; he himself was obliged to

flee, and in attempting to cross Ihe gauges in a small boat, was drowned.

19. Sesha; to understand this passage it is necessary to suppose the

large mountain Mandara 6xed on the back of a tortoise and pulled back-

wards and forwards by two opposite parties, thereby making an indenta-

tion on the tortoise's back: the story to which the passage alludes is thus

told :—The earth rests on the hoods of the serpent Sesha, beneath whom,

at a considerable distance, is the Kurma, or tortoise; when the mountain

Mandara was removed into the ocean by the deities and infernal* in order

to churn for the ami ita or liquor of immortality, it sunk : they were sorely

nfilicted and Kara)'ana from compassion having assumed the form of a tor-

toise uplifted and supported it. The gods and infernal* then using Vasuki

as a cable, churned the ocean, with the mountain Mandara, the continued

friction of winch, indenting the part of the tortoise's back on which it rest-

ed, caused a rim.

20. The preceptor of the gods; he is the son of Angiras.

4

21. A particular class of demi gods.

22. The manes of ancestors.

23. The moon is flamed Oshadhipati, "the lord of plants (annual.")
t

24. Vasudeva, a name of Krishna.

.
,

•.•••<

25. The grant was made to one of the Rajpntra tribe, as is fully proved

by the term Varma peculiarly applied to that tribe. This is in direct viola-

tion of every precept; for all grants of land ought to be made to Rrah-

manas exclusively. It must be supposed in order to obviate the apparent

Fff
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incongruity that Rasbtradhara was of the race of Brahmanas termed Zamin-

dar Brahmanas, who are looked on as inferior Brahmanas. They are also

termed Bhumihdra Brahmanas. The present Raja of Benares, Udita Nara-

yana, is one of this cast : they are considered both as Rajputras and Brah-

manas, and in their former capacity are allowed to hold the reins of Govern-

ment which, as Brahmanas exclusively, they could not.

26. Perhaps the province of Amodah on the north bank of the Saryu ?

27. Bassia latifolia ; the fruit of which affords a spirituous liquor. It is

often used as a condiment by the natives, in their food.

28. This verse is in the Mitakshara of Vijnyaneswara. Mr. Colebrooke

suggests the age of the Mitakshara to be above 600 and within 1000 years.

The verse is quoted by the author of the Mitakshara, but anonymously.

20. An epithet of Indra ; the conch, umbrella, &c. are the insignia of

royalty.

30. The whole of this verse, as also the whole of the 8th verse are lite-

ratim the same as two verses on a plate of brass found at Chitradurg, con-

taining a grant of land by a king* of Vidyanagara conferred Anno Domini

1393. Many of the Pandits at Benares have also assured me that the same

verses are to be found on an ancient copper plate, being a grant of land by

the famous Rama Chaudra, king of Ayodhya. This plate was found at

Ramkota in the very center of the modern city of Fyzabad, some centuries

ago, and by which, as they relate, the Mohammedan Emperor restored land

which his generals bad seized.

The same stanzas are also on plates of a grant made by Buccaraya, prince

• Dcwul rojl
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r f Vidyanagar dated Anno Domini 1409. They were seen at Nidigal and

CJoudja : they also are found on the plates preserved at Conjeveram and in a

grant of land found nt Tanna.
r

31. Son of Yahnka, a great prince; when Yahnka died, his queen wished

to ascend the funeral pile with him, but the Muni Urva, aware that she was

'pregnant, would not allow her. The other v ives of Yahuka in spite admi-

nistered poison to her ; the wished for effect failed, and when a son was

born he was named Sahara " born with a portion of poison in him." The

legend is in the i)th section of the Bhagawat, also an account of his numer-

ous sacrifices, &c.

32. A period of time embracing seventy-one revolutions of the four yu-

gas or ages.

33. The sacrifice of a horse, a most royal and expensive ceremony per-

formed by the ancient Hindu Kajas. It is reckoned so virtuous an act that

the crime of slaying a Bralunaua can be expiated by its performance.

31. I am not exactly positive as to the true interpretation of this very

material point as to who was the iuscriber of the plate ; the sentence con-

tains an uncommon expression or two.

The six large plates were found near the conflux of the Varana (a small

stream running past the north of Benares) \\ ith the gauges. They are gene-

rally in size about twenty inches by sixteen. A thick iron ring goes through

the upper part to which is attached a bell-shaped seal; in the centre is t lie

name of Java Chandra and above t he name an image of (ianesa, below the

name a conch. The inscriptions on the plates are exactly similar, only

Ff f->
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differing in the name of the village*. One of them also has Sumbut, 1230

;

two years posterior to that of which this is a transcript.

The small plate is a grant of the village of Kavanda-gram in the Pergun-

nah of (or dependent on) Ambulila-pattala, to a Bruhmana named Vasish-

tha Sarman. It bears date Sumbut, 1 J 77, (or A. D. 1 120.) The village

was bestowed by Sri Govinda Chandra, a king of Kanoj ; he was father of

Vijaya Chandra and grand-father of Jaya Chandra by whom the grant of

land dated A. D. 1177, was made.

The exordia and contents of the whole of the plates are exactly similar,

excepting the dates, names of villages, donor and donees names.

Historical Remarks on the preceding Inscriptions by the 8e~

cretary.

The Inscriptions now presented to the Society, and other authorities, to

be met with for the most part in the preceding volumes of the Researches,

enable us to form a tolerably satisfactory idea of the series of princes who

reigned at Kanoj and Dehli, in the period that intervened between the first

aggressions of the Musselmans and the final subversion of the native states

in the upper parts of Hindustan.

The present inscriptions relate to the dynasty of Kanoj, which terminat-

ed with Jaya Chandra, the last of the series, in 1 192. The names may be

thus recapitulated, assigning to them the dates which we may venture safe-

ly enough to compute from those of Govinda Chandra and Jaya Chandra,

as specified in their grants, and that of Vijaya Chandra in another place,

(A. R. ix. 442.)
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Yasovigraha, A. D. 1024

• > Mahi Chandra, - - f- »ta .w '*if n#lwi,*-fylL "^(JfS''"
'
J

Chandra deva, 1072

Madanapala, - - - -< i 1090

Govinda Chandra, 1120

Vijaya Chandra, 1144

Jaya Chandra, 1108

. »r ;\ i V""*' «?••«•••"
• :- :^ «• " * rt

•

•

' - ' «

The length thus assigned to these reigns averaging 24 years, is founded

on what appears to be the actual duration of the three last, although Java

Chandra met with a violent death. Thus amongst the present inscriptions,

is one recording a grant by Govinda Chandra which is dated in Sumbut,

1177, or A. D. 1121, the others are dated 57 years subsequent or A. P. 1178

giving that interval for the two reigns or 28 for each, whilst the rei^n of Java

Chandra himself was not terminated till 10 years later or 1 192. Supposing

therefore the reign of Govinda Chandra to have commenced only one year

prior to the year of his grant, the total period of the three reigns is 72 years

or 24 each ; one of these also as observed being cut short by a casualty, it

is not extravagant to suppose that the preceding reigns averaged a similar

duration, and that the dynasty commences at the date assigned to it: a pe-

riod quite compatible with the rise of a new ruliug power in that part of

India which appears to have been the scene of its subsequent ascendancy.

There is nothing that furnishes any information relating to the country

over which the first named prince Yasovigraha ruled: the late Col. Wilfoid

speaking of Jay* Ckand designates him as a Ruthore Rajput apparently ou

the authority of a Hindi popular treatise, the Prithu Rai Cheritra. This

is in Tiarmony with traditions current still in Rajptitana which derive the

present Rajas of Jodhpur, who are of the Rathore tribe from the last

princes of Kanoj : many of the leading feudatories or Thakurs of Oody-

pur and Jaypur are also Rathores. If we can suppose, which is not im-

probable, that the country generally west of the Jumna and south of Aj-
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mere or Meywar, Marwar, Sec. was the original seat of the Hindu tribe at

the time of the Mohammedan invasion, we may suspect that Yasotigraka

was a military adventurer from that quarter. It is clear that he was not

king of Kanoj, for that city* it is said in the inscription, was the conquest

of his grandson Chandra deva; neither was he king of Benares for we

find a Bauddha prince named Mahipdla reigning there, as included within

the limits of the kingdom of Gaur, in the year 1027, and his sons Sthirap&la

and Kamapala constructing edifices dedicated to Buddha of which the re-

mains are yet conspicuous at Sarnatha (A. R. v. 433 and ix. 203.) Capt.

Fell suggests the possibility of his being the same with Yasopata a prince

of Kausambi who is mentioned in a grant found at Khara in the Doab

(A. R. ix. 433;) this seems not improbable, the date A. D. 1037, would

bring the prince rather later than above computed, but not so much as to

affect the average materially ; the imperfect state of the Khara inscription

however throws no light upon the history of this prince, or records any

thing of Yasopdla except his name and date : the chief difficulty is therefore

the difference of the latter member of the name, enhanced by this conside-

ration, that, Pd/a, though not invariably, is often a family appellation and

that the family denomination of this dynasty appears to be Chandra. Whe-

ther however he be the same with this prince is of little importance : it is

scarcely doubtful that he was the first of the family who attained any con-

sequence, as besides the evidence to this eflect furnished by the genealogy,

the phraseology of the inscription implies the same when it specifies that

lie " was or existed after the lines of princes had gone to heaven he was

therefore in all likelihood either a military feudatory, or a martial adven-

turer, who availed himself of the disorganization of the petty principalities

of the Doab, consequent upon the devastations of Mabmud to lay the foun-

dations of a royal dynasty.

* r

The second in descent from Yasovigraha appears to have been the first

of the race who acquired a right to the title of royalty, and established

his family on the throne of Kanoj : the exaggerated language of flattery
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repeated by traditionary exaggeration has converted this kingdom into the

empire of all India, and the contest for this imperial throne according to

Wilford, (ix. 171.) was the cause of the last great war in India: that a

war was excited by a dispute for pre-eminence between the princes of Dehli

and Kanoj, inflamed by their being members of different rival tribes, is

probable enough; but it can scarcely be believed to have had much influ-

ence on the general state of Hindustan: we cannot suppose that either

13engal or the Dekhin was conscious of a struggle between two princes,

who appear only to have shared the dominion of a comparatively limited

tract with many others, possibly subordinate but not dependant, and who

appeared in the field against the Mohammedans, as the allies not the mas-

ters, of the princes of Merat, Gtialior, Kalinjer, Mathura, and Bindraban.

That Kanoj however had long been a city of great celebrity and the capi-

tal of an independant and important state is undeniable : as Kanyakubja

it is the subject of an ancient though absurd legend in the Kama yana, and

as Kanogiza it has a place with something like accuracy in the Tables of

Ptolemy. It gives a designation to a principal division of the Brahmanical

tribe, and is said in the history of Cashmir to have supplied that province

with Brahmans at a very early date: according to Firdausi, a king of Kanoj

called Shankal, was cotemporary with Behram Gor or reigned in the 5th

century. Col. Wilford says the whole of India was subject to the princes of

Kanoj in the Oth century, (ix. 200.) but according to the Raja Taringini

Yasoverma who was prince of Kanoj in the beginning of the eighth centu-

ry was dispossessed of his dominions by Lalitaditya, sovereign of Kashmir :

this subjugation must however have been merely temporary for a prince

named Sdhasanka must have occupied the throne about the middle of the

tenth century as MaMStcara the author of the Viswaprakasa in the year till,

makes himself sixth in descent from the physician of that monarch : in the

early part of the eleventh century Mohammedan writers call the king of Ka-

noj Kora : this prince after being overcome by Mahmud was admitted to

an. alliance with him, and
. in consequence incurred the enmity of his coun-
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trymen. He fell a sacrifice to their combined resentment but bis death

brought back the Ghaznavi prince to the Doab, and he appear* to have ex-

acted severe retribution : the confusion consequent upon his march through

the Doab to Benares and even to Behar if not to Bengal (ix. 203) afforded a

favourable opportunity for the rise of an enterprising character such as we

have already suggested Yasovigraha to have been. Amidst these troubles

the power of Kanoj must have especially suffered, and it is not astonish-

i„g therefore that in some twenty or thirty years from the transactions

adverted to, it should have become the prize of a new foe and owned Sri

Cbandra-deva as its lord.

The inscription states that this prince visited the Tirthas of Kasi, Knsika

and Northern Kosala, and the expressions used as well as ll.e character of

the individual, indicate his visiting Benares, Gorakbpur, Tirhut and Oude

hs much for purposes of conquest as of pilgrimnge. It was this prince

then *bo in all probability overturned the authority of that dynasty which

seems so long to have exercised an extensive sway in gangetic Hindustan;

the Pdla princes of Gaur : in that caKe however the Sri Deva-pala of the

Mongir inscription could not have lived later than the Mohammedan inva-

sion as supposed by Col. Wilford, (ix. 205 and 208,) as unquestionably the

power of the race was too much curbed by the new princes of Kanoj for

ttrase of Gour to have undertaken an invasion of the Panjab as mentioned

in tot inscription : without therefore concluding that the date as printed in

the Researches is correct it seems likely that Peva-pala Deva was long

anterior to the P&las of Benares and the disappearance of this name from

amongst the prince, of India. If as supposed by Col. Wilford the Stlnra

Pala of the Benares inscription (vol. ix.) is the DMr Pal of Ab«lfa,l (Ay.

Akberi ii. 24) and consequently was followed by a succession of prince* of

the same family appellation, they must have reigned over limit* much more

contracted than those they governed when the buildings at Sarnath were

erected: the identification is however very doubtful for the lists of Abulfasl

give fifteen princes between Dkirpaf and theconquest of Bengal by Bakfatyar
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Khalji, or according to the date of the Sarnath inscription and of the Mussel-

man invasion between 1027 and 1204 or less than twelve years to a reign: we

cannot therefore place any confidence in this approximation, and must infer

the Dhirpal of the Ayin Akheri and Sthirapftla of Sarnath lo be differ-

ent individuals : we are by no means restricted to the former, for the dynas-

ty under discussion as the grant found at Amgachchi in Dinajpur furnishes

a still more copious list, (ix. 434 ) Agreeably to that authority it seems

more safe to conclude with Mr. Colebrooke. that the period of the Mongir

grant, when the power of this family was at its heighth, must have been the

eighth or ninth century at least. To save the trouble of reference it may be

as well to insert the names of this dynasty here as they occur in these several

inscriptions.

Amgachcki.

Lokap&ln.

Dlieruiapala.

JayapaJa.

Detapala.
«

Naraj anapala.

Raj a pi) n.

raU Ddva.

ViBrahapala D«ra.

Mahipala Ddva.

Sajapala.

VigrahapaJa D*ta.

Mongir,

GopJa.

Dherroapala.

Devapita.

JluM.

Rajapa!a.

Surai ala.

Narajanapala.

Btnnrtt.

Mahipala.

Sihirapala.

Va»aoir4!»-

Dlmpala.

Dliirpal.

Devapila.

Ubupatpila.

DUaupatp&la.

Vigaapi: i.

Jajapaia.

Rajapata.

Dhogapala.

Ja^adpala.

The conqueror of Kanoj is succeeded by Madanapala, another worlike

and victorious sovereign, and his successor bears a similar character ; he is

said to have extended his conquests to the east, no doubt beyond theDGva

on the banks of which some of the lands grunted by Javacbaud appear to

have been situated.

The son of Govinda Chandra is Vijaya Chandra, a grant by whom lias

.been noticed by Mr. Colebrooke, (ix. 441,) dated in 1 104, as Captain Fell

. has observed in his notes: the present inscriptions supply all that was li ft

uncertain by the grant alluded to, the original of w hich having been sent to

c g s
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England, it was only known to Mr. Colebrooke by a copy of it made by

the Pundit employed to decypher it : this grant agrees precisely and ap-

parently literally with the present, except in the first name and the last, or

Vijaya-d6va in place of Vijaya Chandra, the ancestor of Jaya deva, not the

same^prince as Mr. Colebrooke has stated.

*

Vijaya Chandra is celebrated in the inscription for the pangs he inflict-

ed on the wives of Hamvira or as Capt. Fell writes Hammira; this expres-

sion implies his having slain a prince so named but such an interpretation

is rather questionable as it is not easy to particularise the prince so denomi-

nated. To one Hammira a very popular character in Hindi poetry and

tradition, the passage is of course inapplicable, as he did not live till long

after the date of the grant, or in the 14th century, (A. R. ix. and x.) A
chieftain of the same name is mentioned in the inscription found at Hansi,

which fortress it is said was made the government of Kilbana the uncle of

Pritbivi Raja in reward of his slaying Hammira; this inscription is dated

] 108, and so far tallies well enough with the existence of Hammira as the

cotemporary of Vijaya Chandra, but Hammira could not be twice exter-

minated, and we have either two individuals of the name alive at the same

time, and both obnoxious to Hindu princes, or we must suppose that the

king of Kanoj only annihilated the power of Hammira, and left his death

to the ruler of Ajmere. After all however there seems a more simple solu-

tion than either, and Hammira is nothing more than Jlfiror Amir, a Mo-

hammedan prince or general. Consistent with this is all Musselman histo-

ry which mentions the capture and recapture of Asi or Hansi several times,

between the first and last invasions of Hindustan, and the character given

in the inscription to Hammira who is there styled " the Harasser of various

realms." The inscription to which Capt. Fell refers includes no notice

of Hammira, (A. R. vii. 180): the only connexion between his name and

it, is the mention it makes of the Sakambhari princes of Dehli in a stanza

quoted in the Sarangdhara Paddhati, a collection of miscellaneous verses

compiled two generations after Hammira, prince of Sakambhari, but this is
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most probably the later Hammira, the prince who lived in the 14 th not in

the 12th century, and has no relation with the name that occurs in the Bena-

res inscription.

The inscription at Dehli thus referred to is the Ndgari portion of that

upon the Lat of Firoz Shah, translated by Mr. Colebrooke : it is dated in

Sumbut 1220 or A. D. 1 164. This records the occupation of Dehli by the

Sakambhari princes, and there is little doubt that Sakambhari is the same

with Sambher in Ajmere, as Mr. Colebrooke supposes, or at least that it is

Amber the ancient capital. The inscription calls the princes also Chahu-

vanas or Chouhans, the tribe of Rajputs still numerous in that part of Raj-

putana, as well as in other places, and giving name to a small principality

still called the Chouhan Raj adjoining to Jodbpur. The traditionary histo-

ries of Jaipur or anciently Amber further confirm a connexion between this

state and Dehli ; for one of the ancestors of the present ruling family was

married it is said to the sister of Pitbaura. It appears therefore that soon

-after one martial clan the Rathore Rajputs had established a sovereignty

for themselves at Kanoj, another tribe of Rajputs, the Chouhans, succeeded

in extending their power from Ajmere to the upper portion of the Doab and

Dehli. The inscription on the staff of Firoz Shah was engraved either in

the reign of Visala-deva or of his immediate successor Vigraha Raja-deva,

if the same person be not intended by both names ; the father of Visala-deva

is Yelhrdiva or Bella, and he may probably be the same as the Bit Deo

the Chouhan, of the Ayin Akberi, who conquered the principality of Dehli.

Abulfazl it is true, places this event in the ninth century, but his list of the

princes of the dynasty contradicts his own statement. Pitbaura, the seventh

and last, was killed in 1 192 : the aggregate of the seven reigns, is made in the

Ayin Akberi 83 years, which being deducted from the date of Pithaura's

death, brings us to 1 109 for ihe era of the Chouhan conquest; this agrees

well enough with the date of (he inscription on the l>dt, which alludes to

a third or perhaps only a second generation anterior to 1164, and conse-

quently places Vella-deva in the period at which Bil Deo must have lived

according to the Ayin Akberi.

4
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The date of the Hansi iuscription, 1 108, shews that Prithivi Rai or Pi-

thaura must have succeeded to the supreme authority, immediately after

the inscription on the Lfit was engraved : at ihe same time it is to he ob-

served that Prithivi Hai although styled by Abnlfazl, king of Dehli, appears

not to have 'held that station or at least not to have exercised the sove-

reignty personally. The Tebkat Akheri and Ferishta call him prince of

Ajmere, and his brother Kanda Rae, king of Dehli : it is possible therefore

that the Sakainbhari princes still resided on their original dominions, and

merely governed Dehli by delegates: that a close connexion however sub*

sisted between the two, is indicated by the inscription on the Lat, as well

as by the relationship between Pithaura and Kanda Rae. Both brothers

perished in the last engagement with Moiz-ud-din; Kanda Rae on the

field, and Pithaura was put to death after the battle. The appearance of

two or three princes of the Chouhan race at Delhi according to the inscrip-

tion on the L&t, immediately anterior to Pithaura, is fatal to the story Col.

Wilford cites from the Prithivi Rae Cheritra (A. R. ix. 171) of the adop-

tion of that prince by Ananga Pala, the last of the Tomara dynasty of

Dehli kings in 1170, the last of whom according to Abnlfazl, also named

Prithivi Raj, was defeated and expelled from the sovereignty by Bil Deo

as already observed.

The inscriptions that have given rise to these observations are with one

exception records of grants made in the reign of Jaya Chandra, the last of

the rival house of Kanoj who survived but a very short time the down-

fall of that of Dehli, to which he contributed not only by previous contests

for pre-eminence, but even if the Musselman writers are to be believed, by

an actual alliance with the invaders.

The circumstances thus ascertained from these antient records satisfac-

torily account for the rapid progress of the Mohammedan arms. Instead

of employing the interval between Mahmoud of Ghizni and Mohammed

Chori to confirm and establish friendly connexions, the Western princes
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seem to bare thought it a favourable opportunity for aggrandising them-

selves at the expence of those neighbours whom the aggressions of Mali-

moud had left exhausted and exposed: a century and a half was consumed

in this unprofitable scramble, and when the Mohammedans returned to the

charge they had to encounter only princes who were yet loosely seated on

the spoils of their predecessors, and were disputing amongst themselves

the appropriation of the booty.

IX.

Observations on the Climate of Subathu and Kotgerh.

By Lieut. P. GERARD, Beng. Nat. Inf.

AS Meteorology is now considered by scientific men in Europe ofgreat

importance in erery point of view, and of late years is become a subject

which has excited an unusual degree of interest ; it has occurred to me that

the following Weather Journal comprising a period of nearly sixteen

months, from the 17th of September, 1817, to the end of December, 1818,

may nut be deemed unacceptable to those who devote a portion of their

time and attention to this particular branch of science*
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The observations made have been principally taken at Subathu and at

Kotgerh with some others at intermediate places of encampment during

the march, or a temporary halt; and as the journal in detail may seem too

voluminous for publication, 1 beg to offer an abridgement of it.

The abridgement notes the highest, lowest and mean of each day in

every month, inclusive of the observations taken during a temporary halt

for the period above-mentioned : and for reference, a list of the places with

their heights above the level of the sea, and their latitudes and longitudes

will be found at the end.*

The difficulty at all times experienced of being able to procure proper

instruments in India for keeping a correct and regular Meteorological

Journal has been a great drawback in the present instance ; and the uncer-

tainty of obtaining them from Europe in an efficient state has necessarily

confined the observations for the most part to the Thermometer: but con-

sidering all things ; the peculiar nature of this mountainous, elevated and

highly interesting tract of country, and the want of thermometrical registers

in this parallel of latitude, being the first complete set ever offered, it is to

be hoped that it may not be found unworthy of attention.

The observations at Subathu have been limited, with very few excep-

tions, to the interior of a house which has an exposed situation, and will

give a very good mean, while those at Kotgerh have been taken outside,

ip the shade, exposed to the wind, so as to shew the true temperature of

the atmosphere. After procuring and putting up a Barometer at the latter

place, observations of the Thermometer were taken inside as well as out,

marked "Attached and Detached" in the column. The Barometer used

was unexceptionable in every respect, being a good tube filled with mer-

cury, accurately boiled over a slow charcoal fire, and after extracting by

Mm indebted to my brother Captain A. Gerard, late Snrrejor to the Board of Commiasioner* in

tie Ceded Prorincca for the latitude, longitude, and heights, of lUc diucrent pUccs above alluded to.
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this tedious, troublesome, and not unfrequently vexatious process (but not

without breaking some tubes before succeeding) all the air bubbles and filth,

was inverted into a cup of mercury to which was affixed a scale graduated

into inches, tenths and hundredths parts. It may therefore be depended

upon, and great care was observed, at the time of taking the observations,

whether of the Barometer or Thermometers.

It is necessary to state that the mean of observations taken at intervening

places where a temporary halt was made, has been deduced from the highest

during the day, and the lowest the following morning, being the only mode

left for ascertaining a correct mean of the place for the day.

Subathu is a small fort and military post occupied by the 1st Nasfri or

6th Local Battalion or Hill Corps, in North Latitude 3<X> 68' and East Lon-

gitude 70° 59', about 4,205 feet by barometrical observation above sea level,

and about 3,000 feet above the protected Sikh states in the plains of Hin-

dustan. It is situate in the Pergunnah of the same name and was com-

prised in the state, Thakurai or Lordship of Keunthal, but at the termi-

nation of the war with the Gurkha power was ceded to the British Go-

vernment.

The horizontal distance from the plains of Hindustan is 10 miles, be-

ing separated from them by two intermediate ranges of lower hills ; from

the Himalaya or snowy chain about 65 miles the nearest point ; from the

River Setlej or Satrudra 24, and from Kotgerh 40.

It is a sort of flat or table land having mountains in the neighbourhood

in height from 4600 to 8000 feet above the sea. It is open and exposed, be-

ing low and near the plains, and in some degree is liable to the eflects of

the hot winds which blow from the plains during April, May, and June, al-

though the intermediate ranges are considerably more elevated. It is on

the right bank of a branch of the email river Gambhir which lies to the
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South West and flows 1,100 feet below it, distant about one mile in a straight

line. It is very steep towards the South West, and North East sides and to

the South East and North West is a range, the former rising in elevation, and

the latter gradually sloping towards the river CSambhir which is about three

miles distant. The hills in its immediate neighbourhood are almost desti-

tute of wood while at some distance they are covered on their northern faces

with large common pine trees, bushes and shrubs.

The neighbourhood considering all things and the oppression and treat-

ment experienced by the inhabitants under the Gurkha rule is populous,

and the surrounding flats and slopes are highly cultivated. The country is

studded with numerous, though lor the most part, small villages, few of

them containing more than from 4 or (i, to 12 or 15 houses or families, and

these have increased to an astonishing degree since it became a military post

and subject to British jurisdiction.

The appearance of the country is pleasing to the eye of a stranger though

differing widely from that of the interior. The climate of Subathu enjoys

an agreeable temperature, the mean being from 65£° to 60° though during

May and J une it is hot, but seldom or ever becomes what is called oppres-

sive in a house. Taking it all in all it is very healthy throughout the year.

Fever and rheumatism are the predominant complaints, but with respect

to the former compared to the plain, cases are remarkably few, more parti-

cularly so during the periodical rains which commence between the 20th

and end of June, and sudden changes or in damp weather; and the latter in

the cold season. When the winter is rigorous, snow falls in January and

February to about the depth of four inches, but seldom lies on the ground

v
above two or three days, it being too low and exposed, and the suu's ray»

being too powerful.

Hoar frosts commence in November, and vanish about the beginning or

'middle of March ; in severe seasons duriug part of December, January,
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nnd the early part of February, standing water freezes to considerable

thickness. The rainy season generally speaking is heavy and terminates

sometimes about the middle or end of September, and at others not till the

10th or 20th of October. The surrounding country is much cultivated and

agriculture carried on to a considerable extent and this is rapidly on the

increase wherever the inhabitants from the adjacent states, who are often

obliged to fly from the oppression and tyranny of their petty rulers, can

obtain arable lands sufficient for the maintenance of themselves and fami-

lies.

Declivities of ranges and mountains, unobstructed by rocks, which are

cultivated, are cut and laid out with a considerable deal of labour into

ledges or sloping fields of all dimensions, shapes and sizes, resembling the

steps of a ladder placed in. a slanting position, supported mostly by em-

bankments of earth, and sometimes of stone. All flats or pieces of table

land are cultivated, and those on the banks of rivers, and streams are

chiefly planted with rice for the sake of water for irrigation. The rice crops

are luxuriant and yield an abundant and profitable return to the farmer.

The best rice is uncommonly cheap and reckoned superior to any of a si-

milar kind produced in the plains near this quarter.

The productions about Stibathu are various such as Indian corn, cot-

ton,' opium in a small quantity, rice of several kinds, wheat, jow (barley,)

koda or marwa,* various pulse, the several species of bathu,
0
Ggal,* a small

quantity, sounk,' kachalu or pinalu,' and gagti or gandbiali/ kangni,1

chenna, k
bajra,' ginger, a great article of export trade, superior to that in the

a Somewhat different to that which is collated in th« plains.

b Paspalam Screbiculatum. « Amaraothus Anardhana, these grains do not attain that perfec-

tion low down which they arrive at in the interior, d Panicum Emarginatum. • A small grain not

nnsimilar to the chenna, (Panicum Miliaeeum.) f Both esculent root*, the former being the Arum
colocasia and the latter being or something resembling the Aram campaaulattim or Dioseorea fas*

cicnlata or Dioseorea of Roxburgh. I Panicum italicom. h Panicam Miliaccuia. » Holeus

fipicatus, this grain is only produced in the lower parts of the state of Hindur.

U hh
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plains, and scarcely inferior in point of size and quality to that which is pro-

duced in China; two kinds of bhang or hemp in a limited quantity, tobacco,

lahsan or garlick, haldi,* til,
b sero or sarson,0 chillies or red pepper, with a

few others including some common vegetables, hardly necessary to notice

and differing little from those cultivated in the plains of Hindustan. Besides,

there are apricots,d peaches, walnuts' exported in great quantities, a few

apples, wild pears, raspberries of two kinds, yellow and pale white, straw-

berries, small and insipid having no taste or flavour, ph6t, f a large and ob-

long kind of melon, barberries of a purple colour, large and plentiful ; darfts,

a small species of pomegranate, which is gathered, split or broken in pieces,

the fruit taken out, and the shells,* in a dry state exported to the plains in

great quantities as an article of commerce, and kaephal, h with some other

wild fruits.'

Kotgerh.J a small village and military outpost occupied by a detach-

ment of the 1st Nasiri Battalion in Latitude 31* 19' and Longitude 77*

30' is situate on the left bank of the Setlej on the slope of a range which

rises to the height of 10,656 feet above the level of the sea crowned by

AVartu or Haltu fort now dismantled and in ruins, separating the dell

• Turmeric (Coreomalonga.) * The seed of the Sesamum from which oil is expressed. « A •pe-

cks of mustard (Sinapia dicbotoma) of the seed of which oil is made; the leaves of this plant, when

j oung, are eaten by the natives as a vegetable.

• Smaller, not so good, and less abundant than in the interior.

• The Kernel of which is often made into oil.

t Used for dyiag a jellow oolour and when mixed with other ingredients prodoces a bine die.

h Amyris beptapbyila.

i The indigenous fruits, generally speaking, especially in the interior, are large and upon the wbolo

pretty good and might be greatly improved by ingrafting.

j On the site of the present bouse occapied by the Officer commanding the post formerly stood the

village "f Danthat The cantonment itself is about 140 yards off adjoining the small village of Lipta*

ti and the village of Kotgerb, a little above which was the residence of the Rana or chief, is about 100

or 160 yards beyond and below the sipabis huts.
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of the Setlej from the Pabar, Jumna and Tons, and the other great river

to the South East.

The cantonment of Kotgerh is 6634 feet above the sea and the differ-

ence of level between it and Subathu is 2,429 feet which answers to a

mean decrement of temperature of nearly nine degrees.—The Setlej is dis-

tant about four miles in a straight line to the North West running below it

about 4000 feet, a steep descent the whole way. The distance from the

plains of Hindustan is about fifty miles, and the nearest point of the Hima-

laya 25*

It enjoys a delightful climate throughout the year. The rains commence

about the 20th or 25th of June and continue to the end of September, and

sometimes to the middle of October. They occasionally terminate about

the 15th or 20th of September and are more heavy and protracted than in

the plains. This is followed by what may be called autumn, which lasts

all October and for the greater part of November, according to the mildness

of the season ; after which winter with all its horrors sets in. The tempera-

ture of the rainy season is quite pleasant, often chilly, and when the sun

breaks through the clouds rarely rises to 72" in the house, but this degree

in a humid atmosphere, where evaporation is checked, feels sometimes

close.

During the months of April, May, and June, that period of the year so

scorching and oppressive in the plains of Hindustan, the climate is cool

and agreeable in the shade, and within doors, a cloth coat rarely feels un-

comfortable, but the sun is very hot, and although the mean temperature

of the climate at Kotgerh does not exceed that of London by above five

* Mani-majra the nearest town io plain level, about one wile from the fool of the hills, it not le»»

than 1200 led above Ibc sea.

Bbb 3
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or six degrees yet the heat of the sun's rays is very powerful. It is thickly

wooded on three sides, amongst which is a variety of pines and oaks, rho-

dodendrons and almost every tree, shrub and plant in the neighbourhood

peculiar to, and natives of Europe, with many others unknown, amongst

which are a variety of aromatic plants and shrubs.*

In December, January, and February, snow falls and lies in shaded pla-

ces to the northward from one to three feet in depth. It sometimes falls

as early as the middle and end of November, and also in the beginning of

March but never lies on the ground. The winters here resemble those in

Europe but are less severe. Frosts commence before the middle of Octo-

ber, but notwithstanding that the effect of elevation is equivalent to geogra-

phical latitude, yet owing to the much greater altitude of the sun's rays in

the former, they have considerable power even in winter, and the snow in

exposed situations melts away in a few days of sunshine although the air

remains very sharp, and frosty nights prevail during the greater part of

March. It is worthy of remark that the flakes of snow are extremely large,

larger than ever I remember witnessing them in Europe.

Spring at Kotgerh and at similar elevations may be said to commence

about the middle or latter end of March, but this greatly depends on the

nature of the season, and to continue all April. May is often rude and

disagreeable ; if rainy, fires and woollen clothes are indispensable to com-

fort. The harvest or reaping season commences in May and terminates

about the end of June. The jow or barley is the earliest, and the wheat

or kanak, and uwa jow are fully a month later. In more elevated situ-

ations it is backward, and the wheat is often not housed till sometime

* There is a apeeies of small reed bamboo which attains the height of eight or twelve feet growing

all orer the higher mountain*. It is used for a variety of domestic purposes and if introduced into

Britain might prove an advantageous acquisition to the peasantry as well as to gardeners and
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after the rainy season has fairly set in, the consequence of which is that

many of the crops never ripen, and the natives from necessity are obliged

to reap them while partially in a green and immature state, (the ear being

full,) for the sake of preserving the whole from injury and destruction.

The natives seem to be perfectly aware that snow contains properties

which increase the value of the crops.

The following are the grains and other productions at Kotgerh and in

its neighbourhood. Several kinds of rice chiefly of the coarser sort, jow,

(barley,) Gwajow,* wheat (kanak,) phaphara or phaphar,b ugal,c cha-

beri or jaberi,d opium in great quantities for export trade," three species

of bathu, r black, red, and white, kachalu or pinalu, and gagti or gan-

» Hordenm coclcste. b Panicum Tartnricum. « Panieum Emarginatum. d The grata

of this differs little in appearance from that of the pbaphar and ogal. • Prom the aeed of tho

poppy the native! express oil, which, being sweet and pleasant to the taste and an excellent substi-

tute for gbee, (melted batter) is mixed with their food and eaten ; the oil is also ascd for burning;.

Tbe quality and inebriating properties of the hill opium are greater than that produced in tho

Sikh states below; it Is consequently considered anperior and is in great demand in the Punjab. It

fetches an enhanced price at the different marts in the plains to which it is taken, and is produc-

ed at less expense and with less labour ; that in tbe plains requires irrigation which is never ap-

plied to it in tbe interior of the hills, owing to tbe constant moist state of the soil. It may in some

few places on the banks of the Setlej and other rivers where tbe heat is intense. The pernicious

effects of this drug so much in repute amongst the native population in India arc well known. The

natives of these mountains, especially the females, on the most trifling occurrences apparently which

thwart their views and inclinations not anfrequently commit suicide by swallowing a piece of this

drag. It may not be out of place here to mention, since the cultivation of the poppy seems to begin

to attract the attention of a few individuals in Britain, that tbe seed at the elevation of Kotgerh and

even at greater heights is sown in October, and the young plant after arriving at tbe height of a few

inches is buried in snow during the winter months. Previous to this, it is well weeded and cleaned,

and, when the snow is all melted and winter terminated, it sprouts up rapidly and comes to perfection

in April and May according to tbe nature of the season, when the natives are busily occupied in in-

cising it with a small iron instrument called nebiroa and collecting the milky substance which ootes

out If the incisions are made in the afternoon, tbe substance is frequently collected tbe following

morning and sometimes not till the second day. The process appears to be very tedious and trouble-

some from the inefficiency of the instrument employed which differs somewhat from that in use in the

tbe leaves of these when very young and tender or about a few inches high are used as a vegetable by

the inhabitants. At this height and even higher, in appearance, they exactly resemble the lal and

green sag (culinary herbs) of Hindustan.
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illiittli,»a small quantity of coarse tobacco, two kinds of bhang or hemp

>

various pulse, a small quantity of cotton and ginger on the banks of the

Setlej, and other rivent aud streams, Indian corn in a very limited quan-

tity, kangni,0 chenna,d marwa or koda,* til,** seru or sarson.s The

fruits are apricots, 1
* peaches, cherries, small and very acid apples, pears,

a few grapes, mulberries, filberts, walnuts, » byml or bymbl a hardy spe-

cies of apricot or peach (the stone of this fruit much resembles that of the

common apricot which is abundant throughout the hills) wilh strawber-

ries, large, and of an excellent flavor and taste, red, pale, yellow and se-

veral kinds of black raspberries, two or three kinds of barberries besides

* These edible root* are cultivated In great quantities all aver tbn hilts hat are more general in the

interior and constitute in no small proportion the winter food or the people ; the leaves of them are

also eaten as vegetables. b These plun* prow inott luxuriau l> :mi>I aitaiu a respectable height,

but are chiefly cultivated in this part of the mouutaiua tor domestic purposes. The quality of the

hemp is good and roi^bt easily, under proper management aud care, by giving encouragement to tbo

cultivators, be produced to any extent for export trade and is not unworthy of the notice and attention

of private speculators. Jt is chiefly cultivated at and about all villages and also grows spontaneously

in vast quantities. To come to great perfection, it seems to require a ricli and well manured soil. To
the South Bast in the mountainous parts of Gerhwai, Hemp is a staple article of commerce. The seed

of these plants is partly expressed into oil, and partly, as well as almost all other grains and pulse,

eaten by the inhabitants in a parched state, An intoxicating preparation called Chirras is extracted

from the leaves of the bhang by means of rubbing them forcibly between their hands, to wbicb the na-

tives of all ranks and classes are much addicted. In appearance it is not uosimilax when extracted to

old opium. It is exported in considerable quantities and used by mixing and smoking it with tobacco.

The same attention might be applied to the extraction of the gum of turpentine and to the manufacture

of pitch from the inexhaustible piuc forests with which the mountains are covered. It is only in the vi-

cinity of the lower bills that any regard is given to its extraction and is collected in a very small quan-

tity, but, in the course of time, both these articles might prove of great value in a commercial point of

view. There are other natural productions unnecessary here to notice, besides those enumerated above,

to which speculators might apply some of their resources with advantage and pioBt to themselves.

* Panicnm italicum. 4 Panicum miliacenm. • Paspalum Srobiculatum. * In a small quan-

tity only at this height. The oil expressed from the seed of tbe til is sweet and an excellent substitute

for sailed oil, the only objection to it is, its rather nauseous smell, but when used this is not perceptible.

I Made into oil and tbe leaves when teuder are also used by the native* as a vegetable. a The fruit

is gathered when perfectly ripe; tbe stones broken and the kernels taken out and expressed into an

excellent oil for burning. Although tbe kernels from their extreme degree of bitterness, one would sup-

pose, are hardly palatable, yet 1 have frequently observed the natives prepare them in such a manner as

to permit of their being eaten with their food. ' Having thicker shells than those produced in the

tott er hills ;
many of these trees on elevated plaoes attain a groat stso.

i

j
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the common purple hazelnuts, black and red currants, horse chesnuts,* and

other wild fruits, the indigenous productions of the country-!

Two species ofoats in the interior of the hills grow spontaneously amongst

the wheat and barley fields, and also on waste lands, but the grain is so

small that the natives make no use of it, and they seem to be ignorant that

it is excellent and nourishing food for cattle, goats, and sheep.

Two hardy species of rice are cultivated on elevated situations and l»olh

are subject to occasional falls of snow. They grow luxuriantly unassist-

ed by irrigation. These I believe are yet unknown in botany and the in-

troduction of them into Britain, and elsewhere into Europe might prove &

valuable and important acquisition. They are both of the coarser sort.

Kotgerh is in the Pergunna of Sundhoch, one of the divisions of the in-

dependent petty state of Kotguru and was ceded to the British Govern-

ment for a military post on the conquest of the hill provinces, or shortly

These, together with chain(is, a root found in tbe forests and waile lands in many elevated part*

along tbe skirts of tbe Himalaya, and which are likewise the food of tbe beasts of the forest, the natives,

from necessity in times or scarcity and famine are obliged to substitute for food. Both these have a

very bitter taste, and to make them palatable, the uatives prepare them in the following manner; they

aie first opened or cut into pieces, then steeped or soaked in water for sometime which deprives tbera of

their bitterness : they are afterwards dried io tbe sun and pounded or ground into a flower, made into

cakes and eaten in other ways. This circumstance alone sufficiently shews the precarious and misera-

ble subsistence of the wild and uncouth race of people wbo inhabit tbe most elevated and savage parts

on the hither side of tbe Himalaya. The fruit of the Bymi or Bymbi, whose natural climate is cold and

elevated, and where it appears to thrive admirably well, when arrived at a proper stale of maturity, is

pulled, dried in tbe san, and also eaten ax food in much the same manner as borse chesnuts andcliamus.

It is like a prune, bat retains its yellowish colour, is sweet and has not an unpleasant taste.

t A few common vegetables, such as cucumbers, a small kind of onion, radishes, and a few others

are cultivated by the people. There are besides, several species of wild culinary herbs, in common use

amongst the natives, to be found in the forests at different seasons of the year. At the height of 13,000

or 13,000 feet, for instance along the lop of tbe Cbaakil range, a small species of wUd onion or look is

very plentiful.
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after the termination of the war with the state of Nepal in this quarter

in 1815.

The natives of this part of the country are subject to the goitre or large

swelling in the neck. The complaints most prevalent among them are fe-

vers and rheumatism.

The aspect of the country in the neighbourhood differs materially from

that of the lower mountains near the plains, the ranges are more regular

and the mountains are lofty and abrupt. It is extremely steep on all sides.

The villages are few and small in most places, and the population is scan-

ty and scattered, but does not seem to be on the increase.* The quantity

of waste land which is considerable, evidently appears to have been culti-

vated at an antecedent period, and indicates beyond a doubt that the country

was better peopled formerly than it now is. Most of the villages are more

or less in ruins, and some of the houses though still standing are deserted

and remain unoccupied. This may be accounted for partly from the ty-

rannical measures resorted to by the Gurkha chiefs to keep the people un-

der due subjection.

»

Immediately after the rains cease the Zemindars or farmers, whilst the

soil is in a moist state, begin to plough, and commence sowing wheat,

barley and Uwa jow. These being the principal grains on which the in-

habitants at this height are dependant, are buried in snow during the win-

ter months. W hen much more falls at the elevation of Kotgerh the pro-

duce of these grains is very considerable ; but when it does not, and the

• Population being stationary may be easily recounted for by the prevalence or female infanticide,

of the revolting custom of Polyandry and the promiscuous intercourse of the sexes from the early

•ge of eight or ten {female chastity being unknown) together with slavery, a traffic formerly in the

plaios of Hindustan to considerable extent more especially so from too lower hills. Tbe former

throughout the states subject to British authority, as far as we know is of rare occurrence and the

latter is certainly less extensive titan it was formerly. It is therefore to be hoped that population will

begin to augment.
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soil is not amply supplied with a sufficient quantity of rain during the lat-

ter part of February and early part of March, the crop* are poor and not

nnfrequently are followed by great scarcity and sometimes though seldom]

by famine, when the natives are reduced to an extreme state of poverty

and wretchedness. In places more elevated, the grain suffers considerable'

injury from too severe a winter, while lower down and on the banks of the

river Setlej, the wheat and barley crops yield but a small return even in

good seasons to the husbandmen. This however greatlv depends on the

quantity of rain which may fall during the season. The low lands and flats

On the banks of rivers and streams are more adapted to the cultivation of

coarse rice which thrives remarkably well and produces a plentiful return

to the farmer.*

After the different grain crops on the high lands have attained the height

of two or three inches the natives in the interior make a practice of spread-

ing manure over them which they say is the means of materially increasing

their value.

Bollocks are the only animals used in all stages of agriculture in these

mountains on the hither side of the Himalaya and all grain is trodden by

them in the same manner as in the plains of India with their mouths muz-

zled. The grain after being cut, is bound intd small sheaves and allowed

to lie, and dry in the sun for some time, after which it is stacked,! and sub-

sequently spread into circular flats paved with stones and trodden out as

above-mentioned.

The same sort of rude light plough in the plains of Hindustan is also

used in the hills, and the other implements of husbandry are few, and of

little value,
f • •.'..•«:., . - •

. .\

* BantxMS sad seme of the tropical frail* *rojr on the banks of the SeUej and Ike oUmates arc ftry

diversified according to tlie etevaiioa above sea level.

t This it only applicable to rice 00 the banks of tbe Setlej, tue. after it has boon cut down.

lii
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I

The fields where the mountains are abrupt and steep, are cot into inclin-

ed terraces of all sizes and descriptions supported by stone walls resem-

bling the steps of stairs, one above the other. On the banks of the Setlej

and other rivers, where the principal produce is rice, the fields are invaria-

bly partitioned into flats to allow of the water required for irrigation, to

cover the whole surface.

The seasons of Kotgerh are reversed as regards the plains of Hindustan

or nearly correspond with those in many parts of Europe : that is the har-

vest is fully a month or six weeks later than at Subathu, which is a month

behind that in the plains of India. We begin to sow Europe vegetables in

February and March, and plant potatoes in March, April, and May. The

reaping season on the banks of the Setlej in the neighbourhood of Kotgerh,

where the heat is extremely great and oppressive, is, if any thing earlier

than that about Subathu, and in situations of the game height above the

sea. The crops of wheat and barley are more exuberant and productive

about Kotgerh than they are in the lower hills and uwa jow, which is little

inferior in point of quality and substance to wheat, will not thrive at a less

elevation at least the natives do not cultivate it. -

The wheat, barley and uwa jow crops are succeeded by phaphara, Ggal,

chabeii or jaberi and the several kinds of batha. These are cut down and

taken in before winter commences.

I nave purposely omitted giving the mean temperature of each month in

the present journal as the observations are broken and irregular from the

circumstance of being frequently obliged to move. But not pretending

to great correctness, the mean temperature of the year at Subathu and

Kotgerb deduced from subsequent registers will be found at the end of the

abridgement or table.

•
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It is necessary to state that the observations taken at Subathu (with

few exceptions) are from the 17th of September, 1817, to the 17th June,

1818, inclusive, from that period to the 10th of November at Kotgerh and

the subsequent ones partly at intermediate places, and partly at Kotgerh

which duty obliged me to visit occasionally.

An abridged Table t*f T/iermomelricai Journal kept at Subathu and Kot-

gerh, ipc. shewing the Highest, Lowest and Mean Temperature of each

day in every month.

1817. October. November. December

Day.
"S

i
i
•2>

ttj

S g
i

i 6 1 g

3 1 3 I $ 1 ft! J 1

1 71,7 66 68,8 79 64,7 71,8 57,2 66 66.1
3 72 66,5 09,2 75 57 06 68,2 56,3 66,7
9 70,5 66,6 68 80 62,6 71,2 50,5 50 67.7

58,64 70 64,0 67,3 70,5 60 60,7 60 67
5 70,6 65 673 78 61 60,5

i

61 64 57,6
72,6 66 09.2 77 56,5 66,7 62,7 64 58,3

!

71 65,8 68,4 88 67 72,5 62,7 65 68,8
70,6 64 67,2 86 57 71,6 64 63,8 68,9
70 64 67 91 59 75 60 62 56

10 72,5 65 68,7 84,6 61,6 73 61,2 62 66,6
ii 72 66 68,5 87,6 62,5 75 60 51,2 65,1
12 71 65 66 73 60,6 00,7 68 52 55
ia 00 89,5 80,7 7«,0 57 66,8 59 63 56
14 77 06 71,5 64 02,0 63,3 55.4 61 53,2
15 74 62.5 68,2 63,7 60 613 51,4 47 49,3
16 70 68 69 62.5 60 61,2 64 45.2 40.0
17 72,2 70,3 712 , 71 HI 66 6i,3 59,5 60,0 65 46 50,5
18 763 m -2 72,2 70 62 60 02.3 69 60,6 66 47,3 61,6
10 77,3 71,2 74,2 09 t\i 60 62,5 59 60,7 05 44 64.5
20 73 71,2 69,6 0* 60.7 1 61 58 69,5 69 37,4 48.2
21 71,3 09 70,1 70 0J.5 66.7 1 60 56 68 Q) 37 46,6
22 71,6 00,0 60 70 (1J 00,5 58,3 6.1,7 57.5 60 41 56.5
23 G0.7 05,8 67,7 70 (14 07 68,5 60 57.2 63,0 45,2 47.9

4321 71 05.6 «»,:) 69 03 60 58 64 56 5!) 38
25 71 60 70 82,6 05 73.7 67,5 65 66,2 5 ,,5 47 51,2
26 72,5 68 70,2 «D 63 77,5 59 55 57 >0 51 50,5
27 73 70 71,5 Jl 70 82 57,5 55,7 56,6 56,6 40,5 53
28 7> 71 7J 8:1 71 80 57, > 54 56,7 57 49 53
20 73.2 70 7i.O Oi 70 64 67 53,7 65.3 68 00 54
30 ' 72 07,5 0J.7 oa 00 78,6 58 65 50,6 56 50.3 53.1
31

1
84

J

62 73
*

54 48 5t
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1816.
'

* January.
|

February. Aiarck.

Day.

_,

High. Lcnr. Mean. 1 11 inkit tgn 1 W
1 .'lean.

WW L
1 High Lone.

mar
Mean.

1 66 49,2 6 2,1 46 30.7 42 3 52 47 a 1 AQ ft

2 49,4 1>4,3 43 41 42 An o 45 6 **0,Jf
j

3 69 60 64 .1 46,2 42 44 1 ^ / .V 4i m i I*UJ , 1

4 67 40 63 44 3 43 43 fl Ail 4 '
-Hi,.)

6
en08 61 48 42.3 4» 1 • 4O

*o ,.J

6 69 62 41 ft 42 t .=
l

Oij ^ # ,4 oi ,52

7 67,2 61 54 1 38 41,5 AT

8 67,2 61 64 I AO 41 43 6 07,4
9 68 61 64 A 61 42 7 4tf,b

*
61 **4

10 67,2 61 64 1 46 47 r. i i o ul.4 •J * ,IJ

11 66,2 49 62 1 0.1 9*t 1 .36 46,2 46,2 1 •)
Oi»t> 52 •->(> G 1

12 66,3 47 9 fil •> Aii *\ 45 4? 1
(J.'J 05 oy i

.
13 64 49 SI & 46 5 tl*i 6ft ft k ^O
14 62 60 61 47 60 o *

16 61,3 49 60,1 60 51,1 •j0 4 u*»»7
i

10 62 46 49 64 60,3 52,1 Uj 61

17 63 40,2 49 1 6^ 2 52 63,6 62 IS » 7

18 •18.2 46 4/J.lj 60,2 63 66,6 68 «2.3 «i.l
19 40, J

A t A
47,3 60 07,-> 68 62 6i

20 60 44 47 60,2 66,4 67.3 67 60 63,5
21 44 40 42 66,6 63,3 64,9 67,3 60 63,i
"22 40 40 44,6 66,2 63 64,1 67 69,5 63^2
23 60 42 46 66,4 62 63,7 69 61 6:>

24 62 43 47,6 63,4 60,3 51,8 67 «*,5 84,7
26 61 43,7 47,8 48 46 40 5 68 63 655
26 53,5 43,4 48,4 60 44 47 62 64 68
27 61 40 48,6 48 45,4 46,7 62 65 68,5 1

26 61 44,8 47.0 63 46,5 49,2 59,3 64 66,6
20 44,3 42,3 43,3 60 62 66
30 43 42 42,6 62 64 68
31

||
43 40,3

| 41,6 |) eo.4 66 68,2 I

April.

Uiyh. Low.

62
61 4
65,4
65
63
66
69
68
71
68
63
64
«»,3
68
70
87,2
68,3
71
72
73
74
72
72
73.2

74.1

74.2
75
77
75
70

68
68
68
60
68
68
61,3
62.3

63
61
60,4
68
68,3
02
62
82
60
02,7
63,4
65,6

63,3
66
64
62,4
67
60,3

60,2
69
70
66

CO

fir- Km.
j

June. Ma if. J«ne.
»- High. High. Lob. Mm. (i High. Mtm. Bifh. Lew.

1 71
'
64,2 07,6 86 78 82 17 85 82 83,5 80,2 77.6 78.8

2 88 80 84 18 85 - 82,6 83,7 86 70 78
3 80,2 83 86,1 19 88 78 83 08 63,4 6*,7
4 60 75,4 77.7 20 87 86 86 69.2 61 65,1
6 78 7i,

a

74 0 82 75 78.6 21 87 68 77,5 80 50

6 75.2 70 72.6 81 72 76 5 22 04 57 60.5

7 72 68 70 84 80.5 I 23 85 71.6 78.2 75 73 74
8 712 67 60.1 86 78 82 |24 82 72,5 77,2 73 70 71,5

9 67,5 64 66.7 84,2 81 82.6
!
25 90 82 86 7t 70 70,6

10 72 70 71 83.4 78 80.7 26 70.3 70 70,1

11 74.3 73 73,6 78,2 74 76.6 27 83 79 81 72 00 70,5

12 74.3 73 78.6 79,8 70,4 74,8 28 84.2 77 80.6 70 6«,4 69.3

13 77 72.1 74.5 81.2 74.3 77,7 29 86 79 82,5 77 6t 703
14 82 76 70 83 76 79 f 85,4 70,3 80,8 78,4 67 71,7

15 '84 70,4 81 7 77,9 74 75,6 31
|

85 78 81,5

w 1 81,2 81 82,6 83 - 74 I 78,* >
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1

Jul*. August.——
1H10 Inside. Outside. Inside. Outside.

1 1_„i 'tlC/
t § 4
High. Low. Mean High. Low. Mean. High. Low. Mean.

iiHigh. 1 Low. tlean.

1 in «7 71 70,3 88.2 68,2
S n4 — 00,3 0!).l 71,6 64 67.7

s 7fl I 64 oa.o 72,2 60.3 69,2

4 77 2 O.i 1 71.3 72 06.4 68,7

6 711# v 00.4 72,7 74.5 05 69,7

6 74 00.3 70,1 7 1.1 06,8 70,4

7 7*1 *2 07,2 71,7 72,3 07 69,6

8 74 O.j 6f» .1 72 84 68
9 7H 00 M 75 65 70
10 74 67 74 0", 69,.•>

11 7(> 04 07 76,2 63 69 l

12 7l) •» 83 <;<: tt 74 2» — 0
'> 69,6

13 54 52,3 A't I
1 7 > 66 7o

14 S7 2 51,4 77 67 72
15 57 61^3 54,1

' 77,2 65,4 71,3
16 67 51,2 54,1 78 68.4 72,2
17 71,3 08 80,8 77,3 67,5 7-2.1

18 73 81 07,-, 76 65,4 70,7
10 74 04,2 69,1 71 64 87,5
20 77,2 05 71,1 68 61 01.;,

21 74,3 05,4 09,0 71 61.4 06,2
22 07 03,3 05,1 74 63,4 68.7
2.1 00 02 85 73 81 67,5
21 74 03,8 80.8 74,2 62 68.1
•-'-> 71 04 89 74.2 64 69,1
20 75,4 07.4 71.4 09 62.2 65.6
27 77 87 72 09 82 65,5
20 73 05 Olt 72 80 66
29 73,2 84 00,8 72 62 67
111 71 04.2 69,1 09,5 63 68,2
'11

74.4 00 70.2 70 01.:, 65.7

September.

MUtt Barometer.

Thermometer
Inches. Inches. Inches.

100part* \00 part*. WO parts.
Attached. Detached.

Dftf

_

High. Low. Mean. High. htw. Mian. II Ia,U
. Mean.

1 70 61,3 65.0
a 71 02 66.5

1 00.3 01 61,6
4 70 60 65
6 "1,2 88, i 67.3
0 72 2 02 07,1

7 71 01 00
8 71 01 06
0 03 .,!• 1 01,2

10 70 56 03
11 70,2 59 04.6

12

•i
09,5 59,1 64,4
62 50 60,6
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Inches. I Inches.

100part*. 100parts.

Inches.

100parts

Thermometer

Detached.

Day Uiyh. low. Mean. ih,,h. Low. Mean.
;
High. Low. Mean.

14
i

64 57 60.5
15 23.720 23,685 23,702 64 02,

a

63.4
! 68 54,4 61.2

16 23,760 23,< 35 23,742 06 60 02,5 63,2 69.3 61,2
17 63.4 58 60.7
18 61,6 66,2 58.8
10 23,800 23,640 23.605 61.3 61 62,6 63 65,2 69,1
20 23.760 23,080 23,716 64,3 59.6 61,9 67 65 61
21 23,835 23,670 23.747

,

05,1 61.2 83.1
j

68 57,5 62,7
22 23,800 23,740 23,770 65,8 61,7 63,7

1
68 57,2 62,6

23 23.700 23,740 23,70 i 67.3 62,5 64.9
|

68,1 57 62,6
24 23,780 23,720

23.725
23,750 67,2 03,3 65,2

j

68.7 67,2 62,9
26 23,780 23,762 67.5 63 66,2 ! 68,1 57 625
20 23,750 23,670 23,710 68 62,4 66,2 69 68

;

63.5
27 23,730 23.675 .3,702 ' 68,2 63,2 66.2 70,1 69,3 64.7
28 23.775 23,720 23,747 68,3 63,2 65,7 70,4 59 64.7
20 23.705 23.730 23,702 60 63 66 70,1 58,4 64,2
30 23 BIO 23.755 23782 70 63.4 66,7 71 58,5 64,7

1818. October.

1 23,770 23,725 23,747 60,4 63,4 1.6,4 70 69,2
1

64,0
2 23,755 23 700 23,727 70 64 67 70 67,2 63,6
3 23,700 23,720 23,740 70.3 66 681 70,6 61,4 66
4 70.2 656 67,9 70 60 65
6 70 64,3 67,1 69,2 68 (i3,0

6 67,7 64,4 66 66,2 67,4 61,8
7 65,3 61,2 63 2 63 2 54 58,6
8 66 59,3 62,6 65,6 62,2 58,9
9 65,3 68,4 61.8 65.4 61,4 68.4

10 64 3 58 61,1 64.6 51 57.5
11 625 66,8 69,1 64 3 61.4 67.8
12 62 65,4 Ml 1 fill

13 62,3 55,4 68,8 64,6 61 57.8

14 63 56.4 502 64,5 52 68.2
15 02,0 65,4 59 63.2 52,6 67,8
10 62 54 5 58,2 64,3 51,6 57,9
17 61,5 56,3 58,4 63,6 50 60,8
18 60,3 54 57,1 oa.o 48 5 68
10 58,6 52,2 55,3

|
62 463 54,1

20 591 62.3 65,7 62,3 47 54,6
21 58,4 52,4 55,4 61 48.2 54,6
22 68 61,6 54,7 61 45,7 533
23 576 51,2 54,4 60,5 46,2 53,3
24 67,7 51,4 54,5 61,7 46,5 54,1
25 57,4 61,4 54,4 61,5 45,6 53,5
20 59,3 51,8 66,5 03,0 48 55.8
27 68,3 52.6 65,9 63,3 49,5 56.4
28 58,7 62 55,3 62,6 47.5 55
20 57 60,3 63 6 61,8 46,6 54,2
30 56 49,8 5'2.9 59,3 44,4 51,8
31 •

66 60,7 53,3 58,7 46 52,3
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November.

Thermomeier

i
1

TiTl ier

Inches.

100 parts.

Inchet. 1 Inches.

100 parts.
—

100 parts.
Attacked. Uctache j

a.

High. Low. Mean. Biffk. Mean.
j
Low. Mean.

55,7 50.1 52 !» 58,4 46,6 52
54,4 51.4 52 1) 58,2 48,5 53,3

53.8 50,6 52,2 53 47.4 50,2

53.5 47,0 50,5 64,7 43.4 49
53,0 48,0 61,1 55,7 45,6 500
54 40 5 51,2 57,6 47,7 62,6

53,8 48,7 51,2 58.4 43 8 51,1
01 60 3 60,1 55,8 46 7 61,2
502 51 55 1 66,2 47,4 51.8

77,4
71.6

70,4 73,0 56,7

65,4 68,5 465
76 48,5 62,2 40,7
58 52 2 55.1 40,7
<8,4 46 62,2
81 412 02 6
81,5 43,4 62,4
83,0 41 63.8
85.4 43,2 64 3
83.0 43,8 03,7
81.7 43 5 02 6
82,1 41,4 61,7
81,8 453 03,5

82,5 50,6
88,5 55,5 72
01,8 60,5 76,1 47.8 33 42,0
48 47,3 47,1 44,7 40.2 42.4

23,705 23,700 23,732 52 30 3 45,6 40 30.3

23,750 23,720 23,735
|

52,5 47,3 40,0 30.6 33.4

23,775 23,725 23,750 52,3 47,0 40.0 42 5 3(J,7

23,810 23,750 •23 780 1 53.3 170 50,4 416 33 «

December.

23,820 23,730 23,775 52,1 48 50
I 40,3 37,7

23,815 23,790 23,802 52,3 46.5 40.4 37,5

23,840 23,780 23,810 61,4 46 48,7 40,5 30
23,805 23,755 23,780 51,6 46,6 49 43 87.6
23.800 23,770 23,785 52,6 47,7 50,1 46,3 30,0

23,780 23,720 23,750 51,8 47.9 49,8 48,6 44
23,765 23,720

23,680
23,742 51 47,8 49 4 43,3 41

23.740 23,710 61 46,0 48,8 41 37.5

23,725 23,700 23 712 60,7 46.4 48,5 45 38
23.785 23,745 23,765 49,4 47,6 48.4 42.3 38,2

23,840 23,770 23,805 48.6 43,8 46.2 43,8 37,8

23,700 23,710 23,750 49,4 44 46,7 38,7 38,6

23,720 23,670 23,695 46,5 41,6 44 37,6 33,3

23,725 23,685 23,705 46.6 42,7 41,6 39 35,4

23,790 23740 23,765 47,6 433 45,4 40,6 37,8
23,860 23,810 23.835 40,0 45,3 47.4 43 898
23,860 23,805 23 832 49,8 46 47,0 43,6 36
23,840 23,780 23,810 50,1 45,2 47 6 43,9 40,5
23,820 23,780 23,600

23,820

49,8 4TA 48,6 46,3 44,3

23,840 23 800 61,6 48,3 49,9 60,2 45,4
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181H.

Day,

21
22
29
24
25
26
27
28
20
30
31

December.

Barometer.

Inches.

I Oo parts.

High.

Inches. Inchet.

100 parts. 100 parts,

law. Mean.

Tlu-rtpometer

Attached.

Uiyh. Low,

23,830
23,780
23,820
2 3,803

23,770
23.730
23,780
23,840

23,800
23,755
23,800
23.W62

53,4

54,5

51,8

50,5

48,6

40 8
48,1

47,7

Mean

51
52,1

40,0

49,1

Thermometer

Detached.

und llwt •( Kolswh ii".A'ott.—Tb« Mraa Tcnipcralurv of the yew *l Subitha ii 64"

List of Places in theforegoing Weather Journal shewing the height above Sea

level with tlte Latitude and Longitude of each.

of Places.

Subathu (Cantonment,) - ...
Harripur Village, - - - - -

Mam leg Encampment, - -

JaUieaDebe or Janti Dcbe Temple,
Gunai Village, - - - - - -

Pcnjore Valley (Town), ....
Man™ Debi (Temple), - - -

Khar, Town,
Hassi, between Khar and Kanikt Serai, Town), -

Kaniki Serai Town,
Douraki Serai Village, ....
Ludianah Cantonment, »

On the right of the Gambar river below Subathu,
Khardu, Village, .....
Haktb, ditto, - - ...
Tikar, diuo, - . . . _ .

Sijana, ditto, . ....
Kahan, ditto, - ....
Dheret, ditto, • ....
Chamcha, ditto, • • ....
Naho, Town, - . .

Saniti Dcbee (Math), ... _ .

Seralian on the Nahn Road, ...
Bursgarhi Debi Temple, . .

Man Kagoan, Village, ....
Simla Encampment, .....
Fagu place of Encampment, .

Tlieog Fort, • . ....
Kotgerb House, . . .

Wartu or Hattu Fort, . -

Datnagar Village, T
ltampur Town,
Kepu Village, ......
X irtnagar ditto, - . . .

North Etuf Lon- Height above

Lai itttde. gitude. Sea level.

30« 68 76» 60' 4,205 feet.

31 1 76 60 3,147 ditto.

31 3 77 2 4,409 ditto.

31 4 77 6 4,071 ditto.

30 54 76 66 Unknown.
30 47 76 55 1,800 feet.

30 44 76 61 abt 1500 or 1000
30 46 77 30 Unknown.
30 42 76 24 ditto.

30 41 76 13 ditto.

30 48 76 1 ditto.

30 55 75 61 000 feet.

30 58 76 50 3,105 ditto.

Unknown.30 55 77 2
30 62 77 6 6,000 feet

30 48 77 7 5,400 ditto.

30 47 77 a 6,901 ditto.

30 41 77 13 Unknown.
30 3tt 77 16 ditto.

30 35. 77 17 ditto.

30 33 77 18 3,180 feet.

30 37 77 16 5,002 do.

Uuknowr, Unknown. Unknown.
30 45 77 0 6,105 feet

30 56 77 2 4,400 ditto.

31 0 77 11 7,886 ditto.

31 6 77 10 8,017 ditto.

31 7 77 23 8,018 ditto.

31 10 77 30 0,634 ditto.

31 14 77 31 10,656 ditto.

31 23 77 36 3,200 ditto.

31 27 77 38 3,308 ditto.

31 21 77 28 3.000 ditto.

31 22 77 33 3,087 ditto.
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X.

Seme Account of an Orang Otttang of remarkable height

found on the Island of Sumatra, together vilh a des-

cription of certain remains of this Animal, presented to

the Asiatic Society by Capt. Cornfoot, and at present

contained in its Museum.

By CLARKE ABEL, M.D. F.R.S. &c. &c.

And Member of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta.

IN the paper which I had the honor of reading to the Asiatic Society

on the evening of the 5th of January last, I endeavoured to be as com-

prehensive as possible, in relation to the published histories of large manlike

apes, and to the many speculations of philosophers respecting them ; and in

order the better to accomplish my purpose I divided my subject under the

following heads. First, I gave an account of what particulars 1 had been

able to collect of the circumstances which attended the capture of the

Sumatra animal ;
Secondly, 1 gave the amplest description in my power, of

its different remains as they were before the Society ; Thirdly, I adduced

a description of Wurmb's animal as described in the Balavian Trans-

actions, for the purpose of shewing its identity with the Sumatra Orang

Outang ; Fourthly, i brought forward a description of the small Orang

Putang of Borneo, for the purpose of shewing its relationship to the two

Kkk
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400 ORAXG OUTAXG

former animals, and for the better examining the opinion of the Baron Cu-

vier, that it is only the young one of Wurmb's and consequently of the

Sumatra animal; and Lastly, I quoted some notices of very large man-

like apes contained in the works of the older travellers, and attempted

to determine to which of these the Sumatra Orang should be referred. The

essay which 1 read to the Society was prepared in haste, and from imperfect

materials, and although it might perhaps be suited to its principal object

that of exciting enquiry, it was certainly unfit for publication. For this

reason, and because those who are likely to be chiefly interested in this

communication will be better satisfied with facts than opinions, I shall at

present limit myself to an account of those particulars of the appearance of

the animal when alive which are best authenticated, and of the circum-

stances that attended his capture as they have been collected from the per-

sons who took him, and conclude with a description of such parts of his

body as are preserved in the museum of the Asiatic Society.

Capture of the Animal.

The following short history of the circumstances under which the animal

was found, and of the mode of taking him is drawn up from accounts which

were furnished to me either directly or indirectly by persons concerned in

his capture. A boat party under the command of Messrs. Craygyman and

Fish, officers of the brig Mary Anne Sophia having landed to procure water

at a place called Ramboom near Tourainan on the N. W. coast of Sumatra,

on a spot where there was much cultivated ground and but few trees, disco*

vered on one of these a gigantic animal of the monkey tribe. On the ap-

proach of the party he came to the ground, and when pursued sought refuge

in another tree at some distance, exhibiting as he moved, the appearance

of a tall manlike figure covered with shining brown hair, walking erect with

a waddling gait, but sometimes accelerating his motion with his hands, and

occasionally impelling himself forward with the bough of a tree. His

motion on the ground was plainly not his natural mode of progression, for

even when assisted by his hands or a stick it was slow and vacillating : it
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OF SUMATRA. 491

was necessary to see him amongst trees in order to estimate his agility and

strength. On heing driven to a small clump he gained by one spring a very

lofty branch, and bounded from one branch to another with the ease and ala-

crity of a common monkey. Had the country been covered with wood, it

would have been almost impossible to prevent his escape, as his mode of tra-

velling from one tree to another is described to be as rapid as the progress

of a swift horse. Even amidst the few trees that were on the spot, his move-

ments were so quick that it was very difficult to obtain a settled aim, and it

was only by cutting down one tree after another, that his pursuers by con-

fining him within a very limited range, were enabled to destroy him by se-

veral successive shots, some of which penetrated his body and wounded his

viscera. Having received five balls, his exertions relaxed, and reclining

exhausted on one of the branches of a tree, he vomited a considerable quan -

tity of blood. The ammunition of the hunters being by this time expended,

they were obliged to fell the tree in order to obtain him, and did this in full

confidence that his power was so far gone, that they could secure him with-

out trouble, but were astonished as the tree was falling to see him effect his

retreat to another with apparently undiminished vigour. In fact, they were

obliged to cut down all the trees before they could drive him to combat his

enemies on the ground, against whom he still exhibited surprising strength

and agility, although he was at length overpowered by numbers, and des-

troyed by the thrusts of spears and the blows of stones and other missiles.

When nearly in a dying slate, he seized a spear made of a supple wood

which would have withstood the strength of the stoutest man, and shiv-

ered it in pieces; in the words of the narrator, he broke it as if it had been a

carrot. It is stated by those who aided in his death, that the human like

expression of his countenance, and piteous manner of placing his hands

over his wounds, distressed their feelings and almost made them question the

nature of the act they were committing. When dead both Natives and Eu-

ropeans contemplated his figure with amazement. His stature at the lowest

computation was upwards of six feet, at the highest it was nearly eight, but

Kkk*
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it will afterwards be seen that it was probably about seven. In the follow*

mg description, which [ give in the words ofmy informant many ofmy read-

ers will detect some of those external conformations which distinguish the

yonng eastern OrangOutangs that have been seen in Europe. The only part

of the description in which the imagination seems to have injured the fidelity

of the portrait, regards the prominence of the nose and size ofthe eyes, nei-

ther of which are verified by the integuments of the animal's head which

are represented in Plate I. " The animal was nearly eight feet high and had

a well proportioned body, with a fine broad expanded chest and narrow

waist. His head also was in due proportion to his body ; the eyes were large,

the nose prominent and the mouth much more capacious than the mouth of

man. His chin was fringed from the extremity ofone ear to the other, with

a beard that curled neatly on each side, and formed altogether an ornamental

rather than a frightful appendage to his visage. His arms were very long even

in proportion to his height, and in relation to the arms of men; but his legs

were in some respects much shorter. His organs ofgeneration were not very

conspicuous, and seemed to be small in proportion to his size. The hair of

bis coat was smooth and glossy when he was first killed, and his teeth and

appearance altogether indicated that he was young and in the full possession

of his physical powers. Upon the whole," adds his Biographer, " he was a

wonderful beast to behold, and there was more in him to excite amazement

than fear."

That this animal shewed great tenacity of life is evident from his surviv-

ing so many dreadful wounds, and his peculiarity in this respect seems to

have been a subject of intense surprise to all his assailants. In reference to

this point it may be proper to remark, that after he had been carried on board

ship and was hauled up for the purpose of being skinned, the first stroke of

the knife on the skin of the arm produced an instantaneous vibration of its

muscles, followed by a convulsive contraction of the whole member. A like

quivering of the muscles occurred when the knife was applied to the skin of

the back, and so impressed Capt. Cornfoot with a persuasion that the animal
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retained his sensibility, that he ordered the process of skinning to stop till

the head had been removed.

It seems probable that this animal had travelled from some distance, to

the place where he was found, as his legs were covered with mud up to the

knees, and he was considered as great a prodigy by the natives as by the Eu-

ropeans. They had never before met with an animal like him, although they

lived within two days journey of one of the vast and almost impenetrable

forests of Sumatra. They seemed to think that his appearance accounted for

many strange noises, resembling screams and shouts, and various sounds,

which they could neither attribute to the roar of the tyger, nor to the voice

of any other beast with which they were familiar. What capability the great

Oraug Outang may possess of uttering such sounds does not appear, but

this belief of the Malays may lead to the capture of other individuals of his

species, and to the discovery of more interesting particulars of his confor-

mation and habits.

The only material discrepancy which I can detect in the different ac-

counts which have been given of this animal, regards his height which in

some of them is vaguely stated at from above six feet to nearly eight. Capt.

Cornfoot however, who favored me with a verbal description of the animal

when brought on board his ship, stated that " he was a full head taller than

any man on board, measuring seven feet in what might be called his ordi-

nary standing posture, and eight feet when suspended for the purpose of

being skinned."

The following measurements which I have carefully made of different

parts of the animal in the Society's museum, go far to determine this point

and are entirely in favor of Capt. Curufoot's accuracy. The skin of the

body of the animal dried and shrivelled as it is, measures in a straight line

from the top of the shoulder to the part where the ancle has been removed

5 feet 10 inches, the perpendicular length of the neck as it is in the prepara-
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tion 3£ inches, the length of the head from the top of the forehead to the

end of the chin 9 inches, and the length of the skin still attached to the

foot from its line of separation from the leg 8 inches : we thus obtain 7 feet

inches as the approximate height of the animal. The natural bending pos-

ture of the ape tribe would obviously diminish the height of the standing

posture in the living animal, and probably reduce it to Capt. Cornfoot's

measurement of 7 feet, whilst the stretching that would take place when the

animal^ was extended for dissection might as obviously increase his length

to eight feet.

Description of the Remains of the Animal.

Head.—See Plate I.

The face of this animal with the exception of the beard is nearly bare,

a few straggling short downy hairs being alone scattered over it and is of a

dark lead color. The eyes are small in relation to those of man, and are

about an inch apart: the eyelids are well fringed with lashes. The ears are

one inch and a half in length, and barely an inch in breadth, are closely

applied to the head, and resemble those of man with the exception of want-

ing the lower lobe. The nose is scarcely raised above the level of the face,

and is chiefly distinguished by two nostrils three-fourths of an inch in

breadth, placed obliquely side by side. The mouth projects considerably

in a mammillary form and its opening is very large : when closed the lips

appear narrow, but are in reality half an inch in thickness. The hair of the

head is of a reddish brown, grows from behind forwards and is five inches

in length. The beard is handsome and appears to have been curly in the

animal's lifetime and approaches to a chesnut color; it is about three inches

long, springing very gracefully from the upper lip near the angles of the

mouth in the form of mustachios, whence descending it mixes with that of

the chin, the whole having at present a very wavy aspect. The face of the

animal is much wrinkled.

• All the Plates aro oo a scale of six inches to a fool, except wbeo otherwise expressed.
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OF SUMATRA.

Hands.—PI. II. The palms of the hands are very long, are quite naked

from the wrists and are of the color of the face. Their backs, to the last

joint of the fingers, are covered with hair, which inclines a little backwards

towards the wrists and then turns directly upwards. All the Bngera have

nails, which are strong, convex, and of a black color ; the thumb reaches

to the first joint of the fore-finger.

Feet.—PI. III. The feet are covered on the back with long brown hair

to the last joint of the toes ; the great toe is set on nearly at right angles to

the foot, and is relatively very short. The original color of the palms of

the hands and soles of the feet is somewhat uncertain, in consequence of

the effect of the spirit in which they have been preserved.

Skin. The skin itself is of a dark leaden color. The hair is of a brown-

ish red, but when observed at some distance, has a dull, and in some places,

an almost black appearance; but in a strong light it is of a light red. It is

in all parts very long; on the fore arm it is directed upwards ; on the upper

arm its general direction is downwards, but from its length it hangs shaggy

below the arm ; from the shoulders it hangs in large and long massy tufts,

which in continuation with the long hair on the back seem to form one long

mass to the very centre of the body. About the flanks the hair is equally

long and in the living animal must have descended below the thighs and

nates. On the limits however of the lateral termination of the skin which

must have covered the chest and belly, it is scanty, and gives the impres-

sion that these parts must have been comparatively bare. Round the upper

part of the back it is also much thinner than elsewhere, and small tufts at

the junction of the skin with the neck, are curled abruptly upwards, corres-

ponding with the direction of the hair at the back of the head.

In the dimensions which I am about to give of the skin, 1 have stated

that it measures from, one extremity of the arm to another five feet eight

inches, to this is to be added fifteen inches on each side for the hands and
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wrists, -which will render the whole span of the animal equal to eight feet

two inches.

The following are the measurements which I have made of the different

parts.

Face. lMk,

Length of the forehead from the commencement of the hair to a point

between the eyes, 4£

From between the eyes to the end of the nose, .... l£

From the end of the nose to the mouth, 3

From the mouth to the setting on of the neck, 4£

Circumference of the mouth G

Skin. ft. A.

Greatest breadth about the centre of the skin, 3 2

Greatest length down the centre of the back 3 2

Length from the extremity of one arm where it is separated from

the wrist to the other, 5 8

Breadth of the skin from the situation of the os coccygis to the

setting on of the thigh, 1 4

Across the middle of the thigh 1 0

Greatest length of the hair on the shoulders and back, 0 10

MEASUREMENT OF HANDS AND FEET.

Front measurement of hand.

Length ofhand from the end of the middle finger to the wrist in Ft. /«.

a right line, .... .... , • » « 1 0

Circumference of hand over the knuckles, 0 11

Length of palm from the wrist, . . 0 6|

Length of middle finger, , , 0 5£
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Length of fore finger,

of little finger,

of ring finger,

of thumb,

* • • ••••• • ...... • • . .

> • • • •

• • • • t t • • . •

« • ...» •• •«

49?

Ft. In.

0 4f

o 44

0 5

0 2*

Bade measurement of hand.

Length of ring finger,

— of middle finger,

of little finger,

of fore finger,

« of thumb,

. . • » • •

t • • * a • • • • • « a • •

. . . •••• • •

. . . . . . . * . •

Front measurement of the feet. Plate ill.

Length from the end of the heel to the end of the middle toe,

of sole of the foot,

of middle toe,

of ring toe,

of little toe,

of fore toe,

of great toe, . . . .

.

• * • » t •

• ••• ,..»»• ,

»•*# • • t • * » • •

#**••• »•••»•

Circumference over the knuckles of the toes,

» Back

Length of middle toe,

of fore toe,

of ring toe,

of little toe,

of great toe,

« • »

•

Measurement of the lowerjaw.*

Circumference of the jaw round the chin, > • . • t •

0 6£

0 Of

0 5£

0 6

0 4

1 *

0 £>£

0 44

0 4^

0 3£

0 3f

0 2£

0 9|

0 6

0 5£

0

0

0

5

0 4£

0 11*

• The plate of the lower jaw is of the natural site.

L 11
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Inch.

Length of the, ramus from the head of llie jaw to iLs.ltase .... 4
~

Breadth of the rapius or ascending portion of the jaw at a level with the

tccllij • • . » ••«• •••• '•«•• 2^

Depth of the jaw at the symphysis menti, 2£ -

MEASUREMENT OF THE TEETH.

Numb«r of Teelb 32, namely 2 Canine, 10 Grinders, and 4 Incisive Teeth in each jaw.S9M *******
Canine Teeth.

Whole length of lower canine teeth, • • 2.7

Greatest length of fang, .... .... 2

Smallest ditto, J.G

Greatest length of the enamel or exposed part of the teeth, J.l

Part exceeding the other teeth in length, , 4

Lateral breadth measured on a level with the jaw, _ 6

Breadth from before inwards, 7

Incisive Teeth,

Whole length of the lateral, 1.5

Of enamel exposed, 7

Breadth of cutting surface, 4

Ditto of central teeth, . . 4

The front teeth of the upperjaw greatly resemble those of the lower, with

the exception of the middle incisive teeth,, which are twice the width of the

lateral onejj.
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XI.

Account of Ancient Hindu Remains in Chaltisgher.

By R. JENKINS, Esq.

With Translations and Observations by 11. H. WILSON, Esq. See. A. Soc.

EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER

PROM R. JENKINS, Esq. to W. B. BAYLEY, Esq. Vicb Prbs. A. Soc.

"I HAVE requested Colonel Agnew to send you by dawk banghy, a small

box containing three Copper Plates united by a ring of the same metal with

a seal embossed. The plates and signet bear inscriptions in a character

which none of the brahmins of the country are able to decyphcr, and which

seems quite distinct from that of any other inscriptions which have been hi-

therto found in Chattisgher. You will probably think them worthy of being

submitted to the Asiatic Society. I do not say presented, as the Pujaris of

• the temple to which they belong are not willing to part with them altoge-

ther, and I have promised that they shall be restored.

•* The only account of these plates which I have been able to procure is

that about forty years ago Bimbaji Bhosla who then ruled in Chattisgher,

gave the Pergunnah of Raju into the civil charge of a Murhatta chief nam-

ed Hanwant Rao Maharik ; that this person coming to reside in the town

Li 12

. i
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ANCIENT REMAINS

of Raju, began to build a house there, and that some workmen, employed

to dig for stones to aid the building came upon one at the depth of five or six

feet, beneath which these plates were discovered. As the spot was contigu-

ous to the principal temple of Ramchander generally known by the name

of Raju Lochan, Maharik thought that the plates might be a record belong-

ing to it, and accordingly deposited them in the temple where they have

since been preserved.

Raju is a town situated on the right bank of the Mabanadi at the junction

of the Pyri with that river, about twenty-seven miles to the south of Rypnr.

At the present day it is celebrated for the temple of Raju Lochan, which I

believe means lotus-eyed, and for an annual jatra and fair of fifteen days

held in honor of that deity, commencing on the Magh Shud Purnima and

ending on the Magh Badh Choudami. A large concourse of people are said

formerly to have attended it from all the neighbouring countries, for the

purposes of devotion and traffic, and the assemblage is still considerable.

The temple of Raju Lochan would scarcely seem to merit a particular

description, even if I were qualified to give it. The image of Ramchander

is perhaps four feet high, of black stone, and faces the west in a standing

posture. It has four arms holding the four common emblems of the Shankb,

Chakr, Gada and Padma.

Garura as usual faces the god in a posture of devotion and behind him

on a separate terrace are images of Hanuman, and Jagatpal, the Raja who

is said to have built the temple. The latter is in a sitting posture. Be-

tween these two figures is a door way beautifully sculptured, with the re-

presentation of Nagas entwined together in endless fold*. This door

way leads to two modern temples of Mahadeo, and a third behind them

is attributed to the wife of an oil seller, respecting whom there is a po-

pular story as connected with the ancient image of Raju Lochan which

makes her contemporary with Jagatpal.
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1 hare mentioned these temples merely as being connected in one ge-

neral enclosure with the principal one, in the immediate court of which at

the four corners are besides four smaller temples, or rather shrines, contain-

ing the images of Narsinh, Vaman, Varaha, and Badarinath. There has

been recently attached a temple of Jagannatb.

There are two ancient inscriptions, on the walls of the temple of Ram-

chander. I enclose copies of them, Nos. 1 and 3. The principal one is I

believe perfect and has been copied with some care ; the other is much

defaced. Fac similes would probably have been better than copies but I

have not been able to take them.*

The Pujaris of the temple are called Pandehs, and state themselves to

be Rajputs of the Byse tribe. Although they say that the worship of the

temple was confided to their ancestors by Jagatpal who, according to one

copy of the inscription built or consecrated it in 790 Samvat, or 1084 years

ago, they are not able to carry up their pedigree beyond ten or twelve ge-

nerations. They are altogether very ignorant.

The village of Shalmali is mentioned in the inscription as having been

assigned by Jagatpal for the support of the temple. The Pandehs say

that there was formerly a village of that name not far from Raju which

was appropriated to the temple, but that the village has been since desert-

ed, and in lieu of it a village called Rohna, erected not far from the ancient

site of the former, was subsequently granted, and is still held by them.

They also say that with three other villages, they bad formerly other dues

in the Rypur and Drug Pergannahs, which since the death of Bimhaji

have been resumed. At present they enjoy the revenues of four villages of

trifling value, and a cash payment from the government of 353 rupees. In

addition to this, the jatra produces a small sum annually, the residue

* Fac similes have been since received : see observations.
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of which, after providing for the expenses of the temple and a Email portion

for the Puraniks and Nagarchis, is divided amongst the ten families into

which they have branched.

«

The ordinary annual ceremonies performed at the temple of Raju Lo-

chan, are according to the Puj&ris, the Utsava of the Ramnavarai which

continues nine successive days in Chyte; the Rat'hotsava, on AkharShudh

Duj
; (this is performed by the byragis ;) the Janam Asbtauii in fihadon

;

the Parwa on the day of the Dewali in Kartik ; and the PhGl Dal in Phagun.

• »

On a small rocky island, at the junction of the Pyri and Mahanadi, is a

temple of Mahadeo called Kuleswar, said to have been built by the Rani of

Jagatpal, and there has been an inscription on the wall of it, though it is

now entirely illegible. It is taken care of at present by a few gosains, bat

as far as I can learn, is not much frequented.

The following notices of Raju, obtained from the Puranik of the temple

of Ramchander, a Canoj brahmin, I mention on his authority, which 1 sus-

pect is not good, and they are very trifling at best.

It is usual for the Puraniks of the temples to be provided with accounts

of the sacred places taken or pretended to be taken, from the sacred books.

The Puranik of Raju, has no Kshetra Mahatmya or sacred history of Raju,

but he believes it is to be found at Benares.

His father, he says, brought from Mandilla, the second Adhyaya of the

Kapila Samvitta Puslak, a portion of one of the Upapurans. It con-

tains the Chitrotpala Mahatmya, related by liharadwaj Rishi to his fellow

Rishis, in which it is written that in the Awundh Des, the river which runs

from Utpaleswar, after its junction with the Pretoddharini, is called Chi-

trotpala. Utpaleswar is the present Kuleswar, and the Chitrotpala and
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Pretoddharini are the Mahanadi and Pyri rivers. Raju, the Puranik adds,

is known to this day, amongst the brahmins of Orissa, by the name of Kamal

Kshetra, and amongst those of Benares, by the name of Padmapnr. The

three appellations, of Kamal Kshetra, Padmapur and Raju Lochan, have

reference to the lotus, and the first is said to have been given by Brahma

Deo.

In the Bhavishyoltara Puran, translated into Hindi by Jurawan Sukul,

an inhabitant ofNowagher in Chattisgher, the same Mahatmya is related to

Dharroraj who with his brother visited Raju, by Markandeya Rishi, and

another was communicated to Brahma Deo by Srung Rishi as follows :

" At the period of the celebrated Aswaraedh, a Raja named Raju Lo-

chan reigned at Raju. The horse Shamkarn having arrived there, the Raja

seized him, and gave him to a celebrated Rishi named Kardama who re-

sided on the banks of the Mahanadi. Satrughna who followed the horse

with his army, attempting to take him from the Rishi was reduced with his

army to ashes by the effects of the holy man's curse. Ramchander, on hear-

ing the fate of Satrughna, marched in person to avenge his fate. The Raja-

met him, and obtained favor in his sight. Ramchander told the Raja that

there were of old two deities at Raju, Utpaleswar Mahadeo, and Nilkan-

tlieswar ; that Seo and Krishna were one ; and that he himself would hence-

forth take up his abode there in the worship of Seo. Ramchander accord-

ingly ordered the Raja to set up an image in his name, and to call it Raju

Lochan, and added that its fame would be great, and that an annual feast

should be held in his honor, on the Makar Sankrant in Magh. After pay-

ing his respects to Kardama Rishi, recovering his horse, and restoring

Satrughna and the army to life, Ramchander returned to Ayodbya."

• The image set up on this occasion is supposed to have been lost, and

after the lapse of ages, to have been recovered, through supernatural means,
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from a woman of the teli caste, who had degraded it to the purpose of giv-

ing weight to an oil mill. The discovery was made in a dream to Jagatpal

and the image is that now existing at Raju, as re-established by that Raja.

Who this Raja was, what extent of country he governed, and in what

relation he stood to the Hayhayabansi Rajas of Ratenpur, the present in*

scription seems to furnish the only means of deciding.

"The Ratenpur family are generally believed to have reigned for many ge-

nerations over all Chattisgher and some of the neighbouring districts. There

is a Sanscrit inscription at Ratenpur, dated 915 Samvat, which contains a

list of nine Rajas, in the order of succession from father to son, including the

one by whose order the inscription was engraved. If the Sbastri's version

of the Raju inscription is correct, Jagatpal conquered a Raja of Chattisgher

named Prithi Deo, Jn the Ratenpur inscription, Prithi Deo is mentioned,

as the great grandfather of the Raja in whose reign it was engraved. The

father of Prithi Deo named Rudra Deo is represented to have built a temple

and planted trees at Raju, and Prithi Deo, to have been a fortunate prince

and in his old age to have resigned his kingdom, called Kosala des, to his

son. The inscription at Raju is 119 years prior in date to that at Ratenpur.

Jagatpal and Prithi Deo therefore may have been contemporaries ; but it is

useless to speculate on the point, untij the two inscriptions have been cor-

rectly decyphered.

" One tradition is that Jagatpal was Raja of a place called Rajmahl

Turar now the village of Rakkah; and that having married the daughter of

a Raja of Drug he transferred his residence to that place. Respecting

Turar I have at present no information. Drug, is a town situated twenty-

five miles west from Rypur, and is the head of a Pergunnah of that name.

At Drug the tradition is, that Raja Jagatpal or one of his ancestors, buty .

the fort there, but nothing further is known regarding him.
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" I have mentioned the inscription at Uatenpur. I enclose a list of all the

inscriptions that have been found in Cliatiisgher and on its borders."*

• Memorandum of Inscription*found engraved on Hones in Ckittiegker.

1 Stone within the Fort or Rypur on a wall; Sanimt 1468, and Sak 1323, Sarvnjit

I

Phagh Shudh Astami.

1 Stono near a Sonar's house ; Satnvat 1468 ; but l)is house more close to tbe Pagoda of Kakali at

Bypur.

I Stone within the Port of Ratenpnr, near the Hndal Mahal ; Samvat 013.

I Stone on the gate of the Pagoda of Maha Mai, Suwvat 16j2.

— Sirpur, on the .

Stone* in the Pitrodas of Mahadeo, vis.

1 Stone in the Sabha Mandap.

2 ditto on two pillars on both aides of tho Mandap.

1 dido on the Jote.

1 ditto on the first step as you go in—no dates on tbe whole.

In Ramcttandcr's Pagoda.

1 Stone on the wall. "00 Samvaf, Magh Shudh Asbtami Roe Budhwar.

1 ditto ; no date on the 2:1, there is another Inscription in the pagoda of Eulcswer and as the charae-— tcrs are defaced and illegible, a copy of it was not taken.

2

A ring, near the

1 Stone under a pipal tree at Aring, without date.

Sihi M Sarain, on the Mak&nadi.

1 Stone in the Pagoda of Vichitreswar Mahndeo, Samvat 010.

1 Stone in the Pagoda of San-ram Deo, Sa«n>at89i. Ashwin Shudh Saptami, besides

—— ral places : the names of Karagcrs

Kaktir.

I Stone on tbe gate of the Mabadco. Samvat 1242. Ruvodri nam Suonlscr, Jesht Bad
also on a lar5e stoue, but the characters were all illegible.

XhtlKa, source of the Makanadi.

Stone on the gate of the Kancswar Mahadeo. Sak 1114.

Dhumtrri, near the Slalanrtdi.

1 Stone in the fort of Dhamtery in tbe Pa-oda of Lakshman without date,

Kerari, PergunnaA RaUnpur.

1 Stone, outside of the Pagoda, without date.

Von Omerl**t*)\
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OBSERVATIONS.

The Copper Plates forwarded by Mr. Jenkins furnish specimens of a

character which has not yet found a place amongst the varieties of monu-

mental writing in India, hitherto offered to the public. This character, as

observed by Mr. Jenkins, was unknown to the Bralimans where the plates

were discovered, and they were in consequence supposed to be a record

relating to the temple at Raju with which it will appear from the transla-

tion they have no connexion
; they were equally unintelligible to the Pan-

OmtrUnlak—tource e/lh* Xtrbadda.

I Chatri, under which is the image of Rewa Nayak, below bis feet ii an Inscription. Sam? a! 922. j

1 A loose stone on the walls of tho Ncrbadda Kuod, no date.

1 As yon go from the Pagoda into the Knnd on the 1st step is written the name of Pila Bapo.

1 Before the image of Rewa Nayak is another Image bolow the feet of which is also an Inscription.

4
Borea ef Pmdri*.

1 Stone near a rained Pagoda, which was broke into three pieces, and no* complete, no date could

be found.

1 Do. the Samvat is &49.

~3~~

J£ov&rda.

I Stone within the Pagoda, but loose, without date.

Bhyram Deo.

1 Stone under the Mnndwa, loose, Sak Vikram 1400, Jynarn Suontser.

2 Stones, on the South gate of the Bhy ram Deo Pagoda on two sides in Rangri character, Samvat

1009 on one side—on the oilier was engraved thus II Makaradhwaj Jogi Saul Suo Barrakhko.

1 Stone, was on (he Snoth gate loose, (he char cters defaced.

1 Image is In the Sahha Mandap, people call it tbe image ofDaserath—on the bead and below the

feet of which are some characters.

1 On the bead of auother image opposite to the Pagoda are also some names engraved. Samvat 1407.

0
Safitzpur.

1 Near the tank of the place is a tamarind tree, under which is an image called Sahasra Balm's

image. Samvat 034 below tbe feet, Kartik Shud Panchmi Roj Bndbwar.

Gandft.

1 Outside of the tillage is a Pagoda of Mahadco, op the gate of which, the names of the five ran.

dhvas are engraved.
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Transcript in Deva-Nagari Characters of the Inscription on Copper Plates

preserved in the temple of Raju Loc/tan.

^7:^7-^ T^^nnizr^n-sT ^3*ntT«rpir£« ^.fismmfif

warfare ^x^iirf^f^WHW^T^-mf^wnT!nf5c^TT^ lflL4l4 4U« T

^f'w^fiT inw^r fruftr ^urftf *:Tf?f tN% ^^jfa ^fti ^ ^f^x ^in^rr

wci ^hi^jt ^TtnaTir ^f^T^nR "srwi^r ?i nfr.ii'm t»fac^ra^« wvj

fairr^f^^rVretafr i arfirmsn fcfa <a<Hf?r imfa *Tf wror snc*

m*sj«iiii«N»^ wnfH ^pnfo ti«rm ^Ws^rt^ufHTiTra 1 irreitoi ht^t mt^j

?u ^rt-q^f ttN ^ t^w *ffcftowns' -*r*f wi^fa 'J^' ^pim
"Bl «TT^^ 1^^ T^fH^H^T ^TTT TT^fHWITlf^fH*^ ^1 vfiRWS

• The inscription on the Seal is not in the facsimile.

t This sentence occurs the last bnt one in tl>e fnc i»imile page F, and that which there follows is

merely a liat of the cocsonanU iuscrtcd by tho Uecypbercr.
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Deva-Nagari Transcript of the Fac Simile ofthe Inscription in the temple of

Rajtt Lochan.

«rtf*W* regtwufinnaEw gi nsn-pi w?*n<n w^rr m\ xnfca

*Nt«^ V* ***nrf*&iv vfiwnwfw tjroW I wit HTT

r<r*irw WegV^w: i Tsrfas^T wwlri

S. 73^. Surf* *. ^0^15^1 ^fewwj
uni snnnr 5* qnwnit ^ra: iwraf h i sy^it *%n^ni

tot ^trt^t ttihtc q+«u«wiftHt I *f*» **tto 5nrNT«Tt>

injni« i wmif^g^T ?N fainii *nn 1- — **b«i

arn« i *nrnwsr tt^^t isnm* i wmn wb'toi Orsm^ frg^

U \ i ft -gwwt tjjimSmtnH i «*th»id sir^n

jroraur^ W** *7h yte JT^T^fbfhr src^nwp i

5* jttW i warn Uwm* Tnfw

*\tx try^T^t 1 irant WH*T --irat* 1 5jt ^T^t^'fll

stiff V* —*T*IT I UTT^t ^IJKW^ *IWJ faT3*f I UfT^rract ^
£3- ijstsfa 1 TfXv Wl^X ^t7^V^\; 1 r*wwTO*iT?:i«i *i«r W^H
*ura» 1 *-mm * ftw^g^t 1 ^TTOTTwan^ ^r<rr % winf*
fj*» 1 rwrowgsT ^srr sft^iftnr 1 jR*Nt w^jtw ip^tfas

hct^^t \ mxMtz ?wnnR wiro ^ywnw«rm» i
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dits of Calcutta, but it fortunately happened that the establishment of the

late Col. Mackenzie possessed an individual, Sri Verma Suri, a Jain of great

respectability and learning, who had been long engaged in decyphering

the inscriptions of the Dekhin, and to whom the character of the Raju

plates was familiar and he accordingly prepared a transcript of the plates and

a copy in Devanagari. There is every reason to believe in the genuineness

of his version : he was examined at the time in various ways both by Cap-

tain Price and myself and underwent the scrutiny without any embarrass-

ment or hesitation ; the plates and copies were then taken from him and

nothing more was said upon the subject for a period of more than two

months, during which he was busily occupied in the analysis of a number

of Jaina works preparatory to his retirement from active duty ; after that

interval he was called upon without previous notice or preparation to read

his copy of the original, whilst his reading was checked by careful refer-

ence to the Devanagari transcript As lie accomplished this task with

perfect readiness, and without the slightest deviation from the Devanagari

version, little doubt could be entertained of his being really acquainted

with the character: in fact the character, however uncommon the appearance

which it assumes, is an obvious modification of the Devanagari, as will

be seen by reference to the accompanying comparative alphabet. The prin-

cipal difference, and that which most disguises them is in the heads of the

letters. Instead of a plain horizontal line as in Devanagari, each charac-

ter is surmounted by a kind of box or hollow square, the same with the

figure of the inherent short vowel, which like the mat/a of the Devanagari

letters it seems intended to represent; this peculiarity being recognized and

a square instead of a rounded form being assumed by the whole of the

characters, the inscription may be deciphered without any very great

difficulty. According to Sri Verma's information this character is not in

common use in any part of India but is confiucd to inscriptions: the fac

simile of the plates with the Devanagari transcript, and the comparative

alphabet will render these it is hoped decypherable generally in future.

M m m 3
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The following is the translation of the inscription which records the
grant of some lands by Tivara Deva, king of Kosala to certain Brahmins :

the term Kosala originally designated Ayodhya or Oude, but its applica-
bility to the western districts bordering on Gondwana and Berar is con-
firmed by other inscriptions.

TRANSLATION.

The Seal.—The engraved edict of the illustrious Tivara Deva,* king of
Kosala* granted for the enhancement of piety, and authenticated withhis
seal, bearing the impressed emblems of Garura, the Lotus, the Conch shell
and the Discus.3 May it endure as long as the moon and stars.

The Plates.-* Glory to the illustrious Tivara Deva, a monarch celebrat-

ed in (or by) Magaula 5 the palace of the race of sovereigns, the ornaments
of the three worlds, the giver ofgood to all who bear a worldly burthen, salu-

tation be to him with the five auspicious prefixes to his honoured name.* The

1 The name might be here Vara Dete reading Srimlf V,r*. instead of Srimel Titer* hul it orrar.
In another place lUaAaiita Tieare winch establishes this reading : a more iutcl.igible form would be
Tritara.

2 Tlie torm Kosala is always applied to part of Oude. but its use in this inscription is eonfirmed by
tbe employment of the term in other authorities liom the sane quarter, and a king of Kosala founded
Rntenpur. It should appear therefore that the authority of the Oude monarch* once extended across
the Ganges iu this direction lo tbe mountains aud the sea.

3 The emblems of Vishnu.

4 It is very unusual for a grant to brf in in this abrupt manner w ithont tbe benecliclorv invocation of
any deity. The omission ini^ht be thought 10 indicate some secession from the orthodox systems bat
the seal is positife testimony to the mooa.cu* bciuK a worshipper of Vishnu : the same is asserted ia
the inscription.

* f^if?lVgpm^HJtl« 'qfoTwZTSzi | The real purport of this passage u quite no-

intelligible, and the original is probably not accurately represented by the Nagari letters.

« Tbe repetition of Sri fire times which is frequently thus paraplirasticaily described.
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nails of his feet are resplendent as a mirror with the reflected radiance emit-

ted from the prostrate tiaras of innumerable princes; the tender palms of his

hands are chafed by the tresses of those royal fortunes whom he has dragged

captive : his merit in war is decorated with strings of pearl reddened by the

blood starting from the brows of the elephants of his foes cleft by the edge

of his well sharpened sword. He is as the destructive fire of ocean to his

enemies conspiring against his invaluable treasures. His mild glory re-

sembles that of the rising moon, and like the sea of milk he -abounds with

the most precious jewels, and as Garura, 1
afllicts the females of the serpent

tribe, so he demolishes the saffron pendants that decorate the tender cheeks,

over which the collyrium is washed by the tears that are drawn from the

wives of his slaughtered foes. All his thoughts are intent upon the mainte-

nance of morality, and he has been of old, venerable in devotion, in fame, in

secrecy, in heart, in eye, and in body. He is never satisfied with (his own) ex-

cellence nor with making private, valuable, pure, and kindly gifts nor (with

praising the dwelling of Chniakrauta Swami.3 He abandons all improper de-

sires. Though fierce to his foes he is of lovely appearance and is alike excel-

lent in form and disposition. He is discontented with his store of moral me-

rit, but is not covetous of wealth ; he is not addicted to wrath but is desirous

of honor and emulous of fame; he is no transgressor of observances and whilst

he delights in eloquence does not indulge in sensual amusements : the lustre

of his glory sprung from the combustion of his foes, burnt like a heap of cot-

ton by the fire of his prowess, shines afar like the mountains whose rocks

are covered with snow : the oppressions of the world being removed by the

abundance of his piety, and every thorn being extracted by the needle of

his sagacity, the eminent votary of Vishnu the great Mahashu? Tivara Dcva,

the son of i\«wia Deca, the son of Indrabala, the ornament of the Pandu

1 Garura i* the deadly and implacable enemy of all snakes.

2 Another pasw^e quite uucc.tuiu ^ ^ahcTfirifJWWIl (Slfe*:)

3 Highly fortuuutc, is the import of thu compound.
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•

race.i having meditated on the merits of his parents, and having wor-

shipped the Brahmans (in this place8 called Pentama bhuktiya Pimpari)

thus decrees.

On the 12th of Jyeshla, having touched water, we have granted for the

augmentation of the merit of our ancestors and our own, unto the sons of

Bhatta Gauri Datta, named Matta Bhava Datla and Bhalla D/iara Dalla

Brahmans of ihe Madhyanjana branch of the Vajisaneya order of the Bba-

radwaja tribe.* This village* to be had and enjoyed with all rights of

treasure trove, wood and water, egress and ingress, and exempt from tax or

toll.5 Let them therefore dwell in it and possess it in peace as is pro-

per and be all future kings thus admonished, 44 Those princes who give

lands rejoice in heaven; those who usurp it fall into hell; consider well

these two things. Life is transient and fortune fickle, and then act as

seems best."

The fruit of protection and spoliation is as that of virtue and vice, and

is heaven or hell. They cite the verses of Vyasa8 in proof.

The gifts made by the wise are gold, and land and cows, the daughters

of the sun and forms of Vishnu ; these three are established in the world,

that a person may give either one or the other.

1 This seem* to be the meaning of the text thongb it is not quite clear.

2 This ii conjectored to be the meaning of Padtkt, Ibo other words of the sentence are not Sans-

crit and may possibly be the local names not very faithfully repejcnled ; the original is tnjTflufsrQ"

ftp*? fa. *».<<.
'

)
• Mr. Jenkins mentions the Fyri river in the viciuily of R»ju and Pimpari may be

connected with that

3 These divisions are wctl known and are still extant in the south of India. Madhyanjana would

more correctly be Mailhvnndina and Vajisaneyi, Vajipcra.

4 No name occurs here which renders it more probable that it has been inserted above.

o Such is the general tenor of the provision bat the exact words of the text are not fully made Oat J

^rfsrfa FTtrT^fu "pisr ^reruns; Tn^^&rwt ^mj (^jtwto \)

6 Or of the V) asa Gila ; the phrase is *p;frjttc| ^t^tJ^T^N I
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A person who is prudent and wise and bestows land in gift shall enjoy

heaven for 00,000 years and those who violate or contemn the donation

shall remain in hell (as many.)

Land has been given by Sagara and other kings : such as is the land

such is the reward and whether it be the gift of yourself or of others do

thou Yudhishthira guarantee the grant: the gift of land is the best of gifts

and its protection the first of merits. In the prosperous and victorious

reign.*

OBSERVATIONS.

THE inscriptions in the temple at Raju were at first sent by Mr. Jen-

kins as copies, but fac similes were afterwards forwarded by him : one of

these (No. 1.) presented a tolerably perfect inscription but the other was

too much mutilated to be decypherable with any degree of satisfaction : it

will be sufficient therefore to offer a translation of the first. Mr. Jenkins

likewise forwarded a copy of No. 1. completed by the conjectural criticism

of a pundit of great celebrity, but his conjectures were too fanciful to be

admissible: he also supplied two translations prepared by native writers

in his service with the assistance of the pundits, but as they were far from

correct it is unnecessary to insert them
;
they contain however some pas-

sages to which reference will be made.

• What ensues and terminates the inscription is utterly unintelligible . ^f^f^M^ J
ma; be supposed to specify a day in the month Kartik but it has been already slated that the grant

was made on tbe 12th of Jycslitb, and bow are these to be reconciled. It is stated by the decypberer

that agreeably to some canon peculiar to Kernata, IJhdrbha might signify 624, and would thus imply

the date of the year ; there are no means of verifying his assertion ; the period would not be incompati*

ble with the dates of other inscriptions in tbe Chattlsgbcr district, particularly that at Rateopur, which

is dated in Samrat 916 or A. D. 868.
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TRANSLATION.

Salutation to JSatai/aua.

i

The delighter of the Pancha Hansa tribe and pure ornament of the Sri

Rajam&la family Takur Sri Nandilla,2 by whom unjust princes were terrified

— his younger brother and friend Vasudeva as if the third was

named Swami,3 the destroyer of enemies. By these an extensive coun-

try was subdued, upon which 5000 villages were dependant. The son of

Swami was a hero

Dor Sena was subdued, his younger brother's son4 was Deva Sinha, by

whom Komoni kslietra was conquered with 7o0 villages—the queen

—

Mahodaya engaged in pious acts, mild, and the delight of her family

a son of personal strength named Jagatpa.6 by whom the Kshetriyas

that faced him were compelled to avert their countenances in flight .

Scattering hostile armies with a multitude of arrows.

[The inscription is too much broken here to be translated connectedly.

1 To (he translation received from Mr. Jenkins, Hie blank at tbe beginning of the inscription is

filled up by tbe attributes of a country named Varahunre whence the prince was said to come; this

is wholly fanoiful as it is impossible to make out the words of this portion so as to attach any sense to

it at all.

2 One translation calls this Piznadeo the other Snhistni ; in the copy it appeared to be Kbissala, in

the fac simile it appears something like the name in the text but the form is indistinct. Both transla-

tions interpret this passage by Riving three sons to one or other oi tlie elder priuccs. It is not impossi-

ble that such may be the sense, and tbe third is expressed clearly enough.

3 One translation has Java Sinh, but the letters are loo much defaced to antborise any reading.

4 Tbe translators say Vatudera't son; Ibis is doubtful.

6 One translation makes Jagatpal the sou of the first mentioned prince whatever his name may be

(Siznadi o by Wodia-drvi) ; the other does not specify his faiher : the wo.d rendered in the fair trans-

ciipt Ebhi, by ihote, is Wadi in the corrected copy whence the first translations were made: however if

the lady were not tbe wife of more than one husband after the manner of tbe Malabar* when Ebhik

wi:l mean 4y (Arm. Jacatpal it can be little doubted is the son of Deva Sinha, the son of Swami, U*
brother of tbe first named prince or possibly brother's son.
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It evidently relates however to the prowess of Jagatpal and as far as it is

only panegyrical it does not merit to be particularly followed : it is only of

importance to notice such passages as contain proper names apparently

those of princes subdued or assailed by Jagatpal.]

The kingdom of the king Rantadeva1 conquered by whose valourous

deeds truly meriting the name of Jugatsinh Prithivi Deva : in his king-

dom the marriage rite being performed, a fort called Dnrga* was obtained.

By the valour of his arm it was accomplished, and Jagatpal was the

elephant who crushed the pride of his foes, by whom Kalieyara, a country

pleasant with gardens and groves, was subdued, and Jagatpal city newly

built, dedicated to a living representative of the supreme Rama Deva. He

is in this age Arjuna in piety, Jimntavahana in temperance, in valour he

was as Kama and like the son of Bhanu (the sun) in liberality, is a speaker

of truth and venerator of the Brahmans, of his preceptor and the gods, a

hearer of the Furanas and Vedas together with the Mahabharat, and espe-

cial repeater of the Ramayana as the source of life ; wise and intelligent; as

handsome in his person as Udayana was Jagatpala this temple was

erected and the village of Salmaliya granted to it for its support. Fu-

ture princes will ever respect and protect the endowment. The ruler of

the place The young brother of Jagatpala named Gdjala whose valour is

triumphant in the most perilous war, and another brother by a different

mother was named Jayasinha, who effected the destruction of foes like Bali,

the son of Indra. The chief in these districts was named Devaraja and by

these assistants was the earth regulated. The grant of the king was record-

ed by Jasananda or Lakshmana, a poet, the son of the excellent pundit

1 The corrected inscription fills up one blank here with Jaijala deTa, tbe J* is clear enough ; the fol-

lowing letters arj defaced bul lliey seem lo warrant the correction.

2 The translations say this was called Droop also Sarhaig* rh, the former name still exist* in the

district as that of a town 20milrs west from Kuipur and the head of a Pergiinnah of that name, srr

Mr. Jenkins's litter: also with regard to ilu traditions at l>roog regarding tbr foundation of its fort

Jasatpal having become possessed ot it by marrying the daughter of the Raja of Droog.

N n it
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Jasovara, and distinguished for bis intelligence and devotedness to Vishnu.

The composition was sculptured by Rantahala in the year , on Wednes-

day, in the light fortnight of Magh, on the Rathashthami.

OBSERVATIONS.

The principal differences which occur between the preceding and the

translations made by order of Mr. Jenkins, from the copy conjecturally

completed, have been adverted to in the notes. They are of no great im-

portance with one or two exceptions.

The country whence Nand ilia and his brethren are supposed to hare

first invaded Chattisgher is one point of some moment, but from whatever

quarter they may have come, it seems likely that a new dynasty did acquire

dominion in this part of India, a short time before the grant recorded in this

inscription : the translations referred to, make Jagatpal the son of one of

three first princes, and the translation adopted calls him the grandson of the

third brother, the difference is therefore of but one generation.

That Jagatp&la founded and endowed the temple of Ramachandra is not

only consistent with the traditions of the people, but derives some confirma-

tion from the presence of the statue of the Raja in the temple as mention-

ed by Mr. Jenkins.

It is equally probable that he extended his power by conquest in the

course of which Jajjala Deva and Rantadcva may have been subdued: the

reference to Prithivi Deo, however accords better with the tradition notic-

ed by Mr. Jenkins regarding Jagatpala's acquiring Drooghy marriage, than

with its being the prize of his valour.

The most important difference between the fac simile and transcript,
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rough or corrected, and consequently between the translations, is in the

date. In the copies it occurs distinctly Samvat 796; in the fac simile, the

writing is here defective, as if the stone were mutilated, and the figure 9 is

the only one that can be distinguished and this appears to be the leading

figure : if not, the numeral preceding it is more like 8 than 7, so that in

either case we have a variety of one or two centuries: the difficulty however

may be determined by reference to the Ratenpur inscription mentioned by

Mr. Jenkins, the date of which is Samvat 915, and in which the name of

Prithivi Deo occurs.

A comparison of this and the preceding inscription, with those which

remain to be decyphered in the province of ChatUsgerh, seems calculated

to illustrate the political and religious condition of that part of India in

the 8th and 9th centuries : information that cannot but be acceptable in the

utter gloom which envelops almost the whole of Hindustan anterior to the

Mohammedan invasion.



I
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APPENDIX.

No I.

EXTRACTS PROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE BENARES CORRES-

PONDING SOCIETY.

Latitude of the Hindu Observatory at Benares, by William Cracroft and

James Prinscp, Esqs.

HAVING remarked a difference of upwards of four minutes between the determi-

nation of the latitude given by Captain Hodgson in the 14th volume of the Asiatic

Researches, and that formerly made by Reuben Burrow, it seemed desirable to take

an accurate scries of observations, with a view to obtain the correct site of the Man

Mandir ; Mr. Cracroft therefore fixed his Troughton's Circle in the centre of the Obser-

vatory and during the month of November, 1823, collected twelve meridional altitudes

of a Orionis, nine of Sirius, and eight of Rigcl, from which were deduced the follow-

ing results

:

Latitude by Rigel 25° 18 33" 46.

' Latitude by Orion, 25 18 21 26.

Latitude by Sirius, 25 18 34 3G.

Mean 25 18 29 09.

Another series was made with the same instrument by Mr. Prinsep at Secrole,

which when reduced by a trigonometrical measurement to the Observatory, gives the

following latitude : ,

By 2 observations of Polaris, .... 25° 18' 26'"
1.

2 observations of Aldebaran, .... 25 18 35 4.

2- Rigel, 25 18 33 9.

« Sirius, 25 18 35 1.

6 the Sun, .... 25 18 3*i 5.

Mean Latitude, 25° 18' 3/' 40.

Latitude by former table, 25 18 29 69.

Latitude by Reuben Burrow, .. 25 18 36

Correct Latitude of Benares Observatory, .... ^5- J8' 33~ N.

By rejecting the observations of a Orionis and Polaris, the mean would agree still

nearer *ith the determination of that accurate astronomer Reuben Burrow, who did
A
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not, however, possess an instrument ofsuch power as Troughton's Circle. The only

other public statements of the latitude of Benares, with which we are acquainted

are as follows

:

The Hindu Books of Astronomy call it, 2V 36'

Col. Crawford (Survey of Cantonments,) 25 19 09.

Col. Wilford (on Hastings's Dial,) 25 1 8 57.

Capt. Hodgson(l4th vol. Asiatic Researches,)23 22 38.

But most probably some error of the press has affected the latter number in the

minutes. It is unnecessary perhaps to add that all these latitudes have been reduced

carefully to the site of the Hindu Observatory in the* city.

To correct the longitude of the same Observatory, most of the eclipses ofJupiter's

Satellites have been watched during the past season. To many of these the obliging

kindness of Mr. Goldingham, of Madras, has favored us with corresponding sights

taken at his Observatory. The following table gives a connected view of the scries,

and it serves to demonstrate the uncertainty of any accurate result until a vast

number shall be accumulated.

The state of the weather should be particularly noticed that its influence may bo

in time reduced to an applicable correction.

The French Tables for the first Satellite make the Immersions tally with the

Emersions much nearer than the Nautical Almanack. The error of the former tables

appears about 09" for the I Sat and 26 for the II Sat.

Mr. Ewer, Captain Coivin, and Lieut. Maxwell, have also favored us with some

observations, which are subjoined. The value of their exertions will be best appre-

ciated by pointing out the erroneous positions of places in the maps of India, which

they will serve to correct.

Amiowimitb's M*r: New Determination*.

Latitude. Longitude. Latitude. Longitude.

Delhi 28° 41' 30" 77° 05' 30* 77° II' 45"

Meerut,.... 28 58 20 77 36 40 77 57 51

Kurnal,.... 29 28 00 76 53 05 77 10 37,5

Hansi, .. 29 03 00 75 50 00 29 06 1* 75 53 30

Begur, .... 29 21 40 75 21 00 29 26 36 75 27 45

Kaliraon, .. 29 17 44 75 45 00

Jionpoor,.. 25 44 00 82 41 00 25 44 23 82 47 15
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Observations of the Eclipses of Jupiter s Satellites at Benares in 1823—24.
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II. II 41 33
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II. 17 07 in
III. 9 $8

I. 9 I! 14
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HI. 13 57 21

I. 16 10 :i'i

I. 11 08 51
II. 11 4U 08

is 03 33
U 7 32 11
I. 14 69 00
1.

II. % £
1. B 00 12

11. 8 37 02
III. in 06

11I. in i;
II. H 20 50,5

*. m. ».

1 11 H
5 31 3T,

5 32 45

30

32
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:>2

31

32

31

31

31

31

M

51
03
13

33
10,5
10..'.

3I>,5

49
39
20

ft 31 20

I Mr. tiuldma-
j
Voi.Httaiffiy'a

|
ham'* Madras

J

hutkry Pari:
' Ob**rvatwmj

I Ob»matHm*
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31
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49
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31
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3

•
5 31 II

5 31 25
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A. m. a. w.
5 33 Ul ."• 32 Hjl
» 31 51 .3 32 21.X

33 29

31 us ". 31 15,8
.. 32 01 •« SI 01,4

31 27
.'. 31 In 11 31 28.H

31 21 ,5 31 48,5
32 49,5 32 l*,I

05,1> 31 lh,r» 3 32
32 00
31 51 5 3] 41

.*» 31 30
:• 33 00
3 31 80
> 31 24
3 32 00
!* n 47
5 32 33 r, 11 ir. i

j 31 43 5 31 10
5 31 24 9 31 354
6 32 oo
3 31 52
fl

5

31

l\

50

X*.

3 31 32 5 32 09.S
3 31 2i

:

« 31 ms
•". 32 2D

J ?! 5 31 10
r> 31 12
-> 31 26
5 33 01

S 5! To,,

5 32 01

5 31

5 31
M
03

5 31 00

5 32 15

Dollonda Aehr. Teleacop. owd (5 feel Refiartor.i
Do. (Im. ol 1 \ . hitij taVrn pliice [ iui hour Ijcf.

DoJAilh » the un* su ch in the Alm.--ftthc Em. did
( not take place fur | iui Imur alter itatiror.

Diapinal eyepiece app. wb. dituinialied the light.

Do.
l»nllo«d"» four-feel Bi flr-< tioc Trfev— Planet low.

Both Telcaropeti

Good—Jupit.r high. [very clear.

H. l!, rti„s Tel. .lap. low-Refrag.Tel. rare 7 see.
Ditto—higher—ditto—2 ditto. [earlier.
I'lanrt dear-Satellite doae to liini. Rclrag. Tel.
Planet dull— Uxi earlv.
Planet trrmillout.

Good tJh,. but Satellite rery near.
llad— Satellite emerged fn.m hchiad t( '« Di»r.
Vera good- ReHect. Tel. always oaedtierralter—
Good— very clear alm<,»ptiere. [ I mm. not riaible,
tiood observation, [ailli*/ niarlvtd »u in the aim.
Good.
Jupiter Iriw and vapourv.
Vera good— Planet near Zenith.
Vera- good— 1 Mb lialuer.ioti ufllf. invisible.
Good observation.
Good— Hint i sic ii II. ohtrcred bv cl

Jnpiter low—BamL hnriily visihle.

Exceeding!, d««r-14th doodj.

Good light.

Vcrv good.
Preltv
Not/
Good

Immeniont.

KavliraJ A immat. C'tiMKU. «V» Tenu

Longitude of Mr. CracrofCs Observatory,

By the Second Satellite.

Immersion. Emersion*.

By the First Satellite.

Emersions,

XnlUal Aim . dr-f 7Vm#«

By the Third Satellite.

Emtrsions.

• 31 36 '9 SI 61 ft 31 Sfj ft 31 47
1 30 64 I II 08 6 31 St 6 31 21

6 31 13 5 31 27 5 31 54 6 31 5(i

ft 31 10,5 ft SI 214 ft 31 28 ft 31 30

ft SI 30,5 ft SI 48^ ft SI SI 1 31 St
."i 31 49 ft 32 00 ft 14 20 ft 31 80
ft SI 39 a 31 51 ft SI 19 6 81 20
S 31 20 .i 31 30 ft SI 13 9 31 14
5 SI 28 I SI 30 ft 31 11 9 31 IS
ft 81 16 9 31 24 ft 31 48 9 31 49

6 SI 31 S 31 35.7 6 SI 31 3 31 3!

33 on

5 32 49,9
3 33 03
6 32 01

5 32 36,5

5 32 84
6 31 68
6 31 39
5 31 20
6 31 25
I 31 474

5 31 47,3

Immtrrions,

5 32 33 5 32 45
9 81 41
6 81 49
6 33 (JO

6 32 183

9 32 11.9

1. et. s,

I of t»1mmrT.tas First Satellite 6 SI 293
ten BiaWrsuotw dido, ••••*> •••••• 3 M SI

Mean or eleven Irani, and Em. 01' the See<«,d Satellite 5 32 11,9
Mean of five Im. and E». of the Third Satellite 5 32 20.4
MeanorrineencoBi|)nrnti»eOh»enatio0f alMidra- 5 31 41,9

i at Bnaliejr lleatli, .. 5 31 30.8

6 31 46,75

Mean, rejecting tbe II. & III. Satellites 6 31 354 E. nearest correct LongitocV.

To which adding ditTerance of meridian 08 (lecordwg to Survrr of Henarei.)

I or the Man Moodil or Hindu Obacrratort, 5 31 43.5 E. or 88° 65' 62*4 Eaat of Grecaw~A.

lA,.. K iiLJc ^ u^n^ tJ Heabeo Borrowa, ~....„< 69 49
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Eclipses of Jupiter's Satellites observed and communicated by Walter Ewer, Esq.

1823.

Nov. 14. Camp at Bcgur, Latitude North 29° 26' 36*1

ft. m. *.

Imm. II Satellite gave Longitude by Naut. Almc. 5 02 00 E.

Imm. I Satellite, 5 01 43

30. Camp Kaliraon, Latitude North 299 I7'44".

Tabular Long. By Btnerei obttrxation.

ft. n». s. A. m. s. A. m. s.

Imm. I Sat. 8 06 24,5 gives 5 02 28,5 5 03 00,5

Tibuhr Long, Bg Benarti tbitrv+tion.

1824. ft. ro. s. ft. m. s.

April 2. At Delhi, Emer. I Satellite .... 5 08 48

9. Emers. I Satellite .... 5 08 41 5 08 38

15. Emcrs. II Satellite .. 5 08 57 5 08 54,5

25. Emers. I Satellite .... 5 08 45,5

Mean 5 08 47,9 5 08 46,2

Observations by Captain Colvin, communicated through Mr. Ewer.

AtfortofHansi,lat.29» 06' 13*

Tabular Long. Bj Benartt obttl-vation.

1828. A m. s.

Nor. 14. Imm. II Satellite .... 5 04 13

Imm. I Satellite 5 03 39

19. 1mm. 1 Satellite 5 03 01

tl. Imm. I Satellite .... 5 03 28 6 03 07

Imm. II Satellite 5 0428 50337

Mean 5 03 45,8 5 03 22

In the foregoing comparisons the Longitude of Benares is assumed at 5 h. 31 m.

45 s. east of Greenwich.
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Transit of Mercury over tlte Suns Disc on the Ath November,

Observed by Mr. Walter Ewer at Kurnal.

Mean time of2nd internal contact,

external ditto,

Difference,

End of transit of $'s centre, ....

Observed by Mr. William Cracroft at Jionpoor.

Mean time 2nd internal contact,

external contact,

• •••« ......

i . . ....

. . . . .... .... ....

•••• .... ....

End of Transit of g's centre,

Observed by Lieut. Maxwell at Meernt, with an inferior telescope

Mean time 2nd internal contact,

external contact,

End of Transit of tf's centre, . . .

,

* « • • • • • i

Observed at Calcutta by

Capl. Hodgson. Capt. Herbert.

external ditto, 21 57 01 SI 67 10

Mean end of Transit, 21 55 54,5 21 56 03,1

A. fit* Stm

20 43 40,5

20 5G 16,5

2 30

20 55 01,5

21 16 03

21 18 48

2 40

21 17 28

20 57 17,2

20 59 03,6

l 4<;,4

20 58 10,4

Capt. Schalch.

h. tn. s.

21 55 01,8

Uncertain.

21 56 14,8

21 56 04,1

16 02 17

Greenwich time 5 53 47,1 — Long, ofCalcutta.

As the effect of parallax for the above four places is small, from the displacement

ofMercury being nearly in the direction of the tangent to the sun's disc at the point

of Emergence, tho longitudes of the places, found by the differences of mean time,

will not be far from the truth : therefore assuming Calcutta to be in longitude 5 h..

63 m. 30 s. according to Captain Schalch's observations wc shall have

Jionpoor, 5 31 09 east of Greenwich.

Mecrut, 5 II 51,4

Kurnal, 5 08 42,5
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The Longitude of Jionpoor by an Emersion of Jupiter's first Satellite on the 20tu

Dec. 1822, was found to be 5 h. SI in. 08 a.

Occupation of Antares by the moon.

Benares, 27th April, 1823.

ft. m. s.

Star disappeared at meantime, 17 17 34,8

The Emersion was invisible on account of day light.

Latitude of Jionpoor by William Cracroft, Esq. 1823.

By Alpha Ononis, 25° 44' 20,<T

Sirias, •• 25 44 23,6

Procyon, 25 44 25,7

True Latitude, 25 44 23,3 Ncrth.

No. II.

Table of Multipliersfor ascertaining the Deviation ofa Transit Instrument

from the Meridian, and at the same time the Error of the clock by observ-

ing the Transit of two fixed Stars, calculated for the Lai. of Benares,

from the rules laid down in Mr. Baity s paper published in the \st number

c5 of the Memoir of the Land. Asiatic Society. By William Cracroft, Esq.

!i 5
•

10 16 20

Declination of Northern Star.

26 30 36 40 45 60 6.5 60 06 70

30 i.yys 2,048 2,06

1

2,048 1,908 1,928 1,814 1,670 1.642 1.337 1,161 958 708 680

36 1.664 1,723 1,751 1.751 1.722 1,604 1.681 1,472 1,313 1.198 1 ,040 874 706 541

40 1,406 1.408 1,600 1,620 1 .506 1.468 1.406 1,319 1,212 1,090 9.VI 809 660 510

45 1,194 1,203 l.a a 1 ..-m 1 .332 1 .309 1.203 1.191 1,106 1 ,004 8HI 764 622 4H6

50 1,017 1,090 1.14;) 1,176 1 185 1,175 1,113 1.090 1,017 929 b2» 710 690 464

65 866 041 990 1,040 1 ,050 1.059 1 ,040 9'M) 941 80-1 776 073 662 44.i

GO 730 800 873 920 910 0i8 949 920 K71 8: 19 730 839 5 8 430

05 O b GliO 75H 811 817 800 «<G0 817 811 75* G l><> 6 H 610 410

70 490 6h0 06-2 711 764 7HI 7!JO 781 7.4 711 C62 580 4:kj 403

76 390 477 653 616 607 702 710 710 702 607 6 IK 653 477 3!M

so '.290 378 459 628 681 026 651 66'

»

(61 6.'5 681 528 459 378

86 441 603 56-2 686 002 602 685 652 >03 441 3:W
yo 424 469 620 546 653 5»6 6*20 469 424 3-Vt

017 WJ4 WW 811 Hit 7"/y 712 7oi» 017 5l<6 397
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The Transit Instrument being placed nearly in the meridian, by following a fixed

Star till the moment of its culmination, and all the adjustments being examined, ob-

serve the times of the transits of two fixed stars which differ much (at least 30») in

declination, and very little in R. A. If the Timekeeper shew Solar time, reduce the

observed interval to side real time and compare it with the interval between the true,

apparent R. As. in the following form.

R. A. of N.* Obs. Transit of N.*

R. A. of S.» . Obs. Transit of S.*

Diff. of R. A.± Diff. of Obs. Transitsf

. Diff. of R. A.±

Error in R. A.±

Multiplier from Table,

Required Deviation in time ±

To be multiplied by 15 to give it in are.

If the sign be plus the deviation is East and vice versa.

The deviation being in time, and multiplied by the numbers of the lower line (c)

and applied to the difference between the observed transits will denote the error of

the clock.

Deviation^

Multiplier (c)

Producti

Diff. ofObs. Tran.f

Error of clock.±

No. III.

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL,

By JAMES PRINSEP, Esq.

I have condensed into the annexed Table the results of the past years' observa-

tions upon the climate of Benares presenting in one page, the substance of a vo-

lume of figures, each item nearly being the mean of thirty numbers. Though at-

tended with some labour, this is really the only shape in which a Diary of the sort
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can bo turned to any useful purpose, and if we could obtain similar abstracts from

other chief stations on the Indian continent, the advantages would be much en-

hanced by the correct comparison we should be enabled to draw of their relative-

climates, the light which would be thrown upon the origin, course and extent of tbo

hot winds; the altitude of different places ; and other interesting phenomena.

My own observations have now been continued for two years, but I shall only

give at length those for the latter year, as the instruments then used were more nu-

merous and complete. For the sake of perspicuity I will notice .under separate

heads the subjects of Barometrical pressure, temperature, and hygrometry.

I. TJie Atmospheric Pressure.

The Barometer used is by Dollond, having a window of talc adapted to the re-

servoir to shew the level of the mercury. Notwithstanding this however, by a

careful comparison with Captain Herbert's instrument, it stands .079 lower than the

Barometer at the Surveyor General's Office in Calcutta. Indeed very few can be

found to agree perfectly, nor is it necessary provided their difference be once ascer-

tained. Mine stands nearly the mean of five that were examined together.

The amount of the daily oscillation of the Barometer is not shewn by my table as

I was unable to observe at the hour of the maximum, 10 o'clock A. M. The differ-

ence however between the evening and noon height for each month shews a greater

oscillation during the hot months, when the daily change of the thermometer is also

the greatest. The close connection between tbo rise of the thermometer and fall of

the barometer is confirmed by the following comparison which the kindness of my

friend Dr. A. Russell permitted me to calculate from a diary of three years kept by

himself*

Dr. Russell. Benares.

January, 0.073 21.5

February, 0.096 21.0

March, 0.093 21.0

April, 0.103 26.5

* Id the year 1824 I *balt regfeter the Barometer and Thermometer at 10 A. If. and 6 P. M. on

po»e to ascertain the amount of daily oscillation.
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Vmih.

0.103 23,4

June, 0.084 20,3

4 my, 93

August, 0.068

September, 0.070 9,5

October, 0.070 16,0

November, 0.070
-

18,4

December, 0.075 15,7

There can be very little doubt therefore that the change of atmospheric pressure is

simply caused by the altered specific gravity of the air due to the temperature. The

same effect should be visible to a greater extent in the monthly variation of the two

instruments, because a wider stratum of air is influenced by the monthly change of

heat, than can be by its daily action. To compare the actual motions, I here pre-

sent the monthly differences of the Thermometer and Barometer from the annual mean

of each, extracted from my Tabic.

Barometer. Thermometer.

January,

Annul M«w!».iJ8

+ 0.236 — 17.28

February, + 0.198 — 10.98

March, + 0.087 + 3.06

April, — 0.067 + 12.89

May, — 0.115 + 13.90

June, — 0.275 + 15.55

July, — 0.301 •f 5.26

August, — 0.220 + 4.05

September, -0.122 + 4.39

October, + 0.071 - 0.59

November, + 0.237 - 12.78

December, + 0.265 -1G.91

The effects here are just five times greater than in the former table: although they

re still only one-third of what would be produced if the whole atmosphere were a-

lik.e acted upon; that is, if the whole air were heated

5 degrees the pressure should fall 0.300 inches,

whereas J 5 in a mouth it falls .... 0.300

and 25 .. .. in a day 0.100

C
"
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In a rough way it may therefore be said that the monthly heat is felt to a height of

two miles, and the daily to a height of one-lifth ofa mile.

The chief advantages of a Barometric register, are the means it affords of finding

the respective altitude of places : to this point I have paid nil the attention in my

power, particularly to the determination of the height of Benares above Calcutta ; for

which the Register published (but again discontinued) by the Surveyor General's

Oliicc afforded me the principal data.

The heights »f the Barometers at the same hours at the two places, corrected to

the same index, and both reduced to the temperature of 32° Farh. give the follow-

ing differences ; inch.

April, 1822, 0.2G3

June, 0.2GI

Ditto, noon, 0.253

August, 0.203

December, 0.240

Jtinuary, I823,uoon,0.2l4

Ditto, 5 p. ro 0.21

1

February , noon, . . 0.2C5

5 p. m 0.217

April, noon, 0.201

May, 0.250

June, 0.289

July, 0.239

August, 0.2G8

September, 0.250

Captain Hodgson has omitted to give the temperature of the external air in his

tables, but supposing the mean to be 80*, the Barometrical altitude of Benares above

Chowringhee is 240.75 feet. I believe Capt. H. estimated it at 500 feet.

a
•

A few comparisons of a similar nature made with Captain Herbert, give the height

of Cawnpoor 1 33.3 feet above Benares*

Mean of the whole.

0.:501

or Calcutta Barometer, 29.9000

29.6499

* Since writraf tkt iborr, tan* farther comrauMeetiou* {ram C»pUin Herbert hare aabted me U

•t other pbect above Beam* ; auacl;,

Fattigorh CraiUmment., from rax ccmptrtMO* SIM feet.

Baraoirre. font of the hill*, bora tix cranperboa 1467.4 (ret.

T:.:. :::::: Sw*j«>» isswi

cdcal.ietheh-V 1" of
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I hope next year with Capt. Herbert's assistance to deduce the altitude of Suha-

ranpoor from a more accurate series.

While upon the subject of the Barometer I should mention that Adie's Syropiesa-

roettr was also registered, and for sometime it agreed very well, but at the end of the

first year the bulk of air above the oil was found increased in quantity 3-J0ths and

after the second year 2-10ths of an inch so that no dependence could be placed upon

its readings, except for a short period.

TEMPERATURE.

The several Thermometers used by me were compared with a Standard Instru-

ment made by Dollond, and divided to fifths of a degree. The external ones were si-

tuated in a northern veranda perhaps hardly sufficiently exposed to the air, but en-

tirely sheltered from the sun's rays. The in-door ones were in a northern apartment

closed during the day and without tatties. As the observations were made five times

a day including the extremes noted by the self-registering thermometer, I was able

to construct for each month a curve whose ordinatcs expressed the temperature for

each half hour of the day; the means of these are denoted in the I Oth column under

the title " Mean of the twenty-four hours ;" they differ little from the moruing and even-

ing means.

From the whole mass of observations the temperature of thjs air is found to bo

77 degrees, being 3 degrees lower than the mean heat of a well 30 feet deep which

was found in August, 1822, 80° 95'

December, 78 20

April, 1823, .. .. 80 60

December, 80 00

79 91

In the close streets of the city, where the heat is not so easily dissipated as at

Sccrolc, a diary kept by my pundit gives a mean result of 79' 22'.

All of these contradict the formula of Mayer which ascribes only a mean tempera-

ture of 74° r (— 1° for an altitude of300 feet above the sea) = 73° 7' for the latitude

of Benares 25» 21'.

In the month of May for several days the thermometer rose to 111° 5'and in Janu-

ary it fell at night to 45° iucluding a range of 66 degrees.
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JIYGROMETRY.

TIic instruments used in measuring the evaporation and rain were described upon

a former occasion:* their performance has been very satisfactory, and the column

of Professor Leslie's Atraometer, I think, points out some respects in which the lat-

ter instrument seems inferior to my own. Where the evaporation was very rapid

the porosity of the earthen bulb was inadequate to the supply (although I always

used distilled water) and when the air took up but little moisture, it was impossible

to prevent the accumulation of a large drop of liquid under the bulb which either fell,

or increased the evaporating surface.

By two months comparison I found that the evaporation from a large vessel was

just one-fourth less than from my small cup, so that the general annual evaporation

amounts to fifty inches.

The mean temperature marked by the wetted bulb thermometer agrees almost

exactly with the mean lowest daily temperature, one being 68° 92' the other 68° 83'

and this is 9 degrees below the mean daily heat. In the hot winds I have frequently

observed a difference of more than 30 degrees between the dry and wet thermometers.

The quantity of rain in 1833 was so much greater than usual, that it can form no

basis for calculation. In 1819 there fell but 30 inches at a small distance from Be-

nares, and I should think in general that there must be less here than in Bengal. Mr.

James Kyd of Calcutta favored me with the result of a register kept by himself with

a reservoir of 100 square feet area which for comparison's sake I here subjoin :

October, 1821, 3.00 2.85

November 0.00 2.25

December, 0.00 1.00

January, 1822, 0.00 1.00

February, 0.00 2.00

March, 0.00 5.00

April, 0.00 7.50

May, 1.00 6.00

June, 12.12 1.85

July, 9.03 1.62

August, 2.50 1.87

September, 3.00 1.75

Rain 33.25 inch. Evap. 34.09 inches.
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January,
\

February,

March, {
(ImUrfolalti)^

jj

April,

May,

-June,

July,

August,

September,

October,
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JSicum 111 :J,
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nooi

Hy
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noot
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nooi

Op.
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flj,.
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1
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3.76i
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14.370

13.496

7.036
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1.574

_ 05.509

08.315
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Day and
Might,

Rain. |JfW».
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0 043

0.091

0.(

0.112

O.OUO

0.210
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0.340

0 110
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Monthly. Monthly.

Weather.

Inches.

4.157

4.781

8.990

0.005

0.151

0.023

0.055

0.043

0.063

0.034

0.058

0043

0098

0 047

0.073

|

0.022

0 042

11.931

6.507

2.43!}

3.200

2.7G8
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W
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storms.

W fine weather.

w steady hot winds.
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E

hot winds and dry,
squalls- gale.

N£
Calm
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and cloudy.

E
very heavy rains.
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and east winds.

Calms
W
E

Calm
W

Calm

still wet—fair and
squalls.

very fine.

Calms very fine.

W

Calm
W clear and

I

i
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APPENDIX.

No. IV.

DESCRIPTION OF A PLUVIAM ETER AND AN EVAPOROMETER CON-

STRUCTED AT BENARES.

By James Prhtsep, Esq. 1st Jan. 1823.

The Pluviameter with which I register the fall of rain at Benares, is made on the

Syhon principle, the quantity is read off by simple inspection to any required ac-

curacy ; the loss by evaporation is almost prevented ; and the instrument does not

require to be handled in emptying it. Figure 3 represents the one now in use. It

is composed of a bason at top of sufficient area, screwing on to the brass cap of a

graduated glass tube, into which it opens by a small neck with a loose valve of talc

to keep out,dust, &c.

The tube contains a small glass syphon wh^sc longer leg passes through the bot-

tom of the tube, water-tight, and enters the l.d of a copper reservoir below.

Each degree of the scale on the tube may correspond to .01 inch depth of rain on

the area of the bason: (in mine each — .005 inch.) When 103 degrees are accumulat-

ed, or the tube is filled, the whole is drawn off by the syphon into the lower cylinder,

where it marks uuit upon a similar syphon connected exteriorly with the latter.

This likewise empties itself when it has oucc become full.

Tin cases are applied for the protection of the glass tubes.

Fig. 2 was the original form of the instrument, and shews what may be done with

broken bottles and retort necks and tubes, where brass workers are not to be met

with.

Fig. I is an Evaporoiuctcr invented with the same view of reading off the depth of

Evaporation by inspection, and magnifud. The ratio of the area of the bason, and

length of the tuba may be such that each decree on the latter may mark .01 or .001

inch depth of Evaporation from the former.

The instrument is charjed by drawing the piston down to zero, and filling the

tube with distilled water to a mark in the narrow neck at top. The water is then

passed upwards into the cup, and the diminution ascertained by drawing down the

piston until the neck-lovel is adjusted ; and reading ofl" the decrees marked by the

pistou's upper cd^e.

The lower cork serves to insure the prevention of leakage.
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ANALYSIS OF A MINERAL W ATER.

By Jiune\ Vrinsep, T. j. 25/A Jure, !<-23.

Having heard that the water of the Bridhkal kund (a well in the city of Benares)

possessed slightly aperient medicinal properties when taken in large draughts, I

procured a bottle lull of it to submit to chemical analysis.

1. Tho water was clear, devoid of smell, and yielded no traces of iron.

2. Its specific gravity was 1005,9 at the tcmperaturo 92>.

3. 1000 grains weight left on evaporation to dryness 7.4 grains of deliquescent

salts, of which alcohol dissolved 5.0 and the remainder proved to bo carbonate of

lime and a soluble sulphate.

4. The alcoholic solution manifested traces of muriatic acid magnesia, and by a

simple test suggested by Woollaston, nitric acid. His method is this, to concentrate

the solution of salts, and pour it into a test tube with a bit of gold leaf, warm it,

and add a drop of sulphuric acid ; if any nitrate accompanies the muriates, aquare-

gia is at once formed and the metal dissolved. I used platina foil in lieu of gold,

since it has the advantage oftelling whether the nitrate be of potash or soda ; if the

former, the metal is no sooner dissolved than a yellow powder precipitates.

5. The quantity of such acids and bases as were precipitable, were determined in

different portions of water—1000 grains being taken for each, thus
;

Nitrate of Barytcs threw down Snlph. atid, ...... 0.32 Grains.

Nitrate of Silver, Muriatic acid, 1.90

Oxalate of Ammonia, Lime, .... 0.75

Ammonia and Phosphoric acid (alter the separation of the Lime)

gave Magnesia, • 0.32

6. The carbonic acid estimated from the Lime, amounted to .... 0.£8 Grains.

7. The whole contents therefore of 1000 grains of the water may be thus stated

;

c Carbonate of Lime, 1 -33 Grains.

Not taken up by Alcohol
{ q(^ 0.75
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( Muriate of Magnesia,

Alcoholic solution 1 Muriate of Soda,

' Nitrates (of Soda and Potash,)

0.94

2.10

2.40

7.40

The presence of Magnesia was determined with much care, as to it may be attribut-

ed the purgative qualities of this water.

ABSTRACTED TtESTJLTS OF MARINE OBSERVATIONS,

Made by G. A. Prinsep, Esq. and detailed in a letter of 7th March, 1833, Bombay.

1. In the course of several voyages in the Atlantic and Indian ocean3, Mr. G.

Prinsep has turned his attention to the solution of the two marine problems inter-

esting to navigators as much as to philosophers, namely, " the Saltncss or Specific

Gravity, and the Temperature of the Ocean, on different parts of its surface."

He has compared his own numerous observations with a series made by Dr. A.

Russell and myself on our passage to India in 1819, and with another subsequent

voyage by Capt. Weynton : the result of his labors was sometime ago communicat-

ed to Dr. Marcet, of the Royal Society, but our meeting in Calcutta last winter hav-

ing given occasion for the revisal of some of his Tables, when we compared our dif-

ferent Instruments together, this circumstance produced another letter to Dr. Mar-

cet,* of which my brother has forwarded a copy. I have selected the general facts

which he has deduced from the whole range of observations
; as, in reality, the de-

ductions themselves can be the only interesting part of such investigations to all

but to the actual investigators.

I. 2. The absolute specific gravities of various parts of the Ocean, reduced to

the Standard Temperature 00* Famh. are as follows

:

Mouth of the British Channel, 1027.2

No. VI.

By J. Prinsep, Esq.

Coast of Portugal to tho Tropic,

Thence to 15« North Latitude, .

1027.9

10:7.9

• Tfcit worth; friend «dJ eutllttt cbemist UCott thii Utttt wald hiT« reached Eutf nd,
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Near the Banks of Newfoundland, 1027.5

Gulph Stream, « 1027.5

West Indies and Gulph of Mexico, 1027.3

Equator Longitude 22* to W YV 10i7.0

Ditto Ditto, 20* W 1026.3

Coast of Brazil at 10* from land, 1027.8

Cape of Good Hope, out of the warm current, 1026.4

Ditto in ditto, 1027.3

S. E. Coast of Africa and Madagascar 27° S 1027.0

27-tol8« 1026.7

17' to 11* 10265

10- to 0- 1026.6

Equator to 6* N. Longitude 55* to 60* E lCvG 5

'1 hence to I6»N. do. 60* to 70° 1027.5

Mean of the whole,.. 1027.1

Greatest difference in open sea, 001.6

In both Cccans the verge of the Tropics seems to be the salttstpart of the sea,

and the Equator to be in the other extreme,

3. From the almost perfect uniformity of the sea's specific gravity all over the

world, no use can be madj of it in aiding the navigator, except perhaps in pointing

out bis proximity to the mouths of rivers, which diminish thesaltness to a great

distance from their embouchure. Off the Balasore Roads I found the specific gra-

vity of superficial water 1010.4, of 10 fathom ditto 1021.9; while farther at sea in

front of the Cuttak river, 1016. surface. In the Gulph of Mexico, the Hydrometer

fill 003 2, 30 miles iu front of the river Guasalualos.

4. Water from a depth of 30 to 50 fathoms docs not appear to be more salt than

that of the surface, when allowance is made for its difference of temperature.

II. 5. The Temperature ofthe Ocean is calculated to be of greater use and easier

avail to the Sailors—it points out with great certainty the existence of a current if

it come from a different climate: thus in rounding the Cape in August, 1810, 100

miles south of the great bank I encountered the S. K. current which elevated the

Thermometer rapidly from 57° to 6JJ°. It as suddenly declined when we had passed

through the stream. My brother found similar indications in the American Gulph

Stream.
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In the Mexican Gulph which abounds with banks and shoals, my brother thonght

he met with confirmation of Or. Davy's assertion that the water of the sea gets sensi-

bly cooler in the vicinity of a sand or shelving shore ; I confess however on looking

over his Tables the fact seems still dubious, resting generally on an equivocal scmi-

degrce. Dr. Russell and myself could not perceive any influence on approaching the

Sandheads, but that may have been prevented perhaps by the strong current from the

Uoogbly in the month of September.

6. My brother at first asserted, contrary to Dr. Davy that the surface of the sea

experienced no change of heat in the night : he has since found however that in very

smooth water there is a difference amounting to about one degree between the ex-

tremes, which are nearly at sunset and sunrise. Davy calls it 2°.

7. It might be imagined that the three great oceans of the world would present

an average of equal temperatures nearly, at equal distances from the equator, but

this is far from being the case. The Atlantic is colder than the Indian Ocean, and

this (according to Kotzcbuo) colder than the Pacific. The West South Atlantic ex-

ceeds the East in heat by several degrees. Probably all these discrepancies might bo

explained by due attention to their prevalent winds and currents, or if not, the cause

may lay in the different depth of their beds of which we can acquire no certain know-

ledge. I will conclude by presenting the mean results of three voyages calculated by

my brother.

Mean Temperature of tfie Oreo* in the Track of George Prinsrp, Esq.

Equator, to 10° Lat.

Diuo, 37

Sottk Atlantic. South Atlautic.
|

South Julian.

• ;.8

76 6
76.1

80 0
so -t

it.4

1

Si

3

1
o

70 30
70 1 i

1 TiJi r
81°.?

**

3
to

<

Mean Temperatures in the Track- of James Prrnxrp. E<o.

Equator to 19s Lat.

Diau, !M
Diuo, St

SmkAtUntu Auutn Atlantic. 6'ukiM luttt**- 1 1 i\uHk lauiaH.

77.40

76 6
73.7

. i

«. .

o
3
-»

|

76 08
70.0

71-0 & 1

78.38
77.0

7t.&

= 2 •

*r 1

<t.7fi

1
Sept.
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Mean Temperatures calculated from the voyage of Koizebue.

AorlA AtUntit. South Atlantic.
|

Hculk Indian.
|

Kortk Indim.

Eqnator, to 19° Lat. 80.0 78.79
0

8*2.04

Ditto, 23 79.7 77.78 81.77
Ditto, 36 77.4 75. <i 71>.«1 «
Ditto, 38 76 85 5s

APPENDIX II.

No. I.

EXTRACT FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE 49th DECEMBER, 1822.

Read the following Address to the Most Noble the Marquis of Hastings,

President of the Society.

As this is the last occasion, on which the Asiatic Society will assemble under the

presiding guidance of your Lordship, we have felt it no less due to your Lordship

than to ourselves, to give utterance to the sentiments, which the circumstance irre**

sistibly inspires. We therefore trust your Lordship will allow us, to express our

feelings of sincere regret for the loss we are about to sustain : our deep sense of the

liberal motives, which induced your Lordship to take a personal interest in our pro-

ceedings; and our grateful acknowledgements, of the punctual attention and conde-
>

scending kindness, which have uniformly characterised your Lordship's discharge of

the functions, of President of the Society.

Instituted for objects, that could not fail to receive the encouragement of enlight-

ened rule, the Asiatic Society has boasted from its earliest foundation, the patron-

age of those distinguished characters, to whose protecting care, the destinies of
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British India have been entrusted. With one exception however, that patronage

was never converted into a more immediate intercourse, and the very brief period,

during which Sir John Shore was President of the Society, can scarcely be consi-

dered as constituting that exception. It was reserved therefore for your Lordship,

through a series of eventful years, to create leisure from high and arduous labours^

to give animation to literature, and vigour to research ; to inspirit the perseverance

toiling to elucidate the past aud present condition of man, and to foster and encou-

rage the energies, struggling to enlarge the boundaries of science, and to develop© 1

the mysteries of nature. The beneficial effects of this condescending liberality, may

be traced in the pages of our transactions, and the valuable papers, which have giv-

en new animals to Zoology, new plants to Botany, new regions to the Geographer,

and events to the Historian, are not more ascribable to opportunity of observation,

and ability in the observer, than to the encourageroeut granted by your Lordship to

the one, and the facilities afforded to the other; and they may more especially be at-

tributed to the enlightened promptitude, with which your Lordship has ever befriend-

ed their communication to the world.

The dissemination of knowledge is in all cultivated Societies, the worthy occupa-

tion of talent and power : even where that knowledge may not be of generally prac-

tical application, its possession may be endowed with specific value, and much that

is little essential to the necessities of life, is of high value to intellectual ambition. It

may be of trifiing import to the welfare of any particular community, to discover and

adjust the dark traditions of remote antiquity, or to trace through the glimmering of

verbal coincidence, concording usages, and corresponding tenets, the bonds by which,

nations now remote in site, and dissimilar in character, were once identified or al-

lied. To the mind however that is liberalized by studious enquiry, and elevated by

.

expanded views, these subjects ure deeply important ; and the studies of the scholar,

and the speculations of the Philosopher cannot be without their effect upon the im-

provement of Society, and the happiness of mankind. To pursuits of such a nature,,

the regions, which we for a time inhabit, present an inviting field, and it would ar-

gue an indifference, wholly unworthy of the rank which our native country holds in

the scale of refinement, if the British Residents in the East could disregard the op-

portunities, that are offered to their acceptance, of familiarising themselves with

.

the Languages, Literature, Antiquities and Religion ofAsia, the birth place and era-

die of the human race.
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From such an imputation, therefore, we are proud to assert our exemption and to

appeal to the researches for the proofs of a zeal, which has been beneficially exerted

in the diffusion of authentic and accurate conceptions of the East; and which has

therefore formed our strongest claim to tho interest, that your Lordship has been

pleased to take in tho prosperity of the Society.

Independently however of considerations of a Literary nature, the extraordinary

events of a few years have famished us with new, and still more elevated incentives

to study ; and have rendered a familiarity with the Languages and Literature of the

East, a high political obligation : we owe it to the subjects of our Government to

cherish the only literature tbey possess, until they shall acquire taste for something

of more value ; and more especially we are bound to obtain a thorough and personal

acquaintance with their manners and notions, their prejudices and feelings, their

wishes and their wants. Tho determination to uphold, and fulfil this obligation, has

over marked your Lordship's administration, and has been evinced, not only in the

countenance shewn to the Society, but in the aid and approbation offered to enter-

prising travellers; in the encouragement given to useful publications, and in the re-

form or foundation of literary establishments. The districts of Western Hindoostan,

and the lofty chains of the 1 1 imalaya, have been successfully explored : the Arabic

College of Calcutta, and the Sanscrit College of Benares, have both received renovat-

ed activity. The capital of British India, will in future present to the Hindu popula-

tion, advantageous means of cultivating their classical learning, and schools scattered

throughout the empire, supply to early youth, the sources of improved instruction.

European scholars, both iu this country and in the West, are indebted to the same

liberality for additional facilities offered to the successful prosecution of their studies,

and it is no less the theme of their admiration than acknowledgement, that the Kamus,

tho Burhan Katia, and the only Sanscrit Dictionary yet published, works so essential

to the acquirement of the three great Languages of Asia, should all have issued from

the Calcutta Press, during the period of your Lordship's Government.

Whilst we thus endeavour to do justice to the enlightened zeal, with which your

Lordship has in various ways promoted the diffusion of useful knowledge ; wc can-

not lose sight of the more private relations which we have borue to you, as the Pre-

sident ofour Society, or withhold our especial tribute ofacknowledgement, for the spi-
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lit and manner, in which those relations have been maintained. The punctual attend-

ance of your Lordship has been no less flattering than beneficial ; "no less indicative

of a warm interest in our proceedings, than an example for our imitation, and the

amenity and attention with which your Lordship has exercised your official share in

the details of our occasional meetings, have invariably impressed the Members pre*

sent, with the most lively feelings of affection and respect. We have already advert-

ed to the valuable papers of which your Lordship has been the medium of communi-

cation, and we are well aware, that we have frequently been indebted for the pos-

session of those compositions to your Lordship's sanction, or suggestion ; we have

also to express our thanks for the contributions with which your Lordship has en-

riched our Library and Museum, and for the disposition uniformly shewn, (and of

which this evening affords such splendid proof), to improve every favourable oppor-

tunity of adding to their stores. The Museum indeed may be regarded as of your

Lordship's creation, dating from the period of your Presidency, and having grown np

under your care : whilst noticing this part of our obligations, we hope we may bo

permitted to offer our acknowledgements where they are alike due, and to request,

that your Lordship will in the character of our President, undertake the communica-

tion of the thanks of the Society, for those proofs of attention which the Museum has

experienced from the Marchioness of Hastings.

We have now, my Lord, only to take our final leave, and to express our sincere

wishes for your Lordship's future happiness. Unwilling however that the connexion

which has so long been oar pride and pleasure, should even now be utterly dissolved,

we trust we may be allowed to consider your Lordship, still an Honorary Member of

our association, and to hope, that the name of the Marquis of Hastings may long

continue to shed lustre upon the Asiatic Society.

To which His Lordship was pleased to pronounce the following reply ;

Gbntxbmbn,

The testimony of approbation and good will with which you have

honored mo is truly flattering ; but it is at the same time keenly affecting. Some-

thing sad is inseparable from the expression « this is the last time" as connected with

P
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almost any circumstances. How much more of that character roust apply to an o<i-

casion where the phrase is to be used towards persons for whom I have cherished

the highest esteem and by whom I am now kindly told that I possess their attach-

ment ! To have earned that profession from you is an honest pride for me. It is true,

I have sought to encourage efforts for the promotion of science, particularly through

retrieving the scattered remnants of Indian Literature ; and so far I have recommend-

ed myself to you. Our late volumes, as you justly observe, will testify that the Socie-

ty has not been idle. But the existence of such evidence in proof of our active at-

tention tp the objects of our association must evince much more the inherent

energy of the Institution than the effect of any instigation from me. I will neverthe-

less urge you not to relax your search amid those ruins which have overwhelmed

the records of a country heretofore eminently civilized. I confess that I do not ex-

pect any thing directly valuable will be found. Such traces as remain of the antient

state of India appear to me as establishing the presumption of progress in mechani-

cal arts rather than in cultivated productions of the mind. The acquisitions, I ap-

prehend, would be found but rough gems : yet the translations which your learned

Secretary has this evening read to you from Sanscrit works lately discovered, will

prove that the matter, howsoever irregular in its native shape, may become a brilli-

ant decoration when subjected to the polish which genius and refined taste can ap-

ply to it. How far any advancement to science may be hoped is not here the ques-

tion. Perhaps nothing intrinsically novel in any line is attainable. It can hardly

be looked for even in works of fancy. Imagination, consisting wholly in various com-

binations, exaggerations, or distortions of simple known things has obviously its li-

mits, and those boundaries seem to have been reached. There is, however, in differ-

ent nations a different course of cultivation, so that the conceptions and phraseolo-

gy of an inferior people may occasionally suggest to a nation high in intellectual at-

tainment modes or constructions which may be adapted to the richer stock with ad-

vantage as to embellishment, nay possibly as to strength. While I recommend this

industry, I feel some shame at not having as your President offered any contributi-

on to your publications. The deficiency has not arisen from inattention. I can truly

say that I had employed much thought and some application to a topic which I ima-

gined would be appropriate to our compilations. An insurmountable obstacle occur-

red. I was uot at the outset aware of the extent in which such a subjectmust be treat-

ed : and, when I found that I could not reserve for the execution of my purpose a
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sufficient portion of that time in which my daUy duties had a claim noTcr I trust post-

poned by me, I resolutely abandoned my plan. It is not by way of proving myself to

hare actually contemplated such a performance, it is to submit the undertaking to

the judgement of others that I state the outline of it. A notion has been entertain-

ed that the Hindi is a jargon accidentally compounded of many tongues. In speak-

ing of the Hindi, I refer to what I conceive to be the basis of the present Hindus-i

tani. This latter dialect has had various adulterations engrafted upon it in different

parts of India, while the frame work is intact, bearing all the character of originality.

History informs us that Behram Gor issued an edict putting down the use of the

vernacular language of Persia and ordering the Deri, the antient form of the present

Persic, to be used in it's stead. I am not acquainted with the Parsi ; but I am told

by the best authorities here that it is a language altogether distinct from the Persic

Now it is clear that the wildest despotism never could think itself capable of extirpat-

ing the colloquial medium of a whole people and of substituting for it terms of com-

munication utterly unintelligible to the multitude : yet, had the Parsi been the former

language in use throughout the greater part of Persia, it's suppression and the intro-

duction of the Deri would have been tbe violent measure which I have represented.

This consideration led me to reflect whether the Hindi might not have been the lan-

guage originally prevalent in Persia. When I pursued the thought, numerous cor-

roboratory circumstances appeared to support the belief; so that I now persuade my-

self the Hindi is the language which spread itself from Iran, eastward to India

and westward over a great part of Europe. I forget whether it be Lipsius or Sca-

liger who remarks an affinity between the Persic and the German. He would have,

perceived a stronger indication of connection had he pursued the earlier type (the

Hindi) through dialects more strictly Gothic. I do not mean the Gothic of Ulphilas's

Gospels, which is Mccso-Gotliic and evidently corrupted by the adoption of idioms

from the borderers on the Roman frontier, but I allude to that branch of the language

which kept itself clear from the concourse of various tribes and tongues existing in the

Southern Realms. With my confessedly superficial knowledge ofboth Persic and Hin-

di, I should have had hesitation in referring to those languages before so many who

arc thoroughly proficient in them, did I not assure myself it would be perfectly com-

prehended that an individual working at a language to satisfy himself on particular

points in its substance and structure may reach that object howsoever deficient ho

may be in the ordinary application of the tongue. The strongest ground of convic-
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tion with me is, that, supposing the Hindi to have been the current language of the

country it had radical ambiguities which Behram Gor might judiciously wish to re-

medy. It is natural to surmise that he sought to effect this, not (as has been hastily

supposed) by a forcible suppression of the dialect in general nse, but by exerting the

influence of his Court as well as of his public establishments, to which the edict

was probably addressed, for procuring the adoption of a connected dialect of the

same language, intelligible to all and into which the crowd would gradually slide

through the example of their superiors.

For the dilatation of this hypothesis it wonld have been necessary to bring toge-

ther a mass of collateral proofs, as well as to show what is the internal evidence of

an original language, and what are the cases in which the identity of unconnected

words in two languages should furnish inference of the descent of one from the other

instead of being ascribed to casual introduction. Each would be a laborious detail,

and the scope appeared to me far beyond any leisure I could allot to it. After all,

the point may seem little material ; yet disquisitions of this sort are seldom without

their use. Towards deciding the earlier history of nations they are important. The

connection of language powerfully confirms recorded facts which otherwise might be

questionable, while the absence of it is a regulation of particulars too lightly admit-,

ted into annals.

Here I must stop. The cessation is painful,because it reminds me ofthe word Ibavo

to pronounce. Farewell. I do not utter it as a common place formulary of leave-tak-

ing, but with that earnest wish for the welfare of each of you which most be prompt*

ed by all you have taught me to feel towards you.

Resolved, That these proceedings be printed in the Appendix of the volume of the

Researches now in the Press.
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No. II.

*

RULES OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

THE following is an abstract of the Rules of this Institution, which are now in

force ;
including those printed in the Appendix to the sixth and subsequent Volumes

of the Society's Transactions.

Original Rules adoptedfrom the Founder's Discourse, 15th February, 1784.

1. The Institution shall be denominated the Asiatic Society : the bounds of its

investigations will be the geographical limits of Asia ; and within these limits, its en-

quiries will be extended to whatever is performed by man or produced by nature.

2. Weekly Meetings shall beheld for the purpose of hearing Original Papers read,

im such subjects as fall within the circle of the Society's enquiries.

8. All curious and learned men shall be invited to send their Tracts to the Secre-

tary • for which they shall immediately receive the thanks of the Society.

4. The Society's Researches shall be published annually, if a sufficiency of valu-

able materials be received.

5. Mere Translations of considerable length shall not be admitted, except of such

unpublished Essays or Treatises as may be transmitted to the Society, by Native Au-

thors.

6. AH questions shall be decided on a ballot, by a majority of two-thirds, and
.

nine Members shall be required to constitute a Board for such decisions.

7. No new Member shall be admitted who has not expressed a voluntary desire to

become so ; and in that case, no other qualification shall be required, than a love

Ql knowledge, and a zeal for the promotion of it.
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Subseqttent Resolutions of the Society, which are in force.

8. The future Meetings of the Society shall be held on the first Wednesday of

each alternate Month, at eight o'clock in the evening.

9. If any business should occur to require intermediate Meetings, they may be

convened by tho President ; who may also, when necessary, appoiut any other day

of the week, instead of Wednesday, for the stated Meetings of the Society.

*

10. As it may not always be convenient for the President to attend the Meet-

ings of the Society, a certain number of Vice-Presidents shall be elected annually.
<

11. In case the President and the Vice-Presidents are absent at any meeting,

a quarter of an hour after the fixed time, the Senior Member present shall take the

Chair lor the evening.

12. Every Member of the Society shall have the privilege of introducing, as a

Visitor, any Gentleman who is not usually resident, in Calcutta,

13. With a view to provide Funds for the necessary expenses of tho Society, an.

Admission Fee shall be established to consist of Two Gold Mohurs, payable by every

Member on his election ; and each Member of the Society, resident in India, (honor-

ary Members excepted,) shall also contribute a Gold Mohur quarterly, in the first

week of January, April, July, and October. Any Member neglecting to pay his Sub-

scription, for half a year after it become* due, to bo considered as no longer a Mem-

ber of the Society.

14. All Members returning to India, shall be called upon to pay their Subscrip-

tion as usual from the date of their return.

15. A Treasurer shall be appointed.

HJ. In addition to the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, and a Librarian, shall

l>c also appointed.
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17. A Committee of Papers shall be appointed, to consist of the President,

Vice-Presidents, Secretary, and nine other Members, to be elected annually; and

any number no less than five, shall be competent to form a Committee.

18. This Committee frill select from the Papers communicated to the Society •

such as may appear proper for publication ; and superintend the printing of the So-

ciety's Transactions.

JO. The Committee of Papers shall be authorized to draw upon the Treasurer

for any sums requisite to defray the expense of publishing the Transactions ; and an

order, signed by a majority of tho Committee, will be a sufficient warrant to tho

Treasurer for paying the same.

30. The Committee of Papers is authorized to defray any small Contingent Ex-

penses on account of the Society, which they may deem indispensable.

21. Every subscribing Member of the Society on application, shall be furnished

With a copy of such volumes of the Researches as may be published whilst he conti-

nues a Member, in return for his contributions, without any further payment.

*

22. With a view to the more general circulation of the Asiatic Researches in

India, the price of the 12th and future Volumes, to non-subscribers, shall be fixed

at a Gold Mohur, and if several volumes of different years be purchased together,

they shall be sold at Ten Rupees each.

23. The Agents of the Society in England shall be desired to purchase and for-

ward for tho Society's Library, Books of Science and Oriental Literature published

in Europe, according as the Funds of the Society will permit.

24. The Committee of Papers shall be requested to furnish the Agents in Europe,

with such further instructions as may appear requisite for their guidance in the selec-

tion of Books proper to be placed in the Library of the Society.
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LIBRARY.

25. The Library is open from 10 to 4 o'clock, between which hours, the Native

Librarian is to be in attendance every day, Sunday excepted.

26. None but the Members of the Society are allowed to borrow Books from the

Society's Library, and no Book is to be lent out of Calcutta without especial per-

mission from the Committee of Papers.

27. Books are to be borrowed by written or personal application to the Secre-

tary : in cither case, the person applying is to furnish a written receipt, specifying

the name of the work, and the time for which it is borrowed, at the expiration of

which, be is to return the Book borrowed or renew his application for an extended

loan of it.

28. The Receipts for the Books shall be filed, and a Record kept of the Books

lent out, to whom, and when lent out, and when returned.

29. A list of the Books in the Library, and a Register of those lent out, are to be

kept ready for inspection,

90. All persons borrowing Books, are to be answerable for their safe return, or

are expected to replace them, if injured or lost.

MUSEUM.

31. On the 2d February, 1814, the Society determined "upon forming a Museum

for the reception of all Articles that may tend to illustrate Oriental Manners, and His-

tory ; or to elucidate the particularities of Nature or Art in the East." The following

Resolutions were at the same time passed upon the subject.
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83. That tliis intention be made known to the public, and that Contributions be

solicited of the undermentioned nature : <

1. Inscriptions on Stone or Brass.

2. Ancient Monuments, Moliammedan or Hindu. . .

;

3. Figures of the Hindu Deities.

4. Ancient Coins.

6. Ancient Manuscripts. •

6. Instruments of War peculiar to the East.

7. Instruments of Music.

8. The Vessels employed in Religious Ceremonies.

9. Implements of Native Art and Manufacture, &c. &c.

10. Animals peculiar to India, dried or preserved.

11. Skeletons or particular Bones of Animals peculiar to India.

12. Birds peculiar to India, stuffed or preserved.

13. Dried Plants, Fruits, Sec.

!4. Mineral or Vegetable Preparations in Eastern Pharmacy,

15. Ores of Metals.

16. Native Alloys of Metal.

17. Minerals of every description, &c. &c.

83. That the Hall on the ground floor of the Society's House be fitted up for the

reception of the Articles that may be procured. The Plan and expenses of so doing

to be regulated by the Committee of Papers and Secretary ; and the Person undef

whose Supcrintendance the Museum may be placed.

34. That the expense which may be incurred in preparing Materials, furnished

in a state unfit for preservation, be defrayed by the Society, within a certain and fix-

ed extent

•

35. All Articles presented to the Museum, shall be delivered in the first instance

to the Superintendent of the Museum, to enable him to make the acknowledgement

directed in the Standing Rules of the Society.

U
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36. A Register of Donations to the Museum, shall be exhibited at each Meeting

of the Society.

37. The Committee of Papers shall adopt such means as may appear proper, for

making the intentions of the Society in this respect generally known.

a

38. The names of Persons contributing to the Museum or Library of the Society

shall be hereafter published at the end of each volume of the Asiatic Researches.

BIBLIOTHECA ASIATICA.

The following Resolutions were passed, on the recommendation of the Commit-

tee of Papers, under date the 3d July, 1806, but materials bave not yet been received

for publishing a Volume of the Work therein proposed.

39. That the Society publish, from time to time, as their Fnnds will admit of it,

Volumes distinct from the Asiatic Researches, Translations of short Works in the

Sanscrit and other Asiatic Languages, or Extracts and descriptive Accounts ofBooks

of greater length in those Languages, which may be offered to the Society, and appear

deserving of publication.

40. That as this Publication may be expected gradually to extend to all Asiatic

Books, of which copies may be deposited in the Library of the Society, and even to

. all Works extant in the learned Languages of Asia, the series of the Volumes bo

entitled Bibtiotheca Asiatica, or a Descriptive Catalogue of Asiatic Books, with Ex-

tracts and Translations,

Physical and Literary Committees.
% " " *

41. At the suggestion of one of the Members of the Society, it was resolved, on

the 7th September, 1808 ; First. That a Committee be formed to propose such Plans

and carry on such Correspondence as may seem best suited to promote the know-
' ledge of Natural History, Philosophy, Medicine, improvements of the Arts, and

whatever is comprehended in the general term of Physics ; to consist of such Members

as may voluntarily undertake to meet for that purpose. Secondly. That a Committee
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be formed in like manner, for Literature, Philology, History, Antiquities, and what-

ever is comprehended under (he general term of Literature.

42. The following Boles for the two Committees were also adopted by the Socie-

ty, on the 5th October, 1808

:

43. That the Meetings of the Literary Committee be held at the House belong-

ing to the Asiatic Society, on the first and third Wednejsdayt, and the Meetings of

the Physical Committee on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each Month, at the

hour of Nine o'CIock in the Evening: wbeno\er a general Meeting of the Asiatic

Society may be held on the same evening, and at the same hour, the Meeting of the

Committee to be suspended. 2d. That each Committee be open to all Members of

the Asiatic Society, who may chusc to attend the Meetings. 3d. That if the Pre-

sident of the Society be present at a Meeting of either Committee he shall preside

;

in his absence one of the Vice-Presidents, and in their absence the eldest Member

of the Society present at each Meeting shall be considered as President at such

Meeting. 4th. That the Secretary to the Asiatic Society be requested to act as

Secretary to the Literary Committee, and the Assistant Secretary to the Society be

requested to act as Secretary to the Physical Committee, as far as their time and

avocations may admit. 5th. That a Deputy Secretary be also appointed for each

Committee, to be elected at the next Meeting of the two Committees respectively.

6th. That regular Books of Proceedings be kept by the Secretaries for each Com-

mittee, in which Minutes shall be entered of all Papers, Communications, and Acts

done by the Committee ; that such Books be at all times open to tbe inspection of

the Members of the Asiatic Society ; and that such Papers be laid before the So-

ciety as the Committee may judge proper to be submitted. 7th. That the Corres-

pondence of each Committee be in general carried on through its Secretary or De-

puty ; but that it be at the discre tion of the Committees to employ any one of their

Members to correspond with any individual.

On the 9th February,- 1825, it was Resolved,

44. That t'.c Physical Committee assemble on the first Wednesday of each

month, alteraati ly with that on which the Meeting of the Society is held.

U. H. WILSON, Sec. 4. S,
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No. nr.

r m •

List of the Donors and Donations to the Museum ofthe Asiatic

Society,from January, J 822.

Honorable J. Adam, Esq.—Three silver Coins of Mahmfid Sultan of Malwa.

J. Adam, Esq. M.D. in the name of Captain Webster.—Specimen of Lava from Bar-

row Island.

American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia.—Cast of Bones of the leg and foot

of the Megalonix or Great Claw.

W. B. Baylby, Esq. in the name of H. B. Hodcson, Esq.—Specimen of Woollen

Cloth. Ditto of Crystal. Ditto of Metallic Ores. Several Salgram

Stones. A Siva Linga. A Prayer Cylinder from Ncpaul.

J. Bbntlby, Esq. in the name of Capt. Balks.—A long haired female Goat.

C. F. Broomlby, Esq.—A number of Clubs and Spears used by the Natives of

New Zealand.

Mons. Casanova.—Specimen of Lava from the Isle Do Bourbon.

Capt. Cornfoot.—Skin and extremities, parts of the head and neck, of a large

Ape killed on the North Coast of Sumatra.

Mr. Conollbv.—A set of Mr. Conolley's portable Telegraphic signals by sea and

land.

Capt. Cox.—A Copper Spear Head found on the plains of Hathura.

G.Chbstbr, Esq.—Three ancient Mohammedan Coins, two of the reigns ofMah-

mud of Bengal.

Mons. Duvadcel.—Several species of Snakes in spirit. A stuffed Dclphinus

Gangeticus. Several stuffed Birds.
' j
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Capt. Eastoatb—A perfect stuffed Albatross. The head and wings of another

ditto. A Cape Hen. A Booby Bird. A Pintado or Capo Pigeon.

Professor Fischer, of Moscow.—Specimens of Turquoise.

Mr. Flatman.—A species of Lizard caught in the woods of Bancoora.

Mr. Forstbr.—A young Kid with seven legs.

Li but. Col. Franklin.—An ancient Coin.

W. L. Gibbon, Esq.—Specimens of Agates. Two Coral Trees on stands. A Mon-

key from Sincapoor in spirit. Several Minerals from Java. Model of a

Lusus Naturai at Lncknow. Two Models of hollow Garden walls as con-

structed in England, and a specimen of the Bengali mode offoliating glass

globes with lead. An artificial Wax Candle. A Hindustani Matchlock.

Specimen of Serpula Polythalamia. The Mures. Tritonus. A young Alli-

gator. A Crab Shell.

Gen. Hardwickb in the name of Major Gall and Mr. Sbwell.— A stuffed

Albatross. A double beaded Buffalo Calf; with a description and draw-

ing of the latter.
*

Gbn. Hardwickb.—Model of a Malay War Prow. Two Head Dresses. T«o mo-

ther-of-pearl shell Ornaments of New Zealand Chiefs. A Chinese hat of a

particular construction. The hat of a Kamschatkan. The Mushroom

shaped Madrepore from the straits of Rama which divide the Island of

Ceylon from the Peninsula of India. The horns of a Deer common to ma-

ny parts of India called Bora Singa.

Capt. Herman.—Sundry Snakes and Reptiles in Alcohol.

T. Hewbtt, Esq.—A dried flying Fish.

H. B. Hodcron, Esq.—Specimens of woollen cloth, crystal metallic ores, Salgram

stones, jantras, prayer cylinders, images, domestic utensils, and othei arti-

cles from Nepanl. Specimen of the hair of the Chert or supposed Uuicorn

and impression of his hoof. Specimen of the wool of tho Now a or moun-

tain Sheep.
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Hon. Capt. Kbppbl.—A Babylonian Brick.

Ms. J. Kyd.—A large jaw bone of a whale. A number oflarge Barnacles from tho

bottom of a Ship. Specimen ofa King Crab. Tooth of the Saw Fish.

J. P. La ruins, Esq.—A large block of Petrified wood found in digging the foun-

dations for a bouse near the Government House in Calcutta.

Sir C. T. Mbtcalpe.—Two ancient gold Coins from Warankal.

Mr. Mitchbll.—A curious Insect found in the hollow of a tree.

W. Nisbbt, Esq.—Specimens of the Mcteorolitc that fell near Allahabad in 1822.

S. Nicolson, Esq.—Two Clay Figures of Hindu Ascetics.

J. Palhbr, Esq.—A dried Head of a New Zealand Chief. A piece of marble from

the ruins of Carthage. A Fossil from Devonshire with an impression.

Spears of different kinds from Goonungoopur. Wooden War Club from

ditto. Wooden Club for the days of festival from ditto. Necklace of

seeds and shells from ditto. Bracelets of Boars' Tusks from ditto. Nu-

merous kinds of Female Ornaments from do. Fishing Lines and Hooks

from ditto. A Smoking Pipe from ditto.

Philosophical Society op Yorkshire.—A box containing specimens of tho

strata of England.

The Prrsidbnt of tub Asiatic Society.—A number of horns of the Tibet tail-

less Deer.

Propessor Rbinhardt.—Stuffed birds from the Royal Museum of Natural Histo-

ry of Copenhagan.

Lirut. H. Robinson.—A Horn of the Unicorn of NcpauL Four ancient copper

Coins. Four small Images of wood, earth and lead. One seal of iron.

Another ditto ofwood. One stone Die. A sling made of the Hair of the

Yak. An iron spoon made at Lassa. A small specimen of gold ore

from Lassa. Butan Wax in its crude state. Several Bhotia Jantras. A

small Ammonite. Some Bhotia Coins. Some original delineations of the

body. A common seal of brass. A lock and key of peculiar construction

manufactured at Lassa. Two Horns of a species of Antelope.
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J. T. Robinson, Esq.—Two ancient Coins from Nasirabad.

G. J. Siddons, Esq. in the name of Mr. Rogbrson.—A large snout of a sword fish.

Skin of a Giraffe.

G. J. Siddons, Esq. in the name of Mr. Wood.—Skins of the Eyland. Three

Bucks. Three Seals.

Major Sack villk.—Three ancient Coins.

G. Skipton, Esq.—A box of Minerals from the Giant's Causeway, Ireland.

F. P. Strong, Esq.—Two pebbles from Van Diemans land. A Lusus Naturae.

Images of Budha from Rangoon.

Capt. Stbad.—Head of a New Zealander.

Gbn. Stewart.—A Stone Boll from Java. Another ditto from Calinjcr with a

Sanscrit Inscription. A stone slab from Ajaya Gerh in Bundclkhand with

Sanscrit Inscription. Two ditto from Burro Pitari near Bhilsa with

ditto. Another ditto from Oudipoor near ditto. Another ditto from Mahoba

in Bundelkhand near ditto. Two Stones from Bhuvaneswara in Orissa

with Sanscrit Inscriptions. One ditto from Ajaya Gerh.

G. Swinton, Esq.—A copper Axe head found in the earth at Bithur.

Dr. Thomas.—Two large Images of Budha.

Miss Tytler.—Model of a Hindustani Chatta. Ditto Loom for wearing coarse

canvas. Ditto ditto Blanket. Two pair of Lac bracelets. Model of a

drill for cutting bones. Ditto Lancet for making incision into poppy

heads. Ditto of Blacksmith's forge and bellows with two anvils. Ditto

Instruments for Drawing circles on the ground with Carpenter's Hatchet

and Saw. Model of an Apparatus for making paper. Ditto a double Boat.

Ditto for Catching Birds. Ditto Steel yard. Ditto of a Hooka. A
stone shot from the ruins of Samram Ghcr. Model of a Native Carriage.

Model of a Mosque. Ditto of a temple in Nepaul. Ditto of a Granary.

Ditto of an Eka Gari. Ditto of a Grinding stone. Ditto of a Frame for

making Tallow Candles.
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Dr. R. Tytlbr.—Specimen of a homed fly found near Azim Gerh. A suit of ar-
mour. Two Hindu Images and Rosaries. Specimens of Volcanic Minerals
from Java. A case of poisoned arrows from the Poggy Islands. Two Lin-
gams with sculpture. A number of different Images. Views of the Thj and
Kuteb Minar. A native Portrait of Nur Jehan. Two small dried Alliga-
tors. Two Cranias with singularly diversified sutures. Several curious
Salgram stones. An Aerolite. A large stone in three pieces.

Mr. Wbbstbr.—Two Otaheiti Paddles.

Rbv. J. Yaul.—Two boxes of Fossils from New South Wales.

T. Ybld, Esq.—Pctrefaction of a part of the stem of a Palm tree,

No. IV.

last of the Donors and Donations to the Library ofthe Asiatic

Society,from January, 1822, to July, 1825.

American Acadbmy op Arts and Sciencps.—The 2d part of the 4th volume of

the Memoirs of American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Society op Arts, Sciences, &c—Transactions of tho Society for the Encour-

agement of Arts, Sciences, &c. vols. 27, 89, 40 and 41.

Antiquarian Society.—Antiquarian Societatis Archceologia, vol. 14 to 10; 18,

19, part 2, and vol. 20ih, part 2d.

Astronomical Society op London.—Transactions ofthe Astronomical Society

of London, vol. lst,.part 1 and 2.
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Asiatic Society op Paris.—Journal Asiatique Number from 1 to 7, 0 to 11, 12

to 20 and 21—24 with the Opening and Anniversary Discourses from 1822

-1821.

Co i,. Acnkw.—Fac-simile of Inscriptions at Raju Lochan.

Ali Akbbr Khan.—Makbxan nl Ad via ; Persian.

Mr. W. Barnpibld.—Catalogue of the Books of Messrs. Longman, Hurst and

Company's Library.

Rev. B. Bridge.—Theory and Solution of Cubic and Biquadratic Equations.

Thr Royal Academy op Cabn.—Various Reports and Memoirs.

Professor Cirbird.—Grammairc De la Langue Armenienne.

Cambridge Philosophical Society.—The first number of the Transactions of

the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Mr. Chevalier— Honterian Oration for 1821.

Professor Fischer.—Essai sur la Turquoise et sur la Calaite.

Council op the Madras College.—Grammar of the Tclugu language by A. D.

Campbell, Esq. A Dictionary ofditto by ditto. Grammar ofthe Carnatic lan-

guage, by J. McKerrell, Esq. Tclugu Fables. A new edition of Beschi's

Tamul Grammar. A Treatise on Arabic Syntax by Maulavi Torab Ali.

Mr. J. Conolly.—Philanthropic Vocabulary.

Mons. Lb Baron De Fbrussac.—Tableaux Systematiques des Animaux MoU
lusques. Monographie des espcecs vivantcs et fossiles dp genre Melanop-

side, and several papers on the collection and preservation of Shells.

Mons. Jacques Graberc De Hemso.—Tbeorie de la Statistique. Lecons Elc-

mentaires de Cosmographie et de Statistique. Precis de la Literature

Historique du Mogbrib ool Aksa or Morocco. Saggio Istorico su gli Scaldi

AntichiPoeti Scandinavi. La Scandinavic vengee. Aunali di Gcogrnfia

edi Statistica, 2 vols. Delia Statistica in Italia. De Natura et Liroitibas

Scientiee statistica). Lcttre sor la Peste do Tanger en 1818—1819.

J
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Professor Prank.—Grammar of the Sanscrit Lantruase.

Edinburgh Royal Socibty.—Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

volumes 6, 7, 8, 9, and 1st part of 10.

Professor Fraehn.—Description of the Potosian Cabinet of Oriental Coins. An
Essay on ancient Bulgarian Coins. Description of the Cabinet of Orien-

tal Coins of the Imperial Academy of Science at Petersburg!), first part,

(Latin, 1818.) The same, (German, 18 >l .) Observations on some rare Mo-

hammedan Coins at Pctcrsburgh. Ancient Mohammedan Monuments!

On the Khazars from the Arabic Authors. On the Bashkirs. On the Per-

sian Coins of the early Kbalifs.

Geological Society.—Transactions of the Geological Society, from the 1st to the

5th vol. part 1st, and part 1st, vol. 1st of the second series.

The Government op Bombay.—Statistical Reports on the Purgunnabs of Pad-

shahpoor, Bclgam, &c. by T. Marshall, Esq.

Government op Madras.—Report of the length of the Pendulum at the Equator

by Mr. Goldingham. Astronomical observations at the Observatory Madras,

vol. 8d.

Col. Harriott.—Observations on Pauperism and Poor Laws.

Horticultural Society.—Transactions of the Horticultural Society, vol. 1 to 5.

Report of the Garden Committee of the Horticultural Society. A list of the

Members of ditto, &c.

Lieut. Hbpburne.—A Bbasha version of part of the Mahabharat.

Von Hammer.—A copy of Euclid's Elements in Arabic printed at Rome in IGOO.

Geography of Constantinople and the Bospborus. Nos. 13—17 and 21—

24 of the Jarbucher der Literatur. The 1st, 2d &4th Numbers of the 6th

vol. of the Mines de l'orient. Roll of Papyrus. Memoir of tho two last

Counts of Purgstall. Translation of Motanabi in German verse.

B. H. Hodgson, Esq.—A large collection of Jantras. Pictures ofMaha Kali, in va-

• rious forms with and without a Sacti. Emblems and prayers addressed to

the Agent of Death, in the eventof sickness. Pictures exhibiting the Grand
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Lama with a Sacti. Four wooden black printing Blocks. Ten large than -

gees or pictures exhibiting the Chief Lamas as Buddhas, the Punj Budha or

five celestial Budhas, (of Bhotc and of Nipal) some subordinate divinities,

especially Mahakala and other persons and things. A collection of Jaiptras

or Charms made up after the manner of Bhot to wear about the person, &o.

and the following Books :—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. Four large works in print from

Swayumbhu Nath. No. 5. Another large work, Manuscript, with an illu-

minated frontispiece from the same. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9. Manuscript collections

of popular tracts, secured in masses or vols, by wooden bindings of a rude

kind, Obtained from the Bhotiya peasants and monks. Nos. 10 to 20 inclu-

sive ; Loose, printed collections obtained from same source as the above. In

good condition. Nos. 21 to 50 inclusive ; Loose, Manuscript collections, from

same source. No. 51. A neat manuscript collection of threo vols, bound in

coloured cloth with some curious figures interspersed. No. 52. A large-

lettered, loose tract, in print. Obtained from Swayumbhu Nath. In fine

condition. No. 53. The Muni Puti, or treatise on the praying cylinder.

Taken from one of sis vast cylinders vertically fixed on the north side of

Kasa Chit temple, in the valley of Nipal, printed with red ink ; and in en-

tire preservation.

F. Hamilton, Esq. (late Buchanan.)—Hamilton's Fjshes of the Ganges, with a to*

luiue of plates.

Mons. JoMARD.-Memoires et observations sur 1* Egypte. Tome premier.

Mr. JAUBBHT.-Elemens de la langue Turque, and Voyages en Perse.

Moss. Ju lxi rn.—Essai sur l'Emploi du Terns. Essai sur la Philosophic des Scien*

ces. Agenda General. Biometre. Three numbers of the Revue Encyclo-

pedique for 1824, &c.

Proprietors of thb Lithographic Press, Calcutta.—Copy of the Gulistan.

Print of T. Alsop, Esq. Map of the Burman Empire.

Ljnnean Socibty.—Transactions of the Linncan Society, vol. 10 to 14th, part 1st

Mons. Langles.—The 25th No. of the Monumcns dc 1' Hindustan, and Specimens

of Arabic Types.
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Mons. Labovkoux.--Cours elemcntaire de Gcographie Physique.

Mr. W. Macnaghtbn.—Principles and precedents of Mohammedan Law.

Medical Society op Calcutta.—Medical and Physical Transactions, vol. 1st.

Major Moor.—A Dictionary of Suffolk words by Major Moor.

Right Reverend Bishop M

0

n t kr.—Researches on the Cuneiform Inscriptions

of Persepolis. The Religion of Odin.

Mr. Newton.—Three enigmas attempted to be explained.

Capt. Nrupvillb.—An Asamese work in praise of Vishnu as Covinda.

Royal, Society op London—The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Soci-

ety of London, from 1806 to 1823.

Mr. John Pickering, of Salem Massachusetts.—Edwards' observations on the

language of the Muhhckancw Indians.

M0H8. D* Paravby.—Two Pamphlets on the Zodiac of Dcndera.

Propkssor Fin Magnusbn.—The Elder Edda translated into Danish, 2 vols.

Sir Thos. Rapples.—The second volume of the Malay Miscellnnies. A collec-

tion of Papers relating to the formation of the Sincapur Institution.

Mons. Lb Baron Db Sacy.—The first part of the Paris Edition in Arabic of the

Makamati Hariri.

Ramkomul Sen.—The first number of an English and Bengali Dictionary.

Propbssor Raskr.—A Danish and English Dictionary.

Mons. Rkmusat.—Chinese Grammar. Second Memoir on the intercourse between

the Tartar Princes of Persia and the Sovereigns of Europe.

Li but. Robinson.—Various Nepaul and Tibet Manuscripts.

Mr. Robinson.—A work on Malayan Orthography.

Curators op the University op Ley den.—Specimen of a Catalogue of their ori-

ental Library by Mr. Hamakcr. Dissertation on the Geography of Ibn

HauLcI by Mr. Uylcnbroek.
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Mr. Boss.—Translation of the Gulistan.

Count Stern berg.—Expose Geognostico—Botanique de la Flore primitive, No. 1.

Professor Schlegel.—Indische Bibliothek, Nos. 3, 4 and 5. Bbagavat Gita, in

the original Sanscrit, printed at Bonn, with a Latin translation.

Mr. Thomas.—Proportions of Albert Durer.

Mons. Garcin Dr Ta8sv.—Translation of an Exposition de la foi Musalmane

from the Turkish, and Lea oiseaux et les Fleors from the Kashf ool Izar

of Aziooddin.

Mons. Du Vauckl.—Covicr's Regno Animal, avec Figures, 4 vols.

Mons. Villoy.—Rcchcrches statistiques sur la villc de Paris et le departement

de la Seine for 1831,1823 and 1833, 3 volumes.

H. H. 'Wilson, Esq.—A collection of Persian and Hindustani Proverbs compiled

and translated into English, chiefly by the late Captain Roebuck.

K
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No. V.

MEMBERS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY,

1825.

PATRONS.
The Richt Honorable WILLIAM PfiT LORD AMHERST,

Governor General, inc. ttc. fcc.

^ Members ofthe Supreme
His Excellency Gfn. the Hon. Sib E. PAGET, G. C. B.

Honorable J. FENDALL, Esq.
i Council.

Honorable J. H. HARIXGTON, Esq. J

PRESIDENT.

—

Tub Honorable J. H. HARINGTON, Esq.

1st VICE PRES1DENT.-W. B. BAYLEY, Esq.

2d Ditto.

—

Th e Right Rev. REGINALD HEBER, D.D.F.R.S. Lord Bishop

of Calcutta.

COMMITTEE OF PAPERS.

Including the PRESIDENT, the VICE PRESIDENTS, and SECRETARY.

W. H. MACNAGHTEN, Esq.

COURTNEY SMITH, Esq.

A. STIRLING, Esq.

N. WALLICH, Esq. M. D.

C. ABEL. Esq. M.D.

JAMES ATKINSON, Esq.

JAMES CALDER, Esq.

Rbvbrbnd Dr. W. CAREY.

J. G. GORDON, Esq.

Sbcretary.—H. H. WILSON, Esq.

Sbcrbtary to the Physical Committer.—Dr. C. ABEL.

SUPBR1NTENDANT OP THE MUSEUM.—Dr. J. ADAM.

Treasurers.—Messrs. PALMER and CO.

Agent in Europe.—II. T. COLEBROOKE, Esq.

Book-seller in Europe.—J. MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Collector.—RAM COMUL SEN.
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itffinbers.

Ui\ C. Abel. tiev. vr . carey, v. JJ.

T A -t- - -

J. Acninaty, Major c. xi, Campbell.

JJr. J. Adam. Lf. i^ncster.

IT . AlllSJlC* oir mi». coiourooke, Mart.

iii. /vinsiic. jjitijur it • ^/uicurooK.c

Honorable Capt. J. Amherst. H. I1* Colebrookc.

David Anderson. A Iav 'i rwl nr- f^j > 1 trifiiVlv-AalJUt r \_-oivin.

J. Ashburncr. ii . V/Ooper.

J. Atkinson. »» . ju. v^ictana.

JLieut. Col. John liaulie. <». vrawiura.

P P Rttirdjr. v. oaira. Thomas Rimini

T Dickena

Hon Sir fj H Rnrlnar Rt A- IT R v»cvrgw xsuwue^weii.

TifMit Pnl P I

Andrew R(>rr« \f Tl Sir V Hv/lii Piit K*«

Rokprf RirtHiilnhXVOUt-TL JJlUUUipU. is. Xiiimon&tono.

TT . JJ1JU. v. ijjjerion, jm.

William ProLma

P If RmfA w . riwer.

ThnmAa Ilrj\rkt-/>xijuiuci;* xiruoive. oir noDert r ar(junar.

K TlricrhtmAnJllifaUUU<lll* v UU1J AT dl
(J
U Hal.

-majui jereiniiin oryant. <> . xx. i' ergiiason.

Rev. Thomas Brvr<* 1) D John Kleniiii" M. D
Frauds Buchanan, (Hamilton,) M. D. John Fullarton, M. D.

Capt. W. Buckley, 5th N. I. John Fombelle.

Honble. Sir Antony Boiler. Gordon Forbes.

Capt. R. Barney, B. A. F. C. P. S. Lieut. W. N. Forbes.

Sir William Burroughs, Bart R. B. Francis.

J. Calder. J. B. Fraser.

Herbert Compton. Captain J. Fraser.

Capt. W. M. Bruce. John Borthwick Gilchrist, L.L.D.

Honorable John Cochrane, J. Goldingham.
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G. J. Gordon.

Lieut. A. D. Gordon.

W. L. Gibbons.

Thomas Graham.

J. Grant.

William L. Grant.

• Gen. R. Haldanc.

A r V R S D 1 x.

Lieut. Col. William Hamilton.

Maj. Gen.Thos. HardvricLe, F. R. &L.S.

Captain B. Hall.

£. Hale.

Col. J. S. Harriott.

Hon. J. H. Harington.

James Hare, M. D.

Capt J. D. Herbert.

Right Rev.R Heber, Bishop of Calcutta.

Captain J. A. Hodgson.

Henry Hodgson.

R. Home.

R. Jenkins.

A. R. Jackson.

Henry George Keone.

Sir John Kennaway, Bart.

Richard Kennaway.

Colonel C. H. Keating.

Lieut Gen. Alex. Kyd.

James Kyd.

M. Larruletta.

T. Lewin.

William Leycester.

Captain R. Lachlan, 17th Foot.

Wm, Linton.

Charles Lloyd.

Lieut. Col. Herbert Lloyd.

James Lock.

M. Lumsdeu, LL. D.

Col. Colin Macautay.

Col. Alex. Macdonald.

G. Mackillop.

Holt Mackenzie.

Sir Francis Macaaghten, Kt
W. H. Macnagfiten.

Major Gen. Sir J. Malcohn, K. C. B.

Sir Chas. Ware Mallet, Bart.

i, D. D.Rev. Joshua

J. C. Marshman:

William Byam Martin,

lion. W. H. L. Melville.

Sir C. T. Metcalfe.

Rev. W. H. Mill.

Nathaniel Middleton.

Major Edward Moor, F. R. S.

William Moorcrofi.

G. Money.

Captain M. Morrison.

Col. Jas. Mouat.

John McWhirter, M. D.

Dr. Mundt.

A. Murray.

Simon Nicolson.

R. Neave.

Capt. H. Nicolson.

William Oliver.

Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart.

John Palmer.

Col. William Patterson.

Dr. G. Paterson.
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Rev. J. Parson.

Rer. H. Parish, LL. D.

J. Pearson.

H. T. Prinsep.

C. Prinsep.

Captain W. Price.

Hon. Sir T. S. Raffles.

Charles Milner Rickctts.

Lt. Col. Thomas Robertson.

B. Roberts.

George A. Robinson.

John Romor.

James Ross.

D. Ross.

Sir Henry Rnssell, Bart.

Alexander Rnssell.

T. Rutherford.

Robert Saunders.

David Scott, Junior.

Helenus Scott.

£. V. Schalch.

Lt. Col. Richard Scott.

Thomas Scott.

O. J. Siddons.

John Walter Sherer.

R. P. Smith.

John Shoolbred, M. D.

H. Sotheby.

Col. Matthew Stewart

F. P. Strong.

Sir Thomas Strange, Kt
Hon. C. F. Stuart.

James Stuart.

Captain J. W. Stewart.

A. Stirling.

E. Stirling.

J. C. C. Sutherland.

Courteney Smith.

O. Swinton.

Captain R, Taylor.

Right Honorable Lord Toignmouth,

Rev. William Tenant.

W. H. Trant.

Rev. T. Thomason.

W. Twining.

J. Thomason.

John Thompson.

George Thompson.

Major James Tod.

Henry Trail.

Robert Tytler, M. D.

T. £. M. Turton.

Henry St. Geo. Tucker.

Archibald Trotter.

John Trotter.

Lt. Col. Vaugban.

N. Wallich, M. D.

Captain W. Walker.

Lieut Col. John Warrom.

Major W.S.Webb.

J. Wheatley.

Major F. S. White.

R. Winter.

Charles Wilkins, LL. D.

John Lloyd Williams.

H. H. Wilson.

P. M. Wynch.

T. Yeld.

James Young.

Rev. J. Young, LL. D.
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TDonorarp iHtmbcrs.

Mons. Chezy.

Bacon Dcnon.

Lieut. Col. Fitzclarence.

Professor Fischer.

Joseph Von]

Marquis of Hastings.

Earl of Monntnorris.

Sir William Ouseley.

Professor Oersted.

Baron De Bassayn do Richmont.

Professor Rasmussen.

Mons. Remusat.

Baron De Sacy.

Professor A- Schlegel.

Mons. Garcin De Tassy.

/
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ERRATA.

Page. Lime.

•

For Head

a 10 Note 7783 feet 6783 feet

an Z.I 0800 9000

242 a Raungerb Raingorh.

aaa in is at.

aai 3 era 6a.

a&s 2i Jaranbbi Jahnavi.

4 Fileam Tikam.

— 23 0008 7008.

U Majika Mdjan.

.

—

Hi Sud6r Ludur.

I 7,318 8,318.

3 Raba Riba.

Ml 2 Shabeog Shilang.

Korba Karba.

omit, " Wo lefi Mooruoj at 10. o'clock.'

23 After acid, a full atop.

ana a 12.388 1 2,000.

ii Tala Kl.ir Tala Kh.ir.

im •ia Pose Pul.

12 Labrang Labrang.

311 2 always already.

222 2 Chinese-like Chinese, like.

376 14 0107 10,005.

322 2J Labu Lab6r.

aiQ 13 UieS. W. I the S. W, L
380 a M 6a.

am i 10,177 12,459.

382 2 11,815 13,735.

•27 One hundred and five 105.

325 23 10,113 10.000.

m Do. Do.

ana 38*8.



ERRATA.

/ ff<fV. Line. forJ IT Read

IBMO 14,412 14,710.

20 103 10,3.

39? 23 Chaui Chinf.

27 Dfin Dfin 6.

Oft Kl'ili Koti.

Fobling Tebling.

308 1 Choni Clnni.

16 nasi 0220.

21 Raba tt.ba.

401 17 123 1-2.3.

25 Mica Talc.

402 21 12* 12ih Nov.

403 28 Dattanger Datnaggur.

414 15 6 inches ft inch.

4 inches ft inch.
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II ERRATA.

y age. /-in/". rar Head

301 in 14 412 14 *7in

SO J03 10 3.

397 25 Cbaui Chinf.

27 Ddn Dfiae.

9R Kl'llinil k'miJVOU,

FelilinC Tebling.

398 1 Chani Cli'mi.

nisi

81 Raba Riba.

401 17 123 12,3.

25 Mica Talc.

402 21 12* 12th Nov.

403 20 Dattonger Datnaggur.

414 15 6 inches
ft inch.

4 inches i£ iacb.
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